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METAL ACCELERATION BY CHEMICAL EXPLOSIVES

J. W. Kury, H. C. Hornig, E. L. Lee, J. L. McDonnel,
D. L. Ornellas, M. Finger, F. M. Strange, M. L. Wilkins

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

The ability of chemical explosives to accelerate metal has been in-
vestigated in considerable detail. An accurate hydrodynamic test has
been developed to measure relative metal accelerating ability, and re-
sults have been obtained for a number of explosives.

Hydrodynamic tests have been used to generate pressure-volume-
energy equations of state for detonation products. These equations of
state can be used in calculations to predict the performance of an ex-
plosive in a variety of geometries. The equation of state obtained for
Comp B is compared with those obtained by other investigators.

Thermochemical calculations have been shown to predict accurately
the relative performance of many explosives. These calculations have
also been used to correlate the effect on performance of the amount and
type of binder used in explosives containing HMX.

INTRODUCTION performance is of considerable importance. It
permits one to determine an optimum balance

One of the most important uses of chemical between performance, sensitivity, thermal sta-
explosives is to accelerate metal. This ability bility, and physical properties for a given ex-
of an explosive to impart energy to metal has plosive formulation. To do this we have devel-
often been referred to as brisance, and a variety oped metal acceleration tests which, not only
of relatively simple tests [1] have been evolved permit a precise relative ordering of explosives,
over the years to measure this property. Among but also give sufficient information so that an
them are the Trauzl block test, ballistic mortar, accurate hydrodynamic equation of state can be
sand test and small scale plate push test [2]. generated for the detonation products. In addi-
Such tests have considerable appeal since they tion, we have found that results from thermo-
use small amounts of explosive and do not, in dynamic-hydrodynamic calculations using a
general, require expensive diagnostic equip- code such as RUBY [3] accurately predict the
ment. Unfortunately, it has been our experience relative performance of many explosives. The
that these tests do not accurately predict the details of these experimental methods and cal-
metal accelerating ability of many explosives culations are discussed in this paper, and re-
even on a relative basis. For example, the ex- sults for a variety of explosives are presented.
ceptional performance of some boron-containing Also, information on the equation of state of
explosives in the sand test and small scale plate detonation products is presented.
push test and of certain high density formula-
tions in the plate dent test have not been borne
out in subsequent large-scale metal accelera- RELATIVE PERFORMANCE MEAS-
tion tests. Moreover, information on the funda- UREMENT USING CYLINDER TEST
mental behavior of the detonation products of an A variety of metal accelerating tests has
explosive cannot be obtained from such tests been investigated for measuring relative per-
because they are not amenable to accurate formance of explosives. They include the
hydrodynamic interpretation, sphere test [4], plate push test [5], flat plate

test [2] and cylinder test [2]. Of these we have
The ability to-measure or calculate pre- found the cylinder test to be the most versatile

cisely an explosive's metal accelerating for determining relative performance.

3
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An early variant of this test was described TABLE I
at the Third Detonation Symposium [2]. How- Radius-Time History of Copper Cylinders
ever, since significant changes have been made, Expanded by Comp B, Grade A
a brief description follows.

25.4-mm-diam. 50.8-mm-diam.
Comp B Comp B

Experimental 2.606-mm 5.21-mm
Copper Wall Copper Wall

The standard cylinder test geometry con- -
sists of a 1-in.-diameter, 12-in.-long explosive R -Ro t R-R t/2
charge fitted into a copper tube with a 0.1022- (mm) (psec) (mm) (gsec)
in.-thick wall. A plane wave lens and 0.5-in.-
thick Comp B booster is used to initiate the 2 2.17 4 2.15
explosive at one end. The radial motion of the 3 3.00 6 3.00
cylinder wall is measured in a plane perpen- 4 3.77 8 3.78
dicular to the cylinder axis 7 in. from the 5 4.51 10 4.51
booster end. A streak camera records the 6 5.22 12 5.21
motion, using conventional shadowgraph tech-
niques. In addition, the detonation velocity of 7 5.91 14 5.90
the explosive is measured by placing pin switches 8 6.59 16 6.59
9 in. apart on the surface of the cylinder. 9 7.26 18 7.26

10 7.92 20 7.92
The streak camera record is read on a 11 8.57 22 8.57

precision comparator which punches out the
data directly on IBM cards. A computer code 12 9.22 24 9.21
converts film coordinates into actual radius (R) 13 9.86 26 9.85
and time (t), fits the data, and calculates radial 14 10.50 28 10.48
wall position and velocity at specified values of 15 11.13 30 11.11
R - Ro. Reproducibility of radius-time data be- 16 11.75 32 11.73
tween duplicate experiments is better than 0.5
percent. 17 12.37 34 12.35

18 12.99 36 12.97
Standard 1-in.-diameter cylinder test re- 19 13.60 38 13.59

sults for Comp B, Grade A at a density of 1.717 20 14.22 40 14.20
g/cc are presented in Table 1. Results for a 21 14.83 42 14.81
2-in.-diameter scaled experiment (ratio of mass
of explosive to mass of metal held constant) are 22 15.43 44 15.41
also presented and show no diameter effect. 23 16.04 46 16.02

Experiments were carried out to measure
wall radius-time behavior at various positions merely by comparing cylinder wall velocities at
along the 12 in. long cylinder. Results, con- the same expansion. The actual expansion at
firmed by hydrodynamic calculations, indicate which this comparison should be made depends
that steady state conditions exist in a region on the geometry in which the explosives are to
-3 in. to 9 in. from the booster end. be used.

Hydrodynamic calculations for a variety of
Interpretation of Cylinder Test geometries show that, with the mass ratios of

explosive to metal usually used, only two cyl-
Two-dimensional hydrodynamic calcula- inder expansions need to be considered to eval-

tions [6] were used to investigate the behavior uate an explosive: R/R0 - 1.3 and R/R1`_` 2.
of the detonation products in the cylinder test. This results from the fact that for detonations
The results indicate that the detonation products impinging head-on against metals essentially
expand essentially along the Chapman-Jouguet all the energy is transferred to the metal by
(C-J) isentrope. These calculations also showed the time the detonation products reach an ex-
that the relative volume (v) of the detonation pansion of V -! 2. This expansion is reached in
products in the cylinder can be simply related the cylinder test at R/Ro -- 1.3. In contrast, for
to the expansion of the cylinder (see Fig. 1). grazing or sideways detonations the products
Moreover, this relation is not sensitive to the continue to effectively transfer energy to the
explosive used. As a result, one is able to as- metal until they reach larger expansions, V 7.
sess the relative energy delivery of explosives These expansions are reached in the cylinder
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test at R/Ro 5 2. One is thus able to assess are presented in Table 2. The relative abil-
the relative performance of an explosive in ity of these explosives to deliver energy to
these two general types of metal acceleration metal in both head-on and sideways geome-
applications by merely comparing cylinder wall tries is summarized in Table 3. These re-
velocities at early and late expansion. sults were calculated from the data in

Table 2 by simply squaring cylinder wall
velocities and comparing them to the square

Cylinder Test Results of the Comp B values. Many of the values
listed in Table 3 have been confirmed when

Experimental cylinder test results at small the explosives were used in actual full-scale
and large expansions for a variety of explosives metal acceleration experiments.

TABLE 2
Cylinder Test Results

Cylinder Wall
Explosive Velocity

Density D (mm/gsec)

(g/cc) (mm/
Wsec) at at

Symbol Composition1  R-Ro = R-R. =

5 mm 19 mm

HMX --- 1.891 9.11 1.65 1.86
PBX-9404-03 HMX, NC, CEF (94/3/3) 1.841 8.80 1.57 1.80
PETN --- 1.765 8.16 1.56 1.79
RX-09-AA HMX, DNPA, EtDP (93.7/5.7/0.6) 1.827 8.69 1.56 1.79
RX-04-BY HMX, FNR, (86/14) 1.894 --- 1.54 1.77

LX-07-0 HMX, Viton (90/10) 1.865 8.64 1.54 1.77
Octol HMX, TNT (78/22) 1.821 8.48 1.53 1.75
HMX-Kel F HMX, Kel F (84/16) 1.882 --- 1.52 1.73
RX-04-AT HMX, 0. (88/12) 1.798 8.38 1.47 1.73
X-0204 HMX, Teflon (83/17) 1.911 8.42 1.50 1.72

LX-04-1 HMX, Viton (85/15) 1.865 8.47 1.49 1.71
PBX-9010 RDX, Kel F (90/10) 1.787 8.39 1.45 1.71
Cyclotol RDX, TNT (77/23) 1.754 8.25 1.46 1.70
PBX-9011 HMX, Estane (90/10) 1.777 8.50 1.46 1.69
RX-04-P1 HMX, Viton (80/20) 1.876 8.32 1.46 1.67

RX-04-AV HMX (CH 2 ). (92/8) 1.719 8.63 1.44 1.67
Comp B, Grd A RDX, TNT (64/36) 1.717 7.99 1.39 1.63
RX-05-AA RDX, Polstyr DOP (90/8/2) 1.675 --- 1.38 1.60
TNT --- 1.630 6.94 1.18 1.40
NM Nitromethane 1.143 6.37 1.01 1.22

INumerals are approximate weight percent of components.

Abbreviations:
NC = Nitrocellulose 0. = Carborane-fluorocarbon

CEF = Tris /3-chloroethylphosphate copolymer

DNPA = 2,2-Dinitropropylacrylate Teflon = Trademark for tetrafluoro-

EtDP = Ethyl 4,4-dinitropentanoate = ethylene polymer
Estane = Trademark for polyester-

FNR = Tetrafluoroethylene-trifluoro urethane of adipic acid 1,4-
nitroso methane copolymer butanediol, diphenylmethane

Viton A = Trademark for vinylidene fluoride- diisocyanate
hexafluoropropylene copolymer (CH 2 ), = Polyethylene

Kel F = Trademark for chloro-trifluoroethylene Polstyr = Polystyrene
polymer DOP = Dioctylphthalate
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Fig. 1 - Relative volume of detonation products
as a function of cylinder expansion

TABLE 3 DETONATION PRODUCT EQUATION
Relative Metal Accelerating Ability OF STATE FOR ACCURATE

PERFORMANCE CALCULATION
Relative Energy

Delivered to Metal The ability to calculate the performance of
Explosive a system containing explosive and metal has, inSymbolo In Geometries In Geometries general, been limited to simple idealized geom-

Characterized Characterized etries. However, the advent of high speed,

by Head-On by Sideways large memory computers such as the IBM 7030
Detonations Detonations and the CDC 6600 has changed this. With these

computers the motion of metal in fairly com-
HMX 1.41 1.30 plex geometries can now be accurately calcu-
PBX-9404-03 1.28 1.22 lated using such hydrodynamic codes as
PETN 1.26 1.21 HEMP [6].
RX-09-AA 1.26 1.21
RX-04-BY 1.23 1.18 To do this however, we must have an accu-

rate description of the pressure -volume -energy
LX-07-0 1.23 1.18 (P-V-E) behavior of an explosives' detonation
Octol 1.21 1.15 products. For most metal acceleration appli-
HM3X-Kel-F 1.20 1.13 cations only a limited region in P-V-E space is
RX-04-AT 1.12 1.13 of importance (see Fig. 2). This region in-
X-0204 1.16 1.11 cludes the shock Hugoniot curve and isentropic

expansion curve from the C-J state (A and B in
LX-04-1 1.14 1.10 Fig. 2) and slightly higher entropy states
PBX-9010 1.09 1.10 (shaded area in Fig. 2).
Cyclotol 1.10 1.09
PBX-9011 1.10 1.07 A variety of equations of state, both theo-
RX-04-PI 1.10 1.05 retical and empirical, have been proposed for

the detonation products [7]. When these are
RX-04-AV 1.07 1.05 used, with appropriate constants in hydrody-
Comp B. Grd A 1 1 namic codes, they in general do not accurately
RX-05-AA 0.99 0.96 predict the metal motion of a system. It can be
TNT 0.72 0.74 shown [8] that this is not the fault of the hydro-
NM 0.5.3 0.56 dynamic codes used. out merely implies inaccu-

racy in the P-V-E description of the detonation
See Table 2 for identifications, products.
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Fig. 2 - Pressure-volume region of interest
in most metal acceleration applications

As a result, hydrodynamic experiments TABLE 4
have been developed to measure more precisely Effect of Change in Isentrope Pressure
the P-V-E behavior of an explosive. Wilkins [4] on Cylinder Test Radius-Time Behavior
has found that data obtained when a sphere of
explosive expands an aluminum shell can be Isentrope -

used to determine detonation product P-V-E Pressure Cylin- t0- to
behavior near the C-J adiabat from -500 to 20 Vol- (kbar) der ('sec)
kbar. Data from the cylinder test can be used ume/R
to extend this pressure range down to about 1 Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2
kbar. In both these tests the P-V-E behavior
for the detonation products is determined by a 1.0 151.0 147.3
successive approximation procedure. Assumed 1.4 47.6 43.4 1.19 2.25 2.33
P-V-E values are used in a hydrodynamic cal- 2.0 16.7 14.4 1.39 3.94 4.08
culation and the calculated sphere or cylinder 4.0 5.4 4.7 1.79 6.96 7.24
wall velocities compared with experiment. The 5.5 3.5 3.0 2.18 9.74 10.16
P-V-E values are changed until agreement is 7.0 2.5 2.2 2.57 12.39 12.93
reached. The sensitivity of this procedure,
especially at low pressure, is considerably
better than for other techniques used to measure\ _ -Rv E
P-V-E behavior. This sensitivity is illustrated P ý A/V0 + B 1- • e (1)
in Table 4 by data obtained from hydrodynamic

calculations on the cylinder test using two
slightly different equations of state. This equation, however, had to be modified when

the experimental data were extended to lower

The P-V-E behavior deduced from expand- pressures with cylinder test results. The mod-
ing sphere and cylinder test data could not be ified form is

described by a simple polytropic equation of
state (V-law). Neither is the behavior consistent R2v + (2)
with that calculated using the Becker- P V A(1- + B - e2V (
Kistiakowsky-Wilson (BKW) [9] or LJD [10] 1 )e
equation of state. Wilkins was able to describe
P-V-E data obtained from sphere experiments The equation for P as a function of V at constant
by entropy is
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Ps = AeRIV+ Be -R2V+ CV (W+ 1) (3) 4

The constants in Eq. (2) were evaluated for DEALS Id-LAW
Comp B, Grade A using the experimental Pcj 3
and data from cylinder and sphere tests. They-
are presented in Table 5. Deal's [11] and Wil- r
kins' [121 P cj measurements were used to de-
termine the initial slope of the C-J isentrope; 2

sphere test data was used to determine P-V be-
havior at early expansions, V -- 1 to 2; cylinder
test data were used to determine the P-V be-
havior at larger expansions, V - 1.5 to 7. EQUATION 3

TABLE 5 I I I

Equation of State Constants . 3 10 30
for Comp B, Grade A V

1.717 g/cc Fig. 3 - Comparison of r from Eq. (3)
and Deal's y-law for Comp B, Grade A

D 0.798 cm/Lsec

Pcj 0.295 megabar

Ri 4.2

R2 3.I

co 0.34

"A 5.24229 2 BKW
A- CALCULATION

B 0.076783

E J 0.085 megabar cc/cc I EQUATION 3

The P-V behavior of Eq. (2) for Comp B, I I

Grade A can be contrasted to that predicted by 1 3 V I1 30

other equations of state by comparing the quan-
tity F = - (C3 lnP/, In V)s as a function of V for Fig. 4 - Comparison of P from Eq. (3) and
the C-J isentrope. Figure 3 shows this com- the BKW equation for Comp B, Grade A
parison for Deal's V-law [131; Fig. 4 for the
BKW equation [9]; and Fig. 5 for the LJD equa-
tion [10]. The new equation has a F behavior
similar to that of the LJD equation. The Riemann integral has been calculated

for Eq. (3) for Comp B, Grade A and compared
The ability of Eq. (2) to describe the ex- to the results obtained by Deal from a series of

perimental results obtained for Comp B, Grade impedance experiments [11,13] (see Figs. 6 and
A has been compared to that of the other equa- 7). The pressure vs particle velocity calculated
tions of state. Results for the cylinder test are from Eq. (3) agrees with the experimental data.
summarized in Table 6. BKW, LJD and V-law This is also the case for pressure-particle ve-
equatiorns all deliver too much energy to the locity curves calculated using Deal's V-law or
cylinder, the BKW equation. Results obtained using the

LJD equation are, however, consistently lower.
Results for the no-void sphere experiment

are shown in Table 7. BKW and Deal's -- law The isentropic expansion of the detonation
equations again deliver too much energy. The products of TNT, PETN, nitromethane (NM) and
LJD equation delivers about the right amount of PBX 9404-03 has also been investigated and
energy, but it predicts a low Pcj (-260 kbar found to be very similar to that observed for
instead of the measured 295 kbar). Comp B, Grade A. Explosives with high carbon
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4 TABLE 7
Comparison of Calculated and Experimental
Sphere Test Results for Comp B, Grade A

LJD t (Asec)

r R - R Experi- Calculated Using

2 (mm) mental Equation of State

Equa- Deal's BKW LJD

EOUATION 3 \tion (2) V-law I

0 0 0 0 0 0
5 1.87 2.03 2.00 2.04 2.20

10 3.76 3.75 3.59 3.69 4.00
Io3 0 30 15 5.37 5.37 5.09 5.25 5.64V

Fig. 5 - Comparison of r from Eq. (3) and 20 6.97 6.95 6.57 6.76 7.22

the LJD equation for Comp B, Grade A 25 8.48 8.50 8.00 8.24 8.76
30 9.99 10.01 9.39 9.68 10.27
35 11.46 11.50 10.74 11.09 11.75

TABLE 6
Comparison of Calculated and Experimental
Cylinder Test Results for Comp B, Grade A 500

t (Asec)

R -R Experi- Calculated Using 00
(mmý mental Equation of State

Equa- Deal's BKW LJD DEALIS
tion (2) 7-law j i-LAW

0 0 0 0 0 0 (KBARS)
2 2.17 2.18 2.05 2.10 2.25
4 3.77 3.76 3.50 3.62 3.84 1o

6 5.22 5.19 4.79 4.93 5.23 EOUATION 3
8 6.59 6.56 6.03 6.20 6.56

10 7.92 7.89 7.21 7.43 7.83

12 9.22 9.19 8.38 8.62 9.09
14 10.50 10.46 9.53 9.78 10.30
16 11.75 11.72 10.67 10.93 11.50 1 v DEAL'S EXP.

18 12.99 12.97 11.78 12.07 12.68

20 14.22 14.20 12.91 13.19 .4- I i i 1
22 15.43 15.42 14.02 .2 4 .6 .8
24 16.64 16.63 15.13 PARTICLE VELOCITY(CrrýLjsec)
26 17.84 17.83
28 19.04 19.04 Fig. 6 - Comparison of

calculated and experi-
mental pressure vs par-

content (TNT), with low carbon content (PETN), ticle velocity for Comp

with low initial density (NM) and with high ini- B, Grade A

tial density (PBX 9404-03) thus all seem to have
a similar F behavior (see Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11).
Jones [14], in work on TNT, suggested solid- It is important to point out that although we
like behavior for the detonation products at have used the Chapman-Jouguet hypothesis as
high density. An initial increase in F7 is a con- a boundary condition for the generation of
sequence of this assumption. Eq. (3), the overall description of the expansion
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EXPERIMENTS
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SV 10 30

Fig. 9 - r vs relative

I DEAL'S EXP volume for PETN

S I ,I I I .! I

.2 .4 .6 .8
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Fig. 7 - Comparison of
calculated and experi- 3-
mental pressure vs par-
ticle velocity for Comp L A p-LA
B, Grade A

2
2FROM

4 HYDRODYNAMIC

TNTEXPERIMENTS-TNT

3-
I /-• WtI I

LW 3 V 30

Fig. 10 - r vs relative volume

FROM for nitromethane
HYDRODYNAMIC
EXPERIMENTS

P3D 2 1 (4)

1 3 I 0 30

Neither sphere nor cylinder tests are sensitive

1Fig. 8 - f vs relative volume for TNT tothe initial slope of the pressure-volume curve.

This is true for any geometry in which the metal

being accelerated is over a few mms thick.

Data from these tests, however, do accurately

of the detonation products is, to an extent, in- determine the behavior of F for detonation

dependent of the hypothesis. The hypothesis products at specific volumes greater than 0.8.

specifies that if the initial pressure, Pcj, is

known, the slope of the isentrope through this Equation of state 2 contains the assumption

point is determined by that V (&P/DE)v z constant. This is the same
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PBX 9404-03 this AE to that calculated for a reference ex-
plosive provides a relative measure of metal

L A Waccelerating ability.3_C L-LA\A
_U The relative energy release calculated in

r• this manner for a set of standard explosives is

2 compared to experimental data obtained in the
-FROM cylinder test (see Table 8). The agreement is

HYDRODYNAMIC good.EXPERIMENTS god

TABLE 8
Comparison of RUBY-Calculated and
Experimental Performance for Explo-
sives Relative to Comp B, Grade AV I

1 3 10 30
V Relative RUBY-Calculated

Explosive Energy Relative Energy
Fig. 1 - 1 vs relative volume Imparted to Release for
for PBX 9404-03 Cylinder Equation (5)

HMX 1.30 1.28
PETN 1.21 1.20

assumption made by Fickett and Wood [15] and Cyclotol 1.09 1.08
by Wilkins [4]. Cylinder experiments do not
provide a test of this assumption. We are, Comp B,
therefore, using data from large-void sphere Grade A 1 1
tests and detonation velocity vs loading density TNT 0.74 0.72
experiments to investigate this assumption. Nitromethane 0.56 0.62

In summary, it has been found that an ac-
curate description of the P-V-E behavior of This calculation technique for evaluating
detonation products in the pressure range 500 performance is very useful to the chemist as a
to 1 kbar requires a rather complex equation of guide in the synthesis and formulation of explo-
state (Eq. (2)). Such an equation of state, how- sives. It requires only that the composition,
ever, permits one to accurately calculate the density and heat of formation of the explosive
energy an explosive delivers to metal in a vari- be known. As an example, we have found this
ety of geometries, technique useful in assessing the effect on per-

formance of various binders and desensitizers
used in HMX formulations. Figure 12 shows

DETERMINATION OF RELATIVE calculated and experimental decrease in per-
PERFORMANCE USING THERMO- formance as a function of volume percent HMX

CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS for some of these formulations. Again, the
agreement is quite good.

As was shown in the last section, the BKW
equation of state does not accurately describe
the P-V-E behavior of the detonation products. CONCLUSIONS

We have found, however, that it can be used in The combination of hydrodynamic experi-
calculations to predict the relative performance ments and calculational techniques presented in
of many explosives. To do this the energy re- this report provide an excellent means for as-
lease (AIE) for the reaction sessing the metal accelerating ability of an ex-

plosive in a variety of geometries. Unfortu-
Solid Explosive --- Detonation Products nately, we are not aware of an easier way to

(at standard Ion the C-J isen- (5) accurately assess this type of performance

conditions / trope at v/v 7) since the results from most simple, small-i tscale tests are, often as not, very misleading.
is calculated using the BKW equation in a
thermodynamic-hydrodynamic code such as
RUBY. In carrying out the calculation, the det- REFERENCES

onation product composition is frozen when the 1. W. C. Lothrop and G. R. Handrick, Chem.
temperature drops below 1800 0 K. Comparing Revs. 44, 419 (1949).
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COMMENTS

G. G. DUNKLE, Applied Physics Laboratory, the resulting equations show that the ideal det-
Johns Hopkins University, Silver Spring, onation velocity is usually a linear function of
Maryland the explosive charge density, as is known from

experiment. Of special significance is the pre-
The suggested definition of BRISANCE may dicted adiabatic behavior for the expansion

clear up some confusion. Brisance has been characteristics of the detonation products. The
defined as "shattering power" and has been equations show that the pressure initially de-
thought to depend on quantity of energy evolved creases more rapidly with increase in volume
and the speed of its liberation. Attempts have than is predicted by a constant gamma law gas.
been made to correlate brisance with detona- This behavior was found experimentally by
tion velocity, energy, and pressure, without Kury et al. and earlier by Wilkins et al. (UCRL-
much more success than by the various small- 7797). The theoretical adiabatic exponent was
scale tests noted in the first paragraph of the found to increase with increase in volume until
introduction. the volume corresponding to the minimum in

the interaction potential energy was reached.
Defining brisance as the ability of an ex- It is of importance to note that the initial max-

plosive to accelerate metal makes it possible ima in the adiabatic exponent versus volume
to measure brisance quantitatively, and clari- plots of Kury et al. all occur at volumes which
fies the roles of both detonation energy and correspond roughly to that of the minimum in
detonation pressure. Shattering power is an the potential energy.
indirect effect of high values of these parame-
ters which, as shown by various papers of this Strictly speaking, the Gruneisen equation
symposium, lead to generation of strong shock ceases to be valid for larger volumes but all
waves with spalling and other destructive ef- variable covolume equations of state predict
fects on confining metals. that the adiabatic exponent should thereafter

decrease (essentially) moatonically with in-
crease in volume until the low density value
(about 1.3) is obtained. The Gruneisen equation

W. H. ANDERSEN, Shock Hydrodynamics, Inc., reverts to a constant gamma law form under
Sherman Oaks, California conditions that the interaction terms vanish.

The initial increase in the theoretical adiabatic
During the detonation of an explosive whose exponent is largely the result that the Gruneisen

charge density is about 1 gm/cc or greater, the parameter increases with increase in volume,
detonation products are initially (before expan- until the potential energy minimum is reached.
sion) in a repulsive interaction potential energy This tends to rapidly reduce the thermal energy
state. This was pointed out many years ago by of the gas available for doing work as the vol-
Dr. Brinkley. Because of this repulsive mo- ume of the detonation products is increased.
lecular interaction, the translational and rota-
tional degrees of freedom of the molecules be- The second maxima observed in the plot of
come vibrational in nature, and under this the adiabatic exponent versus volume by Kury
condition a Gruneisen-type of equation should et al. is not explained by the Gruneisen equa-
be applicable in describing the state behavior tion, but is possibly related to the nature of the
of the detonation products. I have recently de- chemical reactions (kinetics, equilibria shifts
rived such an equation of state for the detonation or heat capacity changes) which occur in the
products, following work initiated in 1953 by detonation products during their expansion, as
Parlin and myself. The Morse potential was suggested by Dr. Ablard. This is supported by
used to describe the interaction energy, and the the fact that the characteristics of the second
Gruneisen parameter used was that derived in maxima appear to be related to the composition
my paper in this symposium. The solution of (or oxygen balance) of the explosive.



THE MOTION OF PLATES AND CYLINDERS DRIVEN BY

DETONATION WAVES AT TANGENTIAL INCIDENCE

N. E. Hoskin, J. W. S. Allan, W. A. Bailey, J. W. Lethaby and I. C. Skidmore
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

Flat plates and cylinders driven by detonation waves at tangential
incidence provide steady two dimensional hydrodynamic systems which
are theoretically tractable and experimentally simple. Such systems
have been examined theoretically with the two dimensional steady state
characteristic code ELA. Terminal states are found to be very similar
to those assumed in the simple Gurney theory [1]. Experiments on a
variety of plates with different mass loadings of Comp. B have given
terminal velocities agreeing with theoretical predictions to within 2
percent. For a given copper cylinder loaded with different explosives
the discrepancy between experiment and theory, assuming a polytropic
gas equation of state for the detonation products, is as high as 10 per-
cent. The effect of the compressibility of the metal is shown to be
small so the effect of more sophisticated equations of state of the deto-
nation products is being studied.

INTRODUCTION ELA is derived. The numerical solution is then
compared with the simple Gurney approach for

Metal plates driven by detonation waves at predicting terminal states. The comparison
normal incidence represent a one dimensional with experiment is given in the subsequent sec-
unsteady hydrodynamic problem which has re- tions. Experiments are described for deter-
ceived considerable theoretical and experimen- mining the motion of explosively driven plates
tal attention (e.g., Aziz et al. [2]). Though and cylinders. In the flat plate experiments
computationally this is a straight-forward terminal velocities have been obtained for a
problem it is difficult to provide valid experi- variety of configurations while in the cylinder
mental data for comparison in the later stages experiments attention has been focussed on the
of plate motion since edge effects perturb the details of the motion for a specific configuration.
one dimensional flow pattern of many practical
systems. An equivalent stage of theoretical
complexity is the two dimensional isentropic CALCULATED RESULTS
steady flow pattern which has the advantage of
being experimentally attainable over all stages Description of System Considered
of plate motion. In this paper the theoretical
motion of metal plates and cylinders driven by The problem considered is shown in Fig. 1
detonation waves at grazing incidence is corn- where explosive sandwiched between two metal
pared with experiment. Results have been ob- plates (or contained in a metal cylinder) is det-
tained from geometries where the motion is onated at one end. Only one-half of the system
independent of end or side effects so that, with is shown because of symmetry. A detonation
respect to the detonation front, these are truly wave AO (assumed to remain plane) travels
two dimensional steady flows, along the explosive metal interface with con-

stant velocity D while an oblique shockAC trav-
In the next section the theoretical aspects els into the metal plate and is reflected at the

of the problem are analysed. The problem is free surface as a centred rarefaction DCE
defined, difficulties associated with the initial which gets reflected again at the explosive
solution are discussed and finally the charac- metal interface as a compression wave. A
teristic solution embodied in the computer code shock may form in this compression wave but

14
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Fig. 1 - Plate deflection showing main rarefaction and compression waves

is invariably weak. The initial shock in the It will be shown that for small expansions away
metal results in a pressure rise of order 250 from the front these boundary conditions are
kbars and it has been shown (see Walsh et al. identical for the three different conditions con-
[3]) that for such pressures the entropy change sidered. These are a free surface, an interface
across the shock is negligible. Thus even with compressible material and a simple mass
though the shock AC may decay along its path loading. Thus the effect of the boundary condi-
one may assume the subsequent flow in the tion in the interior flow is merely to provide a
metal to be isentropic. Since the detonation scale effect to the Hill and Pack solution. The
wave is assumed plane it follows that the flow particular condition chosen then only applies at
in the detonation products is also isentropic. the edge of theexplosive in the expansion down
Therefore by imposing a constant velocity D in to a pressure determined by the conditions at
the reverse direction the system becomes one the explosive surface. This will be discussed
involving two dimensional steady isentropic flow. more fully in the following subsections.

Numerical Solution of the The solution obtained is valid only for plane

Flow Equations geometry. The corresponding analysis however,
seems intractable in cylindrical geometry but,

In order to ensure maximum accuracy in since the radial component of velocity is ex-

the numerical results the equations of flow have tremely small in the expansion considered, it
been solved in characteristic form. This allows is assumed that the same initial solution holdsbeensoled i chracerisic orm Thi alows for both plane and cylindrical geometry. The
us to follow each separate wave explicitly and subs t ne rical su onocrse de

determine its effect on the overall flow. How- subsequent numerical solution of course deals

ever since conditions are locally sonic at the with each geometry correctly and the result.

detonation front it is necessary to obtain an an- obtained support the assumption.

alytic solution in order to move away from the
immediate neighbourhood of this front. This is
obtained by fitting an expansion first given by Hill and Pack Solution
Hill and Pack [4] which is valid in the interior
of the detonation products, to other expansions A full discussion of this expansion is given
valid at the edge of the explosive and which are in Ref. [4]. We introduce nondimensional vari-
determined by the required boundary conditions. ables given by
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U = U/acj corresponds to the mid plane of the explosive
or the axis of the cylinder. Here

V = v/ac 3 ,
V 0 or G'(0) 0, (8)

A = aand (7) may be integrated to give
M =Pi~c.' (1)

(G') 2 = 12(-/+ 1)[G3 (Y) - G3 (0)1 (9)
=P/PCj~ This equation is satisfied by the Weierstrassian

X = x/£, elliptic function [F] and G(0) is determined
when the position of the singularity is known.

y =, y/• For a free surface Hill and Pack showed that
this singularity is at the edge of the explosive.

where u, v, a, p, p, x, y are axial component The same analysis holds for the boundary con-
of flow velocity, transverse component of flow dition of a compressible plate and indeed is
velocity, sound speed, density, pressure, axial valid, for small expansions, for an incompres-
distance and transverse distance respectively. sible plate (i.e., a mass loading at the edge of
Suffices C.J. refers to Chapman-Jouguet values the explosive). Thus in all cases
of the variables and 21 is the width of the ex-
plosive (or diameter for cylindrical geometry). 0(Y) = 80 [ {3(-y + 1)) 1/2 (1 - Y) 1 (10)
The equations governing the two dimensional
steady flow are, in plane geometry and near Y = i may be expanded as

)-(Mt) + -L (MW) = o (2) G(Y) = 1
'ay 3(-/ + 1)(1-y) 2

Q2 = U2 + V2  2A2  (3) x [1+0.457978(1-y) 6 +0.016134(1-y)12].

'- 1 (11)

A2 z M y-1 (4) For X < 0.02 then, using (11), V < 10-1 on y=o

where which is sufficiently accurate for our purposes.

Note that although G(Y) is singular at Y = 1,
, (3 + l)/(y-I) (5) (1-Y)

2 G(Y) and (1-y) 3 G'(Y) are regular and

the expressions (6) can be used right up to Y = 1and y is the polytropic exponent in the equation if Y -. 1 along a line through Y =1 making a finite
of state. Hill and Pack showed that a solution
of Eqs. (2)-(4) could be found in series formviz. angle 6¢ with the detonation front, i.e., with

U = 1 + 3G(Y) X2 + O(X 4 ) I-Y= constant (12)

V G'(Y) X3 + O(Xs) (6) We see in the next section that this line is a

M =characteristic of the expansion at the boundary
M z1 -3G(Y) X2 

+ 0(X4)J and the two solutions can be matched to terms
in (A )2 .

where G(Y) satisfies the equation

G" = 18(y+ 1) G2  (7) Solution at the Edge of the Explosive

the prime denoting differentiation w.r.t. Y.*
The coordinate axes are chosen so that Y = 0ToeautthsltinerAinFgIconsider the explosive (and metal if present) as

being semi-infinite in extent. Then expansion
away from the detonation front occurs through

*In cylindrical geometry the equation corre- a centred Prandtl-Meyer fan for both a com-
sponding to (7) is pressible metal plate and a free surface, the

G' fan being complete in the case of a free surface+ y but terminating if a metal plate is present at a

i.e., a form similar to Emden's equation, but pressure such that the streamline deflection
this has no known solution of the right form for through the fan matches the pressure and de-
subsequent analysis. flection behind the oblique shock in the metal.
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If we consider a mass loading on the surface of allows for a given mass loading or a free sur-
the explosive we must consider a generalised face, or the lower condition can be replaced by
Prandtl-Meyer expansion where the fan is no conditions of symmetry along the axis Y = 0.
longer centred at the edge of the explosive. This also holds in cylindrical geometry when
However in all cases if the characteristic is solving the problem of a cylinder of explosive
defined by the angle € made with the detonation inside a metal tube (which may be assumed to
front then the solution for a polytropic gas is be either compressible or incompressible).

cos (13) Integration of the Flow Equations

and g, the angle between the characteristic and As stated in previous sections, although the
the streamline is given by initial solution is obtained analytically, the gen-

eral solution is obtained by solving the flow
cot /1 = '1/2 tan (14) equations in characteristic form. These for

c8=a 2) two dimensional steady flow may be written

The characteristic however does not pass dU + 4 2 dV - N dX= 0 along dY = j• dX (18)
through A for a mass loading boundary condi-
tion. If the point of intersection of the charac- dU + ,I dV - N dX = 0 along dY = 42 dX (19)
teristic and explosive boundary is denoted by
(XP YI) it is easy to show that where

= +lI cos Od9 UV_+ A(Q2-A2) /
2  (20)

p a A A
2

-//(Y.1) , 1 . 2  u
2  

- A
2

9(15) suffixes 1 and 2 referring to the + and - sign

y+ + sin dOd respectively.

In plane geometry
where 8 is the angle of deflection of the stream-
line from its original direction, i.e., N = 0 (21)

e = + k - 7/2 (16) while in cylindrical geometry

and A2  VdN = for Y o (22)
U2 - A2 Y

mass/unit area of H.E.
= mass/unit area of metal plate 1 aU= - -- for Y 0 (23)

We may expand (14) and (15) for small ¢, using 2 -=

(16) and find i.e., on the axis. These must be solved together
with Bernoulli's equation and the equation of

x 2 • Yyp 1+ 2 ) 6 ... .(17) state which we can write as a relation for thex= T +., 9(y + 1) "sound speed. These may in general be written

Thus for small enough 0, (= A• say) if a is not as functions of density, viz.,
also small, the point (X ,Y) coincides with A to Q2 F
terms in (n€)2. The velocity components U and :(M) A' F 2(M) (24)
V can also be expanded in series of powers of

¢ for both the Prandtl-Meyer solution and the and we can consider M as a parameter which we
Hill and Pack solution and it can be shown that can eliminate to give Q as a function of A. In
they agree to terms in (Lo 2 for U and (t4)1 for ELA we have considered forms of equations of
V. Thus we can fit the two solutions together state where this elimination must be carried
smoothly in all cases considered and in this way out numerically, but for a polytropic gas of con-
construct an initial solution. The program ELA stant y the elimination can be performed ana-
allows for the possibilities that in plane geom- lytically to give Eq. (3). The solution of the
etry the uppermost boundary condition may be Eqs. (18)-(24) in finite difference form is
that for a compressible metal plate of given straightforward and no further remarks are
thickness or for an incompressible plate of given necessary except to re-state that characteris-
mass loading. The lower boundary condition tics may cross in the metal, showing that shocks
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are forming in the compression waves present. that at X = I there is an off-axis maximum. The
These are invariably very weak shocks so the separate parts however can be correlated with
assumption of isentropic flow will not be vio- the separate waves shown in Fig. 1. We see
lated and in practice it has been found possible however that as x increases the pressure be-
to ignore the shocks so formed and adjust the comes much more uniform and if we compare
characteristic mesh before continuing, with the broken curves on the same figure,

which show the corresponding curves if the
metal plate is replaced by a mass loading

Effect of Compressibility of the boundary condition of equal mass ratio, we see
Metal Plate that by X r 4 (i.e., 2 explosive widths) the two

curves agree quite well. The agreement im-
Figure 1 shows the main rarefaction and proves still further as x increases. A similar

compression waves in the upper half of the situation holds for the transverse velocity com-
solution of a copper-explosive sandwich. It ponent v, also shown in Fig. 2, where it is seen
should be remembered that the centred fan OAB that at X = 4 the agreement between the mass
is matched by a similar fan from the lower loading and the compressible metal plate solu-
plate so that the region ABKD is not uniform as tions is good. We may also consider the pres-
it may seem from the figure. The region BKF sure variation at the explosive interface as a
however is uniform. If we consider conditions function of lateral displacement for both solu-
at a constant distance x from the detonation tions. It is found that the compressible metal
front the variation is quite complex because of solution varies more or less uniformly about
the multiplicity of waves. For example Fig. 2 the smooth curve obtained from the mass load-
shows the pressure distribution at various dis- ing condition so that the integrals under the
tances downstream from the front and it is seen curves may be expected to be almost equal.

06 I 0.4O "

COMPRESSIBLE
EQUIVALENT RIGID ------
MASS LOADING

N /

X~ I X 4-

OA 0"2

UJ X I

V)
w

0

O--I

X 4

2 0 2 2
DISTANCE (W) DISTANCE (Y)

Fig. 2 - Dimensionless pressure and transverse velocity profiles at different
stations X downstream
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These integrals are proportional to the energy vIa (30)
transfer from the explosive so that for consid- V0 - 2+ a

eration of energy transfer to metal plates or

cylinders we can obtain very good estimates of whereas (27) reduces (when z - 0) to
the efficiency by replacing the metal by a mass
loading condition. 2

V 1  6a 2 (31)
o a 2 +Sa +4

Efficiency of Energy Transfer

showing that the difference, other than the con-
Figure 2 shows that the pressure decreases stant, is in the coefficient of a in the denomi-

to an almost uniform distribution and the trans- nator. The constant in (31) is not compatible
verse component of velocity is almost linear with the true theoretical limiting velocity V0 but
with distance measured parallel to the detona- the difference is small for the range of y con-
tion front. It is easily shown that the final ve- sidered. Furthermore the assumption of uni-
locity along the axis (i.e., when pressure -, 0), form density must obviously be untrue at a free
in laboratory coordinates is surface. The efficiency of energy transfer to

plate 1 is (for the'Gurney system)

fial 
2  (V 1

EG 2a1  Eo

where D is the detonation velocity. For - 3
3

Ufinal = 0.06 D (26) 3 + aI + (a 1 + 2){a 1 (2 + z) + 6z}/(a, + 2z) 2" (32)

which is considerably smaller than the average 'We may also calculate the solution by char-
value of the transverse component of velocity. acteristics for given mass loading a, and a 2

Thus the approximation of complete transverse and obtain the final deflections of the plates e,
flow with a linear velocity distribution and uni- and 6 2. The actual particle velocities of the
form density and pressure (a model considered plates are then 2D sin ,/2 and 2D sin 02/2 SO
many years ago by Gurney [1] and others in that the efficiency of energy transfer for plate 1
discussing fragment velocities) is seen to fit is then
the calculated solution quite well and it is found
that it predicts efficiency of energy transfer 1

extremely well. 'C - 2a E. 2D sin (6,/2)1] 2 (33)

If we consider the situation of two metal Figure 3(a) shows the comparison of EG and Ec
plates I and 2 of mass ratios a, and a2 moving for various values of a for the two extreme
normal to themselves with velocities V, and V2  cases when the rear explosive surface is rigid
and detonation products between them of uni- or free. The numerical calculations have been
form (but small) density and a linear velocity performed for different values of s (viz., 2.5,
profile then by conservation of momentum and 3.0 and 3.5) and it is seen that the efficiency
energy we find for plate 1 depends only very slightly on y whereas in the

2 Gurney theory CG is independent of y. This is
V1  6a1  in agreement with the results of Aziz, et al. [2]

Eo 3 + a 1 + (a 1 + 2){a 1 (2 + z) + 6z}/(a1 + 2z) 2  for normal incidence systems. The agreement
between calculated results and the Gurney the-
ory is good for a rigid explosive surface but

where Gurney overestimates the efficiency when the
rear surface is bare. This however is the sit-

2(28) uation where one expects poorest agreement
/a 2  (8 for reasons already stated.

and
We may carry out the same analysis in

Eo = D
2/2(Y

2 
- 1) . (29) cylindrical geometry and in this case

If the mass of plate 2 tends to zero it is possi- 1 (34)
ble to obtain a simpler expression by imposing G + a/2

a limiting velocity V. on the free surface and
equating linear momentum giving where
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mass/unit length of H.E. plate surface. The experiment was carried out
mass/unit length of metal cylinder in a propane atmosphere to avoid premature

probe actuation due to air shock ionisation.
Figure 3(b) shows the comparison which again Least squares fits to the resulting distance time
shows efficiency to be only slightly dependent data gave standard deviations in velocity of
on y and to agree well with the Gurney curve, about 1 percent. Corrections were made for
The numerical results for a = 0 are obtained any small deviations in the estimated value of 0
from Taylor [5] who assumed the case to be from its measured value and for tilt in the
very heavy, transverse direction but since these involved

functions of small angles they were usually
small.

TANGENTIALLY DRIVEN PLATES
Charge thicknesses varied between 0.05

Metal plates driven by a tangentially inci- and 1.0 in. while metal thicknesses were be-
dent detonation wave are useful in plane geom- tween 0.05 and 0.5 in. The plate tended to scab
etry experiments where the main requirement when the charge to metal thickness ratio was
is one dimensional conditions covering a large less than about 2 and this was avoided by intro-
area. In recent years many experiments have ducing a 0.125 in. or sometimes a 0.25 in. gap
been carried out to study fracture phenomena between the two components.
and metallurgical changes in specimens sub-
jected to shocks of up to a few hundred kilobars. Charge sizes were typically 9 x 6 in. or
Here the advantage of using tangentially driven 9 x 8 in. initiated along the shorter side. Edge
plates to provide the shock impulse is that a effects were comparable with the charge thick-
large flat area of driver plate can be obtained ness. Some difficulty was experienced in get-
with a minimum of explosive thereby reducing ting good line initiation. A subsidiary tangen-
destructive effects and assisting the recovery tially driven plate was found to give the greatest
of shocked specimens. A comprehensive set of consistency. Other methods such as a line of
data has now been accumulated for mild steel, detonators or a line generator manufactured
copper, brass and aluminum plates driven by from sheet explosive produced unwelcome
Comp. B which offer a useful comparison with perturbations.
theory. For low plate velocities using thick
plates and thin slabs of explosive the metal
scabs. This can be avoided by introducing a Results and Discussion
gap of about 3 mm between the plate and the
explosive with little effect on the resultant The measured velocities are plotted as a
velocity, function of a in Fig. 4. The trend shown by

velocities less than 1 mm psec- 1, where gaps
were used, blends quite smoothly with the higher

Experimental Method velocities where the charge was in intimate
contact with the plate.

The experimental arrangement consisted
of a large slab of explosive initiated along one For the arrangement where one surface of
edge and confined on one face by the driver the explosive is unconfined the simple Gurney
plate while the opposite face was left bare. approach leads to alternative expressions for
When the plate has accelerated to its terminal the variation of terminal velocity with a, Eqs.
velocity V,, it is deflected by an angle 6 from (30) and (31), depending on whether momentum
its initial position where sin Cm V./D. Here or energy is conserved. Either expression
Vn is the velocity of the plate measured in a shows a very similar variation of Vn with
perpendicular direction to dhe deflected position though using constants consistent with other
and is not the true particle velocity. The actual detonic data leads to velocities up to 10 percent
particles move in a direction 012 from this higher than the measured values. However the
perpendicular and hence their velocity is form of Eqs. (30) and (31) is a good representa-
v, sec (0/2) = 20 sin (C12). However the tion of the variation of the experimental data
component v is the required velocity for com- with a and the least square fit to Eq. (30) giving
puting the shock strength generated in a target v. = 4.46 mm psec- I is shown by the full line
and is the velocity measured experimentally, in Fig. 4.

Vn was measured by placing a two dimen- The rigorous computation using a polytropic
sional probe array in the estimated position of gas equation of state with y = 2.85, D = 7.75 mm
the deflected plate so that the probe offsets Ilsec- 1 appropriate to the Chapman-Jouguet
were nominally perpendicular to the deflected state of the Comp.B used gave results shown by
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Fig. 4 - Normal component of terminal plate velocity
(Vn) as a function of a

the broken curve in Fig. 4. The predicted ye- states. Theory suggests that expansions of
locities are about 2 percent higher than the ex- about two radii are required to approach the
perimental curve at the highest values of a but hydrodynamic terminal state. However cylin-
this is not much greater than the standard devi- ders tend to burst after some finite expansion
ation of the experimental points. The discrep- and the motion may be perturbed before the
aicy possibly reflects the use of an over simpli- terminal state is obtained. Early experiments
fied equation of state. However it is gratifying were carried out using mild steel cylinders but
to obtain such good agreement with experiment these burst after expanding about one radius so
without involving any properties of the metal the investigations discussed here refer to later
other than mass. experiments using cylinders of copper whose

ductility permitted expansions of about two radii
before bursting.

TANGENTIALLY DRIVEN CYLINDERS

Experiments on explosively loaded cylin- Experimental Technique
ders have been confined to one system. Explo-
sives of slightly different loading density have The explosive-metal system has consisted
been used but, unlike the tangentially driven of an accurately machined 12 in. long copper
plate experiments, the variation in a has been tube, 1.000 in. internal diameter and 1.204 in.
quite small. The investigation has been con- external diameter, containing an 11 in. long
cerned more with the detailed comparison of solid cylinder of explosive initiated from a 1 in.
computations with observed motion in a given long plane wave generator. The clearance be-
configuration rather than exploring terminal tween explosive and metal was nominally less
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than 0.001 in. For common high explosives this method, to justify the assumption of steady state
configuration corresponds to a = 0.4. conditions over these lengths. Several experi-

ments were carried out using the probe system
The radial expansion r of the copper cylin- with the x = 0 point varying between 6 and 10 in.

der was measured as a function of time t by from the detonator. No significant differences
using either a streak camera method or contact were observed in the (r, t) plots.
probes. The velocity of detonation D was meas-
ured separately using probes. A comparison of results from streak cam-

era and probe experiments, such as is made in
The streak camera method was basically a Fig. 5, shows agreement in the later stages of

shadowgraph technique in which the camera was cylinder expansion. The apparent high initial
aligned so that the slit, line of sight and cylin- velocity in the optical measurement is thought
der axis were accurately orthogonal. The ex- to be due to spray ejected from the metal sur-
panding cylinder wall cut off the back lighting face on the arrival of the shock wave. The
provided by an argon flash and was recorded by spray is sufficiently dense to cut off light to the
the camera writing at about 6 mm gsec -1. camera but not sufficiently conducting to actu-
Some improvement in resolution was obtained ate probes. The spray is eventually overtaken
by using a low quality lens to focus the argon by the main copper surface and is not repre-
light on the cylinder wall. Observations of cyl- sentative of the true cylinder motion.
inder wall movement were made at a point 9 in.
from the initiator end where conditions were Several experiments have been carried out
shown to be steady and free from end effects on each of three explosive compositions, RDX/
during times of interest. TNT 60/40 (Composition B), HMX/TNT/Inert

68/30/2 and HMX/Inert 95/5. For a given ex-
In early experiments using probes these plosive, after correcting for systematic errors

were pins mounted along eight symmetric gen- due to differences in explosive density and cyl-
erators of a truncated Perspex cone of semi- inder wall thickness, the time to reach a given
vertical angle V = 10.50 mounted on the cylinder radial expansion is reproducible from round to
so that it made contact at one end and flared round to within 0.3 percent.
towards the detonator at the other. In later ex-
periments the arrangement was simplified by For streak camera data with r > 5 mm and
using probes formed on printed circuit boards probe data with r > I mm a suitable analytic fit
occupying the position of the cone generators. to the (r, t) points has been found in the form,
When conditions are steady the measured time
of arrival t. at a probe a distance x along the t to+ Ar + B exp(-Cr)
cone from the cylinder wall is converted to a
radius time point by the transformation r = x sin0, where to, A, B and c are constants. A com-
t = tx - to + x cos 0/D where to is the measured puter programme has been written to carry out
or interpolated time of arrival of the disturb- a least squares fit to this expression. Differ-
ance at x = 0 where the cone intersects the entiation of the equation give a velocity - radius
cylinder. relation showing an exponential approach to a

terminal velocity V. = 1/A and provides a more
It is important to distinguish between the sensitive comparison with theory than a radius-

velocities derived from differentiating (r, t) time plot.
data and the true velocity of the material parti-
cles of the cylinder. If the cylinder is deflected
through an angle 0 then, neglecting the small Comparison of Theory and Experiment
compressibility effects, the material particles
move with a velocity 2D sin (6/2) in a direction In Fig. 5 the experimental radius-time
0/2 forward from the normal to the axis. Dif- curves for a copper cylinder loaded with Comp.
ferentiation of the data gives a phase velocity B are compared with the theoretical prediction
D tan & normal to the cylinder axis while the assuming a y-law equation of state. The agree-
phase velocity normal to the deflected cylinder ment appears to be quite good but differences
wall is D sin e. Thus for a total displacement become more apparent when the more stringent
r the streak camera observes the motion of velocity-radius comparison is examined in the
points on a length of cylinder r sin (e/2) while same figure. The theoretical velocity is de-
the probe method records the times of arrival rived by assuming that the computed work done
of points on a length. r [sin (0/2) + cot 01 of on the inner surface of the cylinder is equal to
cylinder. When r1 = 2 cm those distances are the kinetic energy of the cylinder and then ap-
about 2 mm and 11 cm respectively. Hence it plying an incompressible cylindrical divergence
is necessary, particularly when using the probe correction to obtain the outer surface velocity.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental and calculated radius-time and
velocity-radius curves for a copper cylinder driven by Composition B

This procedure realistically averages out the in the use of an inadequate equation of state for
directly computed cylinder wall reverberations. the detonation products.

The computations show that the efficiency The computed effect of the compressibility
of energy transfer to an incompressible cylin- of the metals copper, aluminium and lead, with
der from detonation products following a y-law the same mass loading and the same equation of
equation of state is only about I percent less state of the detonation products is illustrated in
than the simple Gurney expression (1 + a/2) -' Fig. 6. Here the kinetic energy of the cylinder
for a - 0.4. The empirical fit to the experi- is plotted as a function of radial expansion. It
mental data show that at r = 2 cm, just prior to is seen that the kinetic energy transfer de-
bursting, the cylinder wall velocity is within 2% creases with increasing compressibility as
of the asymptotic velocity v. which is the larg- would be expected. For coppir the decrease in
est terminal velocity that may be reasonably velocity below that of a rigid mass loading with
extracted from the data. Converting V. to a a - 0.4 is no more than I per cent which only
true terminal velocity 2D sin (e./2), where accounts for a small part of the experimental
tan 0b = V./D, gives experimental values for discrepancy. This then suggests that the equa-
RDX7TNT, HMX/TNT and HMX/Inert of 1.64, tion of state of the detonation products may re-
1.66 and 1.71 mm Msec- I respectively. The quire refinement.
simple Gurney theory predicts 1.70, 1.89 and
1.90 mm gsec -I respectively, a difference of The application of the 'Vilkins" form of
about 4 percent for Comp. B and 10 percent or equation of state to these experiments is being
more for the other explosives. Possible sources examined. This form of equation of state has a
of this discrepancy may lie in the effect of the dip in the Chapman-Jouguet adiabat at low
compressibility of the metal or (more probably) pressure thereby reducing the potential energy
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available in the detonation products for doing 2. A. K. Aziz, H. Hurwitz and H. M. Sternberg:
work at large expansions. The comparison be- Energy transfer to a rigid piston under det-
tween the different equations of state and ex- onation loading: "Third Symposium on Det-
periment for HMX/TNT/Inert 68/30/2 is shown onation," ONR Symposium Report ACR-52,
in Fig. 7. The specific form of the equation of 1960, Vol. 1, pp. 205-225
state used in this calculation is the "modified
Wilkins" discussed by Allan and Lambourn [6]. 3. J. M. Walsh, M. H. Rice, R. G. McQueen
While this underestimates the expansion veloc- and F. L. Yarger: Shock wave compression
ity the difference between experiment and theory of twenty seven metals: Phys. Rev. 108
is now less than 4 percent and it is hoped that (1957) pp. 196-216
subsequent versions of this equation will give
even better agreement.
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THE CHAPMAN-JOUGUET ISENTROPE AND THE UNDERWATER
SHOCKWAVE PERFORMANCE OF PENTOLITE

W. A. Walker and H. M. Sternberg
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The underwater shockwave performance of a pentolite sphere, to 19
charge radii, is calculated with the "q" method. The detonation condi-
tions calculated with the Kistiakowsky-Wilson equation of state are
used. By comparison with experimental data it is shown that for the
hydrodynamic calculations an equation of state which results in a greater
energy release at low pressures is preferable to the Kistiakowsky-
Wilson equation. An explicit formula for an E,p,v equation of state of
water is derived for use in shock hydrodynamic calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION obtained with the K-W equation. The other
equation of state, which contains an exponential

In recent years thermochemical calculations term in the volume, is one proposed by Wilkins
with the Kistiakowsky-Wilson (K-W) equation of [2]. This equation leads to a C-J isentrope
state which is similar in form to the isentrope ob-

tained in 1941, for TNT, by Jones [3] (see Cole
pv/RT = 1 + x exp(Bx) , x = k/Iv(T+ ) )' [4]). The Jones TNT isentrope was calculated

with a p, v ,T equation which has an exponential
have been used with considerable success [1] to term in the volume similar to the one in the
predict the Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) conditions Wilkins equation.
for a variety of solid high explosives. There
remains the question of how well the K-W equa- Aside from its use in equation of state in-
tion describes the expansion of the detonation vestigations, the theoretical prediction of the
products. It appears from recent experiments underwater performance of solid high explo-
with spherical metal shells [2] that the C-Jisentrope calculated with the K-W equation is sives, particularly the calculation of peak pres-

sure vs distance and pressure vs time at fixed
not adequate for hydrodynamic calculations in- positions, is of interest in itself [4,5]. Thevolving expansions to low pressures. prospects for satisfactory calculations of this

In this paper, the form of the C-J isentrope type have been steadily improving. The hydro-
of pentolite (50/50 TNT/PETN*) is investigated dynamic calculations can now be made, more
by comparing the results of hydrodynamic cal- or less routinely, with the artificial viscosity
bcompariongo the uresultsr oerfodroynaic c- method, using modern computing machines.
culations of the underwater performance of Sufficient equation of state data for water have
spherical charges with existing experimental become available [6-16] so that the energy dis-data. Two E~p, v (internal energy, pressure, sipated through shock heating can be deter-

specific volume) equations of state for the deto- mined the shockeater can be expnde
nation products are considered. The constants mined, and the shocked water can be expanded
nion prodhequctis are onusideed. sothet constanisentropically in the calculation. Also, recently
in both equations are adjusted so that the C-J obtained peak pressure vs distance data in the
conditions are identical to those predicted with 1-10 charge radii range [17] provide a means

thermochemical calculations in which the K-W o1 chkge calculan.

equation of state was used. One of the equations

leads to a C-J isentrope duplicating the one
An explicit formula for the equation of

state of water is derived first, for later use in
*Pentaerythritol tetranitrate. the hydrodynamic calculations.

27
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I. THE EQUATION OF STATE f,(E ) f 2 (Ei) f 3(Ei) f 4(Ei)
OF WATER + + PH, (4)Vu VH 3 VH 5 VH 7 P 4

An equation of state of water relating the
pressure, specific volume and internal energy f,(Ei) 3f 2(Ei) 5f 3(Ei) 7f 4(Ei) _ 6p_
is required for the hydrodynamic calculations, 2 + 6 +
the most convenient form being p f(vE). The VH2 vH4 VH6 VHSV -EH
particular form chosen was (5)

f 1 f2 f3 f4
- (1) Here, the subscript H refers to points on the
V V• 3 s v, ' Hugoniot and (6p/av)EH stands for (6p/av)E

evaluated on the Hugoniot. For values of E be-

where f,, f 2 , f 3 , and f 4 are polynomials in E, between 0 and 0.036 mb-cc/g (the 160 kb point

fitted to experimental data. The fits were made on the Hugoniot) the points (p,,v1 •, E) were taken

for use over the region in the p, v plane bounded along the saturation line up to the critical point,
on the left by the Hugoniot from 20'C and 1 atm, and along the 300 bar line for values of v, greater

and on the right by the isentrope which intersects than the critical volume. The points (p 2, v 2 , E )

the Hugoniot at the 250 kilobar (kb) point. The were taken from data on the 1400 bar line. The

internal energy was taken as zero at 20'C and I Hugoniot points (pH, vH, Ei ) were taken from the

atm. Rice and Walsh data. The points (vH. (ap/ýav)EH,

E,) were calculated from the values given by
Rice and Walsh for cH and (ýH/ýv)p, ,with the

The water data were taken from several thermodynamic identity
sources. Along the saturation line, the data of
Keenan and Keyes [6] were used. The p,v,E
values along the 300 and 1400 bar lines were (P/ýV)E = (-C2/V2) [I _ p/(,31v) . (6)
those of Pistorius and Sharpe [7] who integrated
p,v,T data of Kennedy et al. [8-12]. Along the
Hugoniot from 20'C and 1 atm, the p,v,E values For each constant energy line the four data
of Snay and Rosenbaum [13] were used for pres- points were inserted in Eqs. (2)-(5) and the
sures below 25 kb. Above 25 kb, the Hugoniot equations were solved for f 3(Ei) and f 4 (Ei).
p,v,E and (aH/ v) data of Rice and Walsh [14] After this was done for all the E 's, linear fits
were used. The possibility of partial freezing were made for the functions f 3(E) and f4 (F).
at 30-35 kb on the Hugoniot was neglected. Also The values of fy(E.) and f 2 (E) were then found
ignored was the phase change at 110 kb reported by solving Eqs. (2) and (4) for Ei < 0.036 mb-
by Altshuler [15] et al., which would result in a cc/g, or Eqs. (4) and (5) for E > 0.036 mb-
small jog in the Hugoniot in the 100-120 kb cc/g. Least square polynomial fits were then
range. made to fy(EB) and f 2 (E,) to get the functions

f (E) and f 2(E). To improve the accuracy of
the fits, the functions f, and f2 were fitted in

The functions fI, f 2, f 3 and f 4 in Eq. (1) sections. The first two coefficients in the fit to
were found by fitting constant energy lines, as each section beyond the first were chosen so
follows: For a fixed E, denoted by Ei, consider that the derivatives would be continuous at the
the equations junctions. Seven significant figures were re-

tained so that p could be calculated from v and
fY(Ei) f 2(EI) f 3 (Ei) f 4 (Ei) E to within 10-20 bars, when the pressures

V1  + - 1 P 7 , (2) were below I kb.

The following functions, found by the above
f 1(Ei) f 2(Ei) f 3 (Ej) fa(Ei) process, were used in Eq. (1). The pressure is

V 3 + 2 (3) in megabars (mb) when E is in mb-cc/g andv
2 V 2  V 2 5 V 2 7 is in cc/g.

0 < E < 0.006: fl = 0.005722427 - 1.240522E + 50.42535E 
2

- 1.400S79 × 10
3

E
3 + 4.137950 x 10

6
E

4

- 2.726437x 10 1El - 1.295684x 10 1
"E

6
4 1.437988x 10 1 3

E
7
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0.006 < E < 0.017: f, = 0.001015091 - 0.3270122E' + 6.734616E' 2

(E' = E - 0.006) + 1.552785 . 10 4 E' 3 - 2.926440x 10 6 E' 4 + 2.139341x 10 E'5

- 5.615358 -10
9 El 6

0.017 < E: f, = 5.607572×10-4 + 0. 1122840E"

(E" = E - 0.017) + 5.275769E" 2 + 82.21745E"3 
- 147. 1514E" 4

- 4.044093x 10 3 E"' - 3.130131x 10
4 E"

6

0 < E < 0.0032: f2 = - 0.02748180 + 1.691130E + 17.12981E 2

+ 1.483364 - 104 E 3 
- 1.549072 × 107 E 4

+ 3.415591 × 10 9 E5  - 2.357818x 1011E 6

0.0032 < E < 0.0245: f 2 = - 0.02215430 + 1.510990E' - 10.56299E' 2

(E' -E " 0.0032) - 5.411856 × 103E'
3  + 6.176871x 101E'4

- 1.810118. 107 E'5 - 6.205700x 10 8 E.' 6 + 4.406075× 1010 E' 7

- 6.587460 x 10E'8

0.0245 < E: f2 = 0.002499950 + 0.9374720E"
(E" = E - 0.0245) - 4.624610 E"2 - 44.52203E" 3 + 375. 1364 E" 4

f3 = 0.0268 - 0.4148E

f4 = - 0.005 + 0.0741E.

Figure 1 contains the shock Hugoniot from unimportant for the present problem, since the
20'C and 1 atm, and several isentropes, calcu- effect of partial steam formation on the calcu-
lated with Eq. (1). Several calculated isotherms lated flow is negligible.
are shown in Fig. 2. The Hugoniot in Fig. 1 was
found numerically by eliminating E from Eq. (1) The equation of state of water fit involves
and the Hugoniot equation interpolations over a large region in the p, v

plane for which there is no experimental data,

E i.e., most of the region to the right of the
2 (p+po)(Vo-v) (7) Hugoniot and above 2.5 kb. As a partial test of

the validity of the interpolation, the entropies
where p. = 1 atm, v. = 1.001793 cc/g and E. = and temperatures on the Hugoniot found by in-
0. The isentropes and the temperatures along tegration from the saturation line with Eqs. (1)
the isentropes were found by starting at the and (8) were compared with the Rice and Walsh
saturation line and integrating the system values [14], up to the 250 kb point. The maxi-

mum deviation of 2S, the entropy increment
P/ 'from the foot of the Hugoniot, from the Rice and

_6E/ýv) T = - p/ '(8) Walsh values is less than 2 percent. The max-
(•T/bvs: - T (bp/•E)v, imum temperature deviation, about 5 percent,

occurs at 50 kb. Good agreement was also
using Eq. (1) for p and (ýp/!E) v. Some experi- found between the calculated 125'C and 175 0 C
mental data points from the Bridgman [16] and isotherms and the Bridgman data, although
Kennedy [8,10,11] isotherms are shown in Fig. these data were not used explicitly in making
2. On this scale, the Hugoniots of Rice and the fit.
Walsh [14] and of Eq. (1) coincide.

The calculated isentropes below the satura- mH. EQUATION OF STATE OF THE
tion line, shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 1, DETONATION PRODUCT GASES
are probably adequate to represent superheated
water, i.e., they are extensions of the isentropes When a spherical high explosive charge is
with partial steam formation not taken into ac- detonated underwater the flow is affected by the
count. Equation (1) was used in the hydrody- way the energy is released as the detonation
namic calculations as it stands for expansions product gases expand to low pressures. This
to states below the saturation line and above energy release is determined by the equation of
100°C. This occurred in the water initially be- state of the product gases. The process is
tween the explosive boundary and 1.3 charge clarified by examining the C-J isentrope, since
radii from the center. The question of whether the energy per gram available from the further
or not there is time for steam to form is expansion of a spherical shell of gas at the
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10 ~ 250_kb

I I

1200 k I

E 1 50 kb

04- . .2.1..4

00 kb

Fi.I -Wtr isentrope

FI N

0 4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1. 2 1.4 1. 6 1.8
v(cc/g)

Fig. I Water isentropes

calculated with Eq. (1)

pressure p is equal to the area under the isen- From the results of the RUBY calculation, E.,
trope, i.e., to the area under the C-J isentrope during ex-

pansion from the C-J pressure to zero pres-
sure, was taken to be 0.0775 mb-cc/g.

J p d The equations of state used were both of
the form

Two equations of state of the product gases
were tried in the hydrodynamic calculations. In p = a(p) E + b(r) (10)
both cases the constants were chosen so that the
C-J pressure, density, sound speed and detona- The chemical energy E. released in the detona-
tion velocity are those gotten by thermochemical tion is specified as part of the equation of state.
calculations with the Kistiakowsky-Wilson equa- To duplicate a particular set of C-J conditions,
tion of state. The RUBY computer program the constants in Eq. (10) are chosen to satisfy
[18,19], with the RDX parameters of Mader [1], the equations
was used for the thermochemical calculations.
The C-J detonation conditions calculated for p1 = a(/,.j) Ej + b(p.j) (11)
pentolite (with the initial density ., = 1.65 g/cc)
by the RUBY program are do db

c Ej E4 - +
pj 0. 2452 mb p r 2.210 g'cc (9) P d., j 2  (12)
c. s 0.5714 cm'gsec D 0.7655 cmg4sec.
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\1t 1300*C

iO00°C BRIOGMAN

KENNEDY

- 700,C
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L10--

HUGONIOT SATURATION
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0.4 0.6 0.8 .0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
v(cc/g)

Fig. 2 - Water isotherms calculated with Eq. (1)

Here, Eq. (12) follows from Eq. (10) via the used here. This was obtained from the RUBY
identity C-J conditions and the Hugoniot relation

=2 = (-aP/-p)E + (Pp/3E)P p/p
2 

. (13) Ej - Eo = (pj + p)(vo -- v)./2 . (15)

The first equation of state had the form The C-J isentrope calculated with Eq. (14), with
the above values of the constants is, for practi-

p [Ap+ Br,2) E + Cp
3  (14) cal purposes, identical to the C-J isentrope

calculated with the RUBY program, where the
where A, B, and C are constants. The value K-W equation of state is used. The two isen-
A = 0.35 was chosen so that the isentropes tropes are compared in another paper presented
would have the correct slope as p- 0, i.e., at this symposium but published elsewhere [25].
A =(c p/c, - i, where the ideal gas specific
heat ratios of the calculated detonation products The second equation of state considered
were averaged on a molar basis. The values of here, which causes more of the energy to be
B and C found from the simultaneous solution of released at lower pressures, is the one pro-
Eqs. (11) and (12) were posed by Wilkins [2], namely

B = 0. 1243 C ý 0.01279, p = ApE + B/ 4 + Ce-K/p (16)

in units compatible with those in Eq. (9). The Here, as in Eq. (14), A was taken to be 0.35.
value E. = 0.05866 mb-cc/g (1402 cal/g) was Once the constant K is fixed, the constants B
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and C corresponding to a given set of C-J con- Note that while at low pressures the p,v isen-
ditions are found from the simultaneous solution trope gotten with Eq. (16) is above the one
of Eqs. (11) and (12). In this work K = 6, where found with Eq. (14), the isentrope in the p,u
p is in g/cc, was used with the C-J values in plane lies below the one calculated with Eq.
(9). The value K = 6 was chosen so that the cal- (14), which is the same as the RUBY isentrope.
culated underwater peak pressure vs distance The p, u shock Hugoniot for water is also shown
at 1.5-5 charge radii from the center of a in Fig. 4.
spherical pentolite charge would be in good
agreement with experimental data. The value
of 0.0536 mb-cc/g (1280 cal/g) was used for E.. IV. THE DETONATION WAVE
This is the average of the calorimetric values
of the heats of detonation of TNT and PETN [20] The variables p,p,Eu, and mass M are
with 4 percent added to allow for the energy of needed as functions of position at the time when
the gas remaining in the calorimeter. This the detonation front in the centrally initiated
value of Eo was used in Eq. (15), with the p1 ,v, spherical charge impinges on the water. These
values from (9) to get Ej = 0.0724 mb-cc/g. functions, which are initial conditions for the
The values of B and C found from Eqs. (11) and "q" method hydrodynamic calculation, are found
(12), in units compatible with those in (9), are by a similarity solution [21] (referred to here

as the Taylor wave) as follows: For the spher-
B = 0.002164 C = 2.0755 . ical case the continuity and momentum equations

which govern the flow are
The C-J isentropes obtained with Eqs. (14)

and (16) are plotted in Fig. 3. The locus of "p/-•t + p6u/dX + uap!•X + 2pu/X = 0 (17)
states behind a shock moving into the gas at the
C-J state is also shown. The isentrope and re- and
flected shock curve calculated for pentolite with
the RUBY program is identical, on this scale, au/ýt + u~u/BX + (l/p) ap!•X = 0 (18)
to the curve for Eq. (14).

where x is the distance from the center and t
Figure 4 shows the same isentropes and is the time. Also

reflected shock loci in the pressure-particle
velocity (pu) plane. The p,u isentropes are dp = c 2 dp (19)
calculated from the pv isentropes with

since the flow behind the front is assumed

U c do isentropic. Now let the dependent variables be
u = + functions of /3 Vt only. Then, from Eqs. (17)

and (18)

100,I 1

EX

I ,"•, _ _ _ _ Eq.(14}

10-3 !, .
Is,10-4

___i__I1 I I__ ___ NI ______, _____

0.5 5 10 20 50 00

Fig. 3 - The calculated Chapman-Jouguet
isentrope for pentolite in the p,v plane
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0.24
-- Eq.(14}1 Eq. (14)

. Eq. 16)
10_- -..... Eq. (16)

0.20'
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10-4

"0.008

10-50 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 - - -
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Fig. 4 The calculated Chapman-
Jouguet isentrope for pentolite in Fig. 5 - The calculated spherical
the p, u plane Taylor wave for pentolite

du - 2c2 U (20) dp = 2 dp (26)
d/3 - ,[c2 -(u-'8)2] du c u (

and The spheiical Taylor waves calculated
with the equations of state, Eqs. (14) and (16),

dp - p (u - /3) du for use in the "q" method calculations, are
d,6 c2 d,8 (21) shown in Fig. 5.

The variable c 2 is found as a function of p
from the equation of state of the gas and Eq. V. THE "q" METHOD CALCULATION
(13). Let R. be the charge radius and let x be
the distance coordinate at the time the detona- A computer program, based on the "q"
tion front has just reached the interface. At method, was used to calculate the flow after the
this time, since x Ro/3D and dM = 47px2 dx, detonation front impinges on the water. To cut

down the oscillations and the shock widths, 300
dM/d /3 47,p R32 32/D 3 

. (22) space points in the finite difference grid, and a
linear q, were used. The factor 1/X was used

Equations (19)-(22) form the system of ordinary in the q for the water in order to keep the
differential equations which is solved, numeri- shock from spreading at large distances from
cally, for p, p, u and M. The energy E is then the center. The fluid flow equations and their
found from the equation of state. The integra- finite difference analogues in the computer pro-
tion is started at the detonation front, where gram are listed below. The superscript n re-
the C-J conditions are the initial conditions. fers to the time cycle and i is the Lagrangian
Equations (20) and (21) are singular at the deto- space coordinate. The grid points are labeled
nation front since 8 = D = u + c here. Hence, with integer values of j. The equations are
the first part of the integration is done with u written for one dimensional flows in channels
as the independent variable, i.e., with the system of varying cross sectional area A(X). For the

spherical flow problems treated here A(X) is
d/3/du = -/3 [c

2 
- (u -,)2]/2c2 u (23) 47,X 2

.

dp/du = -p(u -/)/c 2 , (24) Continuity:

dM 47rp R 3
2  

d,8 (X(it)
-= - 3 d- d (25) M(1 ) j p(X, t) A(X) dX. (27)
du D dot)
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Motion: the masses of the two zones at the interface,
the last zone in the gas and the first zone in the

au/ýt -A(X) 6(p + q)!M (28) water, would be equal.

DX/at = U. (29) The calculation to 19 charge radii was
started with 300 zones (301 space grid points)

Energy: in the first 10 charge radii from the center, 50
zones in the gas and 250 zones in the water.

-(p + q) 3v/at (30) When the calculated position of the shock in the
water was close to 10 charge radii, the compu-

Equation of State: tation grid was rezoned by deleting alternate
grid points up to 10 charge radii and adding 150

p = p(E,v) (31) zones between 10 and 20 charge radii. The total
energy was conserved in the consolidation

-(K/vX') Bu/3j u/aj < 0 process.
q =(32)

0 , •u/•j>_ 0.

Difference Equations: VI. CALCULATED RESULTS

j=1,2_..jx n = 0,1,2.... Two calculations were made of the flow
following the central detonation of a spherical

(Lt) n+½ = tn+I - tn, (33) pentolite charge in fresh water at 20 0 C and 1
atm, one with Eq. (14) and one with Eq. (16) for

(At)n = [(At)n+ý + (At)n-"ý1/2 the detonation products. Equation (1) with the
functions listed in Sec. II was used for the water

,- (34) in both cases. The calculated detonation wave
+ P.q j + (4 (Sec. IV and Fig. 5) was inserted as part of the

(A) j Mj +- Mj (35) initial conditions and the "q" method computa-
tion was begun when the detonation front first

( n/ýt) = -2 n impinges on the water. At this time, since p
t--2 P+A j _h) A(X %/ and u must be continuous across the interface,

[(AM) j + (AM) j (36) there is an instantaneous adjustment at the
boundary (see Fig. 4) which results in an ini-

n+A U n-% /)jn(At) ( tial transmitted pressure into the water of 162
u =kb and an initial interface velocity of 0.27 cm/

Xn =X + n(t) (38) ,sec. The subsequent spherical flow contains
3 x the second shock [5,23], which appears auto-

AX)+ matically when the "q" method is used. This
Xj+, shock is formed at the gas-water interface and

j (AM) J moves back into the gas, following the rare-
-8 faction.

"fn+lA n+"4
-2K(u j+1-u ),/[(vn+.+ v-+ I) x] , Figure 6 contains plots of the calculated

S(40) pressure at the gas-water interface vs the posi-
q+ n ni +'A (40) tion of the interface (all distances are shown in

+j +•1 j+, <j charge radii R/R° from the center). Note that
U0 > r n+,/, when Eq. (14) (for which the C-J isentrope is

0 j+1 - j identical with the one from the RUBY thermo-
chemical calculation) is used the pressures

Eln+1 En n,/, n+1 n +1 n] acting on the water are higher than those cal-
Ej+ Ej qj+ý/ + (Pj+ýh + pj+4.)/2] [Vj+ý1 -Vj+ ] culated with Eq. (16) until the boundary is at 2

nt, n+1 n+r charge radii, after which they are lower. The
pj p(Ej+4 %A v, j+,). (42) position of the shock front in the water is noted

at several points on the plots, e.g., when Eq.
For each computation cycle, Eqs. (36)-(42) (16) is used the main shock front in the water
were solved in the listed order. Equations (41) is at 7 charge radii when the interface is at
and (42) were solved simultaneously, by itera- about 2.6 charge radii. The pressure jump
tion. In Eq. (40), a was taken to be zero in the when the gas-water boundary is at about 3
gas and one in the water. Conventional stability charge radii is due to the impact of the second
criteria were used to calculate the time steps (Wecken) shock, which, after reflection at the
[22]. The computation grid was chosen so that center, has now reached the interface.
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Eq (14)~

RIR 0

'• . . . . . . E q .(16 ) ]

10-2 IN

,o- - \ I

1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 3,4 3,6
R/Ro

Fig. 6 - Calculated pressure at the gas-water inter-
face vs interface position for a spherical pentolite ex-
plosion in water; the positions of the shock front are
noted in the figure

The calculated peak shock pressures pm vs
distance are shown in Fig. 7, where they are
compared with a plot made from experimental iC-I CALCULATED
data. The dashed curve between 1 and 6.5 ...... EXPERIMENTAL

charge radii was obtained recently by N. L.
Coleburn [17], who measured X vs t, differen-
tiated to get the shock velocity, and then used
the known Hugoniot for water to find the pres-
sure. These data are closely reproducible in
the 1.5-6.5 charge radii range. The dashed line
extending beyond 10 charge radii in Fig. 7 is a
plot of a relation for pentolite found by fitting
piezoelectric gage data from a large number of 1o-2

firings made over a 15-year period [24), namely,

P,,= 2.35 x 10 4 (WI/ 3/R) 1- 14 •E

Eq. (14)

where W is in ib, R is in ft and pm is in psi. The
pressure scale in Fig. 7 is in megabars.

Eq. (16)

It should be noted that the peak pressures
calculated with Eq. (14) are higher than the ex- 1o_3
perimental values over the range of the calcula-
tion (to 19 charge radii). The peak pressure at
10 charge radii calculated with Eq. (14) is 1.40
kb (20,300 psi), compared with the experimental
value of 1.18 kb (17,100). It appears in Fig. 7
that at larger distances the peak pressures cal-
culated with Eq. (14) may become lower than the
experimental values despite the fact that 1402
cal/g, which is near the maximum possible "0-
chemical energy, was used for E.. ,o1 2 4 6 8 I 0 20 40 60 100

R/Ro

The peak pressure vs distance calculated Fig. 7 - Calculated and experimental shock
with Eq. (16) for the detonation products is also pressures vs distance for a spherical pen-
shown in Fig. 7. The values are in good agreement tolite charge in water
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with the piezoelectric gage data to 20 charge The time constant 9, the time for the pres-
radii, where the computation ended. Good sure to fall from p M to p./e', is plotted (in
agreement with the piezoelectric gage data terms of O/Ro) vs distance in charge radii, in
(with slightly lower close in values) is also Fig. 9. Also shown in Fig. 9 are experimental
gotten by taking K = 6.6 and using the same values found from the firing of 50 and 80 lb
procedure to get B and C. With K = 6.6, the spherical charges [26]. The lack of data at
exponential term in the equation of state cor- closer ranges than 13 charge radii, and the
responds exactly to the term exp [4/(p/po)] used scatter in the data at distances of 13 charge
by Wilkins [2] in the equations of state for the radii and over, seems to preclude the use of 9
explosives PBX 9404 and LX 04-01. to test the validity of the equation of state of

the detonation product gases.
Figure 8 contains calculated pressure vs

time curves for several fixed positions in the
water (4, 10 and 17 charge radii). Note that the VII. CONCLUSIONS
initial pressure decay is exponential, in agree-
ment with the decays observed experimentally. Calculations of the underwater shockwave
The pressures calculated with Eq. (14), which performance of pentolite which are in good
are initially higher, decay more rapidly than agreement with experimental data can be made
those calculated with Eq. (16). within the general framework of the hydrodynamic

10-2 • ' , ..

Eq. (14)

-------- Eq. (16)

10-4-

10-5

0 0 20 30 40 50 60 70
t/Ro(,SEC/CM)

Fig. 8 - Calculated pressure vs time at 4, 10, and 17
charge radii, for a spherical pentolite explosion in
water

30

0 80 LB CHARGES •0 0o o
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15
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Eq. (14)

7

354 7 0 I 20 50 00
R/Ro

Fig. 9 - Calculated and experimental time constants
for a spherical pentolite explosion in water
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theory of detonation, with the finite reaction 5. (a) S. A. Berger and M. Holt, 'Implosive
zone neglected, using an equation of state of Phase of a Spherical Explosion in Sea Wa-
water developed from shock wave measure- ter," Phys. Fluids v5, 426 (1962).
ments and the detonation conditions calculated
with the Kistiakowsky-Wilson equation of state. (b) H. Snay, "Unterwasser Explosionen,
It is necessary, however, to use an equation of Hydromechanische Vorg-nge und Wirkun-
state for the detonation product gases which gen," Jahrbuch der Schiffbautechnischen
treats the expansion to low pressures differently Gesellschaft, 51. Band 1957.
than the Kistiakowsky-Wilson equation. The
product gas equation of state form proposed by 6. J. H. Keenan and F. G. Keyes, "Thermody-
Wilkins [2], which contains an exponential term namic Properties of Steam," John Wileyand
in the volume similar to the one in the Jones Sons, New York (1936).
equation [3], is satisfactory for use in hydrody-
namic calculations of underwater pentolite 7. C. Pistorius and W. E. Sharp, "Properties
explosions, of Water. Part VI. Entropy and Gibbs Free

Energy of Water in the Range 10-1000 C
It should be possible with the equations of and 1-250,000 Bars," Am. Jour. Sci. v.

state Eqs. (1) and (16) to calculate the under- 258, 757-768 (1960).
water shockwave performance of pentolite for
situations where there is little or no data, e.g., 8. G. C. Kennedy, "Pressure-Volume-
plane and cylindrical flows and explosions at Temperature Relations in Water at Ele-
great depths. vated Temperatures and Pressures," Am.

Jour. Sci. v. 248, 540-564 (1950).
One would like, of course, to have a single

equation of state of the detonation product gases 9. G. C. Kennedy, "Properties of Water, Part
for which both the thermochemical calculation I. Pressure-Volume-Temperature Rela-
of the detonation conditions and the subsequent tions in Steam to 1000 C and 100 Bars
hydrodynamic calculations would match the ex- Pressure," Am. Jour. Sci. v. 255, 724-730
perimental results. It would then be possible to (1957).
predict the underwater performance of a hy-
pothetical explosive. 10. G. C. Kennedy, W. L. Knight and W. T.

Holser, "Properties of Water. Part m.
Specific Volume of Liquid Water to 100 C
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DETONATION OF A CYLINDRICAL CHARGE

STUDY OF THE FLOW OF BURNED GASES

C. Fauquignon, M. Prouteau, G. Verdes

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
France

ABSTRACT

The detonation of a cylindrical charge may be considered as a
steady phenomenon if the ratio length/diameter is large enough. The

.radiographic observation of the motion of very thin gold foils, carried
along by the burned gases, allows the former hypothesis to-be verified,
the measurement of the particle velocity of the gases along the axis,
and the measurement of zero-velocity points given as a function of
their distance to the shock front.

A confrontation between the experimental results and a theoretical
model based upon a Meyer rarefaction allows the determination of the
burned gases isentrope.

1. INTRODUCTION Actually, it seems that a direct visualisa-
tion of the explosive flow must appeal to the

In regard to detonation studies most of the flash radiography techniques. The method
interest of the workers is based upon what which is presented here, similar to an earlier
happens in front and behind the Chapman- one [9], consists in following the displacement
Jouguet plane, that is upon the reaction zone of one or more very thin gold foils; initially
structure and the burned gases flow; however, drowned in the explosive, they are drawn, at
the experimental conditions are so difficult that the same velocity, by the burned gases; it will
in spite of the quantity and quality of the re- be verified that no perturbation will be caused
ports a lot of questions remain unanswered. in the flow by the foils presence.

Most of the experimental methods concern This technique was not precise enough for
velocity measurements in an inert medium the reaction zone examination, but was particu-
close to the explosive, e.g.: larly fitted for the study of the rarefaction in

reacted products until rather low pressures are
* free surface velocity imparted to metal- reached (-10 Kbars), allowing, in accordance

lic plates of increasing thicknesses [1-5]; with the chosen theoretical flow model, the de-
termination of the gases isentrope.

* water or plexiglas induced shock wave
velocity [6,7]. The explosive under study (Explosive D

[10]), was cast in cylindrical charges of 20- and
Another method based on the metallic 30-mm diameter and of different lengths: the

transition of sulfur has been used for the same geometry and dimensions of the charge were
purpose [8]. determined by the X-ray penetration capability,

the necessity of a good optical definition and
One of the most interesting features of the the need of attaining a permanent flow with a

previous methods is to give an enlarged picture reasonable charge length.
of the reaction zone; however distortions, par-
ticularly those due to explosive reflected waves, The experiment-theory correlation only
may be expected. concerned the 30-mm diameter charges for

39
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which the flatness of the shock front was suffi- The density of each cylinder was measured,
cient to assume a simple flow scheme, the average value being 1.64 ± 0.02 g/cm3; the

homogeneity of the density inside the explosive
was controlled while making shock front curva-

2. EXPERIMENTS ture measurements by observing local irregu-
larities.

2.1. Explosive Assembly
The curvature measurements, using a

The charge was mounted by gluing elemen- streak camera, showed that, in the case of the
tary cylinders (Fig. 1); the first one is used to 30-mm diameter charge, the flatness of the
establish a permanent flow; between the 6-mm front was better than 0.5 mm for a radius of
thick cylinders are placed the gold foils (1/100 13.5 mm; the calculations presented in the rest
mm thick), having the same diameter as the of this paper neglect the rarefaction related to
explosive cylinders, the 1.5-mm-thick curved zone.

Gold was chosen by reason of its chemical The 20-mm diameter charges showed a
neutrality, of its high X-ray absorption and of more pronounced curvature; it would have been
its good malleability. It was verified that the necessary to introduce additional hypotheses
foils had no influence upon the flow by changing to take account of this and no calculation has
the interval between two foils (3 mm instead of yet been undertaken.
6 mm); no difference in the results was ob-
served. On the other hand, it was calculated
that the equilibrium in the pressures on both 2.2. Observations and Measurements
sides of a 1/100-mm-thick gold foil was reached The experimental process is illustrated in
in about 10 nanoseconds. Fig. 1. After the passage of the shock front the

__ Chrono.

_ Chrono_

graph

InitLial point Gold foil Ex losive

S~~scin ti Ilator Pht m•• 0tUILiplier

grap h

SDelay

unit

Fig. 1 - Experimental arrangement
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foils are carried along by the products; the Initial position
radiographic observation of their position at Gold foil
different known instants allows the construction Position during the firing
of their path versus time diagram. As this
diagram will be graphically derived later, the
pictures must be of good quality.

A 300-Kvolt X-ray FEXITRON unit was
used, the flash duration being 0.12 gs and the
optical magnification 1.1; the observation field
was limited to about 30 mm.

Ionization probes placed on the axis of the
charge were used for time measurements and
X-ray flash synchronization. A first probe lo-
cated between the initiation-point and the ob-
servation area is used as a time origin; it
triggers three 40-MHz ROCHAR chronographs
and, through a delay time unit, the X-ray flash. Fig. 2 - Radiography

Two of the chronographs are used for det-
onation velocity measurement, the third one is curves, at different initiation point-to-shock
stopped by the impulse coming from the front distances; u is given for the different
scintillator -photomultiplier and establishesgtheorrlationbtweenthepicturetime and establisfoils, for a given t and for given space coordi-
the correlation between the picture time and nate z = XD - x; where xD is the position of the
the instant of passage of the shock front at a shock front at that instant. By varying t,
known point (first ionization probe). within the regions of densest beam of the curves

u(t) in order to obtain the maximum number ofThe displacements of the foils are referred points, u( Z) is calculated.
either to their initial positions by double expos-

ing the dynamic and static pictures or to the
position of another foil which has not yet been Figure 4, gives u(Z) in the region within
reached by the shock at the time of the radiog- which steady conditions develop and Figs 5 and
raphy. Figure 2 reproduces a typical record. 6 give u(Z) when steady conditions are com-

plete (30- and 20-mm-diameter charges).

2.3. Results

Time measurements and X-ray pictures LP
are used to construct the path versus time dia-
gram of the foils; this construction was done 15 I
for points along the axis and points located 14- I I I
at various radii. In fact, it is impossible to 13 I
characterize the motion of the different points 12I I I I
of a foil; consequently valid information for 1- I i
off-axis points is the radial distribution of the 0
zero-velocity points with respect to the shock 9- I I I
front. I

Figure 3 represents the path versus time 7-
diagram (x, t ) for the points along the axis in
the case of the 30-mm diameter charge. 5. I'

4-
The (x, t ) curves were graphically derived a-

to give the material velocity versus time (u, t), 2

the time origin being the same for the different
foils. 1 x m

The variation of the material velocity with
respect to the distance to the shock front was Fig. 3 - ( x, t) diagram -- cylindrical

then extablished by using the x(t) and u(t) charge 30-mm diameter
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urls~ I uml
Shock 

front

Shock fronL

20Experimental point 2000

-1000 *1000

0 0

4o .1146 20 10 01 Zmm 4ý 30 20 o10 o

_r -000 '.1000

Fig. 4 - u(Z) diagram - cylindrical charge Fig. 6 - u(Z) diagram - cylindrical charge
30-mm diameter, initiation point - shock 20-mm diameter, initiation point -- shock
front distance = 95 mrnm front distance > 90 mm

urn/s 2.4. Remarks
Shock rront

a The small number of measurements
20 within the neighbourhood of the shock front and-2000 otheir poor quality do not enable us to detect the

reaction zone.

. There is an uncertainty as to the physical
-1o 0;.origin of the ionization probes triggering and

hence on the exact position of the shock front
with respect to the distribution of the measured
velocity.

Z rnm 40 30 20 10 0 Subsequently, experimental results have

been limited to the burned gases rarefaction

10 
study.

Fig. 5 - u(Z) diagram-- cylindrical charge 3. THEORY AND CALCULATIONS
30-mm diameter, initiation point - shock
front distance > 100 mm 3.1. Flow is Assumed to be Described

by a Meyer Rarefaction; This
Rarefaction is Centered on the
Edge of the Cylinder; and the

The steady aspect of the flow is shown by Characteristic Equations are
tracing the variation of the distance of the zero- Solved in this Scheme
velocity point to the shock front, as a function
of the initiation point-shock front distance The basic assumptions are:
(Fig. 7).

* permanent flow;
Once steady conditions are established the

radial distribution of zero-velocity points are * plane detonation front and CJ conditions
obtained in a similar manner (Fig. 8). existing just behind the front;
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Fig. 7 - Position of the zero material
velocity Z0 (along the axis) in function
of the distance shock front -- initiation
point X -_ 5

Rm

* constant entropy flow: p f(p) with F Fig. 8 - Radial repartition of the zero-
defined by velocity points with respect to the shock

front position
d Log p
d= Lo adi ab.

Notations: Following the Mach lines, the equations
are as follows:

p = pressure,

p local density, On C,, ... sin k cos ap 0 1

H = enthalpy, sin a sin T

a = sound speed, and Y

V = relative material velocity. On o sin accos a (•) - (i)

3.2. Introducing the Theory of the sin a sin Q
Characteristic Equations and -

Calculation of the Current
Point [11] Calculation of the current point (Fig. 9b):

For two-dimensional cylindrical flow there Assuming that the functions are known at
are three families of characteristic curves two neighbouring points i and k, it is possible
(Fig. 9a): to calculate functions at n, given by the inter-

section C,• and C~..
a stream lines of constant entropy - Mx ;

At point n which is common to C,, and
e Mach lines (C,, and C_). C , Eqs. (1) are written as:
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OX: Axis direct ion 2 2
YI MXI:Particle velocity (3)

direction g. - 4k = Ank ,

Xn, -N = Aik Aý.

C (.4K)
Moreover the assumption of constant en-

tropy implies that dP = sin a cos a (dp/p).

M The origin of P and therefore of A and X is
C I- K I arbitrary. an and wn are first of all calculated

by

(ai + ak) - (Vi + qk) (ak - ai) + (Pi- 'O-
Fig. 9a - Characteristic curves an = 2 n 2

If the arcs in and kn are approximated by
straight lines with slopes:

A/ C (-a() ((Pi - ai) + ((Pn+ an)
tan 2

A C-Ic. A
and

kiliin ( q•)k+ ak) + (( ,n+an)
t an2

2

Fig. 9b - Calculation of
the current point it is then possible to calculate xn and Yn; hence

also A,, Lf, An and Xn.

It follows that:
(sin a cos a) (pn-Pk) + (Tn- (k)

F'p k
n Pn = 0 nX + A'n n 4Ln - Xn

(sin a sin T 7n Pi __
Y kn (2)+ 2( sin C cos a).

/in a- Cos a\ In ' P - P

I Pp )i (Pn-Pi) -(qp-oi) L 2(sin a Cos a).n/sn a -

sin aSin a n 2 = f'(Pn) Hn = HCj + T P

Putting 2= 2 EH j]Vn VCj -2 [n - HC '

dP =sin a cos a d a/_2

an FPan 
= arc sin i "CVn 2 .

and

The calculation is begun anew with im-
A 1 sin a sin T proved values of an and (pn, the iterations end-

2 y ing after an has converged.
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Finally, Figure 10 shows the isentrope in the
P' o/pcj plane.

Pn= f(pn)"

3.3. The Particular Case of Cylin- ip k bes
drical Flow with Meyer
Rarefaction ,250 -- PKfcj.Ap

The rarefaction centered on the edge of the - - - P-KrcJ

charge can be taken as a particular upwards d = 1 64 9/cm 2

characteristic curve for which A, = constant. 200 D' EXPLOSIVE /

In order to calculate it, a is incremented IRDXITNT,/85/15
so that at each point an ai -Anm. Knowing an,
pn is obtained by solving:

'150/

Cf'(Pn) a i/a1
o a si n (")

V CjCj- 2 fp)dp

All other quantities (pn, .... ) are then
found easily.

So

Calculation of the axial point: The method 0,5 0,6 0,7 , 0,9 "- I
is the same as for the general case with n = 0 cJ
and 'n = ,n. The first approximation of an is
ai -Pi. Fig. 10 - Isentrope1 curve of

burned gases Kp cj + /p

4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ISENTROPE
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THE EQUATION OF STATE OF DETONATION PRODUCTS

BEHIND OVERDRIVEN DETONATION WAVES

IN COMPOSITION B

I. C. Skidmore and S. Hart*
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaslon, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

Overdriven detonation waves in Composition B carrying pressures
up to twice the Chapman-Jouguet pressure have been generated by an
explosive driven plate impact technique. The hydrodynamic properties
of these waves have been determined by an impedance match method.
In addition the pressure-particle velocity locus for reflected waves in
the detonation products from a given overdriven state has been obtained
in a similar way. The resu.lts agree with predictions using a simple
polytropic gas equation of state with a constant adiabatic exponent ap-
propriate to the Chapman-Jouguet state. The measurements are con-
fined to pressures greater than 300 kb except for some experiments
matching with air at about I kb which show that the simple equation of
state is not valid down to this pressure.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. THEORY

Experiments [1,2] show that in many high With the notation, pressure P, specific
explosives shock compressions and adiabatic volume v, specific internal energy E, detona-
expansions of the detonation products from the tion velocity D. particle velocity U, sound
Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) state are consistent velocity C, adiabatic exponent y and specific
with a polytropic gas equation of state having detonation energy Q, the velocity of propagation
an adiabatic exponent of about three, applicable and particle velocity immediately behind any
for pressures above about 100 kb. This equa- plane detonation wave in explosive defined by
tion of state cannot account for the variation of initial conditions, P., V., Eo, and U. are given
detonation velocity with loading density but for by the first two Rankine-Hugoniot relations,
an explosive of prescribed loading density this
simple description seems adequate when the D ±U + [o (P- P) ,'(V - V) (1)
gaseous product densities are near the condensed I 0

state density.
U o lP-o(o V]12 (2)

In some applications of explosives detona- U U

tion waves are overdriven to pressures consid-
erably higher than the C-J pressure. The ob- The pressure and volume of the detonation prod-
ject of the present investigation was to test
whether the simple equation of state could are related by the third Rankine-Hugoniot equa-
successfully predict overdriven detonation wave tion which defines the Hugoniot curve,
properties, and shock compressions and adia-
batic expansions from a given overdriven state. (3)
The relevant theoretical expressions are de- E -E = Q + - (P + P.)(Vo- V)
rived in section 2, the experiments are de-
scribed in section 3 and the comparison of the If the detonation products obey a polytropic
results with theory is discussed in section 4. gas equation of state,

*Present address of S. Hart: Department of Natural Philosophy, University of Aberdeen, Scotland.
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E = PV/(y- 1) (4) 3. EXPERIMENTS

and The explosive investigated was Composition

C2 = - Pv. (5) B (RDX/TNT 60/40) at a loading density of 1.65
gm cm- 3 , with C-J properties D1 = 7.74 mm

For a steady unsupported detonation wave psec- 1, U 1 = 2.01 mm isec- 1, P 1 = 257 kb
with properties designated by suffix 1, the C-J corresponding to y = 2.85.
condition is

The basis of the technique is to explosively
C1  DU 1 . (6) propel a metal driver plate at a similar target

plate on which rests a sample layer of explo-
In solid explosive initially at atmospheric sive backed by a further layer of inert solid.
pressure P. is negligible compared with P1 so When the driver plate velocity is sufficiently
that substituting Eqs. (1), (2) and (5) in (6) high this process generates a steady overdriven
gives, detonation wave in the explosive unless or until

it is overtaken by the rarefaction from the rear
v 1/vo C•/• y /(y+ 1) . (7) of the driver plate. The shock transit times

through each layer of the system are measured
Then when U -0, Eqs. (1) - (4) with the sim- to determine the transmitted shock or detona-
plification provided by Eq. (7) give the familiar tion velocities. The measured driver plate
expressions impact velocity or the shock velocity in the

target plate, whose shock properties are known,
D 2 (7+ 1)

2 
U1 2 defines the incident shock strength. An imped-

ance match at the target plate-explosive inter-
face using the measured overdriven detonation

:(• 1) Pv. (8) velocity then defines the corresponding detona-
tion pressure and particle velocity. The prop-
erties of reflected waves in the detonation

= 2(72 - i )(Q + Eo) •products are determined by a similar impedance
match at the explosive-backing plate interface

For an overdriven detonation wave, with using the measured transmitted shock velocity
properties designated by suffix 2, Eq. (6) and in the backing plate whose Hugoniot curve is
hence Eq. (8) no longer hold so that Eqs. (1) - known. This technique has been described by
(4), simplified using Eq. (8), now give Al'tshuler [3] for determining the shock prop-

erties of inert solids. McQueen and Marsh [4]
D_ P 1 (/ p 1/2 U/U2 used the same technique and discuss the geo-
D--T -P- 2 ] 2 (9) metrical limitations necessary to retain uni-

2 2 1 + (VI /U
2 

2 form flows. The particular variation of the

technique with practical aspects applicable to
which is independent of the actual value of y. the present experiments is given by Skidmore

and Morris [5]. In particular this paper de-
The P-U locus for reflected shocks in the scribes the pin probe method used to record

detonation products is given by Eq. (2) with transit times, the treatment of the time data to
suffix 2 replacing suffix o and the sign of the remove errors due to gross driver plate curva-
last term changed. The same transformation in ture and local nonplanarities, and the correc-
Eq. (3) with Q - 0 gives the Hugoniot curve for tions of systematic errors arising from density
reflected shocks so that eliminating v gives differences in nominally identical samples and

impact velocity differences in nominally iden-

U =U-C,(P_1) [ 2/ )/2 (10) tical experiments.P, 2 C2 •• - (-y+ 1)p/p 2+ ( _ý_ l)]"

In a first series of experiments detonation
For reflected rarefaction waves the adiabatic velocity was determined as a function of parti-
relation PvY PV 2 holds and the P-U locus is cle velocity at three detonation pressures of
given by about 350, 420 and 520 kb. These pressures

were generated by using a plane wave initiated
U2- /5 in. diameter 5 in. long cylindrical charge of

HMX/TNT 75/25 to propel driver plates of
mild steel 4.8-mm thick, brass 3.2-mm thick

2 F 2 z)y -- and mild steel 1.6-mm thick against a target
2(11) plate of the same material. The target plate

- L kP 2 } supported three 30-mm-diameter cylindrical
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explosive specimens in a four fold symmetric explosive and matching disc thickness was in-
array with centres on a 25-mm radius circle, creased to 4 mm to test for possible attenuation
The target plate free surface velocity was effects but none was observed. The mean re-
measured in the fourth location. Pin probes sults from this series of experiments are given
were used to record various transit times giv- in Table 2.
ing the driver plate impact velocity, together
with the target plate shock and free surface ve- To enable the impedance matches to be
locity as a consistency check, and the detonation carried out the shock wave data for the various
velocity in the explosive samples. The explo- materials used in these experiments were ob-
sive samples were of two thicknesses, 3.2 and tamined from the following sources. Nickel,
6.4 mm, to detect possible shock attenuation brass and titanium data were obtained from
effects which could invalidate the analysis. No Ref. 4. Mild steel, magnesium and Perspex
such effects were observed. The mean results data are contained in Ref. 5. The shock tables
for each pressure are given in Table 1. in Ref. 6 were used for air. The tungsten alloy

data is given graphically in Ref. 7. Dural was
TABLE 1 assumed to have the same shock velocity -

Mean Results for Overdriven Detonation Waves particle velocity relation as that for pure alu-
in Composition B. Errors Refer to One Stand- minium given in Ref. 5.
ard Deviation. N is the number of experiments.

Detonation Detonation Particle 4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
N Velocity Pressure Velocity

(mm Asec_-1) (kb) (mm Wsec-') In Table 1 the data from each set of nomi-
nally identical experiments have been normal-

4 8.00 ± .13 346 ± 4 2.62 ± .01 correcting for the deviations from this mean.

4 8.28 ± .11 412 ± 4 3.02 ± .01 Since each experiment defines a measured
4 8.93 ± .06 520 ± 3 3.53 i .01 overdriven state this procedure is not strictly

necessary. It is adopted for consistency of
presentation with the data in Table 2 where re-

In a second series of experiments shock flected wave data are referred to a given over-
compressions and adiabatic expansions from a driven state and here it is desirable to elimi-
detonation pressure of 420 kb were examined nate systematic errors by correcting for
using the brass driver plate and measuring the experimental deviations from this mean state.
transmitted shock velocity in 3.2-mm thick ex-
plosive samples. The matching materials were In Fig. 1 the overdriven detonation veloci-
tungsten alloy, nickel, brass, titanium, Dural, ties are plotted as a function of detonation
magnesium, Perspex and air at 1 atmosphere. pressure and compared with the predictions of
In some of the later experiments the geometry Eq. (9). In Fig. 2 the corresponding comparison
was changed from discs to quadrants to obtain is made in the pressure-particle velocity plane.
an improved probe coverage over a larger sur- Also in Fig. 2 the reflected wave data are com-
face area. In some duplicate experiments the pared with Eqs. (10) and (11) using the value

TABLE 2
Mean Results for Reflected Waves in Overdriven Composition B. Errors

Refer to One Standard Deviation. N is the Number of Experiments.

Shock Particle
Matching Density Veoci Pressure Velocity
Material N (gm CM -3) Velocity (k)Velocity

(mm psec-1) (kb) (mm Wsec- 1)

W Alloy 2 16.8 5.02 ± .09 818 ± 62 0.97 ± .06
Ni 2 8.86 6.46 ± .21 716 ± 110 1.25 ± .15
Brass 2 8.44 5.79 ± .03 689 ± 13 1.41 ± .02
Ti 2 4.51 6.87 ± .04 604 ± 16 1.95 ± .04
Dural 2 2.65 8.52 ± .08 522 ± 10 2.31 ± .04
Mg 2 1.74 8.12 ± .16 407 ± 26 2.88 ± .13
Perspex 2 1.18 7.77 ± .06 332 ± 6 3.62 ± .04
Air 2 1.29x10- 3  10.27 ± .18 1.26 ± 0.05 9.50 ± .17
Comp. B 16 1.65 8.40 ± .14 420 ± 10 3.03 ± .06
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Fig. I Comparison of theory and experiment
for overdriven detonation velocities as a func-
tion of detonation pressure in Composition B

of -yappropriate to the C-J state. It is seen error in reflected wave pressure represents a
that agreement is within one standard deviation possible variation in -y of about 0.1. However
for all experimental points. These represent in uniform flow situations this simple repre-
relative errors of rather less than 3 percent sentation appears adequate for the prediction of
for the overdriven states and generally rather transmitted shock strengths into solids within
more for the reflected wave data. The error in the accuracy of current experimentation. The
any one velocity measurement is of the order of deviation from this simple equation of state at
5 percent. The air point corresponds to a pres- low pressures is consistent with current views
sure of about 1.3 kb and the measured particle on the behaviour of detonation products at large
velocity is about 8 percent less than the pre- expansions [8,9].
dicted value which is the same relative differ-
ence observed at the foot of the C-J adiabat.
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AN EQUATION OF STATE OF DETONATION PRODUCTS

AT PRESSURES BELOW 30 KILOBARS

J. W. S. Allan and B. D. Lambourn
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

Wilkins has suggested that the observed details of explosive driven
plate motion indicate that at pressures below about 150 kb the Chapman-
Jouguet adiabat may dip well below the constant adiabatic exponent
form. This paper describes a more direct approach to the determina-
tion of the form of the adiabat in the relevant portion of the pressure-
particle velocity plane by extending the impedance matching method to
include matching with compressed gases. A streak camera technique
has been used to measure the velocities of luminous shocks transmitted
from the end of cylindrical charges into air, argon and krypton initially
at pressures between 0.2 and 30 bars. These measurements have al-
lowed pressure-particle velocity points to be obtained in the pressure
range 0.2 to 30 kb for two explosive compositions. The data have been
used in conjunction with other hydrodynamic properties to determine
the coefficients in a form of equation of state similar to one proposed
by Wilkins.

1. INTRODUCTION like a normal gas with 7 about 1.5. It is inter-
esting to note that in 1948, Jones and Miller [4]

When using high explosives to drive metal published a form of the CJ adiabat for TNT with
plates the energy transfer process depends in a similar dip.
detail on the shape of the adiabatic pressure-
specific volume (p-v) relation for the detona- In this paper we present a modified form
tion products. The pressure range of practical of Wilkins equation of state fitted to more direct
interest is from a few hundred kilobars down to experimental measurements on the CJ adiabats
about one kilobar. Until recently it has been of two explosive compositions HMX/TNT/Inert
assumed for simplicity of calculation and on (68/30/2) and HMX/Inert (95/5). Section 2
the basis of Deal's work [1,2] that the Chapman- contains a formulation of the equation of state.
Jouguet (CJ) adiabat has constant exponent y of Section 3 describes the experiments and lists
order 3 for the whole of the pressure range. the results. Section 4 describes the method of
Thus the adiabat is a straight line in the fitting the experimental data to obtain the con-
log p - log v plane. However, in 1964, Wilkins stants in the equation of state.
[3] found in calculations of the motion of a
spherical shell driven by a sphere of explosive
detonated at the centre, that a straight line adi- 2. FORMULATION OF THE
abat equation of state gave too high an energy EQUATION OF STATE
transfer when compared with experiment. To
account for the measured motion he found it Fickett and Wood [5] have pointed out that
necessary to introduce a different form of adi- because the region of interest for an equation of
abat which dipped below the constant y form at state of detonation products is a narrow band
around 150 kb and recrossed it at around 3 kb. above the CJ adiabat on a log p - log v diagram,
This implies that less energy is available for a Gruneisen form can be used. The relation be-
transfer to plates and shells in the pressure tween specific internal energy e, pressure p
range 150 to 3 kb. A further plausible conse- and specific volume v is then
quence of the Wilkins form is that at pressures
below a few kilobars the products are behaving e(p,v) er(V0 + [p - Pr(V)] v/w(v) (1)

52
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where er(v) and p,(v) define internal energy where c is the velocity of sound. On the CJ
and pressure on the reference curve as func- adiabat c is given by
tions of v; w(v) is Gruneisen's ratio, which on
Fickett and Wood's evidence is sensibly con- c =r v 'r77() (9)
stant.

where the prime denotes differentiation with
For detonation products the reference curve respect to v along the adiabat. In general,

is taken to be the CJ adiabat so that Eq. (8) needs to be integrated numerically.

'2' The detonation Hugoniot for an explosive of

e,(v) f p,(v) dv, (2) initial specific volume ve is found by substitut-

ing the equation of state (4) into the Rankine-

i.e., we take the origin of internal energy to be Hugoniot relation across a detonation front
zero at infinite expansion.

In this section we first write down some 2 P(Ve

Hugoniot and adiabatic relations for the giving
Gruneisen equation in the general form, then
give the forms of adiabatic relations chosen by
various authors and finally develop the modified 2w [e- f(v)J/[(w+ 2) v - wveJ (11)
Wilkins equation. where e. is the sum of the energy released in

the detonation and the difference in internal

Adiabatic and Hugoniot Relations energy between undetonated explosive and the

for Gruneisen Equation of State products at infinite expansion. A value of e.
can be found from any known (ecj pcj,vcj) state

The p-v relation for a shock reflected into via (10).

detonation products initially in their CJ state is
found by solving the Rankine-Hugoniot relation, The locus of CJ states is obtained by find-

ing the point of tangency of the Rayleigh line
1ecJ (p i p2j)(vj - v) (3) DI/v 2 p/(ve- v) (12)

with the equation of state (1) written in the to the detonation Hugoniot, D being the detona-

form tion velocity. The equation relating the varia-

e = pv/w f(v) (4) tion of vcj with v, is then

where 2{e .- f(v j)} _ (v - vcj) f'(vcj) (13)

f(v) = er(v) - VPr(V)/W. (5) (w+ 2) v. -wve (w+2) vcj - (w+ 1) Ve

The reflected shock Hugoniot curve is which in general needs to be solved by iteration.
therefore

p = 2v. ecl - f(v) The Fickett and Wood Equation
L of State

Sp j(vj - v)[(w+ 2) v - %,] (6) Deal's [1] experiments on Grade A, Compo-
2 ciCi V/~w.sition B showed that the adiabatic exponent -/

was sensibly constant over the pressure range 1
and the particle velocity behind a reflected to 500kb. Fickett and Wood [5] therefore used a
shock is given by straight line CJ adiabat as reference curve

u = uci - /(p-p j)(vj -v) (7) P(v) = Av-ý (14)

where A and o are constants; ý in this case
For the p-u relation in a reflected rare- being -y,.

faction, it is necessary to integrate the Riemann
characteristic relation, which it is convenient The Pike Equation
to write as

Pike of AWRE has generalised Fickett and
du/d({n v) - c (8) Wood's adiabatic relation to
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Pr(v) = Av" + wGv-('+w) (15) negative. Since it is negative, there must be
some value of v for which the adiabat turns
over and has an unreal slope, though this valuewhere 0 is a constant, to allow for those ex- o sa eyhg rsueadoto h e

plosives which have an air-match point above of v is at very high pressure and out of the re-
the straight line adiabat. The adiabat (15) isThe fact that A is small sug-
curved concave upwards and has an adiabatic gests that the whole term Av - may be neglected,
curedoncavewhi upwarnds and hasw an adiabatileaving what may be called an exponential equa-
exponent which tends to 1 + w at very low tion of state
pressures.

Pv(v) = B exp(-kv) + wGv"(+w). (17)
The Wilkins Equation

In order to obtain the dip in the adiabat be- This adiabat has all the properties of the Wil-
low the constant y form, Wilkins added an kins equation of state for p < pj, i.e., it has

exo a tthe dip below the constant - adiabat and it has
a y tending to 1 + w at low pressures. It has

the advantage over the Wilkins equation that
Pr(V) = Av-8 + B3 exp(-kv) + wGv-(l+w) (16) there are now only four constants to determine

instead of six. However there are also two dis-
where B and k are constants. The three terms advantages to the exponential equation:
are dominant in three different regions of a
log p - log v diagram (Fig. 1). With a - 4 the 1. When the exponential term dominates,
first term Av - is dominant for small v, say up the adiabatic exponent is - = kv which means
to (1/2)vcj. Between (1/2)vcj and 2vcj the that y decreases with decreasing volume. The
exponential term dominates but falls off rapidly. behaviour at high pressures is therefore poor.
This falling off causes the dip in the adiabat
below the constant y form between 150 kb and 2. The p-u relation for the adiabat (17)
3 kb. Finally for large v, the third term domi- tends to fall away too rapidly from the constant
nates and since for most explosives w - 0.5, the Y adiabat.
final slope of the adiabat is -1.5.

To overcome these difficulties, the equa-
The Proposed Form of Equation tions of state proposed for the two explosives

of State HMX/TNT/Inert and HMX/Inert have been
chosen by using a Pike equation of state for

Wilkins has given sets of constants volumes v less than some critical volume vc
A, ,B,k,G,w for two explosives. One significant and an exponential equation for volumes
fact about the values is that A is small and greater than v,. Hence

C -J

L..

(nW 0.001 ,,

a. "ST RPAIG HT LINE "
ADIABAT

•0 .OOOt _ _ __ _ _ _

0.1 10 so

RELATIVE VOLUME V/V 0

Fig. 1 - Form of Wilkins' adiabat
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5-in.-diameter powdered charges contained in

Av-6 + wG1 v() 8 )c 1-in.-thick steel barrels showed that this con-

S(1 finement was sufficient to eliminate diameter

B exp(-kv) + wG 2 v 1 4w), v>vc effects.

A linear regression analysis, minimising
We have called this the modified Wilkins equa- A in regression velysis, miedmoit

tion. It is shown in the Appendix that the values errors in detonation velocity, was carried out

of e,(v,), pr(vc), and p'r(v,) can be matched on detonation velocity, D, and charge density, p,

for the two relations, giving three equations values obtained from the measurements on solid

relating A, 5,G, to B,k,G 2. It is also shown that and powdered charges. These analyses gave

the Gruneisen constant w must be the same in HMX/TNT/Inert: D = 2.093 (±0.045)
both regions.

A p-v relation cannot be obtained by direct + 3.446 (±0.028); (19)
measurement but a p-u curve can be outlined HMX/Inert: D = 2.568 (±0.053) + 3.456 (±0.0 3 5 )o
by measuring the shock or particle velocities
transmitted into various materials of known (20)
equation of state by a normally incident detona-
tion wave. In principle a p-v relation can be with D in mm Asec -, p in gm cm- 3

deduced from the measured p-u curve but in
practice it is simpler to assume the form of the In all the experiments subsequently de-
p-v relation (for example, the proposed adiabat scribed there were variations in charge density
(18)) and then adjust the constants until a best from round to round and it was necessary to
fit is made to the p-u data. normalise the results to suitable standard val-

ues of p and D. From the Dp relations (19)
In order to fix a sufficient number of con- and (20), were obtained the standard charge

stants in the proposed equation of state, meas- density and detonation velocity values given in
urements are required of (1) detonation velocity Tables 3 and 4.
and its variation with charge density, (2) the CJ
constants and (3) p-u points in the lower pres-
sure range of the CJ adiabat. Determination of Chapman-Jouguet

Point

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS The experimental arrangement used to ob-
AND RESULTS tain impedance match data from solids and

liquids placed in contact with the explosive is
All solid explosive charges used were 5-in. shown in Fig. 2. The mean free surface velocity

diameter by 5-in.-long pressed cylinders, each of a disc of each metal was measured over a
being initiated by a 5-in.-diameter Comp. B/ given flight distance, using forty 0.052-in.-
Baratol plane wave generator. diameter coaxial probes placed at known dis-

tances from the surface of the metal; each disc
was 5-mm thick, sufficient to avoid reaction

Measurements of Detonation Velocity zone effects. The velocity measurement was in
all cases made within the disc's shock rever-

Detonation velocity in each solid charge beration time. The probe assembly was en-
was measured by 0.052-in.-diameter coaxial closed in propane gas to prevent premature
ionization probes inserted in 1-in.-deep holes triggering of the probes by air shock. In the
drilled radially at 1-cm intervals up the side of cases of Perspex and water, the mean shock
the cylinder. Pulses resulting from actuation of velocity over a thickness of 4.4 mm was meas-
these probes by the passage of the detonation ured by 0.018-in. probes set at known depths in
wave were recorded on calibrated oscillograph the material. All free surface and shock ve-
tubes. locity measurements were confined to the 2-in.-

diameter axial region of the assembly.
Similar measurements of detonation velocity

were also carried out on powdered charges, the Results of these mean velocity measure-
densities of which lay in the range 0.7 to 0.8 gm ments are presented in Table 1. Each measured
cm- 3 . Each charge was contained in a 6-in. velocity value was normalised to its standard
long, 4-in. OD, 2-in. ID mild steel barrel and explosive density by taking an approximate
was initiated by a 2-in.-diameter plane wave modified Wilkins equation of state for the deto-
generator. Additional measurements on nation products and finding the points of
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TABLE 1
Velocity Measurements for Determination of CJ Point

SMeasured Mean Velocities

Contacting Charge Detonation Flight Free-Surface (FS) Corrected to Zero
H.E. Material Density Velocity Distance and Shock (S) Disc Thickness

(gin cm- 3 ) (mm/gsec) (mm) Velocities (mm/Asec)
(mm/8sec)

1.772 8.213 2.8 1.782 (±0.014) (FS) 1.948 (±0.014) (FS)
Nickel (±0.038)

1.775 (0.055) 2.9 1.800 (±0.032) (FS) 1.970 (±0.032) (FS)

1.773 8.227 3.0 1.991 (±0.019) (FS) 2.155 (±0.019) (FS)Brass (±0.016)

(p = 8.44) 1.774 8.178 2.8 2.088 (±0.020) (FS) 2.244 (±0.020) (FS)
(±0.026)

S1.773 8.123 2.9 2.722 (±0.036) .(FS) 2.877 (±0.036) (FS)o Titanium (±0.013)
1 8.165Tt 1i773 2.7 2.742 (±0.043) (FS) 2.889 (±0.043) (FS)

1.73 (±0.023)

SAlumnium .775 8.273
Aluminium 1.775 2.8 3.460 (±0.034) (FS) 3.600 (±0.034) (FS)

_ (±0.024)

E- NE6 Dural 1 782 8.250
z (p = 2.65) (70.050) 3.0 3.509 (±0.041) (FS) 3.609 (±0.041) (FS)

S1,774 8.242

Magnesium (±0.029) 5.0 4.544 (±0.040) (FS) 4.745 (±0.040) (FS)

1.777 8.252 4.5 4.579 (±0.061) (FS) 4.763 (±0.061) (FS)
(±0.032)

1.780 8.239 6.598 (±0.098) (S) 6.622 (±0.098) (S)
Perspex (±0.017)

1.779 8.242 - 6.662 (±0.047) (S) 6.686 (±0.047) (S)1.79 (±•0.030)

Water1.774 8.226

Water 1.774 (0.035) - 6.839 (±0.082) (S) 6.871 (±0.082) (S)

1.782 8.661 3.0 1.884 (±0.021) (FS) 2.074 (±0.021) (FS)
Nickel (80.036)

(708.745 3.2 1.894 (±0.041) (FS) 2.094 (±0.041) (FS)1.780 (±0.044)

SL 8.693
S1.782 8.63 2.9 2.735 (±0.037) (FS) 2.c91 (±0.037) (FS)
Titanium (005S1.783 8.686

1.783 3.0 2.837 (±0.028) (FS) 3.607 (±0.028) (FS)
(±0.031)

S NE6 Dural 8.685
(p = 2.65) 1.775 (±0.040) 4.1 3.566 (±0.079) (FS) 3.760 (±0.079) (FS)

1.783 8.749 5.2 4.547 (±0.053) (FS) 4.763 (±0.053) (FS)
Magnesium (80.075)

1.784 8.772 5.1 4.602 (±0.086) (FS):: 4.809 (±0.086) (FS)
1 (±0.034)

*Disc thickness 4.5 ram.
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TABLE 2
Gas Shock Velocity Measurements

Charge Initial Ambient Gas Shock Calcu- Normalised

H.E. Gas Density Pressure T Velocity U lated
(gin cm" 3) (bars) (OK) (mm/Asec) u/u (kb) (mm/Lsec)

Air 1.783 0.256 285.4 9.142 1.084 0.241 8.428
(±0.001) (±0.3) (±0.048) (±0.004) (±0.045)

1.784 0.260 279.1 9.087 1.084 0.247 8.376(±0.001) (±0.3) (±0.063) (±0.005) (±0.058)

1.789 0.990 285.8 8.387 1.090 0.777 7.679
(±0.002) (±0.3) (±0.042) (±0.010) (±0.038)

1.790 0.990 285.9 8.331 1.090 0.765 7.627
(±0.002) (±0.3) (±0.025) (±0.007) (±0.023)

1.001 287.2 8.477 0.800 7.772
o 1.780 (±0.002) (±0.3) (±0.031) (±0.008) (±0.029)
00 2.98 294.6 7.678 1.89 6.983

1.783 (±0.01) (±0.3) (±0.021) 1.098 (±0.02) (±0.020)

S1.778 3.15 290.0 7.836 1.098 2.12 7.134
) (±0.01) (±0.3) (±0.031) (±0.03) (±0.030)

18.91 284.4 7.149 4.99 6.390
1.790 (±0.05) (±0.3) (±0.048) 5(±0.0) (±0.041)

9.05 290.0 7.422 5.36 6.635
1.790 (±0.05) (±0.3) (±0.024) 1.114 (±0.08) (±0.021)

9.08 293.5 7.275 5.10 6.500
1.789 (±0.05) (±0.3) (±0.033) 1.115 (±0.08) (±0.030)

Argon 1781 6.46 279.0 7.579 5.75 6.787
(±0.04) (±0.3) (±0.036) 1.115 (±0.10) (±0.034)

1.786 30.7 281.2 6.862 1.152 21.8 5.933(±0.3) (±0.3) (±0.055) (±0.6) (±0.048)

1.783 31.0 294.6 6.700 1.156 20.0 5.779
(±0.3) (±0.3) (±0.054) (±0.5) (±0.046)

Air 1.784 0.240 278.6 8.903 1.084 0.220 8.212(±0.001) (±0.3) (±0.057) (±0.004) (±0.053)

1.784 0.243 280.9 8.855 1.084 0.218 8.169(±0.001) (±0.3) (±0.045) (±0.004) (±0.042)

1.774 0.998 290.8 8.236 1.090 0.746 7.563(±0.002) (±0.3) (±0.030) (±0.007) (±0.027)

1.775 0.999 292.1 8.236 1.090 0.743 7.562(±0.002) (±0.3) (±0.023) (±0.007) (±0.022)
9.05 295.4 7.421 5.30 6.529

S1.781 1.11417 (±0.05) (±0.3) (±0.037) (±0.10) (±0.033)
1.781 9.22 298.6 7.276 5.13 6.664

7(±0.05) (±0.3) (±0.024) 1.115 (±0.08) (±0.023)
a)

-ZZ Argon 1781 6.39 290.3 7.723 5.71 6.947
. (±0.19) (±0.3) (±0.062) 1.112 (±0.27) (±0.056)

1.784 14.04 282.2 7.009 1.134 10.5 6.179
(±0.04) (±0.3) (±0.053) (±0.2) (±0.049)
31.1 301.5 6.604 1.159 19.0 5.702

1.781 (±0.3) (±0.3) (±0.016) (±0.3) (±0.014)
1.782 32.0 292.7 6.759 1.155 21.3 5.854

(±0.3) (±0.3) (±0.095) (±0.8) (±0.083)

Krypton 19.3 293.1 6.381 25.6 5.791

(10.23 (±0.3) (±0.051) (±0.7) (±0.046)
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Fig. 2 - Measurement of C-J point

intersection with the Hugoniot of the matching Determination of Lower Portion of
material of the adiabats for two different charge CJ Adiabat
densities p and p + sp where the CJ conditions
for this latter density are found by using Eq. Owing to a lack of suitable matching mate-
(13). In this way values of np/lp and 5u/Ap, rials, no CJ adiabat appears to have been di-
and consequently 6ufS/Ap and nu/Ap, were rectly determined in the range between 100 kb
found, uf, being the free surface velocity and and 1 kb, excepting a foam matching point at
U the shock velocity. The normalised mean 44 kb in Grade A, Comp. B, obtained by Deal
velocity for a given thickness of material had [1]. By using different gases compressed to
now to be converted to a velocity corresponding various initial densities, a range of matches
to zero disc thickness, in order to correct for may be made within the unexplored pressure
velocity attenuation which had occurred during range.
the passage of the shock through the disc and
the movement of the disc over its flight dis- The experimental arrangement used is
tance. This was done by inserting a plausible shown in Fig. 3. An explosive charge was en-
value of y in the one-D characteristic code, closed in an expendable pressure vessel, which
NIP [6], and computing the decay of the shock was capable of withstanding 32 bars. This ves-
and free surface velocities for each matching sel was fitted with front and back Perspex win-
material. y was varied until agreement was dows, which were plane and parallel and carried
obtained between experiment and the appropri- accurately machined sighting lines.
ate mean velocity derived from NIP. The value
of velocity corresponding to zero disc thickness
was extracted from the successful NIP run and The vessel was filled with compressed gas
from this a p-u point on the Hugoniot of the to the desired pressure, or was partially evac-
matching material was derived. A constant y uated in some cases. Pressure was measured
CJ adiabat passing through this p-u point was and cross-checked by means of two calibrated
then found by trial and the relevant value of C Bourdon gauges connected as in Fig. 3. The
noted. After repetition of this procedure for estimated accuracy of this static pressure
each experimental velocity measurement, a measurement improved with increasing pres-
weighted mean was taken of the y values thus sure from 0.5 percent at 0.25 bars to 0.1 per-
obtained. The CJ point was definea by this cent at 1 bar (measured by a mercury barome-
mean ),j and the standard values of charge ter) and then deteriorated to 1 percent at 30
density and detonation velocity. The CJ con- bars. A mercury thermometer measured the
stants thereby obtained are given in Tables 3 ambient temperature to an accuracy of 0.1
and 4. percent.
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TABLE 3
Values of Modified Wilkins Constants for HMX/TNT/Inert

p = 1.776 (±0.003) gm cm- 3  D = 8.213 (±0.047) mm gsec-'

S= 2.85 (±0.03) ecj = 311.5 (±4.0) kb

W = 0.4780

vc 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 cm 3 gm- 1

Pc 110.5 71.4 Kbars

A 0.02536 0.02521 0.02517 Mbars (cm 3 gm-1)

S2.856 2.860 2.861

B 5.683 3.391 2.014 1.296 Mbars

k 7.273 6.085 5.077 4.353 gm cm- 3

eo 0.04722 0.04863 0.04905 0.04916 Mbars cm 3 gmi-

A2u 0.254 0.216 0.255 0.364 (mm Msec - 1) 2

AD -0.81 -0.49 -0.19 0.028 mm jisec- 1

TABLE 4

Values of Modified Wilkins Constants for HMX/Inert

p = 1.783 (±0.002) gm cm- 3  D = 8.730 (±0.037) mm iisec-

3.05 (±0.03) Pcj = 335 (±4) kb

w = 0.8323

vc 0.4 0.5 0.6 cm 3 gm-i

PC 200.3 140.8 Kbars

A 0.03368 0.02695 0.02635 Mbars (CMr3 gm-1) a

2.763 2.988 3.001

B 7.556 4.597 3.362 Mbars

k 7.814 6.645 5.944 gm cm-3

e, 0.04133 0.04262 0.04329 Mbars cm 3 gin-1

L2 u 0.084 0.109 0.177 (mm psec- 1)2

AD -0.49 -0.20 -0.02 mm Asec- 1
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Fig. 3 - Measurement of gas shock velocity

The passage of the self-luminous shock where R is the gas constant, T the temperature
front transmitted from the front face of the det- of the shocked gas and x z B(T)/4V, B(T) being
onated charge into the ambient gas was observed the second virial coefficient. Fickett [8] has
by a streak camera. The optical magnification quoted a private communication by Wackerle
of -0.5 was measured to 0.1 percent from a still and Hughes giving measured shock and particle
photograph of a 2-in.-diameter ball bearing velocities in argon initially at a pressure of
placed on the charge axis. The image sweep 1 kb. Relation (21) is in good agreement with
speed, measured to 0.2 percent by oscillographic these experimental results and others from the
timing of the exposures of two photocells placed same source.
on the film track, was -6 mm jsec -1, giving a
streak trace angle of -45'. Data for shocked air, unshocked air and un-

shocked inert gas are to be found in Refs. 9, 10,
Measurement of the streak record on a and 11, respectively.

digitalised reader showed that the gradient of
the trace was virtually constant over a distance To obtain p and u, we write the Rankine-
6-60 mm from the front face of the static Hugoniot energy equation in the form
charge; except for the rounds fired at 0.25 bars
initial pressure, where spray from the charge v 1/v = 1 + 2e/pv
surface confused the first 25 mm of shock
travel. A linear regression was fitted to the
coordinates of the straight portion of a record, - pIv 1/pv (I + 2e /plv, - v/v 1 ) (22)

giving a gradient which combined with the meas-
urements of optical magnification and image where subscript 1 refers to the unshocked
sweep speed to give the gas shock velocity, state. Choosing successive values for the

slowly varying ratio of shock velocity to parti-
In order to obtain pressure and particle cle velocity allows p and u to be found by iter-

velocity values in a shocked gas from measure- ation. An error analysis of Eq. (22) shows that,
ments of the gas shock velocity and the pres- for a given measured shock velocity, the calcu-
sure and temperature of the unshocked state, a lated value of u is not closely dependent on the
knowledge is required of the equations of state equation of state data used; for example, a 10
of both the shocked and unshocked gas. percent error in e/pv results in less than 1 per-

cent error in u.
The equation of state used for the shocked

argon and krypton has been developed by E. The measured and calculated quantities
Morris of AWRE, following Rowlinson [7]. This obtained from the gas matching rounds are
equation has the form listed in Table 2. Each pair of calculated p,u

values was normalised to the standard explosive
pv/RT (1 + x + x

2
)/( 1 - X) 3 (21) density. These normalised results, also listed
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in Table 2, are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. It is . ..
apparent from these graphs that there is some ... ...
disagreement between the equations of state
used for air and for argon in the region of 5 kb.
This discrepancy has still to be resolved.

If the particle velocity of the detonation
products could have been measured from the
same record as the gas shock velocity, no
knowledge of the equation of state of the shocked
gas would have been required. Superficial con-
sideration would suggest that the particle ve- Fig. 4 - Framing camera record
locity could be determined by recording the of detonating charge

motion of the boundary between the intensely
luminous shocked gas and the comparatively
nonluminous detonation products. In fact, the
quality of the record of this apparent particle was spurious. A framing camera examination
velocity was improved, by placing a 0.001-in.- of the detonating charge (Fig. 4) showed that the
thick aluminium-foil on the front face of the angle, 6, which the optical axis from the front
charge, to the extent of making a measurement of the detonation products made with the gas
within an accuracy of 1 percent. However, fur- shock front, varied with time. Hence a correc-
ther consideration of the effect of the refraction tion for refraction would have been unreliable,
of light passing out through the shock front indi- since it depended on 0, which was difficult to
cated that such a particle velocity measurement measure accurately in any case.
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Fig. 5 - Various Vt fits to experimental p-u points for HMX/TNT/Inert
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Fig. 6 - Various Vc1i, fits to experimental p-u points for HMX/Inert

4. FITTING THE EQUATION OF 1. The quite general relation derived by
STATE TO THE DATA Jones [12] was used to find w from

The p-u points for the compressed gas ex- w 7 aT/j/(U+ 1) (23)
periments are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 for the
two explosives, together with the constant - CJ where in this case
adiabats. It will be seen that the compressed
gas points lie below the constant ), adiabat with + 1
the exception of the two reduced air pressure 1)/(1+d nD/d-fnp)- 2. (24)
points. This confirms Wilkins idea, at least
for these two explosives, that the true CJ adia- 2. An estimate was made of 8. Then the
bat dips away from the constant y form. We experimentally determined values of P,,, 7/i
therefore feel justified in using the data to gave two independent relations between A, Gl,
choose the parameters of the modified Wilkins w and 6, for p. C,. defines a point on Pr(v),
form proposed in Eq. (18). and ,,j is related to p'xv) at the CJ point.

These relations were:

Method of Choosing the Constants A = pcj vý - 1- w)/( - 1 - w) (25)

In the proposed adiabatic relation (18) there (Iv)
were eight parameters A,6,G B, k , G B, k, G 2, V C, (6
which needed to be determined. Taking the
usual case where v - < v., four steps were 3. The equations expressing continuity of
made in choosing the constants, a process which pr, pr and p' at v , given in the Appendix,
begins by selecting a value of vC. then gave B, k and G_.
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4. At this stage of the calculation, w had iooo
been determined from the experimental values,
vc had been selected and the other coefficients
all depended on the estimate of 8. Hence the C-J
shape of the adiabat depended on this value of 8
which was therefore adjusted until a best fit 0oo
was made to the compressed gas p-u points.
The p-u relation for the adiabat was determined
from Eq. (8), and pr(v).

In the course of choosing the parameters it
was necessary to correct the p-u data both at
high and low pressures to the standard charge
density. The method used has been described
in Section 3 above and depended on using an
approximate set of constants. The process de-
scribed above was therefore iterative. We as- a:
sumed CJ conditions and fitted the parameters STRAIGHT LINE

by using an uncorrected gas p-u point. All p-u o
points were then corrected and a new set of
parameters evaluated which fitted the adjusted
CJ point and compressed gas data. The proc- 0.
ess converged rapidly. 0.1 V Io o0

V ("CCS-/GM )

Fig. 7 - Pressure-volume adiabatic
Results relation for HMX/TN\T/Inert

The variation of the parameters with vc for
the two explosives is recorded in Tables 3 and
4. A2u is the minimum value of the sum of the types of adiabat to cross at a low pressure,
squares of the deviations of the experimental Deal's [21 air-match points on four explosives
compressed gas particle velocities about the are not inconsistent with a Wilkins form. How-
chosen curve for given v%. On this basis the ever, Deal's [1] foam-match results at 113 kb
best value of v. is 0.50 cc/gm for HMX/TNT/
Inert and 0.45 for HMX/Inert. The correspond-
ing best p-u curves for v = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6
are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, together with the
normalised experimental p-u points and a p-u
curve for the constant -Y adiabat. The corre- .c-j

sponding p-v curves are plotted in Figs. 7 and
8 for the best vc values.

1oo

The value of dD/dp and hence w has been
determined by fitting a straight line to D-p val-
ues obtained at normal density and powder den-
sity (0.7 to 0.8 gm/cc). The LD in Tables 3
and 4 represents the difference between the IoC

detonation velocity calculated from the equation
of state at p = 0.75 gm/cc and the experimental
value. If we had chosen vc on the basis of mak- W
ing AD zero it would have been 0.68 for HMX/ ,.

TNT/Inert and 0.60 for HMX/Inert. I ,
a. STRAIGHT LINE

ADIABAT -Vc 0.45

5. DISCUSSION

We have shown experimentally that, for the 01
two explosives examined, the CJ adiabat dips 01 1 10 100v (CCS/GM)
below the constant y form and recrosses it at
a low pressure, as suggested by Jones and by Fig. 8 - Pressure-volume adiabatic
Wilkins. Because of this tendency of the two relation for HMX/Inert
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Fig. 9 - Comparison of experiment and calculation
on I-IMX/TNT/Inert -- copper spherical assemblies

and 44 kb in Grade A, Comp. B suggest that this obtained with vc = 0.50. Results are also
composition may not have a dip in its CJ adia- available on a sphere test in which an 8-mm
bat. air gap was left between the copper and the ex-

plosive. With v,, = 0.45, the modified Wilkins
Having established by comparatively direct fits this motion equally well. Both these values

measurement the coefficients to be used in the of v, are near the minimum of the &2u values
modified Wilkins equation, the next step was in Table 3.
the important one of testing the equation's abil-
ity to predict the results of an integrated ex- It is slightly disturbing that two different
periment, such as the Wilkins sphere test [3]. values of v, are required to fit the two experi-
Billings of AWRE has measured the expansion ments. A possible source of error is the as-
of a 4-mm-thick copper shell driven by a cen- sumption that a value of dD/dp obtained by fit-
trally initiated 80-mm-radius sphere of the ting two widely differing explosive densities
HMX/TNT/Inert composition. Figure 9 pre- holds accurately in the region close to the upper
sents the results obtained with the copper shell of the two densities. Such an assumption has
and explosive sphere in contact and compares certainly been shown to be invalid in the case
them with one-dimensional unsteady hydrody- of TNT [13]. In fact if dD/dp is slightly in-
namic mesh code runs using the modified Wil- creased and a new set of constants evaluated
kins equation with various values of v,. Good for the explosive, both sets of sphere test re-
agreement between theory and experiment is sults can be fitted with the same value of vc.
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It follows that the accuracy of the equation of 10. J. Hilsenrath et al., "Tables of Thermal
state should be improved by a closer examina- Properties of Gases," Natl. Bur. Standards
tion of dD/dp in the higher density range, to- Circ. 564, Washington (1955).
gether with the extension of the gas matching
measurements up to -80 kb, using stronger 11. G. A. Cook et al., "Argon, Helium and the
pressure vessels currently being manufactured. Rare Gases," Vol. 1 New York/London,

1961.
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pr(v,) r Av- + wG1 V( +w) kv 1 [8 + w 1-(8-w)2 + 4w] (A1o)(A7)2
:B exp(-kvc) + wG v( l~w)

(S - 1 - w) Ac8 = (kvc - 1 - w) B exp(-kvc). (All)
-p'rv¢)= •A•(•1)+w~l+w) ~v•2+w)

-P,(v,) = A vc'+1) + w(l+ w) G, V;(AB) Then pc = Pr(vc) can be found from one of (AW)

= kB exp (-kvc) + w(1 + w) G2 Vc(2+w) and G1 or G 2 from the other. Hence given one
set of constants we can find the other set.

This in turn leads to
=kv -w/(kv - W) (AConditions (A2) to (A5) also guarantee con-

(A9) tinuity of e, p and p' at v. for any other

or adiabat.
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ABSTRACT

The lesson from gas detonation research in the last ten years is
that the Chapman-Jouguet description of the detonation process, with its
many refinements, is inadequate. The equilibrium properties of the
reaction products of detonable gases can be calculated reliably, and the
predictions of Chapman-Jouguet theory have been tested directly against
experimental observations. Several kinds of experiments have revealed
manifestations of the principal area of failure of the steady, one dimen-
sional theory, namely the occurrence of significant transverse motions
which, like the detonation itself, are sustained by energy from the ex-
othermic chemical reaction. The characteristic form of the laterally
propagating perturbations which accompany this motion is analogous to
the Mach stern interaction of two dimensional flow. This particular
structural form is seen to be developed most strikingly by fuel-oxygen
systems which exhibit branching chain chemical kinetics, and relation-
ships between the reaction course and the Mach stem structure and be-
tween the structure and propagation failure limits in gases are indicated.
The nonsteady process of initiation of detonation by a plane shock wave
has also received attention, and one dimensional gas-dynamic computa-
tions are able to account for this process fairly well. Nevertheless
there are unmistakable indications of the appearance and growth of
transverse perturbations in this process as well. Finally, the results
of theoretical treatment of the question of stability of steady, one dimen-
sional shock wave flow in the presence of exothermic reaction have in-
dicated certain regimes of instability, and current computational explo-
rations of possible manifestations of such instability include examinations
of fluctuations of intensity of plane waves with time and of the kinematics
of laterally propagating high frequency sonic disturbances in reactive
one dimensional flows.

INTRODUCTION Theory of Detonation in Gaseous Systems," by
Ya. B. Zeldovich [I].

In discussing gaseous detonations in this
Symposium which commemorates the twenty- In that paper, Zeldovich studied "the con-
fifth anniversary of a historic advance in the ditions of one dimensional steady detonation,
scientific study of condensed explosives, it may effect of heat transfer and resistance, and dis-
be appropriate to recall briefly the state of tribution of temperature, pressure, and so
understanding of detonations in gases that ex- forth, in a strictly steady regime." We recog-
isted twenty-five years ago. When we do this, nize this, of course, as the basis of the very
we observe that a renaissance in thinking was familiar Zeldovich-von Neumann-D6ring model
signaled by the appearance, in the May 1940 of detonation and the "von Neumann spike."
issue of the Russian Journal of Experimental Zeldovich continued, however, with a very pro-
and Theoretical Physics, of a paper, "On the phetic statement in the sentence following the

Note: This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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one quoted above, "Such computations are re- experimental variables whose effects are de-
quired as a starting point of the whole more termined over wide ranges. Except in car-
complicated theory of the propagation of deto- bonaceous systems containing insufficient oxy-
nation in three dimensions, the theory of peri- gen [13], the reaction products of the more
odic states, and so forth." familiar gaseous detonations are also exclu-

sively gaseous molecules whose thermody-
Elsewhere in the paper, Zeldovich sum- namic properties are well known at the low

marized the gas detonation research of the densities normally studied. This means that
preceding half century, more or less, and fore- the Hugoniot equations can be solved numeri-
told that of the past quarter century by the ob- cally for the pertinent states of no reaction and
servations, "Up to the most recent times, the of equilibrium as well as for arbitrary states
hydrodynamic (Chapman-Jouguet) theory of the of intermediate composition, and the predic-
velocity of detonation, excellently confirmed by tions of the steady, one dimensional theory can
test, did not arouse a need for seeking the be tested directly.
mechanism of the chemical reaction and an in-
vestigation of the conditions at the detonation Of course the detonation velocity is one of
wave front. If the present work gives rise to the quantities which can be tested, but there
new experimental investigations, which pene- are many others as well. Since the mid-1950's,
trate more deeply into the nature of the phe- there have been reported a large variety of
nomenon, the object will have been attained." experimental observations of detonation waves

aimed at determining the condition of the deto-
The present survey does not review all the nation products at the "Chapman-Jouguet plane"

historical developments comprehensively, and the extent and structure of the reaction zone
Rather it attempts to outline current thinking near the shock front. Some of the quantities
about the detonation process, and its develop- which are available for experimental study are
ment from observations and considerations of indicated in Fig. 1. This pressure vs specific
gaseous detonations. This current picture has volume diagram shows computed conditions for
emerged largely from the recognition of the selected hypothetical states in the steady, one
important role of nonlaminar flow processes in dimensional detonation of a particular detonable
gaseous detonation, which has occupied a posi- gas, pure ozone. This example, rather than a
tion of prominence since about 1960. In the fuel oxygen mixture, has been chosen for sim-
proceedings of the Discussion on Detonation at plicity and to emphasize the fact that the prop-
the Ninth International Combustion Symposium erties represented by this familiar diagram are
[2] at Ithaca in 1962, and in two review articles determined by thermochemistry, not by reac-
which appeared in late 1963 [3,4], the reader tion mechanism.
may find much of the material included in the
present survey, as well as other related mate- For the Chapman-Jouguet velocity wave
rial, presented from other authors' points of considered in Fig. 1 there are, between the no-
view. In various monographs [5-8] and in reaction and equilibrium states, substantial
selected recent journal articles, one may find changes in pressure, density, temperature, and
expositions of the more classic topics of gaseous mass flow velocity, and complete replacement
detonations, such as the Chapman-Jouguet- of the initial 03 by the products 02 and 0.
Zeldovich-von Neumann-D6ring theoretical Many possibilities are offered for measurement
model [9], and the phenomenology of limits of of the course of the reaction provided the req-
detonability, spinning detonations, spherical uisite time and space resolution can be
detonation, the transition from subsonic flame achieved. Extensive measurements to dissect
to detonation [10], diameter effects [11], and the the wave front structure have been made by x-
rarefaction zone behind the detonation, ray densitometry [14], spectroscopic tempera-

ture determination [15], photoelectric schlieren
densitometry [16], optical interferometric

TESTS OF STEADY, ONE densitometry [17], absorption [18] and emission
DIMENSIONAL THEORY [17] spectrophotometry of individual species

concentrations, and pressure profile measure-
Chemically, the detonable gases most stud- ments [19]. While all of these approaches did

ied are mixtures of carbon and/or hydrogen con- yield some observations of wave front structure
taining fuels with an oxidizer, usually 02. Nitro- in detonations at low pressures, real quantita-
geneous compounds are of lesser prominence, tive confirmation of the von Neumann spike was
and metals (save boron in B 2H6 ) [12] are sub- never abundantly evident.
stantially absent from consideration. The
density and the composition of the mixtures, The terminal state of the detonation prod-
which often include inert diluents, are favorite ucts prior to their gradual expansion in the
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Fig. I Computed pressure -volume diagram for
steady, one dimensional detonation of pure ozone at I
atm initial pressure, with chart comparing experimen-
tally observable properties at no reaction, equilibrium
Chapman-Jouguet, and weak equilibrium detonation con-
ditions. D, detonation velocity; T, temperature; p,
pressure; p, density; U., particle velocity; M, Mach
number of equilibrium flow, with respect to shock front.

rarefaction wave is also examinable quantita- of 1.1 or greater. Also, pressure measure-
tively, with less stringent space/time resolu- ments made at the tube walls [17, 19] and
tion requirements. Figure 1 includes a eom- chemical concentrations measured quantita-
parison of several potentially observable tively by photometry of visible light emission
quantities between the equilibrium Chapman- [17] are in agreement with the conclusion that
Jouguet state and a neighboring state on the the condition of the detonation products lies in
weak detonation branch of the equilibrium the vicinity of the weak detonation branch of the
Hugoniot curve. This comparison illustrates equilibrium Hugoniot curve. The effects of the
the futility of distinguishing equilibrium states occurrence of such "weak" detonations upon the
near the minimum velocity Chapman-Jouguet performance of explosives have not been ex-
solution on the basis of measured detonation plored by the investigators working with gases,
velocity or post-detonation temperature, par- but they may be important in condensed phase
ticularly in the face of the finite perturbation systems.
in velocity that arises from wall proximity
effects. The weak detonation solution of the steady,

one dimensional equations predicts a velocity
The most convincing observations of the slightly greater than the minimum, or Chapman-

conditions reached immediately behind the Jouguet velocity. This prediction is apparently
reaction zone have been quantitative measure- confirmed [23,24] by precise experiments, al-
ments of density (averaged across the width of though the small uncertainties in thermodynamic
the tube) by means of x-ray absorption [20] and data and in assessing the finite diameter effects
interferometry [17] and the deduction of the cloud the interpretation. In fact, the approxi-
flow velocity from the angle of weak disturb- mate attainment of the computed Chapman-
ances in the flow field detected in schlieren Jouguet velocity in gaseous detonations can be
photographs [21,22]. The densities are found to used as evidence for the substantially complete
be significantly (ca. 10%) lower than the com- release of the available chemical energy [25]
puted Chapman-Jouguet density, and the flow and can even be used successfully to establish
velocities are also lower, i.e., the gas is reced- thermochemical parameters of major con-
ing from the detonation front at Mach numbers stituents [26].
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NONLAMINAR FLOW EFFECTS mutual refraction, have been studied very pro-
fitably by means of the inscriptions made in a

The most productive explanation of the fail- soot coating on the interior surface of the deto-
ure of gaseous detonations to exhibit the pre- nation vessel [32,33]. The shape of the detona-
dicted steady, one dimensional structure has tion front is indicated by soot inscription rec-
been given by White [17] primarily on the basis ords of the interaction of detonations with plane
of his own two dimensional interferometric ob- waves, and also by those instantaneous schlieren
servations of nonlaminar structure involving [34] or interferometric photographs [17] which
significant transverse motions at the wave front, view an area of the wave simultaneously. The
Qualitatively, it can be appreciated that departure shock front is found to consist of convex seg-
from one dimensional motion obscures the deto- ments whose boundaries are not stationary but
nation front structure to observations which de- move across the detonation front as it advances.
pend for their interpretation upon constancy of At the boundaries of these segments, the shock
properties across a one dimensional wave, and front is broken discontinuously, and additional
negates the validity of computations which con- gasdynamic processes extend from the inter-
strain the detonating system to pressure-volume section loci into the reaction zone region behind
states along a Rayleigh line or on partial reac- the primary shock front.
tion Hugoniot curves.

The structure of these shock wave inter-
The consequences of the additional motions actions which occur in detonations has been

have been considered quantitatively in terms of adduced largely by analogy with the familiar
an isotropic turbulence model. The resulting behavior of shock waves reflected from an
first order contributions to the momentum and oblique obstacle. This structure is the Mach
energy conservation equations lead, with gen- stem, an unsymmetrical configuration in which
eralization of the minimum velocity Chapman- the stronger of the two shock wave segments
Jouguet condition, to solutions with detonation advances across the weaker one, and a third
velocities somewhat greater than the one di- shock wave emanates from the intersection
mensional value. Experimentally, the weak locus and compresses and deflects the flow
detonation branch of the one dimensional behind the weaker initial shock to match the
Hugoniot is apparently approached by unsup- pressure and flow direction behind the stronger
ported detonations whenever the nonlaminar one, thereby establishing the contact discon-
behavior in the detonation front becomes dissi- tinuity between the fluids passing on either side
pated before appreciable rarefaction of the of the intersection locus.
products has occurred behind the wave. The
"strong" branch solutions are of course also The identification of this two dimensional,
accessible for wave velocities greater than the triple shock wave interaction at the intersections
minimum, and densitometric observations indi- of the convex segments of gaseous detonation
cate that adequately supported or overtly over- fronts has been made most positively by means
driven [17,20] waves approach these solutions of a clever variation of streak schlieren pho-
when the nonlaminar motions subside. tography in which combinations of slit angles

and sweep speeds and directions are arranged
to compensate the major wave motions [35].

TRANSVERSE STRUCTURE
The Mach stem has recently been subjected

In the preceding sections we examined the to direct interferometric examination in iso-
evidence related to the axial structure of deto- lated form in a detonable gas by a technique
nation in gases, and saw that nonaxial motions introduced by D. R. White [36]. This technique
play a significant role. We now turn to investi- generates a temporarily laminar detonation
gations of the irregularities in the detonation wave by the passage of an ordinary, nonlaminar
front, that is the transverse structure. Such detonation through a narrow rectangular slot at
investigations are, in a sense, an outgrowth of the throat of a nozzle formed by placing en-
the phenomenological studies of spinning deto- trance and exit ramps in a square channel. The
nation published thirty to forty years ago. detonation emerging from this nozzle is over-
Finely resolved observations of detonation driven and attenuating as it expands cylindri-
fronts using streak [27] or even still [28] pho- cally, and transverse structure is not detectable
tography of the luminous reaction zone, or interferometrically. When the nozzle is ter-
streak schlieren photography of transverse minated abruptly at the end of the exit ramp,
density gradients [29-31] have revealed the the wave is reflected obliquely from the main
presence of high frequency disturbances. The channel wall, and a Mach stem is formed which
spatial distribution of these disturbances, and can be observed on its initial traversal across
the nature of their motions, including their the channel. The structure so generated is
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shown in the interferogram in Fig. 2, which material. In gases, this is done by reflection
shows the shock fronts and also the zones of of a plane, unreactive shock wave at the flat
exothermic reaction. closed end of a shock tube. Strehlow and co-

workers [38] have studied the nonsteady wave
Strehlow [37] has applied the Rankine- motions of such detonation initiation by streak

Hugoniot equations to the oblique plane shock schlieren and combined streak schlieren inter-
fronts in this interaction and demonstrated ferometric techniques. An example of the rec-
their consistency with the flow matching condi- ord produced by the combined technique is
tions across the initial portion of the contact shown in the top part of Fig. 3. Just as in the
discontinuity which separates unreacted gas case of plane shock initiation of liquid nitro-
behind the Mach stem from the unreacted gas methane [39], the shocked explosive reacts
behind the reflected shock. The general behav- first at the piston face, after some delay, and
ior of Mach stems in reactive media, for such this explosive reaction generates compression
cases as that in which there is no macroscopic waves which coalesce to a shock closely fol-
region of unreacted material surrounding the lowed by reaction. This wave overtakes the
three shock intersection locus, has not yet been original, externally supplied shock, momen-
examined at all thoroughly, either experimen- tarily overdriving it, establishing a contact
tally or theoretically. surface, and ultimately producing a conven-

tional detonation. Depending upon conditions,
the nonsteady wave which overtakes the exter-
nal shock may have the Chapman-Jouguet ve-
locity for the gas mixture heated and com-
pressed by the external shock, or it may be an
accelerating, nonsteady wave whose velocity is
only about half of the Chapman-Jouguet veloc-
ity. The behavior of this nonsteady wave de-
velopment can be accounted for quite well by

ZONE one dimensional, time dependent computations
ExoTHERMtC • MACH SOK using the method of characteristics [40], and

REACTION •M$= 5.8 the optical observations failed to indicate any
departure from plane, one dimensional behav-
ior in this initiation process.
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Fig. 2- Instantaneous interferogram of reac-
tive Mach stem generated in otherwise lamni-
nar wave in detonable gas by nozzle tech-
nique. (Fig. 1 of Ref. 36.)

PLANE WAVE INITIATION

We have seen that by suitably constraining
the system one can irealize detonations which Fig. 3 Streak schlieren interferograrn and
are temporarily free of detectable transverse smoked plate inscription record of reflected
perturbations. Another instance of such a con- shock initiation event in rectangular shock
strained system is the initiation of detonation tube. (Similar experiment to that represented
by a plane shock front transmitted from an inert in Fig. I of Ref. 55 orFigs. I and 2of Ref. 41.)
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Nevertheless, when smoke inscription plates Thus spin and its higher mode transverse
were made in the same apparatus, finely struc- wave analogs are seen to be widely occurring
tured patterns qualitatively like those seen in finite amplitude manifestations of structural
gaseous detonations after long, unsupported instability of plane, exothermically reacting
runs were observed [41]. This structure was shock waves in gases, and not to be character-
not evident right at the end wall of the tube, but istic of proximity to a Chapman-Jouguet, sonic
developed some distance away. In the case flow condition or of the waves being externally
shown in Fig. 3, the structure developed be- supported or unsupported.
tween the end wall and the position at which the
nonsteady detonation overtook the external
shock, and a boundary with a discontinuous THEORETICAL EXAMINATION
change in the slope of the diagonal structure OF STABILITY
pattern occurred where the two waves met.
The size of the structure pattern then changed The observation of the widespread occur-
gradually as the overdriven detonation attenu- rence of transverse perturbations in the deto-
ated to a steady, unsupported velocity, nation front has led to theoretical examination

of the stability, or the lack of it, of the classi-
cal plane detonation wave. From Rayleigh's

STRUCTURE IN OTHER writings about the enhancement of sound by
DETONATION SITUATIONS heat addition [45] we have the very simple

principle that sonic disturbances in an exother-
Overdriven detonations are conveniently m ically reacting medium are amplified when

achieved in gases by shock tube methods. Such the reaction rate is enhanced, relative to the
detonations have been found to exhibit final rate in the undisturbed medium, in phase with
state properties described satisfactorily by the the pressure crests and retarded, relatively,
strong detonation branch solution of the Rankine- in phase with the troughs.
Hugoniot equations. Examination of overdriven
detonations for transverse structure [17,333 has In discussing problems in the development
shown that the structure is present in a form of the steady, one dimensional wave theory
qualitatively similar to that found in supported, twenty-five years ago, Zeldovich [1] noted,
lower (Chapman-Jouguet) velocity waves. The "On the other hand, when small disturbances
scale of the structure is found to be progres- are imposed the velocity of the chemical reac-
sively finer in more and more overdriven-waves, tion is likewise subject to variation. It is, at
and the finer structure is correspondingly more present, impossible to predict the result of the
difficult to resolve, but there is no evidence of computation of the stability with respect to
a limit for the occurrence of transverse struc- small disturbances, which may depend upon the
ture, at least within the regime of shock strengths special properties of the chemical kinetics
in which the reaction remains exothermic. (autocatalysis, heat of activation)."

Gaseous detonations have also been studied Shchelkin [46] has proposed a basis for
in spherical and cylindrical geometries, by soot assessing the stability of the plane, one dimen-
inscription [42,43] and visible light emission sional detonation wave model which involves the
[44J techniques, and regularly space transverse difference in properties between the shock front
structure has been found, and the equilibrium condition and the activation

energy for the reaction. His semiquantitative
Another observation which is relevant to the argument has not actually been usable as a

generality of transverse structure in detonation neutral stability criterion, but rather has
is a hitherto unpublished one made in our labo- served only to indicate the expectation of in-
ratory on the occurrence of transverse structure stability in substantially all detonating gas sys-
in dilute gas mixtures which are outside the tems of interest. Shchelkin and co-workers
limits of detonability. When a 1% acetylene, [47] have also proposed a quantitative relation-
1.5% oxygen, 97.5% argon mixture at about 50 ship between the frequency of finite amplitude
torr initial pressure in a 10 cm diameter shock transverse perturbations in detonations and the
tube was shocked weakly at a velocity near its induction period for the exothermic reaction,
computed Chapman-Jouguet velocity (ca 0.9 again emphasizing the dependence of these
mm/4sec) no evidence of transverse structure quantities on the temperature through the acti-
was obtained. But at a threshold velocity of vation energy.
about 1.2 mm/Asec, single spin was evident in
photographic and smoked foil records, and at The detailed consideration of the stability
higher velocities, up to ca 1.5 mm/lisec, pro- of the plane, steady detonation front to sonic
gressively higher modes of transverse struc- perturbations has been carried out by Erpen-
ture were observed by the smoked foil technique. beck [48]. The formalism which he developed
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from a complicated linearization of the full flow Of course, the above stability analysis only
equations permits one to consider the exponen- applies to infinitesimal perturbations, and does
tial rate of growth of harmonic displacements not determine the ultimate form or spectrum of
of the shock front position of any particular finite amplitude disturbances. It does, however,
transverse wavelength. Stability is recognized cover the limiting case of infinitely long wave-
by the absence of positive growth rates for any length, i.e., the case of one dimensional un-
transverse wavelength. Thus the complete ques- steadiness in time [49]. This class of instabili-
tion of stability for any particular chemical ties is subject to numerical examination by
reaction system and shock strength requires already developed methods for treating one
examination of the entire spectrum from zero dimensional time dependent flows. Two types
to infinite transverse wavelength. The neces- of computational procedures have recently been
sary computation for each point is quite formi- applied to cases in which the detonation is pre-
dable and requires high speed computing ma- dicted to be stable to infinitesimal one dimen-
chinery even for an ideal gas chemical system sional perturbations at one shock strength and
described by many simplifying assumptions. unstable at another. One of these computational

investigations has considered the detonating
Nevertheless, stability of overdriven deto- fluid as an inviscid, ideal gas, containing dis-

nations in such a system has been examined continuous shock fronts, by the method of char-
[49,50] for a range of interesting values of the acteristics [53]. The other has treated a vis-
exothermicity and the activation energy. Shock cous fluid with shocks of finite thickness by
waves without exothermic reaction are found to direct numerical integration of the Navier-
be stable [51]. With an exothermic reaction Stokes equations in Lagrangian finite difference
present, analysis for wavelengths greater than form [54]. The results of computations by
a few tenths of the unperturbed reaction zone these two methods for an ideal gas system with
half-thickness indicates that waves approaching substantial exothermicity and activation energy
the Chapman-Jouguet velocity are unstable with are in agreement with each other and with the
respect to all wavelengths when the exothermic- infinitesimal amplitude stability predictions.
ity and activation energy are sizable. For suf- For a strong enough piston supported shock
ficiently overdriven waves, the very long wave- wave, the wave structure approached the steady
lengths and the very short ones do not grow, but structure of classical theory after some nu-
there appears to remain a range of wavelengths merically unavoidable initial transients. How-
near one reaction zone half-length to which the ever, for a less strongly driven wave, one for
detonation is unstable for arbitrarily large which longitudinal instability is predicted by
overdrive. With lower activation energy, and the formal analysis, quasi-periodic fluctuations
thus reduced dependence of the chemical energy in the properties of the detonation front devel-
release rate upon the state of the gas, the oped after a short time. These occurred, for
Chapman-Jouguet wave may be stable to very the particular case tested, at intervals of about
long or very short wavelengths, but the wave- nine times the unperturbed half-reaction time,
lengths in a broad band near the reaction zone and the amplitude of the fluctuations, as meas-
half-thickness remain unstable. Reducing the ured by the shock front pressure, was a sub-
exothermicity to very low levels, which are stantial fraction of the steady wave amplitude.
somewhat dependent upon the activation energy
but are not large even for zero activation It has also been possible to make some
energy [50], does cause disappearance of the progress in considering the growth of trans-
instability for wavelengths near the reaction verse instabilities in idealized computational
zone half-length. On the other hand, even arbi- systems. Strehlow and Fernandes [55] have
trarily small amounts of exothermicity are not explored the propagation of transverse acoustic
free of instability at some range of shock waves in exothermically reactive shocks in the
strength, provided the activation energy ex- short wavelength limit by means of the equa-
ceeds some modest minimum. tions for ray propagation in a variable flow

velocity, variable sound velocity medium. They
This last finding has come from a consid- have focused attention on the position in the

eration of the limiting form of the stability one dimensional reaction zone at which the
criterion for very short wavelengths [52]. This propagation ray is parallel to the shock front,
asymptotic stability analysis yields a form such that the disturbance will propagate large
which is computationally much more tractable lateral distances, and have considered the am-
to apply to a specific chemical system than the plification of such a disturbance. In subsequent
general finite wavelength criterion. Thus the work, Barthel and Strehlow [56] have examined
determination of the existence of instability, in the kinematics of disturbances in the region
the short wavelength regime, is now practical between the shock front and the lateral propa-
for any detonation system for which the steady gation position in the reaction zone. They find
wave properties can be specified. that, for an idealized but reasonable model,
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sound waves are trapped in this region and be- Progress has been made, however, in
come convoluted, in time contacting the shock characterizing the behavior of marginally
front repeatedly with regular periodicity. The propagating detonations. This progress has
qualitative correspondence of this periodicity served to make evident the considerable corn-
with that exhibited by the finite amplitude, Mach plexity of the question of propagation failure.
stem disturbances observed in real gaseous There does not appear to be any clearly defina-
detonations is encouraging in indicating the ble boundary between stable and unstable deto-
utility of further consideration of this aspect of nation propagation, but rather there are ranges
the general problem of the manifestations of of conditions in which transitional behavor can
instability. be recognized.

The best recognized characteristic feature
MARGINALLY PROPAGATING of marginally propagating detonation waves in

DETONATIONS gases is the occurrence of spin, which is now
identified simply as the coarsest mode of

As we have seen, the structure of detona- transverse shock wave disturbance compatible
tion waves has two aspects, one being the with the geometry of the detonating system. In
sequence of physico-chemical states experi- a round tube this is, to a good approximation,
enced by the detonating medium and the other the fundamental circumferential mode of acous-
the geometric configuration of boundaries or tic vibration of the column of burned gas [57,58].
transition zones between these states. Like- The geometric structure of the front of spinning
wise, stability has two somewhat different detonations has recently been elucidated [59,60],
aspects, one having to do with the failure of and the major features are indicated in Fig. 4.
detonations to exhibit steady, laminar flow and
the other with the ability or inability of detona- Other studies [61,62] of marginally propa-
tion to propagate indefinitely long times or dis- gating detonation over quite long runs have
tances under particular experimental circum- revealed the occurrence of periodic large sepa-
stances. It is in this area of limits of propaga- rations of the shock front and the chemical
tion that perhaps the least quantitative progress reaction zone, with accompanying changes in
has been achieved in recent gaseous detonation the shock front strength and velocity. This be-
research. Zeldovich approached propagation havior has not been strictly analogous to the
limits theoretically by considering heat and computationally investigated behavior of one
momentum losses to confining walls within the dimensional, time dependent detonation flow
steady, laminar flow model [1], and has since because the observed "galloping" behavior in
concluded [5] that this is not an adequate ap- gases has invariably been accompanied by
proach to the problem. transverse perturbations as well. In fact, the

Fig. 4 Annotated photograph of three dimensional,
colored model of spinning detonation wave front
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analogy between the behavior of such unsteadily structure of gaseous detonations. It should not
propagating detonations in their re-initiation be overlooked, however, that Erpenbeck's [503
cycle and the much studied initial transition analysis for thermally accelerating reaction
from deflagration to detonation in gases is mechanisms has shown thai for reasonable
striking [63]. exothermicity, acceleration is not necessary

for transverse instability. Moreover, the de-
composition of ozone, which is known to occur

CHEMICAL KINETICS IN by a thermally accelerated mechanism and not
DETONATION by a branching chain, also exhibits instabili-

ties, both in unsupported [64] and overdriven
The final area to be considered in this sur- detonations [65,66].

vey is the chemical kinetics of exothermic reac-
tions under detonation wave conditions. As was The finite amplitude form of the instabili-
indicated earlier, the detonable gases with which ties in the ozone decomposition detonation or
the most experience exists are mixtures of fuels, other detonations without branching chain
mostly hydrogeneous, with oxygen. The outstand- kinetics has not been well characterized, how-
ing characteristic of the kinetics of combustion ever, and this area of incomplete knowledge of
of such mixtures is the acceleration of the reac- gaseous detonations may harbor important
tion during its early stages by a branching chain clues to two questions. The first is the possi-
mechanism. In such a process, the reaction rate bility that gaseous explosives without branching
is proportional to the amount of one of the reac- chain kinetics may exhibit recognizably differ-
tion products that has accumulated. Mathemati- ent detailed forms of transverse instability and
cally, the reaction rate increases as eat, where propagation limit behavior. The second, related
t is time and a is a positive proportionality question concerns the possibility that condensed
coefficient which is a function of the tempera- explosives, if they do react by thermally accel-
ture, density, and composition of the system. erating mechanisms, might be more closely
Thus a very minute initial rate of reaction may akin to gaseous detonation systems with thermal
be increased by a very large factor, while a re- acceleration than to the branching chain systems.
mains constant, before macroscopic reaction
with appreciable temperature rise and consump-
tion of reactants is evident. The finite period ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE PROPAGATION OF

SHOCK AND DETONATION WAVES

R. Ch6ret
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

France

ABSTRACT

The propagation of the boundary surface E of a three-dimensional
isentropic unsteady fluid flow is examined: when E is assumed to be
normal to the stream-lines at every moment, two remarkable relations
are availabie between thermodynamic, cinematic and geometric param-
eters on '. Then the consequences of these relations are investigated
when z is the hot boundary of (i) a shock wave, (ii) a one-dimensional
detonation wave, and (iii) a cylindrically symmetric steady detonation
wave moving through a still uniform mediumn. Since it is almost impos-
sible to summarize our theoretical discussion, we shall only quote the
most striking results as far as detonation phenomena are concerned: a
way of estimating the Von Neumann spike density is set up -- it is shown
that the Rankine-Hugoniot equations and the C-J condition are not ap-
propriate to the description of a 'steady" diverging cylindrical or
spherical detonation wave -- it is evidenced that the hot boundary of a
steady cylindrically symmetric curved detonation wave cannot be con-
sidered as a "Chapman-Jouguet surface."

1. RESULTS AS TO THE PROPAGATION t. The components of N on oxyz are:
OF THE BOUNDARY SURFACE OF A
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ISENTROPIC _-' (11

UNSTEADY FLUID FLOW " 0 -

1.1 The normal velocity of 2, along N, which is
defined by

Let us consider a medium moving in a frame
oxyz. The position of a small part M of this im ( dn (1.2)
medium is described, at time t, by its three d" - 0 _(xz +dn, y+ /jdn, z + vln) -r(x,y,z)

coordinates x(Mt), y(M,t), z(Mt). The compo-
nents on oxyz of the velocity vector V(M. t) with is easily seen to be equal to D.
respect to the frame oxyz are: u(M, t), v(M, t),
W(M, t). Let the coordinates of M be -,, when it

crosses 2, i.e., at time (,e, •). :, makeLet us consider a surface Z, the equation of a s o Lat rtim e c o i t (althoum kup asystem of Lagrange coordinates (although
which is at time t: t = T(x,y,z). r is a given different from the usual ones). Let 9 be a new
function, the three partial derivatives of which variable, independent of r, , ý. The position
are supposed to be neither simultaneously zero (xy, z) of N(f,r, 7) at time t ý n, ý) + c4 is
nor infinity. This assumption only means that specified by the three functions:
-Z is rather smooth, and involves that

x = z 4 r,,•

Dz (,2 2,, 2 , 2Y y Y( , .,• (1.3)

is finite and strictly positive. z =Z(

On the normal to E, let us consider the unit Otherwise speaking, these functions give the
vector N directed towards the increasing times position of element M(,ý ) when time interval

78
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Shas elapsed since the instant -(f, -, ý) when it One might insist upon the fact that 0, •, 6, ý, Cv,
crossed Z. We know nothing about them, except P,R,U,V,W are functions of M(€, 77 , •).
that

Relations (1.3) to (1.7) enable us to infer
X(e, , 0,0) Eqs. (1.10) from system (1.8):

Y(f•, 7,o 0 7? (1.4) ± 1- •I R U - L V - A 0'

1\ P + • 1-•-'U + B, 0
and that D

(1.10)

e~ ~ ooL P + ( 1 - V + B2 0

Besides, one may notice that -_ + (I - W + B3  0

t(M, 0) 7 1 (1.6) where A,B,,BB 3 are quantities linear as to the

partial derivatives of 6, p, u, ýv with respect to

and therefore, •' ' .

'a X(M, 6) = u(M,O) 1.3

Let us assume now that the movement of M
Y1 is isentropic when e > o. Then we may write:---Y(M, O) = v(M,6) (1.7)

3p M 1 ap

Z(M, 0) = w(M,O) .( -a-(M,0) (1.11)

where a(M, 6) is the equilibrium or a frozen

1.2 sound speed according as the medium is as-
sumed to be in the equilibrium or a frozen

Let us assume now that the movement of M chemical state when 6 > 0. When 6 = 0, (1.11)
can be considered as a nonviscous fluid flow yields:
when 0 > 0. The Eulerian equations of con-
tinuity and motion are: R -P. (1.12)

t iv (pV) 0 By use of (1.12), Eqs. (1.10) become a system

(1.8) of four equations linear with respect to P,U,V,W.
dV 1
-T + P-grad p =0 1 1v P) - W A =0

where o and p are respectively the overall
density and the pressure. In Lagrangian coor- P + U B u 0
dinates (7,0,), (1.8) becomes a system of D Du
four linear equations in the partial derivatives (1.13)
of p, o, u, v, w with respect to the variables - + V - B2  0

j, 7-, ., 0. We shall only consider the four pecu- D + ( V +B

liar relations which link these twenty partial
derivatives when & = 0. In order to simplify the P 1D B
writing, we shall use the following notations: T 3 1

p(M,0) PM,0) = P The determinant A of (1.13) is easily found
p(M,0) = ý pe(M,0) = P to be given by

u(M,0) = 0 uý(M,0) = U (1.9) 2 22 (1.14)

v(M,O) = v.'(M,O) = V 2 - -D1
w(M, 0) = i,, W (M,0) = W

The presence of factor (D- V) 2 - - is con-
(M, 0) .N(M) =Vsistent with the well-known solution of Cauchy's
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problem for a n-dimensional isentropic fluid where ' is given by
flow [1].

: •V(D- V). (1.22)
Cramer's method, used in (1.13) for varia-

ble P, leads us on the peculiar equation: Let G be the component with respect to N
of the acceleration vector of element M(ý,, t)
at the time -(, ) when he passes through 2;

•P =--D-1 - B1 ••B2i.e.,

+ 1B3 + A(D-V)] (1.15) G = U+ V + vW. (1.23)

1.4 Taking (1.18) and (1.21) into account, the
linear combination by x, /, v of the three last

The complexity of quantities A,B1,B2.B 3  equations of (1.13) gives

prevents us from getting any interesting result
when the surface Z behaves arbitrarily with re- 1 G [ (^)2] 2

spect to the flow. However, we are led to strik- D L 1 - \ • dn

ingly simple conclusions when are set up the
two following assumptions: I - n DL " I

+ ýVTri- - (1.24)

(i) X is not a weak tangential discontinuity
and consequently Thus, owing to assumptions (1.16) and

(1.17) we succeeded in setting up two equations
D + 0 (1.16) (1.21) and (1.24) which connect the values of

pressure and medium velocity on 1(ý, ý) and
(ii) The velocity vector V is nonvanishing their normal derivatives with respect to

and parallel to N at every time at every point Z(dý/dn, dV/dn), the movement of the medium
of Z, i.e., immediately behind 7-(P, G), and the movement

of the surface (D) and its mean local curvature
-.. .. - : o. (1.7)

In the three following paragraphs, we dis-
Then, one finds out that cuss the consequences of Eqs. (1.21) and (1.24)

when 7 is supposed to be the hot boundary of a
2d 1shock wave or of peculiar detonation waves

B1 + g + iB :d (1.18) propagating through a still uniform medium the
density and pressure of which are respectively

where d/dn is the normal derivative in the point po and p..
, of 2. One also finds out that

A 1 dV (1.1 2. IS THE HOT BOUNDARY OF
v- = = 1 - (1.19) A SHOCK WAVE

where 1/r is twice the mean curvature of Z at If one refers to the Hugoniot equation of
point (e,-, t). We should remember that, if motion
C,(f,r,. ) and C,(f, , ý) are the principal
curvature centers at point M(f, 7, D) of 7_, 1/r (- p) N = (D - V) V (2.1)
is the algebraic number defined by

one easily sees that the assumptions (1.16) and
1 i 1 (1.17) are satisfied by the hot boundary of a

N • MC, ' N - MC, (1.20) shock wave. Taking into account the orientation
of the normal to 2 which has been defined in

According to (1.16), (1.18) and (1.19) Eqs. Section 1.1, Hugoniot's theory leads also to the
(1.14) and (1.15) yield the remarkable following following inequalities:
result: v> 0, D-V > 0, -p> 0 (2.2)

1 P [ - =)21 1 d3 dV dý dV
D V K)] dd-' 0 or 0 (2.3)

1 d D-•V 1 1-+=(1.21) -- 2 (2.4)Vdn D r
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From Eqs. (1.21) and (1.24) and in Eqs. interest for it corresponds with the propagation
(2.2) to (2.4), can be drawn Table 1 which sums of the Von Neumann spike of a converging
up the signs of P and G when 1/r and dý/dn are cylindrical or spherical detonation wave.*
taken to be independently positive, equal to zero
or negative. The differential equation describing this

propagation is easily deduced from (1.21):
Table I

1 dý 1 dV D-V a . (2.5)
c$/dn + +D -R. 0 .

1/r R is the arithmetic distance from the center

P >(or the axis) to the wave; integer a equals 1 or
P < 0 2 according to the wave being cylindrical or

+ G> P < 0 spherical. In order to fix up the ideas, one
0 G < 0 may reasonably assume that:

Pro

0 PG- 0(2.6)

P>0 > p
P<02

- G > 0 > I-Po = (l-,8)xp 0 xD2 (2.7)
G 0

where 8 is constant with respect to R. Then

Table 1 enables us to draw conclusions as (2.5) becomes:

for the local modalities of the propagation of dD dR
shock waves. A strikingly clear view of these 3 D + a8 - 0 (2.8)
modalities is obtained through the considera-
tion of uniform mean-curvature shock waves, the solution of which is R'8. D3 = cte.
i.e., plane, cylindrical or spherical.

1. A diverging (l/, <0)) cylindrical or We shall now consider an arbitrary posi-

spherical shock wave does not decrease tion of the wave with which corresponds a speed

(df/dn > 0) only if the medium undergoes com- D., and compute the time interval t(p) it takes
pression (P > 0) and acceleration (G > 0) behind the wave to go from position R. to position
the shock wave. pRo(0 < cp < 1):

2. A converging (1/r > 0) cylindrical or R_ / •-' (29)
spherical shock wave does not increase t 1 - . (2.9)
(dý/dn < 0) only if the medium undergoes =

rarefaction (P <0) and deceleration (G <0) be-
hind the shock wave. The quantity

3. A plane shock wave (1/r = 0) is steady D. -

(dP/dn = 0) only if the pressure and the veloc- I - o t(0) + 3

ity of the medium are stationary behind the R
shock wave (P=G=O). may be chosen as a measure of the effect of

curvature of the wave. One notices that this4. A plane shock wave increases (d•/dn > 0) effect is larger for a spherical wave (c = 2)

only if the medium undergoes compression than for a cylindrical wave (a 1); this result

(P >0) and acceleration (G >0) behind the shock was for .a n experimentlv
wave.was to be expected for. An experimental value

wave, of

5. A plane shock wave decreases (dý/dn <0) D
only if the medium undergoes rarefaction 1 - R t(0)

(P <0) and deceleration (G <0) behind the shock
wave. v*Of course the flow behind the Von Neumann

It is worth emphasizing that a converging spike is not isentropic; but it is consistent with

cylindrical or spherical shock wave may in- the Von Neumann-D6ring-Zeldovich theory to
assume that the entropy of element M is sta-

crease whatever be the signs of P and G. The tionary when undergoing the Von Neumann
case P = 0, and consequently G < 0 as results spike; therefore Eq. (1.12) and its consequences
from Eqs. (1.21) and (1.24), is yet of remarkable remain valid.
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obtained in a way similar (but more accurate) T.2 - A converging cylindrical or spheri-
to that used in Ref. 2, would lead to a value of 3. cal detonation wave is steady only if it is sub-

sonic with respect to the rear.

3. Z IS THE HOT BOUNDARY T.3 - A diverging cylindrical or spherical
OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL detonation wave is steady only if it is super-

DETONATION WAVE sonic with respect to the rear.

The hot boundary of a one-dimensional (i.e., The latter need a few comments, since
plane, cylindrical or spherical) detonation wave Zeldovich [3] thinks of having established the
obviously satisfy the assumptions (1.16) and C-J condition for a steady diverging spherical
(1.17). We are thus permitted to use Eqs. (1.21) wave. One should therefore notice
and (1.24).

a) that Zeldovich's argument is based on
We shall not specify the conservation laws the property of the Rayleigh line which is not

through the detonation wave. Our present pur- valid in the case of a curved wave;
pose needs only the following assumptions which
are reasonable as far as ordinary experiments b) that the C-J condition involves, accord-
are concerned: ing to (1.24), an infinite value of G, which is

inadmissible for two reasons at least:
V>O, D-V>O and consequently p>0 (3.1)

o at the rear of the wave, the flow was
d__• d > 0 or ... = dV 0 (3.2) supposed to be isentropic, therefore the normaldn -n dn on Eulerian velocity gradient (Via/n) is essenti-

ally finite, and the same conclusion is valid for
P < 0. G < 0 (3.3) G since

From Eqs. (1.21) and (1.24) and in Eqs. (3.1) to dV - a
(3.3) can be drawn Table 2 which sums up the DT - (D - V) (D -
sign of J = 1 - (D - V/a) 2 when 1/r and dl,/dn
are taken to be independently positive, equal to o for sufficiently high values of r, the flow
zero or negative. of the detonation products is not much different

from the one behind a plane wave initiated at
Table 2 the surface of a rigid wall. Now, in the latter

case, one obviously has

"+ 0 - lirr. G = 0
1/r r•c

+ > Equation (1.21) will also be useful for the
j > 0 interpretation of the steady-velocity diverging

o j o 0spherical wave* which has been experimentally
> evidenced [4,5]. One may reasonably assume

-j < 0 j 0 that the characteristics ý, ., , of such a wave
tend towards those of a steady plane wave when
r goes to infinity. This assumption has three

Table 2 enables us to state the following consequences:
theorem, which will be referred to as T.1
"For a one-dimensional steady detonation wave, 1. The "steady" DSDW cannot be actually
Chapman-Jouguet condition and vanishing mean steady since, according to T.2, that would in-
curvature of the hot boundary are equivalent volve a constant (with respect to r) negative
properties." It is worth emphasizing that T.A value of j.
contains more than the ordinary so-called
Chapman-Jouguet condition. It shows that the 2. The "steady" DSDW cannot satisfy the
sonic character of the relative flow behind a Rankine-Hugoniot equations since the repre-
steady one-dimensional detonation wave is an sentative point in the (p, 1/p,) plane would move
"accident" specific of the plane wave as the along the (R-H) adiabat towards the C-J point
Riemann's formulae are specific of the isen-
tropic plane flow. Theorem T.1 may even be *:Abbreviated: "steady" DSDW.
enhanced with the following ones:
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when r - and would thus involve a varying description of the steady phenomenon which
velocity D, which is contradictory. appears in the explosion of a cylindrical car-

tridge, initiated on its axis. T.4 also shows
3. The "steady" DSDW cannot satisfy the that the C-J condition is inconsistent with the

C-J condition since, according to Eq. (1.21), meridian of the wave in a cylindrical cartridge

that would involve ý(r) and '(r) behaving like being fitted by a circle or an ellipse. Otherwise

log r in the neighbourhood of r -, which is speaking, T.4 shows that a curved hot boundary

absurd. should never be referred to as a "Chapman-
Jouguet surface."

4. Z IS THE HOT BOUNDARY OF
A CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC 5. CONCLUSION

STEADY DETONATION WAVE
It is well known that Rankine-Hugoniot

Let us consider a cylindrically symmetric equations and Chapman-Jouguet condition are
steady detonation wave, with ox as the axis of rigorously true for a steady plane detonation
symmetry. Let A be the point of intersection wave. On the other hand they have never been
between ox and the hot boundary. Assumptions seriously established in any other case. In
(1.16) and (1.17) are obviously satisfied at point fact our discussion showed that they would lead
A where we are therefore permitted to use Eqs. to absurdities when applied for instance to the
(1.21) and (1.24). "steady" diverging spherical detonation wave.

Now the problem remains to find out what is to

The symmetry and steadiness of the wave be substituted for them in the experimental
clearly involve: cases which all more or less differ from the

ideal steady plane detonation wave.
k(A) I, 4 (A) v(A) = 0 (4.1)
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FOR LIQUID AND SOLID EXPLOSIVES
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ABSTRACT

The usual treatment of unsupported detonation, often called the
Chapman-Jouguet theory, is based on four assumptions: (1) the deto-
nation approaches a steady state, (2) the flow is laminar and one-
dimensional, (3) the detonation products approach a state of chemical
equilibrium some distance behind the detonation front, and (4) the deto-
nation velocity is the minimum permitted by the conservation condi-
tions. In a recent paper Wood and Fickett (Phys. Fluids 6, 648(1963))
proposed experiments to test the validity of the Chapman-Jouguet "the-
ory," not requiring knowledge or assumptions about the nature of the
equation of state of the detonation products, by making variations of the
initial state of the explosive. In this paper we report the results of ex-
periments in which (1) the initial state was varied by using mixtures of
nitromethane and another liquid made of equal molar parts of nitric
acid, acetonitrile, and water, which has the same atomic composition
as nitromethane, and (2) the initial state was varied by using TNT as
liquid and as solid. These results show that the Chapman-Jouguet the-
ory is violated. The calculated pressures are 15 to 20 percent below
the measured pressures. Results of measurements using other explo-
sives are also presented to support the conclusion that the theory fails.
No explanation or alternative theory is offered.

Note: This paper has been published in Phys. Fluids 8, 2169 (1965).

COMMENTS

G. P. CACHIA, Atomic Weapons Research Es- theory does not hold for charges of the dimen-
tablishment, England sions of those tested.

If the theory does not hold for real explo-
sives it must be that one or more of the basic
assumptions is not correct. It is suggested that F. J. WARNER, Strathclyde University, Glasgow
one possibility is that the flow never becomes
steady, one dimensional, and laminar, and that It would seem that a proof (or otherwise)
rapid oscillations may occur and persist. This of the Chapman-Jouguet hypothesis should be
suggestion is not sound, since in an infinite attainable by consideration of a generalized
diameter charge all relative motion between form of the basic differential equations govern-
particles must eventually be damped out by ing one dimensional explosions. A typical set
viscous effects and temperature variations by in Lagrangian form [1I is
conduction. Thus it is only necessary to take a
large enough charge and let the detonation run •v/•t
long enough to fulfil this assumption. 3u/at - &p/3M (conservation laws)

I would suggest that the conclusion from C 6T Qf _
the experiments is that the Chapman-Jouguet 7t 3t -

84
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f F(t,p,t) (a law of burning) matrix A,. In passing, it does not seem intu-
at =itively obvious that Chapman's hypothesis [5]

is identical to Jouguet's hypothesis [6] for all

p = p( f, v, t) ( a generalized equation of state) equations of state.

S(the defining quadrature for If a steady state detonation is assumed,
-Eulerian distance). then the basic partial differential equations in-

tegrate up to
The authors seem to imply the use of a single
equation of state to represent both solid explo- u = (p - 1)/s
sive and gaseous detonation products, but this
is not necessary. We may assume the co- v =V - u/s
existence of two phases, gas and solid, each (algebraic
with its own temperature [1], and even with its CV(T - To) (p 2 - 1)/2s 2 + Qf relations)
own pressure [2], provided that the pressure is
a computable function in the sense of Turing. p = p( fv, t)

This set of equations can be expressed in sQ (one differential
matrix form as wt = Awm + b, where suffixes dt equation)
denote differentiation, and can be rearranged
and partitioned as = -u (one quadrature),

v A'0 v 0
Sfor a shock of s cm/h sec traveling into still

Su 0 undetonated explosive at unit pressure. The
+ single differential equation implies that the in-

T- Qf T o terpretation of the authors' Fig. 2 requires
some knowledge of the law of burning, as well
as knowledge of the differentials of the equation
of state.

where A, is hyperbolic, that is it has real and
distinct latent roots, and b, is positive for all REFERENCES
values of its variables and is monotonic de-
creasing in f. The zeros are believed to be 1. F. J. Warner, 9th Symposium (International
sufficient, and may also be necessary, in order on Combustion, Academic Press, 1963, p.
to obtain a stable steady-state solution, certainly 536.
with unsupported or mildly supported flow. It
is known that spherical geometry, with a non- 2. H. Bernier, A. Vidart, and F. Prouteau, In-
zero constant term in the equations for v and T, ternational Conference on Sensitivity and
leads to a non-steady solution, as was pointed Hazards of Explosive, ERDE, London, 1963.
out by Mader [3]. The proof of stability would
seem to be a long and difficult one; a proof of 3. C. L. Mader, Remarks (this Symposium).
the stability of the generalized solution of the
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ABSTRACT

The effect of the radius of curvature of the detonation front on the
detonation velocity of certain explosives has been measured. The tech-
nique employed is to determine the transit time of a divergent detona-
tion wave of known initial radius of curvature through various thick-
nesses of acceptor explosive. The results of the measurements are
then used to calculate a reaction zone thickness based upon an approxi-
mate solution to the Wood-Kirkwood equations relating detonation ve-
locity and radius of curvature of the detonation wave. The average re-
action zone thickness so obtained for an 85/15 HMX/Viton made with
Holston HMX was found to be 0.064 mm, whereas for the same type
plastic-bonded explosive made from UK Bridgwater HMX it was 0.182
rnm. This reaction zone thickness is compared with shock sensitivity.
Other explosives, including PBX-9404, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION detonation velocity, this time will invariably be
shorter than the measured transit time. Such a

At the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory we time difference, or excess transit time, is ob-
have been making precise transit time meas- served when a small detonator is used to ini-
urements of detonation waves which initially tiate a larger acceptor explosive. This has
have a rather small radius of curvature. One often been called an interface delay. It is our
purpose of this study is tQ see if the experi- contention that, unless there is a gap or barrier
mental observations are consistent with the between the detonator and the acceptor, the so-
model proposed by Wood and Kirkwood [1]. called delay is not a delay at all. We believe it
Another reason is to see if there is a plausible is simply a consequence of the fact that highly
explanation for the so-called booster/acceptor divergent detonation waves travel at lower ve-
interface delay. locities than plane waves. As a divergent wave

passes through an explosive, its radius of
Within our experimental error, the form curvature becomes larger and so it should ac-

of Wood and Kirkwood's approximate equation celerate to the limiting plane wave velocity in
an infinitely large charge. Our experimental

D z D(P)(1 - 3.5 a*/S) (1) observation that excess transit time increases
(but at a decreasing rate) with distance of

does fit the observed data nicely. Thus, we can travel in the acceptor explosive is, we think, a
derive a value for the quantity a- for a given good argument against there being a real inter-
explosive. In Eq. (1) S is the radius of curva- face delay. If there were a delay, we would
ture of the detonation front. The parameter a* expect it to be constant and not dependent upon
is defined as the reaction zone thickness. (This the distance the wave has traveled.
reaction zone thickness is a factor of 7 smaller
than the value obtained from the relationship We calculate from our data thicker reac-
suggested by Eyring et al. [2]). tion zones in the compositions made from the

more perfectly formed HMX crystals made by
If the transit time of an initially divergent the UK Bridgwater process than we do for those

detonation wave through some thickness of ex- made with Holston's HMX. These results sug-
plosive is calculated from the infinite diameter gest that to a great extent the "reaction zone

86
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thickness" of a heterogenous explosive is de- flash that is recorded on the film occurs when
termined by the density of imperfections which the emerging shock from the detonating explo-
become initiation sites, and is not just depend- sive crosses the 3-mil air gap between the
ent upon the chemical kinetics of the explosive, explosive and the Plexiglas cover on the bot-
This is in agreement with the model proposed tom face.
by Campbell et al. [3,4].

Time measurements are obtained from the
writing speed of the camera for the particular

EXPERIMENTAL experiment, and distance measurements are
made on the film record with a comparator

Test Method capable of reading to 1 micron. The limiting
time resolution of the Mark II camera is be-

In the experiments reported here, the ini- tween 0.2 and 0.3 shakes. The explosive thick-
tiating explosive inthe small detonator is a23-mg ness under each detonator is measured to the
pellet 3.8 mm in diameter and 1.3 mm long. The nearest 0.1 mil. The true thickness of the ex-
pellet is PBX-9407 pressed to a density of plosive is probably not known to closer than
1.60 g/cc. This high energy booster explosive ±0.15 mil.
has an infinite diameter detonation velocity of
7.91 mm/tisec at this density and so matches The initiating wave front entering the ac-
fairly closely the explosive properties of the ceptor explosive from the detonator is approx-
acceptor explosives we have worked with [5]. imately spherical. The radius of curvature
The perturbations due to refraction effects are was established by converting the x, t film
therefore minimal. record of the reference detonators to a set of

DETONATOR SUPPORT
(PLEXIGLAS)

DETONATOR

FLASHER CAPS

Fig. I - Test configuration

A set of detonators simultaneously initiates
the stepped slab of acceptor explosive such as O T PACE
the one illustrated in Fig. 1. Time measure- SLITS

ments are obtained with a Mark II high speed
camera designed by Group GMX-8 of the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) and
equipped with a Beckman-Whitley beryllium
rotor. The breakout face of the explosive is

imaged on the slit plane of the camera in such
a way that the images of the points on the ex-
plosive directly under the detonators are on one E E ONACOR

of three slits at the slit plane, as shown in Fig.

2. The images of the breakout faces of the
twelve reference detonators are also centered
on one of the three slits. A typical trace is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. The short duration light Fig. 2 - Slit plane image
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was taken as the average time zero for the
group of eight detonators used to initiate the

SLIT IMAGES acceptor explosive at each of the three thick-
nesses. The average breakout time of the
eight points on the explosive directly under
the detonators at each particular explosive

An •thickness minus the average time zero was
An An taken as the measured transit time for the

BREAK-OUT OF REFERENCE detonation through that particular thickness of
DETONATORS explosive. Duplicate experiments were run on

each explosive and the results were statisti-
cally combined. The experimental data are

M given in Tables 1 and 2.

BREAK-OUT OF Explosives

VARIOUS EXPLOSIVE
THICKNESSES

The test explosives Nos. 1 through 8, de-
scribed in Table 1, are variants of the class of
plastic bonded explosives made from HMX and
DuPont's Viton. The Viton used in all of these
explosives was their Viton A which is a copol-
ymer of perfluoropropylene and vinylidine
fluoride. In experiment No. 9, because of
fabrication problems, a simple slab of solvent
pressed HMX was used, rather than the stepped
slabs used in all the others [6]. The PBX-9404

Fig. 3 - Smear camera record of experiment No. 10 was taken from a produc-
tion lot meeting the requirements of the LASL
specification 13Y-103159 A-2.

x,y coordinates. In our experiments the curva- The HMX came from two sources. The
ture averaged 4.2 mm. The value so obtained Holston HMX used in the Viton formulations
is the one characteristic of the detonation front was Grade I1, Class B, meeting the require-
passing from the booster explosive to an identi- ments of the U.S. Military Specification MIL-
cal acceptor explosive. In the actual experi- H-45444A (Ord), 24 April 1961. The purity was
mental data reduction, a correction is made for better than 99.5%. Less than 0.2% RDX was
the refraction between the nonidentical explo- present. This same HMX was used to produce
sives. the solvent pressed HMX for experiment No. 9.

The Bridgwater HMX used in the Viton formu-
For a particular experiment, the average lations, No. 6 and No. 7, was obtained from the

breakout time of the twelve reference detonators AWRE at Aldermaston, England. The purity of

TABLE 1
Description of Explosives

Composition
Expt. (wt %) Density D/
No. Explosive HMX Source (g/cc) (mm 'sec)

____ _______ ________HMXj Viton-A____ ____

1 RX-04-P-1 Holston 81.1 18.9 1.878 8.363
2 LX-04-1 Holston 84.7 15.3 1.835 8.358
3 LX-04-1 Holston 84.7 15.3 1.852 8.416
4 LX-04-1 Holston 84.7 15.3 1.864 8.454
5 LX-04-1 Holston 85.2 14.8 1.860 8.458

6 LX-04-1 Bridg-water 85.2 14.8 1.870 8.491
7 LX-07-0 Bridgwater 90.1 9.9 1.870 8.677
8 LX-07-0 Holston 90.7 9.3 1.864 8.682

9 HMX Holston 100.0 - 1.895 9.118
10 PBX-9404 Holston 94.0 - 1.842 8.808
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TABLE 2
Transit Time Data

Measured Transit Excess
Expt. Thickness Transit Time Transit
No. (mm) Time at D. Time

O(sec) (Msec) (psec)

9.52 1.169 1.139 0.030
1 15.88 1.934 1.898 0.036

25.40 3.084 3.037 0.047

9.52 1.171 1.140 0.031
2 15.88 1.956 1.899 0.057

25.40 3.101 3.039 0.062

9.52 1.171 1.132 0.039
3 15.88 1.936 1.886 0.050

25.40 3.074 3.018 0.056

9.52 1.156 1.127 0.029
4 15.88 1.908 1.878 0.030

25.40 3.050 3.004 0.046

9.52 1.159 1.126 0.033
5 15.88 1.919 1.877 0.042

25.40 3.065 3.003 0.062

9.52 1.229 1.122 0.107
6 15.88 1.989 1.870 0.119

25.40 3.144 2.991 0.153

9.52 1.168 1.098 0.070
7 15.88 1.929 1.830 0.099

25.40 3.026 2.927 0.099

9.52 1.114 1.097 0.017
8 15.88 1.862 1.829 0.033

25.40 2.965 2.926 0.039

9 12.70 1.428 1.393 0.035

9.52 1.115 1.081 0.034
10 15.88 1.857 1.802 0.055

25.40 2.933 2.884 0.049

this HMX was essentially the same as the If we combine the Wood-Kirkwood equation, Eq.
Holston material. (1), with Eq. (3) above and integrate, we obtain,

with some rearrangement, the equation

CALCULATIONS (t2 - t 2 - 3.5 -3.5a (4)
Dt2t ()- ) D•() S -3.a

If the detonation front is assumed to expand f 3.5a*

spherically in the acceptor explosive, then theradius of curvature at a distance x will be The term (t 2 - t 1 on the left-hand side of the
equation is the detonation wave transit time.

S x + SO (2) The right-hand side of the equation, which con-
tains the reaction zone term a-, is the expres-

where S. is the radius of curvature of the en- sion for the excess transit time. S, is obtained

tering detonation front. The time derivative of from the radius of curvature so of the detonator

Eq. (2) is breakout by correcting for the refraction of the
wave as it passes from the PBX-9407 into the

dS dX acceptor. The velocity assumed for the initiat-
- .- D. (3) ing wave at S, = 4.2 mm was 7.4 mm/lisec,
dt dt and an iterative process was used to calculate
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an S,, since S 1 is somewhat dependent on the DISCUSSION
value of a*. S 2 is simply s, plus the sample
thickness. D.o )I the infinite diameter detona- The set of experiments represents varia-
tion velocity as a function of density for the tions in composition, density, actual lots of
HMX/Viton compositions, is calculated for each HMX, HMX particle size, and HMX source.
experiment from the equation The reaction zone thicknesses range from

0.043 mm to 0.182 mm. Since the 95% confi-
Dý = 2.727 + 3.384p - 0. 038 (% Viton) . (5) dence limits for the measured excess transit

times is about ±0.008 gsec, the 95% confidence
This equation is obtained by applying the method limit for the calculated a*'s is about ±0.010
of least squares to a large number of detonation mm. This uncertainty in a* is enough to ob-
velocity measurements of HMX/Viton systems scure the effects due to density, HMX lot, HMX
in which both the density and composition are particle size, and composition variations (with
widely varied. Data on pure HMX are also in- Holston HMX). What is left is the effect due to
cluded. The 95% confidence limits on the veloc- HMX source. This effect is large enough so
ities predicted by Eq. (5) over the range of that the two compositions made with Bridgwater
composition and densities covered in cases No. HMX are clearly distinguished from the Holston
1 through 9 are ±0.008 mm/gsec, or about 0.1%. HMX compositions. The Bridgwater formula-
The reaction zone thickness a* is then calcu- tions also show a definite trend in reaction zone
lated at each explosive thickness by a trial and thickness with composition. Explosives fabri-
error iteration. The a* values reported in cated with Bridgwater process HMX have also
Table 3 are weighted averages, the least weight been shown to be less shock sensitive than the
being given to the transit times measured through equivalent explosives made with Holston proc-
the thinnest section. As a check on the equation ess HMX. This is illustrated in Table 4, which
used to calculate a*, the fitted a- values are shows the small-scale gap test results obtained
used to calculate the excess transit times for on 85/15 HMX/Viton formulations made with
the various explosive thicknesses, and the re- Bridgwater and Holston process HMX's. Dif-
sults are compared with the measured values ferences between Holston and Bridgwater HMX's
in Table 3. The agreement is quite good. can be seen by microscopic examination. The

TABLE 3
Reaction Zone Thickness Data

Excess Transit Time for Each Measures Excess Transit Time
Expt. a* Thickness Calculated from a* Minus Excess Transit Transit

No. (mm) (Asec) Time Calculatedfrom a* (psec)

9.52 mm 15.88 mm 25.40 mm 9.52 mm7 15.88 mm 25.40 mm

1 0.054 0.029 0.038 0.047 +0.001 -0.002 ±0.000

2 0.071 0.038 0.050 0.062 -0.007 +0.007 ±0.000
3 0.070 0.037 0.048 0.060 +0.002 +0.002 -0.004
4 0.050 0.027 0.035 0.043 +0.002 -0.005 +0.003
5 0.066 0.035 0.046 0.057 -0.002 -0.004 +0.005

6 0.182 0.096 0.126 0.156 +0.011 -0.007 -0.003
7 0.130 0.068 0.089 0.110 +0.002 +0.010 -0.011
8 0.043 0.022 0.029 0.036 -0.005 +0.004 +0.003
9 0.058

10 0.067 0.035 0.046 0.056 -0.001 +0.009 -0.007

TABLE 4
Small-Scale Gap Test Results

85/15 HMX/Viton Formulations

*HMX Crystallization Brass Spacer Thickness
Process ±L9 , (mils)

Holston 78 ± 7
Bridgwater 44 ± 6
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ABSTRACT

A high speed streak camera technique for measuring the lateral
shock pressure generated from an end initiated, cylindrical explosive
charge is described. Observations made in a water medium show that
for several explosives at various diameters, the lateral pressure is 38
to 73 percent of the shock pressure generated at the terminal end of
the explosive column.

INTRODUCTION lateral direction are experienced along the
entire length of such charges.

Detonation pressure observations are fre-
quently made by a high speed streak camera The purpose of this paper is to describe
method commonly called the "aquarium" tech- the use of a high speed, rotating mirror, streak
nique [3,6]. In the "aquarium" technique the camera in making lateral shock pressure
slit of a streak camera is oriented along the measurements. In addition, data comparing the
axis of the explosive; displacement of the deto- lateral and end shock pressures generated from
nation wave and of the shock wave generated a number of commercial and military explosives
from the terminal end is recorded photographi- are presented.
cally as a continuous function of time.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Usually, a medium such as water is se-

lected for "aquarium" type measurements as The method of making lateral shock pres-
its equation of state properties are well known sure measurements described herein is a
in the pressure range of interest [3] and both unique variation of the "aquarium" technique.
its transparency and change of refractive index The slit of the streak camera is oriented at an
with pressure [2] aid in high speed photographic acute angle 8 with respect to the axis of deto-
observation of shock wave propagation. nation (see Figs. 1 and 2) rather than along the

axis, as in "aquarium" type detonation pressure
For the numerous applications involving measurements.

long explosive columns which are detonated
from one end, observations of the shock wave In an earlier method of making lateral
generated from the terminal end are less shock pressure measurements [7] the slit of the
meaningful than lateral shock pressure meas- streak camera was oriented at a 90-degree an-
urements, as shock loading phenomena in a gle with respect to the axis of detonation. Since

*This work was performed under a cooperative agreement between the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the

Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.
tFormerly employed at the Applied Physics Laboratory, U.S. Department of Interior, College Park,
Maryland.
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Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram
illustrating orientation of ex-plosive and streak camera slit

Fig. 3 - Typical streak camera record
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Fig. 2 - View of experimental arrange- Fig. 4 - Vector diagrams for
meit used in r aking lateral shock pres- right (a) and left (b) sides

sure measurements

trigonometric analysis which follows must be
used.

the detonation velocity D must be known in
order to calculate the shock velocity v in a Referring to Figs. 1, 3, and 4:
direction normal to the lateral shock front, an
independent measurement of D was needed in S](1)
the earlier experiments. In the present tech- D cot y' cos •LT ,
nique the detonation velocity and shock velocity
normal to the lateral shock front are both de- Cot [1(2)
termined from a single streak camera record;

simultaneous observations being made of deto- an
nation and lateral shock wave propagation.

Since the camera slit is oriented at an V2 =cot a2 (3)

angle both with respect to the axis of detonation J

and the normals to the laterally generated where V1 and V2 are the velocities of the lat-
shock waves on each side of the charge, the eral shock fronts in the direction of the camera
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slit for left and right side lateral shocks re- where the streak camera slit is normal to the
spectively, S and T are the camera record explosive axis, was used in addition to the
scale factors for displacement and time re- method described above.
spectively, and a, a2 and y are the angles
formed on the camera record between the dis- Several investigators have studied the lat-
placement axis and the wave front displacement eral shock pressure generated from an explo-
versus time information for the left and right sive. Clay, et al. [1] reported a framing cam-
lateral shocks and the detonation wave, re- era observation for Composition B where the
spectively. lateral shock pressure in plexiglas was ap-

proximately 50 percent of the end generated
The values of y, al, a2, 1, S and T are pressure. Direct comparisons between this

obtained directly from measurements made on work and that reported by Eyring, et al. [51 and
the streak camera record (Fig. 3). Erkman [4] are not feasible as a water medium

was not described in the former and flat ex-
Considering Fig. 4a, plosive slabs were studied in the latter. How-

ever, from Refs. 4 and 5, the general observa-
V = VV 3 + V2 cos 8 tan 0, (4a) tion can be made that the magnitude of the

lateral shock pressure increases with respect
where v , is the shock velocity in a direction to the end pressure as the condition of oblique
normal to the charge axis. incidence created by the detonation front at the

side of the explosive varies from a 90-degree
Since tan 6 = Vn/D, where e is the acute angle of incidence to smaller values. This

angle formed by the lateral shock front and the concept may be used to interpret the results
charge axis, we may write Eq. (4a) as obtained for the 45 percent semigelatin dynamite.

DV sin 8 The 45 percent semigelatin dynamite ex-
v = 2 (4b) periences a pronounced "diameter effect." TheD - V2 COS 8 radius of curvature of the detonation front de-

creases as the diameter of the explosive de-
creases. Thus, for the smaller diameters the

angle of lateral incidence will be smaller, and
cot 7 cot a sin (4c) the ratio of the lateral shock pressure to end

Vn cot Cot •2 T pressure should be higher. However, this con-
cept, which should be applicable to all nonideal

Finally, since V v.n cos C (Fig. 4a), explosives, appears to lose strength in the case
of ammonium nitrate-fuel oil, which has be-

cot 7 cot a2 sin 1 cos eS come one of the best known, nonideal, commer-
v= cot .c (5a) cial explosives [8]. This apparent anomaly is

cot - cot a2 ITalso observed in the data for 40 percent extra

Following a similar procedure for the left dynamite which is also considered a nonideal

side (Fig. 4b) explosive. It is hoped that an explanation of this
behavior will be possible from future measure-
ments.

S=cot 7/ cot -_l sin '6 COS 0 [i (5b) mns

cot 7 + cot al LT]
SUMMARY

The values of v obtained through the use of
Eqs. (5a) and (5b) are now used to determine Lateral shock pressure measurements by
the lateral shock pressure by use of equation of a high speed streak camera technique have been
state data for water [3]. described and the results for several explosives

in a water medium have been presented. Com-
paring the lateral pressure with that generated

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS from the end of identical explosive charges
AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS gives some insight into the importance of these

measurements for various applications where
Table 1 lists the observations made" on long explosive columns are used extensively.

several explosives*:; the .method of Ref. 7,

*:The streak camera was operated byWilliam L. REFERENCES
Frantz of the Atlas Chemical Industries,
Reynolds Experimental Laboratory, Tamaqua, ". R.B. Clay, M. A. Cook, and R. T. Keyes,
Pennsylvania. "Shock Waves in Solids and Rock
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Shock Pressures Generated in Water Laterally

and From End of Cylindrical Explosive Columns

Peak Pressure

Density Diam- Detonation Generated Lateral to End,
Explosive (g/cm 3 eter Velocity*e-a

(cm) (m/sec) From End-,` Laterally" Pressure Ratio
(kbars) (kbars)

50/50 Pentolite 1.65 13 7960 135 71.71 0.531
50/50 Pentolite 1.65 6.2 7720 119 72.0$ 0.605
50/50 Pentolite 1.65 3.7 7480 135 59.5$ 0.441

457 Semigelatin 1.27 13 4980 83.0 36.51 0.44045nSmite 1.27 6.2 4340 39.5 29.3f,1 0.734
Dynamite 1.27 3.7 3770 28.0 20.5$ 0.732

94/6 Ammonium 0.93 13 3130 28.0 13.3$ 0.475
Nitrate-Fuel Oil 0.83 10 2640 23.0 9.0t 0.391

75% Ammonia 1.50 10 5980 82.5 45.1t 0.546
Gelatin Dynamite

40% Extra Dynamite 1.36 10 4100 41.0 I5.5f 0.378

175 Grains per Foot 1.5 0.8 7530 78.0 38.0'1 0.487
Primacord

*Where possible, average values are presented.
IUsing method of Ref. 7.
4-Using method of this paper.
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STUDIES OF THE DIAMETER-DEPENDENCE OF DETONATION
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INTRODUCTION but the accuracy of these measurements is in
doubt.

Many solid propellants, although much less
sensitive to initiation by shock or other stimuli Several theories have been developed to
than most high explosives, are detonable in explain the variation of detonation velocity with
charge sizes which are small enough to make diameter. These theories relate the velocity,
storage and handling of such compositions ex- V, at a particular diameter, D, to the "ideal"
tremely hazardous. In a study of the sensitivity velocity, U0 , and the reaction zone length, •,
of a material, knowledge of the factors which or the reaction time, t,.
influence the detonation propagation in a system
are desired. There exists, for a given compo- The "curved front" theory of Eyring and
sition at a specific density, a diameter below coworkers [1] expresses the relationship by the
which detonation cannot be propagated in a cy- equation
lindrical charge. This critical or failure diam-
eter, Df, appears to be related to the kinetics (1)
of the reacting system. 1-

Because of the rapidity of the detonation The reaction-zone length is related to the re-
reaction, kinetic measurements cannot readily action time by the expression
be made, and any knowledge of the kinetics
must involve extrapolations from data obtained
at lower temperatures and pressures. No ki- P0 (2)
netic data are Pvailable for systems as complex T1 -Ut I 0. 75 Ut'

as a multicomponent propellant. However, re-
lationships exist which relate detonation veloc- where po and p, are the initial and final density,
ity to the reaction-zone length or the reaction respectively.
time of a detonation reaction. The detonation
velocity can be measured with relative ease The "nozzle" theory of H. Jones [1,4] can
and good precision. be expressed by the equation

In general, with cylindrical charges of po- 2 o 2
rous high explosives, the detonation velocity, U, = 1 + 3.2 (")
increases with charge diameter. The increase
is rapid near the failure diameter and then
levels off, approaching the "ideal" value, u°, at This is an empirical relationship given by Tay-
large diameters. (v0 is the value given by lor to express Jones' results. Taylor [4] used
hydrodynamic-thermodynamic theory for a t= ý/U, so that
one-dimensional, steady-state detonation wave.)
Detonation velocities of high explosives at or Iu\' (4)
near failure diameter are often as much as 30 ( -3.2 D 2.

to 40 percent below the "ideal" value [1,2]. It

has been reported that there is no change of ve- Wood and Kirkwood [5] have described the
locity in gun powder with charge diameter [3], velocity dependence in terms of the radius of
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curvature of the detonation front rather than in Each round was initiated at one end by
terms of the charge diameter. Their equation means of a C-4 explosive booster having a bulk
is density of 1.59 gm/cc and a diameter equal to

that of the charge. The boosters had length-to-
U 35 (5) diameter ratios of 3; they were cylindrical in

U0 s shape through 2-1/2-inch diameters and conical
at the larger sizes. Initiation of the boosters

where s is the radius of curvature of the deto- was by No. 8 electric detonators.

nation front.
The ion probes were fabricated at these

These three theories are the most com- Laboratories from 19-gage stainless-steel tubing
monly used. In the present work, failure diam- normally used in the manufacture of hypodermic
eters and detonation velocities as functions of needles. Within these, in lengths varying from
diameter have been measured for several I to 9 inches, depending upon the charge size
plastisol-nitrocellulose composite propellants, with which they were to be used, were inserted
and for ammonium perchlorate and C-4 for 24-gage enameled magnet wire, secured in
comparison purposes. The reaction times and place by Duco cement. The steel sheath was
reaction-zone lengths have been calculated using partially cut away from the sensing end to ex-
the "curved front" and "nozzle" theories. Since pose the inner conductor; the tip of the assem-
the radius of curvature of the detonation front bly was beveled to permit easy insertion into
as a function of diameter was not known, corre- the propellant charge (Fig. 1). After initial
lation with the Wood and Kirkwood equation was development, these probes proved to have ex-
not attempted. cellent reliability and loss of information at a

station was rare.

MEASUREMENT OF THE
DIAMETER-DEPENDENCE 24 GAUGE MAGNET WIRE

OF DETONATION VELOCITY
ENAmEL_ OtDucd CEMtN4

Detonation velocities were measured by ion- - ----------------------.
probes inserted at five positions along the axis
of 40-inch-long, unconfined, cylindrical propel- 19 GAUGE HYPO TUBING

lant charges varying in diameter from 1-1/4 to
7-1/2 inches. In addition to propellant formu- Fig. 1 - Ion-probe assembly

lations (Table 1), granular ammonium perchlo-
rate and C-4 (91 percent RDX, 9 percent wax)
were studied. Formulation A was examined in
both confined and unconfined states and for two One probe, serving as a trigger, was
different particle sizes of ammonium perchlo- placed between the booster and charge. Five
rate (55-601 and 10-184 weight median diame- additional probes were located at various sta-
ters). The ammonium perchlorate particle size in tions down the charge, the first at 3 inches
the other compositions was 55-60g. The aluminum from the interface and the others in 8-inch in-
inA and F was 6 - 8 g weight median diameter. crements. Each downstream probe led to an

8-megacycle counter chronograph (Potter);
TABLE 1 circuitry was so arranged that the counter

Compositions Used in Detonation Studies would be stopped upon the probe's becoming
conductive (Fig. 2). The chronographs were

Formu- Weight %1 started in common by the trigger so a malfunc-
F...or tion at one station would not affect readings
lation Nfl4ClO4 f KC1 I RDXI Al from subsequent stations. The incremental

I_ I I,_times were obtained by difference. This ar-

A 30.00b 0 0 15.00 rangement gave as many as four replicate
B 35.29 0 0 0 measurements for each round (excluding the
C 29.41 0 5.88 0 first 3-inch measurement); two or three rounds
D 20.29 0 15.00 0 were fired at each diameter.
E 0 0 35.29 0
F 0 30.40 0 14.90 Efforts were made to learn something of

I I the transition phenomena by means of a con-
aBinder by difference. tinuous-wire resistance probe, in the manner of
bTwo particle sizes used: 55-

6
04 (A-l) and that developed by the Bureau of Mines [6], lo-

10-184 (A-2). cated at the initial part of the charge. Owing to
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-250 v.dc.

I MEGOHM

__ TO POTTERIPINSW1TCH 10 MEGOHM MEGACY O CLI~ ~ ~~0 r_________

Fig. 2 - Ion-probe circuitry

the difficulty in casting the propellant with the est diameter measured. Because of this, a
probe in the center, the probe was attached to straight-line fit of velocity vs l/D has been
the exterior of the charge. These attempts used to describe the data.
failed to produce records of sufficient continu-
ity and resolution to permit intelligent infer- Comparison of A-1 and B shows that the
ences to be made. aluminized propellant has a lower velocity and,

by implication, a shorter reaction zone than its
The failure diameter, Df, was established, aluminum-free counterpart. The non-aluminized

within limits, with charges of various diame- formulation, B, has the same ratio of ammo-
ters (L/D=4) initiated by C-4 boosters of nium perchlorate to binder as the aluminized
matching diameters; the occurrence of detona- formulation, A-1. Thus, if aluminum did not
tion was determined by perforation of a 1/2- play a role in the detonation, reaction, the
inch-thick mild steel witness plate located at stoichiometry of the two compositions would
the downstream end of the charge. be the same. The difference in velocity and

CALCULATION OF REACTION-ZONE
LENGTH AND EFFECTS OF
CONSTITUTIVE VARIATIONS 72 E

The velocity data for formulations A
through F and for Composition C-4 are given in
Table 2. The data for the non-aluminized for-
mulations, B, C, D, and E, are plotted in Fig. 3 &8
and for the aluminized formulations A-i, A-2,D
and F in Fig. 4. The straight lines drawn in the 6
figures were obtained by a least-squares fit of 1 0
the data to Eq. (1). 0

The reaction-zone lengths and ideal deto- - B 0
nation velocities were calculated using both 62
"curved front" and "nozzle" theories (Table 3).
Owing to the small change in velocity as a 61 . . . . .
function of diameter and the scatter of the data, 0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 10
the two theories appear to fit the data equally w/-,w

well. However, the "curved front" theory gives Fig. 3 - Diameter-dependence of
a slightly better overall fit. In several cases, detonation velocity of non-alumi-
the ideal velocity given by the "nozzle" theory nized plas tis ol-nitrocellulose
is lower than the measured velocity at the larg- composite propellants
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TABLE 2
Detonation Velocity as a Function of Charge Diameter in
Plastisol-Nitrocellulose Propellants and in Composition C-4

Charge Detonation Velocity (mm/jisec)
Diameter

(in.) A-I A-2 B C D E F C-4

1/2 - - - 7.825

3/4 - - - - - 8.026

1 - 6.105 - - 7.027 7.924
- 6.094 - - - - -

1-1/4 5.970 6.200 - - 6.535 7.097
5.931 6.154 - - 6.564 - -

1-1/2 6.074 6.337 - 6.301 6.649 7.082 - 8.019
6.050 - - - 6.676 - - -

6.072 .- - -.

1-3/4 ...- - 5.596
- - - - - 5.552 -

2 6.074 6.345 - 6.369 6.816 7.194 5.627 8.039
6.050 - - - - 5.654 -

6.072 - - - - - - -

2-1/2 6.086 6.325 6.272 6.443 6.826 7.153 5.666 -
6.150 - 6.274 - 6.795 - 5.736 -
6.173 - - - - - - -

4 6.277 - 6.418 6.468 6.887 7.262 5.787 -
6.313 - 6.393 - - - - -

- - 6.414 -....

6 6.305 - 6.443 6.662 ....
6.281 - 6.439 - - - - -

- - 6.443 - - - - -

7-1/2 6.353 - 6.515 - - - - -

6.361 - 6.545 - - - - -
- - 6.443 - - - - -

reaction-zone length indicate that aluminum for propellant F show the effect of replacing
does react in the detonation reaction zone. ammonium perchlorate with an inert material.

Figure 4 shows the influence of ammonium The small change in detonation velocity
perchlorate particle size. The reaction-zone with charge diameter is not peculiar to propel-
length is shorter for the formulation containing lants; Composition C-4 high explosive exhibits
the smaller particles. This is to be expected if similar behavior (Table 2).
the mechanism of the detonation reaction is a
grain-burning type. It is somewhat surprising Comparison between granular materials
that the ideal velocity is not the same, since and composite substances, that is, between po-
this should depend on the final products and not rous and nonporous (consolidated) media, is
the rate of reaction. This may indicate that given by the data for 55-60g ammonium per-
more material reacts between the detonation chlorate and the corresponding propellant, A-1.
front and the C-J plane when the particle size Because of the inconveniently high failure di-
of the reacting material is smaller. The data ameter of unconfined ammonium perchlorate,
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TABLE 3
Reaction-Zone Lengths and Ideal Detonation Velocities

"Curved Front" Theory "Nozzle" Theory
Formu- Dflation (in.) U0 U0

(mm/jisec) (in.) (mm/Isec) (in

A-I 1.05-1.15 6.407 0.089 6.301 0.235
A-2 0.75-0.82 6.522 0.060 6.406 0.122

B 1.82-1.92 6.598 0.124 6.503 0.377
C 1.25-1.50 6.702 0.095 6.601 0.267
D 1.00-1.05 7.060 0.087 6.918 0.224
E 0.36-0.50 7.309 0.039 7.228 0.136
F 1.50-1.61 5.951 0.109 5.833 0.206

TABLE 4
Detonation Velocities as a Function of Diameter

6.4' of Propellant A-1 and Ammonium Perchlorate
0o A-2 (1.24 gm/cc) in Steel Water Pipe

S- 0 Charge Velocity

SDiameter (mm/psec)

"(in.) A-i AP

- F 3/4 6.020 -

1 6.086 2.654
- 2.650

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 G.8 1.0 - 2.647
I/D - i•

1-1/4 6.139 -
Fig. 4 - Diameter-depend-
ence of detonation velocity 1-1/2 6.192
of aluminized plastisol-
nitrocellulose composite
propellants 2 6.196 -

2-1/2 6.161 3.804
- 3.882

both substances were studied in steel water
pipe (Table 4). The behavior of the granular
material is quite different from that for con- perchlorate density. The amount of interstitial
solidated materials. In the former case, the space is therefore much smaller. Moreover,
velocity increases by almost 50 percent when the RDX crystals of the. C-4 are wetted by
the diameter is increased from 1 to 2-1/2 plasticizer and have no exposed free surfaces.
inches. In the same confinement and for the
same increase in diameter, A-1 increases only
by about I percent. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Since C-4 is "granular" on a microscopic 1. The change in detonation velocity with
scale, it is not strictly pore-free. At first charge diameter in consolidated propellants is
glance it would seem that C-4 should more much smaller than the velocity change in porous
closely resemble ammonium perchlorate in its explosives.
diameter-dependence of detonation velocity
than it does propellant. However, it must
be borne in mind that, in these experi- 2. A nonporous high explosive, C-4, even
ments, the bulk density of the C-4 is much though granular, also shows only a small change
closer to its limiting value than is the in velocity with charge diameter.
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3. Because of the scatter of the data and ORD-11909(Z), administered by the U.S. Army
the small change in velocity as a function of Missile Command.
diameter, no distinct applicability of either the
"curved front" or the "nozzle" theory over the The authors would like to thank Messrs.
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tween detonation velocity and reaction-zone oratories for formulating and casting the
length. charges and Messrs. J. F. Hester and W. H.

Evans for the design and fabrication of the
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reaction-zone length, the data give a good fit to
a linear plot of detonation velocity versus in-
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INTRODUCTION U 0 U- u (2)

In an attempt to find a method of determin- U D

ing the failure diameter of propellants which where
detonate in charge sizes too large to be handled
conveniently, a means of extrapolating from
results on RDX-adulterated propellants has

been derived. The method has been tested on U" = detonation velocity calculated from
plastisol-nitrocellulose -type propellants and one-dimensional hydrodynamic theory,
then applied to PBAA-binder propellants.

A general method for calculating failure I = reaction-zone length, and

diameter has been given by Evans [1]. The D = charge diameter.
reaction time, defined in terms of a single
first-order rate process is Eyring et al. [2] also use the relation

t cvRT 2  E(E a) = 0. 75 tU . (3)
L>E.Q R Combination of Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) gives

where

D (U- U= cRT2  F (4)t = reaction time, 075U\Uo i--- exP .

v= specific heat at constant volume, At the failure diameter this becomes

R = gas constant per mole,

Df _ U_- Uf_ cRT
2  

E(.) (5)
= frequency factor, 0.75Uf (Uo - a exp .

E = activation energy,
If a high explosive which releases a large

Q = energy released in detonation reac- amount of energy (e.g., RDX) is added to a rel-
tion zone, and atively inert propellant formulation, the reac-

tion time and, consequently, the failure diameter
T = temperature produced in unreacted will be smaller in the formulation containing

propellant by the detonation front, the explosive than in the unadulterated formu-
lation. If it is assumed that the rate-determining

The reaction time can also be related to step is not changed by the high explosive, the
the charge diameter through one of the many temperature T necessary for detonation, the
theories dealing with detonation velocity- diam- activation energy E., and the frequency z are
eter relations. The relation used in this paper is unchanged. If, at the same time, the physical
that given by Eyring's "curved front" theory properties of the explosive are not significantly
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altered, c. is also constant. Equation (5) can for the base propellant. Q, is assumed to be
then be reduced to the heat of explosion of RDX.

Thus, the quantities U0 and Uf are the only
D-f(U_-Uf_ AUf (6) quantities in Eq. (6) which must be determined

/U Q for the calculation of the failure diameter of
the base propellant. The "ideal" velocity U° can

where be determined from hydrodynamic theory. How-
ever, Uf is still unknown and, since the quantity

0.75 C RT2  Ea (7) (U- Uf)/U° involves a small difference of two
A - yE exp . large numbers, an approximation of u1 would

not give sufficient accuracy. A relationship be-

A is a constant for any given base propellant. tween (U° - U f)/Uo and some property of the
propellant is needed.

In this equation, Q is the total heat of det-
onation for the base propellant and the added FAILURE -DIAMETER CALCULATIONS
explosive, or FOR PLASTISOL-NITROCELLULOSE

Q = n1 Q1 + n 2 Q2  
PROPELLANTS

where Measurements of velocity vs diameter on
plastisol-nitrocellulose composite propellants*'

n= weight fraction of explosive, were used to develop a relation between the
quantity (U0 - Uf)/U° and Df (Table 1 and Fig. 1).

n2 = weight fraction of base propellant, Formulation A-1 is an aluminized, ammonium
perchlorate-containing propellant. Formula-

Q, = heat of detonation of explosive per tion B has the same oxidizer-to-binder ratio as
gram, and A-i, but contains no aluminum. Formulations

C, D, and E resemble Bbut with the specified

Q2 = heat of detonation of base propellant amount of RDX replacing an equal weight of
per gram. ammonium perchlorate. Fig. 1 shows that

log [(U' - Uf)/U°] vs Df gives a straight line:
The velocities U0 and Uf in Eq. (6) can be

obtained from measurements of velocity as a U°- I f
function of diameter. The velocity data are -log ( U0 0.0415 Df+ 0. 990 [Df in cm]. (8)
plotted as a function of 1/D and an extrapolation U0

is made to give the velocity values at infinite
diameter and at failure diameter. Measure-
ments of velocity as a function of diameter at *See Part I: Attempts to Calculate Reaction-
two RDX concentrations give values of A and Q2  Zone Thickness.

0.10

0.07

Fig. 1 - Empirical relation between Df and 0.05 -

(u° - uf)/U0 
for plastisol-nitrocellulose corn- 0o

posite propellants (Eq. (8))

0

0.02

0.01 I

0 1 2 3 4 5

Df - cm
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TABLE 1 proportional to the reaction time, this sets an
Detonation Parameters for Plastisol- upper limit on the possible reaction time for

Nitrocellulose Propellants detonation.
u0

Formu- % Df (mm/ (U0 -Uf)/Uo APPLICATION OF METHOD TO
lation RDX (in.) Asec) INERT-BINDER PROPELLANTS

A-i 0 1.05-1.15 6.407 0.081 The propellants to which the failure-diam-
B 0 1.82-1.92 6.598 0.066 eter method was applied have failure diameters
C 5.88 1.25-1.50 6.702 0.069 which are easily measured. The real value of
D 15.00 1.00-1.05 7.060 0.085 this technique would be for the prediction of
E 35.29 0.36-0.50 7.309 0.090 failure diameters in relatively inert materials,

which have failure diameters too large to meas-
ure directly. If Eq. (8) were valid, it would

Equations (6) and (8) were applied to For- indicate that no material with a failure diameter
mulations C,D, and E to back-calculate the fail- over 4 inches would be detonable. This was
ure diameter of Formulation B. The calculated tested for a polybutadiene-acrylic acid com-
value was Df = 1.96 in. compared with a meas- posite.
ured value of 1.82 in. < Df < 1.92 in., giving a
satisfactory check on the calculation. Two PBAA formulations containing RDX

were selected for velocity determinations. The
Another series of failure-diameter meas- base formulation was composed of 62.5 weight

urements [3] had been made on a different percent of a bimodal blend, 70 percent 1801 and
plastisol propellant composition with varying 30 percent 105g weight-median-diameter am-
amounts of RDX. The base composition con- monium perchlorate, 12.5 weight percent 3-5u
tained 20 percent aluminum, 30 percent ammo- aluminum in a PBAA binder. To this base
nium perchlorate and 50 percent binder. The Type B, Class E RDX was added to make for-
RDX added replaced an equal weight of ammo- mulations which contained 25 and 18 percent
nium perchlorate. The failure diameters RDX. The failure diameters and velocities as
measured for the RDX-containing formulations a function of diameter were measured as de-
are given in Table 2. These data were used to scribed in Part L." Rather than substitute RDX
calculate the failure diameter of the propellant for ammonium perchlorate and maintain a
with no RDX. Values of U0 were assumed from constant solids loading, RDX, which is stoichio-
the data on other similar formulations. The metrically balanced, was added to the fixed-
calculated value of Df was 1.26 in.; the meas- composition base propellant so that the stoi-
ured value was 1.05 in. < Df < 1.38 in. chiometry of the final propellant would be

constant.
TABLE 2

Failure Diameters for Aluminized, Plastisol- Failure-diameter measurements were also
Nitrocellulose Composite Propellant, with RDX made on formulations containing 20 and 16 per-
Replacing a Portion of the Ammonium Perchlo- cent RDX.
rate (Ref. 3)

The detonation velocities as a function of
Df I76 Df charge diameter are given in Table 3 for the

RDX (in.) RDX (in.) formulations containing 18 and 25 percent RDX.
The velocities are plotted as a function of 1/D

2 0.82-1.05 10 0.36-0.62 in Fig. 2. The straight lines shown in the fig-
ure are

5 0.65-0.82 20 <0.36
U -_1_- 0.0448 (9)

5.738 D

Inspection of Eqs. (6) and (8) shows that, for 25 percent RDX and
depending on the value of AUf/Q, the number of
possible solutions is two, one, or none. The U 0. 117 (10)
two curves are tangent (single solution) when 5.358 -- D
AUf/Q z 0.4 and Df = 11 cm or 4 in. For
AUf/Q < 0.4 there are two solutions and for for 18 percent RDX.
AUf/Q > 0.4, none. Thus any material to which
Eq. (8) applies must have a failure diameter 9"See Part I: Attempts to Calculate Reaction-
under 4 in. or it will not detonate. Since A/Q is Zone Thickness.
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TABLE 3 1.4 7
Diameter-Dependence of Detonation -log (UU - 0.0352Df [Dfinin.).
Velocity of PBAA-Binder Propellants \ . 0[/
Containing RDX TABLE 4

Detonation Parameters for PBAA
Charge Propellant Containing RDX

Df Diam- Velocity
RDX (in.) eter (mmfusec) U° s ecf

(i. (in.) mmse)(mm/ (mm/ (UV- Uf)/V

25 1.00-1.15 1-1/4 5.519 __ 4. usec) __ -

1-1/4 5.531 25 1.00-1.15 5.735 5.496 0.0417
2 5.644 18 2.25-2.50 5.358 5.107 0.0468

2 5.644Slig o h
2-1/2 5.633
2-1/2 5.622

4 5.666 Solving for the constants in Eq. (6) gives

18 2.25-2.50 2-1/2 5.116 Q2 = -210 cal/gm and A= 1.325 or

3 5.144
3 5.137 U- U• 1.325Uf (12)
4 5.222 D \U ° 1280n9_ 210n 2

4 5.188

6 5.252
This equation was used to plot curves of
(Uo - U f)/Uo vs Df for formulations containing
25, 20, 18, and 16 percent RDX (Fig. 3). The
failure diameter of a particular formulation is

5.8 - given by the intersection of the curve of Eq. (12)
- for that formulation with the curve given by

5.6 Eq. (11). Comparison of the calculated and
measured failure diameter shows good agree-
ment for all formulations except that containing
16 percent RDX (Table 5).

,52 TABLE 5
= • Calculated and Measured Failure Diameters

5.0 for PBAA Propellants Containing RDX

48 [ I I I I I .I I I I TO Df Df
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 LO Measured Calculated

1/D - RDX (in.) (in.)

Fig. 2 - Diameter-dependence 25 1.00-1.15 1.12
of detonation velocity of PBAA 20 1.61-1.75 1.81
composite propellants contain- 18 2.25-2.50 2.52
ing RDX 16 2.75-3.00 4.63

Table 4 gives the detonation parameters The large discrepancy between the meas-
calculated with Eqs. (9) and (10). An average ured and calculated failure diameter for the 16-
value of 1.08 in. was used for Df of the 25-per- percent-RDXformulation indicates that Eq. (11)
cent-RDX formulation. Since there was one does not adequately describe this propellant
"no go" obtained for the 18-percent-RDX formu- system. Before the method described above
lation at 2.5 in. in five determinations, 2.5 in. can be applied to inert-binder systems, a rela-
was used for the failure diameter of this tion between Df and (U°- Uf)/U° must be deter-
formulation, mined by velocity-versus-diameter measure-

If a relation of the form of Eq. (8) is as- ments at several RDX concentrations.
sumed, the following relation is obtained from
the detonation parameters of these two formu- Because (U0 - U f)/UO appears to increase
lations (Table 4): with increasing failure diameter, there is no
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.10 Eq. 12

Dfmeas.

.08-

0 .06 Eq. 11 Fig. 3 - Calculated relation between Dfand

7 16. RDX (U ° - uf)/U ° for PBAA composite propellants
0 .04 18% RDX containing RDX

20% RDX

.02 25% RDX

o ._L I

0 2 4 6 8
Df - in.

limiting failure diameter as there was in the that the base propellant is not detonable in this
case of plastisol-nitrocellulose propellants. case.
However, in this case the negative value of Q,
would be limiting. When n Q I+n 2 Q 2  0, deto-
nation is no longer possible. The significance ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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ABSTRACT

Based on simple assumptions for the equation of state, reaction
rate and increase of cross section behind the shock front, ordinary dif-
ferential equations are established which determine the structure of the
reaction zone of a steady non-ideal detonation in a perfect gas. Start-
ing the numerical integration at the C-J point, profiles of the reaction
zone for y = 1.4 and y = 3 are obtained, and examples are presented in
the form of graphs. The range and limit of detonation for a given ini-
tial state are discussed, and for y = 1.4 some limit curves are plotted.
Some concluding remarks concern nonsteady detonations.

1. INTRODUCTION stream line, replacing thereby the interdepend-
ence of the different stream filaments.

A nearly steady, non-ideal detonation, i.e.,
one with a convex curved shock front and with a Once A(z) has been fixed the problem is
detonation velocity inferior to its normal value, similar to the case of the ideal detonation (A =
occurs with a detonating gas column or an ex- const). According to shock strength or oncom-
plosive rod of a moderate diameter, with or ing flow velocity the integration of the relevant
without confinement. The preference given to differential equations will in general give a zone
steady cases in theoretical studies is justified, pattern either totally subsonic or terminated by
the exact definition of "detonation" under un- thermal chocking at the sonic limit, therefore
steady conditions being rather problematic. In not resulting in a steady solution. The desired
numerous papers [1-6] non-ideal detonations solution represents the limiting case of these
have been studied theoretically, always with two domains - corresponding to the experi-
strongly simplifying approximative assumptions, mental fact that the stable, self-propagating

detonation forms the limiting case between
In the plane and axisymmetric cases there shocks running too fast and decelerating (over-

is a two-dimensional flow with a subsonic and a driven detonations) and those running too slowly
supersonic range. Mathematical difficulties are and self-accelerating.
caused by the mixed (elliptic and hyperbolic)
behavior, by the shock wave shape and detona- To fix A(z) we use the quantity
tion velocity both unknown a priori, and by the
simultaneous chemical reaction. An isolated 1 dA
investigation of the velocity deficit without de- d- (1)
termining the flow pattern and reaction profile
is not satisfactory. Further complications, occurring in the basic equations, as a local
such as three-dimensional geometry, unsteady measure of the lateral expansion, and we as-
processes, mechanical behavior of the surround- sume it to be a constant for simplicity and for
ings, transport properties and instabilities may want of detailed information. So we can calcu-
be disregarded in a first approximation. late reaction profiles; further by variation of

shock intensity (or shock Mach number M0) and
But the interaction of flow and reaction may expansion coefficient (E) we can find the condi-

even be studied in case of a single stream fila- tions for the development of a detonation. The
ment by making appropriate assumptions on the limiting curve in the M0 - E plane is in general
variation of cross section A = A(z) along the not monotonic; the descending branch represents

107
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the dependence of the detonation velocity on the u const. (8)
confining conditions; the ascending branch is -n
interpreted as a sensitivity curve.

Using the integrals (3), (8) and dropping the
The numerical calculations have been car- time t Eq. (2) is reduced to a system of second

ried out on a Bull Gamma ET Computer. order that may be written

du Eu- -r dk r
2. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE dz M

2 
-l 7 (9)

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The flow starting with M < 1 behind the normal

The fundamental equations of one-dimensional shock and later on proceeding to M > 1, accord-
steady flow in the usual notation, with (1), v = 1/p ing to Eq. (9) a point with*
and with a single reaction progress variable X
read Eu = or at M z 1 (10)

dz udt, udu + vdp = 0, dH - vdp 0, (C-J point) has to be passed (generalized C-J

(2) condition).
dv duv u cdz, dur rdt. One might suppose that in the general case

the integration starting at the shock either ends
It follows immediately at M = 1, cu i ar (choking, no steady solution,

self-acceleration) or remains totally subsonic

H U H (3) (can only be steady with energy supply; other-
Scon r wise decelerating), and that transonic integra-

tion paths satisfying Eq. (10) (steady and self-
Concerning state equation, reaction rate and propagating; not necessarily stable) are realized
expansion we make the special assumptions only as limiting cases between these two types.

But this conception will be corrected later on.
H = H(p,v,X) = h(p,v) + q(X), q > 0,

(4) By introducing dimensionless quantities
and using Eq. (7) we obtain from (9) a differ-

h = Y pv q = XH, , -Y = const; ential equation

X -h /h dM ( I 1 M
r = r(p,v,k)= --f -e 1 +- -M

c (5) dA. 2 1-k

tý = const, hc = const; XL± [+ '2--i M2) (M2-_1)-1 ()

E const. 
(6)

with
The expression (5), derived from Eq. (30) in
Ref. 3, has been so chosen that in near- EU E M 3/2 el/h'
equilibrium the reaction rate is proportional to ur H A

the distance from the equilibrium. Equation (4)
implies O<_ < 1. The stagnation enthalpy H, , - = ii (1A I)
only apparently enters into the rate function. h '(-+_ A, )

We need further the (frozen) sound velocity
a, the coefficient g serving as a measure of the C Et C ( 1x- , H, H, /h, (12)

mechanical effect of the reaction [7] Integration of Eq. (11) yields M M(x) and h;

________ ?/?/ then H is found from (4), u from (3), z by
a = V1quadrature according to (9), v from (8), p from

H/ 'ap - v a v6H/ýv (4).

and the flow Mach number M u/a.

From (4) results

a2 = ypv = ('Y- 1)h -H/h, (7)

from (2) and (6) *Since our > o and u > o we must have c > o.
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3. INITIAL VALUES AND a saddle point whereas P2 is either a nodal or
SINGULAR POINTS a focal (spiral) point. The range (14) is divided

into three zones (Fig. 2):
We suppose the original substance (index 0)

to impinge normally on a convex shock front h < 1 = P, (saddle) (16)
with a velocity u0 . The state behind the vertex
of the shock (index 1) nniquely results by appli-
cation of the shock conditions. If the flow is X, > X(h:) =P P2 (focus)
plane or axisymmetric we get c = 1/R[(v 0/v,) - 1]
in the first and E = 2/R [(v!/v,) - 11 in the second 1 (t' - 1)2]- 2(17)
case, R being the vertex curvature radius (cf. f2 f
Ref. 3, Eq. (19*)). Therefore we can replace R 2f
by c and characterize the shock by the dimen-
sionless parameters h:- -T1 > k, >. *: p, P 2 (node) . (18)

0h o = h 0 / h c , q 0 = q o/ h c , M 0, , ' " ( 1 3 )
The boundary

Corresponding to the col possible initial condi-
tions (13) there are, for a fixed _/. 4 integral A,: h-; -1 1. + 1
paths which have to be classified as choking, 7
subsonic and transonic. The first type is sepa-
rated within the parameter space from the sec- on which P I = P 2, is independent of y. The
ond type by the third; therefore we have only to second boundary
look for the transonic paths. We begin the in-
tegration of (11) at the C-J point P.,; afterwards A2 : ¾, = Z(h',)

we shall determine the corresponding initial
values (13). merges for y-' 1 in the lines A, and h; = 0, SO

that the nodal zone disappears. At y = 3 it fol-
So we choose \* and h. with lows ) ? 1, so the focal zone vanishes.

0 < < 1 < < co (14) The transonic paths must, besides Eq. (10),
fulfill at P. the condition dM/dX < 0. In the

the quantities (12) determining the direction saddle case there is at P. exactly one charac-
field for (11) are functions of these values: teristic direction with negative slope:

+h ; -3/2 H , , H' 2 h (1 -h (15)')

2r 'r 2 2 1-

The direction field (Fig. i) has two singular 2k.2(1--2 ÷2¾' + 1- 2h'j. (19)

points, P 1 and P 2; detailed discussion [8,9] The separatrix passing through P, = P 1 in this
shows that PF (with smaller value x) is always direction (heavy continuous line in Fig. la, b)

ab)'\

I----------------------js2 S9
t.1 M

00 0 O
C1 0 A1

Fig. 1 - Direction field, singular points and in-
tegral curves (schematic); lines of horizontal
(0) and vertical direction (co); (a) saddle and
focal points, (b) saddle and nodal points
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has the desired properties and separates chok- value x = X.= N0 with k, < x < X. and with cor-
ing paths from subsonic paths, forming an ele- responding values M I, u , v p , given by the in-
ment of the detonation limit we are looking for. tegration. From Eq. (15), (4) and the jump
The paths satisfying (16) and (19) are shortly conditions
called "t paths."

P _ -Y+ 1 7+1 P1  y- 1
In the nodal case (18) there are at P. two o 2 + 1 M 2  

-

negative characteristic slopes: (19) with a P 2 7 M 2 -y1l 0 Po 27

uniquely determined quasi-separatrix (heavy (20)
dashed line in Fig. lb), the other with cc' U0  V _v (Y+ 1) P, + (x- 1) P0

integral paths in each of two directions (sub- UI V I (Y -)p, + (,7+ 1 p 0
sonic and supersonic). These are separated
from choking paths by the quasi-separatrix. the initial parameters (13) result uniquely as

far as
Hence the transonic paths through P 2 do

not border on subsonic paths but are situated M 2 > (-/-
within the detonation range, this being charac- I12y (21)

terized by paths attaining M = 1. We shall not
further investigate the physical meaning of the Hence for min 1)/2y (cf. Fig. 5) all val-
paths through P 2, but refer to some papers [10- ues X between N,, and Xs are permitted; in
12] on ideal detonation with two reactions, which case of
seem to be concerned with quite similar prob-
lems. M2. <(- 1)112 (22)"mIn

The focal case (17) yields no transonic there is between N, and \s a smaller interval,
paths. the points of which do not represent shock

states, (21) being invalid.
The physically meaningful part of each t

path (Figs. 1, 3) extends in the supersonic Thus the co2 saddle states (Fig. 2) give wo3

range to a point P. with M = z = co, 0 < ý <N,; initial states which in the parameter space (13)
the chemical equilibrium (A 0) is not attained, form the hypersurface referred to as detonation
the reaction freezing previously owing to strong limit. The nodal states on the other hand yield
expansion. In the subsonic range the t path n3 transonic paths and C04 initial states.
ends at a second sonic point s with (dM/dK)s = co,
k. < $S < 1. Between P. and S, M has a minimum
value on the -, path: 4. MARGINAL CASES

M z Miin at x = Of the four margins of the saddle zone
(Fig. 2) the line K, = 0 is the most important,

Now, in order to coordinate an initial state as it corresponds to the ideal detonation (e = o)
(13) with the C-J state P. P 1 we choose a because of Eq. (15). The supersonic part of

a) b)
2 - - - - - 7 -

saddle

5addle zone 4 A,

nodefocus 

-l,)
P P-

1-- P22

A, focat zone (r4i4)
02' n - 2 ~ todal zone (y=3)

0 0.4 0.5 0.8 1 0.05 0Z

Fig. 2 - Ranges and limits for P.; (a) position
of and key to the examples in Figs. 3-10, (b)
detail from (a)
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the m - M curve (Fig. 3) for x, -0 degenerates been calculated for y = 1.4 and 60 for T = 3.
into a straight line X ; const 0 and disappears For graphs to be presented eight cases (four
at k, = 0. For the subsonic part for each y) have been chosen and distinguished

by different lines according to Fig. 2a and
lir M~in = 0 Table 1. Each of the Figs. 3-10 (zone struc-

X. - 0 tures of eight -E paths) shows separately the

examples for y = 1.4 (part a) and -x = 3 (part b).
lirn m = 1 holds; the ascending branch merges Table 1 gives some characteristic numerical
into the segment N= 1, 0 <M < 1 and is finally values.
omitted. The descending branch for X, = 0 is
represented by algebraic formulae [13] not de- Figure 3 shows the direct result of the in-
pending on h, tegration of Eq. (11). In many cases the curva-

ture near M = Mmin was very strong, making a
M2 (1 - \/)/( 1 + y careful choice of the step size necessary. The

freezing for M -. o is more pronounced for y = 3
u/a, = v/V*= 1 - /T p/p 1 + y %' than for y = 1.4; further it is favoured by a low

C-J temperature (low ih). The limit values
z has to be calculated by quadrature; it trans-
pires that z* = -. Because of Eq. (21) the con- N, = lirm
dition \ <_- 2 is to be imposed, and the dashed M -

parts of the curves in Fig. 3c become insig-
nificant. On the border e'= 0 of the parameter are listed in Table 1.
space (13) the detonation limit is represented by

Figures 4-7 illustrate the reaction zone
2 structure by plotting \, M, h/K,, p/p, as func-

2(y/+ 1) co = h0(M 0 - M0')2 (23) tions of a dimensionless space coordinate
z' = czh:1 " i 2 which was chosen so that z', - z'

On the border curve A1 there is P I P2; shows a small variation. It was convenient to
the t path (separatrix) becomes a quasi- assume z, = 0, so M < 1 for z' < 0.
separatrix without degenerating. It is only
when P. traverses A, and approaches A2 that The examples largely behave in a similar
the subsonic part shrinks to a point, whereby manner showing clear differences from the
Mmi-n- 1. So Eq. (22) is violated near A 2 but ideal detonation (Fig. 3c) which are essential
fulfilled for N,, ý 0. The earlier mentioned de- for subsequent considerations (sect. 6).
pendence of the position of A2 on y explains the
fact that (22) holds in the whole saddle zone for At high ii there is in Figs. 4-7 a well
y = 3 but not for , = 1.4 (see Fig. 5). defined induction time after which the reaction

starts abruptly. Depending on the value of N, a
At the margins hi = co and ,1 some considerable part of the reaction may still oc-

degeneration of the - paths occurs which can cur in the supersonic range (Fig. 4), discerni-
be overcome by using other variables. ble from the difference N, - N• (Table 1) or

quotient (N, - N)/(Ns- N).
5. CALCULATED REACTION

ZONE STRUCTURES One of the examples (Fig. 6a) shows a

By numerical integration following the remarkable temperature rise due to the reac-
Runge-Kutta method about 100 C paths have tion even in the supersonic range, whereas all

TABLE 1
Numerical Values Belonging to Figs. 3-10

1.4 0.2 0.1 0.0020 0.267 0.64 0.010
1.4 1 0.5 0.441 2.40 0.43 0.109
1.4 2 0.1 0.0572 2.67 0.13 3.8x10-'
1.4 2 0.8 2.06 12.0 0.27 0.388

3 0.2 0.1 0.0033 0.444 0.27 0.082
3 1 0.5 0.736 4.00 0.22 0.369
3 2 0.1 0.0953 4.44 0.075 0.015
3 2 0.8 3.43 20.0 0.15 0.635
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S a't4 bI =
3 44 3

00 0.5 1 0 0.5

1 c) A.,0

Fig. 3 - Integral curves to Eq. (11); (a) (b) four
examples in each case according to Fig. 2a, (c)
ideal detonations for comparison

0 ) yztI4 b ý

P5

P.6

0.40.04
0,a •. 0.4-

0.2 0.2L

0 ~ 't . ...... ..

2 3 -2 -1 Z 0 I 2

Fig. 4 - Spatial variation of the
reaction progress variable

13- Q) 1~.4 
13 b ) e =3• ' .. .•4 ............ 7 --

-/ b- i ." /

/ ,-< 2 / '7

S/.- S / /"

//

2  
. . .....7

-1 0 1 2 3 -2 -1 Z' 0 _ 2

Fig. 5 - Spatial variation of the flow Mach
number M= u/a for eight P paths; cf (22)
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a) a.. b) -3

P P.S P. " '

.................. ... .......

\ 1- I i . .

II -\ I

-1 0 z I•- 2 3 -2 -1 z, 0 -

Fig. 6 - Spatial variation of the enthalpy, h'= h/h,

3- a) 6-=4.6 / A. b) y=3

. 2 .... ... .. ..P/P.. P/P k

0 3 0-
-1 0 _ 2 -2 1 0 1 2

Fig. 7 Spatial variation of pressure

P* 1.

05 ..... ii soLi
.06 .\ ...... ..... / .

o I, f.

0.2- ~ 0.2- 1

-1 0 -2 -1 0

Fig. 8 - Reciprocal initial flow or shock Mach
number M= a0 /u 0 as a function of the space
coordinate or negative zone depth zl

a) Y=1.4  
5b) yz3

I ' .. P 2 'l

P. 1 P.

>>.-J / i t !

F ig 0 -2 --

Fig. 9- Reciprocal detonation pressure ratio as
a function of the space coordinate or negative
zone depth z"
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20.5

10 --------. -- - -- --- -- --

100

0. _.______2___ 2

Fig. 10 - Chemical -- thermodynamical initial
states Q {h0,q'} along F paths, parts of dis-
continuous curves have been connected by
light lines, curve A, as in Fig. 2

- paths calculated with y = 3 had their maxi- From (5) it results that r • 0 for h > 0,
mum of enthalpy in the subsonic range. The x > 0; the reaction takes place however weak
pressure maximum found in all cases in the the shock wave, the detonation range extending
subsonic range (Fig. 7) may amount to a multi- to E' = 0, M0 = 1. Accordingly limit curves of
ple of the C-J pressure at high values of -y and type I or II (Fig. I1 d) were found, ending at

M0 1 with E' > o.

Figures 8-10 have to do with the state of A more realistic curve, such as ImI in Fig.
the oncoming flow which is related by (20) to 11 d, would result if we set r = 0 beneath a tem-
the subsonic state interpreted as a shock state perature limit (ignition temperature). Our as-
insofar as (21) is valid. The 6 examples with sumption should, with a sufficiently small hi
(22), therefore, show curves with an interrup- (and possibly small q%), also yield curves ap-
tion. Figure 8 shows the shock Mach number, proaching the form II. Studies in this sense
Fig. 9 the detonation pressure ratio as a func- have not yet been possible because of the nec-
tion of the space coordinate z,, that is of the essary accuracy or the amount of computation
distance between shock and C-J plane. work.

On A1 being always hj < 2/3 the Q with
6. DETERMINATION OF ho = 0.7 (Fig. 11 a) are all situated in the saddle

DETONATION LIMITS zone. The manifold of the ml C-J states P.
corresponding to Q then has one of its ends at

Figure 10 shows for the chosen examples the ideal detonation, cf. (23):
the image curves in the h, - q, plane, i.e., the
manifold of the chemical-thermodynamic initial 2 +i
states Q = {ihoq% belonging to P.. P. and S 0 , += + 1 + 2
are among them, and the relations h0

+ 1 1 h'"A' the other at P, - Q with
2 1-X.

MH 7+ + q0
valid in case of X. s, bring about a one-to-one M2 1, hH h '= + 7 ho. , ,
correspondence between the domains 0 < >,, < 1,

hK > 0 (Fig. 2) and qo > o, ih > o. Curve A,  from (15). Both end points of the limiting curve
has the equation are given explicitly without integration. In case

1) 2- 3 of Fig. I1 b, c this is only valid for the first
"q (-y + I h /( 23 mentioned end point: Q lies to the left of A1,

(Fig. 10). P, is situated in the saddle zone, to Q is not possible. The end point M 1 isrealized by S =0; determination requires the
the right of A,; S was always found to the left

of A,. Through every point Q run _1 integral integration of (11).

curves, and the corresponding c pairs of val- 7. DISCUSSION
ues {M0, E') form the detonation limit for the Detonation Limit Curves
state Q. By evaluating the calculated paths, re-
drawing and interpolation we obtained such The monotonic curve type I (Fig. 11 d) can-
limiting curves for -y = 1.4 (Fig. 11 a-c). not occur in real cases for this would mean that
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[-)
h0 072[ h~o=O4

2 1 4

1~q 60 .-

20

q=6 c) o -

0.2

d)

I IV
1• 5 10 1 o

Fig. 11 - Detonation limits for fixed initial
states; (a) (b) (c) calculated limit curves,
(d) possible curve shapes for ideal and real
substance s

even a shock of vanishing strength would initiate falls not more than 10 percent below its normal
a vigorous reaction, in other words that the ini- value, the curves of Fig. 11 c are unrealistic in
tial state cannot exist. A stable substance, in- this respect.
sensitive even with a strong confinement (small
E) against shocks of moderate intensity may have Two stable detonation speeds for the same
a limiting curve of type M. initial state Q and the same F will exist, if 6

has two maxima on the limit curve (type IV in
Whereas the descending branch of the limit- Fig. 11 d). If the energy-yielding reactions

ing curve describes the dependence of the stable proceed in two steps with very different rates,
detonation velocity on the confinement conditions, after the first step a pseudo-equilibrium will
the ascending branch expresses the sensitivity be established. Nevertheless, only a single
of the explosive to shocks - more precisely: to ideal detonation speed can exist, a true chemi-
nearly steady shock waves with a constant ex- cal equilibrium being required at the C -J point.
pansion behind their front. One should coordi- But above a certain threshold expansion (cor-
nate effective values Mo and e with an arbitrary responding to the minimum of c' in curve IV)
shock load in order to localize the process with suddenly the lower speed may be observed. It
respect to the detonation limit, is felt that the phenomenon of a twofold detona-

tion speed can be really understood only in the
Two detonation speeds at a given charge framework of a theory of non-ideal detonation.

diameter also resulted formally in Ref. 6, Fig.
6. However, the discussion in this reference While the physical situation is somewhat
concerning the second branch appears somewhat obscure in the detonation range enclosed by the
unsatisfactory. From our considerations it limiting curve, the remaining range in the M0 - C
clearly follows that no stable detonations exist quadrant is uniformly characterized by sub-
here, because a shock only a little weaker would sonic paths. It is not possible here logically to
decelerate and a stronger one would accelerate, separate strong shocks with nearly complete

reaction as overdriven detonations from weak
The failure point, the end point of the stable shocks with negligible reaction. Therefore,

branch, should lie at E = max as far as the ex- only in the case of processes proceeding at
perimental conditions, e.g., a given charge di- constant area should one speak of "overdriven
ameter, are equivalent to E o const. As from detonation," otherwise of "shock-induced
experience the detonation speed until failure combustion."
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ABSTRACT

It is well known that some liquid explosives can detonate at either
high or low rates depending primarily on the strength of the initiating
stimulus. Earlier experimental and theoretical work conducted at the
Bureau and elsewhere suggests that inhomogeneities in the form of
cavities play an important role in the initiation of both high- and low-
velocity detonations. A recent experimental program has been carried
out in an effort to define more clearly features that are characteristic
of low-velocity detonation in liquids. Photographic studies of the
growth, propagation, and stability of low-velocity detonations in 50/50
nitroglycerin-ethylene glycol dinitrate (NG-EGDN) have yielded a sim-
ple physical model describing the qualitative features of the phenomena.
This model suggests that precursor wall waves with associated rare-
factions generate fluid cavitation ahead of the chemical reaction zone.
These cavities then serve as incipient reaction centers with initiation
occurring when they are overtaken by the high-pressure field associ-
ated with the reaction zone. Correlating experiments using air-filled
hemispherical cavities located on the free surface of fluids as welJ as
air-filled bubbles in a bulk of the liquid explosive indicate that liquid
microjetting may be responsible for the initiation of reaction within
the cavities.

INTRODUCTION support the detonation wave directly, but vari-
ous attempts to treat the LVD theoretically have

It has long been known that most liquid ex- met with only limited success.
plosives can detonate at either high or low ve-
locities depending on the strength of the initiat- In 1919, Stettbacker [4] suggested that low-
ing stimulus [1], but the basis for the existence and high-velocity detonation in nitroglycerin
of the two regimes has never been satisfactorily should be associated with the liquid derived
elucidated. Experience has shown that strong from two crystalline modifications recognized
initiation tended to give high-velocity detona- for this material. This suggestion was later
tion, and weaker initiation low-velocity detona- supported by Dserhkovich and Andreev [5]. This
tion. High-velocity detonations (HVD) in homo- theory was not consistent with observations that
geneous liquids, for example, require shock both high-and low-velocity detonations could be
initiating pressures of 50 to 100 kilobars [2,3] initiated in the same system with primers of
and progress at rates ranging from 6 to 8 mm/ different strength. Bowden and Gurton [6] at-
gsec depending on the system. These detona- tempted to define a minimum possible detona-
tion rates, and the associated detonation pres- tion velocity in thin films on the basis of hydro-
sures and temperatures, are in reasonable dynamic theory without making a detailed
agreement with values predicted by the hydro- assumption as to the nature of the reaction zone
dynamic theory of detonation. Low-velocity except that reaction took place at reduced pres-
detonations (LVD), on the other hand, can be sures because of the absence of confinement.
initiated by pressures one to two orders of Their theory was not consistent with the obser-
magnitude less than that required for the HVD vation that the LVD could take place in heavily
and have rates of about 2.0 mm/Jlsec. It is confined thin films without appreciable lateral
generally thought that for the LVD only a frac- expansion. Eyring and associates [7] in a treat-
tion of the total available energy serves to ment of the diameter-effect derived a double
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valued rate-diameter curve and suggested that 4.0-inch long Plexiglas' shock attenuator of the
the LVD may be associated with the lower same diameter served as an initiation source.
branch of the curve. This theory predicts that The explosive-attenuator combination delivers
the low-velocity detonation would be impossible a peak pressure of about 2.4 kilobars to the
below the critical charge diameter. Again, this NG-EGDN and has proven adequate for the ini-
has not been confirmed experimentally. Schall tiation of a low-velocity reaction under most
[8] has treated the stable LVD on the basis of circumstances. The tube materials investigated
incomplete reaction and the assumption that re- were lead, Plexiglas, aluminum, and steel with
action takes place at specific centers located in wall thicknesses of 1/16 inch, 1/8 inch, and 1/4
the fluid. Support for his theory, as well as the inch.
others, suffers from a lack of detailed informa-
tion concerning the structure of the low-velocity Detonation stability was determined from
detonation wave and details of the reaction streak camera records of the progress of the
mechanism. Recent experimental work has in- luminous reaction front along the entire length
dicated that inhomogeneities in the form of bub- of the charge. In the case of transparent Plexi-
bles play an important role in the initiation of glas containers, the LVD could be viewed di-
high-velocity detonations [3] and in the initiation rectly. The progress of the reaction in opaque
and propagation of LVD's [9-13]. Precursor containers was viewed through 1/4-inch diam-
shocks, propagated along container walls ahead eter ports spaced at 1-inch intervals along the
of the reaction zone, have also been observed to length of the tube as indicated in Fig. 1. The
accompany low-velocity reactions [13,14]. ports were sealed by a strip of transparent tape

cemented to the interior of the tube.
Recently, interest in the low-velocity phe-

nomenon has developed following recognition Typical streak camera records illustrating
that these abnormal detonations play an impor- both stable and unstable low-order detonations
tant part in characterizing the hazards of liquid in Plexiglas containers are presented in Fig. 2.
explosive systems, as demonstrated by the too Figure 2(a) shows the results obtained with
frequent accidents that have occurred in nitro- a 1/4-inch wall container; after the first 10 to
glycerin and liquid monopropellant facilities 15 cm of travel the detonation stabilizes and
from relatively mild stimuli. It is the purpose traverses the remainder of the column at a uni-
of this paper to describe some experiments form rate of 1.9 mm/gsec. While the initial
carried out at the Explosives Research Center phase of the reaction in the 1/16-inch wall tube,
in an effort to define the nature of the low- shown in Fig. 2(b), resembles that obtained with
velocity detonation regime in liquid explosives the 1/4-inch wall container, the reaction in the
more clearly. 1/16-inch wall progresses in a pulsating fashion

and appears to be dying out as it approaches the
downstream end of the tube.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
Both stable and unstable reactions were

Taylor [1] quotes low-velocity detonation also observed in charges contained in the metal
rates for nitroglycerin ranging from roughly 1.0 tubes. The combined results are presented in
mm/Asec to 2.5 mm/Asec depending on the di- Table 1 in terms of the type of reaction ob-
ameter of the explosive column and the strength served. Detonation rates are also included for
of the initiating source. However, since these the cases where stable detonations took place.
values represent rates averaged over the entire Independent measurements of the low-velocity
length of the column, it cannot be concluded that detonation pressures using a resistive gage be-
the rates are constant. Since the question of ing developed at this Center yielded values
stability is an essential one in gaining a more ranging from 5 to 20 kilobars depending on con-
thorough understanding of low-velocity detona- ditions of confinement.
tions (LVD), a series of experiments were con-
ducted to determine the effect of the kind and The results in Table 1 indicate that both
thickness of confining wall material on the sta- the sonic velocity of the wall material, relative
bility of the LVD in 50/50 nitroglycerin-ethylene to that of the NG-EGDN, and the tube wall thick-
glycol dinitrate (NG-EGDN). ness appear to be the factors in determining the

stability of the detonations. In particular, for
The basic charge arrangement used in

these studies is shown in Fig. 1. It consisted
of a cylindrical tube 16 inches long, having a *Trade names are used for information only
nominal 1-inch inside diameter; a 1-inch long x and endorsement by the Bureau of Mines is
1-5/8-inch diameter tetryl charge coupled to a not implied.
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50/50

_-Z- Nitroglycerin/ Ethylene Glycol
Dinit rote

1/4 in. diam. viewing ports

(Metal tube triols)
I in

I in16 in. long, Ilin. I D

Plexigios tube

I L.V. D.

I- 5/8 in. d nm x 4 in. long

P1e xiglos ottenuato,

1-5/8 in. diam. I I in. long
tetryl donor (p. a 1.57)

Priocord initiator

Fig. 1 - Basic charge geometryused in studies
of the stability of the low-velocity detonations

the case of lead tubes where the sound velocity exert a strong influence on the subsequent re-
is less than that of the liquid, unstable reactions actions. The results of stability studies re-
were observed for all wall thicknesses studied, ported here together with conclusions concern-
With Plexiglas, which has a sound velocity ing the importance of the precursor wall wave
slightly greater than that of NG-EGDN, unstable are in excellent agreement with the results of
reactions were observed in the 1/16-inch wall similar studies recently reported by Sosnova
tubes whereas stable detonations occurred in et al. [14].
the 1/8-inch and 1/4-inch wall containers. Es-
sentially the same results were obtained for In view of these results, two additional sets
trials using 1/16-inch and 1/4-inch thick wall of experiments were performed in an effort to
aluminum. On the other hand, stable detonations define reaction zone structure more clearly.
were observed for all three wall thicknesses of The first set of experiments was designed to
the steel containers. It will also be noted that locate the position of the precursor wall shock
for the stable low-velocity detonations the rates relative to the reaction zone for stable low-
are invariably in excess of the sonic velocity of order detonations in NG-EGDN. The experi-
the explosive, suggesting that the subsonic det- mental geometry used for this purpose is indi-
onation rates reported in the literature may cated in Fig. 3. It is essentially the same as
represent unstable reactions. A consideration that described above with the exception that a
of inertial and strength effects associated with transparent water-filled chamber was posi-
the various confinement materials used in these tioned around the downstream end of the tube.
studies does not, in itself, lead to a satisfactory A framing camera, together with a simple
explanation of the observed results. From this schlieren optical system employing an explod-
it may be concluded that perturbations of the ing wire background light source, was then used
liquid, resulting from precursor wall waves, to observe shocks generated by the wall waves
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5-(o

Fig. Z - Typical streak camera records
illustrating: (a) stable low-velocity det-
onation in a 1/4-inch wall Plexiglas tube;
(b) unstable reaction in a 1/16-inch wall
Plexiglas tube

JL

Fig. 3 Experimental setup and selected frames
showing the precursor wall shock relative to the
reaction zone
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TABLE 1
Results of Low-Velocity Stability Studies with NG-EGDN

(c. = 1.48 mm/hlsec; p. = 1.55 g/cm 3)

Wall Detonation
Thickness Result Rate

(in.) (mm/jlsec)

Lead Tubes; c. = 1.21 mm/gsec

1/16 Unstable L.V.D.
1/8 Unstable L.V.D.
1/4 Unstable L.V.D.

Plexiglas Tubes; c. = 1.84 mm/psec

1/16 Unstable L.V.D. -
1/8 Stable L.V.D. 2.14
1/4 Stable L.V.D. 1.87

Steel Tubes; c. = 5.20 mm/psec

1/16 Stable L.V.D. 1.96
1/8 Stable L.V.D. 1.88
1/4 Stable L.V.D. 2.11

ýAluminum Tubes; c. = 5.00 mm/Msec

1/16 Unstable L.V.D. -
1/4 Stable L.V.D. 2.04

Note: Sound velocities (co) listed for the solids are thin rod velocities
taken from the American Institute of Physics Handbook.

as the reaction front moved through the charge entering the field of view (Frame No. 14). A
surrounded by the water chamber. Other opti- careful analysis of the entire framing camera
cal and electronic methods had been used in an sequence showed that for this location the pre-
attempt to detect the precursor wave, but the cursor wall wave was 4 inches ahead of the lu-
system described here proved to be the most minous reaction zone while the visibly cavitated
useful. Selected frames from a trial made with region lagged the precursor wave by about 1
a 1/4-inch wall Plexiglas tube are also shown inch. The detonation rate in this case was 1.9
in Fig. 3; the interframe time in this case was mm/Asec.
4 gisec and the exposure time for each frame
was 0.66 gsec. This corresponds to 8 gsec be- A second set of framing camera studies
tween the alternate frames shown in Fig. 3. illustrates more clearly the relationship of the
The "V" shaped water shock associated with reaction zone to the cavitated region. Again,
the precursor wall wave can be seen in the first the charge geometry was the same as shown in
frame (No. 4) of the series. (It should be noted Fig. 1. For the selected frames shown in Fig. 4
that as a consequence of the schlieren optical the NG-EGDN was contained in a 1/4-inch wall
system and the cylindrical test geometry the Plexiglas tube, 16 inches long with an inside
back light is only visible along the charge axis.) diameter of 1.0 inch. In order to define the
Considerable more detail of the wave structure liquid surface, the tube was only partially filled.
is seen in Frame No. 8. The precursor shock In addition, a 450 mirror was positioned over
appears to be followed immediately by a rare- the open end of the tube so that events occurring
faction as suggested by the reappearance of along the tube axis, ahead of the reaction zone,
transmitted background light on the tube axis could be observed. An opaque paper disk, as a
behind the precursor shock. In turn, the rare- light shield, was inserted in the interior of the
faction is followed by a region in the fluid that tube to prevent early obscuration of the cavita-
is intensely cavitated. Six frames later (24 tional field by light from the reaction zone.
gisec) the luminous reaction zone can be seen These details can be seen in Frame No. 5 of
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Fig. 4 - Selected frames of a sequence illustrating the
cavitation field which precedes the reaction zone in a
system undergoing stable low-velocity detonation; the
interframe time was 10.0 Asec.

Fig. 4. The event was photographed in its own Taken together, the evidence presented
light with an interframe time of 10 psec; the here suggests the model for low-velocity deto-
lines on the ruled background screen were nations illustrated in Fig. 5. With the usual
spaced 1 cm apart. The synchronization of the change of coordinates such that the observer
framing camera with the event was adjusted so moves with the reaction, the sequence of events
that reaction was well underway by Frame No. 2 can be visualized as: (a) the undisturbed liquid
as is evidenced by the light transmitted through moving along particle paths uu is first com-
the tube wall, as seen in the end-on view, and pressed by the bow waves derived from the pre-
by the illuminated meniscus. In Frame No. 5 cursor wave in the wall; (b) the compressed
the cavitated region of the fluid has progressed fluid moves into an expanded region beginning
beyond the light shield and can be seen in the at cc where the wall begins to move outward
end-on view. The bubbles appearing beyond the due to pressures generated in the reaction zone
light shield are not self-luminous at this time. which supports the precursor wave; (c) the liq-
They are illuminated from internally reflected uid continues to expand and cavitates in the re-
and refracted light from the reaction zone some gion of dd; and (d) the cavities grow until they
distance behind in the same manner as is the encounter shocks in the liquid near the reaction
meniscus of the liquid. This is deduced from zone. At this point the cavities collapse, gen-
the fact that the bubble illumination is prefer- erating high pressures and associated temper-
entially directed toward the tube walls, a detail atures that are adequate to initiate chemical
that is discernible only on the original negative, reaction. This model suggests that a low-
A more convincing argument in favor of this velocity detonation will be stable if the shock
point lies in the consideration that an intensely velocity in the wall exceeds that in the liquid,
self-luminous bubble would imply some appre- and conversely, unstable if it is equal to or less
ciable degree of chemical reaction resulting in than the shock velocity in the liquid. The model
high internal pressures. Yet an examination of also suggests that the reaction is a deflagration
Frames 11 and 14 of the sequence shows that induced by a shock wave, the shock wave caus-
the bubbles remain under the surface of the ing the liquid to break up and provide sufficient
liquid for an appreciable time (-50 Asec) with- surface area for a reaction capable of support-
out disturbing it. The highly luminous reaction ing the precursor shock. The mechanism for
zone accompanied by rapidly expanding tube the low-velocity mode thus bears a close rela-
walls can be seen in Frames No. 8 through 14 tionship to the surface-burning mechanism usu-
while highly luminous reaction, and perhaps ally postulated for porous beds of condensed
still reacting, products are expelled from the phase explosives. It explains as well the rea-
surface of the liquid in Frame No. 17. Close son for the ready initiation of some liquid ex-
examination of the photograph from this and plosives by weak shocks through run-up to
other similar shots shows that the bubbles detonation such as typically occurs in solid
serve as reaction centers that rapidly expand explosives when initiated by shocks of marginal
and coalesce to form the luminous reaction zone. amplitude. The concept of a reaction made
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Se d c b a

Fig. 5 - A simple physical model illustrating the
mechanics of a stable low-velocity detonation

possible by a precursor shock which is in turn phases of detonation have been studied with
supported by the reaction was offered by Bow- various charge arrangements, including that
den [15] in the case of single crystals of silver sketched in Fig. 6. In this case the explosive
azide immersed in water. Here the shock in is confined in a 4-inch long Plexiglas tube hay-
the crystal caused sufficient heterogeneities to ing an inside diameter of 7/8 inch and a wall
form, such that the following shock in the water thickness of 1/16 inch. The liquid is then sub-
was able to initiate a deflagration. jected to a weak shock derived from a 1/2-inch

long x 1/2-inch diameter tetryl donor used in
conjunction with a 3/8-inch diameter Plexiglas

INITIATION MECHANISMS rod. The rod and liquid charge are coaxially
aligned with a 0.0004-inch thick layer of vinyli-

While the foregoing model serves to define dene chloride separating the two.
the gross features of the low-velocity detona- Selected frames from a sequence obtained
tion process, the details of the initiation of re- using a 1-inch long attenuator are also shown in
action at the cavity sites are not suggested. A Fig. 6. The interframe time for this trial was
variety of mechanisms have been proposed for 5 psec; the background was ruled with lines
the initiation of reaction in bubbles. Local spaced at 1 cm. In Frame No. 13 the donor
heating arising from the adiabatic compression shock has traversed approximately 1 inch of
of bubble content has been suggested by several the column as can be seen from the obscuration
investigators [9,11]. Heat generated by shock- of the two background lines at the donor end of
wave interaction or by viscous flow during the the charge. In addition, a cavitated region can
bubble collapse must also be considered. For be seen forming behind the input shock. In
example, Evans and co-workers [16] and Mader Frame No. 16 the initial shock has progressed
[17] have computed the .temperature distribution approximately half-way down the column and
in a shocked fluid containing cavities. Mader the cavitated region has considerably enlarged.
suggests that hydrodynamic hot spots, generated The earliest evidence of luminous reaction was
in the vicinity of the collapsing cavity, are re- observed to take place in Frame No. 21, 50 gzsec
sponsible for the initiation of nitromethane when after the shock entered the sy stem. In this case,
subjected to a plane shock wave having an am- the reaction was first observed in two separate
plitude of 95 kilobars. Since the pressures gen- regions near the axis of the tube. In other sim-
erated by low-velocity detonations are an order lilar trials the first reaction was observed to
of magnitude less than this, the direct applica- take place at single sites. However, in all cases
bility of Mader's hypothesis is questionable. the first appearance of luminosity was confined
The possible role of micro-Munro jets has been to locations near the charge axis indicating that
suggested by Bowden [15], and the generation the pressure increases due to shock wave con-
and impact explosion of microjets of NG-EGDN vegnepoalpaynim rttrlenth
wautos decibdi1 arcntnt]b.w o h initiation phases of low-velocity detonations. In

authrs [8].Frames 22 through 24 the reaction spreads
In an effort to concentrate attention on the through the body of the fluid and an interesting

behavior of a single reaction center, the growth fracture pattern in the wall material is observed
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Fig. 6 - Experimental setup and selected frames from a
sequence illustrating the growth of a low-velocity detona-
tion; the interframe time was 5.0 )usec
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DETONATION OF NITROMETHANE-TETRANITROMETHANE

MIXTURES: LOW AND HIGH VELOCITY WAVES
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Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT

Shock wave propagation has been studied in nitromethane and in
nitromethane -tetranitrormethane mixtures. Both sustain a high velocity
detonation; only the latter exhibits weakly initiated low velocity detona-
tion and only when in cylindrical confinement of a material of high
sonic velocity. Convergence of shock waves in this geometry causes
a high pressure axial Mach disc which could initiate rapid chemical
reaction. In planar geometry the Mach region is probably at a much
lower pressure, which accounts for failure to observe low velocity
detonations in cells having this configuration.

INTRODUCTION mixtures. This is a report of our investiga-
tions. Briefly we conclude that NM-TNM does

Detonation studies have generally been re- sustain LVD but, though some of the proposed
stricted to regimes predicted by the von mechanisms may offer sufficient explanation,
Neumann-Zeldovich model and including the many unanswered questions still remain.
Chapman-Jouget conditions [1]. Typically,
these processes propagate at a linear velocity
of the order of 6-8mm/4sec; the supporting EXPERIMENTAL
theory assumes that (a) all of the energy of
chemical reaction contributes to sustaining the Van Dolah and co-workers have reported
shock wave, and (b) the effects of lateral mate- that a number of liquid mixtures sustain LVD.
rial confinement are negligible. Most contain nitroglycerine and, largely for

safety reasons, were not suitable for our use.
There have been reliable reports, however, One of these mixtures, NM:TNM (90:10 by

of detonation-like processes characterized by weight), was selected for our study. Purity and
velocities of the order of 2mm/gsec (Ref. 1, availability of the ingredients were important
Ch. X). These waves propagate stably and have in the selection, and also the detonation of the
been termed low velocity detonations (LVD) to principal ingredient had been well character-
distinguish them from their more "normal" ized [3].
counterparts, the high velocity detonations
(HVD). The two may be of comparable destruc- We have studied the selected system in two
tiveness. geometries. In instrumented metal tubes we

have been able to observe LVD; in windowed
Recent, careful studies by the group at the sample cells - rectangular in cross section -

Bureau of Mines [2] have confirmed, beyond any those processes presumably precursor to LVD
reasonable doubt, that LVD do occur. Propa- have been studied.
gation characteristics are strongly dependent
upon the nature of confinement and the initiating The nitromethane employed was Commer-
shock strength. In addition, it appears the LVD cial Solvents commercial grade, 95% purity.
occur most readily, but not exclusively, in Impurities included nitroethane and nitropro-
mixed liquids. We have studied some of the pane. The tetranitromethane, from K & K Labs
phenomena associated with the LVD of (Plainview, New Jersey) was of similar grade,
nitromethane-tetranitromethane (NM-TNM) the impurities were other nitromethanes.
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Instrumented Steel Tubes pressure entering the liquid [6]. Furthermore,
the shock Hugoniot of the mixture appears to be

Detonation sensitivity testing is conducted close to that of the plastic and pressures could
in steel tubes and much is known about the be- be assumed to be continuous across the
havior of liquids in this confinement. For this attenuator-liquid interface. Values for pres-

reason our initial tests were conducted using sure quoted below were obtained in a conven-

the apparatus shown in Fig. 1 which is conven- tional fashion.

tional except for the instrumentation. Prior to
testing, the steel tube was filled to the brim In a number of experiments with the

with the test liquid. Initiation was by a train NM:TNM mixture it was established that the

consisting of an exploding bridgewire detonator initiation of HVD required pressures of the
(EBW), 18-inch Primacord,* a 2-inch diameter order of 100 kbar. Velocities of 6.1 to 6.4mm/

plane wave generator, and a pressed tetryl gsec were reliably measured with the wire and

pellet. Measurements were made with a high high pressures recorded with the gauge. En-

resistance wire along the longitudinal axis of tering pressures of 60 kbar or less initiated a
the tube [4] - hopefully to measure detonation sequence of events which can properly be called
velocity - and with a manganin wire gauge [5] an LVD. When tests were conducted with water
to measure shock pressure. When possible the as the subject, damage was minimal (see Fig. 2);

steel tube fragments were recovered after each with the NM:TNM mixture the confining tubes
experiment, were shattered into large pieces (see Fig. 3).

The use of different thicknesses of Plexi- (For HVD the resultant fragments are many

glas attenuator enabled us to control the shock and small.) Some of the larger fragments
penetrated a 2-inch plywood sheet 200 ft from
the explosion; others were recovered as far

*Trademark, Registered U.S. Patent Office. away as 1000 ft. Pressures of the order of

,,- RESISTANCE MEASURING LEADS TO CRO

FILLING VENT EPOXY MATRIX

MANGANIN WIRE GAGE

STEEL TUBE, 254 mm IDx 300mm LONG

x 6.35 mm WALL

STEEL SHIM, 0,015 mm THICK

.. ,PLEXIGLAS, 413 mm diom

TETRYL, 41.3 mm diam
x 25.4 mr• THICK

DENSITY = 1.51

t 0.02 g/cc

PLANE-WAVE GENERATOR

PRIMACORD

Fig. I - Apparatus for studies in steel tubes
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Fig. 2 - Steel tube damr-
age due to booster only C

2 2 4 6 8
SCALE - inches

Fig. 3 - Steel tube damage
due to low velocity waves

recompression of the bubbles initiates the rapid
chemical reaction which sustains wave propa-
gation. That shocks impinging upon bubbles can

5-15 kbar were recorded by the high frequency initiate reaction has been shown by Campbell
expendable pressure gauge (vs = 100 kbar in [3d] and, for the situation at hand by van Dolah
HVD). On the other hand, ionization of any re- [7] and, especially by Bowden [8]. Using a
action wave within the tube was insufficient to special photographic technique we have observed
permit normal functioning of the velocity sen- shock propagation and the events precursor to
sor. Irregularities in the oscilloscope trace - bubble formation in the TNM:NM mixture.
found to correspond to the entry and exit of the
shock wave - indicated average velocities within The optical apparatus we have used is
the liquid of z1.7mm/jisec. This is consistent shown schematically in Fig. 4. In early exper-
with values estimated from the arrival time of iments an EBW light source was used as shown.
the low pressure wave. Later, with long sample containers and, there-

fore, relatively long observation times, we
These observations, resulting from the used an a.c. powdered electronic flash gun of

analysis of several experiments, justify the the type normally used for amateur photography
conclusion that for strong initiating shocks, (the Spiralite- available from Spiratone, Inc.,
weaker than those required for HVD, the New York, N.Y.). The light from this source
10% TNM:90% NM mixture sustains an appar- was of more than adequate intensity, duration,
ently stable, very energetic, low velocity deto- and uniformity. (Its low cost, reliability, and
nation when the sample is confined in steel, ease of use recommend it for additional use in

similar experiments.) An expendable cast plas-
We have conducted many analogous experi- tic Fresnel lens between the light source and

ments with neat nitromethane. Although stable the sample was chosen to focus the source
HVD can be reliably initiated for entering pres- image upon a diamond stop on the Beckman and
sures of z100 kbar, we have been unable to ini- Whitley framing camera. A sample container
tiate anything resembling LVD for lesser pres- (Fig. 5) was aligned with the windows normal to
sures. This is consistent with results reported the optical axis. Refraction gradients in the
by others. liquid were readily apparent in the shadowgraph

recorded by the camera. The same shock donor
was used as in the experiments with the steel

Phnotogr i Obervato ws tubes and dimensions were chosen so that (a)
Windowed Metal Cells the sample thickness would be above the known

The mechanism proposed by van Dolah [2] failure diameter of NM, and (b) the length of
for the initiation and propagation of LVD re- the optical path would be great compared to the
quires that (a) the speed of sound in the con- metal wall separation. The latter was to elimi-
finement be greater than that in the explosive, nate interference by spurious effects of CR-39
(b) a precursor bow wave and subsequent rare- plastic windows. As will be seen, we may not
factions cause bubble formation, and (c) have succeeded in this goal.
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/CAMERA
/VIEWING PORT /

/ ,PRI SM
.LENS ./FOR 90't -3 I/MAGE /

BRIDGEWIRE SAMPLE ROTATION FRAMING
LIGHT SOURCE CONTAINERFRMN

10 -8.

PLEXIGLAS TETRYL 24 f: SM LL
2" THICK PELLET LENS DIAMOND

STEEL - PLANE WAVE STOP
SMOKE PAEWV
SHIELD GENERATOR

PRIMACORD, 2" LONG

PLI DETONATOR

Fig. 4 - Apparatus for obtaining shadow-
graphs with high-speed framing camera

"THICK CR39 Wall Shock
PLASTIC * Type Material Liquid Strength

(1/4-inch) (kbar)

I Steel 10% TNM:90% NM =10

" CMTHICK II Lead 10% TNM:90% NM =55
10o " STEEL

III Steel Neat NM =10

IV Steel H 20 =10

The photographs of a typical Type I exper-
Hmi! STEEL iment are shown in Figs. 7 and 8* in which zero

SSHIM time is taken to be when the shock wave enters
the liquid. The first picture in Fig. 7 shows the
undisturbed charge. The next frame - 5.6 lisec

* POLY DIETHYLENEGLYCOL-BIS-ALLYL CARBONATE later - shows the precursor or "bow" waves in
the liquid. The forward velocity of the bow

Fig. 5 - Windowed sample container wave quickly drops to the sonic velocity of the
steel, 5.0mm/psec, and the angle of the bow
wave with the wall is consistent with a liquid

In one type of experiment stable HVD was sonic velocity of = 1.4mm/gsec. In this second
initiated in a cell with steel walls. The results frame we also see a relatively planar dark zone
of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6. Here behind the bow wave which, with information
the advancing shock wave is clearly seen and from later frames, is determined to travel at
also the material expansion behind it. Note, = 2mm/psec. It is not until 12-14 gsec after
that the detonation light emitted by the sample the stage shown in the first frame that bubbles
was not recorded. become detectable. In this and similar shots

we have made careful measurements to detect
A number of tests were conducted using lateral movement of the metal walls. So far

shocks of a magnitude appropriate to initiating none has been detected until after appearance
LVD. Also walls of different metals were used of the bubbles. The later frames show multiple
to observe the effect of confinement on sonic
velocity. The following describes results typi-
cal of a much larger number of experiments. *These are pictures of identical experiments

except that the film of Fig. 8 was given a
Experiments were conducted under the greater exposure to record more details in

following conditions: the dark zone.
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8 'tSec ý17 pL. sec 25 usec' 33 psec

Fig. 6 - Framing camera photographs of high
velocity detonation in 10% TNM:90% NM

0 ,usec 6 pisec U p~sec ;4 p.sec 20 p~sec 28 ;.Lsec 36 'Usec

Fig. 7 -Framing camera photographs of shock propagation
in 10% TNM:90%Y NM contained in 1/4-inch steel walls

20 usec 35 usec 38 "iSec 42 asec

Fig. 8 -Framing camera photographs of shock
propagation in 10% TNM:90%/ NM contained in
1/4-inch steel walls (dark zone study)
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reflections of the bow wave from the opposite Wall Shock
walls. The gradually increasing angle of the Type Material Liquid Strength
wave with the wall may be due to shock heating (1/4-inch) (kbar)
of the liquid. The alternating dark and light

zones seen in Fig. 8 may be apparent rather V Steel NM =55
than real phenomena. One should be careful not

to attach too much significance to them. Fig- VI Steel H 20 =55
ures 9 and 10 are graphical representations of
the velocity-distance behavior of the leading VII Pb NM -. 55

dark waves in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

Figure 11 shows a Type II shot (lead wall). VIE Pb H 2 0 -55

Because of the low sonic speed of the lead IX Pb 90% NM:10% TNM 55
(1.2mm/gsec) no bow wave is seen. Yet simi-

lar dark zones which progress at =2mm/gsec
are evident. Figure 12 is a graph of the With the Type V and VI shots the precursor

velocity-position behavior, bow wave degenerated so much that it became
invisible over the terminal 200mm. In the same

Using neat nitromethane in steel (Type III) region the slower dark zones were not seen but

the photographic evidence appears to be essen- some diffuse bubble formation was detected in

tially the same as for the Type I experiments, shots of Type V-IX. At the same time cracks

Most surprisingly, Type IV shots with water in were seen in the plastic windows.
steel appear to differ in no significant way from
the Type I and II shots, whether the criterion is

the photographic record or damage to the metal DISCUSSION

walls.
Conventional sensitivity testing assumes

Additional tests with 300mm long cells that for each explosive there exists both a

were made under the following conditions: critical shock pressure and failure diameter

3

0

0 0

0
E 0
E 0 . 0

0 00 0

0 0 0oIj 0 0 0
Uj-J 000

SHOT * 10,949

LIQUID: 10% TNM-90%NM
SAMPLE CONTAINER: 1/4" STEEL WALLS
ATTENUATION: 2" PLEXIGLAS

0I I I I I I1
0 20 40 60 80 100

DISTANCE FROM BOTTOM OF CELL--mm

Fig. 9 - Shock velocity in 10% TNM:90% NM in windowed sample
container: 1/4-inch steel walls, 2-inch Plexiglas attenuation
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SHOT # 10,951
LIOUID: 10% TNM-90%NM
SAMPLE CONTAINER: 1/4" STEEL WALLS
ATTENUATION: 2" PLEXIGLAS

0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 20 40 60 80 100

DISTANCE FROM BOTTOM OF CELL - mm

Fig. 10 - Shock velocity in 10% TNM:90% NM in windowed
sample container: 1/4-inch steel walls, 2-inch Plexiglas
attenuation (dark zone study)

16.5 ILSee 26 '&sec 35 Plied 41.5jue

Fig. I - Framing camera photographs of shock
propagation in 10% TNM:90% NM contained in
1/4-inch lead walls
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SHOT # 11,084
LIOUID: 10% TNM-90%NM

SAMPLE CONTAINER: 1/4" LEAD WALLS
ATTENUATION: I" PLEXIGLAS

0 I I I I I I
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DISTANCE FROM BOTTOM OF CELL - mm

Fig. 12 - Shock velocity in windowed sample container:
,1/4-inch lead walls, 1-inch Plexiglas attenuation

below which initiation to stable detonation does windows - which would not be recorded -
not occur. These characteristics are also as- accounts for the bubbles.
sumed to be relatively independent of the mate-
rial confinement. Acceptance of this model We would like to direct attention to another
permits design of processes and of explosive hypothesis. Fowles and Isbell [9] have de-
handling systems in order to preclude accidents. scribed a method for producing high pressure

shock waves which is, in most respects, identi-
cal to that used to initiate LVD. The bow waves

The reliably reported occurrence of low observed in the windowed cells are, of course,
velocity detonations alters this picture consid- convergent shock waves. Birkhoff and Walsh
erably. For example, present sensitivity test- [10] have shown that irregular reflection must
ing methods do not detect LVD. Furthermore, always occur in such conically-convergent flow
initiation of LVD seems to require relatively of a material with a "normal" equation of state.
low pressures; it is very much a function of the This reflection produces a Mach disc traveling
material confinement; and the consequences with the forward velocity of the converging
may be even more damaging than those of a waves. For an NM:TNM mixture confined in
stable HVD because of the larger resulting steel, this velocity (=5mm/lisec) corresponds
fragments. It is, therefore, most important to a pressure in the liquid of =85 kbar. Though
that the mechanism of LVD initiation and prop- this condition exists within a very small region
agation be understood, the accompanying temperatures are obviously

high enough to initiate significant chemical re-
As noted previously, it is a sufficient action. In fact, this pressure is only marginally

(though, perhaps, not necessary) condition that below and may not differ significantly from that
bubbles in the liquid be shocked, for this can required to initiate stable detonation. The ac-
lead to reaction propagation. There remains, companying exotherm may be enough to sustain
however, the question as to the origin and nec- the continuing process, though at less than C-J
essity of the bubbles. Van Dolah has described detonation velocity - because the bulk of the
experiments in which cavitation occurs subse- material reacts more slowly at a lower temper-
quent to case expansion. In our photographic ature. Bubbles accompanying this sequence
experiments we have observed bubble formation would, of course, serve as foci for further prop-
prior to detectable movement of the metal walls. agation but would not be necessary for the proc-
It is possible that movement of the plastic ess to occur.
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OBSERVATION AND STUDY OF THE CONDITIONS

FOR FORMATION OF MACH DETONATION WAVES

J. P. Argous, C. Peyre, and J. Thouvenin
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

Paris, France

ABSTRACT

Formation of Mach detonation waves in a given explosive is ob-
served and studied. Mach detonation velocities as high as 10-14 mm/
gsec have been measured. Shock pressures two or three times higher
than for normal detonations are induced by this wave in a metal such as
copper.

The history of the Mach detonation wave is analyzed after it is
formed. The possibility that a stationary state can be reached under
the condition that the incident waves are stationary is shown.

1. INTRODUCTION It should be noted that the first and third
cases described below lead to axially symmet-

It is generally agreed that a detonation ric Mach waves, while case 2 is for plane waves
wave consists of a shock wave which propagates interaction. The conditions for formation of
in the explosive, followed by a zone of finite axially symmetric Mach waves would differ
dimension in which the chemical reaction ini- from plane Mach waves, and the properties in
tiated by the shock front provides the necessary these waves would also be different. But the
energy to maintain the shock wave. If the ini- present paper is rather a summary of experi-
tiating shock front possesses a vertex point of mental descriptions and observations, than an
suitable angle, a Mach wave will be created in exhaustive discussion about the Mach phenom-
the interior of the explosive and chemical re- enon.
actions will develop in a region that is more
compressed than would be the case for a nor-
mal shock front: there is reason to believe
that the hydrodynamic detonation parameters, 2. FIRST CASE OBSERVED:

velocity, D, and pressure, p, will therefore CISSOIDAL DETONATION WAVE

be of greater magnitude in the zone covered by
the Mach wave than in a region of a normal The creation of a vertex point in a detona-
detonation wave. This particular and localized tion wave may be obtained by mismatching the
detonation wave constitutes a Mach detonation constituents of a plane wave explosive lens, that
wave. is, by causing a delay, At, on the axis of the

In the present article we describe three lens in relation to its edge. The detonation

experimental cases where we have observed wave transmitted by such a lens to the main

the formation of a Mach detonation wave and explosive charge has the form of a cissoid, and

have analyzed some of its properties -its high for a suitable value of At,, the Mach phenom-

velocity, and the evolution or build-up of this enon appears.
velocity; the shock pressures induced in an
inert medium, the conditions for a stationary We have observed this for charges having
Mach detonation wave, investigating the maxi- a diameter of 100 mm, beginning with At. =

mum velocity. 3 gsec [2].

The explosive used was near Composition
B. Its normal detonation velocity is 8.1 mm/ The following measurements were made
gsec. under the initiation conditions described.
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(a) Diagram of the Progress of the
Mach Detonation Wave

The explosive charge has a length, L,
which we vary (Fig. 1). The arrival of the det-
onation wave on the terminal surface is marked
by the strong luminosity of the air trapped be-
tween the charge and a plexiglas disc placed in
contact with it. The luminous trace, recorded
by a streak camera, shows a plane center por-
tion of width Ax delayed by At from the pe-
riphery of the detonation wave: this plane por-
tion constitutes the action zone of the Mach Photo I
wave (Photo 1). Knowing that the detonation
wave has a velocity of D, = 8.1 mm/psec on
the edges of the charge, we can make a
distance-time plot of the plane central portion
in plotting the delay, At, for each length, L,
above the straight line having the slope De
(Graph 1). Differentiating, we obtain a curve t/
which gives approximately the variation of the -20velocity, D, of the Mach detonation wave as a

function of the length, L, of the explosive
(Graph 2). When the Mach phenomenon appears, elthat is at L of approximately 30 mm, the ve- 10
locity, D, is high, higher than 11 mm/gsec;
then it decreases and approaches the value Lmm
of D,. 0__ 200

Graph 1 - Time-distance
plot of the Mach detona-
tion wave

/• D .mr/p,,

* DiFFinahSo du

iion gr oph i u 1

cisscidale Lx- Mesure directe

(toroi l 
-d0wave) F

I X 0 Lmm 200,

Figure I Graph 2-Mach deto-
nation velocity as a
function of distance

As the length, L, of the charge increases,
the width, Ax, of the Mach zone increases
quasilinearly. We have observed that this in- (b) Precise Measurements of the
crease of Ax was independent of the diameter Mach Detonation Velocity
of the charge: for L = 160 mm, for example,
the width of the Mach zone for charges from This measurement was made with the aid
100-200 mm in diameter is 27 mm. of a plexiglas cylinder 20 mm long imbedded in
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the explosive (Fig. 2). The luminous traces
observed by the streak camera (Photo 2) give /
the time required for the detonation to travel /

the length of the cylinder. This cylinder was
placed in the Mach zone, in the neighbourhood
of the axis of the charge. Values of D thus ob-
tained directly are shown on Graph 2, and are
in good agreement with those obtained by dif- expsiF

ferentiating the distance-time plot. plaque de cuvre
(copper plate)

-- plexiglas

-A A miroir -flsh 6
Ssemi transparent argo

70:t ex osif

'er, camera

plexiglas

Figure 3

Figure 2

Photo 3

Photo 2 wave, and the triple points. We also are able
to distinguish reflected shock waves issuing
from the triple points, for these cause an oppo-
site rotation of the free surface, redirecting

(c) Shock Pressures Induced in an light from the flash back toward the camera.
Inert Medium

In addition, a plexiglas plate was placed
A copper disc 3 mm thick is placed on the parallel to and 1 mm away from the copper to

terminal surface of the charge (Fig. 3). The record the arrival of each element of the free
free surface of this disc is polished and lighted surface by means of the luminous flash pro-
by a flash during the experiment. The arrival duced on arrival by the ionisation of the air.
of a shock wave on the free surface of the cop-
per causes a rotation of this disc, hence a de- This experiment enables one to measure
crease in light reflected towards the camera, the velocity of the free surface of the copper
The shape of the shock wave is thus faithly disc in and out of the Mach zone, hence to as-
recorded (Photo 3). We can clearly distinguish certain the shock pressures induced at different
the arrival of the incident shocks, the Mach points.
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These experiments were carried out with corners A and B, and the angle of incidence
charges 80 mm long, for which we know increases. We can thus observe the conditions
(Graph 2) that the Mach detonation velocities of formation and the buildup of a Mach wave by
are in order 9.3 mm/gsec. Outside of the Mach varying the angle, (3, and the height, H.
zone the shock pressures in the copper disc
are in order 450 kbars. In the Mach zone, the
pressures measured in seven experimenti were (a) Formation of the Mach Wave as
1.06 ± 0.03 megabars. There is thus a net, a Function of the Angle of
clearly shown, contrast between the action of a Incidence
Mach detonation wave and a normal detonation
wave. We observe the arrival of the detonation

wave on the terminal surface, CD, by the same
procedure as described above. The angles

3. SECOND CASE OBSERVED: 1 = 600, 90', 950, 1000, 1100, 1200, and 1500
THE COLLISION OF TWO were used, and for each several values of H.

PLANE DETONATION WAVES
The Mach phenomenon appears, from the

The experiments described above make base of the prism, AB, for all angles equal to
obvious the existence of the Mach phenomenon or greater than 1000. For 0 = 900 it does not
in the detonation and its property of inducing appear. For 0 = 950 it appears in one out of
high shock pressures. In order to analyze in a two cases. Photos 4, 5 and 6 represent rec-
more precise fashion the conditions for their ords obtained for 0 = 900, P = 100° and a =
formation, experiments were made with the fol- 1200. Therefore the critical angle for the ex-
lowing set-up (Fig. 4). plosive studied and in the initiation conditions

described is between 950 and 1000.

(b) The Development of the Mach Wave

With the aid of the records obtained by ob-
serving the arrival of the wave on the terminal

A -- ---- B

' explosiF /

H

D C

Figure 4

Photo 4

Two plane detonation waves are initiated in
two parallelepipeds, charges A and B. These
reach, simultaneously, the two surfaces SA and
SB of a prism made of the explosive to be
studied (SA = SB = 80 mm). This prism is ex-
tended by a charge in the shape of a parallele-
piped ABCD.

The incident waves form an angle, 0, which
by construction, remainis constant until it
reaches the point, I, the length SI being equal
to SA divided by cos /3/2. In the region beyond
the point I the interaction takes place between
cylindrical waves which emanate from the Photo 5
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(c) The Measurement of the Deto-
nation Pressures in a Mach
Wave

An attempt to measure the detonation pres-
sure was made by utilizing a method described
by Duff and Houston [1]: variation of the veloc-
ity of the free surface of a metallic plate as a
function of its thickness. The Mach wave is
formed by the prism shown in Fig. 4, where
p = 100' and H = 90 mm. It is in the stationary
regime. A copper plate of thickness, e, is

Photo 6 placed on the terminal surface, CD. The
measurement of its free surface velocity is
made by the method described in 2(c), and we
obtain records of the type shown in Photo 7.

surface, it is possible to reconstruct the form The distance which separates the plexiglas
of this wave at the instant when the Mach zone plate and the copper surface is chosen small
reaches the abscissa H. The quantity H was enough to prevent the shock accumulation phe-
varied from 80 to 315 mm for 0 = 1200. In this nomenon. The values obtained are shown in
case the distance, CI, was 160 mm. Table 1 and on Graph 3; they represent the

mean of 4 to 8 measurements.
We have observed, therefore, that as lohg

as the incident waves have not reached the
point, I, that is to say, as long as H is smaller
than or equal to 160 mm, the velocity of the
Mach wave remains constant and equal to the
value deduced by a simple kinematic calculation

DMch (1)
sin 0/2

In the case where • = 120° this velocity had a
value of 9.35 mm/psec.

Moreover, the length of the central plane
portion, Ax, remains constant and equal to Photo 7
4.5 mm as long as the point, I, is not reached.
Beyond the point, I, the angle of incidence be-
tween the two lateral waves increases continu-
ally. We have observed that the velocity of the TABLE 1
Mach wave decreases from this point and that Velocity of the Free Surface u. of
its width, Ax, increases linearly with H, and Copper as a Function of Thickness e
reaches a value of 14 mm at H = 315 mm.

e us e Us
These experiments demonstrate an inter- (mm) (mm/!sec) mm (mm/gsec)

esting property of the Mach detonation wave:
the property of remaining stationary when it is 1 4.82 ± 0.08 5 3.65 ± 0.10
formed by two detonation waves which are them-
selves stationary, i.e., plane and jointly form- 3 3.98 ± 0.10 7 3.54 ± 0.02
ing a constant angle. This is an important dif-
ference opposite to the Mach waves which are
obtained in inert media by means of two inter- On Graph 3 we note a rapid decrease of u.
secting shock waves. The stability of the Mach followed by a slower decrease. According to
detonation wave is connected to the stability of the method described by Duff and Houston, we
the simple detonation wave and may be brought are tempted to conclude that a "CJ point" de-
about by the same cause: the reactive nature fined as the point of completed reaction, exists
of the medium and the localization of the inter- in the Mach detonation wave, and to determine
action phenomenon at the chemical reaction its characteristics from the intersection of two
region. straight lines which one can draw on Graph 3.
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Graph 3 - Free surface
velocity of copper as a plexiglas

function of thickness

Figure 5

This point has a value of u, = 3.73 mm/psec,
and corresponds to a shock pressure of 1.09
megabars in the copper. On assuming that the
value of the polytropic coefficient, r, of the
detonation gases are the same behind the Mach /
wave and behind a plane wave, we obtain for the V
Mach detonation wave, having a velocity D =
10.6 mm/gsec, detonation pressures in order --
700 kilobars (instead of 280 kilobars for the
normal detonation wave). / / 8 /- /

/ 7 I /pi-ofl de I ondeS• ' (wave prof Ile)

4. THIRD CASE OBSERVED: / we i

RESEARCH OF A
MAXIMUM VELOCITY

We have shown in 2(a) that the detonation Figure 6
velocity, D, may have a very high value at the
time of the appearance of the Mach phenomenon.
A simple experiment, using a small quantity of
explosive, was prepared to study the Mach wave straight portion, AB, having an angle p3 with
in the time region near the instant when it is respect to the cone generators given by
formed (Fig. 5). A copper plate was projected
with a velocity, V, on an explosive block in
which we had bored a conical cavity. On the sin V = -- sin a.
exterior of this hollow cone the detonation wave
initiated by the impact is plane, and at the in- We have thus formed in the explosive target a
stant, t, it is at C (Fig. 6). In the interior of truncated conical detonation wave whose angle
the cavity the projected plate successively z, at the summit is defined by
strikes the points of the surface of the cone,
and at the time, t, the point of impact is at A.

If the velocity, V, is small, the detonation 7r - 2 ( -)

wave which started at 0 will arrive at A before
the impact of the copper plate, and the compo- If the angle 4' has a value equal to or greater
nent of the wave CA would be circular. How- than 100' this wave gives rise, beginning with
ever, if the V is greater than D0 sin a, we the vertex S, to the formation of a Mach
easily see that this wave component involves a detonation wave.
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By varying the distance X which separates TABLE 2
the vertex S from the terminal surface, we may Detonation Velocities of Mach D Between
observe the initial phase of the phenomenon. Abscissa x and (x - 5) mm
The detonation velocity is measured, on a 5 mm
base, by the plexiglas cylinder method described x D x D
in 2. Photo 8 shows a record obtained for the (mm) (mm/gsec) (mm) (mm/psec
case where X =30 mm.

10 14.31 50 9.31

20 11.84 60 8.79

30 10.29 70 8.25

40 9.85

5. CONCLUSIONS

Comparing the results of paragraphs 3 and
4, we may describe the development of the Mach
detonation wave as follows:

Photo 8

e A formation phase where the velocity,
initially very high, decreases rapidly. At the

In our experiments the impact velocity, V, same time the Mach zone becomes larger.
was approximately 3.5 mm/lisec. The angle, a,
has a value of (21.8)0. From this the angle, 0, * A stationary phase, wherein the detona-
has the value (59.4)0 and the angle, 4', will be tion velocity remains constant as does also the
about 1050. Table 2 shows the values of D thickness of the zone. It should be understood
which were measured. They represent the that this phase exists only if the incident condi-
mean value of D between the abscissas x and tions are stationary.
(x - 5) mm. If there were no Mach phenomenon
in the axis of the explosive block, the vertex of
the conical detonation wave would propagate e A return to normal detonation phase,
with the velocity given by relation 1, here about which develops as soon as the incident condi-
10.2 mm/4sec. In addition to the existence of a tions are no longer stationary.
plane central zone, we measured velocities which
are somewhat larger. This proves that the Mach In addition, the Mach detonation wave is of
detonation has appeared, and that, during its for- particular interest in obtaining high shock pres-
mation, it possesses a high initial velocity which sures in inert media having a small volume.
permits it to become rapidly larger.

NOTE: The apparatus of Fig. 5 were also
used to induce Mach waves in copper, the ex- REFERENCES
plosive block with the conical bore being re-
placed by an identical block, made of copper. 1. R. E. Duff and E. Houston, J. Chem. Phys.
We thus measured shock pressures of magni- 23, 1268 (1955).
tude 4 megabars, the explosive charge which _

was used being only 1.5 kilograms. This con-
firms that the description given above of the 2. J. Thouvenin and J. P. Argous, C. R. Acad.
phenomena was correct. Sc. Paris, 258, 1725 (1964).
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ABSTRACT

Streak camera and probe techniques have been used to determine
the rate of growth of the Mach Bridge formed between two plane inter-
secting detonation waves in Composition B charges, at angles of inci-
dence beyond the critical for regular interaction. The results expressed
by Mach bridge growth angle as a function of angle of incidence, are
compared with simplified theoretical solutions of the problem. The
standard triple shock solution predicts growth angles about four times
larger than those observed. An alternative approach due to Whitham,
which represents the Mach bridge as a speeding up of the detonation
wave due to the reduction in area available for transmission, predicts
growth angles about double those observed. Finally a modification to
Whitham's method, which makes some allowance for rarefactions fol-
lowing the detonation waves, gives good but probably fortuitous agree-
ment with observed growth angles.

1. INTRODUCTION 1W

The problem of the oblique interaction of w INC IDENT WAVE

two identical gas shocks has received a good RS- REFLECTED SHOCK D.
deal of attention in the last twenty years [1-3]. 11- MACH STEM 3 oc4@ -

The situation prevailing is by symmetry the 55- SLIPSTREAM T -

same as a single shock reflection at a rigid wall. T- TRIPLE POINT - M 0
Briefly, the experiments show that for angles - s 1 /0

of incidence c,. less than some critical angle q - - _ _ __ E OF YMME RY
a regime of regular reflection exists. In this
case a reflected shock moves with the point of Figure 1
intersection of the incident wave and the wall
such that the flow behind it is parallel to the
wall. For angles greater than ., the position
of intersection of the reflected and incident regular reflection is theoretically close to 45'.
shocks moves away from the wall, and a third Feoktistova [6] has carried out experiments on
shock, the Mach stem, joins the triple point to the interaction of plane detonation waves in a
the wall. A slip stream emanates from the triangular prism of unspecified explosive and
triple point between the reflected shock and has quoted the critical angle as 490.
Mach stem. The situation is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Experiments show that the Mach stem In this paper we report a series of experi-
is curved and grows at constant rate so that the ments similar to Feoktistova's to observe Mach
trajectory of the triple points makes angle x interaction in Composition B prisms, using both
with the wall. streak camera and probe techniques. The re-

sults are compared with three simplified theo-
The oblique interaction of detonation waves retical approaches.

in condensed explosives has only recently been
discussed in the open literature. Dunne [4], has 1. Simple three shock theory in which the
given experimental results on the interaction of Mach stem is assumed to be plane and condi-
divergent detonation waves, and more recently tions behind it are taken to be constant.
[5], the solution for the regular interaction of
plane detonation waves. He shows that the crit- 2. An alternative approximate approach
ical angle of incidence a, defining the limit of due to Whitham [7] in which the interaction of

142
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detonation waves with the wall is represented surface was viewed in air, in which circum-
by a reduction in the area of transmission space stances the higher pressure Mach region gives
available to the detonation wave. an appreciably higher luminosity to the result-

ant gas shock and the extent of the Mach region
3. A modification to Whitham's method to is easily discernible, (c.f. Fig. 14 which shows

make some approximate allowance for the rare- this phenomenon in the case of a toroidal cusp).
faction following the incident detonation wave. In later shots a 20 mm/gsec writing speed

camera was used. With this increased resolu-
tion it was sufficient to observe only the time

2. THE EXPERIMENTS of arrival of the detonation front at the base of
the explosive prism by using a "perspex shut-

2.1 Experimental Method ter" spaced off 0.002 inch from the explosive
surface. The mechanism by which a "shutter"

The experimental assembly consisted ba- of this type operates has been discussed by
sically of an accurately machined explosive Mallory & McEwan [8] and Plauson & Mallory
prism of apex angle 2a in either triangular or [9]. The application of this technique with sev-
pentagonal form, which was simultaneously ini- eral parallel slits on the charge, enabled sev-
tiated on the adjacent slant faces by two Comp. eral sections of the wave-front to be viewed
B/Baratol plane wave lenses (Fig. 2). Obser- simultaneously and a record such as shown in
vations were made on the base surface of the Fig. 3 to be obtained. From such a record an
H.E. prism by "streak" and/or small diameter estimate can be made of the valid field of view,
ionisation probes. The plane wave lenses were which is defined as the region unaffected by
of square external cross section, in the main lateral rarefactions. These lateral rarefactions
4-in. x 4-in., and were synchronously initiated, have the effect of decreasing the width of the

Mach Bridge, as is shown in Fig. 4.

COMP'B'/BARATOL PLANE WAVE LENSES (SQUARE SECTION).

0.I2NSAERTUTEBOOSTER 500BOSTER 5 cH

IONISATION

Fig. 3 - Typical multi-slit "streak'
camera record (a = 81')

Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of a
typical experiment

In the majority of shots there was a thin
slab of Comp. B interposed between the baratol

In the cases where ionisation probes were surface of each plane wave lens and the slant
used they were arranged on a close spaced di- surface of the prism. This was to ensure that
agonal array which extended well beyond the at the slant faces detonation had built up to nor-
expected limits of the Mach region. The re- mal, since Baratol will initially underdrive
sults obtained from these probes were sub- Comp. B. Where the apex angle of the prism
jected to least squares analysis to obtain cusp permitted these booster charges were tapered
degeneration (•x t) and Mach Bridge width (2s). and at the apex were confined by a steel wedge,
These quantities are defined in the inset dia- as shown in Fig. 2. The angle of taper was chosen
gram in Fig. 4. to approximate to the critical configuration

where the interaction of the detonation wave with
Some early (1957/58) photographic shots the steel gives (theoretically) no reflected wave

used a streak camera with a 2 mmi/sec writing in the detonation products. Some of the earlier
speed. To facilitate differentiation between the charges were encased in steel in an attempt to
Mach and adjacent regions the bare charge reduce the effect of lateral rarefactions.
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7 . An additional study was undertaken where
the thickness of booster charge and degree of

"6 confinement were varied. The relatively large
E scatter of results prevented any significant

z" trend being seen.

X-X At*
W [7It is clearly seen from Fig. 3 that the Mach

,. 4 Bridge is curved. The values of Mach Bridge
width (2s) given in Table 1 were based on the

3-. , " limits of the Mach region being given by the

departure from linearity of the shock arrival
2- plot,(c.f. inset diagram Fig. 4). This criterion

-1 is borne out by the direct observations of the
3 bare surface of the charge in air where the ex-

DISTANCE OFSLIT rROM MID-PLANE(mm.) tent of the high luminosity region corresponds
I 0 I to the Mach stem (as in Fig. 14).

Fig. 4 - Effect of lateral rarefaction on
Mach bridge width (analysis of multi-slit 3. THEORY
record shown in Fig. 3) No complete analysis has been reported on

the flow behind a Mach stem and its rate of
growth. In this section are recorded three sim-

2.2 Results plified theoretical approaches. The first two
assume that conditions are constant behind the

The results are summarised in Table 1. incident detonation wave, and the third shows
how the second approach can be modified to

TABLE 1 allow approximately for the effect of the Taylor
Widths of Mach Bridges Formed Between wave. All three methods assume that the inci-

Colliding Detonation Waves in Comp. B dent detonation wave is a shock discontinuity
with C-J conditions behind it.

Height of Prism
_____ (cms)

3.1 Simple Three-Wave Theory
600 8.57 2.40

In the configuration shown in Fig. 6 it is
650 3.22-8.015 2.50 -3.00 assumed that the Mach stem (an overdriven det-

onation wave) is plane and has constant condi-
700 2.78-7.29 3.00 -3.20 tions between it, the slipstream, and the wall.

In the neighbourhood of the triple point it is as-
750 6.44 4.150 sumed that the reflected shock is also plane and

has constant conditions behind it. The Mach
800 5.59 4.40 stem grows uniformly with time so that the tri-

ple point moves along a trajectory at an angle x
810 7.67 5.10 to the plane of symmetry.

To solve the problem it is convenient to
In the above table a is the semi-angle of bring the flow to rest by considering an ob-

collision and ) is the semi-angle defining the server moving with the triple point. A velocity
locus of the triple-point (c.f. Fig. 1). n cosec (a-x ) is therefore added to the particle

motion, where D is the detonation velocity. It
For collision semi-angles of 650 and 70" then appears to the observer that particles are

the growth of the Mach Bridge with height of flowing into the incident detonation wave and
prism was studied to determine the constancy Mach stem at this velocity and at angle x to the
of the angle >X and the location of its origin, plane of symmetry. Consider two such stream-
The results for prisms of a = 70" are shown lines ABC and DE (Fig. 6). The boundary condi-
in Fig. 5. It is reasonably inferred that (in re- tions to be satisfied are that the two stream-
gions unaffected by lateral rarefactions) X is lines must have the same total deflection, (i.e.,
constant and that the Mach Bridge is first 63 = 01), and the same pressure (P3 = p,). The
formed within 1 cm of the apex of the prism, upper streamline ABC which meets the incident
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3.0

E2'

02 4 6

Height of prism. (cms)

Fig. 5 - Variation of half width of Mach
stem with height of prism (a = 70°)

RW 1w is determined in calculating the deflection of
2 •the flow across the Mach stem.

AA

S 0 3.2 Whitham's Method

-• " - -• D Whitham's approximation [7] is mainly
concerned with the propagation and change of

- shape of curved shock waves. The complete
s -0 - solution of such a problem requires the solution

I i"E 0 of the equations of motion for the shock and the
flow behind it. Whitham simplifies the problem

,W- WoEN WAVE by drawing the orthogonal trajectories or rays
RW- REFLECTED WAVE to the successive shock positions, and then as-

ABM•} MACH STEM sumes that two adjacent rays form a tube
TEA through which an element of the shock is pass-

5S-SLIPSTrAM ing. For example in Fig. 7, the full lines rep-
.6 - Streamlines and resent the successive shapes, and the dotted

deflection angles in sim- lines the orthogonal trajectories, of a shock as

ple three shock theory it moves from left to right. The area of the
tube varies as the shock progresses, so that a
convergent region in a shock can become a di-
vergent region and vice versa. Simple geomet-

detonation wave at an angle a - x is deflected rical considerations lead Whitham to a partial
downwards in passing through the incident wave differential equation with dependent variables
and upwards again by the reflected wave. The shock speed and tube area. One of these vari-
lower streamline DE is deflected downwards by ables can be eliminated if the variation of shock
the Mach stem. strength is known in terms of tube area. The

solution of the differential equation then repre-
The equations used for solving the triple sents compression or rarefaction waves moving

shock problem are well known (see for example in each direction on the surface of the shock,
Ref. 1). To solve the equations an estimate is and problems are solved by similar methods to
made of pressure p 3 equal to p , from which those used for 1D unsteady flow. The problems
are calculated the total deflections 63 and 01 where Whitham's method can give approximate
of the two streamlines. The pressure is then solutions are those in which disturbances are
adjusted to meet the boundary condition L3 = 1 created at the shock front and propagate along
across the contact discontinuity. The angle X the shock.
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T

U u

- -- A.p V_ W

-DI-St - ~R_ _S

_SNOCKS t+ St

----. RAY5
Fig. 8 - Shocks and rays

Fig. 7 - Shocks and rays in neighbourhood of tri-

for shock moving from ple point

left to right

Following Whitham it is assumed that the
We can apply Whitham's method to the relation between D and A for an infinitesimal

interaction of two constant strength detonation change of tube area, can be carried over into a
waves. The plane of symmetry forms a ray in finite change of area in a Mach interaction. The
Whitham's terminology since the Mach stem is relation A(M) for a shock wave was derived by
perpendicular to the wall. In Fig. 8 consider Chester [10] and Chisnell [11], by considering
two detonation wave - Mach stem shapes near the interaction of a shock with a small discon-
the triple point at times t and t + it. Let PQRS tinuity in a tube area, such that there is an in-
and TUVW be two rays such that Q is the triple finitesimal reflected wave (Fig. 9). The corre-
point at time t and V is the triple point at t + 6 t. sponding differential relation for an overdriven
These two rays form a tube which narrows in detonation wave can be derived by following the
cross sectional area so that the detonation wave procedure used by Chisnell [11]. Assuming the
accelerates and becomes part of the Mach stem. detonation products obey a perfect gas equation
The area of the tube is A0 at QU and A1 at RV. of state with adiabatic exponent y, it is: -

QR is parallel to the plane of symmetry, so that
angle VQR is x the growth angle of the Mach
stem, and angle UQR is a, the angle of inci- 1 dA 1 1 Yz l
dence. Then from Fig. 8, A dZ ),Z 2Z-1 v'yZ2(2Z-l)F(y-I)Z+l] (6)

IA, Doit\ A, Do
tan - t _ 0•_•_) 1A T _ (1) where dA is the change in area of the tube, z is

t E__ Ao0 0 o / the ratio of overdriven wave pressure to C-J

and pressure and dZ is the corresponding change in
detonation wave strength. Assuming that it is
valid to integrate this expression, the A(Z) re-

t A, (2) lation is of the form:
- D 1lt

We can eliminate 6t by expressing (QV) 2 as A- f(Z) m constant = A0 f(l) (7)

where

QN2 = A0
2 i (D06t) 2  A1

2 + (D1 it) 2  (3) f(Z) = Z1/'Yx (2Z-1)1/ 2 x B(Z) x C(Z) (8)

Then

- (n0  r O21Fj /1A 1N' 1/2 B(Z) [(y12Z)] +2 [()-y l)Z 1
A o,/L t L ) \f i L \( O /jJ

0 D7 rAO(9a)

(4) C(Z) = - [(+ -)Z ] (9b)

A I - [•-(Do,/D,)2 /2 The pressure ratio z is related to D1/Do,

tan X _-•- [ A1 ]10 2 (5) the ratio of the overdriven detonation velocity
to C-J velocity by
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RW A I 3.3 Modification to Whitham's Theory to
13 Allow for Following Rarefactions

I In the two theoretical approaches described

0 0 o above, it has been assumed that the detonation
ID wave has uniform conditions behind it, whereas

in the experiments described in para. 2, the in-
A cident detonation wave in the main explosive is

initiated from an explosive lens, and will there-
A A+ 6A fore be followed by a partial Taylor wave. The

7 interaction of the Taylor waves following the
I incident detonation waves will introduce a rare-

ID-INCIDENT WAVE faction behind the Mach stem. Since the flow
TD-r TANSM1tMD WAVE behind the Mach stem is subsonic, this rarefac-RW- REFLEcTED WAVEAA-REAA CHANGE tion will interact with the Mach stem and reduce

I- INTERFACE the rate of growth.

Fig. 9 - Interaction In Whitham's method the effect of a follow-
diagram for deto- ing rarefaction is equivalent to saying that the
nation wave meeting increase in wave strength is smaller for given
small change of tube change of tube area than it would be without the
area IA following rarefaction. Strictly Whitham's

method is only applicable to a disturbance orig-
inating at the incident wave front, so the inser-

D 12 Z2 tion of a following rarefaction can only be done
0 (10) to give some order of magnitude to the effect of

Dl0
2  2Z-' 1a Taylor wave. In addition with a following

rarefaction there is no unique relation between
The validity of Eq. (7) has been checked for wave strength and area of a tube. The relation

the case where a detonation wave converges in depends on the origin of the rarefaction and the
a sphere of explosive which has been initiated initial wave strength.
by a spherical piston driving the outer boundary
in at C-J particle velocity (Fig. 10a). This has To find the effect on the wave strength/tube
been calculated by a ID code which treats the area relation of the rarefaction behind the Mach
detonation wave as a shock discontinuity, and stem, it seems reasonable to take another situ-
the results are in good agreement with Eq. (7). ation in which the overdriven detonation wave is

followed by a Taylor wave starting at the point
of initiation. Such a situation is the increase in
strength of a spherical detonation wave con-

Piston verging in a sphere of explosive which has been
initiated at its bare outer surface (Fig. 10b).
From calculation on this configuration, a nu-

DetonatioA f(z) = A. f(,i merical relation between tube area and detona-products. tion wave strength has been determined. Ap-
DIz= p, / Pj proximately it can be written in the form,

Undetonoted
H.E. Do' Z2 A(2Z- 1) 1/2k(Z) = A 0  (11)

O2 2Z-I

where k(Z) varies slowly from -0.21 forz = 1
Fig. 10a - Confirmation of A(D) to -0.29 for Z -50. To test whether k(Z) is
relation, no following rarefaction roughly the same in another situation, the cal-

culation was repeated in cylindrical geometry.
In this case k(Z) varies from 0.19 to 0.3.

Equations (7) and (10) give the required The calculation in this case for determin-
A(D) relation to be substituted into Eqs. (4) and ing the growth of Mach stems is exactly the
(5). The final result is a relation between x same as for normal Whitham theory except that
and a. Eq. (11) replaces (7). As may be expected for
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Taking the three shock theory first, two
points emerge:

Detonation2k(z)
prod A (2-,) =(1) The value of x starts from zero at

a. -41' at an angle less than the critical angle
z p /P'J ac for regular reflection. Hence for some an-

Undetonoted gles either regular or Mach interactions are
HE. D theoretically permissible.

o? z2

Of 2Z-1, (2) X decreases to zero again at a = 90°.
This is unlike the behaviour for the interaction

Fig. 10b - Determination of A(D) of shocks which have a finite limiting value of

relation, with following rarefaction x for a = 90'. The zero limiting value of x for
detonation waves is a consequence of the C-J
condition where the flow immediately behind a
detonation wave is just sonic. This suggests

any a, the rate of growth of the stem X is that an experimental investigation of the behav-
smaller than with the full Whitham method. iour of x near a = 900 might well indicate

whether the C-J condition really holds.

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY Whitham's method with constant conditions
AND EXPERIMENT behind the detonation wave ought to agree with

three shock theory since it is based on the same
The experimental values of 'X are plotted premise of a straight Mach stem with constant

against a in Fig. 11 together with curves for conditions behind it. The disagreement is worse
the three theoretical methods. It will be seen than Whitham obtained between the two theories
that the three shock theory gives values of X for very strong gas shocks.
about three to four times the experimental val-
ues, Whitham's theory for constant conditions Whitham's method requires the wave to be
behind the detonation wave gives x values about normal to the plane of symmetry for all angles
twice the experimental results, but Whitham's of incidence. Hence there is a Mach stem for
theory modified to allow approximately for the all values of a. However y values are small
following rarefactions seems to agree well with for a < 45'.
experiment.

W 11THAM I

M40DIFIEDWTE THAM

0 EXPERIMENTAL VALUES

0" 0 20 30" 40' 50" 70" 0 90
CFg

Fig. I I - Rate of growth of Mach stem
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It is also of interest to plot the pressure The results are plotted in Fig. 12 together
ratio z behind the Mach stem as a function of with values given by Feoktistove which were ob-
angle of incidence. This is done in Fig. 12 for tained from the interaction of divergent detona-
the three theories. Since all three theories as- tion waves. Again the modified Whitham theory
sume constant conditions behind the Mach stem, gives the best agreement with experimental
this pressure is appropriate to the plane of results.
symmetry. Also plotted is the curve for regu-
lar reflections.

5. DISCUSSION
The velocity of the Mach Bridge along the

plane of symmetry (DI) can be determined from The experimental results have established
the cusp degeneration L t, i.e., the time interval that the Mach stem probably starts growing
between the arrival of the Mach Bridge and that from where the two incident waves first inter-
of the theoretical cusp; the plane wave detona- sect. Values of y' have been determined for a
tion velocity, and the height of the prism. Al- values in the range 60-81'. In every case the
ternatively for a plane Mach Bridge: Mach stem is curved.

Do cos X (12) Of the simple theories, all assuming that
sin (a (1) conditions are uniform behind a straight Mach

stem, only the modified Whitham theory gives
Table 2 gives the values D1/D0 derived from the agreement with experimental values of X and
experimental results and the values of pressure the pressure on the plane of symmetry. Since
ratio z obtained from them using Eq. (10). this is an approximate modification, allowing

for following rarefactions, to an inexact theory,
TABLE 2 the agreement may be very largely regarded as

Pressure Ratio Behind Mach Bridge fortuitous. One would be more confident if the
Calculated from Experimental Values unmodified Whitham theory agreed with three

shock theory. The reasons for the disagree-

a Dj/D 0 J Z ment are twofold.

_(Experimental) (1) Although pressure behind the reflected
wave in Whitham's method has been equated to

600 2.40 1.17 2.08 the pressure behind the Mach stem, no attempt
650 2.75' 1.128 1.86 has been made to equalise flow deflections; the

necessity to do so having been removed by the
700 3.20 1.086 1.64 simplifying assumptions.

(2) The formula for variation of wave
75° 4.150 1.056 1.475 strength with tube area used in Whitham's

800-81' 4.80 1.026 1.285 method has been derived for infinitesimal area
changes, but is used for finite changes.
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Fig. 12 - Variation of Z = (pressure behind reflected
wave/pressure behind incident wave) against angle of
incidence a
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However the importance of the difference triple point could affect the flow there. The
between the two Whitham theories is that it in- effect must be more true of detonation waves
dicates the strong effect which a following for which the reaction zone is a few tenths of a
rarefaction has on the rate of growth of a Mach mm thick. This has been illustrated by one ex-
stem. In addition the fact that the modified periment, of the type described in section 2,
Whitham theory does agree with experiment in- that has been carried out in Baratol which has
dicates that the A(Z) function (11) might be used a reaction zone of approximately 1 mm. At an
for the transmission of detonation waves in a of 65', X was 11.1' assuming it commenced
other experimental geometries, just as Bryson at the apex, i.e., much closer in agreement with
and Gross [12] have successfully used Whit- three shock theory. The Mach stem was very
ham's theory to predict the diffraction of a gas curved. It should be noted however, that in this
shock around a sphere. experiment the Taylor wave was much less im-

portant since it started at the back of the plane
Apart from rarefactions following the inci- wave lens.

dent wave affecting the rate of growth of the
Mach stem, Sternberg [3] has suggested that the To tackle interaction of detonation waves,
interaction of the structures of gas shocks at the theory needs therefore to include the effects of

Fig. 13 - Pressure distribution (ring initiation) at T = 6.1 psecs

S0.2 0.. 04-6$

Ii- . -1M .

Fig.ok C1 Growth qcrof h OQOde C n to MCia Bindte acti)

Fig. 14 - Growth of Mach bridge intoroidal interaction
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the reaction zone, the Taylor wave and the 2. W. Bleakney and A. H. Taub, "Interaction
corner signal emanating from where the waves of Shock Waves," Revs. Modern Physics 21
first intersect. The most likely approach (4), 584-605 (Oct. 1949).
seems to be to use a 2D unsteady hydrodynam-
ics code. One such calculation has been done 3. J. Sternberg, "Triple Shock Intersections,"
at AWRE on the problem of the growth of Mach The Physics of Fluids 2 (2), 179-206 (Mar.-
stem on the axis of a cylindrical HMX/TNT Apr. 1959).
charge which was initiated at one plane face on
a concentric ring. A typical set of pressure 4. B. B. Dunne, "Mach Reflection of Detonation
contours at one time is shown in Fig. 13. A Waves in Condensed High Explosives I,"
typical streak record of the bare charge in air Physics Fluids 4 (7), 918-924 (July 1961).
for a particular charge thickness is shown in
Fig. 14. The Mach stem is again curved. Also 5. B. B. Dunne, "Mach Reflection of Detonation
in Fig. 14, the observed and calculated Mach Waves in Condensed High Explosives II,"
stem diameters are plotted against distance Physics Fluids_7 (10), 1707-1712 (Oct. 1964).
travelled by the stem along the axis. It will be
seen that the calculation gives the Mach stem 6. E. A. Feoktistova, "Experimental Observa-
growing at about twice the rate of experiment tion of Mach Reflection of Detonation Waves
though the critical angle for the start of the in a Solid Explosive," Sov. Phys.-Doklady
Mach stem is about the same (-35°). This angle 6 (2), 162-163 (Aug. 1961).
is less than for plane C-J detonation waves
probably because the detonation wave in ring 7. G. B. Whitham, "A New Approach to Prob-
initiation is overdriven when it converges on to lems of Shock Dynamics, Part I-Two Di-
the axis. The divergence between calculation mensional Problems," Jrnl. Fluid Mechan-
and experiment is probably because the mesh ics 2, 145-171, (1957).
used in the calculation was too coarse. The
whole explosive was represented by 30 meshes 8. H. D. Mallory and W. S. McEwan, "Trans-
in each direction (1 mesh = 0.1 in.) the Mach parency of Glass and Certain Plastics under
stem was 4 meshes at its maximum radius and Shock Attack," Jrnl. Appld. Phys. 32 (11),
the calculation requires of order 1 to 2 meshes 2421-2424 (Nov. 1961).
for the "reaction zone." It is clear that a much
finer mesh is needed to provide computational 9. R. A. Plauson and H. D. Mallory, "Extinc-
resolution comparable with experiment. tion of Gas-Shock Luminosity Against

Transparent Surfaces," Jrnl. Appld. Phys.
35 (3, 1), 502-507 (March 1964).
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

Subsequent experiments at values of a in the range 810 to 87.50 have shown that the value of x
continues to increase with a and not decrease as predicted by the approximate theories. Unless a
sudden drop to zero occurred between 87½' and 900, an apparent hydrodynamic paradox would seem
to exist since a finite value of x at a = 900 would be inconsistent with the C.J. hypothesis for plane
detonation waves.
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COMMENTS

S. JOIGNEAU (Commissariat a PEnergie B. D. LAMBOURN (Atomic Weapons Research

Atomique, France): There are two approxima- Establishment, Aldermaston, England): The
tions to calculate the angle >, . two assumptions mentioned are discussed by

(1) The plane Mach stem. Whitham in his paper when he applies his ap-
proximations to gas shock interactions. It

(2) The rays, or paths orthogonal to the would appear that as the results of the Modified

successive shock positions, which are assumed Whitham method do give agreement with the ex-

to lie along the particle paths. periments reported in our paper, then in some
way all the errors in the approximation must

Do the two corresponding errors balance have fortuitously cancelled out.
each other? If so, could it account for the very
good agreement between theory and experiment ?



INTERACTION OF OBLIQUE DETONATION

WAVES WITH IRON

H. M. Sternberg and D. Piacesi
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Impacts of oblique detonations in pentolite on iron are treated by
the methods of plane, steady, compressible flow. Regular reflection,
three shock Mach reflection, and expansion are discussed. The maxi-
mum transmitted pressure, 452 kb, is shown to occur at an impact an-
gle of 63.40, at the onset of Mach reflection. The steady double plastic
wave structure in iron, which appears at impact angles between 71.3'
and 900, is calculated. Results for two colliding detonation waves are
obtained as a special case.

This paper, with some changes and additions, has been published in the
Phys. Fluids 9, 1307 (1966).
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INTERACTIONS OF DETONATION WAVES

IN CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES

S. D. Gardner and Jerry Wackerle
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Flow patterns similar to regular and Mach reflection resulting
from the interaction of detonation waves in condensed explosives have
been observed with rotating mirror cameras and flash radiography.
The principal emphasis of the study has been with the oblique collision
of plane detonation waves. In this configuration the assumptions of
steady flow, infinitesimal reaction zone thicknesses, the Chapman-
Jouguet hypothesis and simple reaction-product equations of state per-
mit an analytic solution for the detonation parameters for regular re-
flection and the computation of the critical angle for the onset of Mach
reflection. These critical angles have been measured for Composition
B, 9404-03 PBX, Baratol, and nitromethane. Additional data obtained
on Composition B include a measurement of Mach stem pressure and
stern shape. In inhomogeneous explosives Mach stems and reflected
shocks have displayed substantial curvatures and flash x-ray studies
have revealed anomalous density regions in the symmetry planes in
both regular and Mach reflection experiments. These observations,
along with deviations in computed and measured critical angle values,
have indicated a degree of failure of the simplified theory to provide an
exact, detailed description of the interaction phenomena; this failure is
currently believed to result primarily from the nonuniform structure of
the detonation wave.

COMMENTS

S. JOIGNEAU (Commissariat .1 l'Energie agreement with the experimental transition
Atomique, France): The sonic angle of critical angles to Mach reflection. However, in view of
reflection calculated with a "polytropic" equa- the rather large variation of acr (as well as the
tion of state is in better agreement with experi- sonic angle) with the several equation-of-state
ment than the limiting angle of regular reflec- representations, and without an independent
tion calculated with the same equation. Can one means for choosing which of these is most ap-
conclude that the critical angle is the sonic an- propriate, it is impossible for us to infer to
gle, rather than the limiting angle of regular which of the three limiting angles the experi-
reflection? mental transition angle corresponds, i.e., to

the critical angle for regular reflection, the
S. D. GARDNER and J. WACKERLE (Los Ala- sonic angle, or the critical angle for Mach
mos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New reflection.
Mexico): The sonic angles for both Composi-
tion B and nitromethane are calculated to be A. RAUCH (Commissariat ý l'Energie Atomique,
about 10 less than the calculated critical angles France): We have used an experimental ar-
for regular reflection and therefore are in better rangement which was nearly the same as those
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used by Gardner and Wackerle. The colliding longer runs were not considered necessary.
angle was 600 and the explosive was equivalent Without knowing the details of your experiment,
to Composition B. we would like to point out that considerable

care must be taken to protect the interacting

We have found that the Mach stem width waves from side rarefactions in an experiment
grows from 0 to 4.5 mm for a stem run of about with a long stem run. The effect of these rare-80 m o n wfactions will be to eventually lower the pressure
80 mm. For runs between 80 mm and 160 mm ofteclingwvswhhinurwlleut

the stem width remains constant. It seems the of the colliding waves, which in turn will result

Mach detonation wave is stationary between in a lower growth rate. Assuming that such a

these two limits. mechanism was not responsible for your ob-
served zero growth rate, it is conceivable that
the rarefaction centered behind the interaction

We don't know why the stem width remains attenuates the stem over a very long run, caus-
constant; we think the release waves lower the ing a gradual change in the orientation of its
Mach detonation speed. I want to ask Mr. intersection with the triple point, which in turn
Gardner and Mr. Wackerle if they have done might result in a decreasing or vanishing
experiments for stem runs greater than 100 mm growth rate. A preliminary calculation of a
and if they have made the same observations. Mach reflection at this angle of incidence (600)

shows that a solution exists for a zero-growth-
S. D. GARDNER and J. WACKERLE: In our rate stationary flow-pattern in the immediate
measurements of stem growth rates there was vicinity of the triple point, provided the stem is
no indication of a decreasing growth rate for sufficiently curved for it to intersect the triple
stem runs up to 100 mm, so measurements for point at the necessary angle.



AXIAL INITIATION OF MULTI-COMPONENT

EXPLOSIVES CHARGES

Louis Deffet and C. Fosse
Centre de Recherches pour l'Industrie des Produits Explosifs

Belgium

ABSTRACT

The effect of axial initiation with a detonating fuse is compared
with the normal booster initiation. The propagation of detonation is
observed in the explosive by means of flash-radiography; the proper-
ties of shock waves emerging in surrounding Perspex are used to eval-
uate the pressure effects on the walls of the charge. Two explosive
mixtures containing ammonium nitrate (AN-FO and AN-TNT-Al), an
ion-exchanged explosive (EIE) and RDX were tested. For RDX and
AN-TNT-Al, no significant difference was observed between axial and
normal initiation. The discussion of results obtained with AN-FO and
EIE shows some details of axial initiation with detonating fuse.

INTRODUCTION we have examined cylindrical charges, primed
by means of axial detonating fuses; these

The industrial explosives containing mainly charges are of such a length and diameter that
ammonium nitrate can be primed either by a they are capable of reproducing the real phe-
detonator or by a high explosive booster, placed nomenon completely. Moreover we have corn-
at one end of the charge or by one or several pared the results obtained by testing ammonium
detonating fuses, placed along the same. The nitrate-fuel oil explosive in this way, with other
point of determining, which of both methods is results obtained in a similar way for RDX and
most adequate for improving the detonation other explosive mixtures. We used flash-
efficiency has been often raised and was raised radiography for observing and analysing the
once more when the ammonium nitrate-fuel oil propagation of the detonation wave in the explo-
mixtures made their appearance. sive. It was possible, in some cases, to com-

pare the pressure exerted on the walls, as a
Numerous priming laboratory tests were function of the priming of the charge, by photo-

conducted by Cook [1] and coworkers who came graphing the shock wave in a Perspex block,
to the conclusion that the charge was less corn- used as a means of confining the explosive,
pletely detonated by the detonating fuse than by this method being similar to this one success-
a booster such as dynamite or high explosives, fully used recently by Hershkowitz [3].
The high energy detonating fuses continued how-
ever to be successfully used in quarry blasting,
and AN-FO mixtures have given rise to an EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
abundant and varied technical literature. More
recently Sadwin and Stresau [2] studied this Observation of the Shock and Deto-
problem again by applying a photographic nation Waves
method for observing the detonation wave, ob-
tained in the ammonium nitrate-fuel oil explo- The detonation wave can be observed by
sive, centrally primed. By measuring the ex- flash-radiography, when the charge is confined
pansion speed, they concluded to a non-ideal in Perspex cylinders (Fig. 1). The curvature
detonation. As a contribution to such studies, and the thickness of the normal compression

Note: This workwas sponsored bythe "Association des Fabricants Belges d'Explosifs" and "I.R.S.I.A."
We also thank the technicians who helped us to successfully conduct this research work and
particularly M. P. Goemans, M. R. Vanden Berghe and M. G. Van Roy.
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Cross-section AA: Side view

A

V/one Of emegnce o l"///

Corkstopershock wave

Detonating cp •tonaring 'use

Fig. 1 - Schematic view of experimental arrangement

wave can be measured when the explosion is in dependence with the distance to the axis and
initiated by a booster. If the explosion is axi- consequently the diameter of the charge. They
ally initiated, the detonation wave gradually enable us to observe the shock wave in the
developing along the axis of the detonating fuse Perspex block, but only when the charge is
and propagating at the velocity at which the capable of releasing a sufficiently high energy.
detonation axially propagates in this fuse, lat-
erally propagates at a velocity which can be The hydrodynamic properties of translu-
directly deduced from the value of the angle cent bodies such as water, air, glass, poly-
formed by the line, tangent to the wave surface methylmethacrylate, have been largely taken
and the axis of the detonating fuse (Fig. 2). The advantage of, in the course of these last years
lateral propagation velocity is obtained by the for studying the shock waves generated in a
following relation: dense medium by the detonation of high explo-

sives. In 1952, Pugh [4] photographically ex-
VL V VC sin 3 (1) amined the effect produced by a detonating fuse

upon a glass support. Dapoigny [5] made use of
in which Vc is the detonation velocity of the the flash radiography for studying the shock
detonating fuse. wave induced in polymethylmethacrylate by an

explosive detonating in a direction parallel to
The radiographs enable us to find how the the wall. He deduced the relation existing be-

velocity and the cylinder wall attack angle, vary tween the pressure and the shock velocity in

Icie shck wave I,• ./

•" zz • Perspex

Axis of the charot

Detonating

Detonatio zon

- Pers cx
, 'n Aerial shocM wave

lIner'face veiocity

Fig. 2 - Aspect of the detonation zone in explosive and
the shock wave generated in surrounding medium
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this polymer. In the present work, we use the laboratories by R. Vanden Berghe [8]. The
classical shock relation shock wave propagation or expansion velocity

can be obtained by the following relation:
PS ADW (2) v• : csi (3)

in which Z is the density of Perspex (1.185), D,
the velocity of the shock wave, and W, the par- in which V, is the velocity component parallel
ticle velocity. w may, in first approximation, to the axis of the charge (Fig. 2), or by super-
be related to D by the relation posing pictures obtained, for which the time-

spacing is known with precision. The propaga-
1 tion velocity can be defined in this way with a
k precision amounting to ±100 m/s. The pres-

sure exerted on the walls surrounding the
and the numerical values obtained from a re- charge can thus be deduced using Fqs. (2) and
cent paper of Jaffe [6] where (2a). RDX, which has been used as a standard

explosive, is however the sole one which can
k = 1.50, and be considered as having a characteristic im-

Cc=2,590 /s = sound velocity, pedance nearly equalled to that of the Perspex.
Co =In the other cases, the values of the shock

The linear relation between D and W was ob- pressure measured in the Perspex are com-

tained by Jaffe, with experimental results from parable between each other when they refer to

different authors, and includes results obtained the same explosive.

with Perspex; the lowest values (D = 2,700 to
3,000 m/s) were obtained by Jaffe with Lucite. Comments About the Explosives
Although we are dealing with oblique incident Studied
shock waves the above relation is considered
as sufficiently accurate. We wish also to note a. The ammonium nitrate-fuel oil mixture
that experimental values of the Ps - D relation 95/5 (NA-FO mixture) was prepared with
were obtained by Cook [7] in the shock region NH 4NO 3 prills of Canadian origin, encased from
of D = 3,000 to 5,000 m/s, with Lucite; some of 0.4 to 0.7% in a mixture containing 90% clay
them disagree from the calculated values; the and 10% of mono- and dimethyl-naphthalene-
two figures will be given when the difference is sulfonate. Its loading density is equal to 0.85;
of interest. The Lucite shock properties have a No. 8 detonator detonates such a mixture in a
been taken advantage of by Hershkowitz [3] for steel cylinder. The following detonation veloc-
studying how the deflagration propagates in a ities have been obtained in 3-mm-thick steel
granular explosive. He distinguished the super- cylinder, the explosive being primed by means
sonic waves from the elastic ones (sonic) ap- of 50 g of Dynamite:
pearing when the propagation rate is insuffi-
ciently high. inside diameter 21 mm: 1,230m/s

Shock waves are observed in Perspex inside diameter 42 mm: 3,600m/s.
blocks drilled through with different diameters
(Fig. 1). The inner cylindrical cavity is in Brinkley [9] found that the detonation velocity
some cases prolonged on both ends of the block of mixtures of this type reached 4,300 m/s on
by a cylinder of which the diameter is the same condition that the diameter of the charge be
as the diameter of said inner cylindrical cavity, sufficiently high, the said value being near the
when it is desirable to avoid any action of the theoretical one. In our experiments conducted
initiating explosive or of the waves reflecting in Perspex tubes, we found a detonation veloc-
upon the walls. The diameters of the cylinder ity of 1,800 m/s (inside diameter of tube:
holes drilled and the thickness of the blocks 42 mm, thickness of the tube: 52 mm, priming:
were respectively equal to 30/40 mm, 42/52 mm 75 g Dynamite).
and 63/76 mm; the minimum length of the charge
was 200 mm. The shock wave, which develops b. The AN-TNT-Al (80/18/2) mixture is
at the top of the block as well as in the ambient largely used in quarries and coal mines; it is
air in contact with the bottom of the same have prepared with thin ammonium nitrate and TNT
been photographed by use of high-speed pho- crystals and powdered aluminium. The No. 8
tography equipment; we used the Cranz-Schardin detonator initiates this mixture without need of
system provided with explosive lamps of which confinement; the detonation velocity amounts to
the emission durations are about 0.1 microsec- 3,680 ± 50 m/s, when it is loaded at density of
ond. This equipment was developed in our 1.10 in a 30/40 mm Perspex tube.
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c. The exchanged ion explosive (EIE) is 2. 20 g PETN/meter, detonation velocity
the safety explosive which is actually the most 7,160 m/s.
used in Belgian coal mines. It contains 10%
nitroglycerine and 90% of a NH 4 C1-KNO3 stoi-
chiometric mixture; these salts react upon each EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
other when strongly confined and this reaction
releases an energy which is equivalent to that These results fall into two categories:
of the well-known NH4 NO 3 -NaC1 mixture. This
explosive is detonated by a No. 8 detonator and A. Those relating to the shock or detona-
its detonation velocity amounts to 1,350 m/s in tion wave in the explosive.
the 30/40 mm Perspex tube; this velocity is
practically unchanged, when the diameter of B. Those, relating to the shock generated
the charge is increased, the confinement re- in the Perspex walls which surround the charge.
maining weak. In this group, the results relating to the poor

reactive mixtures will be presented as a dis-
d. The following mixtures of the "Slurry" cussion.

type, of which the density was nearly equal to
1.5 particularly the mixtures complying with
following formulae: Characteristics of the Wave which

AN-Tritonal-H 20, 40/40/20 Propagates in the Explosive

and AN-propellant powder-H 20, 40/45/15 of The measurements and observation from
which the detonation velocity in a steel cylinder X-ray flash pictures are mentioned in Table 1,
(inside diameter 42 mm, thickness 3 mm) was columns (d) and (e); columns (b) and (c) of the
respectively 5,400 and 5,200 m/s, led unfortu- same table show the results of measurements
nately to negative results, of the detonation velocity in the normal detona-

tion wave and the results of calculations made
e. As standard explosive we used Hexogen in order to obtain the value of the detonation

(RDX) in powder, of loading density equal to pressure. Attention is drawn to the following:
1.00 and detonation velocity in Perspex tube
(30/40 mm) of 5,985 ± 50 m/s. (a) The detonation wave generated by

a detonating fuse propagates in the explosive
f. Below are the main characteristics of at a velocity which depends upon the composi-

the detonating fuses we made use of: tion of the explosive. The wave in explosives
having a high detonating velocity (RDX and

1. 12 g PETN/meter, detonation velocity AN-TNT-Al) propagates at a velocity, which
6,600 to 6,900 m/s. remains constant.

Mean detonation front velocity
obtained in AN-FO by axial initiation.

"• •- AN-FO, fuse 209/m,

-- -AN-F0. fuse 12g/m.

--Inert, fuse 20g/m.

E½

LI I I
0 2 3

Distance to axis (cm)

Figure 3
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TABLE 1
Characteristics of the Detonation Wave

Priming by Means of a Priming by Means of an
Detonator or a Booster Axial Detonating Fuse

Detonation Detonation Propagation Angle at which the
Explosive Velocity Pressure PD Velocity VL Detonation Wave

(m/s) (kilobars) (m/s) Meets the Wall 03)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(1) AN-TNT-Al 3,680 ± 50 39.4* 2,580 ± 100 230 4 30 mm
A = 1.10 (calculated) (constant) 4 42 mm

(2) AN-FO A. I, 800 ± 50 7.8* From 2,200 to 120 ' 30 mm
A = 0.85 Perspex 0 42 mm 850 (Fig. 3) (7 ± 1)' 0 42 and

63 mm

B. 3,600 ± 50 31.0* (Detonating Fuse
Steel 4 42 mm 20 g PETN/m)

(3) EIE 1,350 + 50 2,300 (0 30 mm) From 190(0 30mm)
A = 1.20 above this diam- To 13' (0 63 mm)

eter decreases
up to 1,700 m/s

(4) RDX 5,985 ± 50 110 (semi- 5,250 ± 75 500 € 30 mm
A = 1.00 experimental) (constant)

*Using equation formulated by Jones: P = 4.157D 2A(1 - 0.543L+ 0.19352) 10-6.

(b) As regards the AN-FO mixtures,
the form of the wave propagation velocity curve
in its dependence with distance to the axis of
the detonating fuse has been examined in more
detail. The diagram (Fig. 3) plotted by using
the results of the measurements made for this
purpose shows that the 12 g/m detonating fuse
generates a wave, which gradually damps down,
whereas the 20 g/m detonating fuse generates a
wave, for which the front progresses at a ve-
locity which tends to stabilize in the region of
1,000 m/s. Two pictures are added (Figs. 4
and 5) as an example of radiographs obtained in
this case. The wave expansion velocity, the
thickness of the compressed zone, generated in
the AN-FO explosive and the characteristics of Fig. 4 Detonation zone in AN-FO ii-
the shock wave generated by the same detonat- tiated by 20 g/m detonating fuse (first
ing fuse in the course of an experiment, in state), charge diameter: 42 mm
which the AN-FO explosive was replaced by
ammonium nitrate in prills, encased in chalk
and consequently nonreactive, are elements, the explosion is initiated by means of a booster
which show that a violent reaction occurs in the (slight curvature of the wave front). In RDX
AN-FO explosive, the destructive effect of such and AN-TNT-Al, the detonation wave curvature
a reaction upon the Perspex block being an ex- is more pronounced. As regards the mixtures
ample of its violence. of the "Slurry" type, it was not possible to ob-

tain a stable detonation wave in the confinement
(c) The detonation wave of AN-FO and conditions offered by Perspex, and in the se-

EIE looks like the ideal detonation wave, when verest priming conditions.
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the fact that NaNO 3 reacts upon NH 4 Cl on the
level of the detonating fuse gases. This reac-
tion however, damps gradually down because the
explosive is insufficiently confined. In fact, the
EIE explosive loses its safety characteristics
towards fire-damp when it is detonated by a
detonating fuse of the type used.

Effects Produced on the Walls

Surrounding the Charge

1. AN-TNT-Al and RDX

The results obtained by testing these two
explosives have been grouped because the

tiated by 20 g/m detonating fuse, charge radiographs clearly show the detonation wave
diameter: 63 mm in the explosive and also the shock wave which

propagates in the Perspex (see example in
Fig. 7). The emergence angles determined
under these conditions satisfactorily agree with

(d) Column (e) of Table 1 mentions the those measured on the photographs. As the
angles at which the wave meets the wall, when radiographs always show a lack of contrast,
the explosive detonation is primed by an axial which reduces the accuracy of the measures,
detonating fuse. Note the very small value of we have only used those measures which could
the angle at which the AN-FO detonation wave be taken on photographs (Fig. 6).
meets the wall, when the inside diameter of the
cylindrical charge is high. Table 2 shows the characteristics of the

shock wave, observed by applying both different
(e) The explosive EIE is an exception, priming methods. RDX in powder, charged with

because the detonation wave, generated by the a density equal to 1.00 can be taken as standard
detonating fuse propagates at a velocity which material for making comparisons. The shock
is above the stable detonation velocity, meas- wave generated in a Perspex block placed this
ured on cylindrical cartridges. This is due to time opposite the detonator, propagates at an

Fig. 6 - Photographic recording showing the shock wave resulting
from detonation of AN-TNT-Al initiated by 12 g/m detonating fuse,
charge diameter: 30 mm
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TABLE 2
Comparison of the Properties of the Shock Wave Emerging in Perspex

RDX (A = 1.00) and AN-TNT-Al; charge diameter: 30 mm; wall thickness: 40 mm; and
detonating fuse 12 g/rn.

RDX (A = 1.00) AN-TNT-Al

(A) Priming by means of a
detonator

(1) Emergence angle (a) 410 ± 30' (63 ± 2)'

(2) Attack angle (j3) (78 ± 2)° (65 ± 2)-

(3) Expansion velocity
(V, sin a) (3,925 ± 75) m/s (3,280 ± 100) m/s

(4) Average pressure in
Perspex (Ps) 41 kilobars* 18 kilobars

(B) Priming by means of a
detonating fuse

(1) Emergence angle (a) 370 ± 30' 300 ± 30'

(V¢ = 6,600 m/s) (V, = 6,600 m/s)
350 ± 30'

(V, = 6,900 m/s)

(2) Attack angle (13) (50 ± 2)0 (23 ± 1)°

(3) Expansion velocity
(V, sin a) (3,965 ± 90) m/s (3,300 ± 100) m/s

(4) Average pressure in
Perspex (Ps) 43 kilobars* 19 kilobars

"'According to Cook, the corresponding values are 34 and 35 kilobars.

Perspex equal to 110 kilobars.Y This point of
the polytropic Perspex rarefaction curve is
sufficiently near the RDX straight line
("adapted impedance"), for calculating the det-
onation pressure by means of this method. As
regards the pressure exerted on the lateral
walls, this cannot be calculated with a great
precision, the error made being approximately
equal to 20% (±10%) because the shock wave
propagation velocity and consequently the parti-
cle velocity W cannot be calculated with a great
precision either, the error being made amount-
ing approximately to ±100 m/s.

As regards the AN-TNT-Al, the attention

Fig. 7 - Radiograph showing detonation must be drawn to the fact that certain angle
zone and shock wave in Perspex; same measurements were made with a more pro-
event as Fig. 6 nounced imprecision. As the difference between

the shock velocity and the sonic one in the Per-
spex gets smaller, the pressure can only be
known with a much lower precision (an example

initial velocity which can be measured by a ro-
tating mirror camera and is equal to 5,200
m/s, which corresponds to a pressure in the *9 5 kbars, according to Cook.
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Fig. 9 - Shock wave generated in Perspex
by AN-TNT-Al initiated by a No. 8 detonator

Fig. 8- Radiograph showing final state of

expansion of detonation wave in AN-FO
initiated by 20 g/m detonating fuse, charge
diameter: 42 mm (the deformation of the As the measurements have been made un-
wall is visible) der the most favourable conditions, the values

indicated must be considered as upper limit
values. The stress waves propagated in the
Perspex block have been qualitatively compared

of photographic recording obtained with this to each other, as regards their intensity and
mixture is given in Fig. 9). their shape. In the following text we will group

all the results, which can be considered as suf-
This being taken into consideration, Ta- ficiently reproducible.

ble 2 indicates however that the values of the
pressure exerted on the walls do not depend on
the priming method. Note that the wall pres- 3. Priming of the AN-FO Explosive
sure of RDX is approximately equal to 35% of
its semi-experimental detonation pressure. a. Priming by means of a dynamite
For AN-TNT-Al, such a comparison would need booster
a sufficiently adapted impedance with Perspex,
or the use of an impedance mismatch equation. Charges, placed in a cylinder of 42 mm in

the diameter (thickness of the test-block 52 mm)
have been tested. In the Perspex, we observe

2. AN-FO, EIE and Slurry--Discussion an intricate propagation of nearly sonic waves,
perpendicular to the axis and masking the ef-

As regards the low reactivity mixtures, fects of the shock. The explosive wave propa-
the analysis of the compression waves propa- gation velocity, being equal to 1,800 m/s is
gated in the Perspex can only give qualitative below the sound velocity in the Perspex. The
results, either because the difference between angle formed by the Perspex-explosive inter-
the shock wave velocity and the sonic wave ve- face can be measured on the radiographs so
locity is measured with a lower precision than that the particle velocity in the vicinity of the
the velocity which is measured, or because a shock wave front can be calculated. It has been
sonic wave propagates ahead of an eventual found equal to 215 m/s which corresponds to a
shock wave and masks the effects of the latter. pressure equal to about 7.5 kbars.
Shock waves of such a low amplitude do not
appear on the radiographs. The movement of
the explosive-Perspex interface can hardly be b. Priming by means of a detonat-
observed so that the particle velocity is diffi- ing fuse 12 g/m
cult to calculate with precision (see Fig. 8). In
critical cases, the particle velocity can be a Cylinder, 30/40 mm.
roughly estimated by measuring the aerial
shock wave velocity and the Perspex-air inter- A compression wave propagates in the
face value and by assuming that the velocity at Perspex block under an angle of 230 measured
the air-Perspex interface is roughly equal to from the axis of the charge. Its velocity is
twice the velocity at the explosive-Perspex equal to 2,700 m/s. The velocity of the aerial
interface, shock wave, engendered around the block amounts
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to 500 m/s and the particle velocity at the ex-
plosive Perspex interface, to 110 m/s. In this
case, the pressure exerted on the walls would
not exceed 4 kbars.

* Cylinder, 63/76 mm. .,.....

The stress wave propagates under an angle
of (16 ± 1)' measured from the axis. This is
accounted for by the very low value of the inci-
dence angle on the wall. This wave damps out
on a 5 up to 7 cm distance.

Fig. 10 - Aspect of stress waves gener-
c. Priming by means of a detonat- ated in Perspex by AN-FO initiated by

ing fuse 20 g/m 20 g/m detonating fuse; diameter of the
charge 42 mm

* Cylinder, 42 mm, test block thickness:
52 mm.

It is not easy to explain the behaviour of
waves propagating in Perspex, because the
value of the incidence angle is rather low.
The compression wave observed in the block
shows however essential differences distinguish-
ing it from these due to an insufficiently reactive
shock (case of the "Slurry"). A supersonic ve-
locity approximately equal to 3,300 m/s (see,
for example, Fig. 10), can be observed only in
a limited section of the charge. All the meas-
urements recorded show that the expansion ve-
locity at the interface varies from 230 to 300
m/s so that the pressure at the interface would
be equal to 12 to 15 kbars and would exceed Fig. 11 - Aspect of stress waves gener-
that obtained by means of a Dynamite booster. ated in Perspex by AN-FO initiated by

Such a value can hardly be accounted for by a 20 g/m detonating fuse; diameter of the

simple tangential wave propagation. Wave re- charge 63 mm

inforcing phenomena produced by multiple re-
flections are highly probable.

some recordings show that the axial wave
9 Cylinder, 63 mm, test block thickness: moves in air around the charge at a velocity

76 mm. equal to ±800 m/s, which correspond to a par-
ticle velocity amounting to :550 m/s. Even if

The shock in the Perspex takes on a typi- this velocity is a free surface velocity, namely
cal character (Fig. 11). The values of the ve- a velocity which can be divided by two for ob-
locity determined by measuring the emergence taining the value of the velocity at the explosive-
angle would be perfectly unreliable, on account Perspex interface, we will still obtain a pres-
of their totally lacking in precision. A succes- sure amounting to 10 up to 12 kbars. A
sion of thrusts and stops is in fact observed comparison made with the nonreactive "Slurry"
and this is due to the slight variations of the shows the big intensity difference existing be-
incidence angle and to emergence angles of an tween the waves engendered.
exaggerated value. They can be easily distin-
guished from the angles due to the normal
propagation of the wave because their inclina- 4. EIE Priming by Means of a
tion very rapidly varies and reaches a much Detonating Fuse 12 g/m
lower value. It cannot be however denied, that
the charge has detonated and even violently, The intricate disposition of the waves of a
judging the detonating power of the explosive typical sonic character shows however a suc-
by its destructive effect, but the pressure de- cession of two thrusts namely a primary thrust
velops here perpendicularly to the axis of the giving a wall pressure of 4 kbars and a second-
charge (wave near parallel to the wall), and ary one equal to 15 kbars (Fig. 12). This is
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confirmed by analysing the aerial waves. The the axis of the charge of EIE explosive by the
detonating fuse seems responsible for the cou- detonating fuse can clearly be distinguished
pie of salts reacting upon each other (secondary from the reaction produced by normal initia-
reaction). tion. This is also confirmed by the observation

of a greater detonation velocity in the charges
axially initiated.

"ti - ~ As regards the low energy and low sensi-
tivity explosives of the AN-FO type, the axial
priming, if it can be done by making use of a

f! high energy detonating fuse (20 g/m), generates
a reaction wave which attacks the wall of the
cylinder in a direction nearly perpendicular to

"it, particularly when the cylindrical test block
has a large inside diameter. This can be con-
sidered as an advantage from the thrust point
of view. Another advantage of axial initiation
would result from a higher pressure exerted on
the walls than with normal booster initiation.
The results obtained seem to support this hy-Fig. 1 2 - Aspect of stress waves generated pothesis, but unfortunately the pressure ex-

in Perspex by EIE initiated by 12 g/m det-

onating fuse; diameter of the charge 30 mm erted remains in general too low to be correctly
defined by the method used. A better determi-
nation would be possible by using water as a
transmitting medium, but this has not been ex-

5. "Slurry" Priming perimented with during this work. However, in
our experiments, we observed by flash radiog-

As the "Slurry" could not be primed even raphy a rather low shock propagation velocity
by using cylindrical blocks of a big diameter in the explosive mixture, indicating a very par-
and a 20 g/m detonating fuse, the disposition of tial reaction. Moreover, if we consider that in
the elastic waves in the Perspex and the inten- the case of a normal detonation wave the reac-
sity of these waves can be used as an example tion can be made more complete when the ex-
of unreactive shock, plosive is strongly confined, whereas this can-

not be expected when the explosion is axially
It was found that unreactive shock gener- initiated and when consequently the shock wave

ates a train of waves fairly less intense than has to move along a rather long distance before
this one generated by the reactive shocks, the influence of the confinement can be made

sensible, we are.tempted not to exaggerate the
importance of the pressures recorded on the

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE walls when it is axially primed.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
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A DETONATION CALORIMETER AND THE HEAT OF

PRODUCTS OF DETONATION OF PENTA-ERYTHRITOL

TETRANITRATE (PETN)

D. L. Ornellas, J. H. Carpenter and S. R. Gunn
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California

Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

An isothermally jacketed bomb calorimeter has been developed for
measurement of the heat of detonation of 2 5-g charges of high explo-
sives. The stainless steel bomb has a 5.2 F internal volume and 1.25-in.
walls, and weighs 115 lbs. Calibration is performed by combustion of
benzoic acid; reproducibility is 0.1%. Experiments can be made in a
total of one hour.

Calorimetric measurements with PETN supplemented by product
analysis are described. The data are interpreted with the aid of ther-
modynamic and hydrodynamic calculations which show that the experi-
ments fell into two classes, depending upon the degree of confinement
used around the explosive. For unconfined or lightly confined cylindri-
cal charges, the heat of detonation of PETN at 298'K is 1499 ± 5 cal/g,
H20( ) ; the released energy is largely retained in the products which
are shocked considerably off the Chapman-Jouguet isentrope by reflec-
tions from the bomb wall. For heavily confined cylindrical charges fhe
heat of detonation is 1487 ± 3 cal/g, H20(g) ; the energy is largely con-
verted to kinetic and internal energy of the confining metal, and the
products expand along the Chapman-Jouguet isentrope. The reshocking
of products is minimal in comparison to unconfined charges.

The product composition obtained by analysis is compared with that
predicted by calculations using various equations of state for PETN
detonation products. A freeze-out temperature of 1500-1800'K is found
by comparing the ideal gas calculations to the experimental results ob-
tained using unconfined charges.

This paper has been published in The Review of Scientific Instruments,
37, 907 (1966).

Note: This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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ANOMALOUS ISENTROPE RESULTS OBTAINED

WITH THE RUBY COMPUTER PROGRAM

Joseph Hershkowitz
Engineering Sciences Laboratory

Feltman Research Laboratories, Picatinny Arsenal
Dover, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

Points off the isentrope were erroneously provided by the RUBY
computer program during a calculation of the isentrope from the
Chapman-Jouguet point for a 60/40 mixture of KC10 4 /Al, loading den-
sity 0.5 g/cm 3. The error occurred at temperatures near 3120'K
within a decade range of pressure centered at 5.3X 10- 5 megabars
( 0 .00 3 PCj) where the condensed form of A1 20 3 first appeared in the
product species. Thecalculation involved allowed for the condensation
in the products of Al and A12 0 3 , but only A12 03(C), or neither appeared.
The computational procedure is based on determining the composition
with minimum Gibbs free energy and on the existence of a single mono-
tonically increasing curve of entropy with temperature. However, it
was found that, for the region involved, the free energy vs temperature
curve for a composition containing A1 2 0 3 (C) and the corresponding
curve for that without A12 0 3 (C) are very close, while the corresponding
entropy curves are far apart except at one temperature. The small
differences in free energy made possible improper choices between the
two compositions as the temperature was altered because the signifi-
cant determination was made by the program with a two-solid matrix
instead of a one-solid matrix. This led to a change (a straddle) in the
sign of the difference between the calculated entropy and the isentrope
value, for a temperature interval which did not contain the isentrope
temperature. The exit procedure which followed only decreased the
temperature width of the straddle and thus the incorrect temperature
and entropy were obtained. A similar error could occur in finding a
point on the Hugoniot curve if the product species behaved similarly
since the same subroutine is used to minimize the energy difference
from the Hugoniot. A modification of the TRANBA subprogram to try
the one-solid matrix determinations before exiting with no solids, when
two are anticipated, overcomes the difficulty. Other possible modifica-
tions are discussed.

INTRODUCTION values and making comparisons, two tempera-
tures are found between which the entropy has

The RUBY program [1] computes, among changed from above the isentrope value to be-
other properties of an explosive, the isentrope low or vice versa. This straddle region is then
from the Chapman-Jouguet point at preselected narrowed by successive halving until the tern-
pressures. At each pressure, it starts with the perature difference is below a prescribed con-
stored temperature and finds the equilibrium trol and a final value of entropy is computed.
composition ;y minimizing the Gibbs free en- One would expect this final value of entropy to
ergy using the method of steepest descent. It be a point on the isentrope and it generally is.
then computes the entropy of this composition However, it has been found that points far off
and subtracts the value on the isentrope. As the isentrope can occur for a calculation that
this difference is positive or negative, so it re- provides for condensation of two of the product
duces or increases the temperature by a pre- species, when in a particular pressure and
scribed increment and repeats the process of temperature range only one begins to condense.
finding a composition. By storing previous

168
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The calculations which revealed this diffi- TABLE 1
culty were concerned with obtaining the isen- Entropy Values Obtained in Runs 89-1 to 89-4
trope to relatively low pressures for a mixture
of potassium perchlorate and aluminum in a Pres- Entropy
60/40 weight ratio. The propagation of detona- sure (megabar cm 3 /g ev)
tion of this mixture while confined in a Lucite (mega-
cylinder has been observed experimentally [2]. bars) 89-1 89-2 89-3 89-4
It was found that the reaction zone contains a
nonluminous region corresponding with the rup- 1.673-4 0.2158 0.2163 0.2163 0.2163
ture of the Lucite and with the lateral expansion 1.255-4 0.2158 0.2158
of the products. One possible explanation was 9.409-5 0.1467* 0.2190 0.2158
that only gaseous species were present in the 7.056-5 0.2158 0.2158
nonluminous region. The high luminosity be- 5.291-5 0.2059* 0.2166",- 0.1373*:" 0.1375*
hind then followed from the condensation of 3.968-5 0.2240 0.2236
A12 0 3, providing a high emissivity. The isen- 2.976-5 0.1242* 0.2018* 0.1276*
trope calculation was conducted to provide in- 2.231-5 0.2156 0.2271
formation on this condensation. It was found 1.673-5 0.1533,' 0.2311 0.2327 0.1188*
that for a loading density of 0.5 g/cm3 , Al 2 03 (C)
did not appear until the pressure dropped to *Indicates that A12 03 (COND) was present in the

about 53 bars from the computed Chapman- products.
Jouguet value of 16.7 kilobars. The tempera-
ture had correspondingly decreased from 5600°K Computational parameters were P3= 106, P6, 7

to 3120°K. The results were achieved only after 0.0172, EN(1) = 0.001, ET = 0.002 except for

overcoming a tendency on the part of the com- Run 89-4 where P6, 7 were changed to 0.0086
and ET to 0.0002.

puter program to provide results off the isen-

trope. The results and the reasons therefor
are presented in this paper together with cor- The deviations, both large and small, from
rective measures. the isentrope value and the lack of apparent

correlation with either the size of the pressure
step, the presence of A120 3 (C), or the changes

RESULTS made in control settings suggested that the er-
ror might be more basic. The program was

Table 1 shows the many erroneous values then modified to add a print-out of the Gibbs
of entropy obtained in the course of four tom- free energy for each composition determination
putations. The presence or absence of A120 3(C) and a series of runs made at a pressure of
in the products is also indicated. The entropy 5.291-5 megabars, following parts of the ap-
on the isentrope was 0.21583772 megabar proach to the solution "on line." The results
cm 3/g ev. of all these runs were used to plot the Gibbs

ata
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free energy and entropy as a function of tem- Thus an improper choice of composition facili-
perature. Figure 1 shows the region in the im- tated by the closeness of the Gibbs free energy
mediate vicinity of the correct solution, that is, curves can produce a large error in entropy.
the point on the isentrope. Figures 2 and 3
show the course of two runs on larger scale TABLE 2
plots. Run 90

In Fig. 1 we see that the Gibbs free ener- Free Entropy
gies (G) of the product compositions which con- Seq. Temp. Energy Differ- Entropy
tained A120 3 (C) were very close but lower than ence
those without A120 3(C) until the crossover at a T
temperature of about 0.2697 ev (3130'K). This 1 0.2786 -0.099288 0.012163 0.22800
crossover point is the boiling point of A12 0 3(C) 2 0.2700 -0.097345 0.008003 0.22384
with respect to the gaseous explosive products, 3 0.2614 -0.095438 0.003797 0.21963
at the pressure of 52.9 bars. (As the tempera- 4 0.2528 -0.094855 -0.107684 0.10815*
ture increased from 0.2528 ev to 0.2697 the x5 0.2571 Print-out not obtained for this
percent of A120 3 as A120 3(C) decreased from point
88% to zero, with the total A12 0 3 remaining x6 0.2592 Print-out not obtained for this
constant.) The exceedingly small difference point
between the two G curves in Fig. 1, in the re- xx - Asymptotic approach to point
gion of interest, is illustrated at T = 0.26946136 below followed
where the free energy values for the product Final 0.26136 -0.095862 1-0.078552 0.13729*
compositions are -0.097223556 with A120 3(C)
and -0.097223051 without A1 2 0 3 (C). The differ- *"Indicates that A1 2 0 3 (COND) was present in the

ence is in the sixth significant digit. At T = products.
0.26896136 the "with A120 3(C) value" becomes Computational parameters were P3 = 106, P6
lower only at the fifth significant digit. The 0.017Z, EN(1) = 0.005, EB = 0.004, and ET
entropy vs temperature curves are far apart. 0.002, P7 = 0.0086.
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The computational sequence leading to an with A120 3(C) present. The condensed species
erroneous result is shown in Fig. 2, with the point sharply reduced the entropy, making F4
data given in Table 2. The desired isentrope negative. This change in sign of F4 meant the
value is 0.21583772. required value of entropy had been straddled,

i.e., was supposed to be between points 3 and 4.
r is very The subroutine now finds the value of F4 for theNote that the final value of entropy avrgeoshetmertreaeoitryad4

far from the required value. By using Fig. 2 average of the temperature at points 3 and 4.

and following the A group subroutine procedure It then uses this midpoint and chooses either

from Ref. 1, we see that this occurred as fol- point 3 or 4 so that a straddle of the required
lows. At point 1, a composition was determined value of entropy is retained. This process is
with no A120,(C) present and with entropy continued until the temperature difference is

with thonAlT.0Pointpresent andilwithrentropy
greater than the required value, i.e., positive less than ET. Points x5 and x6 illustrate this

entropy difference (F4). To decrease entropy, asymptotic process and Final shows the final
the temperature was decreased by P7 and a point of this run. Note that the temperature is

new composition found, point 2. F4 was still within 0.002 of point 3 (see Table 2). In effect
positive, so another downward step was taken the error at point 3 had served as an upper
to point 3. The Gibbs free energy curves show bound which made it impossible to reach the
that the correct location for point 3 should have point on the isentrope.
been on the curve for A12 0 3(C) present since
that has lower free energy. However, since the Run 91 started from the end point of Run
actual point 3 still had F4 positive, the temper- 90, and altered only the computational parame-
ature was decreased by P7 to point 4. For this ter P6, the upward temperature step, to 0.0043
temperature, the free energy for A12 0 3(C) ev. The relevant results are shown in Table 3
present was sufficiently lower than the free and indicated in Fig. 3 by lower case letters
energy for A120 3 (C) absent to give a result leading to the final result.
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TABLE 3 to 1. These controls are in the matrix which
Run 91 determines the direction in composition space

which will most steeply reduce the Gibbs free
Free Entropy energy. When both are set equal to 1, desig-

Seq. Temp. Energy Differ- Entropy nated (1, 1), a calculation is done on the pre-
ence sumption that two solids will be present in the

composition that reduces the free. energy. The
a 0.2614 -0.095862 -0.078552 0.13729*' program provides for the possibility that at
b 0.2657 -0.096503 -0.047873 0.16796':: some pressures and temperatures, one or both
c 0.2700 -0.097335 +0.007980 0.22382 solids may not be present. This is done by
d 0.2678 -0.096855 +0.006932 0.22770 analyzing the result of the (1, 1) calculation and

xx Asymptotic approach to point below choosing (1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), or (0, 0) for the
followed next calculation in accord with the trend shown.

Final 0.2666 0.22220 The results of that calculation are then ana-
lyzed and so on. Substitution of 0 for 1 elimi-

-Indicates that A1 2 0 3 (COND) was present in the nates that solid from the composition space
products. considered. After a (0, 0) calculation, a new

start with (1, 1) is made. A change in compo-
Computational parameters were P3 = 103, P6 = sition is made only when the proposed changes
0.0043, P7 = 0.0086, EN(1) = 0.005, EB = 0.004, in the solids are in accord with the assumptions.
ET = 0.002. The (0, 0), no solids, always results in a change

of concentration of gaseous species. An exit

Note that the final value of entropy is in- occurs when the proposed changes in all species

correct and higher than the isentrope value are sufficiently small as determined by assigned

0.21583722. To obtain the correct value, point d exit criteria (EN(1) and EB).

should have been on the A1 20 3(C) present curve
and thereafter the straddle should have kept the At the pressure and temperature where
isentrope points within it. erroneous values of entropy occurred, the con-

centration of the second solid, AI(C), was al-
Runs 90 and 91 show how erroneous values ways zero and further reduction was called for.

of entropy can result which are either higher or Thus when a (1, 1) trial calculation was made,
lower than the isentrope value. Other runs that it was rejected and a (1, 0) called for if
were made simply reinforced the erroneous A1 20 3 (C) was already present or a (0, 0) if
computational procedure revealed in these two absent, and further reduction in concentration
runs. suggested (ANS + ALAM x DELNS < 0).

A120 3 (C) could be absent because of descent
PROGRAM MODIFICATION along the isentrope or by loss during initial

large steps taken to decrease the free energy.
The errors occurred because at a particu- It was observed that erroneous composition

lar temperature (and pressure) the RUBY pro- decisions followed a succession of (1, 1) calcu-
gram did not find the composition with the low- lations, alternating with (0, 0) with the exit on
est Gibbs free energy. The critical determination the latter. This suggested that when sufficiently
involved a choice between A120 3 (C) present or small free energy differences were involved
absent. By analyzing the on-line print-outs and the (1, 1) calculation did not have the sensitivity
the RUBY flow charts, which showed the steps to reintroduce A12 03 (C). It was logical to redo
taken to determine each composition, the diffi- the calculation considering only the one solid
culty was located and then overcome, as a possibility (UO = 1, U2 = 0). Under these

boundary conditions correct results were ob-
A brief description of some features of the tained in all cases. It followed that the sensi-

composition determination are given in this tivity of the (1, 0) calculation was adequate to
paragraph to permit understanding the analysis reintroduce A120 3(C) when the free energy was
that follows. Details are available in Ref. 1. even very slightly less with A12 0 3 (C) present.
In setting up the calculation one indicates the
,umber of solids expected and their compati- To provide for the general case where two
bility. Since both A1203 (C) and Al(C) were ex- solids may appear at different temperatures
pected as the pressure and temperature de- along the isentrope, it was necessary to modify
creased along the isentrope, a "two compatible the program to try each single solid calculation
solids" indication (UO = 2, U2 = 0) was incorpo- when a gases only exit was ready to occur and
rated. This choice starts the calculation by two solids had been anticipated. This was done
setting the controls Ul and UPI, referring re- by an addition to the TRANBA subroutine as
spectively to first and second solid, each equal shown in Fig. 4. The additional computations
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Fig. 4 - Modification to TRANBA subroutine

were done only for an isentrope determination, To find a point on the isentrope, the pro-
and the additional running time on an IBM 7090 gram calculates, as described in the INTRO-
was negligible. When the modified TRANBA DUCTION, the entropies for a succession of
subroutine was used it was found that in all product temperatures and assumes monotonic-
cases correct values of entropy resulted. The ity of entropy with temperature to find the de-
smooth nature of the results now obtained is sired value of entropy. However, the exit cri-
shown in Fig. 5 and should be compared with terion is not one of entropy, but instead requires
the inconsistencies obtained before the program only that the temperature step between succes-
modification as indicated by the asterisks in sire calculations be reduced below an assigned
Table 1. value. A further program change that seems

worthwhile would be to make the acceptable
fractional deviation from the required value ofDISCUSSION entropy, the exit criterion. The number of

temperatures used in the calculation would then
It is recognized that the absolute values of depend on the slope of the entropy-vs-

the results presented for this explosive depend temperature curve, but the precision of the
on the input thermodynamic and equation-of- final entropy determination would not depend
state data (fe energy andnentry vs tempr- the precision of the importance of using an en-
Kistiakowskyr-Wilson eruation-of -state to the tropy exit criterion is emphasized when one
product gases at the pressures involved. The realizes that when a condensed species is pres-
inputs were most carefully chosen [3,4T . For ent, it must have a gaseous product with equiv-
the pressure region involved (167 to 16.7 bars) alent free energy (modified somewhat by mixingthe-K-W equation-of -state essentially reduces entropies in the gaseous phase). It is only this

to the perfect gas equation because X is be- entropy boundary condition that can ultimately
tween 0.18 and 0.024. However, the absolute determine the quantity of the condensed speciesvalues of the results do not matter for the pro- (as the volume determines the ratio of water
gramming questions since the type of curves and ice at the melting point). Thus to control
dealt with (free energy and entropy vs temper- the precision of the results with respect to
ature) are characteristic of the vaporization as composition, particularly that of the condensed
temperature increases of a condensed species species, one should control the tolerance on the
in contact with gaseous products. Thus a entropy rather than on the temperature.
change in the inputs would not alter either the
nature of the problem or the validity of the In finding a composition at a particular
solution presented. temperature the exit criterion is not directly
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associated with the free energy, but instead re- final exit to prevent errors of the type cor-
quires that the change in the fraction of each rected by the TRAN4BA modification. Also one
constituent in the composition be below an as- would use separate exit criteria for the con-
signed value. Here the reliance is on the densed species (ENS and ENPS) since they may
method of steepest descent [5,6] and the proce- require greater precision than the gaseous spe-
dure described in the PROGRAM MODIFICA- cies (EN(1)) in the neighborhood of a condensa-
TION section for successive choice of matrices tion.
and acceptance of proposed alterations in com-
positions. It was a flaw in the latter that was The presentation has been concerned solely
corrected by the TRANBA modification. An- with finding points on an isentrope. However,
other approach would be to use for the entire the Chapman-Jouguet determination requires
composition calculation the procedure (see that one find points on the Hugoniot. The proce-
SUBROUTINE FL in Ref. 1) used in the descent dure for finding these points is exactly the same
until the free energy step changes from nega- as for the isentrope except that the Hugoniot
tive to positive. When this change in slope oc- equation is the boundary condition instead of a
curs, one could begin to calculate the free en- prescribed value of the entropy. If one of the
ergy for each composition, retaining the ALAM points on the Hugoniot were in the region where
halving technique and then add to the present one solid commences to condense and two were
exit criterion one requiring a minimum frac- anticipated, it would be possible to obtain an
tional change in free ene "rgy. Judicious choice erroneous point, just as occurred for the isen-
of values for these criteria could meet many trope. At a condensation point both energy and
computing requirements. One would incorpo- entropy differences are large for condensed
rate a free energy comparison between compo- and gaseous phases of the same species. How-
sitions with no, one, and two solids before the ever, many pressure points are used to find
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those pressures straddling that of the required and Aluminum Considered as Either A
slope and the error would only be significant if Deflagration or a Detonation," Picatinny
it occurred in the terminating calculations. Arsenal Technical Report 3063, January
This is sufficiently improbable to justify the 1963 (see Figure 1).
limitation in the TRANBA modification to isen-
trope calculations. 3. C. L. Mader, "Thermodynamic Properties

of Detonation Products," Los Alamos Sci-
entific Laboratory, University of Califor-
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FRONT AND MASS VELOCITY AT DETONATION

IN EVACUATED CHAMBERS

N. Lundborg
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ABSTRACT

The velocity of the shock front from TNT-charges in evacuated
chambers has been measured. The result shows that the velocity rises
very rapidly with decreasing pressure from about 10 krn/s at 1 mm Hg
to about 20 km/s at 0.01 mm Hg. The high velocity is attributed to
elastic impacts between light air molecules and heavy molecules of the
detonation gases and the high velocity will be seen at distances shorter
than the free mean path of the air molecules.

INTRODUCTION the density of the a-gas being p 0 before and p
after the compression. The present investiga-

At axial detonation of a cylindrical charge tion confirms Johansson's and Selberg's hypoth-
the detonation gas (here called the d-gas) ex- esis. The high velocities observed in tubes
pands at the end surface with super sound ve- also at somewhat higher pressures may how-
locity and pushes off the surrounding atmos- ever be due to a "slit effect."
phere (here called the a-gas) in a compressed
layer with shock front. The mass-velocity (v)*
and the front velocity (w) of the a-gas is a EXPERIMENTAL
function of the properties of the d-gas and of
the initial pressure of the a-gas. An arrangement as in Fig. 1 was used in

the tests. A TNT-cylinder 20 mm in diameter
The velocities have been calculated for and 40 mm in length was placed at the bottom

TNT (trinitrotoluene) with a density of 1.5 g/cm3  of a glass retort and a charge of the same kind
[2,3,6] and measured for different explosives was pasted on the outside. The retort was
[1,3,4,5,7]. With cylindrical charges in tubes, evacuated to a definite pressure and sealed.
velocities approximately twice as high as those The specified pressure includes the vapour
calculated have been found at low pressures.
This has been given different interpretations.
Ericsson [5] found for TNT-balls in large con-
tainers, agreement with the theory and consid-
ered the high velocities in tubes as an effect of
the slit between the charge and the tube.
Petersson [2] pointed out that the conditions in 10cm
the reaction zone had been neglected in the cal-
culations. Johansson and Selberg [6] attributed
the high front-velocity to elastic impacts be-
tween the light molecules of the a-gas and Fig. 1 Evacuated glass

heavy d-molecules. The a-molecules then at- retort with TNT-cylinders

tain double the mass-velocity (w = 2 v). This
applies at low pressures in which the length of

the free mean path is great whereas at higher
pressures the front-velocity is w = v/(l -po/p), TrNrT

*Ed. Note: Commonly called particle velocity.
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pressure of the explosive. The front-velocity TABLE 1
from the upper end of the inner TNT-cylinder Front-Velocities in km/s at Different Air
was measured at detonation with a streak cam- Pressures (p) and at Different Distances (1)
era. Figures 2 and 3 reproduce the photographs From the End of the Charge
for 0.1 and 0.001 mm Hg respectively. The
detonation front of the TNT charge (6.6 km/s) p mm Hg
is seen at the foot of the photographs and above cmthste rn of the agsand asecond brgt1.0 1 0.5 10.1 0.011 0.003 10.001

area which may correspond to the front of the -

d-gas (10 kin/s). The front-velocity of the 1 12.2 12.0 17.5 18.8 19.0 20.0
a-gas has been measured for each pressure as 2 9.2 10.5 15.0 16.7 17.4 20.0
a function of the distance (1) from the end of 4 9.2 10.2 14.6 15.4 15.6 20.0
the charge. Table 1 and Fig. 4 show the result. 6 9.2 10.0 13.2 14.0 14.2 20.0
At 0.5 and 1 mm Hg the velocity falls rapidly to 8 9.2 10.0 12.7 13.2 13.8 20.0
a constant value, whereas at 0.1-0.003 mm Hg 10 9.2 10.0 12.3 13.2 13.2 20.0
it declines more slowly and at 0.001 mm Hg is 12 9.2 10.0 12.2 12.8 13.2 20.0
constant throughout the entire range of meas- 14 9.2 10.0 12.0 12.8 13.2 20.0
urements. The initial velocity for the low 16 9.2 10.0 12.0 12.8 13.2 20.0
pressures is ca 20 km/s.

-,-tm/s mrnr Hg

S•! " •15.
0.00S

4..S• O.ooz

-,! o . . . . o0.1
01.

0 5 is I51cm

-5 A Ali Fig. 4 - Front velocities
at different air pressures

Fig. 2 - Streak camera as a function of the dis-
photograph at 0.1 mm Hg tance from the end of the

charge

kn'vs 70 I l aof, X crn

75- YIbbs.t 140 %vbs IIcm
+ 

+

W caL I >>

Fig. 3 -Streak camera pho- 1 mte Hg

tograph at 0.001 mm Hg Fig. 5 - Calculated and
observed front-velocitie s

Fig. 5 gives calculated curves for the the length of the free mean path in the a-gas.
front velocity of the a-gas as a function of the The values observed decline with the pressure
pressure for I <\ and for >>X where I is from the upper curve w = 2 v to the lower
the distance from the end of the charge and A w = v/(1 -p 0 /p) for I/! between 1 and 100.
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DETONATION LIMITS IN CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES

William E. Gordon'*
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT

This paper surveys published work on detonation limits in con-
densed explosives, correlates the data with other observable and calcu-
lated properties, reviews theories on the subject, and seeks a coherent
overall view. As a working hypothesis it is assumed that at the limit
the detonation shock strength becomes critical for initiation of reaction.
The critical shock pressure is therefore a significant quantity to exam-
ine. The data for some dozen explosives show that charge density, per
se, has the strongest influence on the critical pressure. Another ii-W
portant factor is the (apparent) reaction zone length, obtained from the
slope of a D vs 1/d plot. Chemical differences between explosives have
a minor effect; but dynamites containing nitroglycerin are a notable
exception.

On the assumption that the Hugoniot curve for unreacted porous
explosive coincides approximately with the curve for unreacted non-
porous (crystal density) explosive, Gordon [9] showed from the data of
Anderson and Pesante [6] for ammonium perchlorate (AP) that the crit-
ical shock energy (mechanical energy converted to heat at the shock
front) is substantially constant at about 1 k joule/g over a wide density
range. In contrast the critical shock pressure varies some five fold
over the same region. A more refined treatment of the Hugoniot curve,
given here, does not significantly alter the result. A reasonable ex-
planation for the density effect in the cases examined (notably TNT and
AP) is based on the hypothesis that a minimum energy is required for
initiation. The effect of reaction zone length, which is influenced mostly
by particle size, is explained qualitatively by considering the relation-
ship between the explosion induction time and the temperature of a hot
spot.

The problem of sensitivity testing is examined because detonation
limit data show that the critical shock pressure decreases with increas-
ing particle size. This seems to run counter to the results of minimum
booster-type sensitivity tests. The discrepancy is resolved when shock
wave initiation is viewed as a combination effect of both pressure and
duration. Such a view, however, precludes any possibility of finding a
satisfactory operational definition for sensitivity.

Detonation limits in truly homogeneous explosives require special
treatment, because here the induction period for initiation of reaction
is virtually equal to the reaction time. Evans' treatment [10] of this
case is reviewed, and certain aspects of the results are critically
examined.

An unusual "critical density" phenomenon is encountered with am-
monium nitrate/fuel explosives. This has been attributed by Gordon
[11] to diffusion-limited ,reaction. This case is reviewed; and the im-
plications concerning the question of detonability in solid composite
propellants are examined.

*Present address of author: 120 Ruskin Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213.
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INTRODUCTION this as well as other reasons, we give in the
following section a brief description of results

Many aspects of detonation are still poorly of this type.
understood. This is particularly true of crite-
ria for detonability and phenomena associated
with detonation limits generally. These limits THE DIAMETER EFFECT
result primarily from the weakening of the
shock wave as the limit is approached and the Both in theory and practice it is known that
effect of this on initiation at the front. The detonation velocity D increases asymptotically
problem is also complicated by the interaction when the charge diameter d is increased. This
of chemical amd divergent flow effects behind finding suggests that to determine the limiting
the front. So little is known of any of these velocity I_ the experimental values should be
processes that it is not surprising the treat- plotted against the reciprocal of the diameter
ments we have are semi-empirical and heuristic and the curve extrapolated toward zero. Among
in nature. These treatments, however, help the advantages of this procedure is the fact that
considerably in tying together otherwise isolated random errors in the measurements are given
observations, and they provide a basis for approximately equal weight. On the other hand,
speculation and prediction. This paper attempts if the velocity is plotted against diameter di-
to give a coherent, but not necessarily exhaus- rectly, the points for large diameter have rel-
tive account of data on limits and explanations atively more influence in determining the as-
that have been forthcoming. ymptote than those for small. Moreover, it is

a common finding that measurement errors are
Since detonation depends on composition, apt to be greater with large charges than with

density, charge diameter and particle size, as small. Usually a charge is either overboostered
well as other less important factors, detonation or underboostered; and the run-up distances
limits should be thought of as boundaries in a required to reach a steady velocity vary about
many-dimensioned space. A point on a bound- in proportion to the diameter. Therefore, since
ary may be approached along different paths. the charge length is usually somewhat limited,
For example, the limit boundary in the density- measurements at the upper end of the diameter
diameter plane may be determined in a series scale are more likely to be biased (either high
of experiments with constant charge density, or or low) than those at the lower end.
in a series with constant charge diameter. A
given point may appear, therefore, in the one Besides these practical reasons for pre-
case as a "critical diameter" and, in the other, ferring a D vs 1/d plot to other types, one may
as a "critical density." A general theory would demonstrate by a dimensional argument that, as
describe results for any kind of experiments; velocity approaches a limiting value, the curve
but a description that refers to only one kind or on such a plot is likely to approach a straight
another may yet retain a certain usefulness, line. Since 6D, the deviation from D_, varies

in inverse relationship with d, and since d is
In experimental terms a detonation limit the only variable in a D vs d experiment, one

may be defined as the point at which the wave may write a dimensional equation
just fails to propagate at a steady rate, even
when overdriven initially. Several experiments 6D (1
are required to locate a limit point with desir- D-' = (1d)
able accuracy. This accounts in part for the
scarcity of data; but a more serious practical where ao is some characteristic length involved
problem arises because of the comparative in- in the detonation phenomenon. The function f
accessibility of the limit region for the common may be represented by a polynomial in powers
high explosives. The work of Stesik and Aki- of the argument. It follows, unless the coeffi-
mova on TNT [1], for example, gives diameter cient of the first-order term is zero, that the
limits of the order of a few millimeters; and function will approach linearity as 6D vanishes.
detonating cord containing PETN has been pro- Thus, the limiting form of Eq. (1) is
duced with an explosive train measuring less
than 0.5 mm diameter. Less readily detonable
materials like ammonium perchlorate and am- D k a0  (2)
monium nitrate, and mixtures of these with or- \ýD!AD-0 d
ganic fuels, are studied more easily, and with
them more work of this nature has been done. where k is a numerical constant.

Limit data are usually obtained as a by- In plotting the data available in the litera-
product in work on the diameter effect. For ture, we have almost always found that the
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points on a D vs 1/d plot can be represented as estimation of the Chapman-Jouguet pressure.
well or better by a straight line than by any But, the values calculated by Eq. (3) are cor-
other curve. Indeed, this applies even out to rect in order of magnitude, and may be quite
quite large values of 'ýD. Sometimes the points accurately compared with one another when
for large-diameter charges deviate from the differences of a factor of two or more are in-
line, but an experimental reason for this is often volved.
suggested by the authors. Table 1 summarizes the analyses of vari-

Examples of various sets of data plotted in ous sets of data, which were plotted as in Fig. 1.

this way are shown in Fig. 1. These are quite The numbers in Table 1 provide the basis for
representative of many such plots. Some au- various correlations as discussed below.

thors state that their data do not conform to
this pattern; but in these cases the velocity de- Table 1, first of all, shows a remarkably
viations are often based on a calculated value strong correlation between P, and p. This
of ideal detonation velocity rather than on the generally overrides the effects of chemical

empirically determined D_. composition, particle size and other factors.
The relationship is brought out more clearly by

In the limit of small deviations the Eyring plotting the points as in Fig. 2. In this figure a

theory [2] of the diameter effect reduces to the straight line is drawn which generally indicates

form of Eq. (2). In this case k ao is equated to the trend of the points for a given explosive (of

the reaction zone length. In the following dis- defined particle size and other characteristics).

cussion we designate k a0 simply by ao, and Thus, the points for TNT and AP (64) fall quite

refer to it as the reaction zone length. How- close to this line, and those for AN/TNT lie on

ever, it will be understood that in these dis- a line parallel to it.

cussions a0 is nothing more than an empirically Next to the density effect, another trend
determined quantity. becomes evident when one examines the points

for various explosives at a density near 1.0

CORRELATION OF LIMIT DATA g/cm3 . The two extreme points are for EDNA
and AN at pressures of 50 and 4 kbar, respec-

It is generally assumed that detonation tively. These points also represent the ex-

fails at the limit because the shock wave is too tremes in the value of ao, which changes a

weak to initiate reaction at a high enough rate hundredfold, from 0.1 cm for EDNA to 10 cm

to sustain detonation in a steady state. The for AN. The points lying intermediate to these

suddenness with which detonation fails, and the two are situated generally in conformity to this

sharp and reproducible appearance of the limit trend in a 0 , with, however, one or two notable

tends to confirm this hypothesis. This suggests, exceptions.

then, that there is a critical shock pressure The effect of particle size on Pc is con-
associated with the detonation wave at the deto- sistent with its effect on a0 and the observed
nation limit. If the equation of state of the un- sfftentowith Yts effectoon Pc. Tnd the three
reacted explosive were known, it would be pos- effect of a0 , in t n P 5 Thsthe the
sible to calculate the pressure at the shock points for AP of 6sc, 13 v and 175lo particle di-
front from the detonation velocity at the point ameter lie at successively lower levels on the
of failure. However, since this information is scale of Pc, falling where one would expect

generally not available, and because one is in- from the respective values of a0 , namely,
terested here only in approximate relative val- 0.8 cm, 1.2 cm and 8 cm. The particle size

ues of the critical shock pressure, we have effect for AN/Oil is also consistent with this

chosen to use a simple formula and obtain a behavior.
"nominal" value. This formula is The most notable exception to the foregoing

generalization is found in the case of dynamite,
P, , 0.22 p Dc2 (3) which lies far below its expected position. In-

deed, the experiments indicated that the deto-

where p is the bulk density of the explosive, nation limit had not been reached for dynamite;
and Dc is the steady detonation velocity just and the point should actually be placed lower

before failure. Equation (3) is derived from than it is in Fig. 2.

the continuity equation and the assumption that
(D - U)/D is always equal to 0.22 (U being the POROSITY AND IGNITION ENERGY
particle velocity behind the front). This for-
mula underestimates the shock pressure, since The correlation between P, and p was
the factor 0.22 is more appropriate for the considered by Gordon [9] in terms of a simplified
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TABLE 1
Summary of Analyses of Limit Data

- bulk density of explosive, io- - extrapolated detonation velocity
at infinite diameter, and

ao - "reaction zone length" (see text),
Pr - "nominal" value of the critical

dc - critical diameter, shock pressure (see text).

Explosive
(Average Particle State p s dc D / P Ref

Diameter) g (cm 3 ) (cm) (cm) (m/sec) (D! )c (kbar)

TNT Cast 1.62 0.09 1.3 7100 0.93 158 1
TNT Pressed 1.62 0.021 0.3 7100 0.93 158 1
TNT Pressed 1.55 0.023 6900
TNT Pressed 1.46 0.030 0.4 6600 0.88 109 1
TNT Loose gran 1.00 0.24 0.6 5250 0.71 31 1
TNT Loose gran 0.80 0.40 0.75 4750 0.47 9 1

AP (6M) Loose gran 1.00 0.45 1.9 3850 0.76 19 6
AP (61) Loose gran 0.60 0.55 1.5 2750 0.65 4 6
AP (13g) Loose gran 1.00 1.24 3.0 3850 0.59 12 6
AP (17 5 p) Loose gran 1.12 8.4 14 4150 0.41 7 7

EDNA (175g) Loose gran 1.00 0.10 0.53 5910 0.81 51 5

DNT (175p) Loose gran 0.95 2.25 5.0 4210 0.55 11 4

AN (200g) Loose gran 1.04 10 17 3300 0.42 4 3

Ammon. Dynamite Loose gran 1.20 0.84 4500 0.33 6 8

AN/Oil, 94/6 (50W) Loose gran 0.95 0.84 2.0 4700 0.58 16 8
AN/Oil, 94/6 (500A) Loose gran 0.95 2.30 4.8 4700 0.52 13 8

AN/HMTA, 91/9 (509)* Loose gran 0.95 0.58 1.0 4900 0.42 9 8

AN/TNT, 50/50 Cast 1.53 1.34 4.3 7050 0.69 80 3
AN/TNT, 50/50 Loose gran 1.00 0.75 1.2 4400 0.40 7 3

AN/Comp. B, 29/71 Cast 1.59 0.19 1.4 7700 0.86 155 3

*This explosive contains ammonium nitrate and hexamethylenetetramine in very intimate admixture.
It is made by a process described in Canadian Patent No. 699,752.

model of the Hugoniot curve for a porous ex- happens may be simply visualized, however, if
plosive. This is depicted in Fig. 3. Since only one imagines an explosive corsisting of layers
an insignificant quantity of energy is involved in of intact crystal parallel to tf e shock front and
collapsing the pores, or voids (even when they separated by layers of void: the shock action
are filled with gas) the Hugoniot curve for ex- would then consist of impacting each solid
plosive of specific volume v0 (Fig. 3) must layer in succession in a perfectly inelastic
follow the abscissa to the point v., the specific collision, and thus imparting on each collision
volume of the voidless crystal. If S represents specific internal energy equal to v0 S V,. The
the terminal point on the Hugoniot for the deto- process in a granular explosive is not essentially
nation shock in explosive of this density, the different from this.
area of the triangle v0 S v, represents the inter-
nal energy imparted to unit mass of explosive The internal energy comprises thermal en-
by mechanical action at the front. Details of ergy and intermolecular potential energy. The
this process are obviously complex. What portion of the triangle represented by the shaded
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Note: Numbers beside each point represent the reaction zone -length in
centimeters. The arrow under the point for dynamite indicates
that the limit is actually lower than indicated. In the above
table AN stands for NH4NO3 , and MThUA stands for hexametbylene
tetramine.

Fig. 2 - Critical shock pressure vs density for several explosives

area v0 S V. is entirely thermal energy; and the second approximation to the point S. The
remainder, v. S v.-which represents the energy change in v, in going from the first to second
expended in adiabatic compression of the void- approximation is given by
less crystal-is divided between thermal and
intermolecular energy. v(2)-vs 1 (

In first approximation the branch of the - rpu v(4)

Hugoniot curve of the porous explosive that 0 2 Vv
rises from v. may be represented by the SSV(V I-)
Hugoniot curve for the non-porous (voidless) where vs(2) is the second approximation and vs
explosive. Details of the argument cannot be the first approximation to the specific volume,
given in the space allotted here, but it will p. the first approximation to the shock pres-
suffice to indicate the magnitude of the error sure, Cp the specific heat, a the thermal ex-
that this assumption involves. Considering a pansion coefficient and - the Grfineisen ratio.
shock wave of given velocity in the porous ex- Substitution of approximate values for the vari-
plosive, one notes that the Rayleigh line is de- ous quantities shows that the denominator on
fined, and that the shocked state s lies some- the RHS is positive, the first term being pre-
where on it. We assume the first approximation ponderant. This term is approximately in-
as stated above, and calculate by straightfor- versely proportional to ps. The displacement
ward application of the Hugoniot equation the of the actual Hugoniot from the non-porous
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Fig. 3 - Schematic representation of the
Hugoniot curve for a porous explosive

Hugoniot therefore increases (vo being fixed) heating is concentrated at isolated locations,
as the shock pressure rises. This is as one being thermal explosion of hot spots. In sub-
would expect. At 50 kbar, however, the correc- stantially porous explosive the hot spot mecha-
tion, v,(2) - vs, is only about 5% of v0 - vx. For nism predominates, and in homogeneous mate-
present purposes this correction can be ignored. rial the uniform thermal explosion prevails.

The initiation process in non-homogeneous The two essentially different ignition
explosives involves first the creation of hot mechanisms result in different reaction mech-
spots through the action of the shock wave. In anisms, the one being grain burning, and the
substantially porous material the hot spots are other homogeneous decomposition. Stesik and
probably in large part produced by friction as Akimova's data [1] for TNT seems to show a
a result of impacts of crystals driven together rather abrupt transition from one decomposition
with high velocity when the voids collapse, mode to the other. Referring to the D vs l/d
Thus, the energy represented by the shaded plots of these data in Fig. 1b, one notes that
triangle in Fig. 3 is largely concentrated at the the slopes of the lines for p = 1.62 and p = 1.55
impact points. One may designate this as "ig- are insignificantly different, and the points in
nition energy" LE 1 , although it is understood both cases adhere very closely to the Eyring
that the remainder of the shock energy repre- formula. Moreover, the apparent reaction zone
sented by v. S v. is also in part thermal. This width for these two densities is very small,
portion of the energy, however, is distributed about 0.2 mm. The data for p = 1.46, however,
uniformly, since it results from homogeneous begin to deviate from this pattern, and when the
compression. Thus, one may distinguish homo- velocity falls below about 6000 m/sec, there is
geneous and heterogeneous heating, the portion a steep falling off. Unfortunately, there is a
designated ignition energy being the heteroge- large gap between p = 1.46 and p = 1.0; but it
neous part. seems clear that at p = 1.0 and p = 0.8, grain

burning predominates and the reaction zone
The ignition process itself is a thermal ex- width is an order of magnitude greater. In

plosion, in the one case, when the heating is these two cases the data again follow closely
uniform, being simultaneous thermal explosion the Eyring law. From these observations one
of the whole mass, and in the other, when the might draw the conclusion that the transition
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from hot spot to homogeneous ignition in tetryl Figure 5 shows the model Hugoniot for AP.
occurs when the shock velocity is about 6000 The Hugoniot for the non-porous material was
m/sec. calculated on the basis of an empirical relation

between shock velocity and particle velocity
With the use of the simplified model of the described by Jacobs, Liddiard and Drimmer [12].

Hugoniot for porous explosive, the quantities The Rayleigh lines were drawn with slope cor-
associated with initiation, namely, shock pres- responding to the detonation velocity at the limit
sure, ignition energy and total energy can be for each density. For explosive densities not
readily calculated. The experimental datum studied by Andersen and Pesante limits were
needed is the detonation velocity, from which estimated by extrapolation of a smooth curve.
the slope of the Rayleigh line can be obtained.
The construction is illustrated in Fig. 3. Figure 6 depicts the calculated shock wave
Gordon [9] used this method to investigate characteristics in ammonium perchlorate at
conditions at the detonation limit for various the limits of detonation. The pressure shows
loading densities in ammonium perchlorate, the strong dependence on density already seen
using as a base the data of Andersen and in Fig. 2. In contrast, the ignition energy AEj
Pesante [6]. (the shaded area of Fig. 3) changes but little

(1.0-1.2k joule/g) over this density range.
Figure 4 shows a D vs 1/d plot of the data

for AP of average particle diameter 6p. An- These results are not really surprising
dersen and Pesante [6] determined the critical when one considers the effect of density on the
diameter for this material at p = 0.6 and p' = shock pressure and shock energy in ideal deto-
1.0, and from this a line was located, as in nation. In an ideal detonation pressure varies
Fig. 4, representing the approximate locus of approximately in proportion to the square of
the detonation limit. (Apparent inconsistencies density for the common high explosives, while
in the data, especially at higher densities, make the shock energy (4E across the shock) changes
us believe that detonation velocities were re- only slowly. Conditions at the detonation limit
corded in some cases when the wave was fail- necessarily reflect the ideal behavior for any
ing, after being initially overdriven. We have given density. Therefore, before imputing
therefore taken some liberty in handling these special significance to the variation of condi-
figures; and the analysis is admittedly rather tions at the limit, one should perhaps "normal-
crude.) ize" the pressure and energy values in terms
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Fig. 4 - Detonation data for ammonium perchlorate
of 6yaverage particle diameter [6]
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250 What this investigation clearly does show
2W - is that it is not primarily shock pressure that
1,0o ,. •is important for failure of detonation at the

A Elimit, but probably the shock energy or some

"Z• closely related quantity.
_* 1.0 >-

Another important aspect shown by the data
"ý 0Pin Fig. 2 is the effect of reaction zone width a0.

This seems to overshadow many other factors.
The fact that EDNA, a relatively "sensitive"
high explosive, stands at the top of the pressure
scale for explosives with p = 1.0, and ammo-
nium nitrate-a material so "insensitive" it is
not usually considered to be a high explosive-

2 appears at the bottom seems to be a paradox.
The explanation must be sought-if the basic

0.8 6 O LL4 assumption concerning the critical nature of the
wjSITY. P. (gtn) shock wave at the limit is correct-in terms of

Fig. 6 - Shock pressure and "igni- some property of the shock. It is clear, here
tion energy" at the detonation limit again, that pressure is not the important factor.
in AP at various initial density Nor can this phenomenon be understood in

terms of shock energy, because for given bulk
density energy is approximately proportional to
pressure, and depends only slightly on the

of the corresponding ideal detonation quantities. physical properties of the substrate.
After making such a comparison, we conclude
that the variations of pressure and energy in A factor not heretofore considered is the
Fig. 6 do not differ from the variations of the rate at which pressure decays behind the front,
corresponding quantities in ideal detonation to or, its reciprocal, the time during which the
a degree that admits any significant conclusion high pressure created by the shock is sustained.
to be drawn in this respect. This is closely linked to a.; and for present
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purposes duration can be considered as being for the several explosives examined-except
proportional to ao, the order of magnitude be- for cases like nitroglycerin--suggests that this
ing 2s0 (cm) gsec. Thus, one may consider is the main effect.
that in EDNA the shock pressure relaxes after
about 0.2 lsec, and in AN after about 20 Msec.
This wide difference must have considerable SENSITIVITY TESTING
significance in the growth-or failure-of re-
action. The limit data in Table 1 pose important

questions about sensitivity and the nature of
Thermal explosion of hot spots and subse- sensitivity testing. This is a perplexing prob-

quent development of reaction in the surround- lem even from a semantic point of view. For,
ing medium has recently been studied on the one may well ask just what the term "sensitiv-
computer by Mader [13]. The work applies ity" is supposed to mean. A satisfactory oper-
specifically to nitromethane but the essential ational definition would have to go beyond mere
findings should apply to any condensed explo- description of an empirical test. The observa-
sive in the shocked state. Mader's calculations tions in the previous section help to bring this
show that whether a hot spot starts a self- problem again into focus.
propagating spherical detonation in the sur-
rounding medium depends mainly on its size At present there are perhaps three main
and temperature, and also on the temperature types of sensitivity test in use: the drop-weight
of the surrounding medium. The first stage is test, the minimum-booster type of test, and the
thermal explosion of material at the center of gap test. The first two types, although quite
the hot spot; but explosion at this point does not different, are for certain practical purposes
necessarily propagate into the surroundings. very useful. Unfortunately, they are arbitrary
The critical phenomenon determining develop- in the extreme, and furnish no numbers that
ment of detonation is usually spherical diver- are meaningful in terms of recognized physical
gence of the shock wave that propagates out- quantities. It is probably for this reason that
ward from the exploding hot spot. In some recent interest has turned to the gap test, where
cases, however, it is the spherical convergence in principle at least, it is possible to determine
of a rarefaction moving back toward the center at the threshold of initiation the actual value of
of the hot spot that chokes off thermal explosion the shock pressure. But, just how useful is this
before it is fully developed. The behavior, in particular datum?
any case, is influenced mainly by chemical ki-
netics and wave motion, and not appreciably by No matter how the sensitivity test is per-
heat conduction. formed, it is abundantly clear that a figure for

the critical shock pressure, unqualified in any
Mader's work draws as much attention, way, has no significance whatever with regard

therefore, to the medium surrounding the hot to the chemical properties of an explosive.
spot as to the hot spot itself. When a hot spot This is certainly demonstrated by the data in
is created by a shock wave-regardless of pre- the previous section. But, if needed, further
cisely what mechanism produces it-the sur- proof may be found in the growing body of liter-
rounding medium is compressed and heated. ature on initiation. For example, Holland,
The duration of the shock pressure in the me- Campbell and Malin [14] report 100 kbar as the
dium determines how long it remains in the critical shock pressure needed to initiate a
heated and compressed state. If relaxation oc- single crystal of PETN, while Seay and Sealy
curs too early, the hot spot may not explode in [15] find that only about 2.5 kbar is needed to
time, and development of detonation may thus initiate granular PETN with a density of 1.0
be prevented. This seems to offer a reasonable g/cm 3 . (It may be incidentally noted that the
explanation for the behavior of EDNA and AN. latter figure is comparable with the limit pres-
It is precisely because EDNA burns so rapidly sure in AN, as given in Table 1.)
that detonation propagates in very narrow
charges. At the detonation limit the shock We have pointed out in the previous section
pressure has a very short duration; therefore, that data of this sort reveal little more than the
hot spots must be produced with a sufficiently fact that detonation pressure is a strong func-
high temperature to explode in a very short tion of density. Therefore, from what has been
time. AN burns at a rate slower by some 100 said in this connection, it would seem to be a
times, and the induction reaction in the hot spots minimum requirement in comparing the "sensi-
need only occur, therefore, at a correspondingly tivity" of two explosives in a gap test to have
slower rate. There may well be differences in the bulk density the same. One might then do
kinetic factors that help account for this behav- the test in two ways, either by using the same
ior; but the apparent overriding influence of a0 diameter in each test and comparing the
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maximum gap, or by using the same gap (i.e., theory of thermal explosion. It may be shown
the same pressure, approximately) and compar- that when the Arrhenius temperature is high
ing the minimum diameter. The first procedure relative to the initial temperature, which in
would fall in the category of the present gap this case is the temperature at the shock front
technique, and the second more in the category T., little reaction occurs until a time tlra
of the minimum-booster test. Both are arbi- given by
trary. Which is the more informative? Un-
fortunately, no answer seems apparent at pres- T2 I
ent to this vexing question; for the experiment tind - x--x exp (Ta../T,). (8)
inevitably retains an element of arbitrariness Tarr Tad
that no degree of precision or sophistication of
technique can raise above the level of simple Thereafter, the reaction proceeds very rapidly
empiricism, until the explosive is almost completely de-

composed to products. Thus, the time period
for complete reaction in the detonation wave is

EVANS' THEORY FOR LIMITS in this case only slightly greater than the in-

IN HOMOGENEOUS EXPLOSIVES duction time, i.e.,

A theory of detonation failure in homogene- tind 6 7. (9)
ous explosives has been advanced by Evans [10].
The premises of this theory are (1) the The shock temperature T. depends on the shock
Zeldovich-von Neumann-Doering model of strength, and hence on the shock velocity D.
stable detonation (deflagration headed by a The value of D is always less than the limiting
shock); (2) first-order Arrhenius-type reaction value Do; thus it is convenient to express re-
kinetics, with "Arrhenius temperature" T.r. action time in terms of the ratio D/D°. The
(E/R) large compared to the temperature at the relation between T. and Df/D0 may be obtained
shock front T, which initiates reaction; and (3) through the Hugoniot relations, and depends
a theory of detonation in finite diameter charges, specifically on the equation of state of the intact
relating the deficit from ideal detonation veloc- explosive as well as on the heat of explosion
ity (LD/iD) to the length of the reaction zone a 0 , and other thermal properties. Therefore no
e.g., theories of Eyring, Jones, and Wood and general expression can be written for the form
Kirkwood. In essence, the critical diameter of the function f(D/D°) . It is of interest, how-
arises because the two independent conditions ever, to study the critical diameter analytically;
imposed by the theoretical restrictions in (2) and the following example for the case of un-
and (3) can be simultaneously satisfied only if reacted explosive exhibiting an Abel equation of
the charge diameter exceeds some minimum or state, p(v - a) = RT, with constant co-volume a,
critical value. To express this situation for- serves to illustrate important aspects of the
mally, the reaction time - is related to the phenomenon.
detonation velocity by some function, say, Development of the relationship between
f(D/D 0 ) because of condition (2), i.e., shock temperature and detonation velocity starts

from a general expression which is readily de-
f(/D) (5) rived from the Hugoniot relations

and, - is also related to another function in-
volving the detonation velocity and the charge - 0.5[(v0 - Vs)/V0D

2
• (10)

diameter d, g(D/D°, d), because of condition (3),
i.e., wherein the subscripts 0 and s refer respec-

tively to conditions in front of and immediately
g g(D/D 0, d), (6) behind the shock front. For a medium obeying

the Abel equation, it is readily shown that the
It is found that the two conditions (5) and (6) internal energy depends on temperature only,
can be satisfied only if d exceeds a critical i.e., ( VE!•v)T = 0 . Hence, the energy change
value d, ,i.e., E, - E0 in Eq. (10) can be represented by

Ej(T. - TO) where C, is the average specific
f(D"D0 ) = g(D/D°, d), d > d, heat between To and T. . Also, in the case of

(7) strong shock waves associated with detonation
f(D,/D 0 ) g(D/D 0 , d), d < d,. such an equation of state means that v, ap-

proaches closely a limiting value v_ which is
equal to a + (vo - a)(ý - I)/(- 1+ i being equal

The treatment of the steady state reaction to 1 1 RIE, . Thus, Fq. (10) for this case can
zone in this case involves application of the be written approximately in the form
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CV(T, - TO) = 0.5(1 - vJv0 )D2. (I) the average particle velocity is approximately
equal to us, the particle velocity immediately
behind the shock front. From the continuity

The terms c, and v- in Eq. (11) may be re- equation it follows that (D - us) = D x v,/vo ; and
garded as constant, at least over a narrow since in the case of the Abel equation of state
range of the shock velocity D. Differentiation v, is approximately equal to v-, Eq. (14) may
of Eq. (11) shows that for a small departure AD be written for small departures from ideality
from ideal detonation (where conditions are rep-
resented by superscript zero) LD/D 0 = (v_/v 0 )D0 ,/d. (16)

T°0 - T, = 2(T0- TO) × A D/D0. (12)
The two conditions expressed in Eq. (14)

and t16) may now be combined to eliminate
Equation (12),may be combined with Eq. (8) AD/fD and give a relationship between T and d.

and (9) to give the dependence of reaction time This relationship may be written
T on the fractional velocity deficit AD/D° ; thus,
since from Eq. (8) and (9)

I 02 /T = 2 x 0 2 70, (17)
In -0 In (T Tý Tdv) + TTO, a0 0 T In (7/T

and where a0 is the reaction zone length for an
ideal detonation.

In -= In (T 2 /Tarr Tadv) TarrTs,

The function x/In x has a minimum value
then by approximation when x is equal to e, the base of natural loga-

rithms. Hence, there is a minimum value of

In (7/70) = (T 0 - T5 ) T.ar/T 0 2 (13) the charge diameter de, that can satisfy Eq.
(16). This is given by

Hence, combining Eqs. (13) and (12), one ob-
tains the desired expression linking - and AD dý = [2e Tarr(Ts0 - T0)/TO

2
] 0 (18)

In (7/70) = [2Tfar(TO -T 0 )/Ts0] AD/D 0
. (14) The fractional deficit in detonation velocity atthe critical diameter (AD/D 0 ), is obtained by

combining Eq. (18) and (16); thus, noting that
Equation (13), then, expresses the requirement at the critical diameter the expression
imposed by the Arrhenius mechanism combined (v-/vo) D0 7 is equal to e a0

0 , we have
with an Abel equation of state. The form of the
equation is obviously much more strongly in-
fluenced by the Arrhenius equation than by the (AD/D°), = T 2/2 Tarr(T

0 - TO). 19)

equation of state; therefore, Eq. (14) may be
considered approximately valid for any equation Equation (19) shows that the velocity deficit
of state so long as Arrhenius kinetics apply and in Euton (19) oshows at the voit deficiTart »Tn 0 homogeneous explosives at the point of fail-
T.,>> Ts,0 ure is very small, of the order of a few per-

cent. Typically, T°' lies in the neighborhood ofThe second important condition in Evans' 1000K, TrOf 20,000°K and T of 300K. For
theory of failure in homogeneous explosives is these specific values (AD/fdl) has the value

that set by the relation between velocity deficit, 0.035.

charge aiameter and length of the reaction

zone. For small departures from ideal veloc- Evans calculated the critical failure prop-
ity, the theory of Eyring, Powell, Duffey and erties for liquid TNT and ammonium nitrate
Parlin [2] gives the result, using a more accurate and much more compli-

cated equation of state. This was combined
AD/D 0  

a0/d (15) with experimental kinetic data for the decom-
position reactions. The critical diameter was

where a0 is reaction zone length and d is obtained graphically as illustrated in Fig. 7.
charge diameter. The length of the reaction Plotted in Fig. 7 are the functions f and g of
zone may be equated to (D - 5l1)7 , where -U, is Eq. (4) and (5). The points at which the curves
the average particle velocity in the reaction cross represent stable detonation states ac-
zone. Since in this case the "reaction zone" cording to this model. In general the f -curve
comprises essentially only the induction period, cuts the d-labeled g-curve at two points, or not
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I established. On the other hand, there are sev-

T-.f(D/Do). eral indications that a "grey zone," where both
phenomena participate, does exist. Majowicz

.,0- ',and Jacobs [18], for example, observed a small
"overshoot" in the shock wave initiation of

1o" Comp. B. This is a recognized indication of
T dhomogeneous ignition; and considerable discus-

I- sion has revolved about this point because
UComp. B is manifestly not a homogeneous

material.Z• 10-2

So far as Evans' theory is concerned an
explosive may be considered to behave essen-
tially like a homogeneous one if the reaction

0.5.0.. time is short compared to the induction time.
0.4 0.5 0.6 tO o.8 0.9 LO Where there is hot spot ignition followed by

DID* grain burning this is usually not the case. How-

Fig. 7 - Functional relationships that ever, when the explosive is dense, essentially
determine the critical diameter in voidless and chemically homogeneous, the hot
li4uid TNT [10] spots formed by the passage of the shock wave

will be but little hotter than the bulk of the
material. Therefore, general homogeneous
ignition will follow closely on the heels of local-

at all, except for the unique case where the ized ignition, and the behavior will be scarcely
f-curve touches a %-curve at a point of tan- distinguishable from that in a truly homogeneous
gency. The charge diameter for which this case.
tangency condition obtains is interpreted to be
the critical diameter, being the limiting diam- These considerations suggest a concept
eter for which there is a solution of the equa- that one may call a "degree of homogeneity" of
tion f = g. (Conditions at the point of tangency ignition. This will apply especially in the case
are expressed approximately by Eqs. (18) and of dense explosives that are not truly homoge-
(19).) The calculated limiting diameter for neous. According to Evans' theory the degree
liquid TNT is therefore 4.2 mm according to of homogeneity of ignition should bear an in-
Fig. 7. This may be compared with an experi- verse relationship to the velocity deficit at the
mental failure diameter of something less than point of detonation failure. From Table 1, for
19 mm. Although the agreement is by no means example, one would conclude that the ignition of
perfect, it seems satisfactory in view of the TNT in the cast or pressed condition at r' =
uncertainty associated with the theoretical 1.62 is nearly homogeneous, since (D/D•), =
treatment of the charge diameter effect. 0.93. Indeed, the very narrow reaction zone in

this case also shows that decomposition must
Evans' calculations show that the failure be largely homogeneous. On the other hand, in

diameter in a homogeneous single crystal of the case of cast 50/50 amatol of p = 1.53- where
ammonium nitrate is of the order of 107 me- the density figure itself gives evidence that
ters. Although this result obviously cannot be there are considerable voids - the ignition ap-
verified experimentally, it is corroborated by pears to have a low degree of homogeneity,
the experimental finding that even finely pulver- since (D/D-), = 0.69. In this case the reaction
ized ammonium nitrate at low bulk density has zone is broad, showing that grain burning pre-
a critical diameter of several inches; and the dominates. The case of cast AN/Comp. B,
critical diameter increases sharply when the 29/71, where (D/DC)c = 0.86, may be consid-
material is densified. ered intermediate; and the reaction zone thick-

ness is consistent with this classification.
Homogeneous induction of reaction is beau- Thus, Evans' theoretical conclusion that the

tifully demonstrated in the experimental work velocity deficit at failure in homogeneous mate-
of Campbell, Davis and Travis [16] on nitro- rials must be small seems to accord with the
methane. The computations of Mader [13] based experimental indications in Table 1, especially
on this model also give it ample support. if one is willing to permit a certain latitude in

the use of the term "homogeneous" as applied
The contrast between homogeneous and to dense, solid explosives.

heterogeneous ignition is clearly shown in the
Los Alamos work [16,17]; and a categorical A peculiarity of Evans' theory that has not
distinction may now be considered quite firmly been experimentally verified, however, is the
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appearance of two states of stable detonation DIFFUSION EFFECT IN
for a charge of diameter greater than the criti- COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVES
cal diameter. Although so-called "low order"
detonations are well known, they usually show a The composite explosives with which this
lower velocity than that given by the lower section deals are mixtures of a self-explosive
state in this theory. The reason this second oxidizer and an inert organic fuel. Although
state is not observed is that it actually repre- observations are available only on ammonium
sents not a stable condition, but a metastable nitrate explosives, it is presumed that ammo-
one, since it is unstable with respect to either nium perchlorate mixtures would behave in the
positive or negative perturbations of the veloc- same way. In these materials the fuel-oxidizer
ity. Thus, by reference to Fig. 7 it is seen that reaction contributes a major fraction of the
an increase in shock velocity (and shock explosive energy. Most commercial explosives
strength) from this condition leads to a shorter are of this type, although conventional dynamites
induction period according to the curve contain a quantity of nitroglycerin besides the
- = f(D/D°) ; but the increase in stable velocity composite mixture. Solid composite propellants
for this new value of T (at the same charge di- are also examples of this class.
ameter, d) according to the curve - = g(D/D°, d)
is greater than the original perturbation, mean- Characteristically, such composite explo-
ing that the lateral energy losses have de- sives behave quite differently than molecular
creased disproportionately and that the wave, explosives like RDX, TNT, and pure ammonium
having achieved this new condition, will speed perchorate. This is evident especially in theup even further. This process thus continues response to a change in the initial density p0 .
until the upper stable condition is reached. By The difference is illustrated by the curves insimilar reasoning a negative perturbation in Fig. 8, which show a plot of D vs p/ for a pro-velocity may be shown to lead to ultimate fail- prietary AN/HMTA explosive (Table 1) and onevrelocity mayh e shokwane Aordg to ultite fai- for TNT, in both cases for a charge of fixed
ure of the shock wave. According to the same dimtrThineaeovlctyoamx-type of arguments, perturbations from the upper diameter. The increase of velocity to a maxi-
stable state (corresponding to the upper cross- mum, followed by a steep descent as the densitystableistaofthe (corrending curv) thend u rcros- is further increased, is typical behavior for aing point of the fand g curves) tend to become composite explosive. (See, for Example, Ref.
canceled out and the original condition restored. 20, p. 49.) Molecular explosives, on the other
The upper point therefore represents a truly ha, p. a mo nic ivese in veloty
stable condition, while the lower point is in fact ind show a monotonic increase in velocity
metastable. It is thus not surprising that ex- right up to crystal density.
perimental verification of this aspect of the This unusual characteristic of composite
theory is lacking. explosives may be described as a limiting
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Fig. 8 - Detonation velocity vs density for a
molecular explosive (TNT) and a composite
explosive (AN/HMTA)
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density effect, since for a given charge diame- negligible in liquids under ordinary conditions,
ter there is an upper limit to the density at completely overshadows the "internal pressure"
which a detonation will propagate. The limiting generated by intermolecular forces. In these
density rises slowly as the charge diameter is circumstances the activation energy may be
increased. equated simply to pV, where V is the molecular

volume, i.e.,
Another way in which the peculiar proper-

ties of composite explosives are manifested is E = pV. (21)
in the interaction of density with the diameter
effect. For pure molecular explosives the The critical effect of initial density p. on
fractional velocity decrement at a given charge diffusion arises, therefore, simply because p
diameter decreases as density is increased, is a strong function of density. Conservation
This, indeed, is one line of supporting argument of momentum in the shock front implies a rela-
for the grain-burning mechanism in these mate- tionship between ideal Chapman-Jouguet pres-
rials; because at higher density and conse- sure pOg, density Po, shock velocity DO and
quently higher pressure the burning rate in- particle velocity up, namely, p p DO u°
creases. The behavior is reflected, for It is shown by Jones [20] that

example, in the results for TNT and for AP in
Table 1. For composite materials this behavior + d log DP/d log po)(2 + a)
is sharply reversed. In the AN/HMTA explo- I
sive of Fig. 8, for example, the value of ao in- where a is a dimensionless thermodynamic
creases from 0.6 cm at p = 1.0 to 4.0 cm at quanit (equalnsonte thero dynamicp = 1.2. Even in amatol, where the fuel comn- quantity (equal to the reciprocal of (l/p)(•iEi~v)p)
Po = s 1.2. Eveninatowhere thsg esto ofuel co- which in actual cases has a value between zeroponent is TNT, there is a suggestion of this and about 0.25. The derivative d log D°/d log p0type of behavior, as may be seen from the fig- is the exponent m obtained empirically from the
ures in Table 1. dependence of detonation velocity on density,

The unusual properties of composite mate- i.e., DO(p 0 )/DO*(p 0 *) = (po/po*) ' , the asterisk
rials have been noted by Cook (Ref. 21, p. 141), designating a reference state, say, that with

who suggests that they result from a slowing Po = 1.0 g/cm3 . Using these relationships,
down of the diffusion reaction between fuel and one obtains the following expression for Poi in

oxidizer when the density is increased, terms of P0

Gordon [11] describes a model that accounts P0 1 p0 *D O*2(P0/Po*)2n+ 1 (22)
for the effect of density on the diffusion rate in k

the detonation reaction zone. Under the as-
sumption that diffusion is rate-controlling at where k, which replaces the expression.
high densities, an expression is obtained for (1 + m)(2 + a) is essentially constant and inde-
the interdependence of detonation velocity D, pendent of density. For composite explosives
density po and diameter d that shows typical m, is found to be close to unity; and k thereforecomposite behaviorn lies between 4.0 and 4.5. The pressure in the

reaction zone p is greater than pij by the ra-

Because it is so dense, the reacting me- tio of the particle velocities ui/ul(cJ) , and

dium behind the detonation shock front in a since this is not much affected by po, it is

condensed explosive may be likened more to a permissible for these purposes to use Eq. (22)
liquid than to a gas. The diffusion constant Do to express approximately the relation between
may then be treated by the concept of "holes," p and p0. Therefore, the pressure in the det-
which has been so fruitful for the liquid state. onation reaction zone varies as something like
(See, for example, Ref. 19.) Accordingly, the cube of density (i.e., as 2rn + I).

Do V- exp (-E/RT) (20) If diffusion is rate controlling, the reaction
time T can be equated to the time needed for a

where k is a "jump" distance, comparable to molecule such as oxygen to diffuse some aver-
the mean free path, v is the average molecular age distance in the explosive 8; thus,
velocity, and E is the energy required to create
a hole of molecular size. 12

The point at which behavior in the detona- Do (23)

tion state departs most from that in ordinary
liquids is in the nature of E, the activation By equating the reaction zone length a, to
energy. The kinetic pressure, p, which is (D - ui)7, one obtains from Eq. (20) to (23)
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_(D - Ul) (2 24)

2 0

Ta c000

Po Dk V T (24) 60--00"@.
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Equation (24) contains the essential expla- to000
nation of the effect of density on the behavior oflymio
composite explosives according to this treat- 0 0\
ment. The reaction zone length ae grows rap- loae .
idly with density because of the factor b 2o20

SuPbstituing the exponentf Compared to (
the effect of this factor, the relatively minor ! t
changes of the pre-exponential term (--Fi)ti2/ng f et•a t f

and the term (oi* De*2 V/kRT have negligible in- te2.0 i.3v (s. i

fluence. These terms are therefore replaced 2v for d. o
by a length parameter E and a number b , re- 4 .0 ,.. 0,-,

spectively, which for these purposes may be @ 2.0 1.2.10-3

regarded as constants. 1o00
Substituting the value of t from Eq. (24)

into the approximate Eyring expression for the o ,of thi f i fit? to te .5xer
diameter effect D/t i = 1 - av/d, and taking into en DENSITY ag/earg3
account the density dependence Of Do , one ob-
tains Fig. 9 a Fitting of experimental data fora composite explosive (solid circles) to

this v 0a lui u2m +f theoreticad curve for diffusion- controlled
veyod-ft -o- d-wit b - 3 . Susi reaction model [11]

In Fig. 9 a curve of this form is fitted to an an isightmint finer to the reac-experimental data for a proprietary AN/HMTA meca odatin to this mod el t crte deipam-

vspl/dve (atconsantio ve)locty for o twodferent mentealshoul increase texpoentally withe density.e

plosivenatl w densities veslocit the vale n tf e from ideal behavior, one may be stretching tooTespoe lt l obsvit atios e te foend far supprtein D g to interpret the empirically
this mxodel o us f or th e diffusion eff ec . sc derived constants literally in terms of the theo-sent wit the b = .0. A retical model. Certainly more data are needed

gto gain an insight into finer details of the reac-
tution of values in the theoretical expression t procBsse(2for b (P0* D°*2 V/kFT) gives b = 2.7. Also, from tinpoes.

experimental data on the same explosive a D According to this model the critical diam-
vs 1/d (at constant Pm ) plot for two different eter should increase exponentially with density.
initial densities gives the value for b of 2.2. The dependence is expressed approximately by
These limited observations, therefore, support equating D to zero in Eq. (25), because the de-

this model of the diffusion effecth scent of the velocity in the failure region is so
steep that actual conditions for failure differ

The value of the diffusin n tisconection- little from those at the limiting condition D = 0.
sistent with the shoul of b obtained from curve (See Fig. d.) Thus,
fitting (Fig. 9) is of the order of one-tenth mi-
cron. A naive view of the reaction process in In de = A + a pui2m+ e (26)
a composite explosive of this nature suggests
that 6 should be comparable with the diameter
of the oxidizer particles, which in this case where A = in P and B = b/p0*.2rn+ I

was about one micron. The difference, a factor
of ten, may be ascribed to fine scale turbulence A question of considerable practical im-
or boundary-layer mixing. In this connection, portance at present is whether solid composite
however, one should bear in mind that some of propellants will detonate. Concerning the corn-
the approximations made in deriving Eq. (25) mon propellants, which are based on AP with
can be justified only when the detonation veloc- inert binder and fuel, all published evidence
ity is close to the ideal value. Therefore, when suggests they are not detonable, at least in
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TABLE 2
Dependence of Critical Diameter on Density

for the Diffusion-Limited Model

Critical Diameter

p = 1.0 , = 1.25 P =1.50 P = 1.75

b = 2, m=0.67 1 cm 3 cm 12 cm 0.6 m

b=3, m=0.67 1 5 40 5

b = 2, m = 1.0 1 7 120 65

b = 3, m = 1.0 1 17 1500 5500

diameters less than about three feet. (See, for this model. Unfortunately, with the present
example, the results of NOL gap tests [22], and range of uncertainty in the values of the numer-
experiments on a Seargent rocket motor [23].) ical constants, it is not possible to predict a
This statement applies to intact propellant; but, priori from theory even the order of magnitude
when the propellant is shredded and tested in a of the critical diameter of a composite propel-
porous condition with some 16-22% voids, it can lant. But the behavior shown in Table 2 does
become detonable [22]. This behavior suggests suggest that a good experimental approach to
similarities to the AN/fuel explosives described this problem is to study the effect of density or
above. porosity on the critical diameter.

One might imagine that detonation could be One objection to this procedure is that the
"carried" in these propellants by the decompo- physical state of the propellant is seriously
sition of AP alone, without participation of the altered when porosity is introduced. It is cer-
fuel. However, the evidence suggests that AP tain that the nature of hot spot sites will be
by itself will not sustain detonation when com- profoundly affected; and this will cause a radi-
pressed above a density of about 1.5 g/cm3 . cal change in sensitivity. However, according
(See Andersen and Pesante [6].) When the voids to the diffusion model, at least, sensitivity, per
in porous AP are filled with a rubbery binder, se is not the primary factor affecting detonabil-
detonation is even less likely. One should it-y, even though it may indeed be the proximate
therefore be able to treat a composite propel- cause of failure when it occurs. Thus, on the
lant as a diffusion-limited explosive of the type basis of this model, the limiting density effect
we have been considering. This has significant illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 would not be much
implications. affected by such factors as particle size and

whether or not the grains of AP were coated
In the first place, it may be noted that the with a rubbery binder.

diffusion-limited model assumes that the sub-
strate is intrinsically detonable. The question The question whether the present model
concerns only the critical diameter, which is a applies to composite propellants can, in any
very strong function of density. The numerical case, be tested. If the results of experiments
results are extremely sensitive to the values of with low-density mixtures show the typical be-
the numbers b and m. Both the empirical and havior illustrated in Table 2, this in itself will
theoretical value of b lies between 2 and 3; and determine whether confidence can be placed in
the empirical value of m usually falls between an extrapolated prediction.
0.67 and 1.0. Data in Table 2 show how
critical diameter depends on density for vari- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
ous combinations of these extreme values. As The preparation of this paper was supported
a basis for calculation we take a material that in part by Contract NAS8-5229 with the National
has a critical diameter of one cm when p =
1.0 g/cm 3 . This is typical of the figures in Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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SUMMARY OF PAPERS ON CONDENSED PHASE DETONATION

Russell E. Duff
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California

Livermore, California

Our chairman, Sig Jacobs, asked me to pre- significant paper, one which deserves careful
sent a summary statement on the research de- consideration by all of us.
scribed in the session on detonation in condensed
phases. This summary was not to be a simple It is significant because, for the first time,
restatement of the contributions of each of the we see quantitative evidence of the failure of the
authors; rather he wanted an authoritative dis- C-J theory for condensed explosives. Evidence
cussion of the present status of work in this of the similar failure of the theory and of its
area, together with comments on where we elaboration in the Zeldovich, von Neumann,
should be going and how we should get there. Doering model for gaseous systems has been

with us for many years, as pointed out by Dr.
You will all agree that this is a tremendous Schott in his review paper.

task if one were to take those instructions lit-
erally and seriously. You will also agree it The long-standing difficulty posed by our
would be presumptuous of me to attempt to ignorance of the correct equation of state for a
speak authoritatively to you, the active workers condensed system has been circumvented in
in the field. this investigation by using the inverse method

proposed by Manson [1], and by Wood and
But I'm here. It's reasonably obvious that Fickett [2]. A C-J pressure was calculated

I'm going to say something. That something is from changes of detonation velocity with re-
a very personal series of impressions which I spect to initial density and initial energy. This
hope will be provocative - which I hope will at calculated pressure was then compared with a
least stimulate discussion and perhaps even directly measured pressure. The two pressures
controversy. These comments may be some- differ by 15 to 20%, a disagreement so large
what similar to those from an alumnus to the that it is unlikely that all of it can result from
coach concerning last Saturday's game and the systematic errors in either set of measure-
one coming up next week. They may be just as ments. However, the question of possible sys-
welcome and just as valuable. tematic error should be left open for the time

being because details of many of the direct
The papers can be placed in three catego- pressure measurements have not yet been pub-

ries: (1) fundamental investigations of the det- lished, and possible complications arising from
onation process, (2) applications of explosives tensions and spall of the metal plates used in
to practical problems, and (3) miscellaneous the measurements have been discussed by Lan-
investigations. Each of these areas will be bourn and Wright and by Wilkins.
considered in turn.

The quantitative evidence of the inadequacy
The first category contains only one paper, of the current detonation theory presented in

namely, "Failure of the C-J Theory for Liquid this paper should be viewed along with the quali-
and Solid Explosives," by Davis, Craig, and tative evidence provided by the so-called fail-
Ramsey.I I believe this is to be a most ure waves observed by Campbell, et al. [31 and

by Dremin and co-workers [4] in homogeneous
"explosives, and by the appearance of character-

'•This work was performed under the auspices istic transverse waves in low velocity detona-
of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. tic asvse waves in low ocity deta

TWhenever reference is made to a contribution tion as seen by Zimmer [5]. All of these data

in these proceedings no page listing will be suggest, but certainly do not prove, that the

noted. Usual practice will be followed in re- detonation process in condensed and gaseous

ferring to other work. explosives may be quite similar. It may be

198
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that the familiar assumptions of steady, one- different. They are motivated by different
dimensional detonation propagation are not goals. They should not be confused with each
valid in any system if one looks at small scale other. However, of course, we expect that both
details. This would mean that two of the basic approaches will lead to the same final answer.
assumptions of the Zeldovich, von Neumann,
Doering elaboration of the C-J theory would be It seems generally agreed that the charac-
invalid, and the theory as a whole could no teristics of these products at pressures above
longer be accepted as a sufficient description approximately 150 kbar can be well described
of the detonation process. It will always be an by a polytropic equation of state - one with a
excellent first approximation and a very useful constant y . The paper of Skimore and Hart
aid in calculation, but it may not provide a re- demonstrates this nicely. At lower pressures
liable foundation for all aspects of detonation it is also agreed that such a simple description
research. is inadequate. Jones and Miller [7] on theoreti-

cal grounds and Wilkins [8] on the basis of ex-
At this point perhaps it would be illustra- perimental evidence have shown that the isen-

tive to strain an analogy. The C-J theory has trope in the In p - in v plane should dip below
been with us for a long time. It has been well a straight line with C-J slope and then approach
established. So was Newtonian mechanics in a value characteristic of ordinary gases at very
the early part of this century. Nevertheless, low pressure. The qualitative features were
disturbing evidence began to accumulate which provided by the EOS form proposed by Wilkins
showed the inadequacy of the well-known me- [8] some time ago. Apparently that particular
chanics for the explanation of atomic phenom- analytic expression is unable to describe ade-
ena. A beginning toward an understanding quately the low pressure experimental observa-
came when the Bohr atom was proposed. This tions of the motion of explosively loaded spher-
model was interesting but of limited value. In ical and cylindrical surfaces. Workers from
due course quantum mechanics provided the Aldermaston and LRL have suggested somewhat
explanation for the accumulated mysteries, and different expressions which seem to do a bit
the limitations of classified mechanics became better job. It is now possible to describe very
clear. Perhaps the turbulent detonation theory accurately the ability of several explosives to
of White [6] is our Bohr atom. Our quantum push metal systems.
mechanics is somewhere in the future. When
a more satisfactory detonation theory is devel- It is appropriate to comment on the use of
oped, we will better appreciate the limitations the C-J theory in this equation of state work
of the present theory. Let us hope that we are even though other research has raised a ques-
intellectually better able to accept and adapt to tion concerning its adequacy. In the latter case,
a potential upheaval in our field than were many the C-J theory was considered as a very spe-
physicists in 1926. cific set of physical and mathematical assump-

tions which were or were not correct. In the
The class of papers dealing with explosive EOS work, the C-J theory is a convenient and

applications consists of six contributions con- well founded model through which to relate ex-
cerned with the equation of state of detonation perimental observations of pressure, density,
products. This particular work arises from and velocity. The fact that the theory fails an
the primary application of explosives- namely essentially thermodynamic test does not destroy
the pushing of things. An equation of state is its usefulness as a model for correlating a re-
needed to calculate the push in particular lated set of detonation-hydrodynamic measure-
situations. ments.

It is important to recognize that all of The rest of the papers can be loosely
these contributions are empirical. The work grouped together under the heading of miscel-
represents efforts to find particular analytic laneous studies, several of which will be men-
relations between the pressure, volume, and tioned.
energy which reproduce several classes of ex-
perimental information as well as required for
the intended application. In no sense is funda- Four papers deal with the interaction of
mental significance to be read into the form of detonation waves, and with Mach reflection in
the analytic expressions proposed. particular. There is no question that Mach re-

flection exists, but there is considerable ques-
Other equation of state work has been done tion about its characteristics and about the

which attempted a basic description of detona- appropriate theory for its description. Earlier
tion products based, more or less, on first work by Dunn [9] and Feoktistova [10] is similar
principles. These two classes of work are to that reported here.
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All experimenters except Argous, Peyre, The paper of Green and James dealing with
and Thouvenin report that the width of the Mach reaction zone length determination illustrates
bridge increases with time, as classical reflec- an important point for detonation research.
tion theory and experiment in nonreactive gases They show that the apparent initiation delay ob-
say it should. All workers except Feoktistova served when a small detonator initiates a large
observe a more-or-less curved Mach shock, charge is not necessarily a real delay at all. It
The theoretical model adopted by Dunn, Gard- may be a consequence of the small radius of
ner and Wackerle, and Labourn and Wright is curvature of the initiating wave. The experi-
the familiar three-shock, three-uniform, region mental data were interpreted by using the
model first proposed for gases many years ago. Wood-Kirkwood [11] theory, and the coefficient
On the other hand, Sternberg and Piacesi pro- of the radius of curvature term was interpreted
pose a model based on a constant separation as a reaction zone length. Since there may be
between the triple point and the plane of sym- real question about the applicability of classi-
metry. Only Lanbourn and Wright even at- cal detonation theory, it might be more appro-
tempt to include the inevitable Taylor wave priate to consider this coefficient as simply
which must follow an unsupported detonation, proportional to an effective reaction zone

length. Such a change in interpretation would
A useful point can now be made. There is not influence their further conclusion that for

more or less general agreement on the experi- materials of a given nominal crystal size the
mental facts of Mach reflection of detonation degree of explosive crystalline perfection
waves, and the phenomenon can be approximately strongly influences the reaction rate of the ex-
described by theoretical analysis. Qualitatively plosive. This illustrates the difficulty we will
this reflection process is understood, but a de- have in adequately characterizing the materials
tailed, quantitative understanding will require used in our research. It also suggests the futil-
first a detailed understanding of the detonation ity of attempting explosive research without
wave itself. Then complicating features of fi- taking pains to assure that all material for a
nite reaction zone length, Mach stem curvature, given series of experiments comes from a sin-
and following rarefaction waves must also be gle, well-blended, carefully controlled batch of
included. A great deal of careful, detailed theo- explosive.
retical and experimental work must be done
before Mach reflection of detonation waves will Finally, a few words about future work. I
be understood in detail, hope that quite a few of us will try hard to de-

sign and conduct experiments which will dem-
The two papers on low velocity detonation onstrate the microscopic nature of the detona-

by the groups at the Bureau of Mines and at tion process. I hope that others will develop
Stanford Research Institute shed additional light improved theories of detonation. These tasks
on that interesting phenomenon. It seems clear will be hard, because the experiments must be
that the low velocity propagation is observed better experiments than many done in the past
only when the explosive has been preshocked by fifty years, and the theory is complicated by the
pressure waves moving in the confining walls. distressing nonlinearity of the defining equa-
The accompanying rarefaction waves produce tions. Nevertheless, it is important that such
bubbles in the explosive which may act as re- work be done, because out of it will come mod-
action centers or perhaps high pressure asso- ern ideas about detonation which will have im-
ciated with convergence of cylindrical shock portant implication for many areas of the field.
waves from the walls leads to partial explosive
reaction. Since these experimental and theoretical

tasks are so formidable, it is unlikely that any
A further series of experiments could per- individual or laboratory will solve the prob-

haps distinguish the influence of pressure waves lems. If this be so, overall progress can best
and of bubbles. A bubble field artificially in- be made by the prompt publication of more
duced in a liquid explosive could be appropri- limited investigations. Such publication might
ately shocked. If the proposed mechanism were serve to stimulate additional timely research
correct, low velocity propagation should be ob- at other laboratories, and it will most promptly
served independent of the impedance of the con- inform other workers of the real nature of the
fining walls. The propagation velocity would detonation process.
probably depend on the size and average number
density of the bubbles. Perhaps the initiation The equation of state work on several ex-
work of Mader or Enig could provide the basis plosives has reached a high degree of develop-
for the calculation of the velocity and of the ment. No doubt similar work will be done on
critical initiation pressure to produce high other explosives. It would also be valuable to
velocity detonation, use new experimental techniques to obtain
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additional information against which to test a 4. Dremin, Rozanov and Trafinov, Combust.

proposed equation of state. Perhaps flash x-ray Flame 7, 153 (1964).
densitometry will be such a technique.

Of course, other investigators will continue 5. M. F. Zimmer, "Spin Detonation in Nitro-

to work on a wide spectrum of problems in the glycerin," Paper 65-17, Spring Mtg. West-

detonation area. All of them should be aware ern States Section Combustion Institute,

of the possible failure of the familiar detonation Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif.

theory. I hope that they will critically examine (April 1964).

their work so as to decide what impact, if any,
such a failure might have on it. 6. D. R. White, Phys. Fluids 4, 465 (1961).

In conclusion, I must again stress that these 7. H. Jones and A. R. Miller, Proc. Roy. Soc.
remarks represent only personal impressions A194, 480 (1948).

and observations. If they provide something to
think about and if they stimulate discussion and 8. M. L. Wilkins, University of California,
even controversy, they have fulfilled their Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Liver-
objective, more, California, Report UCRL-7797 (1964).
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COMMENTS

JOSEPH HERSHKOWITZ (Picatinny Arsenal, of the detonation zone, the location of the C-J

Dover, N.J.): I would like to add to the perti- plane and the possibility of its kinetic inacces-
nent remarks by Dr. Duff the following sugges- sibility should all be looked at for these media.
tions as to a few worthwhile areas for future

effort. c. The study of explosives with two veloci-
ties of detonation needs extension to other mate-

a. An attempt to find a more general rials and to theoretical treatments. In particu-

steady state criterion than the C-J one using lar, the question raised during the meeting as

the recently developed concepts in irreversible to why the low velocity stable detonation does
thermodynamics (Prigogine and Glansdorff, not go over to the higher mode needs quantita-

1964). It would be hoped that the C-J condition tive treatment for the two mechanisms presented

would be then found to be either a special case for liquid explosives and in general terms.
for infinite reaction rates or a close approxi-
mation to the true condition. Explanations for ROGER CHERET (Commissariat a l'Energie
low and high velocities of detonation as allow- Atomique, France): On the one hand I would

able phenomena might be inherent in such a like to emphasize the point that, as Dr. Duff
theory. has said, the so-called "failure of the Chapman-

Jouguet theory" might well result from an inad-

b. A further experimental effort to make equate measurement of the "measured pressure."

measurements within the detonation zone. In On the other hand I would like to point out that it

particular, explosives with long detonation zone has never been proved that the condition "D-u=c"
should be used. A tool for this purpose is an (a necessary mathematical condition for a plane
explosive in which vaporization rates of one or steady detonation wave as evidenced in my paper)

more constituents limit full equilibrium of final and the condition "D=minimum" (which is used in
products, but permits equilibrium of the avail- the inverse method) are simultaneously achieved

able species. Replacement of chemical kinetics on the Hugoniot curve of a condensed explosive

by a controlling physical rate process brings whose detonation products are not all gaseous.
with it the possibility of control. The structure Nitromethane and TNT fall in this category.
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EVALUATION OF THE GRUNEISEN PARAMETER FOR

COMPRESSED SUBSTANCES - I. METALS

W. H. Andersen
Shock Hydrodynamics, Inc.
Sherman Oaks, California

ABSTRACT

An analytical expression for the Gruneisen parameter and its vol-
ume dependence is derived from the Morse potential, based on the var-
iation of the average force constant with volume. The solid consisting
of N coupled atoms is assumed to behave as a system of 3N independent
oscillators. The derived Gruneisen parameter is shown to be identical
to that obtained from the Morse potential and the Dugdale-MacDonald
expression. The shock Hugoniots of several metals with different lat-
tice structures are computed using the derived Gruneisen parameter
and the Mie-Gruneisen theory. The computed Hugoniots are in reason-
able agreement with experiment. It is shown that the accuracy with
which certain constants in the Morse potential and the Gruneisen pa-
rameter are known apparently determines the accuracy with which the
compressibility can be computed at high pressures.

INTRODUCTION simplicity. Further refinement of the theory
for substances and conditions not consistent

The isothermal compressibility of many with the assumptions inherent in the theory is
substances has been investigated using static discussed frequently in the literature [1-3,
techniques [1-4]. Maximum pressures used 9-16].
were generally of the order of several tens of
kilobars, although in some studies several hun- The Mie-Gruneisen equation of state re-
dreds of kilobars were possible. Shock com- quires a potential function to describe the inter-
pression (dynamic) techniques pioneered by the action energy between the various molecular
Los Alamos group [5-81 have greatly extended and/or atomic. species comprising the matter,
the measurement range of most substances, and and several potential functions have been used
measurements in the several megabar range and discussed in the past. The theory also re-
are now available for some metals. Shock com- quires the value of the so-called Gruneisen
pression is adiabatic rather than isothermal in parameter at each pressure. The Gruneisen
nature, and the compressibilities obtained by parameter is often taken to be a constant for a
this technique (called the shock Hugoniot) thus specified substance. However, in attempting to
contain the influence of the temperature increase compute the compressibility of a substance over
of the substance produced by the compression. a wide pressure range a-priori, the variation

of the Gruneisen parameter with volume mustTheoretical descriptions of compressibility be taken into consideration.
are varied and range from simple empirical
expressions to complex quantum mechanical
treatments [1-3]. Contemporary studies have This paper derives an expression for the
emphasized the use of the Mie-Gruneisen the- Gruneisen parameter as a function of volume
ory to describe the state properties of con- using the Morse potential function. This ex-
densed matter at nominal and relatively high pression is used with the Mie-Gruneisen theory
pressures, and the Thomas-Fermi theory at to compute the compressibilities of various
extremely high pressures. The Mie-Gruneisen metals to very high pressures, and the results
theory [1-3,9-12] has had reasonable success are compared with experiment. A future paper
in describing compressibility at modest pres- will discuss the applicability of the equation to
sures, and is attractive because of its relative other substances.
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MIE-GRUNEISEN THEORY where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion,
i3 is the coefficient of compressibility, and V0

The thermodynamic properties of a con- is the normal specific volume of the substance.
densed substance are contained in its partition An approximation to the volume dependence of
function Z: y appears to be to let the volume be a variable

in Eq. (4). Other expressions for y subsequently
3N' derived include those of Slater [9], Cook and

Z = exp(-U/kT) T L1 - exp(-hbvukW] " (1) Rogers [17], and Dugdale and MacDonald [18].
j= 1 The Slater expression was based on the Morse

potential and on a power series expression
U is the cohesive lattice energy at the absolute Slater developed for the equation of state of
zero of temperature, and in the present notation solids. An interesting expression for the vol-
is the sum of the static interaction potential and ume dependence of y given recently by Pastine
the zero-point energy. It is a function of vol- [19] is also based on the Morse potential. It
ume. k is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck's utilized a relationship Slater developed earlier
constant, T is the absolute temperature, and .' using the Debye theory of heat capacity and the
is the vibrational frequency of the jth oscillator; assumption that Poisson's ratio is independent
the product is over the (essentially) 3N vibra- of volume. In addition, the Pastine expression
tions possible for the N (Avogradro's number) contains an added constant so that the relation
atoms in the crystal. The Helmholtz energy A at normal density yields the value of y given by
is given by A = -kT in Z, from which the pres- thermodynamic data according the method of
sure P can be calculated from P = -(3A/-V)T, Zharkov and Kalinin [20]. Earlier studies by
where V is the volume. The internal energy is Girifalco and Weizer [21] had made use of the
given by E = kT2 (Z in Z/ZT). From the preced- Morse potential to calculate the elastic con-
ing differentiations the Gruneisen parameter stants of metals. Benedek [22] analyzed the
defined by volume dependence of the cohesive energy of

several shock compressed metals, and Pastine
y -d In z/d In v (2) showed that the results were in reasonable

agreement with his results.

appears for each of the i frequencies. In the The present derivation is based on the
Einstein approximation the frequencies are all Morse potential but does not require the as-
considered equal and the y's are then all equal. sumptions inherent in the above treatments,
Alternatively, in the classical heat capacity althons ifferent anmthe a reatmed.
limit, the energies of all of the oscillators are Though iffere n assum tion are in oequa an y s th avrag of i I eiherThe Morse interaction potential between two
equal and -/ is the average of / In either vibrating molecular species with internuclear
case, P z -dU/dV + yEth/V , or distance R is:

"P- ^ (E-E 1 ). (3) Ui 7 Ud exp[-2a(R-R0 )] -2Ud exp[-a(R-R-0 )] (5)

V V
where Ud is the dissociation energy at zero

Equation (3) is the Mie-Gruneisen equation of absolute temperature of the species, Po is their
state, the subscript k indicating the quantity is internuclear (equilibrium) distance at the mini-
to be evaluated as a function of volume 0°K, and mum of the energy potential,
Eth is the thermal energy, i.e., Eth = CJT,
where C, is the constant-volume heat capacity. I272r,02P] 1/2[U (6)

GRUNEISEN PARAMETER g is the reduced mass of the oscillator, and vco

is the normal vibrational frequency at the po-The Gruneisen parameter, defined by Eq. tential energy minimum. In the approximation
(2), essentially controls the partitioning of the that a solid of N coupled atoms behaves as a
compressional energy into thermal and poten- system of 3N independent oscillators [9-11],
tial energy. Its value decreases with increased Eq. (5) may be thought of as describing the
compression (decreased specific volume). Dri- interaction energy of each of these oscillators.
ferentiating Eq. (3) with xespect to temperature The total interaction potential energy U is the
at constant volume gives the parameter as was sum of the potential energy of the 3N oscillators,
deduced originally by Gruneisen i.e., U = ZJi ; and 3Ud = Do , where Do is the

0°K sublimation energy of the solid. The vi-
aVo/,K, (4) brational frequency of an oscillator is given by
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2) 1 /2 COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
1 (d2U (7) Values of the parameters used in calcu-

"2=7/U R2I R = R lating Pk and y should be zero-temperature

values, but normal temperature values are used
where the force constant is evaluated at the here, as is usually done, due to the lack of zero
internuclear distance R, which is related to the temperature values. The difference in these
molar volume V of the substance by values is expected to be small [19]. The iso-

thermal compressibility of a substance can be
R (V/NC)" 3 , (8) computed as a function of pressure by means

of Eqs. (3), (9), and (11). In this paper we com-
N is Avogradro's number, and C is the lattice pute shock compression data in order to obtain
constant which has the value of 1.0 for a cubic comparisons over a larger pressure range.
lattice, 0.707 for face-centered cubic and hex-
agonal close-packed lattices, and 0.77 for a It is of interest to compare the normal
body-centered cubic lattice (9). Combining density values of the Gruneisen parameter
Eqs. (2), (5), (7), and (8) gives the Gruneisen computed by Eq. (9) with those obtained by
parameter as a function of internuclear dis- other investigators, and Table 1 gives such a
tance and thus molar volume, comparison. Values of No and ý used were ob-

tained from Ref. 11, p. 99. As can be seen
aR [4 exp[-a(R-R°)] -11 (9) from the table, there are usually as many val-
6 L2 exp- a(F-Ro)] -iJ ues for the Gruneisen parameter of a specified

substance as there are investigators. However,
the general agreement is reasonable in most

When R R0 , ' = aRo/2. Salter obtained cases. Actually the comparison of some of these
7 = (aR 0 /2) + (1/3). values is not quite valid since different values

of certain constants (e.g., /3) may have been
The value of a in Eq. (6) is estimated as used in deriving the parameter. Thus, the val-

follows. The frequency vo is given by Eq. (7) ues obtained in the present study should always
for R = Ro , and hence a2 = (d 2U/dR2)Ro/2DO. be a value of 1/3 less than the value obtained
At the absolute zero of temperature (1//3) = by Slater if the same values of the constants
V(d2 U/dV2 ) [10-12]. Also, were used in both cases. The most valid com-

pressibility and cohesive energy data to be used
(d 2 UidV2 ) = (dR/!dV) 2

(d2UidR2) in the computations is not known, but the data
+ (d2R'dV2)(dU/dp). obtained from different sources often do differ,

and these differences do influence the results.
At g = iv , (du') o . Utilizing Eq. (8) then For example, Ref. 23 gives values of the shear
gives modulus and the Lame constant of various sub-

stances, from which it is possible to compute3 (NC)1/3vo1/6 the compressibility. These computed values(N0 1/62(10) often differ from those given in Ref. 11. The
(2/3D)"/2  values of y for Al, Cu, W and Zn computed

using the compressibility derived from Ref. 23
An alternative derivation leading to the are 1.66, 1.95, 2.00 and 2.35, respectively. It

same result is as follows. The compressi- should also be remembered that the experi-
bility of a substance is defined by mental compressibility coefficient of a substance

is often a weak function of its pretreatment.
(11/6) z -V(3P/?V)T

Shock-compression obeys the Rankine-
At the absolute zero of temperature the pres- Hugoniot equation:

sure is to good approximation determined by
the interaction potential terms only, i.e., E - Eo = (P/2)(Vo-V), (12)

Pk dU'dV. Using Eq. (5) gives where P and V are pressure and specific vol-

ume of the shocked substance, and E0 is the
-2D 0 a exp [-a(R-Ro)] [1-exp [-a(R-R0 )1] initial energy of the uncompressed substance,P(1Vi.e., CoTo. Combining Eqs. (12) and (3) gives(11) the shock Hugoniot relationship:

Equation (11) in conjunction with the definition p = (2PkV/iYVO)+ 2p01CvoT0-(U-U0) (
of compressibility gives Eq. (10). (V/Vo)[(y + 2)/,y] - 1 (13)
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Normal-Density Gruneisen Parameter

Obtained by Different Investigators

Metal Gruneisen 1  Slater 1  BenedekZ Cook 3  Girifalco4  This Study

Li 1.17 1.55 - 0.89 - 1.03
Na 1.25 1.58 - 1.78 1.22 1.21
K 1.34 1.53 - 2.35 1.93 1.21
Mg - 2.15 - 2.69 - 1.86
W 1.62 2.39 1.70 2.48 0.00 1.74
Mn 2.42 - - 2.40 - 1.94
Fe 1.60 2.20 1.68 1.99 0.16 1.80
Ni 1.88 2.19 2.20 1.90 3.25 1.78
Pt 2.54 2.65 3.30 3.74 - 2.31
Cu 1.96 2.13 1.90 1.92 2.11 1.79
Au 3.03 2.60 - - - 2.37
Zn - 2.68 - 4.01 - 2.14
Cd - 3.35 - 10.0 - 2.37
Al 2.17 2.05 - 1.44 1.00 1.59
Ag 2.40 2.33 2.50 2.74 2.29 1.99
Pb 2.73 - - 3.08 0.951 2.42

iRef. 9; 2 Ref. 22; 3 Ref. 17; 4 Ref. 21.

where po is the density of the initial substance, The general agreement between experiment
and U0 = -Do from Eq. (5). and theory indicates that Eq. (9) is a useful ex-

pression for computing the Gruneisen parame-
Equation (13) was used to compute the shock ter as a function of volume. Generally speaking,

Hugoniots of several metals and the results Eq. (9) gives a slightly weaker volume depend-
(slide-rule accuracy) are shown in Figs. 1-6. ence on the Gruneisen parameter than does the
Several crystal structures are represented: expression of Pastine [19]. On the basis of the
face centered cubic (Al, Pb, Cu, Ag); body cen- limited calculations summarized in Figs. 1-6 it
tered cubic (W), and hexagonal close packed does not appear that the general agreement of
(Zn). The theoretical curves were calculated the theory with experiment is substantially best
using the compressibilities given in Ref. 11 to for any particular crystal structure, especially
compute a (Eq. (6)), and in some cases the when the above remarks concerning compres-
curves were also computed using compressi- sibility data are considered. On the basis of
bility data from Ref. 23. The agreement be- theory, however, calculations for face cen-
tween experiment and theory is generally quite tered cubic lattices should be most valid for
good and it may be concluded, as has been pre- a state equation using only a single Gruneisen
viously concluded several times [9,19,21], that parameter.
the Morse potential is quite reasonable in de-
scribing the interaction energy between atoms The temperature produced by the shock
in metals. Of particular significance is the fact compression of a substance is determined by
that the compressibility at high pressures is the thermal energy portion only of the total in-
very sensitive to the values of the parameters ternal energy, as discussed previously [19].
used in computing Eq. (6). This limits to some The temperature is given by
extent the evaluation of the potential function,
the Gruneisen expression, and the assumption T 1(/3Nk) {(P/2po)[1- (V/V0)-
of a single '' by comparing theory with experi-
ment, since in the final analysis the most valid - (U - Uo)} I+ T0 . (14)
data to be used in evaluating Eq. (6) is not
known. For example, compressibility data The temperature depends on the value of the
derived from certain measurements may be Gruneisen parameter. Examples of the tem-
more accurate than from direct compressibility peratures, computed for aluminum at V/vo
measurements themselves. The fact that com- ratios of 0.94, and 0.7 (using compressibil-
pressibility is temperature-dependent also poses ity data from Ref. 23) are 310 and 1653°K,
the problem as to just what data should be used. respectively.
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THE EQUATION OF STATE OF 1060 ALUMINUM

FROM SHOCK WAVE MEASUREMENTS

G. D. Anderson, A. L. Fahrenbruch, and G. R. Fowles
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Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park, Calif.

ABSTRACT
The internal energy along the Hugoniot curve of a thermodynamic

system is given by the Rankine-Hugoniot condition

E - E0 = 1/2(P + P0)(V0 - V).

To achieve pressure-volume-energy states which do not lie on a
single curve, different initial states must be chosen. The initial state
is varied by using porous aluminum at ambient pressure and tempera-
ture and by heating solid aluminum to initial temperatures in excess of
500°C. Explosively accelerated metal plates are used to induce strong
shock waves directly into the heated samples and into 2024 aluminum
targets upon which the porous samples are mounted. High-speed streak
photography is used to determine shock and free-surface velocities of
the samples, free-surface velocities of the 2024 aluminum targets, and
flyer plate velocities from which pressure-volume-energy states of the
samples may be calculated by the impedance match method. Data on
porous aluminum which is singly shocked to pressures in the 300- to
600-kbar range and doubly shocked to the megabar range are presented.
From these data an effective Gruneisen function defined as the ratio of
the thermal pressure difference to the thermal energy density differ-
ence at a given volume can be deduced. Values of the effective
Gruneisen function are found to lie in the range between 1.4 and 2.2 and
tend to decrease with decreasing volume and increasing temperature.
Pressure-volume-energy data obtained from shocking solid preheated
aluminum to pressures in the 700-kbar region are also presented.
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THE COMPRESSION OF POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE

BY LOW AMPLITUDE SHOCK WAVES

T. P. Liddiard, Jr.
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Results of experiments on polymethyl methacrylate (1PMMA) show
that the shock velocity (u) vs particle velocity (u) curve has an abrupt
change of slope at a stress of 20 kbar. Above this stress the relation,
U = 2.56 + 1. 6 9u (mm/Atsec), agrees well with the data of others. Below
20 kbar the curve has a much lower slope and is also linear or perhaps
slightly curved down to about 5 kbar, the limit of observation. The
charge setup is essentially that used in the NOL standardized gap test.
A technique is described in which small foils are used to obtain the ini-
tial PMMA motion. Without the foils a retarded motion of the PMMA is
recorded since strong rarefaction waves rapidly drop the pressure be-
hind the shock front. Several possible causes for the abrupt change in
the U-u curve are given. As yet, the actual cause is not known.

INTRODUCTION ... . I . I .... I I ,
5.0

In studying the behavior of a material under
compression by shock, the usual experimental 4.5

procedure is to measure its shock velocity (U)
and its free-surface velocity (ufs), the particle u 4.0 U . 2.56+1.69 u
velocity (u) being taken as 1/2 ufs . [1]. The (mm,/sec)
parameters, U and u, are related to the shock
pressure (P) by the expression, P pouU and to 3.s

the relative volume (v/vo) by v/v0  (U-u)/U , 7
where Po is the initial density, vo is the initial 3.0 /
volume, and v is the shocked volume [2]. For /

F7; WEAK SHOCK MEASUREMENT
liquids and most nonporous solids a plot of U vs 2.5 . . . I , , I , ,
u results in a nearly straight line, over a wide 0.0 0.5 ,.0 1.5

range of shock pressures, provided that no phase u (mm/usec)
changes occur or elastic precursor waves are Fig. 1 - Shock velocity (u) as a function
present; i.e., U = A + Bu [1,3]. of the particle velocity (u)

This paper describes an experimental study EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
of polymethyl methacrylate (Plexiglas, Lucite,
or Perspex; designated PMMA hereafter). The Basic Charge Assembly
results show that values of U and u obtained
from shock-induced stresses below 20 kbar In these experiments the charge assembly
(U < 3.4, u = 0.5 mm/psec) do not follow the (donor/PMMA cylinder), Fig. 2A, essentially
same relation that holds above that stress level, was that used in a standard shock sensitivity
This is seen as a sharp bend in the line drawn test [4]. In fact the material for this paper
through a plot of the u vs u data in Fig. 1. was obtained as a result of calibration tests
Speculation is made as to possible reasons for (stress vs gap length) made on this donor/gap
this result. system [5]. The shock was produced by the
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Fig. 2 - (a) Test set-up for obtaining the shock velocity
with a smear camera; (b) typical smear record

detonation of a 50.8-mm diam by 50.8-mm long PMMA in contact with it, provided that: (a) the
tetryl charge; density = 1.51 g/cm 3 . The PMMA shock impedance of the foil is higher than, or
cylinder, density = 1.185 g/cm3 , was of the same equal to, the PMMA impedance; (b) the foil is
diameter as the donor. Cast, rather than ex- sufficiently thin; and (c) it has a small enough
truded, PMMA was used in these experiments, diameter.
Samples of extruded rods showed considerable
residual strain under polarized light examina- This is stated without mathematical proof,
tion; cast rods showed no appreciable strain, but it is supported by the observation that the
The PMMA examples in all of the experiments foil velocity, at a stress of 5 kbar in the PMMA,
reported here were made from a single lot of is the same within experimental error for
rod castings. A baffle of wood or PMMA was Mylar, Saran, aluminum, and brass. In addi-
used to keep the gases generated by the donor tion, the following reasoning can be used. On
from obscuring the observation. The tempera- the first pass of the shock through a foil of
tures at which the experiments were made were higher impedance than PMMA, the free-surface
in the range of 15-20'C. velocity of the foil will be lower than the veloc-

ity the PMMA surface would have had without
the foil. However, the mass of the foil is ex-

PMMA Surface-Velocity Measurements; tremely low in comparison to the mass pushing
Foil Technique it. Thus, it will be forced to adjust to the ve-

locity of the mass from behind after several
The stress produced in the PMMA cylinder transits of shocks and rarefactions through the

by the shock-generating system is rapidly re- foil. The foil will remain in contact with the
lieved by rarefaction waves, both lateral and gap material until pressure immediately behind
from behind. These waves quickly retard the the foil begins to fall. When this happens sepa-
initial surface velocity, the latter being re- ration occurs since there is virtually no tensile
quired to determine the value of LI immediately strength between the foil and the gap surface.
behind the shock front. To obtain the initial No cement is used to attach the foil, only a
free-surface velocity, foils of Mylar,* Saran,t trivial amount of silicone grease to hold it in
aluminum, or brass were placed on the flat, place.
free surface of the PMMA cylinder directly
over the center. When shocked the foil is For most of the tests the motion of the
forced to acquire the initial velocity of the PMMA surface was recorded with a smear

camera. In some cases the end of the cylinder
was beveled 5°, as shown in Fig. 3A, leaving

*Mylar, registered trademark for a polyester an 8-mm-diam platform at the center. This
film (,= 1.39 g/cm o) manufactured by E. 1. permitted sharp focusing of the edge of the foil
duPont deNe.ou-s & Co., Wilmington, DeL- and platform. Such a bevel does not affect the
ware..

!Saran, registered trademark for vinylidene initial motion of the PMMA along the extended
chloride (, = 1.65 g/cm3), Dow Chemical Co., axis of the cylinder. An example of a smear-
Midland, Michigan. camera record using a foil is shown in Fig. 3B.
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Fig. 3 - (a) Typical smear-camera set-up for measuring the
free-surface velocity; (b) corresponding smear record

Backlighting was provided by an exploding wire Note that the PMMA surface is cracking as in-
and an expendable condenser lens to give nearly dicated by the sharp breaks in the surface con-
parallel light through the subject [6]. The weak tour. The slight asymmetry in the pictures is
air shock ahead of the foil has been retouched due to the focal plane shutter, or slit, which
for reproduction. Some shots were also made moved from left to right to record each frame
with a framing camera to establish definitely [7]. The time between corresponding points in
what produced the traces recorded by the smear adjacent frames in the figure is 8.2 p sec. (Only
camera. In these cases diffuse light reflected one frame out of every six actually taken is
from a white surface behind was used, the light shown here.)
being supplied by explosive flash lamps. The
separation of a 0.025-mm thick, 3-mm-diam Results of Surface-Velocity Measurements
brass foil from the PMMA surface is clearly
seen in Fig. 4. The foil is moving at 0.28 mm/ The initial velocity of the foil and the re-
p sec and the PMMA surface at 0.20 mm/, sec. tarded PMMA surface are given as functions of

-44

Fig. 4 - Framing camera sequence of a 0.025-mm thick
brass foil separating from a shocked PiM1MA cylinder (inter-
frame time 8.2 ý,sec)
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the PMMA length (X) in Table 1. The data are or thickness, within limits, does not alter the
grouped according to variations of foil material, foil velocity significantly. For a 100-mm long
foil thickness, and foil diameter. As noted in PMMA cylinder, foils of Mylar, Saran, alumi-
the table, Mylar foils of 49-mm diam failed to num, and brass all gave velocities within the
separate from the PMMA and exhibited the same range of 0.26 to 0.30 mm/bsec. At the same
retarded velocity observed for the surface with- initial pressure the thinner (0.006 mm) plastic
out a foil. However, Mylar foils of diameters foil traveled no faster than the thicker (0.05
of 14 mm or less did separate from the surface mm) foil.
and exhibited higher velocities. The lack of ef-
fect of diameter at and below 14 mm indicates The data in Table 1 are plotted in Fig. 5.
that the maximum possible separation had oc- The differences between the foil and retarded
curred between the foil and the PMMA surface. PMMA velocities are 0.05 to 0.08 mm/psec
The data also show that changing the foil material over a stress range of 5 to 83 kbar. The

TABLE 1
The PMMA Surface Velocity and the Foil Velocity

for Various Values of X and Foil Conditions

Cylinder PMMA Foil
Foil Conditions Length Velocity Velocity

X (mm) (mm//usec) (mm/zsec)

A. No foil used 47.6 0.927 -
55.2 0.699 -
55.2 0.688 -
65.5 0.480 -
86.0 0.264 -
86.0 0.278 -

B. Mylar: 0.05 10.0 * 2.742
mm, 49 mm 20.0 * 2.110
diam. 29.4 * 1.736

36.0 * 1.411
36.0 * 1.419
43.0 * 1.115
75.0 * 0.377
99.9 * 0.211

C. Mylar: 0.05 100.1 0.206 0.278
mm, 14 mm 100.1 0.207 0.291
diam.

D. Mylar: 0.05 20.0 2.086 2.174
mm, 3-4 mm 45.0 1.009 1.078
diam. 100.1 0.205 0.263

100.1 0.210 0.296
100.0 0.208 0.290

E. Saran: 0.006 75.0 0.375 0.427
mm, 3-4 mm 100.0 0.213 0.292
diam. 152.5 - 0.155

F. Al: 0.025 100.0 - 0.266
mm, 3-4 mm
diam.

G. Brass: 0.025 100.0 0.199 0.276
mm, 3-4 mm
diam.

*No apparent separation of foil and PMMA surface.
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S I I I ' ' ' value of the difference in foil andPMMAveloc-
ity, excluding the value determined at X = 152.5
mm, is 0.07 mm/ipsec. Since there are more
data points for the PMMA surface velocity over
the range of interest than there are for the foil

2- velocity, the former was used as the basis in
drawing the final curve. The foil velocity vs X

Uf, (upper) curve was derived by adding the con-
(M ) stant velocity difference of 0.07 mm/p sec to

the retarded PMMA velocity curve from X = 5
to x = 80 mm.

Shock Velocity in PMMA and Results

RETARDED_--. To record the shock front motion in the
PMMA, flats were ground and polished on op-
posing sides of the PMMA cylinder, parallel to

S 50 100 150 the axis. The slit of the smear camera was
x (mM) aligned along the middle of these flattened sur-

faces, as shown in Fig. 2A. This, together with
Fig. 5 - Retarded PMMA and fo( l velocities nearly parallel light passing through the cylin-
traveled in the PMMA der, gave a relatively undistorted observation

of the shock-front motion within the PMMA.
Slopes were taken from seven smear-camera
(x-time) records at given values of X and con-

threshold velocity for spall reported for PMMA verted to corresponding mean shock velocities.
is 0.06 mm/psec, corresponding to a spall ten- Seven values of U for each X position were ob-
sion of 1.0 to 1.5 kbar [8]. It, therefore, is rea- tained from X = 5 to X = 40 mm. Beyond X = 40
sonable to attribute the retardation in velocity mm, the number of obtainable values dropped
to the increment of velocity produced by an in- since the length of PMMA cylinders was varied
ternal tension which must develop before spall- to measure simultaneously ufi as a function of
ing will occur within the PMMA. X. Six values were obtained from X = 45 to 50

mm, five from X = 55 to 65 mm, four at X = 70
The foil and PMMA velocities were most mm, and two from X = 75 to 80 mm.

difficult to measure at large values of X, i.e.,
in the very low stress region. This was due The mean value of U as a function of X is
largely to the difficulty in measuring the low given in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 6. The
slopes obtained on the smear-camera (X-time) largest and smallest velocity obtained at a par-
records. At X = 100 mm (-5 kbar) eight rec- ticular value of X is shown by the short bars
ords were used to establish both the foil veloc- above and below each mean-value point. Or-
ity and the PMMA surface velocity. The mean dinarily there is danger in using varying num-
velocity of the foil is 0.282 mm/ysec with a bers of samples to determine a smooth mean-
probable error of the mean of 0.003 or 1%, ex- value curve. This could lead to an abrupt shift
clusive of consistent errors. The probable in the mean value at points where the number
error of the mean is defined as of samples is changed. Fortunately, the worst

slope measurements occurred where the most
EP = ±.06745 [7- 2 /n(n-1)] 1/2 samples were available. These were near the

donor/PMMA interface, where the decay of
where 762 is the sum of the squares of the velocity is greatest, and in the vicinity of the
deviations of the single observations from the inflection of the curve occurring between X = 25
mean and n is the number of observations. For and X = 45 mm. (This inflection occurs in both
the retarded PMMA velocity the mean is 0.207 the u-X and LufS-X curves. These will cause
mm/psec with a probable error of the mean of an increased fall-off in velocity of both u and u
0.001 or 0.5%. Duplicate measurements of the in the PMMA at a distance roughly equal to the
PMMA surface velocity were made at five other radius of the cylinder; i.e., 25 mm.) At X = 5
values of X. In all cases the values were within and 35 mm the spread in U is 4-5%. Beyond
±-1% of the mean value between each pair of x = 50 mm, the spread is only 1-2%. The prob-
measurements, except at X = 86 mm where the able error of the mean value, of course, is
spread was ±2.5%. Velocities of foils that sepa- much less than the indicated spread, excluding
rated from the PMMA surface were obtained at consistent errors. This is 0.1 to 0.4% over the
X = 20, 45, 75, 100, and 152.5 mm. The mean entire curve.
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TABLE 2
Smoothed Values of Particle Velocity (,), Shock Velocity (u),
Pressure (P), and Relative Volume (vxvo), at Various Dis-
tances (x) in the PMMA Cylinder Along the Axis

X u U Pj _______________ JV 'V 0

(mm) (mm/itsec) (mm/jbsec) (kbar)

5 - 5.30 - -
10 1.420 4.95 82.4 0.715
15 1.210 4.62 66.0 0.738
20 1.088 4.40 56.6 0.753
25 0.990 4.21 49.2 0.765

30 0.890 4.06 42.6 0.781
35 0.780 3.88 35.7 0.799
40 0.650 3.66 28.1 0.822
45 0.538 3.46 22.0 0.845
50 0.455 3.35 18.0 0.864

55 0.383 3.30 14.9 0.884
60 0.325 3.24 12.4 0.900
65 0.283 3.21 10.7 0.912
70 0.245 3.17 9.2 0.923
75 0.225 3.14 8.3 0.928

80 0.200 3.13 7.4 0.936
100 0.145 (3.10) (5.3) (0.953)

Extrapolated values.

I I I

5-

U

(MM)

4-

0 I I 51 i i I - i -0
0 50 100

X (mm)

Fig. 6 - Shock velocity in the PMMA (U) as a function of x
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The Shock Velocity vs Particle that the shock velocity remains higher than
Velocity Curve would be expected if the linear U-u relation

above 20 kbar continued on down to 5 kbar or
To derive the U vs u plot of Fig. 1, smoothed lower. The data agree well with the work of

values of u were obtained at 5-mm increments others at 20 kbar and above. However, other
of X from the foil-velocity curve of Fig. 5. These workers (private communications) have found
are given in Table 2 along with the mean values a similar behavior to that reported here for
of U already discussed. Also given are the cor- PMMA in the low-pressure region.
responding pressures, P, and the relative volume,
v/v, . In Fig. 1, a fit to the U-u data, by eye, A satisfactory explanation for the high
gave a straight-line relation for points corre- shock velocity at low pressure in PMMA has
sponding to pressures above 20 kbar (u > 0.5 not been found. Several possibilities have been
mm/ sec); considered. Among these are: (a) the existence

of an elastic wave which moves ahead of the
U = 2ý56 i 1.69 u (1) plastic wave; (b) a change in phase that occurs

in the PMMA; and (c) the effect of geometry of
These values are in fair agreement with those the present explosive system which may result
obtained by other workers at pressures above in an experimentally determined U - u relation
20 kbar, e.g., (A = 2.59, B = 1.51) [4], (2.74, that is not the same as obtained with a truly
1.35) [9], (2.68, 1.61) [10], and (2.42, 1.58u) [11]. plane (I -D) system in this pressure range.
Below 20 kbar (u < 0.5 mm/,usec) another
straight-line fit to the data gives In regard to (a), although attempts have

been made to observe an elastic precursor
U = 2ý95 + 0.85 u (2) wave in PMMA, no one has detected it to the

author's knowledge. Because PMMA is a poly-
Measurements were made at this Labora- mer, it should not necessarily be expected to

tory using very weak shocks (-100 bars) gen- behave like materials that resemble metals
erated in a tank of water with transparent walls. under low-amplitude shock. Metal-like mate-
The transit time of the shock through the sub- rials may display an elastic precursor wave of
merged specimen, measured from backlighted, constant amplitude. The curve of Fig. 1 sug-
smear-camera records, gave a mean velocity gests that an elastic wave exists in PMMA
of 2.76 mm/,,, sec [12]. This is shown on the whose amplitude is stress dependent and this
u -axis, i.e., u - 0, in Fig. 1. The measure- is what is observed here. If such a wave does
ments were made on specimens machined from exist, though, it would be the only wave; i.e.,
the same rod stock used in the other experi- there would be no dual wave structure.
ments described above.

As to (b), a first-order phase transition,
i.e., one involving discontinuities in volume or

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION entropy, does not seem likely at such low pres-
sure. The work of Bridgman [13] does not indi-

1. A technique for obtaining the initial cate any such transition up to 40 kbar under
free-surface velocity of shocked PMMA by foils static conditions. However, the possibility of
has been given. Data obtained in this manner a second-order phase transition, i.e., one that
enable the particle velocity in PMMA as a func- involves no discontinuities in volume or entropy,
tion of X to be derived in a cylindrically sym- has not been ruled out [14].
metrical system.

Regarding (c), the use of foils should es-
2. The difference between the foil and tablish the PMMA flow in the normal direction

retarded PMMA velocities indicates a nearly immediately behind the apex of the curved
constant spall tension of about 1.0 kbar over a shock front. If the foil is thin enough, the result
stress range of 5 to 83 kbar. for a curved shock front should be the same as

obtained in 1 -D geometry [15]. It would be in-
3. Measurements of the shock velocity as teresting to see if I-D shock generating sys-

a function of x has also been obtained: a plot tems, such as the air gun, would give results
of the shock and corresponding particle velocity comparable to those obtained with foils in these
shows an abrupt change of slope in the curve at tests. The shock velocity below u = 0.2 mmm/
about U = 3.4, L, = 0.5 mm/.,sec. Although the ,sec may show a sharp fall-off as u approaches
low-pressure portion of the curve has been zero. The weak shock datum point of 2.76 mm/
drawn straight, small departures from a straight ,usec should be close to the lower limit since
line could easily occur. The sharp break in the the measurement is made in essentially the
curve is perhaps not as important as the fact same way as the stronger shocks.
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plies that the results given here are for poly- tion of the Standard Card-Gap Test," Naval
methyl methacrylate in general. Obviously, the Ordnance Laboratory Technical Report 65-
degree of polymerization will not be the same 43 (Oct. 1965).
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variations are to be expected. As a consequence, 6. T. P. Liddiard, Jr., B. E. Drimmer,
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samples taken from different lots. However,
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SHOCK WAVE COMPRESSION OF PLEXIGLAS

FROM 3 TO 20 KILOBARS*

W. J. Halpin and R. A. Graham
Sandia Laboratory

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Measurements on the uniaxial compression of Plexiglas specimens
subjected to shock waves are reported for shock stresses ranging from
3 to 20 kilobars. The measurements were obtained from impact exper-
iments in which a relatively new technique involving the "thick" quartz
gauge was used. This technique makes possible the determination of
the stress-time profile both at the impact surface of a specimen and at
the opposite surface after the shock wave has propagated through the
specimen thickness. Plexiglas specimen thicknesses of 5 mm and 7.5
mm were used. Data obtained for stress a and particle velocity Up
were found to fit a quadratic relationship, a = 31.4 up + 23.6 u 2 in the
range of stress investigated (ur in kbar, u0 in mm/u sec). The data ex-
trapolates into good agreement with much of the data obtained by others
at higher pressure. The stress-time profiles at the impact surface
were found to be step waves except for a small amount of relaxation.
These profiles were essentially preserved at the opposite surface until
impact stresses of about 7 kilobars were reached. Above this stress
the propagated profiles were found to have undergone considerable
distortion.

INTRODUCTION EXPERIMENTAL

Polymethylmethacrylate [2] plastics find a Despite the fact that the thick quartz gauge
variety of applications in shock loading experi- technique used in this investigation is relatively
ments. They are used, for example, in shock new, it has been discussed in detail in a previ-
wave attenuator systems [3,4], in the study of ous paper [12]. Consequently, only its principal
the mechanics of spallation [5,6], and as impact features needed to understand the analysis of
materials when low stress at relatively high the data will be given here. The technique
impact velocity is required [7]. Shock com- makes use of stress gauges whose principle of
pression data for these plastics have been de- operation is based on the piezoelectric proper-
termined by a number of investigators at high ties of quartz. The gauges are fashioned from
pressure [8], but similar data below 20 kilobars circular discs of X-cut quartz. The manner in
are quite limited [9,10]. Recently the authors which they are used in the impact method is
made an experimental investigation of the shock shown in Fig. 1. A specimen target (also a
compression of Plexiglas in the stress range circular disc) is mounted on the end of an
from 3 to 20 kilobars. In the experimental evacuated gun barrel and impacted by a pre-
method employed, the shock was initiated by cisely aligned flat-faced projectile, the velocity
impact, and the required measurements were of which is accurately measured. The speci-
made by means of thick quartz gauges [11]. men has a gauge bonded to one of its surfaces
The purpose of this paper will be first to de- (opposite to that being impacted) while the pro-
scribe the experimental method, then to show jectile has one embedded in its face. Upon im-
how the data it produces can be analyzed, and pact, stress waves are propagated into both the
finally to present and discuss the results that projectile gauge and the specimen. The projec-
have been obtained for Plexiglas. tile gauge provides an electrical signal that

*:See Ref. [l] at end of paper.
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PROJECTILE of mass across the impact interface is as-
sumed, it then follows that

SPECIMEN

GAUGE GAG Up S =Uo upq (2)

BACK SURFACE GAUGE SIGNAL where ups is the particle velocity imparted to

the specimen and U. is the impact velocity of
----- FRONT SURFACE GAUGE SIGNAL the gauge. Since U, is measured, it is seen

RECE/R ELECTRODE from Eqs. (1) and (2) that it is possible to ob-
S\ •SIGNAL PIN tain pairs of values of,- and ups which char-

acterize the compressional behavior of the

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the method specimen under the impact shock. It should be
used for initiation and measurement of emphasized that the analysis so far does not
shock pressures in the specimens require any of the assumptions of the conven-

tional free-surface methods; that is, there is no
concern with whether the profile of the wave in
the specimen is steady, with rate effects, or

measures the stress at the impact or front sur- with complex wave interactions produced at a
face of the specimen as a function of time. free surface. If, however, it is assumed that
Subsequently, when the wave generated in the the stress at the impact surface is propagated
specimen is propagated to the opposite or back into the specimen with a steady profile, then
surface, the back surface gauge signal meas- from the conservation of mass across the shock
ures the interface transmitted stress. These front another representation of the data follows,
front and back surface gauge signals are cabled which is
to oscilloscopes for recording. The two sig-
nals are referenced in time with precisely de- v ýu2

layed fiducials so that shock wave transit time -_-=Ps - (3)
through the specimen can be measured. Vo

where V. and v are, respectively, the specific
DATA ANALYSIS volumes of the specimen before and after com-

pression.
The front surface gauge record with pro-

jectile velocity and the back surface gauge rec-
ord with transit times can be analyzed sepa- Back Surface Data
rately to provide information about the dynamic
mechanical behavior of a specimen. Accord- When the wave generated by impact is prop-
ingly, each will now be considered in turn. agated to the interface between the specimen

and the back surface gauge, the gauge measures
the interface stress produced. If the specimen

Front Surface Data were a linear material, then a jump in stress
at measured by the gauge at the interface

The front gauge records indicate that a would be related to a corresponding incident
jump in stress is impressed upon a specimen stress in the specimen -i by the linear mis-
at the impact surface. The magnitude of this match equation
jump is calculated directly from the gauge sig-
nal as described in Ref. 11. In the stress range Z +s Z1 (4)
used for our experiments, the wave velocity in 2Zq
X-cut quartz Us,, is a known constant. Thus for
a one-dimensional experiment (as is the case where Zq is the mechanical impedance (equal
here) it follows from the conservation of mo- to density times wave velocity) for the quartz
mentum that: and z, is that for the specimen. The latter can

be computed from the measured specimen den-
-_ sity and the velocity of the wave propagated

-(1) through the specimen thickness. The wave ve-pqUsq locity can be obtained from the experimental

data simply by dividing the specimen thickness
where upq is the particle velocity imparted to by the time difference between the start of the
the gauge (taken with respect to its unstressed two signals from the front and back gauges.
portion), - is the measured jump in stress, and The incident particle velocity in the specimen
Pq is the known density of quartz. If continuity Upi which corresponds to 71 is then given by
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Upi z- (5)
A summary of the analysis of the experi-

A solution for the stress-particle velocity locus mental data obtained for Plexiglas is given in

for a nonlinear material is possible by an iter- Table 1. For the series of four tests desig-

ative procedure in the stress-particle velocity nated by the letter A in the table both front and

plane when the locus is known to be concave back surface gauge measurements were at-

upward. This is illustrated graphically in tempted. Front surface and transit time data

Fig. 2. The locus for the gauge material, X-cut were obtained on all these tests; however, only

quartz, is a solid, straight line in the plane as two of the tests provided propagated wave pro-

shown, Also shown as a solid line but with con- files of a quality acceptable for analysis. For

cave upward curvature is the locus for the the series of eight tests designated by the letter

specimen which is initially assumed to be that H, front surface gauge measurements were at-

obtained from the front surface analysis. A tempted on all of the tests, but both front and

reflection of this locus (dashed line) is made so back measurements were attempted on only
that it passes through point m on the quartz four. All data were obtained in the H-series

locus, where mn has a stress coordinate equal to tests. The estimated accuracy of the impact

the interface jump in stress ct, which is meas- surface stress jump vl is 2t/0 and of the corre-

ured directly by the back surface gauge. The sponding particle velocity u, is a% (projectile

second straight (dotted) line on the plot has a velocity U. is accurate to 0.5%). The wave ve-

slope equal to Zs, the impedance of the speci- locity u, is estimated to be accurate to 1%.

men for the incident stress, which is obtained The stress-particle velocity relationship
from the specimen density and transit time obtained from the impact surface data is plotted
measurements as indicated above. This line in Fig. 3. This relationship can be closely ap-
will intersect the assumed locus at point n and proximated by the parabola, 7 -- 31.4 up , 23.6 12.
the reflected locus at point ,r. If r, is identical which when extrapolated to zero stress indicates

with n' for a sufficient number of points, then a wae eltyaof 26 m ero se s maye

the assumed locus is verified as correct. If a wave velocity of 2.66 mm/4sec. This may be
the ntesecion donotcoinide thn a itra- compared with the value of 2.62 listed by Hughesthe intersections do not coincide, then an itera- et al. [14]. The only other data in this stress

tive procedure, in which successively different region below 25 kbar are those of Dapoigny et

loci are assumed for the specimen, is used un- al. [9], and they are in good agreement with our
til a convergence is obtained [13]. data [10]. Our data also extrapolates into good

agreement with a point by Hearst, et al. [151,
at 26 kbar, with two points by Wackerle at 30
and 36 kbar [3], and with a data fit selected by
Duvall and Fowles [16].S• BACK SURFACE

QUARTZ GAUGE

UT The stress-volume relationship corre-
sponding to the impact surface data of Fig. 3
was computed from Eq. (3) and is shown in

SPECIMEN Fig. 4. This relationship is compared with
WAVE PROPAGATION DIRECTION Bridgman's hydrostatic measurements on "leu-

cite" [17] which have been corrected to adia-
batic conditions [18]. The two sets of data show

LOCUS FOR X-CrF QUARTZ a roughly constant volume difference of about
1 % for stresses greater than about 3 kbar. On
the basis of thermodynamic models this differ-

-ASSUMED SPECIMEN LOCUS ence is larger than would be expected between
Hugoniot and adiabatic stress-volume data at
these low stresses [19]. The difference might

\' -REFLECTED SPECIMEN LOCUS well be accounted for by an elastic stress com-
"R•EFEE Sponent in the case of shock compression. How-

ever, there was no evidence of elastic wave in
the back surface gauge records even for the

C _"_--__Up lowest impact stress of about 3 kilobars. Al-
o -though the back surface record for this test

may not have shown the final stress amplitude,
Fig. 2 - Graphical illustration of the it was clear from the record that if any elastic
analysis of the back surface gauge wave were present, it was overdriven by the
and transit time data 3 kilobar input.
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TABLE 1
Shock Compression Data for Plexiglas

Density p = 1.178 gram/cm 3 (sigma = 0.0016)
Specimen Thickness = 7.5 mm for tests H-232 and H-233,

= 5 mm for all other tests

Impact Surface Measurement Propagated Profile

Stress Relax-
Testa Input Gc UP d V/Vo e ationf Usg t h cii

Timeb (%)

A-254 100 3.25 0.0943 0.9678 2 2.96 - -

A-253 40 5.24 0.142 0.9545 4 3.00 8.0 4.9

H-231 35 7.46 0.203 0.9348 3 3.04 11.1 6.3

H-233 60 7.50 0.203 0.9353 3 3.06 11.1 6.4

A-194 80 8.99 0.246 0.9207 - 3.04 - -

A-199 60 9.94 0.280 0.9070 4 3.16 15.0 8.9

H-184 50 10.4 0.276 0.9138 4 - - -

H-230 30 10.6 0.274 0.9168 6 3.13 15.5 9.0

H-232 30 - 0.276J - - 3.10 15.0 8.6

H-183 70 15.3 0.377 0.8920 4 - --

H-182 45 19.5 0.459 0.8728 -

H-181 25 21.2 0.524 0.8476 -

aThe "A' prefix denotes experiments done with the 10 ft air gun described in Ref. 12. The "H" pre-

fix denotes experiments done with the 80 ft gun described in Ref. 20.
bMeasured time for the active area of the projectile gauge to become stressed (units of 10-9 sec).
CMeasured stress jump at the impact surface (units of kbar).
dparticle velocity jump at the impact surface computed from Eqs. (1) and (2) (unit of mm!Itsec).
e V is stressed volume, Vo is initial unstressed volume. V'V 0 computed from Eq. (3).

fPercent reduction in stress in 1.1 lisec.
gWave velocity computed from observed transit time through specimen thickness (units of mm/,sec).
hInterface stress jump recorded between the back surface gauge and the specimen (units of kbar).
iStress in Plexiglas specimen at the back surface after propagation through the specimen thickness
*computed from the back surface interface stress and the graphical method of Fig. 2.
iStress jump was not measured on this experiment. up was computed from the measured impact ve-
locity and the specimen a - uplocus of neighboring points.

The front surface gauge measurements surface. This, in fact, was observed. The
show that the initial jump in impact stress is graphical procedure of Fig. 2 was applied to
followed by a small but definite relaxation of the propagated wave profile and transit time
stress with time. Because of the concave up- data with the assumed specimen c - ti locus
ward shape of the a - up locus for the Plexiglas, being that of Fig. 3. The stress coordinate of
it is to be expected that any increment of relax- the point n gave the value of the incident stress
ation (unloading) at the impact surface would be jump ai. In every case -i was found to be
propagated into the material with a higher wave lower than the corresponding impact stress
velocity than that of the initial jump in stress. (compare ai column with ýT column in Table 1)
The net result of this should be a lowering of by an amount that varied from about 6% at 5
the initial jump as it appears at the back kilobars to 15% at 10 kilobars. Despite this
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Fig. 3 - Relationship between stress and
particle velocity for Plexiglas under shock
loading determined from the impact (front)

surface data. All data points except the
highest one were used to compute the least
squares fit indicated.

2s• The propagated stress-time profiles for
impact stresses greater than 7 kbar show re-

0 - A-SERIES TESTS producible distortion in amplitude and shape.
0 A-SERE TST

.TESS The early parts of the profiles are noticeably20 

(3~~ H -SERE 
ET

"rounded off," and after about 0.6 gsec the
stress begins to increase considerably in mag-

S["nitude. Small amplitude, high frequency varia-
f - 31rA UP+ 2•.6 Up tions are also present. This behavior is shown

' /Z o , .- in the typical oscilloscope record of Fig. 5 and

in the summary of wave profiles of Fig. 6. It
, 10,is undoubtedly a manifestation of complex time-1•- I BRIGAS D 0A -. dependent and dispersive properties of Plexi-

CORRECTED TO glas, which to explain would require much ad-
ADIABATIC CONDITIONS ditional analysis that will not be attempted in

this paper.

0 1 , I , , I '.j ' - N O T E S
0 o80 0.85 o90 Q95 1.00

VOLUME RATIO V/Vo 1. This work was supported by the U.S. Atomic

Fig. 4 - Relationship between stress Energy Commission.
and specific volume for Plexiglas un-
der shock loading obtained by apply- 2. Polymethylmethacrylate plastics for which
ing Eq. (3) to the data of Fig. 3. Com-
parison of this shock compression data shock studies have been reported are man-
with hydrostatic compression data. ufactured under the following trade names

by the manufacturer indicated: Lucite by
E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Co., Plexiglas

difference between the impact and propagated by Rohm and Haas Co., Perspex by Impe-diffrene bewee theimpct ad popagtedrial Chemical Industries, Ltd.
stress jumps the c - up locus was not signifi-

cantly changed from that of Fig. 3; that is, no
iteration was necessary in the graphical proce- 3. Jerry Wackerle, Journal of Applied Phys-
dure. ics 33, 922 (1962).
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7. One of the authors, W. J. Halpin, has uti-
lized this technique for experiments with
ferroelectric materials (paper submitted
to Journal of Applied Physics). Higher
projectile velocity reduces the "tilt" of a
stress wavefront produced by impact.

8. A compilation of shock compression data

for pressures greater than 20 kilobars is
given in Appendix 1.

9. Jean Dapoigny, Jean Kieffer, and Boris
Vodar, Academie des Sciences, Compte
Rendus 245, 1502 (1957).

10. Since this paper was written, considerably
more data in this stress region have be-
come available. For example, see the
paper of T. P. Liddiard, Jr. and the dis-
cussion of D. E. Munson in these proceed-
ings. Also see D. N. Schmidt and M. Evans,
Nature 206, 1348 (1965).

11. R. A. Graham, F. W. Neilson, and W. B.
Benedick, Journal of Applied Physics 36
(1965).

12. W. J. Halpin, 0. E. Jones, and R. A.
Graham in ASTM Special Technical Pub-
lication No. 336, Dynamic Behavior of
Materials (American Society for Testing
and Materials, Philadelphia, 1963), p. 208.

13. For experiments in which the impact sur-
face data are not available a locus obtained
from Eqs. (4) and (5) can be used initially.
The iterative procedure will then result in
a rapid convergence to a solution.

14. D. S. Hughes, E. B. Blankenship, and R. L.
Mims, Journal of Applied Physics 21 (1950).

Fig. 5 - Typical oscillographic
records of quartz gauge meas- 15. J. R. Hearst and L. B. Geesaman, Lawrence
urements of the front and back Radiation Laboratory Report, UCRL 7877,
surface stress-time profiles
for a Plexiglas specimen (test May 1964.
H-233). Time increases from
left to right. Timing waves are 16. G. E. Duvall and G. R. Fowles in High
20 Mc (top traces). Pressure Physics and Chemistry (Academic

Press, New York, 1963), p. 263.

17. Bridgman did not describe this particular
4. G. E. Seay and L. B. Seely, Jr., Journal of material other than by this apparent mis-

Applied Physics 32, 1092 (1961). nomer. The material is indexed as Lucite

5. Donald V. Keller and John G. Trulio, Jour- by the Annotated Bibliography on High-

nal of Applied Physics 34, 1962 (1963). Pressure Technology, The American Soci-
ety of Mechanical Engineers, 1964.

6. Donald W. Blincow and Donald V. Keller in
ASTM Special Technical Publication No. 18. Thermodynamic constants used in the com-
336, Dynamic Behavior of Materials (Amer- putation are: volume thermal expansion,
ican Society for Testing and Materials, 3 = 2.4x 10-4 ,C-1 , specific heat, C, =0.35
Philadelphia, 1963), p. 252. cal gram -°C-1, specific volume, V = 0.8490
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Fig. 6 - Back surface gauge stress-time pro-
files obtained for various impact stresses
and specimen thicknesses. The profile stress
is that in the gauge. High-frequency varia-
tions evident in Fig. 5 have been smoothed out
in these reproductions for the 7.5 and 10 kilo-
bar impact cases. The profile for the case of
the 7.5 kilobar impact with the 7.5 mm thick
specimen corresponds to the actual record
shown in Fig. 5.

cm 3 gram-', adiabatic compressibility, 20. S. Thunborg, G. E. Ingram, and R. A. Gra-
k = 8.22x 10-3 kbar-1 , Gruneisen's ratio: ham, The Review of Scientific Instruments

35 (1964), p. 11.

S- = 1.70
Ck

19. P. Moravek, Stanford Research Institute APPENDIX 1
has calculated Hugoniot, TH , and adiabatic,
TA, temperatures for Lucite. He finds
TH - TA= 40K at 21 kbar. This small tem- (References to shock compression data for
perature difference indicates that there (Referenethck cmrsion data for
should be a negligibly small volume differ- polymethylmethacrylate at high pressure not
ence between our data (Hugoniot) and cited in text.)
Bridgman's (adiabatic) in the stress range
of our data. Reference: Progress Report A summary of some of these data is given
No. 27, SRI Project GPU-3713, Decem- in G. E. Duvall and G. R. Fowles in High Pres-
ber 17, 1963. DASA Contract DA-49-146- sure Physics and Chemistry (Academic Press,
XF-096. New York, 1963), p. 263.
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COMMENTS

D. E. MUNSON (Sandia Corporation, Albuquer- These quantities were reduced to the stress-
que. New Mexico): A few low pressure points strain values given in Table 1, assuming strain-
which augment the Plexiglas data of Halpin and rate-independent behavior and negligible stress
Graham have been recently obtained for condi- wave interactions at the free surface. As the
tions of uniaxial strain with aluminum projec- stress-strain data indicates, the wave profile
tiles impacting flat Lucite targets. Shock ye- in Lucite does not rise as a single shock wave
locities and free-surface displacements were on the time scale of these experiments.
found using a slanted resistor technique.: If strain-rate effects are small, the peak

stress-strain point may be compared directly
to other Hugoniot data. The Hugoniot in the

'`L. M. Barker and R. E. Hollenbach, "A System pressure-particle velocity plane is given in
for Measuring the Dynamic Properties of Ma- Fig. 1; this curve is consistent with the data
terials," Rev. Sci. Inst. 35 (1964), 742-746. presented by Halpin and Graham.

TABLE 1
Lucite Stress-Strain Points

Shot No. and Projectile Peak Peak Particle
Thickness Velocity Stress Strain Stress Strain Velocity
to (mm) U, (mm/jisec) c, (kbar) × (in./in.) (kbar) (in./in.) Up Z 1/2uf,up (mm/gsec)

1010 (36.974) 0.3048 6.88 0.0587
7.69 0.0671

8.02 0.0714 1 8.02 0.0714 0.222

1011 (23.378) 0.1927 3.32 0.0293

5.11 0.0465
5.36 0.0492 5.36 0.0492 0.151

1012 (23.571) 0.0574 0.92 0.0095
1.57 0.0166 1.57 0.0166 0.047
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Fig. 1 - Lucite (pressure vs particle velocity)

T. P. LIDDIARD, JR. (U.S. Naval Ordnance It is gratifying to see other recent data for
Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring, Md.): Plexiglas in the low stress range. These data
Until recently there has been little available have been obtained at the Sandia Corporation
data on the shock properties of polymethyl- (these Proceedings) and at the Stanford Re-
methacrylate in the pressure range of 3 to 20 search Institute (Nature 206, 1348 (1965)). It is
kbar. One had to extrapolate the data obtained unfortunate, though, that both of these sets of
at higher pressures down to lower stress 1ev- data fail to go high enough in stress to verify
els. Data recently obtained at NOL show that the abrupt upward change of slope in the NOL
all is not well when such an extrapolation is curve above 20 kbar. However, these data do
used. This is most easily seen in the shock show higher-than-expected shock velocities
velocity (u) vs particle velocity (u) plane, Fig. 1 below 20 kbar.
(Fig. 1 of paper by Liddiard, this Symposium).
The NOL curve, corresponding to a pressure The data of Halpin and Graham are corn-
range of 5 to 83 kbar, shows an abrupt change pared to the NOL curve in Fig. 2. The shock
in slope at about 20 kbar (c = 3.4, u = 0.5 mm/ velocities used here are mean values through
u'sec). Above 20 kbar the data are in fair the Plexiglas samples. The detection of shock
agreement with most workers. Below 20 kbar arrival at the front and back of the specimen
the measured shock velocities, at given values was made by quartz gauges. Halpin and Graham
of • , are higher than would be gotten by a lin- estimate the accuracy of their measured values
ear (u vs ,) extrapolation of the higher pres- to be good to 1%. The values of U, which can
sure data. In addition, the velocities are higher be derived from their stress-particle velocity
than would be expected by using the bulk-sound data, appear to have a spread of 6-8% and these
speed of 2.3-2.5 mm/gsec to set the lower limit values are, therefore, omitted on the compari-
(ii - 0) of the curve. [The expression for the son in Fig. 2. A straight line can be fitted to
bulk-sound speed is Cb

2 C-rl2 
- 4/3C2 , where C•: the Sandia data which would be nearly parallel

is the longitudinal sound velocity and C, is the to the NOL curve (under 20 kbar), but about 3/%
shear sound velocity.] lower. Actually, the Sandia data should be
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locity (u) data obtained by Sandia
and the NOL curve Fig. 4 - Pressure (P) vs u data

plotted for Sandia, SRI, and NOL

raised slightly to compensate for the use of that the accuracy in the wedge method falls off
mean values of U. The correction probably toward the upper and lower pressure extremes
would amount to about 1%. covered by a particular wedge arrangement.

This could account, at least in part, for the
In Fig. 3 are data obtained by SRI using a sharp downward bend in the SRI curve at the low

very different experimental approach from that end and the low slope of the curve at the high
used by Sandia. The low-pressure shock is end. There is no reason, though, to expect the
generated by the detonation of a thin layer of curve to be linear over this pressure range.
explosive in contact with a wedge of Plexiglas. On the basis of the weak-shock-velocity meas-
Since the shock pressure attenuates with the urement of 2.76 mm/bsec made at NOL (Fig. 1),
distance the shock travels, the pressure pro- one might expect the curve to bend down toward
duced at the opposite face of the wedge varies such a value as u approaches zero.
continuously along the surface. The data points
shown were determined from two experiments In Fig. 4 the stress vs particle velocity
having different pressure ranges. The SRI data curves are shown for Sandia, SRI, and NOL. Of
are in excellent agreement with those of NOL course, displaying the data in the P - u plane is
between u = 0.2 and 0.3 mm/bsec. It is likely not a sensitive way of making a comparison.
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The Sandia stresses were obtained directly by gauges are not as accurate as those calculated
quartz gauges and the measured shock veloci- from both U and u measurements.
ties in Plexiglas were not used in the stress The results of the U vs 11 comparisons
calculations. The stress-particle velocity data show that higher-than-expected shock velocities
for all three sources of data appear to be in ex- were obtained in Plexiglas by three widely dif-
cellent agreement up to 10 kbar. Above 10 kbar, ferent experimental techniques in the 3-20 kbar
it appears that the stresses obtained with quartz range. The reason for the high velocities has

yet to be explained satisfactorily.



ANALYSIS OF SHOCK WAVE AND INITIATION

DATA FOR SOLI D EXPLOSIVES

J. B. Ramsay and A. Popolato

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

If the usual analysis of shock-wave data is made for polycrystalline
plastic-bonded HMX and pressed TNT the experimental data extrapolate
to the detonation pressure point rather than to the peak spike pressure
point. This is indicative of a reactive wave, which is to be expected.
Limitations based on the assumptions and analysis are discussed to
show that it is not possible to infer any information about the shock
properties of unreacted explosive from the available shock-wave data
for solid explosives.

Since no calculational' model is available which will permit the
computation of the details of initiation of solid explosives, empirical
relationships are presented to summarize the data for engineering
purposes.

INTRODUCTION to initiation. The reactive wave proceeds at a
slowly increasing velocity for a distance which

The initiation of solid explosives by shock is a function of the initial shock pressure. Then
waves has been discussed by Campbell and co- the velocity increases in a short but observable
workers [1]. They have shown that shock initia- distance to the value associated with the high-
tion takes place in the following way. The shock order detonation. The velocity transition is not
wave in the polycrystalline explosive is always abrupt, as is the case for liquids, nor is there
rough because of the small local discontinuities any strong overshoot in the detonation velocity,
distributed throughout the material. Therefore, again in contrast to liquids. This series of
there will be small local convergences of the events is illustrated in Fig. 1.
shock wave and the associated mass flow, with
local high temperature regions. Reaction takes Gittings [21 has shown that explosive may
place in these small regions of convergence, and be initiated by impacting it with very thin foils.
the energy released makes a major contribution These foils produce a very short pressure pulse

Fig. I - Space-Time Plot of Shock Initiation in
a Solid Explosive

D D = Steady-state detonation velocity
t /_ X = Measured distance to detonation

o t = Measured time to detonation
t = Excess transit time
t, = Calculated excess transit time
te = Error in calculated excess transit

- t / time
Os--Us Us= Average initiating wave velocity

Us = Initial shock velocity as measured

Ite
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in the explosive, showing that energy which is also been studied by the pellet technique in which
released by the shock interactions is released the transit time of a shock wave through a thin
very near to the shock front. This rapid release pellet of explosive is measured either with a
of energy will affect the shock front soon after smear camera or with pins located at the back
the shock wave enters the explosive. Mader [3,4] and front surfaces. The wedge technique gives
has shown by calculational experiments how a complete time history of the shock wave as it
small hot spots are formed and that their energy propagates in the explosive, while the simpler
is released a very short time after the wave has pellet technique provides only an average shock
passed. velocity. This difference is illustrated in Fig. 1

as the difference between U, and U•
All evidence indicates that shock-waves in

polycrystalline explosive are reactive waves; The analysis of the data obtained from such
thus measurements of shock waves should not studies is normally performed by assuming that
be thought to give information about the shock the flow is one-dimensional and laminar and
properties of unreacted explosive. In addition, that the pressure at the interface where the
the shock wave in a polycrystalline explosive is shock enters the explosive is changing only
not smooth and plane, and energy added to the slowly with time. These assumptions are not
wave from reaction at small hot spots is not correct, but no practical alternative has been
added uniformly over the wave surface. proposed. It is not possible to estimate the

magnitude or sign of the errors which may be
The Hugoniot curves of solid polycrystal- introduced by these assumptions.

line explosives have been reported by several
authors [1,5,6]. In two of these studies the Data from wedge-type experiments for
curves have been extended to estimate the spike PBX-9404 are shown in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3 for
pressure in the unreacted explosive. In this pressed TNT. The TNT data have been supple-
paper we present data obtained for plastic mented by pellet-type measurements made by
bonded HMX (PBX-9404) and pressed TNT, and Garn [9]. These measurements by Garn on
show that, if the usual assumptions and treat- pressed TNT were made in 1958 and have not
ment are made of the data, the Hugoniot curves been reported previously. In addition, data on
extrapolate to the detonation pressure (C-J pres- liquid TNT obtained by Garm [10] are shown in
sure)* rather than to the spike* pressure. Be- Fig. 3. The linear fit of the data for pressed
cause of the complex nature of the mechanism TNT agrees within the expected experimental
of shock propagation in polycrystalline mate- error with values reported by Liddiard [5] for
rials and, in particular, in a polycrystalline ex- cast TNT. Vasil'ev and co-workers [11] have
plosive which is known to be reacting, it is not reported measurements of the isothermal com-
possible to determine whether the assumptions pressibility of TNT up to 21 kbar. These meas-
and treatment of the data are correct. Rather, urements have been transformed to the plane of
the data are treated in an empirical manner the figure by assuming that the isotherm and the
which permits the summarization of the experi- Hugoniot curve are congruent up to 21 kbar.
mental data compactly and in a manner suitable
for engineering purposes. McQueen and Marsh [12] have shown that

for a large number of solid inorganic materials
the shock velocity and particle velocity are lin-

SHOCK MEASUREMENTS early related in regions where no shock-induced
phase transitions occur. They also showed that

Shock waves in solid explosives have been the intercept for zero particle velocity is the
studied by the wedge technique in which a plane, bulk sound velocity. The bulk velocity is de-
uniform shock wave is sent into a wedge-shaped fined by Eq. (1)
piece of explosive and the position of the inter-
section of the shock wave and the inclined face C. : (/ 0)'2 (1)
of the explosive recorded as a function of time
with the smear camera. Solid explosives have where k is the isentropic modulus of volume

elasticity and c,0 is the density. The bulk sound

-Because of the questions concerning the use of speed is not measured directly for solid mate-
the term C-J pressure [7,8] we will use the rials but is obtained from measurements of the
term detonation pressure to refer to the abrupt longitudinal and shear sound velocities through
change in pressure observed in reaction zone Eq. (2)
studies. This is the same point that has pre-
viously been called the C-J pressure. The
term spike pressure means the pressure at the C2 - (4/3) C2. (2)
leading edge of the detonation wave. C
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the spike pressure and the bulk sound
velocity is an estimate of the Hugoniot
curve for the unreacted explosive, pressure have been obtained by Craig [8,14] for

PBX-9404 and pressed TNT and by Dremin [15]
for pressed TNT. These points are plotted in
the respective figures together with the highest

is the longitudinal sound velocity for a wave measured points on the reaction zone. These
front in a specimen whose diameter is large data had to be analyzed on the basis that the ex-
compared to the wave length. Ci is the shear plosive is a continuum and that the polycrys-
sound velocity defined in the usual manner. talline nature did not affect the measurement.
Table 1 gives the sound speed measured by Again this is a questionable assumption, but no

Edwards, Finley and Grimm [13] at Los Alamos. other basis is available.

For both TNT and PBX-9404, preliminary anal-

ysis of the experimental shock-wave data showed TABLE 1
no significant difference existed between the Sound Velocities for Pressed TNT
intercept valie and the bulk sound velocity. The and PBX-9404
lines labeled "experimental" in Figs. 2 and 3
were obtained from least-squares fit which in- Pressed PBX-9404
cluded the measured bulk sound velocity with a TNT
weight of 4 to adjust for the difference in the
expected standard deviations. Density, g/cc 1.635 ± 0.005 1.83 ± 0.01

The usual model of one-dimensional, lam- Sound Velocities
inar detonation has a shock wave propagating in
the unreacted explosive, heating the explosive, Longitudinal,
and causing reaction to take place after an in- mm/Lsec 2.586 ±0.080 3.060±0.056

duction period. The pressure and particle ve-
locity are highest in the unreacted explosive and Shear,
fall as the reaction proceeds. When the reaction mm/pisec 1.330 ± 0.050 1.612±0.056
is complete the rate of fall of pressure becomes
small. Estimates of the particle velocity corre- Bulk, mm/#isec 2.08 ± 0.13 2.43 ± 0.07
sponding to the spike pressure and the detonation I
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It is interesting to try to interpret the very complex initiation behavior of polycrys-
curves shown in Figs. 2 and 3 with the usual talline explosives cannot be calculated from
treatment given shock-wave data. In the shock these data at the present time.
velocity vs particle velocity plane, the shock
loci for most materials are very nearly linear,
provided no shock-induced phase changes occur. EMPIRICAL APPROACH TO
It is therefore to be expected that a straight line SHOCK INITIATION
from the bulk sound velocity to the estimated
spike pressure point would approximate the The complexity of the mechanism of shock
shock locus of the unreacted explosive. This initiation of polycrystalline explosives makes it
line has been drawn in Figs. 2 and 3 and is impossible for us to calculate in detail the
labeled "Unreacted" in Fig. 2 and shown as a events leading up to the transition from a shock
dashed line in Fig. 3. In both cases the experi- wave to a detonation wave. Therefore, we are
mental shock points appear to lie along a line forced to be less ambitious and to look for em-
which can easily be drawn through the detonation pirical relationships which make it possible to
pressure point, indicating that the experimen- summarize experimental data compactly and to
tally measured curves represent partially re- use them for engineering purposes.
acted explosive. This behavior of the curves
for solid explosives can be contrasted with that While the pressure calculated from the
for liquid explosives. Studies of shock initiation wedge and pellet experiments is not a true
of liquid explosives show that the shock-wave measure of the conditions at the boundary, we
data for liquids are for the unreacted material, have found it quite useful and convenient for
For liquid TNT the detonation pressure point correlating such factors as distance of run and
reported by Davis, Craig, and Ramsay [73 has a time of run to detonation for various booster
particle velocity of 1.85 mm/pisec and a detona- systems. It has been found that a plot of the log
tion velocity of 6.59 mm/g sec. If this point of the distance of run of the shock wave vs the
were plotted in Fig. 3, it would lie on the linear log of the pressure of the initiating shock wave
extension of the experimentally measured curve as it enters the explosive is linear over an ap-
for the solid. A linear fit of the shock-wave preciable range. This relationship is shown for
data for the liquid cannot include this point, several explosives in Fig. 4. The data available
This conclusion, that the experimentally meas- for PBX-9404, which cover the widest pressure
ured Hugoniot curves for liquids do not extrap- range, indicate that estimates made from curves
olate in a linear manner to the detonation point, of this type will be accurate to about 25%. The
is confirmed by data for nitromethane [6,7]. low pressure points for PBX-9404 correspond to

velocities only 0.1 to 0.2 mm/!sec faster than
It would at first appear that the isothermal the longitudinal sound velocity.

compressibility data for pressed TNT indicate
that the experimentally measured Hugoniot curve Usually the easiest measurement to make
represents unreacted explosive. However, when on small explosive systems is a measurement
a similar comparison is attempted between iso- of transit time. If the explosive has been under-
thermal curves and the measured Hugoniot loci initiated it will take longer for the wave to tra-
for other materials (mostly metals and inor- verse the piece than if the wave traveled at
ganic compounds), the slope of the isothermal steady-state velocity throughout. The difference
curve in the plane of shock velocity vs particle between the measured transit time and the time
velocity is generally a factor of two higher than calculated on the basis of steady-state velocity
the slope of the Hugoniot curve. If anything, one is called the excess transit time. Because of
would expect the isothermal curve to be less the complex relationships between shock veloc-
steep than the Hugoniot curve. Therefore, the ity, pressure, and distance of run, it is usually
use of the isothermal curve to determine the not possible to relate the excess transit time to
Hugoniot curve for the unreacted explosive must distance of run and pressure. If data from
be suspect and the question remains open as to wedge-type experiments are available for a
whether the true Hugoniot curve for pressed particular explosive it is possible to construct
TNT can be approximated with a straight line curves of the type shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The
in the shock velocity vs particle velocity plane. excess transit times shown were calculated

from wedge-type experiments by dividing the
It is our opinion that the measured Hugoniot measured distance of run by the detonation ye-

curve should not be used to infer properties of locity and subtracting this calculated time from
the unreacted explosive until the propagation of the measured time to detonation. In this cal-
shock waves in polycrystalline materials and culation the very small excess time, which
the initiation of solid explosives is more com- exists because the detonation does not reach
pletely understood. We also believe that the steady-state velocity at the position measured
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to Detonation and Initial Shock Pressure PO = 1.83 ± 0.01 g/cc.

for Various Explosives. The open sym-
bols for PETN represent the maximum
and minimum distances which could be
measured. The points are located at the as the point of onset of detonation, is neglected.
calculated pressures. The data for PETN This error is labeled as "t," in Fig. 1, and its
are taken from Seay and Seely [16]. size has been exaggerated for the purpose of

illustration. In general, the increase in velocity
is less than 200 m/sec. These curves have
proved useful when it has been necessary to

100 make a semiquantitative analysis of small
charges.

DISTANCE vs EXCESS TIME

for PBX-9404 As the initiation of solid explosives depends
on such factors as particle size, density and

E exact composition, it seems that general curves
E for an explosive cannot be given, but that they

z must be produced for the particular lot being
0: used.

SUMMARY

¢.0 LOIt has been shown for PBX-9404 and pressedS*TNT that, if the common treatment is made of

the shock-wave data, the curves can be drawn
through the detonation pressure point rather
than the peak spike pressure point. If the usual
assumptions are correct, then either the curves

0' 01 10 0 must be for partially reacted explosive or the

EXCESS TRANSIT TIME kLsec curves must show a drastic change in slope
above the experimentally measured range. Some

Fig. 5 - Distance of Run to Detonation vs of the inadequacies of the assumptions and anal-
Excess Transit Time for Plastic-Bonded ysis have been pointed out. It has been suggested
HMX. P0 = 1.83 ± 0.01 g/cc. that there is no model available now by which
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one can calculate the details of the shock initia- International Converence on Sensitivity and
tion of polycrystalline explosives. Hazards of Explosives, London, 1-3 Octo-

ber, 1963.
A empirical linear relationship between the

log of the shock pressure and the log of the dis- 6. V. S. Ilyukhin, P. F. Pokhil, 0. K. Rozanov,
tance of run to initiation has been presented in and N. S. Shvedova, Soviet Phys.-Doklady,
the hope that it may prove useful for engineering 5, 337 (1960).
purposes. It has also been shown that the shock-
wave data taken from wedge experiments may be 7. W. C. Davis, B. G. Craig, and J. B. Ramsay,
used to relate the easily measured excess transit "Failure of the Chapman-Jouguet Theory
time to the initiating pressure and to the dis- for Liquid and Solid Explosives," This Sym-
tance of run to detonation. These relationships posium.
have often been useful in obtaining a semiquan-
titative analysis of the behavior of a system. 8. B. G. Craig, 10th Symposium (International)

on Combustion, pp. 863-867, The Combus-
tion Institute, 1965.
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COMM ENTS

J. BERGER (Commissariat a l'Energie experimental measurements and will lie on
Atomique, France): I suppose your spike point some locus of points representing the state vari-
as well as your detonation point are calculated ables of the explosive. They are at the present
for a steady detonation while your experiments time our best estimates of these values. The
refer to transient conditions. I think your transient conditions occurring during initiation
experimental points are not likely to converge must, by some mechanism, be transformed to
towards either of the steady points since the re- the conditions occurring during steady-state
actions are probably different in the steady and detonation. The state points occurring during
transient conditions, and the structure of the this transformation must also define some locus
reaction zone is not the same in the two cases. of points starting from the same initial state and

ending at the spike point. This paper shows that
for PBX-9404 and TNT either these two curves
are not congruent or they must be highly curved.

J. B. RAMSAY (Los Alamos Scientific Labora- The conclusion reached is that low pressure
tory): The spike and detonation pressures dis- shock-wave data should not be used to estimate
cussed in this paper have been obtained from the spike pressure.



LOW-PRESSURE HUGONIOTS OF SOLID EXPLOSIVES

Richard J. Wasley and Joseph F. O'Brien
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California

Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this work is to examine the characteristics of shock
disturbances in solid explosives generated by low-velocity, one-dimen-
sional, planar impacts. The pressure range is 3 to 25 kbar; these pres-
sures and the time these pressures act are insufficient to initiate im-
mediately steady-state detonations. Two materials are investigated,
pressed TNT and an HIVIX-based plastic bonded explosive.

The principal experimental parameters of interest are shock ve-
locity, particle velocity, and pressure in the impacted explosive. These
quantities are derived from measurements with piezoelectric pins and
quartz crystal pressure transducers. The latter measurements re-
quire arbitrary interpretation to obtain the desired information.

The results are expressed in terms of detailed Hugonio, data for
the two explosives. The data appear to be representative of unreacted
materials up to about Z0 kbar. At pressures slightly above 20 kbar,
both explosives exhibit evidence of chemical reaction for the sample
and driver geometry given. At pressures below approximately 10 kbar,
both explosives exhibit peculiarities of wave structure.
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THE UNREACTED HUGONIOT EQUATIONS-OF-STATE

OF SEVERAL EXPLOSIVES

N. L. Coleburn and T. P. Liddiard, Jr.
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Plane shock wave compressions and an optical method were used
to obtain the unreacted equations-of-state of eleven explosives and pro-
pellants for pressures up to 90 kbar. Measurements of the transit
times of weak shock waves (-100 bars) yielded approximate sound wave
velocities and the initial slopes of the Hugoniot curves.

This paper has been published in J. Chem. Phys. 44, 1929 (1966).
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DETERMINATION OF SHOCK HUGONIOTS FOR

SEVERAL CONDENSED PHASE EXPLOSIVES

V. M. Boyle, R. L. Jameson and M. Sultanoff
Ballistic Research Laboratories

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

ABSTRACT

Shock Hugoniot data for several military explosives are presented,
and the experimental techniques used to obtain the data are briefly de-
scribed. The shock velocity (U) is shown to be related to the particle
velocity (u), behind the shock front, by the conventional linear relation,
U co 4 su, where c. and s are experimentally determined constants.

Three different experiments are described. Two of the methods
are basically refinements of techniques previously reported by others
in the literature. The third experiment, designated the "split-charge
experiment," is described for the first time. The latter experiment
extends the range of data obtained by dynamic observations to much
lower pressure ranges.

Streak rotating-mirror camera techniques were used to obtain
records for shock velocity measurements. Various 'monitor' solids
were placed in direct contact with the test explosive charges to obtain
the experimental records. The pressure and particle velocity data
were then inferred from the experimental results, using the well-known
Rankine -Hugoniot conservation relations and impedance matching tech-
niques, in conjunction with the well-defined Hugoniot relations for the
'monitor' materials.

The data, curves and equations presented, extend the range of val-
ues beyond those previously published. The range of the data reported,
extends from essentially elastic 'sonic' values to the von Neumann
spike pressures, and show good general agreement with the linearU- U
relationships and with results previously published in the literature for
those cases where data is available for comparison.- This data has not
been previously reported for a number of these explosives. Limited
experimental data indicate that agreement with the linear relation ex-
tends considerably beyond the spike pressure in the case of Baratol.

INTRODUCTION The current state of technology in the field
of instrumentation does not lend itself to the

An adequate description of strong shocks, direct measurement of the dynamics of pres-
propagating in condensed phase explosives, sure, particle velocity and density. However,
cannot be directly obtained because of the lack these parameters can be inferred, for shocked
of experimental techniques for the direct deter- explosive charges, from the direct observations
mination of the hydrodynamic variable involved; of shock velocity measured in inert monitor
i.e., shock velocity, particle velocity, pressure materials, placed in direct contact with the
and density. Experiments were designed to ob- explosives [1-3].
tain data for these hydrodynamic parameters
which could be combined with the equations for The solids selected as monitors were those
conservation of mass and momentum to more for which Hugoniot conditions are well estab-
fully describe strong shock waves in explosive lished [4,51 and which readily lend themselves
charges. to accurate computational or graphical
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determination of pressure and particle velocity P = pressure, and
from shock velocity measurements. The appli-
cation of these well-known shock impedance p = density,
matching techniques [1-3] has been used to ex-
tend the range of data for explosives tested and the subscripts refer to the two different
earlier as well as to introduce data for explo- materials.
sives for which Hugoniot relationships have not
been previously reported. The Plexiglas was replaced by the test ex-

plosive charge, in slab form, split down the
center. The slit, approximately 5 mils wide,

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND was carefully filled with water and all precau-
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION tions were taken to minimize the formation of

bubbles in the slit. A backlight explosive flash
Three different experiments were designed bomb source was used to trans-illuminate the

to determine values for a range of low pressure slit which was aligned optically with the slit of
points, the von Neumann spike point, and a the rotating-mirror camera. Shocks of pre-
range of intermediate points. This program determined strengths were transmitted into the
made possible a determination of the degree of explosive and their propagation was recorded
confidence that could be assigned to the least by the streak camera as shock in the water
square linear fit to the data obtained in these layer. Typical records are shown in Figs. 1
experiments. Each of these experimental tech- and 2. When the shock transmitted into the ex-
niques made use of nonexplosive 'monitor' ma- plosive was reasonably strong (i.e., over 60
terials for which the Hugoniot relationships kilobars for Comp. B) a short run of almost
were well defined [4,5]. constant velocity shock was followed by a build

up to high order detonation (Fig. 1). With
The "split charge" experiment originally weaker shocks (i.e., down to about 20 kilobars

suggested by R. Vitali of these Laboratories, for Comp. B a longer run of almost constant
was used to determine the low pressure points, velocity degraded to steady state sonic velocity
and is described here for the first time. This (Fig. 2). The actual values of this build up and
method requires a preliminary determination decay varied widely with the sensitivity of each
or calibration of the explosive-driver system explosive.
to obtain the initial pressure transmitted into
the test explosive. Thus, an explosive charge A time-distance analysis of the streak
was used to transmit a shock through an alumi- camera records was used to obtain the initial
num barrier to a Plexiglas monitor. The Plexi- shock velocity U in the charge, for each previ-
glas was backlighted and the shock propagation ously determined pressure at the aluminum
velocity was recorded by the streak rotating- explosive interface. The standard technique of
mirror camera. A time vs distance analysis of graphically reflecting the known aluminum Hu-
the streak camera record determined the shock goniot in the P vs u plane around this pressure
velocity. Since the U vs u and the P vs u rela- point was then employed, and a line with slope
tionships are well defined for the aluminum [4] PW"u - pU for the explosive is drawn. The inter-
and Plexiglas [5], the pressure in the aluminum, section of this straight line with the reflected
at the Plexiglas interface is uniquely determined aluminum Hugoniot must be at the pressure (P)
by the proper application of the interface equa- in the explosive and this located a unique value
tion [6]: for u, the particle velocity in the explosive. A

series of values were determined in order to

P1 U2 4 U]establish a Hugoniot curve for the explosive
P') 22 U2  (1) under test, and the U st, relationship for

S ,2 U2 this range of pressure points was obtained.

using values obtained from [4,5] A single U vs curve can be determined

from a series of specifically established pres-
U Co + Sýt (2) sures in the aluminum and a "zero point" (i.e.,

u 7 0 ) check for the sonic velocity can be ob-
P 11. (3) tained from the measured slope in the low pres-

sure tests where the reaction fades.
where

The higher pressure "build-up" records
U = shock velocity, (Fig. 2) give, as a final velocity, normal high-

order detonation. However, the von Neumann
= particle velocity behind the shock, spike data cannot be obtained by this technique.
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Fig. 1 - Streak rotating-mirror camera record
of "split-charge" with decaying reaction
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Fig. 2 - Streak rotating-mirror camera record of
"split-charge" with build up to high-order detonation
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The second experimental technique involves Briefly, a 2"x 2" base by 22' wedge of test
the determination of the von Neumann spike explosive was placed on a barrier of inert ma-
pressure for an explosive charge reacting under terial, and this assembly was then placed on a
steady state high-order detonation conditions, plane wave booster. The plane wave lens and
A plane wave booster was placed directly in barrier were designed to produce pressures in
contact with the sample explosive in this ex- the "middle region," previously noted. This
periment. Plexiglas discs of varying thickness design generated a plane shock of predetermined
[7] were located on the surface of the sample strength which moved parallel through the bar-
explosive and the streak camera was used to rier interface and into the test explosive wedge.
determine the average shock velocity through The wedge angle is less than the critical rare-
each disc (Fig. 3). The velocity at the interface faction angle for the explosive, preventing rare-
was then determined by extrapolation, and since faction from affecting the plane configuration of
the Hugoniot for Plexiglas is well established the shock in the critical observation region.
the pressure at the interface is known. Using As the shock arrived at the wedge free surface,
the interface Eq. (1), the spike pressure can be a phase velocity can be recorded by reflected
directly obtained. With this pressure known, light with the streak rotating-mirror camera,
the , Uu relationship can be solved for u , and Fig. 4, and a normal shock wave propagation
the spike point is thus determined for the U vs velocity can then be obtained.
u plane.

Two thin Plexiglas cover plates are over-
The split charge technique gave data in the laid on the wedge face, to extend the data to in-

pressure range up to about 1/3 to 1/2 detonation clude pressure. The inner surfaces of these
pressure and the Plexiglas disc technique gave plastic monitors are partially silvered to give
spike pressure data. This located points for better resolution to shock arrival time illumi-
comparison with the linear relationship, nated by front lighting and recorded with the
U - s, curve at both extremes, streak rotating-mirror camera. The simple

interface equation (Eq. (1)) no longer holds with
A wedge experiment was designed to obtain this arrangement. It must be modified to con-

data to fill in this gap in the range of pressure sider wave angle vs free surface and a correc-
between the high and the low points [8,9]. tion for direction of propagation in the Plexiglas.

CAMERA
SLIT POSITION

4---'

TIME AXIS

STATIC ACTION

Fig. 3 - Streak rotating-mirror camera record
of rnultithickness Plexiglas disc monitors
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Fig. 4 - Streak rotating-mirror camera record of wedge experiment

These modifications of the interface equation A cross, representing the von Neumann
are worked out in detail in Refs. 8 and 9. spike data is plotted on all of the graphs and

the triangles shown on the Comp. B plot are
data from the wedge experiment.

RESULTS

Figure 5 is a list of the linear equations, An "overdriven" high pressure point, ob-
c. 0  s,, for the explosives tested having the tained from a single flying plate experiment, is

average densities indicated with precision of shown on the plot for Barato! [10].
±0.01 gm/cm 3 . Figures 6a, b, c, d, e, f, and g,
are the plots of these equations. A least square
linear fit was made to the "split-charge" lower
pressure points shown as circles; the 95% con- 8o
fidence limits for these fits are also plotted. PENTOLITE+ p 1.67 /c+

7.0 U 2.83 +.91U

DENSITY (1.01 g/cm3) 6.0-

PENTOLITE (I.67g/cm3
) Uw2.83"I.91U

~5.0
COMP 6 (1.70 g/cm3

) U=2.95 I.58U a
E

COMP B-3 (1.70 g/cm3
) U=3.03 + 173u E 4.0-

TNT (1.63 g/cm
3

) U= 2.57+ 1.88U

75/25 OCTOL (1.80 g/cm 3) U= 3.O + 1.72 U 3.0

76/24 BARATOL (2.63 g/cm
3

) U: 2.79, 1.25U
2.0

NITROSOL (1 87 g/cm
3

) U=214 + 2,36U 0 0.5 1'.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

L, rM m/,u sec

Fig. 5 - Hugoniot data for
various military explosives Fig. 6a - U vs u plots for Pentolite
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 3. M. H. Rice, R. G. McQueen, and J. M.
Walsh, Solid State Phys. 6, 1-63, Academic

In general, the agreement of the spike point Press, 1958.
to the extrapolated low pressure straight line
U c, + su fit appears to be inversely related 4. J. M. Walsh, M. H. Rice, R. G. McQueen,
to the reaction zone length. This deviation very and F. L. Yarger, Phys. Rev. 108, 196,
probably results from the presence of appreci- 1957.
able chemical reaction during the time required
for the shock to traverse the thin (0.53 mm) 5. G. Hauver, Ballistic Research Laborato-
Plexiglas overlay, the thinnest specimen used ries (Plexiglas Data, by private communi-
in these particular experiments. Baratol, which cation).
has a very long reaction zone shows excellent 6. J. S. Rinehart, NOTS TP 3798, May 1965.
agreement even at the very high overdriven
pressure. 7. W. B. Garp, J. Chem. Phys. 30, 819 (1959).
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SHOCK INDUCED PHASE TRANSITIONS

George E. Duvall and Y. Horie
Physics Department, Washington State University

Pullman, Washington

ABSTRACT

Phase transitions for which Av < 0 are classified into three types
depending upon the signs of dP/dT and dS/dT at the phase boundary. Two
for which dS/dT is positive are physically significant. The third, for
which dS,/dT < o, is curious but unknown. This classification allows a
nearly unique ordering of the slopes of adiabat and isotherm in the pure
phase, the slope of the phase boundary and the slope of the adiabat in
the mixed phase. Formulae for adiabatic and Hugoniot curves in the
mixed phase are given and their slopes are compared. For dP/dT > 0
and dS/dT > 0, they bear the same relation as in a pure phase; for
dP/dT < 0 the order is reversed. Shock-induced phase changes in bis-
muth, iron, and quartz are discussed and a comparison is made between
dP/dT measured directly and that calculated from Hugoniot data. Dis-
crepancies between the two in bismuth and quartz are in accord with
other evidence that the shock does not produce equilibrium states in
these materials. In iron the evidence is contradictory and suggestions
are made for resolving the discrepancies.

INTRODUCTION transitions as it applies to wave propagation.
In so doing we expect to learn how to relate

Both Duhem [1] and Rayleigh [2] were static measurements, shock measurements and
aware of the stability problem in the propaga- thermodynamic calculations so as to gain the
tion of shock waves; the first for a very general greatest knowledge of material properties in
equation of state and the second for gases. these extreme environments of high pressures
However, it was apparently not until Bethe's rapidly applied.
1942 paper [3] that the importance of phase
transitions in producing multiple compression
shock waves and rarefaction shocks was real- CLASSIFICATION OF TRANSITIONS
ized. Several more years elapsed before ex-
perimentally observed instabilities were re- Considerations are herein restricted to
ported; the first such report was of a three those first order transitions for which WV < 0;
wave compression shock structure in iron by i.e., the material starts in a pure Phase 1 and
Minshall in 1954 [4]. The existence of three after application of sufficient pressure it is
waves was attributed to elastic failure of the converted to a pure Phase 2 of higher density
material at the yield point and to transition to than 1. For conventional studies of transitions
a new phase at 130 kb pressure. Since then under quasi-static conditions it is necessary to
there have been a number of studies of the wave control only the two intensive thermodynamic
structure due to elastic-plastic yield or to variables, pressure P, and temperature T;
fracture [5] and multiple shock structures have then the change of specific vcmume, wv, can be
been related to phase transitions in bismuth [6], measured as a function of eitaer P or T. The
iodine [7], quartz [8,9], carbon, silicon, and condition that the Gibbs free energy be station-
germanium [5]. ary during the transition leads to the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation
The amount of shock data involving phase

transitions is increasing and the pressure range dP/dT = AS/AV (1)
of static measurements has been extended to
effectively overlap the shock measurements; and from this the change in specific entropy,
consequently it is appropriate at this time to AS, can be determined as a function of P or T.
reexamine the thermodynamics of phase When the transition process is described in the

248
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P-V plane, the isotherms in the transition re- The dispositions of phases in the S-T plane
gion satisfy the condition (•P,/'V)TM = 0-.* In for the three types are shown in Fig. 1. Under
this way the transition process is fully de- Cond. (2) this classification is exhaustive. This
scribed. can be seen as follows:

When a transition is occurring dynamically, dSr/dT = (/S/iT),, + (aS/aP)T, dP/dT
as during passage of a wave of dilatation, neither
P nor T remains constant. Changes in P and V Cp 1/T - (@V/DT)p1 dP/dT. (4)
are related with one another and with changes
in the particle velocity through the equations of
continuity and motion. They are related to When dP/dT < 0, dS/dT is always positive; when
changes in S and T through the equation of atP/diT > 0, dSndT may be either positive or neg-
state. In short, it is now necessary to consider ative. Most transitions between condensed
in detail and simultaneously the changes in phases are of Type 2 [10]; a substantial number
three of the variables, P,VS,T. If we neglect are of Type 1; and those of Type 3 are very
transfer of heat between adjacent mass ele- rare if they exist at all.
ments, then infinitesimal changes in P or V
propagate with adiabatic sound velocity. So
long as dynamic effects are neglected, the PHASE BOUNDARIES
transition process is reversible; therefore
changes of state of a mass element are isen-
tropic in continuous flow. In a shock transition
they are described by the Rankine-Hugoniot
equation. Then attention should be directed (Tv = (iV) +5(?v (PT)
primarily to the isentropes and R-H curves in \VP s ' V"P W ?Tj 1 P
the P-V plane.

It turns out to be convenient to distinguish (/v) T (vý
2  (5)

between types of transition according to the -gg Ti CP iQT/p5
relative disposition of Phase 1, Phase 2 and
the Mixed Phase region, or C-region, in the S-T dV1 ýVT \ IV\ dT (6)
plane. We define transitions of Types 1, 2, and so + (?V PF (6)
3 as shown in Table 1. The following material I~\I
conditions are assumed here and throughout for
pure phases: Eq. (5) implies that

(oV/ýT)p > 0 (2) (PVV"P)sI > (.V/!•P)Tl (7)

(avlP)s < 0 (3) For transitions of Type 1, Cond. (2) and
Eq. (6) imply that

These are similar to but somewhat more re-
strictive than Conditions II and III of Bethe's Type 1
paper. All materials of interest in this report
will satisfy them. dVr/dP < (dV'/DP)T ' (8)

TABLE 1 For transitions of Type 2, Eq. (4) implies
Classification of Phase Transitions that

AV < 0 dT/dP > (T/Cp 1 )()WV/-T)p, (9)

Type off
Transition T S dPidT dS 'dT therefore, comparison of Eqs. (5) and (6) leads

L _ _ _ to the conclusion that

1 >0 <0 >0
2 < 0 > 0 > 0 Type 2
3 < 0 > 0 <0 dV 1 /dP > (av/gP)s,. (10)

For transitions of Type 3,

*Here and in what follows the subscript "M' re-
fers to quantities evaluated in the transition dV 1 /dP > (V,'P)T, (11)
region or region of mixed phase; '1" refers to
quantities on the phase boundary in Phase 1. since dT,'dP > 0; and
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(a) (:b)

Phase I

Phase 2 Mixed Mixe'd
ase I Phase

Phase I

-'- Phase 2

T T

(c)

Phase I
Mixed
Phase

T

Fig. 1 - Three types of phase transition: (a) Type 1,
dP/dT < 0, dS/dT > 0 ; (b) Type 2, dP/dT > 0, dS/dIT > 0;

and (c) Type 3, dP/dT > 0, dS/dT < 0

dV 1/dP < (3V/3P)s 1 , (12) where Z,(P) and Z 2(P) denote values on the
boundaries of the mixed phase region. For the

since the inequality of Cond. (9) is now reversed, entropy, s, Eq. (13) becomes, using Eq. (1),
dP (4

The relative values of these derivatives S(P,V) =S(P) + (V - v 1 ) d' (
are illustrated in Fig. 2. For Type 1 and 3 the

slope of the phase boundary must be negative in
the P-V plane; for Type 2 it may have either

Note also that the P-V plane is multiply- In order to calculate the adiabat, we find values
sign. Nof P and V in the C-region for which S has the
mapped by pure phase and mixed phase regions.Thisresltsfromproecton f th P--T ur- same value as the reference point (PA, VA) on
This results from projection of the P-V-T sur-

face onto the P-V plane. This may cause diffi- the boundary. Then

culty in wave computations unless proper ac-
count is taken of the history of a mass element
or unless the appropriate three-dimensional S(P,V) = S(PA, VA) +-V/

equation of state is used. J"-'-) dP ± (V-v 1 )

ADIABATS IN MIXED PHASE Since S(P,V) = S(PA,VA), this yields for the
equation of the adiabat in the C-region:

Slope Discontinuity at Phase Boundary

Let Z denote any extensive thermodynamic P dS 1  (V V dP (15)

variable. Its value in the mixed phase region, dP (V - V -

if surface energies are neglected, is A

V - Z ' (13) Differentiating this with respect to P yields an
L(P'.V) Z1 + V (13) equation for the adiabatic slope:
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possible phaseboundaries

(a) (b) d ries

Phase boundary -

(ap•)Sdibot isotherm

haseab (V)T p of 4mixed at phase I (2-V
of mixed T phasuses

fh s . (.dp s V, k_ _
adiabat isotherm \dp (. p) eVof phase g of phase I adiabot of

SP sm Mphase 1

V V

(C) adiabat of

/mixed phase 0

isotherm of (DV)

P phase >-- __ I sV

boundary (dv) i M

adiabat of

phase (

V

Fig. 2 - Relative slopes in the P--v plane:
(a) Type 1; (b) Type 2; and (c) Type 3

-VS d- 1 d-"- dT / 2- 2 ]S > 0 for stability, (20)

71PSM _dW)ýT

d ( dP the phase boundary is always a point of insta-
- (V-V 1) 7P ý-/ (16) bility in shock compression for some initial

state in Phase 1.

Setting V V1 yields the value at the phase If a single shock into the C-region from a
boundary: state (P.,Vo) in Phase 1 is to be stable, adia-

batic sound velocity in the mixed phase region
(•V) dS 1 dT( 

2  (17) must exceed the shock propagation velocity
ap SM1 dP d kdP} relative to material in the boundary state

(PA, VA), i.e., it must be true that
From Eqs. (4), (5) and (6),

Svý > VA-V (21)
SdV T (LV) dT dS= (18) SM1 PA-

vI~ dPC I6T1dT1  Violation of this condition insures that a second

Subtracting Eq. (18) from Eq. (17) yields shock with initial state (PAVA) will follow the

first shock for some range of final amplitudes
P > PA. For transitions of Type 1, dS 1/dT > 0(,) Tý (dS 1  > and, from Eq. (17),

dP)Sl kPSMI d cp-- >,0; (19) Type 1

i.e., the adiabat in the mixed phase region is ( W/ 3 P) sN l dV1/dP (22)

always less steep than that in Phase 1. Since For transitions of Type 2, Eqs. (4), (6) and (17)
this violates Bethe's stability Condition 1, i.e., can be combined to yield
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/ V\ / V dT )2 F dS1 CPI Eq. (1) gives T dP/dT z H/,V; substituting this
I T - 2 T - • (23) into Eq. (26) and differentiating with respect to

V yields an expression for the slope of the Hu-
goniot in the C-region:

The right-hand side of Eq. (23) is normally

negative, though it may have either sign. Con- (dV) 1 dT dVI dSl 'dT 2

sequently the only positive statement that can 1 - - (P- PA)
be made about this case is that )RH T 2T dP d- dT d'

(W/!P)sMI < (WV/•P)s 
- (V-V d (dP (VA-V) (27-F (VV - TTn' + _2T" dP

however it will be usually true that

Type 2 Here the following identity has been used:

0V`/aP)sMi < (DV,/_P)Tl . (24) dH1/dP 7 V1 + T dS,/dP.

For Type 3, Eqs. (17) and (19) yield the result At the phase boundary,
that

(dV/dP)RI = (dV/dP)RHI = (•V/•P)sM,Type 3
,> ( At points in the C-region, removed from the

( P >V,/P)sM dV1/dP . (25) boundary, a relation can be established between

adiabat and R-H slopes which is analogous to
These relations are illustrated in Fig. 2. that in a single phase. For a single phase,

Eq. (A2) of Ref. 12 reads

RANKINE-HUGONIOT CURVE
IN MIXED PHASE 1 - - =-V -V) U1  2 (

_, 2V (V0 )f - C2 1 (8

The R-H curve and adiabat in a normal
material of single phase have a second-order where
contact at the foot of the Hugoniot [113, i.e., in
the undisturbed material into which the shock c 2 = - V

2 
(dP/dV)RH

is propagating; the entropy difference between
Hugoniot and adiabat is then third order in the
compression. If the intersection of phase a2 

= -V2(ýP/3V)s
boundary and Hugoniot (PA, VA), is a point of in-
stability for a single shock with final amplitude = (V/Cv)p/?T)v
in the C-region or Phase 2, then the relation
between that portion of the Hugoniot originating (U- 2 = V2 (p P)/(V _ V)
at (PAVA) and the adiabat through (PA, VA) is
the same as that existing between adiabat and
Hugoniot in a single phase. This can be verified A relation identical in form can be derived for
by direct calculation along the lines indicated the C-region. Write Eq. (27) in the form
below.

(aP) = (ýP) ( It-C)/(1 i D) (29)
The locus of the R-H curve in the C-region 1V RH ý7M ( SM

is determined by equating the change of enthalpy
given by the R-H equation to that calculated where
along a suitable path from the initial point
(PA,VA) to the final point (P,v), i.e., C = (P-PA)(dT/dP)/2T

H(P,V) - HA T -(PPA)(V+VA) D = (VAV)(dT/dP)(aP/)s/2T.

LHD * VA + (dT/dLH)nVP 26) C2, aff dil1

dP + (VV 1 )AH/AV (26) Define c 2, a 2 , and (u- u)2 as in Eq. (28); then
A Eq. (29) becomes
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a2 FM F (U-_u)
2  ( where (6V/3P)sMI is evaluated at V 1(P). The

I c2 2V A-V) 1 j (30) second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (33)
C could in principle be positive and of sufficient

where magnitude to override the first and make the
left-hand side negative. This appears to be

V dP V (3P)S (dT) highly unlikely, so we assume (?V/ýP)sM < 0.
F'M = --T T - SM 6 dP (31) Then we have the following result:

CVM T(•S/•T)vM, sgn(c 2 - a
2
) z sgn(d

2
p/dV

2
)i, sgn(dT/dP) (34)

For(6P/•6T)vM = (_aP/_aT)sM = dP/dT,

(d 2
p/dV2

)RH > 0

(U-u)
2 

= V
2
(P-PA)/(VA-V) .

Type 1

Specific heat in the C-region can also be ex-
pressed as c2- a2 < 0

dS1 d dV 2 (32 Types 2 and
CVM T + T(V-V1)• dP - T2 (2

ddT c- a
2 

> 0

this is obtained by differentiating Eq. (15). In
order to determine the sign of c

2 
- a

2 , note that The relations between R-H curve, adiabats and

the bracket in Eq. (30) has the sign of the phase boundary are illustrated in Fig. 3 for
Type 1; Type 2 is normal and Type 3 is of no

(d 
2p/dV 2 )RH 

interest.

For (d
2
P/dV

2
)RH < 0, no compression

and that the sign of (?P/6V)sM in Eq. (31) can be shock will be formed.
obtained from the identity

The curvature of the adiabat in the c-region
6V ( - d ((V - dP) (33) depends upon second order thermodynamic co-
\ V } = •V - vSM1 d \ d-T' efficients and no attempt will be made to

S >0 -0 Phase boundary

R-H curve

TO

P

V
so;

S -O _T, >To

I >So

Fig. 3 - Anomalous R-H curve for Type I transition
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estimate its sign. Bethe [31 expresses the be- Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) to evaluate the total
lief that it is always positive, but does not sup- derivatives.
ply a proof that this is so.

Bismuth
EXAMPLES

Shock measurements of first wave ampli-
Some data pertaining to phase transitions tude for different initial temperatures in the

in bismuth (Bi 1 - Bi 2), iron (a - h.c.p.), and specimen yield a value for dP,'dT very close to
quartz (c - stishovite) are given in Table 2. that obtained by Bridgman [14] (Table 2). Sec-
Subscript "A" refers to the intersection of the ond wave amplitudes for fixed initial tempera-
phase boundary and the Hugoniot passing ture were also measured, and these were used
through the material initially at room temper- to obtain, by extrapolation, a value for
ature and atmospheric pressure. Values of (dV'dP)RH, (=,V/ThP,)sM,. This is entered as
specific heat and thermal expansion coefficients RHI in Table 2. It differs appreciably from
are taken at atmospheric pressure. Values of i3ADMI, which is calculated from Eq. (17), using
dV1 xidP are determined from Eq. (6); values of the static value for dP/dT. Substitution of ",RH,
(dP,'dT)cac are obtained from Eq. (17), using into Eq. (17) produced the value of (dP'dT) ,1

TABLE 2
Physical Data on Phase Transitions

Bismuth Iron Quartz

Bis m uth Iron (Stishovite)

V cc/g 0.1020 0.128 0.3775

Cp,, kb cc/g 'C 1.21x 10-3 [6] 4.51x 10-3 9.2x 10-3

, C 40.2 xl0- 6 [6] 36.3 x 10- 6  38.4x 10- 6

, kb- 2.46x 10-3 [61 0.51x 10-3 [15] 0.76x 10-3

PA, kb 25.3: 132 [15] 144 [10]

VA, cc/g 0.0929 [14] 0.1197 [15] 0.3145 [10]

TA- OK 315 [6] 310 [15] 476 [10]

dPý'dT, kb/!C -0.0500 [14] -0.075 [16] +0.0177 [91
-0.0508 [6]

5v, cc/g -0.0047 [14] -0.0041 [151

(- 'V) dV 1 "dP 2.86 x 10- 3 0.99 X 10- 3  -1.5 X 10 3

,RH kb- 1  13x10- 3  [6] 2.18 x10- 3  1.59 x 10- 3

,'AM1 kb-1  21x10 3  23x10 3  194 x 10- 3

(dP<'dT)ai, kb/°C -0.067 [6] -0.29 +0.225

:Adjusted to static value.

Numbers in brackets indicate references at end of paper. If no reference is indicated, nurnbers are
from Smithsonian tables or calculated here.

a = isobaric volume expansion coefficient,

= isothermal compressibility of pure phase,

ýADNMI = adiabatic compressibility of mixed phase, and

(-1 V)(CIV.'dP)se,
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in the last row of Table 2. It differs consider- were reported [4]. An extensive set of experi-
ably from the static value; the difference may ments in which initial temperatures were varied
result from extrapolation errors, which the au- was reported in 1962 [16] and from these it ap-
thors [6] estimate at 60%, from inadequate peared that a new phase was present. This has
thermodynamic data, or from physical differ- since been verified in static experiments [13],
ences between shock and static compression. and the new phase has been established as
Such differences include time or rate effects, h.c.p. The data of reference [16] give dP/dT =

shear stresses, and the possibility that the -0.075 kb/!C directly. This substituted into
second shock data lie outside the C-region. Eq. (17) gives 83ADMI shown in Table 2. Min-

shall's data, as reported by Bancroft et al. [15]
The R-H curve in the C-region has been include measurements of the second shock am-

constructed from Eq. (26), following a proce- plitude. These can be extrapolated to obtain
dure described by Rice et al. [18] and assuming I3RH1 as reported in Table 2. This is only 10%
that Cvi, dP/dT, and (3P/DT)v1 are constant, of IGADM1; the difference is much greater than
The result is shown in Fig. 4; it differs from was found for Bi. The value of (dP/dT)caIc de-
the measured points for reasons which cannot rived from IRHI differs correspondingly from
be determined with available knowledge. This the directly measured value. Remarkably
difference, coupled with the offset of the phase enough it is the same as dP/dT for the o- -y
boundary from the static value, suggests that transition as determined by Claussen and
rate effects may be responsible for the differ- others [16].
ences, but this is pure conjecture.

It is difficult to attribute such a difference
to rate effects in shock, since the first-wave

Iron amplitudes agree very well with the static val-
ues. Moreover there is little evidence for de-

This is the first material for which multi- cay of the 130 kb wave, which further indicates
pie shock structures due to a phase change the absence of rate effects. The resolution of

S0

1-1.

w -. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

Bridgman phase boundory

X Duff and Minshal0
Colculated odiabat

B Bridgmon isotherm

---- /.. V)sm

.09 .10

SPECIFIC VOLUME V, cm
3

/Q

Fig. 4 - Phase diagram for bisir-nth
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this puzzle must await additional measurements- the second phase boundary would then lead to
preferably near the transition point, differences in the observed direction between

ý3RHI and /3ADM1, Finally it is not inconceivable
that the phase line reported by Johnson et al. is

Quartz seriously in error. It was obtained by a clever
but unusual technique which is not thoroughly

The two known high density forms of quartz understood; verification by more conventional
are coesite and stishovite. The former is pro- measurements would not be out of order.
duced at relatively low pressures but is a slow
transition and is believed to be produced to only
a limited extent by shock compression [9]. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Stishovite is believed to be produced in shock
[8,9] under the conditions shown in Table 2; this This work was supported by the U.S. Air
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transition allow the slope of the pressure- cise control for achieving a preselected impact
temperature phase line to be computed. Atmos- velocity will enable more meaningful thermo-
pheric pressure values must be assumed for dynamic data to be determined from experimen-
specific heat and thermal expansion; however, tal measurements describing shock wave in-
the calculation is not sensitive to uncertainties duced first order phase transitions; thus, shock
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in the mixed phase region of the bismuth I-If
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sition to the white tin structure. The slope of
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ABSTRACT

The propagation of a shock wave in a porous solid is examined
from the angle of the discontinuity and of the periodicity of.the phenom-
ena associated with the granular character of the solid. Phase velocity
of propagation is defined, and its values are calculated and verified ex-
perimentally for porous Cu, Al, Ni, and U. It is likewise shown that the
free surface velocity of the porous solid is equal to that of the compact
solid.

It is then deduced from the analysis of the waves reflected from
grain to grain that the solid tends toward an equilibrium state, of which
the representative point is placed, to a second order approximation, on
the dynamic adiabatic of the compact solid, contrary to theories pub-
lished by other authors.

1. INTRODUCTION dynamic adiabatic of the compact solid, con-
trary to the results of papers already published

The locus of states attained by a solid un- on the subject.
der the effect of shock compression constitutes,
in the three-dimensional space (p,v,T), a so-
called dynamic adiabatic curve or Hugoniot. 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE

PROPAGATION SC HEME
This curve depends on the nature of the OF THE SHOCK WAVE

solid and on the initial state (p.,v.,T.) into
which the shock propagates. For a given solid A porous solid is obtained industrially by
it is possible to distinguish several dynamic fritting. It appears thence as an agglomeration
adiabatics on varying one of the parameters of of grains of compact solid, separated by air
the initial state, and to describe thereby a gaps. To schematize this point of view and
characteristic state surface. Making the solid deal with the problem, we assume in a one-
porous augments appreciably its apparent spe- dimensional model that the grains are of the
cific volume, vo, and on measuring the shock same dimensions and equidistant, and that the
parameters of the solid in different conditions gaps between them are equal (Fig. 1).
of porosity, several authors [1,2] have pub-
lished, for diverse solids, a fairly wide range
of dynamic adiabatics.

The object of this paper is to analyze the
phenomena linked to shock wave propagation in
a porous solid, and to show that the classical
measurements of the shock parameters do not \ '
have the same significance as for the homoge-
neous solids. Consequently the shock equations _ IO . /

which allow calculation of the pressure and the o,
density as functions of the measured velocities
cannot be applied. It is then shown that the po-
rous solid reaches, under the effect of the shock,
an equilibrium state and that this state is situ- Fig. 1 Prop-
ated, to a second-order approximation, on the agation scheme

258
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Let a shock wave propagate at velocity, D, 3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
in the first grain. Having arrived at the free
surface of the grain, it places the latter in mo- Most of the experiments were done with
tion at speed u.. From the point S a train of copper. The Cu grains were of dendritic form.
isentropic rarefaction waves reenter the grain Two grain sizes were used: 20 ± 3 4 and
and return it to zero pressure. The impact of 100 ± 10 w; however, experience has shown that
the first grain on the second, at point I, in- the choice has no effect on the value of D*.
duces in it a shock wave of the same velocity, Pellets 20 mm in diameter and 5 mm thick
D, as the first, since there exists between the were formed by sintering from these grains to
shock parameters u, and D a single-valued two different porosities: k = 0.8, Cu of density
relationship depending only on the nature of the 7.14 g/cc and \ = 0.6, Cu of density 5.35 g/cc.
solid. From the point, I, a shock wave is The density spread of a lot of the pellets did
likewise reflected into the incident grain and not exceed 0.01 g/cc. Other experiments have
compresses it anew. been made with pellets of porous Al, Ni, and U.

These processes proceed from grain to
grain: there is no permanent shock wave, but A. Verification of Relation (1)
a periodic series of shock waves in the grains,
and of projections of matter into the gaps. The The pellets were submitted to the classical
shock phenomenon is then propagated with a test for determination of the equations of state,
phase velocity which we designate D,. This such as described in Ref. 3. They were placed
velocity, D*, is a parameter easily accessible (Fig. 2) on a metallic driver plate of the same
to experiment, but it does not have the physical material as the porous solid studied (except Ni,
significance of a shock velocity; it cannot, for which a Cu driver plate was used). Since
therefore, be introduced without precautions the materials are identical in nature one meas-
into the shock wave equations. ures, during the same experiment, D* and u .

(Note that u. applies to the compact solid.) The
The model of Fig. 1 allows calculation of shocks are produced, either by direct contact

the value of D*. We call N the coefficient of of the driver plate with an explosive charge, or
porosity: by projection of a metallic slab at great velocity

(by accumulation of shock).
(density of the porous solid)

(density of the compact solid)

The summing of the transit times of the
phase wave in the grain and in the gap leads at COPPER DRIVER EXPLOSIVE

once to the relationship: PLATE

5-n/ !SPECIMEN
TO BE STUDIED -| 2.5 mm THICKNESS

-(1) COPPER PELLET

where D and u, designate the shock parameters 7 7 -
of the compact solid.

The primary result of this propagation E
scheme is that the speed of the free surface of EXPLOSIVE
the porous solid is equal to that of the compact I
solid: it is, in effect, equal to the speed taken
by the last grain, that is, u,. Whence the sec- ,1//ond relation1 .7

(2 )/ us (2

- - "!CHAIMBE R FOR ARGON

the * denoting the porous solid. PLEXIGLASCM/ OR XENON

The following paragraph describes experi- Fig. 2 - Experimental setup
ments made to verify these two relations, for measuring D* and
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The measured values of D* and u, are
plotted in Graphs 1 to 5. On the graphs are D'm
also traced the curves D*= f(u5 ) calculated
from relation (1) by use of the known relations -7
between the shock parameters D and u, of the SOLID COPPER /
compact solid; for Cu, Al, and Ni these rela- tPo=893crm3) I z

tions were deduced from data published in 6 -
Ref. 3, for U from data in Ref. 4. In the partic-
ular case of porous Ni, where the driver plate .5
was Cu, the theoretical curve (D* for Ni vs us
for Cu) was displaced to the same extent toward /
the right at equal D*, as that at equal D, which 4
separates the curves D.= f(u.) of compacted
nickel and copper. This procedure is justified X-O0.6); CURVE
because "adjacent" metals are concerned. -3 CALCULATED BY EqAl)

COPPER

,_2 o IOO1 0 G R A IN S

* 2OFuGRAINS

em• A/ COPPER PILE (FIG 3)

SOLID COPPER 2,, 1 2
6 (Po 8.93 g cm 3) ,

/ -Graph 2
S

A.

- POROUS COPPER

3 //

•4/ /.- (k=0.O8) CURVEALMNM

CALCULATED BY Eq(A) / Lo :2.7 gum 3)

COPPER -D 6M

X- 0.8 J
-2 ~o IOO2 GRAINS -, POROUS ALUMINUM

. 20( GRAINS 0' 1)k o.8)
CURVE CALCULATED

S".BY EqIII

-' 0 ALUMINUM

2~ 5 0,8

Graph 1

0 mm/

These graphs show that the experimental
points are very close to the curves derived Graph 3
from relation (1). However, for the weak
shocks there is noted a value of D* slightly
lower than the calculated value. This can arise
from the weakening of the periodic shocks, in- the porous pellet with a pile of thin plates of
duced from grain to grain, more evident for the Cu, separated one from the other by air gaps
weak than for the strong shocks on account of (Fig. 3). The thickness ratio of plates and air
the part of the energy abstracted by the inter- gap is such as to make the ensemble equivalent
stitial air. to a porosity N = 0.6 or mean density of 5.35

g/cc. The parameter D* measured here rep-
In order to confirm the validity of rela- resents then exactly the propagation velocity

tion (1) on a simplified model reproducing such as schematized in Fig. 1. The values are
faithfully that of Fig. 1, we proceeded to the plotted on Graph 2. They place themselves
same measurements (D* and uJ) on replacing nicely on the theoretical curve. This experiment
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-6 D. DIN COMPACT)
0s Pm vs(COPPER) COPPER

/.J -EXPLOSIVE PLAVE

-Nickel / d

0,5 /COPPER PELL'ET

3 CHAMBER FOR ARGON

D* (POROUS NiO CALCULATED i.STACK OF 10 LAYERS OF 0.3mmr
BY EQ (1) vs. AMs (COPPER) COPPER SEPARATED BY 0 2mm

GAPS
-2

Fig. 3 - Experiment with 10
layers of 0.3-mm copper

AJ& (CPPER)separated by 0.2-mm gaps

Graph 4 accelerate the incident shock, and this from the
first grain. The values of D* and u. in each
grain grow in the course of the propagation; the
phenomenon is no longer linked to the peridocity

4 D'm . of the grains, and the value of D* can no longer
,,Js be calculated by means of so simple an expres-

URANIUM (P 0 419g/cmSI sion as relation (1).

* POOUSURANIUM We have studied this acceleration in two
CALCULATED BY EN (1) cases: porous Cu on an Al driver, and porous U
Umniumon a Cu driver. The experimental setup is the

same as that of Fig. 2, but the pellet from which
. E is measured is of the same nature as the

A-6 Mdriver plate. From this measured value of us
2 one can define the intensity of the incident shock,
2 and, in particular, calculate the state of the

shock transmitted by the driver to the grains of
Graph 5 the porous solid. It suffices to take the inter-

section of the shock polar of the grain material
(for example that of Cu, in the first case) with
the locus of reflected shocks in the driver

shows that the dimension and arrangement of material (e.g., the Al) by the well-known graph-
the grains play a negligible role in the propa- ical method described in Ref. 3. Measurement
gation phenomenon: whether there is order or of the speed us of the free surface permits
disorder the velocity remains the same. calculation of the parameters D and us of the

shock in the grains which must be introduced
into relation (1). One obtains thus a calculated

B. Limit of Validity of Relation (1) value of D~.

The experiments described above used These experiments showed that the experi-
driver plates of the same material as the po- mental values of D* are higher than the calcu-
rous solid studied. The rarefaction waves lated, thus establishing that for equality of the
issuing from the free surface of the grains thus material traversed, the shock is more intense
propagate freely toward the rear on meeting a in the grains of the porous solid than in the
continuous compressed solid. One can think compact solid.
that it is no longer the same if the porous pellet
is set on a driver of a different material: in If the driver plate had a shock polar higher
fact in the case where the shock polar of the than the grain material, an inverse phenomenon
driver material is. lower than that of the mate- would be produced. There would be detachment
rial in the grains of the porous solid, these of the porous pellet, and emission of rarefaction
rarefaction waves will reflect at the interface waves forward; the shock in the porous solid
as compression waves which intensify and would attenuate.
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C. Verification of Relation (2)

Experiments were made on Cu alone. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4. The 2

speed of the free surface u, is measured in a U" mm

compact Cu pellet 1 -mm thick, which serves
for reference. The pellets of porous Cu have
a thickness of 1.25 mm (k = 0.8) or 1.67 mm
(4 = 0.6), in such manner that the shock tra-
verses the same quantity of Cu as in the refer-
ence pellet. The speed of the free surface of
the porous Cu u* is measured directly from
the time interval separating the traces in the /COPPER
argon chambers. The results are plotted in
Graph 6 and verify correctly relation (2).

mU,/ 2m

Graph 6 - u= free surface
A A: velocity of solid copper,

u* = free surface velocity
of porous copper (k = 0.8

B_ B' and 0.6)

CROSS

SECTION AA
STO - -4. LIMITING STATE OF THE
EXPLOSIVE POROUS SOLID BEHIND

//'7&)K Z // /">7 THE SHOCK

- - PLEXIGLAS
The proposed scheme of propagation being

/// CHAMBER FOR verified by experience so far as the parameters
cross ARGON accessible to measurement are concerned, we

, L OR COPPE T OHFCKESS shall now show that the hypotheses made permit
SECTON 67m H KNSS-- ---- -] anticipation that the porous solid will attain,

EXPLOSIVE under the influence of the incident shock, a

"- /' •-• / limiting state characterized by particular val-
l/ -PLEXILAS ues of pressure, density, and material velocity

which can be calculated entirely with the data of
the equation of state of the compact solid.

\\iCHAMEER FOR ARGONI-rmm-TI-CKNESS
COPPER

A. Existence of the Limiting State
Fig. 4 - Arrangement
for measuring u: Let us follow, in the course of time, the

evolution of the state of the solid element be-
longing to a single grain. Immediately behind
the incident shock wave the state is represented

NOTE: As for relation (1), the equality of the by point A (p ,u ,io) in Fig. 5. This~point, A,
speeds of the free surface is subordinated pertains to the shock polar, (P), and to the dy-
to the existence of a driver of the same namic adiabatic, (H), of the compact solid of
nature as the porous material (adaptation density p.. When the first train of rarefaction
of shock impedance). As a contradictory waves, initiated from the free surface of the
experience, porous Cu pellets were placed grain to which the element considered belongs,
in direct contact with the explosive. It was reaches this element the representative point
established that, for a given explosive, the of its state is displaced along the isentropic (S)
velocity of the free surface grows as the from A up to the point S (p =0, u =u,
coefficient of porosity diminishes: u* (k = A little later the element suffers the effect of
0.4) > u- (X = 0.6) > u* (, = 0.8) > us the reflected shock which issued from point I
(compact). This is explained by the accu- (impact of the grain on the next), and the rep-
mulation of shock from grain to grain. resentative point remounts abruptly toward a
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AA
f L . . . ... .

U U o u• u" us•o•" r\ 1k, Pc\k
cS2.U2) 5..

Fig. 5 - Limiting state of a
porous solid under shock

point of the polar (P) situated a bit above A; this
is because the shock polar issuing from S is Fig. 6 - Interaction of a

slightly less curved than the isentropic (s). reflected shock wave (c)

Then the second train of rarefaction waves, issued from Sa and s

started back from the free surface of the follow-
ing grain, leads the state anew, along an isen-
tropic, toward a point near S.

point A. For the usual shocks (up to 1 megabar
These oscillations of the state of the medium in Cu), the difference between the isentropic

do not continue indefinitely. They fade away in (S) and the dynamic adiabatic (H) is less than
consequence of the interaction of each reflected 1% above the value of p0 /p. One can therefore
shock wave (C) (Fig. 6), with the two trains of say that the limiting state of the porous solid
rarefaction waves Which immediately precede (p*,p*) is a state of the compact solid, and that
and follow it. This interaction is due to the fol- all the porous solids of the same chemical con-
lowing facts: stitution have only, whatever their porosity, a

single and identical dynamic adiabatic, that of
The reflected shock wave (C) is supersonic the compact solid.
with respect to the medium ahead; it there-
fore overtakes the train of rarefaction waves
which precedes it. It is subsonic with re- B. Determination of the Limiting
spect to the medium behind, and is, there- State
fore, overtaken by the train of rarefaction
waves which follows it. The following theorem can be demonstrated:

the velocity of a shock wave is equal to the arith-
Now, in the course of this double interaction, the metical mean of the velocities of sound of the
shock wave (c) encounters before it a medium of media behind and before, both velocities being
which the pressure increases above p = 0 (Fig. 1), expressed with respect to the same medium.
and behind it the rarefactioii waves lower the
pressure from p = p1 . The shock wave (C) thus The demonstration, purely mathematical,
propagates between two states of the medium of does not proceed from the framework of this
which the difference in pressure tends toward discussion. The theorem is accurate to second
zero, not on account of any action of the shock order, the first order being that of u/D.

itself. At the limit it becomes an infinitesimal Let us consider the simultaneous interac-
compression wave propagating at sonic velocity tion at point M(x, t) of the shock wave (c) with
in the medium in equilibrium, two particular rarefaction waves, starting re-

spectively from the free surfaces S1 and S, of
The limiting state of the porous solid thus two consecutive grains (Fig. 6). The absolute

exists by virtue of the transition of the shock (C) material velocities, on both sides of the shock
to a sonic wave. It can be described as a com- (C), are respectively u I and ,,. If D is the
pressed state of the material characterized by absolute velocity of the shock (C) it measures
the values p*, p*, u*, c*, which we shall calcu- the slope of the curve (C) at point M. Thus
late below. Taking account of the analysis of the D = dx/dt.
oscillations undergone by the material element
considered above, this limiting state is situated According to the theorem noted above, we
somewhere on the isentropic (S) issuing from have:
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I U2)of the metals: D = A + Bu. One has here, there-
D 2 (cI-uI) + (c 2 -u 2 ) fore:

Now c* - u* = A - (2B- 1) 2ui - 2Bu*

= x+ a an equation permitting calculation of u*, then
C tt p*, and rp*.

with The calculations have been made for Cu of
two different porosities: ý, = 0.6 and N, = 0.8.

i a The values of p* and u* are plotted on Graph 7.
The curves of this graph do not have the physi-

and cal significance of a shock polar, but represent
only the locus of limiting states of the porous
Cu as a function of the incident shock. In the

c2 - u2 t diagram (p*, p*), the limiting states are situ-
ated on the dynamic adiabatic of compact Cu, to

Whence the differential equation of the trajectory a second order approximation. It would take
(C) of the shock wave reflected at I: very intense shocks to separate the limiting

state (p*,/*) of the porous solid from the dy-
dx x + a x namic adiabatic of the compact solid, and makes

2 dt = t-- -t + t " this difference measurable.

After integration it is easy to see that this
trajectory is the arc of a hyperbola centered at |500
the mean of SI and S2. The asymptote of this 50
hyperbolic arc has a slope equal to the desired
limiting velocity of the shock wave (C), that is, kilobars SOLID COPPER

equal to (c* - u*), a parameter characteristic 400

of the limiting state of the medium.

The interaction model of Fig. 6 represents 300 cu•o
the general case. It is preceded by a more
simple scheme where the shock wave (C) inter-
acts with only one of the two trains of waves:
the trajectory (C) is provisionally a parabolic 200

arc. cu -A=06

The complete calculation leads finally to .oo
the value of the desired limiting velocity .of the
shock wave (C), namely (c t - u*), as a function
of the intensity of the incident shock character- 2
ized, for example, by the material velocity u,.

To calculate, from the value of (c - u) Graph 7 -Locus of p* vs
obtained, the characteristic parameters of the u" of limiting states for

shock, it is assumed that the isentropic (S) is porous copper

symmetric to the shock polar (r) (Fig. 5). The
limiting state, L, is then equivalent, from the
point of view of pressure, p", and density, f, 5. CONCLUSION
to a fictitious shock producing in the compact
medium a speed jump (2ui - tl*). It is known
that the relation between the velocity of sound The shock wave propagates a discontinuity
behind a shock and the material speed jump of pressure and of velocity fine enough to dis-
brought about by the shock is: tinguish whether or not the medium is homoge-

neous. By following it in its trajectory, one
c = A - ( 2B - 1) u, can account in simple fashion for the experi-

mental results obtained. These results cannot
where A and B are the coefficients of the clas- be interpreted as providing new information on
sical empirical relation of the equation of state the equation of state of the solids [5].
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SHOCK BEHAVIOR OF SOME NON-REACTING POROUS SOLIDS

John R. Rempel and David N. Schmidt
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ABSTRACT

Thin layers of porous or distended materials (foams) struck by
very thin flying plates may transmit pressure waves that imply the
shocked foam is only partly condensed to normal density and that flow
in the condensed material may be entropic over a broad band.

In our experiments aluminum flyers 0.2 to 1.0 mm thick carrying
momentum densities 0.5 to 3 x 104 dyne-sec/cm- 2 struck foam layers 4
to 13 mm thick. Target materials and distention ranges were: poly-
urethane (2:1 to 4: 1), aluminum (2:1 to 4: 1), beryllium (1.6: 1), silica
(Z:1) and graphite (1.3:1 to 2:1). Peak pressures were in the range 0.1
to 10 kbar. Pressure histories, deduced from the motion of images of
luminous points reflected in the polished surface of a steel anvil (opti-
cal lever arm) to which the foam specimens were attached, showed
peak pressures to be roughly propotional to the ratio of input momen-
tum to foam mass.

Experiments with preheated foam layers revealed a temperature
dependence which may throw light on the nature of the forces acting in
foams.

INTRODUCTION decreasing layer thickness, and decreasing de-
gree of distention,* the usual description of

Under certain conditions, an interposed shock attenuation by overtaking rarefactions
layer of foamed or distended material may sub- becomes applicable.
stantially reduce peak pressures induced in
colliding solid bodies. In particular if one of In many foams forerunners, similar to the
the bodies is thin, rarefactions quickly reduce elastic precursors seen in undistended mate-
the stress at its interface with the foam; and it rials, may appear ahead of the condensing shock,
is the nature of foams that this reduction im- and these too contribute to pressure attenuation
plies more drastic lowering of the peak pres- by carrying off momentum (which otherwise
sure delivered to the other body than if the in- would appear behind the main front) and deliv-
terposed layer were merely a solid of low shock ering it at low pressure.
impedance. It seems reasonable to attribute
this effect to a great disparity between the
speed of the shock which condenses the foam as EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
it progresses and the speed of the relief waves
reverberating behind it in the condensed mate- Fowles [1] has related the turning angle
rial. Actually the behavior seems to be some- (positive or negative) of the surface of an elas-
what more complex than that. The initial con- tic hall-space when struck obliquely by an in-
densing shock front does not appear to occupy ternal pressure front to the propagation speed
the relatively narrow zone usually imagined to of the front, angle of impact, Poisson's ratio
exist in solids; it may be more accurate to say and the pressure increment (or decrement). In
the pressure attenuation effect is related to a Fig. 1, o is the turning angle and & the angle of
broadening of the condensing front which in- impact; 0 marks the point of wave break-out at
creases as the shock advances through the foam
and which is accompanied by a lessening of both
the degree of condensation (within limits) and *Ratio of volume of solid plus void to volume of
particle speed. With increasing impact speed, solid alone.

266
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SHOCK FRONT

-- oS
LIGHT SOURCE 0 UNDISTURBED IMAGE

a DISPLACED IMAGE

I ELASTIC HALF-SPACE

Fig. I - The optical lever arm

the mirror surface. Since our anvil material, Time increases to the right. Luminosity comes
4340 steel, remains elastic for all pressures from an explosive argon light source closed on
encountered, we can, from measured impact the front end by opaque glass carrying trans-
and turning angles and from the elastic proper- lucent horizontal lines. The technique of mak-
ties of steel, deduce pressure as a function of ing a record such as Fig. 3 has been described
time at the foam-steel interface, provided we elsewhere [1,3]. The apparent speed is related
arrange oblique impact at the anvil's free sur- to the slope of the locus of first motion in the
face. Image motion from Ii to 12 is photo- traces; turning angle and hence pressure, to the
graphed with a high-speed streak camera. vertical displacement of a trace. The dotted

lines in theifigure mark the region of influence
The two basic experiments, one-dimensional of side effects or relief waves stemming from

(l-D) and two-dimensional (2-D), are sketched the bottom and top of the anvil. The wave
in Fig. 2. In the 1-D method (Fig. 2A), the flyer marked A is due to the forerunner mentioned
is spalled off a 1040 steel driver plate by a 130 above; the letter B indicates the disturbance
kbar characteristic wave [2] induced by the det- due to the condensing or main wave; and the
onation of an explosive lens and propelled C-wave is due to a reflection of the B-wave
across a vacuum gap to strike the foam broad- from the flyer. The waves marked E and F
side; except for slight nonplanarity of the flyer have to do with the impact of the driver (see
[10], there is symmetry within a certain radius Fig. 2A). The arrival of the E-wave ends the
from the system axis. The speed of the flyer is experiment.
measured in a separate experiment; input mo-
mentum is determined by flyer thickness. In Streak camera records from 2-D experi-
the 2-D method (Fig. 2B), the flyer is initially ments are similar except that the valid obser-
sandwiched between sheet explosive and the vation time is limited by the presence of re-
foam slab, and explosive impulse must be de- verberations within the anvil. In Fig. 5, the
duced from the thickness of the explosive. In A-, B-, and C- waves have the same meaning
both arrangements, impact angle at the main as in Fig. 3; the waves A' and B' are reverber-
surface is related to the supersonic speed of ations entirely within the anvil of the A- and
the point of break-out of the wave along the B-waves, respectively. Usefulness of the
mirror ("apparent speed") and to the elastic method depends on Gurney theory [4] and the
dilatational speed. The optical lever arm for measurements of the Gurney constant for the
measuring the turning angle is illustrated in sheet explosive (Dupont, EL506D) by Abraham-
Fig. 3 with typical distances shown. son [5]. The existence of comparable results

from both 1-D and 2-D methods provides other
Figure 4 is a streak camera record made confirmation of the validity of the 2-D method.

with the 1-D arrangement using a 5 mm target In interpreting our 2-D experiments, we equated
of 0.67 g/cc polyurethane hit by a 0.50 mm 1 x 10 4 dyne-sec/cm 2 of impulse to between
aluminum flyer moving 0.80 mm/gsec. Points 0.041 and 0.056 cm of explosive thickness, de-
in a vertical line were exposed at the same in- pending on the surface density of the layer im-
stant of time but were reflected from succes- pacted. The wide band of light at the top of
sive areas along a vertical axis of the mirror. Fig. 5 is reflected in the glass mirror placed
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-- mil

Fig. 4 - Smear camera record from l-D experiment (shot 9155)

Fig. 5 - Smear camera record from 2-D experiment (shot 10,331)

at the end of the detonation run; the distance D EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
provides an upper bound for A-wave speed
through the foam. Observed pressure histories appear in

Fig. 6; pertinent information on each experi-
The condensation in the foam during impact ment is listed in the figure. The arrows mark

shows itself directly in flash X-ray shadow- the end of the useable record and the quantity I
grams of polyurethane foams made in an ar- is the total output momentum observed up to
rangement similar to the 2-D experiments de- that time. Io is the momentum density in the
scribed above [10]. Measurement of material flyer before impact; 0 is foam thickness. The
density behind the plastic wave from these identifying numbers of 1-D shots are starred.
shadowgraphs has so far been inconclusive. The figure shows that the presence of two waves
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(A and B) is widespread. The A-wave has within shock impedances for the various foams in their

experimental error a characteristic amplitude condensed states behind the plastic or main
for each density and kind of material, and the front. The momentum per unit area remaining
A-front tends to be more sharp than the B-front. in the foam and flyer at the moment of arrival
The A-front is nearly always followed by a re- of the plastic front at the anvil is the difference
gion of uniform pressure. As input impulse per between Io and the integrated impulse per unit
unit area Io is increased or foam thickness de- area passed to the anvil by the forerunner, if
creased, the B-wave falls in amplitude until the any. The lower bound on maximum particle
characteristic A-front stands alone. This is speed within the foam at this time is just the
the kind of behavior predicted by Salvadori and ratio of this difference to the sum of ir and the
others [6] for a type I locking medium; the surface mass density in the flyer. Thus, if Pe
A-wave appears to be the elastic forerunner" is the pressure induced in the anvil by the fore-
of the locking or plastic B-wave. However, the runner beginning at time t before main wave
roundedness and slow relaxation from peak arrival, then
pressure seen in many of the B-wave forms
suggest the presence of diffusive, viscous flow m o - Pet

described by Lamb [8] and by Miles [9].1 UM- >r --rri

The sometimes-seen C-wave is regarded where um is the maximum particle speed behind
as the first reverberation of the B-front in the the main shock just before this shock reaches
foam-i.e., a double reflection of the B-wave the anvil, and rno is the surface mass density in
from the anvil and the metal flyer. In Fig. 4 the flyer. We presume N1 is always found just
there is possibly a weak second reverberation behind the main shock front and thus is associ-
between the C- and E-waves. ated with the peak B-wave stress in the anvil.

In Fig. 7, peak B-wave pressures in each An upper bound on the pressure increase
density and kind of material are plotted against across the reflection of the plastic wave off the
the ratio Io 1 , , where n. is the mass of foam per anvil is the experimentally observed peak pres-
unit area. The information for aluminum is sure itself.§ Thus the ratio of the upper bound
plotted separately in Fig. 7B. Taking into ac- on pressure to the lower bound on particle
count the rather large uncertainties! in abscis- speed provides an upper bound to the shock im-
sae corresponding to 2-D experiments, peak pedance of the plastically deformed foam, since
pressures are linearly related to the ratio Io we can neglect any motion of the foam-steel in-
Forerunner strengths in each material appear terface in comparison with that behind the main
as horizontal lines in the figure; the points of wave front. (Conservation of momentum through
intersection of these lines with the summary the reflection of the main front implies that the
lines for peak pressure provide the minimum pressure jump ',P must equal the momentum
values of ,I or maximum value of 10 necessary flux which is the product of density ,, particle
to prevent the plastic wave from reaching the speed jump /u1, and propagation speed U - i.e.,
anvil. ',P I.i:. The product . 7 is the impedance we

seek. Our inequality then reads
These experimental results can be stated

in terms of observed upper bounds to effective Z -P P
LA]

:'However, if this identification is true, the

quasi-static yield stress is considerably en- where P is the measured pressure in the anvil
hanced by strain-rate effects, for the A-stresses corresponding to the B-wave.) These bounds,
are usually 2 to 4 times greater than quasi- which are listed in Table 1 along with shock
static proportional limits under uniaxial corn- impedances of solid materials from the litera-
pression. A-wave speeds are close to those ture,4 are, except in the case of 1.73 g/cc
predicted from the slope of the quasi-static graphite, markedly lower than the known im-
stress-strain relation. See Reef. 7.

TThe wave shapes for graphite in Fig. 6 show pedances of the corresponding solids and show

these features less strongly than those for a strong dependence on original distention and
other materials, suggesting that viscous forces
+may be less important in graphite.

+Due to lack of precis ion both in I0 and in §Since the free-running forerunner stress is
knowledge of effective foam thickness. In not known but only the stress behind its reflec-
contrast to the 1-D experiments, the 2-D ar- tion off the anvil (which is presumably greater
rangement requires waves to travel obliquely than the free-running value), this is the only
through the foam layer; knowledge of distance strictly valid upper bound available.
travelled is uncertain because the speed in 4The impedance of solid polyurethane has been
foam is not known. approximated by that of lucite.
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TABLE 1
Sounds on Shock Impedances and Pressures

Lower Upper Impedance Predicted
Undis- Foam Bound on Observed Bound on of Undis- Lower

Mate- tended Density Thick- the Peak Peak Observed tended Bound Shot
rial Density (g/cc) ness Particle Pressure impedance Solidt on Peak No.

(g/cc) (cm) Speed, 1M (kbar) (10 6gcm- 2 (106 gcm-2  Pressure
(mm/psec) sec sec- ) (kbar)

P-C i.I 0.67 0.50 1 0.21 3.25 0.17 0.40 7.0 9,155

P-C 0.67 1.27 0.315 7.1 0.25 0.40 11.0 8,863

P-C 0.67 1.0 0.20 4.0 0.22 0.40 7.0 9,216'

P-C 0.67 0.65 0.145 2.0 0.15 0.40 5.0 9,217"

Al-O 2.7 0.7 0.45 0.26 6.6 0.29 1.6 24.0 9,809

Al-O 0.9 0.61 0.23 5.0 0.24 1.6 21.0 9,801

Al-O 0.9 0.80 0.17 2.2 0.14 1.6 16.0 9,802

Al-O 0.9 0.59 0.16 2.0 0.15 1.6 13.0 9,803

AI-O 1.4 0.40 0.19 6.9 0.43 1.6 18.0 9,932

Al-C 1.4 0.40 0.12 7.0 0.79 1.6 11.0 9,894

Be 1.73 1.1 0.595 0.13 4.5 0.405 1.6 12.0 10,446

Be 1.1 0.40 0.10 3.7 0.45 1.6 9.5 10,453

Si 2.6 1.1 0.42 0.19 7.0 0.445 1.6 18.0 9,325.

Si 1.1 0.65 0.093 2.4. 0.295 1.6 8.8 9,893

Si 1.1 0.45 0.078 2.2 0.33 1.6 7.5 9,345::

C 2.2 1.1 0.51 0.15 3.9 0.29 0.55 6.7 10,035

C 1.1 0.81 0.0985 2.0 0.22 0.55 4.3 10,036

C 1.1 0.81 0.059 1.3 0.25 0.55 2.7 10,037

C 1.7 0.40 0.13 5.7 1.6 0.55 5.75 10,084

C 1.7 0.60 0.079 2.6 0.39 0.55 3.5 10,082

Legend:

P-C - Closed-cell polyurethane
Al-O - Open-cell aluminum
Al-C - Closed-cell aluminum

Be - Beryllium
Si - Silica
C - Graphite

41-D Shots.
lRefs. 1Z-15.
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a lesser dependence upon peak pressure. Val- Salvadori and others idealized the con-
ues of peak pressure expected from the imped- densed form as a region of uniform speed and
ances of the solids and from the calculated density. Density was presumed to be that of the
lower bounds on particle speed appear in the undistended solid, and particle and wave speeds
next to last column of the Table. were calculated from conservation laws. In the

range of behavior covered by our experiments,
Shots 10332 and 10331 were carried out in such a procedure can furnish only upper bounds

polyurethane preheated 118 0 C before impaction. on expected pressures and time intervals. The
By contrast with Shot 10261, which was identical existence of a fairly clear lower limit to the
except for preheating, the peak main-wave anvil value of the ratio I 0 /m needed for the transmis-
pressures in these experiments are above the sion of a plastic wave when a forerunner is
values expected from unheated samples and present (Fig. 7) suggest that the density of the
there is some indication in the wave shapes that condensed state, although possibly declining as
preheating may also lead to more rapid relaxa- the wave moves through the foam, cannot fall
tion of pressure behind the main front. (See below a limit. Thus, Salvadori's approach will
Fig. 6.) Heat then may weaken the viscous provide good estimates of time intervals for a
forces behind the main front, given material of given distention, if a fixed,

empirically chosen value of locked density less
Pieces of aluminum and beryllium foams than that of the undistended solid is used in cal-

recovered after these experiments show the culation [7,10]. More powerful calculational
expected permanent compaction. Surprisingly, techniques require more complex consideration
polyurethane samples seem unchanged. Silica of the state and behavior of the locked region.
and graphite are not recovered. Final aftershot
density of aluminum appears little affected by Relief waves make between 5 and 8 round
original density or peak pressure. Fourteen trips each microsecond between the two sur-
experiments in all kinds of aluminum, in which faces of a flyer plate; were the flow in the
peak pressures in the anvil varied from less locked zone isentropic, this would imply a more
than 1 kbar to 20 kbar, left the foam compressed rapid fall in pressure behind the main wave than
to an average density of 2.1 ±0.3 g/cc. is actually seen in many experiments, and, be-

cause of momentum conservation, generally
higher peak pressures. (Ref. 7 contains the re-

DISCUSSION sult of calculations made on the isentropic as-
sumption by the method of characteristics and

The plastic (B-) waves in Fig. 6 frequently contrasts it with the result of a corresponding
show three features which set them apart from experiment.)
waves of similar strengths in solid or undis-
tended materials:" rise-times of the order of Judging from the shapes of the waves and
1-2 gsec and, as noted in Table 1, peak pres- peak pressures transmitted, then, the shock
sures which are lower than expected from moo- pekrsuestamtedthntesocconcepts usual in the study of materials of uni-mentum considerations, and plateaus at peak form density, particularly the limitation of en-
pressure lasting 1-3 Asec. (In Fig. 6 see ap- tropy production to a narrow zone separating
proximate wave shapes for Shots 9155, 9217, two isentropic regions, do not seem realistic in
9832, 9833, 9930, 9802, 9803, 9931 and 10446.) thin specimens of foam at low pressures. It
With the increase of peak pressure the tendency may be more appropriate to regard shock-
toward the formation of pressure plateaus be- condensed foam as a group of macroscopic par-
comes less strong and relaxation from the peak ticles frozen together to some extent (perhaps
plastic stress becomes more rapid (cf. wave temporarily), subject to repeated flyer impacts
shapes in aluminum Shots 9800, 9801, 9809, as the flyer slows, and moving as a single mass
9894, and 9932 and in graphite Shot 10084 as n
reported in Fig. 6). (Since the speeds of relief with decreasing speed as more material is en-

gulfed; collisions of macroscopic particles leadwaves in the shock-compressed materials are to continual redistribution of part of the motion
not well known, in a 2-D experiment precise to the whole mass in a way that increases ran-
interpretation of the wave shape behind the dom motion, rather than in the highly orderly
plastic front cannot be given, but the gross i ea- was consistent with isentropy. The random
tures are probably interpretable as if the ex- motion may be both on a microscopic scale
periment were 1-D.) (heat) and on a macroscopic scale below the re-

solving power of the observing system. (in

*As an example of the behavior of solids, see some of our experiments, the apparent energy
the stress distributions in solid aluminum loss was quite high. For example, in Shot 9802,
struck by a thin flyer as observed and calcu- assuming foam and flyer to be moving at a final
lated by Fowles [I I]. speed equal to the entry in the fourth column of
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Table 1, the final kinetic energy is 14% of the 2. D. Bancroft, E. L. Peterson and S. Min-
original.) Depending on the sizes of the voids, shall, J. Appl. Phys., 27, 291 (1956).
certain frequency components of the input mo-
tion probably suffer different effects than 3. D. R. Curran, J. Appl. Phys., 34, 2677
others. The elastic forerunner is not consid- (1963).
ered a feature of the characteristic foam flow
but is thought to be a property of a framework 4. T. E. Sterne, Ballistic Research Labora-
which is broken as the main wave moves through tories Report No. 648, Aberdeen Proving
the material. Locking may or may not occur, Ground, Md., 1947.
depending on the physical properties of the par-
ticles and their changing environment. 5. G. R. Abrahamson, extension of work pub-

lished in Poulter Laboratories Internal
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ELASTOPLASTIC EFFECTS IN THE ATTENUATION

OF SHOCK WAVES*

John 0. Erkman
Poulter Laboratories, Stanford Research Institute

Menlo Park, California

ABSTRACT

The effect of rigidity on the attenuation of shock waves in aluminum
and copper has been studied. Attenuating shock waves were induced in
targets by the impact of projectiles consisting of thin aluminum plates.
The maximum stress induced in the aluminum targets was about 0.1
megabar and about 0.15 megabar in the copper targets. Results of the
experimental study show that shock waves attenuate more rapidly than
predicted by calculations based on a fluid-type equation of state. It was
necessary to use an equation of state incorporating elastoplastic behavior
in order to make the calculations agree reasonably well with the experi-
mental data. In the elastoplastic model of the equation of state, Poisson's
ratio is a constant and the shear modulus increases with the hydrostatic
pressure in constant ratio to the bulk modulus. The variable shear mod-
ulus permits the elastic relief wave velocity in aluminum to be about 20%
greater at 0.1 megabar than at ambient pressure. The critical shear
stress is also permitted to increase with pressure so that the elastic
relief wave in aluminum, for example, has an amplitude of about 0.032
megabar when the stress at the shock front is 0.1 megabar. This large
amplitude unloading wave is consistent with the experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION elastic relief wave gives information from which
both the reverse yield strength and the elastic

The attenuation of shock waves in solids has sound speed of the compressed material may
been studied at Stanford Research Institute for be deduced.
the past four years. Among the materials stud-
ied are metals, rocks, and a plastic. Some of In part of the work, attenuation of shock
the earlier work with aluminum was reported waves was studied by recording the response of
by Curran [1] and Fowles [2]. Later work with the free surface of samples that had been im-
aluminum, copper, rock salt, marble, basalt, pacted on the opposite surface by thin projec-
and alluvium was reported by Erkman [3,41. tiles, usually aluminum plates about 0.125
Some of the more recent work with aluminum, inches thick. Samples were made in the shape
copper, and an epoxy is described in this paper. of wedges so that the optical lever arm method

of recording with the smear camera could be
The main reason for the study of the atten- used [51. In other studies, the samples were

uation of shock waves in any material is to ob- flat and the recording was accomplished by the
tain information concerning the stress-strain use of Manganin wire gages placed on the sur-
relation of the material as the pressure is re- face opposite the impacted surface [61. For
lieved. Data such as the speed of sound behind aluminum, flat samples to which thin aluminum
the shock front, for example, aid in determining shims had been attached were also used. When
if the material behaves as a fluid or as an elas- the shock wave arrived at the free surface, the
toplastic material, or in some other manner. shims were thrown into free flight across
For materials that exhibit elastoplastic behav- known gaps. The last two of these techniques
ior, measurement of the amplitude of the initial were used to ensure that the flow was as close

*This work was supported by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory under Contract Numbers AF 29(601)-

6040 and AF 29(601)-6734.
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to being one-dimensional in the strain as pos- wave initiator. The initiators are very good in
sible. that they produce a detonation front that arrives

at a surface simultaneously. However, the im-
Results of experiments were compared pulse delivered, for example, at the center of

with the results from calculations based on two the plate is slightly different from that delivered
different models for the relation between stress an inch or two away from the axis of symmetry.
and strain. In one model, it was assumed that The result is a plate that is slightly bowed, as
the Hugoniot curve was sufficient to relate if its center acquired slightly less momentum
stress to strain both in compression and in re- than did portions an inch or two from the center.
lief of stress. Hence, both rigidity and entropy Near the edge of the plate, which is originally
changes were neglected and the method of char- 6 inches in diameter, edge effects tend to slow
acteristics was used to solve the flow equations. the plate. Experiments in which the shapes of
For lack of better terminology, this treatment several plates have been determined are re-
of the problem is called hydrodynamic in the ported elsewhere [4,7].
subsequent discussion.

In other calculations, stress and strain B. Methods of Recording for Attenuation
were related by elastoplastic relations so that Experiments
rigidity was taken into account, but entropy
changes were still neglected. Only the simple In most of the studies of attenuation, the
case of one-dimensional strain was treated. motion of a free surface was obtained from
The yield was made to depend on the hydrostatic smear camera records. In the early studies
pressure so that the calculated results would the smear camera record gave the time re-
show the early attenuation observed in the ex- quired for the free surface to move across a
periments. For the elastoplastic case, the flow known gap. This method is not accurate for
equations were solved by use of the method de- attenuating shock waves because the free sur-
vised by von Neumann and Richtmyer. This face velocity is not constant. A more reliable
method was used because the use of the method method makes use of the optical lever arm
of characteristics becomes complicated when technique, which is capable of giving the instan-
the flow is elastoplastic. taneous initial velocity of the surface [5]. This

technique has the disadvantage of requiring that
experimental data be differentiated, an opera-

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT tion that is complicated by the fact that the flyer
FOR STUDYING ATTENUATION OF plates are curved. Another disadvantage is that

SHOCKS IN SOLIDS the specimen must be in the shape of a wedge
so that the shock is obliquely incident on the

A. Flyer Plate Assemblies free surface and the flow is not one-dimensional.

All the attenuation experiments were per- Some recent experiments employed a mod-
formed by throwing aluminum plates with ification of the time of flight technique. Alumi-
charges of high explosives. The arrangement num specimens were prepared as flat samples
consisted of a plane wave generator (PWG) and and the surface to be observed by the smear
"a charge of baratol 1 inch thick in contact with camera was covered by a thin aluminum shim
"a brass plate that was 0.5 inch thick. A thermo- (about 0.001 inch thick). The shim was held
setting plastic cement about 0.001 inch thick mechanically by its edges so that it was thrown
affixed the aluminum plate to the brass plate. off of the surface relatively easily. The smear
The brass plate was used partly because it held camera recorded the time of flight of the shim
back the detonation gases so that the experiment across a known gap. The shim traveled in a
could be viewed clearly and because it served vacuum, so its velocity was uniform and a
as a base for the vacuum chamber. The imped- measure of the initial shock-induced free sur-
ance mismatch between the aluminum and the face velocity was obtained. These techniques
brass is such that the aluminum separates from gave information about the free surface velocity
the brass and travels with a considerably higher of the specimen when it was the shock-induced
velocity than the brass. particle velocity that was desired. In this

paper, it is assumed that the free surface veloc-
When an 8-inch-diameter charge of baratol ity is twice the shock-induced particle velocity

is initiated by an 8-inch-diameter PWG, the so that experimental and calculated results can
aluminum plate acquires a velocity of about be compared most easily.
0.12 cm/gsec. The useful diameter of the flyer
plate is about 4 inches. The flyer plates are A transducer was also used in studying the
not flat, a fault which is attributed to the plane attenuation of shock waves. The device which
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was developed at Stanford Research Institute TABLE 1
[6,8] consisted of a Manganin wire cast in C-7 Values of Constants for Murnaghan
epoxy manufactured by Armstrong Products Equation of State
Company. It was calibrated to give pressure in
the epoxy, so impedance mismatch solutions M Amust be used to obtain the pressure in a mate- (gi/e.') (Mbar) Suc

rial adjacent to the epoxy. The response time
of the gage is adequate to record accurately the C-7 Epoxy 1.18 0.205 4.54 Ref. 7
arrival of a shock wave at the Manganin wire.
It also appears to respond to the variations in Aluminum 2.785 0.196 4.10 Ref. 3
pressure after the passage of the shock front,
and it was this possibility that was the chief Copper 8.9 0.301 4.71 Ref. 3
attraction for using the gage to study the atten-
uation of shock waves. Accurate records show- Gold 19.24 0.305 5.79 Ref. 9
ing pressure as a function of time would be
helpful in determining the velocity of the initial
relief wave behind a shock front. If the relief The computer code that employs Eq. (1) to
wave is elastic, the gage records should be represent the equation of state uses a finite dif-
useful in measuring its strength. These results ference scheme based on the method of charac-
would help in the formulation of models for the teristics. Results of this code are identified
relation between stress and strain in the solids with the label "hydrodynamic solution" in the
being studied. figures where results are reported. For a small

distance, i.e., a small value of x/x 0 , the results
amount to an impedance mismatch solution.

I1. CALCULATION OF ATTENUATING
SHOCK WAVES In order to account for the early attenuation

of shock waves induced by the impact of high-
In some of the calculations, the material speed aluminum plates, an elastoplastic relation

was assumed to behave hydrodynamically, i.e., between stress and strain was assumed [1].
material rigidity was neglected. Pressure was This model has the notable feature that the
related to density by initial attenuation in the situation described

above is accomplished by an elastic relief
wave. The velocity of this wave is considerably

P -A(1) greater than the velocity of the following plastic

1]0 waves. The model is described graphically in

where P is the pressure, pis the density, and Fig. 1, where Hugoniot data are assumed to lie
P0 is the density at zero pressure. Values of along the curve ae . This curve is related to the

the constants A and K were obtained by requir- hydrostatic curve by the relation

ing the equation to fit the Hugoniot data of the Px Z P ý 2Y/3, (2)
medium. No adiabats were derived, it being as-
sumed that, for the materials observed and for where p. is the stress along the curve oe, and
the pressures encountered, the adiabats were - is the hydrostatic pressure. The variable Y
not distinguishable from the Hugoniot curves, represents what is usually called the yield
Thus the term "hydrodynamic" is used in a re- stress in simple tension and is twice the maxi-
stricted sense. mum resolved shear stress. The curve bf is

displaced from the hydrostat by - 2Y/3.
Table 1 gives the values of A, K, and t1o for

the materials for which calculations have been Comparisons of theory and experiment
performed. The sources of the data used in de- based on this model with constant yield strength
termining the values of A and K are also given show improvement in agreement over that ob-
for each case. Data for the C-7 epoxy range tained with the fluid model; however, significant
from about 0.04 to 0.08 Mbar. For this mate- differences still remain. Good agreement can
rial, the pressure encountered in the experi- be obtained by assuming that the yield strength
ments was 0.046 Mbar or less. is a function of the hydrostatic pressure

Determinations of the constants for alumi- Y = Y0 + M(' - P"). (3)
num and copper have been reported previously
[3]. For gold, the data given by Rice et al [9] where Yo and m are constants, P and a being
were used in determining the values of con- defined in Fig. 1. The hydrostatic curve is
stants. represented by
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e

Fig. 1 - Elastoplastic equation of state

pAj B,2 + C/_3 (4) Both the bulk and shear moduli are ex-

pressed in terms of Poisson's ratio, ;, and
where =p/po - 1, p is the density, and p, is Young's modulus, E, and do not appear ex-
the density at normal pressure. Combinations plicitly in the equations describing the elasto-
of values of the constants for aluminum, copper, plastic model. Poisson's ratio is assumed
and C-7 are given in Table 2. Hugoniot data for to be independent of pressure, and E is rep-
aluminum and copper were taken from Rice resented by
et al. [91, while values of Yo and M were esti-
mated from attenuation experiments. Data for
C-7 epoxy were obtained from Keough [6]. E -3(1 - 2)V (5)
Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 1/3 for alu-

minum and copper and 0.4 for the epoxy, the
same as for lucite [10]. where V is the specific volume.

TABLE 2
Values of Constants for Elastoplastic

Equations of State

F Y A B C .

Material (Mbar) j ( (Mbar(Mbar) (Mbar) (g/cc)

Aluminum 0.0025 0.055 0.755 1.29 1.197 2.785

Aluminum 0.0025 0.0 0.743 1.74 0.329 2.78&

Aluminum 0.0 0.0 0.765 1.66 0.428 2.785

Copper 0.0007 0.031 1.49 0.546 11.85 8.936

C-7 0.0 0.0 0.0782 0.196 0.221 1.18

C-7 0.0006 0.0 0.0585 0.301 0.0726 1.18

C-7 0.001 0.0 0.0528 0.328 0.0379 , 1.18
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The elastic relief wave decreases the so the elastic sound speed is always greater
stress from pc to Pxf , Fig. 1. This change than the hydrodynamic sound speed, Chydro.
in stress [11] is given by The elastic sound speed is reduced a few per-

cent when M is not zero (M = 0.055 for alumi-
1 - ( ( num).p•e - P~f 2v _-- (Ye + Y f). (6)

Any variation of v with pressure would af-
If Y is not strongly dependent on the pressure, fect both the amplitude of the elastic wave,
and = 1/3, the usual result is obtained, Eq. (6), and its velocity, Eq. (11). No calcula-

tions have been performed in which the value
Pxe - Pxf ý 4Y. (7) of v was permitted to vary.

The elastic longitudinal sound speed c is de- The computer code which uses the elasto-
fined as plastic model for the equation of state employs

the method of integrating the flow equations
V•d-/. given by von Neumann and Richtmyer [12]. This

c dp "(8) method uses an artificial viscosity term which
smears the shock front over a few cells or
meshes. Both linear and quadratic terms are

The derivative is evaluated by using the relation used in the expression for artificial viscosity,
between px and p that connects points e and f
in Fig. 1. The relation is Q = (2.9AU + 0. ic) AU/V. (14)

Pxe - Px = 3(1 - -)(_e - -)/(1 4 (9) where c is the speed of sound (the code uses

the elastic sound speed), V is the specific
where pxe is the stress at point e, Fig. 1, and volume, and
Pe is the hydrostatic pressure at 4 = Ae- Use
of Eq. (4) and the definition of / permits Eq. (9) AU = UV +I - Ui (15)
to be written so that Px is a function of the den-
sity, p. The expression for the sound speed is the difference in particle velocities in two
then becomes adjacent cells. This relation is used only when

the material is being compressed, i.e., for

c, = [-3V2(1- v)(dp/dV)/(1 + )1]1/2 (10) AU < 0. Otherwise the value of Q is taken to be
zero.

where V is the specific volume. By use of Most of the calculations presented in this
Eqs. (2) and (3), the hydrostatic pressure -p can report were obtained by use of the artificial
be replaced by the stress p. . The result is: viscosity code (the Q-code). Each set of re-

sults is identified with the values of Y0 and M
c { = (3(l - z,)(dp./dp)/[(1 + v)(1 + 2M,'3)1)

1
/

2 (11) used in the equation of state for that set. When
both Y0 and M are zero for both projectile and

where dpx/dp is the derivative of the upper target, the results should agree with results ob-
curve, Fig. 1, which represents the Hugoniot tained with the previously described character-
data. In the computer code where the difference istics code. The agreement is not exact because
scheme is based on the method of characteris- Eqs. (1) and (4) cannot give the same results,
tics, sound speed is simply (dp/dp) 1/2, where and because of the smearing of the shock front
p vs p represents the Hugoniot data and the by the Q -code.
derivative is evaluated using Eq. (1). For
.. = 1/3, the elastic sound speed, from Eq. (11),

is IV. RESULTS OF ATTENUATIONiss
STUDIES USITNG FREE SURFACE

C3 Ldpx VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS(1 2U3 ) × (12)
2(1 4 2M3) d, (12) A. C-7 Epoxy Wedge-Shaped

Specimen
or

Results for the C-7 epoxy wedge are given

2 3(13) in Fig. 2, which shows the shock-induced par-
c 2 (1+ 2M/3) Chydro ticle velocity as a function of the distance into
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Fig. 2 - Peak pressure in C-7 epoxy vs x,/x0
(x 0 is thickness of flyer plate)

the C-7. The record was unreliable near the 0.07 -
thin end of the wedge, so no values of the par- D C
ticle velocity were obtained for values of x/xo SOLUDTIONC
less than approximately 3 .-- An impedance4,
"mismatch" solution gave a pressure of about 0.06 02

46 kbar in the absence of any attenuation. Hence Dg b
attenuation of the shock commenced at a dis- 0
tance of about 2.5 times the thickness of the 0
aluminum flyer plate. The hydrodynamic cal- > 0.05 0- SHOT 10,354
culation predicted that attenuation would start OPTICAL LEVER
at 4.9. 

0 SHIMS

0.1. Aluminum Specimen 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 I 20
x/so

Specimens were fabricated from both 2024-
T4 and 1060 aluminum. After being machined, Fig. 3 - Peak particle velocity in
the 2024 specimens were heat treated in an air aluminum vs x/)% 2024 aluminum
atmosphere at 775°F. for three hours, andwere
then cooled to 500'F. at a rate of 50'F. per hour.
Specimens cut from 1060 aluminum were held at
a temperature of 650'F. for one-half hour. Shot 10,354 was designed to yield data for

greater values of x/xo . The results are given
Results for two shots, using annealed 2024 in Fig. 3; the particle velocity is surprisingly

aluminum target wedges, are shown in Fig. 3. high at values of x/x 0 near 5. All shots were
Shot 10,227 was designed to give data at a few designed on the assumption that the explosive
plate thicknesses into the target by using a small system gave reproducible flyer plate velocities,
wedge angle. This shot shows what can be called which were measured in separate experiments.
attenuation at about 5 plate thicknesses; at Plate velocities have been observed in attenua-
3 plate thicknesses the results compare favor- tion experiments at a cost of more difficulty in
ably with the hydrodynamic solution, which in design of the experiment and in less satisfactory
this region amounts to an impedance mismatch records of the motion of the free surface of the
solution using only Hugoniot data. specimen. The present results show that re-

producibility was not good when Baratol was used.The average of the four points near 5 plate

It was convenient to divide the distance the thicknesses gives a particle velocity of close
shock had traveled into the specimen, x, by the to 0.068 cm/Jsec. If no attenuation at this thick-
thickness of the flyer plate, x0 , which was ness is assumed, a flyer plate velocity of 0.136
0.322 cm for most experiments reported here. cm/Asec is implied. The unexpectedly high
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values of particle velocities in Shot 10,354 may 0.07 I I
be due to the inadvertent use of a charge of 6HYORODYNMIC
Baratol that was capable of giving greater ye- 0 o SOLUTION

locities. 0 a A
I0.06

In Shot 10,354, attenuation commenced be-

tween 5 and 6 plate thicknesses, in fair agree- t
ment with Shot 10,227. Averaging the first four

L.Jpoints for Shot 10,354 gives a particle velocity > 0.05 0 SHOT 10,353
of 0.068 cm/4sec, which corresponds to a stress SHOT 0,226 OPTICAL LEVER

of 120 kbar on the Hugoniot for aluminum. At 2 sHMs

approximately 8, the particle velocity is approx-
imately 0.058, and the stress is 100 kbar. If
this attenuation is entirely due to the elastic re- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
lief wave, the value of the yield strength, Y, is X/xo
approximately 5 kbar, or about twice that ex-
pected for 2024 aluminum under more ordinary Fig. 4 - Peak particle velocity in
conditionsý The relation between the yield aluminum vs x/x0 1060 aluminum
strength and the amplitude of the elastic relief
wave is given in Section III.

The most recent data have been obtained by In Shot 10,353, the particle velocity dropped
observing the time of flight of shims across a from about 0.067 to 0.059 cm/psec in the vicin-
known gap. Data for two shots, using 2024-T351 ity of x/x0 of about 7. By using the same Hu-
aluminum in the as-received condition, are goniot as was used above for the 2024 aluminum,
given in Fig. 3 also. The velocity for the flyer the stress dropped from 118 kbar to 102 kbar,
plates for these two experiments was measured so that the value of Y is about 4 kbar. In both
in the shots and found to be 0.127 cm/gsec. The cases, the value of Y is approximate, and it is
two shots gave the same results for x/xo = 1, not certain that its value for 1060 aluminum is
that is, a particle velocity of 0.0615 cm/bsec really smaller than it is for 2024 aluminum.
(as indicated previously, the free surface veloc-
ity is assumed to be twice the shock-induced Results of two shots in which the shim tech-
particle velocity). The same velocity is ob- nique was used on 1060 aluminum are also
served at 5.8 plate thicknesses, following which shown in Fig. 4. The unattenuated particle ve-
attenuation definitely occurs, as was indicated locity for this material is 0.0635 cm/g sec,
by 10,227 also. The scatter in the data in the rather than 0.0615 as observed for the 2024 alu-
neighborhood of 6 and 7 plate thicknesses may minum in Fig. 3. The flyer plate velocities in
be due to the fact that a substantial amount of the two experiments with 1060 aluminum were
attenuation was taking place and that conditions 0.127 cm/lisec, so the free surface velocities
in the two shots were not identical. Further for thin 1060 aluminum specimens are the same
work will have to be done with this technique be- as the flyer plate velocity. This was not true
fore the magnitude of the initial relief can be for the 2024 aluminum experiments. It is not
obtained. known if the discrepancy is significant, or if it

is due to errors in determining the velocities of
Results of two shots using annealed 1060 the flyer plates. These new results are in sub-

aluminum are shown in Fig. 4. Attenuation in stantial agreement with the results of the 1060
Shot 10,226 commenced at 5 or 6 plate thick- aluminum wedge shots already reported in that
nesses. The results agree well with the hydro- attenuation apparently commenced at about 5
dynamic solution for small values of x/x 0 also. plate thicknesses in the target.
Results of Shot 10,353 show unexpectedly high
values of the particle velocity at about 5 plate C. Copper Wedge-Shaped Specimen
thicknesses. As before, this must indicate that
the flyer plate had a velocity greater than ex- Copper specimens were cut from forgings
pected-0.125 cm/isec. If this is true, attenua- of OFHC copper having a density of 8.94 g/cc.
tion in 1060 aluminum commences at about 5 or Principal impurities in the copper were 0.001
6 plate thicknesses, just as it does in 2024 alu- percent silver and possibly 0.002 percent nickel
minum. The data are not precise enough to de- (from semiquantitative analyses). After ma-
termine to a fractional part of a flyer plate chining and polishing, the samples were heat
thickness the point at which attenuation corn- treated at a temperature of 1100°F. for an hour
mences. in an atmosphere of dry hydrogen.
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the flyer plate was also reduced to 0.040 inch in
thickness. This flyer plate was observed to

0,.04 HYDRODYNAMIC - have a velocity of 0.133 cm/ALsec, for which the
E probable error is less than 1 percent.

: aResults for the gold shot are shown in
Fig. 6, along with the results of the hydrodynamic

-0.03 -
calculations. At x/x 0 = 3.3, the experimental

0 SHOT 0,365 results give a particle velocity of 0.028 cm/gsec,
W A SHOT 10,366 which agrees well with the predicted value,

-• 0.0288 cm/Asec. Some attenuation took place
between values of x./x 0 of 3.3 and 6.9, the par-
ticle velocity being reduced from 0.028 to 0.024

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 cm/gsec. These values of particle velocities
X/Xo correspond to Hugoniot pressures of 190 and

159 kbar, respectively. This is interpreted as
Fig. 5 - Peak particle velocity in being the amplitude of the elastic relief wave
copper vs x/x 0  for gold at the pressures referred to above. As

was done for aluminum and copper, a value of
the yield strength, Y, is inferred. For gold,
Poisson's ratio v is 0.42, so Y is about 4 kbar.

Results of two experiments in which alu- (See Section III for the method for calculating
minum flyer plates hit copper targets are shown the conversion factor.)
in Fig. 5. Results of Shot 10,366 are in reason-
able agreement with the hydrodynamic solution
out to 6 plate thicknesses. There is an indica- 0.04
tion that the flyer plate velocity may have been
greater than 0.125 cm/psec. Shot 10,365 indi-
cated that some attenuation occurred at 5.5 to 6
plate thicknesses. Hence this pair of copper o.03 HY0RODYNAMIC
shots gave results that are more consistent than D o o SOLUTION
are the results from either pair of aluminum >- Oo

shots referred to above. Better reproducibility 00000

in this case, compared with the aluminum wedge 0.02 00>0.02 Oo--
shots, may be because the two copper wedge W -
shots used Baratol that was from the same 0

0 SHOT 10,436
order.

0.

The peak particle velocity for copper atten- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

uates from approximately 0.040 to approximately X/Xo
0.034 cm/psec between 3 and 7 plate thicknesses.
By using the Hugoniot for copper, the stress at- Fig. 6 - Peak particle velocity in
tenuates from 163 kbar to 136 kbar, or 27 kbar. gold vs x/x0
If this is due entirely to the elastic wave in
copper, the yield strength is about 7 kbar. The
precision of the data may be inferred from the
scatter in the results shown in Fig. 5. The V. RESULTS OF ATTENUATION
scatter is about 0.002 cm/bsec near x/x0 = 8, STUDIES USING GAGES
or about ±3 percent.

A. C-7 Epoxy Specimens

D. Gold Wedge-Shaped Specimen Results of experiments in which "bare
gages" were hit by aluminum flyer plates are

The gold wedge was made from 99.99 per- given in Fig. 7. The term "bare gage" is ap-
cent gold by Western Gold and Platinum Com- plied to the arrangement in which no material
pany, Belmont, California. After casting, the other than epoxy separates the flyer plate from
gold was reduced 50 percent in thickness by the Manganin wire after impact. Three gages
rolling and then was machined into the required were used in each shot, the wires of which were
shape. After the inclined surface was polished, located at different depths in the epoxy so that
the material was softened by heating to 650'C attenuation of peak pressure could be observed.
for one hour. Because of the size of the sample, Because the oscilloscopes were triggered
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Fig. 7 - Pressure vs time from gages hit by aluminum plates

independently, the relation in time of one record The envelope of the curves shown in Fig. 7
to another is not known accurately even for rec- shows that some attenuation takes place be-
ords taken from the same shot. Placement of tween x/xo = 1.9 and x/xo = 2.9, which is in
the records in Fig. 7 (and in subsequent figures) fair agreement with the results of the wedge
is therefore arbitrary, being based on calcula- experiments shown in Fig. 2, where attenuation
tions described earlier. Some indication of the is observed at 3 plate thicknesses. At x/x 0 = 6,
reproducibility of results can be obtained by the wedge experiments give a pressure of about
comparing the curves for which values of x/x 0  26 kbar, which agrees well with the 27 kbar
are 0.92 and 0.95. These differ by about 6 per- given by the gage of 5.8 plate thicknesses.
cent in peak pressure and have considerably
different shapes. This latter disagreement is Results of calculations are given in Fig. 8
particularly distressing because it indicates also. The method used in the calculations is
that these gages may not give the shape of the described in Section III of this paper. The cal-
pulse reliably. It may be, however, that the culated results agree fairly well with the ex-
gage at x./% 0 =0.95 was faulty. perimental results when both the aluminum and
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Fig. 8 - Comparison of calculated wave profiles with
results of experiments for C-7 epoxy
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the epoxy are treated as elastoplastic materials, a target of the same thickness as the flyer
As noted in the figure, the yield strength of the plate, 1/8 inch, the peak pressure recorded by
epoxy was taken to be 1.0 kbar in the calcula- the gage was 51 kbar. When a flyer plate hit a
tions, even though no elastic precursor has been bare gage, the pressure was 45 kbar. If this
observed in the material. Obviously no final peculiarity is overlooked, the gages give results
conclusion can be made about the stress-strain consistent with the results reported in the pre-
relation of epoxy on the basis of these observa- vious section, that is, the attenuation of the
tions. But it is of considerable interest that shock wave occurs earlier than is predicted by
calculated results based on a simple hydro- the hydrodynamic theory.
dynamic model do not agree so well with the
experimental results. In other calculations, the Results from two gages on aluminum tar-
yield, Y, of the epoxy was permitted to vary gets are given in Fig. 10 in terms of pressure
linearly from zero for stress-free material to as a function of time. The experimental records
2 kbar when the hydrostatic pressure was 50 were reduced in amplitude by the factor 45/51
kbar. Results of these calculations were not due to the peculiarity mentioned above. The
significantly different from those based on a impedance mismatch of aluminum and C-7
constant value of 1.0 kbar yield. epoxy is relatively large, so a strong relief

wave is reflected back into the aluminum at the
Peak pressure as a function of distance of interface between the two materials. This re-

penetration of the shock into the epoxy is shown lief wave interacts with the wave from the back
in Fig. 9 for both gage and wedge shots. Note side of the flyer plate and puts a portion of the
that changing the value of Yo from 0.6 kbar to aluminum in a state of tension. The tension be-
1.0 kbar makes only a small change in the cal- comes great enough to cause the aluminum to
culated results. The equations of state of both fracture or spall. When this happens, compres-
the epoxy and the aluminum are given in Sec- sion waves are generated which propagate in
tion IH. both directions. One of these enters the epoxy

and affects the gage response. For the gage
record labeled 7.9 in Fig. 10, that portion of the

B. Aluminum Specimens record later than 5.5 psec may be affected by
spalling. In order to calculate the pressure

When gages were used on metal targets, the proile, a spall strength must be assumed. If
Manganin wire was separated from the surface the assumed strength is too great, the calculated
of the specimen by about 0.1 cm of C-7 epoxy. gage response shows an increase in pressure,
Three gages were included in each shot, each or a reloading. This happened when a strength
gage being set on a different thickness of metal. of 10 kbars was used for the spall strength of
An unexplained phenomenon occurred when a aluminum. In order to get better agreement
gage recorded the response of a thin target. For with the experimental results which show no
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Fig. 9 - Peak pressure in C-7 epoxy vs
x/x0from experiments and calculations
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Fig. 10 - Comparison of calculated wave profiles
with results of gages for aluminum targets (spall
strength assumed to be 5 kbar)

reloading, the spall strength was reduced to VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5 kbar, giving the results shown in Fig. 10.
These results do not prove that the spall Attenuation of shock waves was studied in
strength of aluminum is 5 kbar. One reason 1060 and 2024 aluminum, OFHC copper, gold,
for this is the necessity for extrapolating the and Armstrong C-7 epoxy. Shock waves were
equation of state to negative pressures. The induced in samples of these materials by strik-
equation of state, which is discussed in Section ing them with aluminum plates with velocities
III, was not designed to extrapolate to negative of about 0.125 cm/gsec. Because the strains
pressures in a meaningful way. Also, the induced in the specimens were virtually one-
method used in the calculations spreads out the dimensional, the experiments could be simulated
relief waves as well as the shock fronts. This with a computer code. Comparison of experi-
makes the prediction of spalling by the com- mental and calculated results indicated that an
puter code somewhat unreliable. elastoplastic relation between stress and strain

should be used for aluminum, copper, and the
epoxy. More data are needed before a stress-

C. Copper Specimens strain relation can be suggested for gold.

Results from experiments in which gages The amplitude of the elastic relief wave in
were mounted on specimens of copper were in 2024 aluminum was approximately 20 kbar when
general agreement with the results from the the maximum stress was 120 kbar. On the as-
wedge experiments reported in Section IV. That sumption that Poisson's ratio is constant, a yield
is, the attenuation occurred at a time earlier strength value of 5 kbar was inferred. This is
than that predicted by hydrodynamic theory. the yield in simple tension, or twice the critical
Some representative experimental results are resolved shear stress. For 1060 aluminum, the
shown in Fig. 11. These records show some amplitude of the elastic relief wave was 16 kbar,
evidence of the reloading mentioned above in so the yield was 4 kbar when the maximum
connection with the results for gages on alu- stress was 120 kbar. The relief wave in copper
minurm specimens. A spall strength of 5 kbar had an amplitude of 27 kbar, so the yield was ap-
was used in the calculations for copper, the proximately 7 kbar for a stress of 106 kbar.
results of which are also shown in Fig. 11. In These values of the yield strengths are all
this case, the calculated results show some re- greater than those observed at engineering
loading, see the profile for x"x0 = 7.9. It is stress levels and imply that the yield strength
possible that a spall strength greater than 5 is a function of the stress. All the values of the
kbar should have been used for copper so that yield given above were inferred from the data
more reloading would be observed in the cal- obtained from experiments using wedge-shaped
culated results. specimens.
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Fig. 11 - Comparison of calculated wave profiles with
results of gages for copper targets (spall strength
assumed to be 5 kbar in copper)
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HYDRODYNAMIC ELASTIC PLASTIC THEORY AND

PLANE SHOCK WAVES IN METALS. I. THEORY

James C. Pearson
U.S. Army, Picatinny Arsenal

Dover, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

In the theory of ideal isotropic plasticity the strength u can for
small strains, be given as a function of the plastic work w. Experi-
ments performed by Bridgman have shown that the strength of a metal
is a function of the pressure P. Further the strength is known to de-
pend upon the temperature T. The question of the form and extent of
the dependence of the strength upon the strain rate has not, as yet, been
definitively settled. In the theory of ideal i'sotropic plasticity there are
certain limitations to the form that a dependence c, = u(e7 ,.. ) can
take. That is, c can depend on ei, only through its tensor invariants J2
and J3, and

In this paper the equations necessary to describe hydrodynamic elastic
plastic (HE?) problems, when P = P(v,E- qw), g = 4(v,E- qw) and
or zr(w,T,P) or c- = o-(w,T,P,J 2 (, 1 )) will be developed.

This paper has been published as Picatinny Arsenal Technical Report
3464.
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THE ELASTO-PLASTIC RELEASE BEHAVIOUR

OF MAGNESIUM AT 80 Kb

P. J. A. Fuller and J. H. Price
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Foulness, Essex, England

ABSTRACT

A technique has been developed, based on the manganin wire trans-
ducer, which enables the stress-time profiles of shock and release
waves produced in a block of magnesium by the impact of an explo-
sively driven flying plate to be recorded. The profiles presented differ
from those that would be predicted by hydrodynamic theory; in partic-
ular, the top of the release wave is traveling approximately 30% faster.
A release stress-strain path is derived from the results and it is shown
that this can be interpreted in terms of elasto-plasticity.

INTRODUCTION this technique to a metal it is necessary to in-
sulate each manganin wire and its leads from

There has been considerable discussion in the surrounding metal without invalidating the
the literature recently suggesting that the be- stress-time profiles obtained. This may be
haviour of solids under high shock stresses attempted by using an insulator whose shock
cannot be adequately described by hydrodynamic impedance approximates to that of the metal
theory, and that the effects of yield strength are used, and by making the insulating layer so thin
important [1]. Several experimenters have re- that any significant reverberations in it are
ported the initial parts of release waves behind over in a time which is short compared with
intense shocks travelling faster than hydrody- that being measured.
namic theory would predict [2-5].

Figures 1 and 2 show the design used. The
We have attempted to match the manganin manganin wire, of 0.005-inch diameter coated

wire transducer to a metal so that it can be with glass to 0.008-inch overall diameter, is
used to record the stress-time profile of a cast in the middle of a 0.025-inch layer of epoxy
plane wave inside the material, instead of ob- resin, loaded with powdered lead borate glass
serving a free surface. The advantage of this of density 6.1 gm/cc. The copper support tubes
method is that, in principle, the interpretation are 0.050-inch diameter, surrounded by 0.250-
of the results is simplified, and a complete inch diameter soda lime glass tubing, which is
mathematical analysis is possible, uncompli- a fairly good shock impedance match to magne-
cated by lateral strain effects which have sium. The loading of the epoxy resin was
plagued much of the earlier work on plastic chosen so that the proportional sum of the com-
waves using rods and wires [6], or by the need pressed volumes of the constituents was equal
to assume a particular theory of plasticity. Our to the specific volume of magnesium at the
preliminary results with magnesium show that pressure of the experiment. Glass and epoxy
stress-time profiles can be observed and that resin were used because in previous work they
these can be used to calculate the stress-strain have been found to be adequate insulators when
path of the release process. shocked. The effectiveness of the insulation

was shown by the agreement obtained between
the measured peak pressure and that predicted

TECHNIQUE from the shock and flyingplate impact velocities.
In addition the accuracy with which the wire re-

A transducer based on the linear pressure- sistance returned to its initial value after the
resistance characteristic of manganin has al- passage of the stress wave indicated that the
ready been used to measure stress as a function insulation remained satisfactory and that good
of time in electrical insulators [7]. To extend contact with the wire was probably maintained.
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Fig. I - Arrangement of magnesium TO CONSTANT CURRENT TO OSCILLOGRAPH

block and flying plate SOURCE AND OSCILLOGRAPH

The angle between the flying plate and the Fig. Z - Details of transducer and
block is adjusted so as to achieve plane colli- insulator (not to scale)

sion. Figure 3 shows how the shock and re-
lease waves propagate. The sides and back of
the block are sufficiently remote from the
transducers for reflected waves not to reach to a release wave, which would have to travel
them until the measurements are completed; at nearly infinite velocity, but is somehow as-
plane wave conditions are therefore maintained. sociated with the shock front. Attempts to re-
The impact of the plate on the block is detected late this fall in stress to features of the design
by capped concentric switch probes flush with of the experiment, such as the shock impedance
the surface. In each round the square region of the insulator or its thickness for example,
of the flying plate striking the block is recov- have not been successful. It could, therefore,
ered in one piece and does not show any sign be due to either some other property of the
of scabbing. epoxy resin insulator or to the magnesium alloy.

In a few experiments the glass tubing and the
Initially the experiments have been carried resin were replaced by thin PTFE sheet; the

out at a comparatively low pressure of 80 Kb, a profiles from these shots tended to show a sim-
region where the strength of the metal would be ilar slope, but not when the magnesium was re-
expected to be important and conduction in the placed by aluminium. A similar pressure-time
insulators less troublesome. The metal used profile has been reported in steel [8].
was the magnesium alloy ZW 3 which has 2.9%
zinc and 0.63% zirconium as its main alloying The stress drop due to the release wave
elements. begins at about 1.2 microseconds. The front of

the release wave has a velocity of 7.3 ± 0.2 km/
sec relative to the material, which is 30% higher

RESULTS than hydrodynamic theory would predict, about
the same increase as has been estimated for

Figure 4a shows a typical oscillogram other materials [2-5]. This higher velocity
taken with the transducers one flying plate means that the top of the release wave should
thickness (0.250-inch) into the block. It will be catch up with the shock at about five flying plate
noticed that this stress-time profile is not fiat- thicknesses into the block instead of fifteen as
topped; there is a slight fall in stress of about predicted by hydrodynamic theory. Figure 4b
6 Kb lasting for about 0.5 microseconds after shows a typical oscillogram at five flying plate
the initial rise in stress. This fall is not due thicknesses.
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Fig. 4 - Pressure-time oscillograms at I and 5 flying plate thicknesses
(0.5 microsecond time markers)

Interpretation than that previously measured. Hence it is
concluded that the initial fall in stress in

Despite the general similarity of shape Fig. 4b represents the front of the release wave
shown by the profiles at one and five flying plate but is possibly perturbed by the falling-stress
thicknesses it is not possible to interpret them effect seen in Fig. 4a. The initial fall followed
in the same way. Following the previous inter- by a constant stress region and then a further
pretation and regarding the release wave at fall, is regarded as evidence of the separation
five flying plate thicknesses as beginning only of the release wave into elastic and plastic
after the constant stress region leads to a re- components, but is unresolved at short dis-
lease velocity eight standard deviations lower tances as in Fig. 4a.
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Method of Calculation thicknesses is identified with this plateau, and
the regions above and below it with the elastic

From the impact time measured by the and plastic parts of the release process. The
probes and the time of shock arrival at the size of the elastic stress release is, therefore,
transducers, the shock velocity can be calcu- 16 Kb, determined by the stress difference be-
lated. In each round the peak stress and meas- tween the plateau and the beginning of the re-
ured shock and impact velocities had values lease process as recorded by one flying plate

which were consistent with published data for thickness experiments. Single experiments at
magnesium. From the impact time and the six and eight flying plate thicknesses support

shock velocity, the distance-time point is cal- this interpretation.
culated where the shock in the flying plate is
reflected from its back surface as a release
wave. This point, together with the stress-time -
profile, enables the velocity of the release wave 7H____YDRODYNAMIC
to be found as a continuous function of stress. 75

From this, density and particle velocity are
calculated using the following equations [7] E
based on conservation of mass and momentum: /

p s I/
Po =

duI fo dp •/

o o 25

Here p represents the density, p the stress in I
the direction of wave propagation, c the wave
velocity relative to the local material (for a
continuous wave), and u the particle velocity.
This calculation is done at small stress decre-
ments down the release wave. The wave veloc- 4-0 .9 6 7-04"0 5r0 6.0 7"0
ity is corrected for movement of the transducer VELOCITY Km/Sec
and expressed relative to the local material,
using the calculated particle velocity. Density Fig. 5 - Mean velocities measured
and particle velocity at the top of the release from 28 stress profiles at one flying
wave are taken from published Hugoniot data plate thickness
for magnesium corresponding to the measured
stress.

Elastic Properties

Stress-strain Curve
Some elastic properties can now be calcu-

Figure 5 shows the resulting release ve- lated from the elastic and plastic wave veloci-
locities and Fig. 6 the corresponding stress- ties c, and c. Bulk modulus is found in the
strain relation taken from experiments at one plastic region using
flying plate thickness. These are again mark-
edly different from the hydrodynamic predic- c2 = k/p
tions. The stress-strain curve first falls
steeply below the Hugoniot and then becomes
shallower. This is attributed to elasto-plastic (Fig. 7); a considerable increase with stress is
behaviour of the metal [9]. The results at five obtained. The curve is consistent with the small

flying plate thicknesses have not been used in stress bulk modulus for magnesium [10].

this type of calculation because of the possible
difficulty in interpreting the initial fall in While the initial fall in stress of the pro-
stress. However, an elasto-plastic release files at five flying plate thicknesses may be
path would predict a discontinuity of release difficult to interpret, the ratio of the elastic and
wave velocity at the reverse yield point, and plastic wave velocities at the yield point never-
hence a stress plateau. The period of almost theless allows an estimate to be made of Pois-
constant stress shown at five flying plate son's ratio r. Using
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THE INFLUENCE OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES ON WAVE

PROPAGATION IN ELASTIC-PLASTIC MATERIALS*

B. M. Butcher and D. E. Munson
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The influence of the mechanical properties of 606 1T6 aluminum
and 4340 steel on wave propagation in these materials at low plastic
stress levels is investigated. Computer analyses of the free-surface
motion of a plate-impact experiment (starting with a simple elastic,
perfectly plastic, strain-rate-indepencent behavior) are compared with
the experimentally observed result. Models which are consistent with
quasistatic behavior are then used to incorporate (1) linear work hard-
ening, and (2) general work hardening. The results are compared with
the experimentally determined free surface motion. Finally, increase
in flow stress with increase in strain rate is treated. While these cal-
culations show the degree of sophistication required in the constitutive
equation for accurate prediction of the free surface motion, they also
indicate cases in which a considerable simplification in the constitutive
equation may be made without severe misrepresentation of dynamic
behavior.

INTRODUCTION DESCRIPTION OF DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR

The study of dynamic behavior of materials For the description of dynamic behavior,
is yielding precise constitutive equations, espe- two well defined stress conditions are experi-
cially for metals. These equations, or per- mentally amenable: uniaxial strain and uniaxial
mitted simplifications, may be of great signifi- stress. Such stress states may be related ana-
cance to studies of explosives, if metals are lytically by assuming a yield criterion and the
used as an intermediary in determination of ex- equivalence of plastic work. Consequently, uni-
plosive detonation properties or if metal studies axial strain behavior under impact conditions
are used as an insight into possible forms of may be linked to quasi-static tests if the strain-
the low pressure constitutive equations for con- rate dependence is specified.
densed explosives. In this investigation, vari-
ous forms of constitutive equations which de- The discussion, although directed princi-
scribe accurately the behavior of some typical pally toward the state of one dimensional strain
alloys in compression will be used to predict relevant to explosive and high pressure studies,
free-surface motion of the material under im- will also involve the state of one dimensional
pact conditions. Normally, the constitutive stress. This involvement is necessary because
equation must include a resistance to shear, material strength under dynamic loading is
which increases with increasing strain and most understandable in a formulation directly
strain rate. The observed magnitude of these comparable to quasi-static compression or
effects will depend upon the material, specimen Hopkinson bar experiments. However, the ex-geometry, and details of the impact and wave perimental results used for comparison have
propagation. From the investigation, conclu- been obtained from plate impact experiments
sions may be drawn concerning simple approx- conforming to uniaxial strain.
imations to the constitutive equation, which are
reasonably valid for a given metal.

'"This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
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General Equations properties of the material are introduced by
separating the strain into elastic and plastic

The general equations which describe dy- components and differentiating these with re-
namic material behavior are statements of both spect to time:
the conservation of mass and momentum and a
constitutive relation which contains the material l ae+ ýp (5)
properties. Constitutive equations may be de-
duced in a comparatively simple manner by as- Writing the elastic strain rate in terms of a
suming that the Hugoniot equations for conser- stress rate and representing the plastic strain
vation of mass and momentum across a shock rate as a function of stress and strain gives
front apply, and that the stress pulse propagates
as a series of discontinuities in stress. Each -

step has a unique propagation velocity. This () + 2(

requires a strain-rate-independent relationship,
since the stress is described as a function of where \ and A are Lam6's constants.
strain only. The Hugoniot equations [1] in uni-
axial strain are: Equations (3), (4) and (6) may be reduced

to ordinary differential equations along the
/ = p, u5 'AUp (1) characteristics,

p (2) dx /T,+ 2g dx VX+2p. d x = 0
UE r T2 (!-Ef) (2) T-- V_;-_

where Lg and As are the stress and strain in- and integrated numerically using finite differ-
crements between states 1 and 2 in the x direc- ence techniques. The detailed description of
tion, p, and :, the density and strain ahead of this technique may be found in references on
the stress jump, U, the shock velocity, and LUP wave propagation [1,5,7].
the change in material velocity. Experimental
stress-strain values may be obtained from a
knowledge of U. and Aug. An approximation Constitutive Equation Models
that AUP ; 1/2 AUf, permits these quantities to
be deduced crudely from free-surface motion [2]. Three distinct levels of detail are used in

categorizing mechanical behavior of a metal.
Complete determination of the constitutive The first and lowest level is the simplest pos-

equation must be obtained from an iterative sible representation of material rigidity incor-
technique, since free-surface motion is not a porating plasticity: the elastic-perfectly plastic
direct result of interaction of the stress pulse model. This model assigns a constant flow
with the surface [3]. Rather, it is the result of stress, Y., to all strains beyond the initial
a successive series of elastic unloading waves yield. Since the flow stress is not coupled to
which interact with the surface and the oncom- the strain except in the elastic region, this
ing wave. These interactions must be taken model permits a desirable simplification in
into account. Successive modifications are computational procedures involving the flow
made to the constitutive equation to arrive at a condition. If the stress-strain pairs in uniaxial
predicted free-surface motion consistent with stress are denoted by (Y.a) and the correspond-
the experimental curve. ing pairs in uniaxial strain by (c-, E), then the

connection between the two states of stress is
For situations in which strain-rate inde- given by:

pendence is not appropriate, an alternate for-
mulation of the conservation equations is nec- 2 Y + Ka + 2 Y (8)
essary [4-6]. Using a Lagrangian coordinate
system where Y ý Y. above the yield point of the mate-

rial, cr. is the spherical or hydrostatic stress
C(3) component, and K is the bulk modulus. The ri-

gidity causes an offset of 2 Y `3 in stress from
- -c (4) the hydrostat. Wave propagation in such elastic-

•x = :t perfectly plastic, strain-rate-independent solids
may be described by the Hugoniot equations.

where u is the material velocity and p 0 is the
stress free density. It is assumed that the Unfortunately, calculations based on the
strains are infinitesimal. The mechanical elastic-perfectly plastic model do not always
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yield results consistent with experiment. When =- 2(13)
this occurs, the next material property incor- 1 -
porated into the model is work hardening [8,9].
This addition complicates wave propagation where 7, is Poisson's ratio.
calculations because the flow stress is a mono-
tonically increasing function of the strain above COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT
the initial yield point:

The results of the calculations are pre-
Y f(0) (9) sented in a form consistent with experimental

data. Experimental observations in plate im-
The one-dimensional stress state is still re- pact tests are of two kinds: (1) direct measure-
lated to one-dimensional strain by Eq. (8). ment of free-surface displacement with time
However, now the relation of the strains must and (2) charge or resistance changes in trans-
also be determined. This is accomplished by ducers in contact with the specimen. The
relating strains through equivalent plastic work changes can be related to stress.
and gives.

In the first method, the free-surface mo-
S --- (10) tion is not the direct result of the impingement

of the stress pulse at the free surface. Rather,

where K is assumed independent of pressure. It it is the motion observed only after a complex

is assumed that the flow condition may be repre- series of subsurface interactions have occurred,
sented by isotropic expansion of the Von Mises as previously mentioned. The stress profile

yield conditions. Equations (8), (9) and (10) then can be deduced from free-surface displace-
ments if the subsurface interactions can be cal-culated; or conversely, the displacement may

One-dimensional wave propagation in such be predicted from a known stress profile.
a strain-rate-independent material depicted by
this model can be described by breaking the In the second method, the output of the
stress-strain curve into as many straight-line transducer is an indication of the stress history
segments as necessary to preserve the detail, at the target-transducer interface. Only under
Propagation velocity of the stress increment special conditions of exact impedance matching
associated with a given line segment is between transducer and target does this output

result directly in a stress profile. Normally,
the differences in mechanical properties be-

- (11) tween the transducer and target require that the
U81 -"wave interactions resulting from impedance

mismatch must be solved, much like those in-The change in material velocity due to thevlvdnth e-sraemsumns.f
stress increment is given by Eq. (1). Using volved in the free-surface measurements. If
thisstressainc-ratem-indepent dees.ripUion, athe impedance correction can be made, then the
this strain-rate-independent description, a unperturbed stress profile which existed in the
stress wave is represented by instantaneous target material can be deduced.

stress steps corresponding to the distinct

straight line segments used to represent the In the results of this paper, comparison
stress-strain curve. Each step will propagate between calculated and experimental data will
at a constant velocity given by Eq. (11). be made using stress profiles or free-surface

When further refinements in the constitu- motion.
tive relation are necessary to describe material
behavior, strain rate may be included as an ad- Two computer codes were used to obtain
ditional variable. In this model, the flow stress the results of this work. The first (SWAP) [10]
will be expressed as assumes strain rate independence. It solves

the Hugoniot Eqs. (1) and (2) for each permitted
Y = h(a, P) or &P = g(Y,0a) (12) combination of shock, free surface, or inter-

face interaction in terms of stress increments
where &P is the plastic strain rate. Equations with constant velocities given by Eq. (11). Plas-
(8) and (10) remain valid, and the extension of tic unloading is usually of an inverted form
the form of the yield criterion to the flow condi- identical to the compressive loading path. This
tion is retained. simplification is allowed because the precise

nature of the unloading path does not greatly
The relation of plastic strain rates between influence the early free-surface motion [9].

uniaxial stress and uniaxial strain states can The second computer program (SRATE) [11]
be shown from Eqs. (8) and (10) to be permits the numerical solution of the equations
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describing strain-rate sensitive behavior. 30 1
Again, plastic unloading is taken to be the in- 30
version of the loading path. In the interest of
economy of computer time, the strain-rate- I t 1
dependent stress profile was computed for a [ 4
plane close to the free surface. This stress R-P

profile was then propagated the remaining short - I -

distance using SWAP to compute the interac- ____ f __

tions. A large number of straight-line seg-
ments were used to represent the stress pro- __/_

file. This device is permissible, since most of -1
the waves propagating between the profile plane /
and the free surface are elastic and strain-rate -. / _

effects may be neglected. As a check on the ao
approximation, the resultant free-surface mo- R 15
tion was found to match a complete SRATE 0i,4 1=.- - -

solution.

0/V

Elastic-Perfectly Plastic, Strain-Rate 0.o 0.01

Independent Model (EP-RI) STRrýI

An aluminum alloy, 6061T6, and an alloy Fig. 2 - Quasi-static stress-strain curves
steel, 4340, were selected for examination be- for 4340 steel
cause the experimental stress-strain behavior
of these alloys is well known [3,9]. The quasi-
static, compression stress-strain curve for
6061T6 aluminum is shown in Fig. 1; that for Comparison of the free-surface motion cal-
4340 steel is shown in Fig. 2. The elastic- culated from the elastic-perfectly plastic ap-
perfectly plastic approximations to these curves proximation for these metals and the experi-
are shown as lines in the figures. For 4340 mentally observed free-surface motion is made
Rc 15, this approximation is quite close; for the in Figs. 3 and 4. (The curves labeled EP-RI
aluminum, the deviation between the approxi- give results calculated using the elastic-
mation and the actual curve is more pronounced. perfectly plastic strain-rate independent model.)

Figure 3 shows that the time difference between
the approximation and actual behavior is quite
small for the aluminum alloy; Fig. 4 shows the

, 0approximation is rather poorer for the steel.
This difference suggests that the prediction ac-

60I-T - -curacy from quasi-static measurements is re-
S • . o l~-T lated to the strain-rate sensitivity of the mate-

rial. The face-centered cubic aluminum alloy
is less strain-rate sensitive than the body cen-

/tered cubic 4340 Rý 15. Often, however, the ex-
perimental or predictive requirements in a

S -- particular situation may not warrant the use of
2 a more complex stress-strain relationship even/ °I for the steel; the elastic-perfectly plastic strain-

S! rate-independent relation may be adequate.

___Figures 5 and 6 indicate the differences
between the experimentally consistent wave

1 066 Al profile (same as the curve SR) and the elastic
perfectly plastic approximation. Here it is ap-

.* I- - parent that all detail in the wave profile is lost
0 L in the approximations for both the steel and the

0.• 0.01 aluminum. It should be noted that the approxi-
S'2pf1 mation and the experimental profile of 6061T6

aluminum reach nearly the same peak stress.
Fig. 1 - Quasi-static stress-strain curves This would also be true for the 4340 had the
for aluminum calculation been carried to longer times.
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Fig. 3 Free-surface displacement of a Fig. 5 Stress histories for 6061T6

12.7mrn thick target of 606 1T6 aluminum; aluminum at a plane 11. 2mm f r om the
the projectile velocity is 0.32 mmbsec; impact surface (projectile velocity is

the circles are experimental data; SR is 0.32 mm/gsec)
a strain-rate dependent solution
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Fig. 4- Free-surface displacement of a

12.7 mm thick 4340 R '15 steel target (SR Fig. 6 -Stress histories for 4340 R,15
curves are from a strain-rate dependent steel at a plane 11.2 mm from the impact

solution using Eq. 15; the circles are surface (Eq. 15 was used to calculate the
experimental data; u, the projectile curves SR; u0/, the projectile velocity, is
velocity, is in mm/ep e in mm/• isec)
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A physical explanation for this fact results di- GJ '
rectly from strain-rate behavior. After the (Um:10.29-- SR),
rapid rise in stress has occurred, the strain .
rate must decay to lower values and eventually -. A
approach the quasi-static rates (this assumes (Ur-!
work hardening is strain-rate independent). I:=1. 1 - SR),

The stress level of the elastic precursor
wave sensitively reflects the approximation
used for the quasi-static stress-strain curve.. ............ .
The yield stress given by the approximate `*

quasi-static curve markedly overestimates the (ERI)
proportional limit of the 6061T6 aluminum. In
the steel, the quasi-static approximation agrees" H DROSTAT
closely with the actual stress-strain curve. , /, A
The result of the discrepancy between propor-
tional limit and approximate yield stress on the
stress history is shown clearly in Fig. 5.

Figure 7 shows the dynamic stress-strain -D.o o.01 o.), 0.0"
curves in uniaxial strain, obtained from a
strain-rate-independent analysis, which dupli-
cate the experimentally measured free-surface Fig. 7 - Dynamic stress-strain curves
motion of 1/2-inch-thick 4340 R,15 steel tar- from Fig. 4 (circles and asterisks are
gets. The curves are for two different projec- from strain-rate-independent analysis

tile velocities. Since the dynamic curves do not reproducing free-surface displacement;
SR calculations are "averaged" to sim-superimpose upon each other, one supposes that ulate rate-independent analysis)

the strain-rate effects are pronounced. A sim-
ilar effect will appear if the target thickness is
changed while projectile velocity is held con-
stant. A test for determining the presence of the material description is the quasi-static,
strain-rate sensitivity is to vary the experi- compression stress-strain curve, which has
mental conditions, determine stress-strain been shown to be a good first approximation to
curves assuming strain-rate independence, and bee son tose a t appoiation tothe dynamic case. In the calculations to be de-
check for superposition of curves in a common scribed, an equation was fitted to the quasi-
stress region. static curve; the strain-rate dependence was

then introduced into this function. The form of
Fully hardened 4340 steel (Rw54) is an ex- the strain-rate dependence was chosen to be

cellent example of a material with pronounced consistent with experimental determinations
work hardening but no measurable strain-rate [12-14]. In the range of strain rates of 10-3 to
sensitivity [9]. The quasi-static compression 103 sec- 1, the flow stress was taken as a linear
curve is shown in Fig. 2. A linear work hard- function of the logarithm of the plastic strain
ening approximation to the static curve is also rate. If a similar dependence is used above
indicated. Figure 8 clearly illustrates that the 103 sec-1, stress-wave propagation calculations
free-surface motion predicted from the linear are difficult or impossible to reconcile with ex-
work hardening model differs insignificantly perimental results; here, a linear function of
from either the general work hardening calcu- the plastic strain rate is compatible with exper-
lation or the experimentally measured motion. imental results [15]. Further, the requirement

of continuity of the plastic strain rate and the
stress derivative of the plastic strain rate at

Strain-Rate Dependent Models (SR) the transition is used to reduce the number of
parameters to two. Justification for these as-

For metals such as 4340 Rma5 and 6061T6 sumptions has been discussed by Dorn in a re-
aluminum, situations may arise in which the cent review of dislocation dynamics [15].

strain- rate- independent solution is inadequate.

When this occurs, the formulation of the dy-
namic mechanical property must be modified For 6061T6 aluminum, functions of Eq. (14)
to include the strain rate. If this modification describe free-surface motion for several values
is done properly, one expects greater fit accu- of projectile velocity and target thickness: If a
racies between predicted and measured quanti- is above the proportional limit in uniaxial strain
ties. Even here, the logical starting point for of 4.07 kbar, then
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Fig. 8 - Free-surface displacement of a 12.7 mm thick target of 4340 R,54 steel
(points + denote the linear work-hardening approximation, points o the general work-
hardening approximation; the solid line reproduces experimental data)

P 0.5 exp {f(c, E) - 42. 66) experimental data quite accurately, as Fig. 3
shows. (The curves labeled SR give results cal-

P < 1500 sec- 1 . culated with the strain-rate dependent models.)

SP 1500 {f(c-, E) - 49.68) ; The sensitivity of free-surface motion to
(c14) the parameters of Eq. (14) has been checked by

P > 1500 sec-. (4 doubling the increase in stress due to strain
rate above CP = 1 sec- 1 . Doubling the param-

f 1(0-,) 1 1.497a - 1139E - 1.90 eter B in Eq. (14) accomplishes this nicely.
B [I•- exp-417-0. 184cr 2.29)1 J The pronounced influence on the free-surface

motion is shown in Fig. 10.
B z 0.0233, c in kbar.

The function which has been constructed
Curves of constant strain rate in uniaxial stress for the 4340 R 15 steel is based on elastic-
calculated from Eq. (14) are shown in Fig. 9. perfectly plastic strain-rate-dependent behav-
These functions reproduce uniaxial strain ior, Fig. 11. It has the form
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Fig. 9 - Constant strain-rate curves for Fig. 10 - Effect of increased strain-rate

uniaxial stress calculated from Eq. 14 for sensitivity as calculated using Eq. 14

6061 T6 aluminum (strain rates in sec-1) (12.7 mm thick target, projectile velocity
0.32 mm/psec)

-P = 0.51 exp {9.53Y, - 53.0): - I- -

EP < 1000 sec'

=P 7 0.51 (18700Y° - 118000); (15)

;P > 1000 sec 1
. i: J.') l

Y= 1.5 (--K(). Yo in kbar.

Although these functions do not permit inclusion . 2xO0
of upper- and lower-yield point phenomenon, '-.
which is known to exist for this hardness 4340, .-

they do approximate adequately the gross de-
tails of the free-surface motion, as shown in

Fig. 4. Finally, the "average" stress-strain
curves deduced from the strain-rate model are
shown to be consistent with results from exper-
iment in Fig. 7. These calculations also show /
that the magnitude of the elastic wave stress
decreases with increasing propagation distance.
The decay of the elastic wave is confirmed by
experiments on Armco iron [16]. This suggests
that materials which exhibit apparent changes in Fig. 11 - Constant strain- rate curves for

elastic wave amplitude with impact velocity or uniaxial stress calculated from Eq. 15

distance of propagation are probably strain-rate for4340 RI1 steel(strainrates in sec)

sensitive.

Hydrodynamic Model (PP) normal assumption in wave propagation prob-

lems is that a hydrodynamic model is appli-

To complete this discussion, a commer- cable. Figure 12 shows a computation of free-
cially pure aluminum (1060), often selected for surface motion of 1060 aluminum neglecting
its small yield stress, will be considered. The shear strength, work hardening, and strain-rate
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S- -- between uniaxial stress and uniaxial strain data.
Frequently, however, a knowledge of necessary
solution accuracy of a problem may permit

- ,simplification of the constitutive model for en-
0.2 T gineering purposes or selection of a material

( SR better suited to an experiment.
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THE INSTABILITY OF AN INTERFACE BETWEEN TWO

FLUIDS UNDER VARIABLE NORMAL ACCELERATION
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Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

Satisfactory theoretical treatments of the early (small amplitude)
stages of the grcwth of perturbations on the interface between two in-
compressible fluids under variable normal acceleration already exist.
For constant acceleration and one fluid of zero density, theoretical
treatments of the very late (large amplitude, steady flow) stages also
exist and an approximate theory given by Layzer describes both early
and late stages correctly and intermediate stages in a plausible manner.

In this paper, Layzer's treatment has been extended to variable
acceleration in what is thought to be a good approximation, and to the
two-fluid case in a plausible manner. Further progress depends on
experimental studies, particularly of the intermediate region.

Viscosity and surface tension have been omitted, i.e., the treatment
is limited to high accelerations of low viscosity, incompressible fluids.

INTRODUCTION heads which swelled out over their neighbours,
so effectively increasing their wavelength and

The instability of a plane interface between accelerating their growth. We shall not treat
two incompressible fluids under an acceleration such late times. All theoretical treatments,
normal to that interface was studied experimen- including our own, assume D to be constant.
tally by Lewis (1950) [1], Davies and Taylor
(1950) [21, and Emmons, Chang and Watson (1959) The early stages of the motion, when the
[3J, all experiments were two-dimensional, i.e., amplitude of the perturbation was much less
the surface was initially perturbed by linear an the perth was much lesscorrugations whose amplitude increased with than the wavelength was treated by Taylor (1950)
time. While the amplitude of the perturbations [4] who related a, the second derivative of the

remained small in relation to their wavelength amplitude of the perturbation to r, the accel-
the shape of the interface remained symmetri- eratio n of th in e Hi treatment sivli
cal about its initial position. At late times how- for g varying with time or even changing sign,
ever its shape changed to a "bubble and spike" and although he only considered linear corru-

profile in which bubbles of the light fluid pene- gations of the interface his treatment can read-

trated the heavier fluid and spikes of the latter ily be extended to axial symmetry by replacing

penetrated the former, The spikes only re- trigonometric functions by Bessel functions.

mained connected to the parent fluid by thin For linear corrugations, and constant g, Tay-
curtains, hence they travelled independently of lor's treatment can be extended to give a in the

the interface and their motion could be calcu- form of a power series in the initial amplitude
lated from the gravity field in which they were a; the first two terms of this series have been
situated, given by Ingraham (1954) [5] and the third term,for one fluid of zero density, by Chang (1959)

In the early stages the wavelength D of the [6]. This series diverges as a - D/2r but does
perturbations remained constant but at very show the beginning of the "bubble and spike"
late times when the amplitude exceeded the profile. These higher order approximations
wavelength, the flow became unstable, and any include sliding of one fluid over the other, i.e.,
bubbles which had gone ahead developed bulbous they include Helmholtz instability.

305
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For one fluid of zero density, i.e., for one for the amplitude a. This agrees with Taylor's
fluid, and for constant g the steady flow pattern theory for small a (and very small initial am-
which develops at late times has been treated plitude a.), and with the steady flow theory for
by Chia-Shun Yih (1960) [7] for linear corruga- large a. For the intermediate range the be-
tions and by Davies and Taylor (1950) [2] for haviour agrees qualitatively with experiment
axial symmetry. For both geometries Layzer but has not been checked numerically.
(1955) [8] has given approximate one-fluid
treatments which can be applied at all times From (1) we see that g only occurs in the
and which are correct at very early and very time function, i.e., the shape of the potential
late times. function is independent of g when g is steady.

Numerous authors, e.g., Harrison (1908) If this were still true when g was varying then

[9], Chandrasekhar (1955) [10] and Reid (1961) (2) would still be valid. But the theory is only

[11] have extended Taylor's treatment of the checked for steady flow in the late stages and

early stages to include the effects of viscosity hence the effective inertia in (2), i.e., the co-e a rly ~~~~~e f c i n o fg e t o i cl d t e ef e t s o v s o s t

and surface tension. Bretherton (1961) [12] has efficient of d2a'(1T- when a is large may be

studied the motion of long bubbles up vertical quite wrong. To correct this we must calculate

tubes for low Reynolds numbers and large sur- the kinetic and potential energies of the fluid at

face tension effects, late times, from the detailed structure of the
flow pattern. The determination of this flow

The purpose of this paper is to provide an pattern is given in the next section.
approximate treatment of the two-fluid case
valid for all times for which D can be consid-
ered constant for variable g. This has been THE STEADY FLOW PATTERN
done by modifying Layzer's treatment to in- FOR CONSTANT g

clude the effect of inertia at late times. Only
the case of axial symmetry has been consid- We consider a single bubble rising in a
ered but this is the case of practical importance tube of radius D/2 and calculate the steady flow
since an unstable interface normally distorts pattern in detail. The flow near the vertex is
in a honeycomb pattern with an arbitrary dis- given correctly by Layzer's solution and, if we
tribution of cell sizes, each cell having ap- introduce nondimensional variables t, h and r
proximately circular symmetry. Viscosity and such that
surface tension have been ignored in this paper.

t r2.Lx- T, (3)
LAYZER'S SOLUTION FOR VD

CONSTANT g

For the rise of the bubble of constant wave- h=Z, r=-R, (4)D D
length we turn to Layzer's (1955) solution for

axial symmetry, which was derived only for a then in a coordinate system moving with the
bubble of negligible density. Let the perturba- bubble vertex the velocity components are
tion be confined inside a cylinder of diameter
D normal to the interface and let be the first , J,(r) exp h, (5)
zero of the first order Bessel function, i.e.,

0. Then Layzer uses the potential func-
tion in cylindrical coordinates in separable form v 1 - Jo(r) exp h. (6)

/ 5) 2Z . ()2ýR 2,- At large distances from the vertex the flow
exp H DJ )F (gT , ) ) is steady and almost parallel to the wall of the

tube; if we denote the velocity components in

where iz and z are the usual cylindrical coor- this region by U2 and v,, then to order I- 1/2

dinates, and by fitting the curvature of the Bernoulli's and Laplace's equations give

bubble surface near its apex he derives the
differential equation U 2 ,2h. (7)

+ 4;,a2 d 2 2 2ý P 4, d' 7j( - X24h \%!(2h) , (8)

where

D 0 , (2) )./ ( 2 - i).2r. (9)
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Because the flow in these two regions is values of the velocities when h becomes large,
steady, the flow is steady throughout. We shall whereas in fact v, should increase with ,/ T and
endeavour to find the velocity at any point in u, diminish. Again, as If tends to zero X will
the flow by expressing the velocity components become very large and the correction term to
ti and v by v2 will dominate the main term. Because of

this the velocities u 1, v1 and u 2 , v2 must be
U = au1 + bu,, (10) modified in such a way that they still approxi-

mate closely to the flow in their respective re-

v = av, + by 2 , (11) gions but that outside these regions they do not
take absurd values. Since Layzer's solution is

where a and b are functions of h to be deter- only correct to first order in ii, we may take

mined but such that (1+h) j1 (r) (19)
a-U ( b-+h as h(r, (12)

2- b 1 - (I+ h) J(r) (20)

a-,O b- I as h (13)
In addition, we modify the definition of X in

We choose a and b to satisfy the three condi- Eqs. (7) and (8) to
tions (1) the flow of mass through any horizontal
plane is constant, (2) Bernoulli's equation is X = (3- r)(r//3), (21)
satisfied on the bubble surface, and (3) the bub-
ble surface is a streamline. These conditions where n is a positive number which has yet to
may be written be defined.

With the above definitions Eq. (14) may be
rvdr = '82/2 (14) written

u(ý,h)2 V(f,1)2 2h, (15) 3 - -f) jT- 1/(2h) 3 (22)
/32 _ /2 + 2fjJ( )(l+h)

dh/d3 = v(/•,h)/u(c3,h), (16) where

where i = i(h) is the r coordinate of the bub-
ble surface. Equations (14) and (15) will deter- 13
mine a and b as functions of h and e which I N

2 
drr = -n-J r

2
nl (n - r)

2
dr . (23)

may then be substituted into Eq. (16) to give a 4

differential equation for the bubble surface.
Near the vertex, and a long way from it, con- Figure 1 shows the regions of the h, plane in
servation of mass may be used to give the two which the discriminant Y(h,/3) of the quadratic
asymptotic forms of the bubble surface. We for b, obtained by using the modified definitions
have of U1, v,, u 2 and v 2 , is negative for n = 1.0;

clearly it is not now impossible to construct an
exp(-h) : 2jo(/)/• (17) integral curve satisfying Eqs. (14) to (16). If

the numerical integration is started near the
and curve (,82_ 2) i2-J / 32 in the region where this

curve and the curve Y(h, f) = 0 are close to-
/32 (/2 )2) v•2T (18) gether, then the integral curves are not sensi-

tive to small variations in the initial values

in these two regions respectively, provided that we integrate towards the origin.
For large values of h a numerical investigation

For h = 1.55 the discriminant of the quad- shows that in solving the quadratic for b it is

ratic obtained for b from Eqs. (14) and (15) is the positive square root that gives values of b

negative for all values of f greater than 1.5 closest to unity; the positive sign must there-
though a consideration of the asymptotic forms fore be used for the entire solution, unless the

of the bubble surface shows that this is a re- integral curve touches the curve Y(h,f) = 0.

gion in which we must find real values of a and
b. This difficulty arises because outside the Figure 1 shows the integral curve repre-
region where they are valid u, vI, u 2 and V'2 senting the bubble surface for n = 1; it may be
diverge rapidly. The exponential function in u, seen that this curve does not have the correct
and v1 , for example, will lead to very large asymptotic form near the origin but, by taking
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F'ig. 1 - Integral curve reporesenting the bubble surface for n -- 1

larger values of n, when X will converge to possible. The integral curve for this value of n
zero more rapidly, the integral curve ap- is shown in Fig. 2.
proaches closer to both the curve Y(h, 6) m 0
and to the correct form near the origin. For n The corresponding values of a and b are
greater than 2.79, however, the integral curve shown in Fig. 3 though unfortunately as a and b
meets the curve Y(h,f) 0 at a finite angle do not tend to the correct limits as h - 0 their
and thus 2.79 is the maximum value of n definitions must be modified for small values
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Fig. 2 - Integral curve representing the bubble surface for n = 2.79

of h. For 5 Eqs. (22) and (23) may be We therefore take
written

1 = A exp(-p h) (26)

2( I2 (24) for h3 hI,, where A and p are constants chosen
2(n + 1.) (n 2)(2n 1 3)(2h) 3 2 to make b and db 'dh continuous at hI. The

choice of h, is rather arbitrary and the point
and thus we must choose b such that at which the tangent from the origin meets the

original curve is chosen, i.e., hc = 0.14 where
b/h 33..2 _ 0 as h1_0 . (25) b = 0.0275. These final values of n and 1) are
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.0 1.0 the pressure difference P - p at any point inside

the fluid and on the plane Q can be obtained

0.8 - .8 from Bernoulli's formula

0.6 \/0ý6 2(P- p) = U2 + (Vo+V)
2 

_ U2 
+ (V.±V)

2  (27)

04 04 where U and (V0 + V) are the horizontal and
vertical components of fluid velocity measured

0.2 "0.2 in a steady flow coordinate system, i.e., with
the bubble at rest; U and V are the values of U
and V on the bubble surface in the plane Q.

,.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 Now P does no work on A since volume is con-
b served and thus the net rate at which pressure

Fig. 3 - The values of a and b does work on A is
in Eqs. (10) and (11)

fJfJ (P-p) VdS

the ones shown in Fig. 3; that a rises above In steady flow the rate of gain of energy
unity is an effect of the correction term to v 2  must equal the work done, i.e.,
showing itself near the origin.

V 12 dA =_ V 2[F pVdS

CALCULATION OF THE 23 2 Q
EFFECTIVE INERTIA IN

THE LATE STAGES = M I,, +JJ (P-p)VdS. (28)

Consider first a bubble of fluid of negligi-
ble density rising up a tube filled with a fluid of Suppose now that we suddenly increase the

density p in a constant gravity field g,. We gravity field to some value g > g1 , then during

take a coordinate system in which the fluid high a small time interval 8T all velocities will re-
above the bubble vertex is at rest and the ver- main unchanged to first order and in Eq. (28)

tex is rising with velocity V.. Take some only the first term on the right-hand side will

plane Q at a height H,, below the vertex and be changed; also (P-p) is independent of g and

rising with it, then the total kinetic energy of hence (27) is unchanged. This excess rate of

the fluid above Q is finite and can be written loss of potential energy must be balanced by an

(1/2) MhV02 where MN is independent of the increase in the rate of gain of kinetic energy,
gravity field but not of H,. i.e.,

Let A denote the mass of fluid that was d--T - -0 dA M gVo+ (PP- p)VdS,

above Q at time T, this need not be infinite but f fa
must be large enough to ensure that negligible (29)
error is introduced by assuming that its upper
surface is at rest, then in a small time interval this equation holding for any type of flow. Sub-
IT a mass of fluid -. >A will pass down through tracting Eq. (29) from (28) we get
the plane Q, this small mass having a total ki-
netic energy which we write -( 1/2) SAV1'. m 1 ) g-)Vo (30)
Clearly -dA/dT is the integral of pVdS over the -T 2 0
plane Q, where V is the downward component
of fluid velocity and dS is an element of area. that is,
However, the total kinetic energy above the
rising plane Q is constant and hence this is the d 2

a/dT
2 

= r, P(g -- g . (31)
net gain in kinetic energy of the final mass of
fluid A. Again by integrating pg,, times the
downward component of velocity over the whole By definition ge is the value of s required to
volume of fluid above Q we obtain the rate at keep the flow steady, i.e.,
which A loses potential energy, let us denote
this by Mg3Vo . g I = 2, (da/dT) 2 'D (32)

In addition work is done on A by the fluid
pressure p; if P be the bubble pressure, then and hence
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d 2 a MP 2,3 M (33)

dT • D• M" \dT) ( __.

0,75 P- (h

The value of Mp/M h in this formula can be 13 E/[h,/3+1)-2hj

calculated using the detailed steady flow pattern
calculated in Section 3. We write mi, mh, vo P_0."
and h, for the nondimensional forms of Mi, , , h

Vo and H, and, as Mp/Mh is dimensionless,
MP/Mh - mp,/mh - 4. Thus, for the kinetic energy 0.25
(1/2) MIh V.

2 of the fluid above a plane 1 h I we
have

0 2.0 40 6.0 s0 1oo
2V = 7p r(u

2
-+-v

2
) dr dh

m Fig. 4 - The value of

Sas a function of h

+I r(u2+v2) drdh}, (34)

Our assumption that the flow pattern is
where u and v are measured in a coordinate similar at all times implies that the bubble
system in which the fluid high above the vertex surface is rigid in shape. The fact that g = 0
is at rest. Using Layzer's solution for h < 0 as h - 0 implies that the acceleration of the
we have vertex when g increases is not due to local ef-

fects but to a pressure pulse originating from
near hI = 3. Since the bubble is not rigid the

2 7mh v:=p Jo2ý(,) + j22(,3) flow pattern near fil z 3 will respond more
2 'o -2 quickly than that near the vertex and the bubble

will be distorted as long as the acceleration
h 3 lasts; this distortion increases the radius of

| | r(u 2  dr dh (35) curvature of the bubble near the vertex and so
J0t R increases the equilibrium rate of rise of the

vertex. We know from the principle enunciated

Since the total potential energy of the fluid by Garabedian (1957) [14] for the linear case
above some fixed plane just above the vertex that the steady form of the bubble is the stable
is not changing we have one, and hence the vertex will accelerate in an

effort to restore the original shape. Hence we
should use the maximum value of g in computing

[iM = f= the acceleration of the vertex and ignore the
mpVo 2 0p rv dr dh irp R

2
dh changes in shape there. That u diminishes for

R 0h I > 4 means that the thin annular column of

The ratio mp/mh ,= may be calculated numeri- fluid well below the vertex will become slightly
cally using the values u and v calculated in distorted, but this is of no interest.
Section 3 and Fig. 4 shows u as a function of
hI. When hI is very large A decreases in Taking the maximum value of 4 we have
inverse proportion to ViF, i.e., the response
to a change in g becomes increasingly sluggish 0i 0. 68 = 2/3 (37)
as h1 increases. It is, however, unrealistic to
consider very large values of h, since for and substituting this into Eq. (33) gives
II > 4 the pressure is very nearly uniform and
equal to P. Hence this fluid is falling freely 3(d

2
a/'dT

2
)/2 = - 2,3(da/dT) 2

/D. (38)
and has no effect on the fluid near the vertex.
Again, the fluid above the vertex has finite ki-
netic energy but no rate of loss of potential MODIFICATION TO
energy, i.e., for h, < 0 4 = 0. To obtain a LAYZER'S FORMULA
realistic estimate of the response of the flow
near the vertex to changes in g we should take We have no reason to modify either the
h1 somewhat less than the tube radius, say second or third terms of Layzer's equation (2)
II = 2. From Fig. 4 it may be seen that kz is which appears to be quite satisfactory at small
nearly constant from hI = 2 to h1 = 4, having and large amplitudes, but at large amplitudes
a maximum for h, just less than 3. the coefficient of d

2
a,/dT

2 has only 2/3 of the
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value calculated in the previous section. To where R denotes the position of the interface.
overcome this difficulty we modify Eq. (2) to In order to obtain one equation to represent the
become motion we modify Layzer's equation to become

- exp (-4/3a/D) + 3 exp (4/3a/D) d
2
a/dT 2  

2/3 4,8b 2b
+) exp ( D4 ý) b

+ 2/ exp (4i3a!D)(da/dT)
2

2/3 46b 163b 2  
) l )2

+ g 1 - exp (4/3a/D) = 0. (39) D(Jo(/3)) 2  D I J(/3) D
2 (J(/3))

2 /

Layzer's equation (2) gives a value for the ini-

tial acceleration + g - exp (Di)Li 1= o. (43)

d
2
a/dT2 

z 2!3gaoD + 0 (a) (40)
COMPARISON OF RESULTS

that agrees with the first order theory and has

no second order term. As it is not possible to The nondimensional forms of a, da/dT, etc.,
find the correct second order term the are given by

exp (-4/3a/D) 7? = 2,8a/D

factor in Eq. (39) has been introduced in order
to give the same zero second term. = (2i3/D) "/2 da/dT

This modification increases the effective T" z (1/g)d 2
a/dT

2

inertia by 10, 20, 30 or 40% for a/D = 0.052, (44)
0.084, 0.133, and 0.182, respectively. This is = 24b/D,
reasonable since, for constant g, the steady
flow pattern is almost completely established = (2,/Dg)"'2 db/dT
for a = 0. 18D in Lewis' experiments.

/" = (1/g) d
2
b/dT2 ,

THE PENETRATION OF THE
HEAVY FLUID INTO THE and in Figs. 5 to 7 the values of •, -', r,", /,

LIGHTER FLUID /3' and /" are shown obtained by using different
methods to calculate the interface instability

For small amplitudes the position of the together with values of 7 and f obtained by nu-
interface is given by the product of its value at merical experiment. In these figures the labels
r = 0 and J,(r). Thus, in the initial stages the A, B, C and D refer to the various ways of cal-
length of the spike is given by culating n and the primed symbols refer to the

values of c. The latter values were calculated
b atJo(/3)I. (41) by assuming that the two fluids are compressi-

ble and using the "particle in cell" finite differ-
In the late stages long spikes of the heavy fluid ence method [13] to solve the appropriate hydro-
penetrate the light one and these remain at-were
tached to their parent fluid by thin curtainsa initially at densities of 1 and 20 gm/cc; by using
Hence their motion is independent of the motion fairly high sound speeds, aboi t 14.0 for the
of the interface and if we assume that the lighter lighter fluid in nondimensional units, we can
ofld thes ierfaceandsif wen aassume that the effect of compressibility is
fluid has zero density then negligible.

d 2 (R - b)/dT
2 = 0 The initial value of 7 has been taken as

0.4 which corresponds to an initial amplitude of
that is, about 1/19 of the wavelength. For the curves

labelled A the first order solution has been used
d 2b/dT 2 z , (42) to calculate Y until -' = 1.0 when we have
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Fig. 7 - Accelerations of the bubble and spike as functions of time

changed over to the steady state. Similarly in enter the phase when the spike grows rapidly
calculating the length of the spike, the first and its length overtakes the magnitude of the
order theory has been used until 7" equals the bubble amplitude.
acceleration of the fluid, unity is the nondimen-
sional variables, when we have changed over to Qualitatively all the curves A, B and C
the free fall theory of Eq. (42). Note that -r" = agree with experiment but a direct quantitative
1.0 when r = 1.0. These two changeovers take comparison from published data is only possible
place at nondimensional times 1.648 and 1.566, in the early stages of the bubble growth and in
respectively. the final steady velocity of the bubble. All the

curves agree with this data. The difficulty with
For the curves labelled B Layzer's Eq. (2) most experiments to date has been in trying to

has been used to calculate the bubble amplitude obtain a constant value of the acceleration.
at all times. However, as Eqs. (39) and (43) should be valid

for a variable acceleration, it should be possi-
The curves labelled C have been calculated ble to obtain some accurate comparisons be-

using our modifications of Layzer's equations, tween theory and experiment from experiments
namely (39) and (43) for the bubbles and spikes in which the acceleration was increased gradu-
respectively. It may be seen that the curves ally from zero.
labelled C seem very reasonable and are clos-
est to the numerical values which are shown as
the curves D and D' in Fig. 5. EXTENSION TO THE

TWO FLUID CASE

Further work is planned with the particle The presence of a second lighter fluid of
in cell method to obtain more values for vari- nonzero density modifies the flow in two ways -
ous density ratios and initial amplitudes, a buoyancy effect which reduces the effective
Equations (39) and (43) could then be improved value of g and an added inertia effect. When
still further. the initial amplitudes are very small the veloc-

ity distribution in the two fluids are symmetri-
We have referred to the bubble and spike cal about the interface, and if we write g' for

pattern of the interface but, because the initial the effective value of g,
amplitude of the spike is less than half the ini-
tial bubble amplitude the 'spike' length remains g = g( 1 - c!p)/( 1 0,/P) (45)
less than the bubble amplitude for the times
shown here. At later times, however, the bub- where c is the density of the lighter fluid.
ble grows at a constant rate whereas the 'spike'
length grows at rate proportional to t 2. From In the late stages the interface breaks up
Figs. 5 to 7 we can see that we are about to into a honeycomb of bubbles and spikes, the
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CALCULATION OF THE GROWTH OF INTERFACE INSTABILITIES

BY A LAGRANGIAN MESH METHOD

L. A. Elliott
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

A two dimensional Lagrange mesh program has been used to
calculate the growth of instabilities on a metal shell. The effects of the
equation of state and shear strength of the material are investigated
for the problem of a collapsing spherical shell.

INTRODUCTION (a) a material with a high sound speed and
low compressibility (for comparison with the

When considering explosive driven metal simplified solution for an incompressible fluid),
plates it is usual to assume that the metal be-
haves as a fluid, and that the surfaces display (b) a highly compressible perfect fluid
stability characteristics similar to those ob- equation of state,
served in liquids. Stability of moving fluid
surfaces has been considered by a number of (c) a steel equation of state determined
authors, in particular Taylor (1950). In practi- from experimental data by Walsh et al. (1957).
cally all work on the subject the problem is
simplified by assuming that the fluid is incom- In case (a), when the material is compara-
pressible and that the amplitude of the pertur- tively incompressible, the perturbations on the
bations is small enough to justify neglecting inner surface of the shell grow slowly and os-
second order terms. By using a Lagrange mesh cillate, in agreement with the simplified theory
technique to solve numerically the hydrodynamic (Ref. 3). When the perfect fluid equation of
equations of two dimensional unsteady flow the state is used, however, the perturbations grow
effect of compressibility (i.e., the equation of rapidly and there is no oscillation. For a steel
state of the material) is included and the solu- shell the perturbations again grow rapidly but
tion is not restricted to small perturbations. they are different in form to case (b); also the

amplitude begins to reverse in the later stages.

Experiments using explosively driven plates For all three equations of state the pertur-
of different materials show that for tin and lead bations on the outer surface grow rapidly and
the growth of perturbations is consistent with have the same form. When a material strength
theoretical predictions, but for nonfusible met- of 20 kbar is added to steel, however, the am-
als such as steel the observed growth is much plitude of the perturbations is substantially re-
less, probably because of the inherent strength duced and only slow growth is obtained. The
of solid materials. The Lagrange mesh tech- same is true of perturbations on the inner sur-
nique is therefore extended to include the effect face of the shell.
of material strength.

THE SIMPLIFIED METHOD
The problem considered is the stability of

a collapsing spherical shell. The simplified Perturbations on a spherical surface
solution for a fluid shell of constant energy is r = rt(t) may be expressed in terms of sur-
given by Hunt (1961) and has been extended to a face harmonics S,(e,¢), i.e.,
more general rate of collapse in Ref. 3. This
problem is also solved by the Lagrange hydro-
dynamic method using three equations of state. r +r(t) + • bn(t) Sn. (1)
These are: n=

316
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For axial symmetry this reduces to stress-strain relations until the von Mises con-
dition for plastic flow is satisfied, i.e.,

ro(t) + X b,(t) Pn(e)" (2) -p) 2 
+ 2 + ( 2 + 2 =2y2

Using Hunt's technique and neglecting the where Y is the yield strength.
effect of the shell outer surface we find for
n > 1 that the perturbation amplitude on the These equations are solved by a Lagrange
inner surface is given by finite difference method. The material is

divided into quadrilateral meshes which move

d 2b, 3dr db d 2 r, with the fluid. Each cell has associated with it
r- + - - = (nn- 1) bý - (3) the stresses, density and internal energy, while

dt 2 dt dt 2 point coordinates and velocity components are
associated with the vertices of the mesh; these

and similarly on the outer surface quantities are all recalculated at each time
step. Shock waves are smoothed by the intro-

d 2b 3dro dbn d 2
r duction of a viscous pressure term as used by

r n + 0 dt + (n + 2) bn - 0. (4) von Neumann and Richtmyer (1950).
odt2 dt dt2

The initial mesh of the configurations to be
From Eq. (3) it can be shown (Ref. 3) that calculated are shown in Fig. 1. These consist

perturbationonsn the inner surface may be os of a sector of a sphere of semiangle 100, with
cillating or nonoscillating, depending on the mean inner radius 9 cm and outer radius 12 cm
rate of free surface collapse and the order of and an axially symmetric sinusoidal perturba-
the harmonic. Perturbations on the outer sur- tion of amplitude 0.1 cm on the inner surface in
face increase without oscillation if the surface Fig. 1(a) and on the outer surface in Fig. 1(b).
is accelerating inward. A uniform pressure of 0.2 Mbars is applied to

the outer surface of the sphere throughout the
motion. This causes a shock wave to be propa-

THE LAGRANGE FINITE gated inward to set the inner surface in motion.
DIFFERENCE METHOD Ambient pressures are neglected.

The equations of elastic-plastic flow in
axial symmetry are

Dp + p) +.x- + = 0
Dt oa z rI=

Du "6Prr 1 Iprz
D' + •r + - (Prr-Pýý) i- z 0

t z Or r

DE H+ u c'v) + (a) (b)D-- +r P,¢ý Pzz +z Pz •
Dt TT r 7z -ar 6

Fig. 1 Initial profiles; (a) perturbations.
where r and z are cylindrical coordinates, u on inner surface, (b) perturbations on
and v are the respective velocity components, outer surface
p is the density, and Prr, P.€, P,, and Prz are
stress components. The internal energy E is
given in terms of the mean pressure INCOMPRESSIBLE MATERIAL

p : Prr + P€4 + P2 ) When the material is incompressible the
rate of collapse of the inner surface of a thick

and o by the equation of state of the material, shell of constant energy is given approxi-
When p,,p - zr = p2 2  = p and p,, = 0 the above mately by
equations reduce to the hydrodynamic equations
of unsteady axial flow. When material strength dr k-3/ 2

is important the stresses are given by the elastic d kro
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Under these circumstances by solving Over the range computed by the Lagrange
Eq. (3) we find that perturbations on the inner method the fact that no reversal is observed is
surface oscillate and grow as r- 14. This is consistent with the simplified theory, but the
confirmed by the Lagrange numerical solution rate of growth is greater. Perturbations on the
which gives a slowly increasing amplitude and outer surface of the shell grow in a very similar
oscillations which agree with the simplified manner to those on the incompressible shell.
theory. The Lagrange calculation also shows
that perturbations on the outer surface grow
quickly with time and there is no oscillation. STEEL SHELL
The simplified theory applies only for small
perturbations but agrees qualitatively with the
results of the numerical integration. When the numerical calculation is repeated

with an equation of state derived from Walsh's
data for steel the form and growth of perturba-

COMPRESSIBLE MATERIAL tions on the inner surface are again different.
As in the case of a highly compressible material

The Lagrange calculation was carried out the perturbations grow rapidly but the shape is
with a perfect fluid equation of state different and in later stages a reversal begins

to occur, similar to the oscillation on the inner
surface of an incompressible shell.p =(y- 1) Ep

Perturbations on the outer surface again
with y = 3. In this case the shock wave com- grow rapidly and are similar in shape to those
presses the material to about half its original obtained for both the perfect fluid and the in-
volume. When it strikes the inner perturbed compressible calculations.
surface it causes an immediate reversal of
perturbation amplitude due to the uneven im- With Material Strength
pact. After this stage the perturbation grows
quite rapidly. If the numerical calculation for a steel

shell is repeated with a yield strength Y of 20
For compressible materials the rate of kbars, then perturbations on both the inner and

collapse of the free surface is slower than for outer surfaces of the shell are substantially
incompressible materials. It has been shown less than with Y = 0. Perturbations on the
by Peierls et al. (1945) that for a compressible inner surface are reversed by the impact of the
materialwith adiabatic exponent - = 3 the inner shock wave and, as in the calculation with no
free surface motion of a thick shell of constant material strength, there is evidence of another
energy is given more exactly by reversal in amplitude at a later stage.

Print-outs of various stages of computation
dr. kr-O. 4 for the 4 cases cited are shown in Figs. 2, 3,

dt r. and 4.

(a) (b) (c (d)

Fig. 2 - Early stage of collapse with perturbations on the inner surface;
(a) incompressible material, (b) perfect fluid, (c) steel with no strength,
(d) steel with ZO kbar yield strength
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3 - Later stage of collapse with perturbations on the inner surface;
(a) incompressible material, (b) perfect fluid, (c) steel with no strength,
(d) steel with 20 kbar yield strength

(a) (b) (c (d)

Fig. 4 - Later profiles with perturbations on the outer surface;
(a) incompressible material, (b) perfect fluid, (c) steel with no
strength, (d) steel with 20 kbar yield strength

CONCLUSIONS the inner surface vary substantially in rate of
growth and in shape and also in amplitude rever-

Perturbations on the outer surface of a sal. The introduction of a 20 kbar yield strength
collapsing spherical shell grow in a similar in steel substantially reduces the perturbation
manner for different materials, but those on growth on a shell with 200 kbar applied pressure.
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Invited Review

SHOCK WAVE RESEARCH ON INERT SOLIDS*

W. E. Deal
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

I have been asked to review or comment on E/T - 2 - Anderson, Fahrenbruch and
the papers of this section, classified under the Fowles; Thouvenin
title "Shock Waves and Related Flows." Fur-
ther I was requested to comment on where we CE - 1 - Elliot
have been in shock wave research, the direc-
tion in which the work appears to be heading Thus you see we had a fairly balanced section
and possibly upon the direction in which I be- of the Symposium with reasonable numbers of
lieve the work should be headed. This is some- both experimental and theoretical papers.
what of a large order, one which I'm sure I will
only partially fill. I must admit a personal prejudice in pre-

ferring to read individual papers of the E/T and
The papers on shock wave research were T/E types which have this same type of balance

seventeen in number. In classification of these internally.
papers it is convenient to use my interpretation
of classifications recently adopted by several There is still another way to classify and
American Institute of Physics Journals; namely, group the papers; that is, by subject matter.

From this standpoint we have:
T = almost solely theoretical,

3 on unreacted Hugoniots of explosives
E = almost solely experimental,

6 on elastic-plastic flow
T/E = mainly theoretical supported by ex-

periments, 2 on interface instabilities

E/T = mainly experimental supported by 2 on complete P - V - E equation of state
theory, and

2 on shock properties of porous materials
CE = computer experiments,

1 on shock induced phase transitions, and
where the last one is a class of papers of in-
creasing importance as attested to by the pres- 1 on general shock and detonation wave
ence of an entire section of the symposium de- propagation.
voted to papers of this type. The seventeen
papers are thus classified by me as: This grouping in particular shows the definite

extensive prevailing interest in elastic-plastic
T- 5 - Duvall and Horie; Pearson; Cam- flow.

eron and Pike; Cheret; Anderson
For the past fifteen years or so there has

T/E- I - Butcher and Munson been interest in shock wave research on inert
solids at the relatively high pressures where

E - 8 - Ramsay and Popolato; Coleburn, wave propagation was thought to be described
and Liddiard; Halpin and Graham; rather accurately by hydrodynamics. In fact
Liddiard; Erkman; Wasley and the pressure regime between the high static
O'Brien; Rempel and Schmidt;. pressure work and that where the Thomas-
Fuller and Price Fermi-Dirac theoretical model describes the

*This work was supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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equation of state well has been almost success- were often ignored. We should not continue this
fully bridged. In the high-pressure regime practice.
there has been a successful attainment of high
precision measurements, with knowledge of It has frequently been the custom to start
pressure to 1% at a given compression being shock wave papers with the equations of con-
attainable. Precision dynamic measurements servation of mass, momentum, and energy
have, in fact, even been used for pressure cali- across a shock wave, which in their simplest
bration of static high-pressure experiments in form are:
the several hundred kilobar range.

In the pressure range above 100 kilobars P-P 0  P" U~i (1

the primary dynamic work has consisted in P/pi = Vo/V = U/(Us- UP) , (2)
(1) experimental determination of Hugoniots of
a variety of materials, (2) experimental studies and
of phase transitions, and (3) experimental and
theoretical seeking for means of extending E - E0 z (P + Po)/2(Vo - V) (3)
knowledge of the equation of state surface away
from the Hugoniot locus to the surrounding where P is pressure, p is density, U, is shock
P-V- F space. velocity, Up is particle velocity, V is specific

volume, E is specific internal energy and the
In the high pressure work, we have gener- zero subscripts refer to the initial state ahead

ally thought hydrodynamically, but in the last of. the shock. For theoretical purposes, consid-
five years or so, increasing attention has been eration is usually taken of the Hugoniot curve
paid to the lower pressure region where elastic representation in P - V - E space or the projec-
waves play an important role. As reflected by tion particularly on the P - V plane. The exper-
the number of papers at this meeting on the imentalist, on the other hand is most frequently
subject, we are still in the midst of extensive concerned with his measured variables in the
studies of elastic-plastic phenomena. We still Us - UR plane and the representation there of the
have a way to go before we understand and ex- Hugoniot curve.
plain these phenomena, though. We must change
our thinking from hydrodynamic flow to include Here, in this U, - Up plane, experience has
the contribution of material shear strength and shown us that over a substantial pressure range
resistance to various rates of deformation at and for a wide variety of solid materials, the
all pressures. In fact neither the perfect fluid Hugoniot is best represented as a straight line:
point of view nor the simple elastic solid point
of view are adequate for the problems we face. u = Co + SUP. (4)
However, they are useful simplifying approxi-
mations at high and low pressures respectively. Let us consider what the consequences are to
We must admit the consequences of our mate- our usual hydrodynamic representations in the
rials behaving as nonlinear solids, having vis- P - V and U -U planes by inclusion of linear
cosity and even more complicated non-Newtonian elasticity.
fluid properties. Combinations of such proper-
ties must also be admitted. Most papers in the First, we imagine the material unstrained.
field treat the materials in question in terms of In the process of being deformed, the element
their macroscopic properties; i.e., as continu- of mass at the vector position x, is displaced
ous materials. I believe the way to explaining to xi + ei. The nine relative deformations
complex elastic-plastic flow lies in considera- ýei/_6xj are the quantities important for deter-
tion of the microscopic properties. We must mining strain. Of these nine, the three combi-
probably, for crystalline materials in particu- nations
lar, consider details of dislocation dynamics.
We must also be acutely aware of the exact ini----e• •
tial state of the samples we study; that is, we \•j •x
must know exactly how they were prepared and
know the internal structure. Our experiments represent rigid body rotation; thus leaving only
will turn out to be extensions of the work of six strain components represented by
metallurgists and rheologists up to the maxi-
mum possible strain rates and to higher pres- ýee
sure, and we must be aware of their work and \x +x--
correlate it with ours. Dynamic high pressure
conditions, in the past, have been considered so The nine component stress o 1 of force per
extreme that static and low-rate information unit area on the ith face of an infinitesimal cube
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in the jth direction is similarly reduced to six The other two equations represent transverse
components by recognition that for rotational displacement waves with displacements in the
balance c-., - For a Hooke's law solid in x2 and x3 directions respectively with velocity,
which each of the six stresses are linearly re- V., given by:
lated to the six strains, there are thus 36 elas-
tic constants. From the existence of an elastic V2 (13)
potential energy, it can be shown that only 21 of
these 36 are independent. Various degrees of Now from the conservation equations, by
symmetry can reduce this number further, and elimination of U we have
for an isotropic material the number of inde-
pendent elastic constants reduces to only two.
These are the Lam4 constants X and g in the u 2 - P (14)
equation, V

0-i j = X8ijekk + /A(eij + eji) (5) so that the intercept in the U.-Up plane is given
by lir U. as P-'Po, V'.V o :

where repeated indices in the same term rep-
resent summation, 8) is the Kronecker delta, c 2 -v 2 Cv
and eij represents 3 ei/ 3xj. For the force F. 0 0 oV_ V=V. (15)
on the ith face of an element of mass odxldx 2dx3,

we have: For an isotropic ("hydrostatic") plane wave of
compression

Fi - (6)
ýX ell = e 2 2 = e 3 3 = (1/3)(AV/V)

so that use of Newton's Law gives for the equa- ei = 0 for i 1 j (16)
tions of motion of an elastic body:

and

S J P = 11 022 = + 3 3L) (AV/V)
ýt t2 -axji

and with Hooke's law the equations of motion 1 2 v (17)
become: 3 '~kV -;(7

2e (.+ )-.eLi e (8) hence3tx=. / 3
xj.., \

-at 2 -ax ax = (C + _V 2 dX"2 (18)
For plane waves where displacement is a func- VV0
tion of the x, direction only as well as time,
then any derivative with respect to X2 or x3 is Note that K + (2/3)Af is the bulk compressibility
zero and we have the simple equations of motion: modulus. Thus with relations for VZ, V., and

C. in terms of the Lain4 constants, we have the

62+e 3
2
e relation between them ofp ' = (K + 2W)- '(9)

at 2 Zx 12 2

2 3 • -+24i 44

2e)2 2e2 ( 0  p p 3p

Ct2 V 2 v 2 (19)

'a 2 (11) It is unfortunate that several papers re-
ý)t 2 ax2 cently have failed to distinguish between the

longitudinal sound speed Vt and the bulk sound

These have the form of the wave equation, the speed c 0 .
first of which represents a longitudinal wave of
velocity, V., given by: Inthe u P-Up and P-v planes we have for

a perfectly elastic-perfectly plastic material
2 the simplified representations shown in Figs. 1

V - (X + 2A)/p. (12) and 2. The situation is in truth much more
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complicated than this. In considering the proc-

ess in the P - V or stress strain plane (see
Fig. 3), the compression is initially one-
dimensional, but nonlinear and partially relaxes The model is then even more highly corn-
at higher pressure to a more nearly three- plicated by the occurrence of phase changes
dimensional compression by some path which behind shock waves. Here again two-wave
is a function of the material properties (a corn- structures are sometimes possible. Relaxation
bination of rigidity and viscosity-related prop- effects in phase changes are also important,
erties) and the applied stress. We like to think mixed phase regions exist and a variety of types
of simple perfectly-elastic solids, or perfect of phase changes occur. Some of the types of
fluids, we must, however, face combinations of phase changes have been discussed by McQueen"
very complex properties. and by Duvall and Horie at this symposium.f

The effect of several types of phase changes on
In the Us - uP plane the one-dimensional to Hugoniots in our selected u. - u and P-V

three-dimensional yield and relaxation proc- planes are summarized in Figs. 5 and 6.
esses cause the simple diagram for a single
material of a completely specified initial state
to appear as illustrated in Fig. 4. t a lgR. G. McQueen, "Laboratory Techniques for

Such behavior is further complicated by Very High Pressure and the Behavior of Metals

the fact that even behind high pressure shock Under Dynamic Loading," Metallurgy at High
waes, mattaterials stil have pelasticupertesho Pressures and High Temperatures (Metallur-
waves, materials still have elastic properties gical Society Conferences, Dallas, Texas, Feb.
and propagate elastic waves of both compres- 24-28, 1963, p. 44-132.
sion and tension. fG. E. Duvall and Y. Horie, This Symposium.
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First, are shown two cases of phase trans- reveal the presence of such a phase transition.
formation for AM/AH positive. The diagrams on The lower type would be more obvious from
the left show enthalpy versus specific volume at us - U P data and a two-wave system could result.
constant pressure. The upper indicated behav-
ior is typical for the melting and vaporization On Fig. 6 is shown a case for ý3V/4SH nega-
transition for many materials, the lower one tive. The case here for a point of origin in
for freezing. The ticked point in this H-V plane phase If is trivial in that then the Hugoniot
indicates which side of the transition is being should never cross the phase line. A two-wave
considered as the initial state. In the second structure should arise for transitions of the
row of diagrams are shown the corresponding kind illustrated.
phase lines (solid) and Hugoniots (dashed).
Where the two lines coincide; one has a mixed- In some materials, multiple phase changes
phase region. The Roman numeral I refers to may be encountered when the Hugoniot crosses
the low temperature phase, the II to the high more than one phase line; e.g., near a triple
temperature phase. In the third and fourth rows point.
of diagrams are illustrated the corresponding
curves in the familiar P - V and U - Up planes. The motive behind the preceding discussion
The only evidence from ordinary dynamic ex- of various effects on the shape of the Hugoniot
periments for high pressure phase transforma- in the 1J - Up plane has been to enable reason-
tions of the upper type would thus be a bending able analysis of experimental results in terms
of the U.-- U, line. Resistivity or piezoelectric of the quantities usually measured. Let us take
experiments might, however, be used to further for an example all of the available data for
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polymethyl methacrylate and try to tie it to- methacrylate are usually present in commer-
gether. Two of these sets of data are from cial materials, some intentionally to improve
papers in this section of this symposium. the properties and others as economic levels of

impurities. The variability in possible initial
Polymethyl methacrylate is produced* by state for samples of polymethyl methacrylate

the polymerization of the monomer by heat, is thus somewhat worse than that usually en-
light and catalysts. The polymerization may countered with metallic samples for Hugoniot
either be carried out in bulk, in which case the studies, but does point out in our example the
final polymerization is effected in molds; or it necessity for careful definition of any material
may be carried out in the presence of another being studied by dynamic high pressure tech-
fluid material, the product of this latter proc- niques.
ess being a colloid and subsequently a molding
powder. In the first process, the result is the Typical physical properties stated by
sheet or rod material from which many of us American manufacturers for sheet (polymer-
cut samples to be studied. Molding powders ized in bulk) polymethyl methacrylate are given
are used, often with a few percent of a plasti- in Table 1.
cizer, to subsequently form with heat a wide
variety of other shapes. TABLE I*

Polymethyl methacrylate polymers are Plexiglas 1 Evr-kleer
usually considered to have the following formula:

Refractive Index 1.489 1.496
H CH3  Specific Gravity 1.18 1.18

•C C
Tensile Strength 8,000 psi 7,500 psi

H -C 0 Elongation at min 2% 1%

Break

Hardness, Rock- M-70 M-98
CH 3  J well

Slower polymerization gives longer chain mole- Compressive 15,000 psi 11,000 psi
cules and a stronger product.f The molding Strength
powder process yields a polymer of much lower
molecular weight than that of the bulk polymer- Modulus of 3-4x105 psi
ization. With variations in purity and composi- Elasticity
tion of the starting monomer and a variety of Coeff. of Expan- 8x10-51C 8.8 x10-51C
polymerization conditions, a wide range of sion
properties may result.

Specific Heat 0.35 cal/0 C 0.35 cal/°C
Polymethyl methacrylate is a major con- -pecificHeat_ 0.35________0.35_______

stituent in acrylic plastics manufactured in the ':Since polymethyl methacrylate is a thermo-
U. S. A. largely by Cast Optics Corporation and plastic, the properties will vary with temper-
called Evr-kleer (from a monomer made by atures; values given apply to 25'C.
DuPont which monomer is called Lucite), and
by Rohm and Haas as Plexiglas. In the U. K.,
the polymer is manufactured by Imperial Chem- Most reports on the dynamic properties of
ical Industries and is called Perspex. I am not polymethyl methacrylate however give little
aware of the manufacturers or sources in other more than the trade name of the material. Only
countries. rarely is the form from which samples were

made (e.g., sheet or rod and initial manufac-
Substantial amounts of acrylates and other tured size) or the manufacturers type specified.

polymers forming copolymers with the methyl Initial temperature, which is probably very im-

portant for a thermoplastic such as this, is
practically never given. In a rare instance the

'J. Haslam and H. A. Willis, "Identification and initial state of the material has been shown to
Analysis of Plastics (D. Van Nostrand Co., be "strain free" by photoelastic analysis. Some
Princeton, N. 3., 1965), p. 79.

lH. R. Simonds, A. J. Weith, and M. H. Bigelow, experimenters, however, even fail to report the
"Handbook of Plastics" (D. Van Nostrand, initial density of their samples. Thus, you see,
Princeton, N. J., 1949), p. 727. the set of all available shock wave data on
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polymethyl methacrylate which we are about to in the vicinity of 0.8 cm/4sec. This two-line fit
study probably represents data on an ensemble to the data corresponds to a phase change just
of polymethyl methacrylate materials of differ- above 300 kb with a volume contraction of about
ent purity, degree of polymerization, initial 5% of V0 and resulting in a less compressible
temperature, initial density, etc. material.

The reason, of course, for the widespread This interpretation is not substantially in-
experimental interest in this material lies in consistent with the observation by Hauver and
the fact that it is an optically clear, machinable Melani (Table 2, Ref. 5) that there is a change
material with good electrical and thermal in- in piezoelectric signal output quality at a shock
sulating properties and of convenient shock im- velocity of about 0.69 cm/gsec. Such indica-
pedance which thus lends itself readily to ex- tions of phase change should be weighted heav-
perimental assembly design. ily, but we must also remember there is prob-

ably a short region of mixed phase which might
All shock wave data which the author has be better represented by two long line segments

encountered on this material were convertcd to connected by a short one. The data thus allows
Uý - Up form and tabulated in Table 2. Twenty- us to conclude that there probably is a phase
four sources of data were found. These include change somewhere in the vicinity of 300 kb.
contributions from 17 American sources, 3 Brit-
ish, 2 Russian, and 2 French sources. Of the A set of high-precision data over most of
17 American ones, 13 separate laboratories ap- the pressure range considered on a single de-
pear to be represented. Not counting data for fined material would be required before much
bulk and longitudinal sound speed, these 24 more could be concluded.
sources contribute 174 data points. A variety
of methods of data collection are represented, Let us now turn to consideration of the low
including pin techniques, optical techniques of pressure data. The puzzle here is why the set
several varieties, and X-ray methods. The of data appears to extrapolate to longitudinal
data are all plotted together on Fig. 7. Note sound speed instead of bulk sound speed. A clue
that the scales on this plot and those following to this, though not the answer, is given by the
are in cgs units with the multiplier of a power set of data by Schmidt and Evans (Table 2,
of ten which is given at the origin for ordinate Ref. 3), taken all below 20 kb. These data are
and abscissa just following the coordinates of interpreted to represent a one-dimensional
the origin. The points represent data from 2.5 compressional strain at the low-stress end of
kb to 2 Mb. One is at first struck by the appar- the data which at the higher stresses is essen-
ent consistency of the data. It is however only tially three-dimensional. This effect, which
fair, not good; the wide range over which the might allow discarding data below 20 kb (0.05
data is plotted makes it appear deceptively con- cm/1 isec particle velocity) in making a linear
sistent. In the densely populated region the fit to the other data, however, still does not ad-
data are roughly contained in a band ±55% wide mit of an intercept below 0.25 cm/gsec. A
in shock velocity and ±15% wide in particle curved fit which would allow the C. intercept is
velocity. suggested by some of the sets of data, but the

precision of the data in general precludes such
As is shown by Figs. 8-11, a linear least elaboration. My personal prejudices are re-

squares fit (Ur = 0.288 + 1.38 U ) and a quad- flected in the interpretation indicated on Fig. 16.
ratic least squares fit (Us = 0.275 + 1.53 U -
0.22 U2) to all of the data leave substantial to With so much data available we should now
be desired. know more about polymethyl methacrylate shock

wave compression than most people would like
The data, however, appear in Figs. 12 and to know; however, we must conclude that the

13 to be rather well described by a linear fit data are generally of inadequate or unknown
(uý = 0.275 + 1.49 u ) up to a shock velocity of precision and on too wide a variety of unspeci-
0.8 cm/psec and a particle velocity of 0.35 cm/ fied materials to allow detailed conclusions to
Msec. Note that this intercept is rather close be drawn. One conclusion that the data do sup-
to longitudinal sound speed, not bulk sound port, however, is that the behavior of commer-
speed as we expected. Above U, = 0.8 cm/Asec, cial acrylic plastic under shock wave compres-
as shown in Figs. 14 and 15, the few data points sion is complex. Such complexity is the rule
available appear to require a slightly lesser rather than the exception in dynamic high pres-
slope (U, = 0.280 + 1.33 UP) for fitting with an sure physics and leaves much for us to study
offset (discontinuity) to larger Up somewhere and explain in the future.
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TABLE 2
Polymethyl Methacrylate Data

Us (cm/gsec) UP (cm/gsec)

Halpin and Graham [1]

Plexiglas 0.296 0.0094
0.300 0.0142

p. = 1.178 ± .002 gm/cm 3  0.304 0.0203
0.306 0.0203

Us = 0.266 + 2.00 up 0.304 0.0246
0.313 0.0274

us are ±1% 0.316 0.0280
0.320 0.0276

UP are ±1% 0.345 0.0377
0.361 0.0459
0.344 0.0524

Liddiard [2]

Cast polymethyl methacrylate - strain free 0.313 0.0200
0.314 0.0225

us = 0.256 + 1.69 up; up > 0.05 cm/psec 0.317 0.0245
0.321 0.0283

us = 0.295 + 0.85 Up; up < 0.05 cm/Asec 0.324 0.0325
0.330 0.0383

v, = 0.271 ± 0.003 cm/gsec 0.335 0.0455
0.346 0.0538

V, = 0.276 ± 0.003 cm/Asec 0.366 0.0650
0.388 0.0780

us are ±0.4% 0.406 0.0890
0.421 0.0990

UP are ±1% 0.440 0.1088
0.462 0.1210
0.495 0.1420

Schmidt and Evans [3]

Cast Plexiglas 0.2900 0.0073
0.2940 0.0077

p0 = 1.18 gm/cm 3  0.2980 0.0086
0.3025 0.0098

V= 0.277 cm/Asec 0.3070 0.0125
0.3101 0.0150

Us are ±1% 0.3130 0.0.176
0.3157 0.0202

UP are ±5% 0.3183 0.0228
0.3080 0.0176
0.3097 0.0189
0.3121 0.0215
0.3143 0.0240
0.3177 0.0291
0.3204 0.0343
0.3228 0.0394
0.3250 0.0446
0.3270 0.0488

(Table continues)
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TABLE 2
Polymethyl Methacrylate Data (Continued)

u. (cm/gsec) U P (cm/psec)

Hauver [4] and Hauver and Melani [5]

Plexiglas II, UVA 0.407 0.089
0.458 0.117

p. = 1.18 gm/cm 3  0.460 0.115
0.545 0.175

us = 0.268 + 1.61 Up; up < 0.262 0.547 0.180
0.552 0.171

U, = 0.351 + 1.25 UP; Up > 0.262 0.605 0.208
0.607 0.211
0.608 0.203
0.608 0.216
0.609 0.220
0.615 0.210
0.616 0.212
0.646 0.234
0.648 0.238
0.678 0.248
0.693 0.265
0.688 0.272
0.713 0.288
0.733 0.308
0.750 0.319
0.754 0.324

0.758 0.328
0.757 0.333
0.762 0.328
0.762 0.332
0.764 0.325
0.766 0.325
0.777 0.336

Hearst and Geesaman [6]

Lucite 0.382 0.060

Davenport [7]

Lucite 0.610 0.229
0.525 0.168
0.447 0.129

Plexiglas (in translation) 0.600 0.222
0.513 0.167
0.446 0.131
0.424 0.120

Keller and Penning [8]

us = 0.270 + 1.76 Up from 1- 20 kb

(Table continues)
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TABLE 2
Polymethyl Methacrylate Data (Continued)

U., (cm/gsec) UP, (cm/jisec)

AIP Handbook [9]

Lucite 0.236 -0-

V = 0.2680 cm/gsec

V,= 0.1100 cm/Jlsec

Wagner, Waldorf, and Louie [10]

Plexiglas 0.3 16 0.045 4
0.326 0.0590

1.18 gm/cm 3  0.385 0.0916
0.417 0.117
0.452 0.143
0.597 0.228

Skidmore and Morris [11]

Perspex 0.711 0.334
0.762 0.320

p 0 1. 18 gm/cm-3  0.743 0.326
0.850 0.424

=0.307 + 1.295 up 0.850 0.434
0.861 0.437
0.867 0.440
1.288 0.778
1.303 0.770
1.337 0.768

Al'tshuler and Petrunin [12]

Plexiglas (in translation) 0.638 0.245

o = 1.18 gm/cm
3

Coleburn [13]

Plexiglas 0.470 0.131
0.481 0.138

1.18 gm/cm 3  0.477 0.149
0.515 0.151

v = 0.271 0.520 0.158
0.530 0.162
0.537 0.170
0.539 0.185
0.554 0.193
0.571 0.202
0.583 0.211
0.627 0.228
0.630 0.233
0.634 0.238
0.641 0.254
0.645 0.246

(Table continues)
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TABLE 2

Polyrnethyl Methacrylate Data (Continued)

____________________________________ I Us (cm/jisec) UP cmgsc

Coleburn [13] (Cont.)

0.654 0.247
0.658 0.251
0.661 0.267
0.661 0.277
0.669 0.261
0.675 0.283

Jaffe, Beauregard, and Amster [14]

Lucite 0.2701 0.0128
0.2744 0.0125
0.2952 0.0224
0.2990 0.0250

Cook, Keyes, and Ursenbach [15]

Lucite 0.330 0.049
0.340 0.057
0.352 0.055
0.370 0.062
0.374 0.066
0.380 0.067
0.380 0.069
0.395 0.069
0.400 0.070
0.400 0.074
0.440 0.092
0.462 0.108
0.537 0.166
0.604 0.188
0.620 0.227
0.636 0.225

Zel'dovich, Kormer, Sinitsyn, and Kuriapin [16]

Polymethyl methacrylate

p. = 1 .18 gm/cm31 1.65 1.03

Buchanan, James, and Teague [17]

Perspex 0.390 0.0700
0.408 0.0945
0.430 0.1120
0.454 0.1435
0.481 0.1595
0.512 0.1640
0.529 0.1815
0.537 0.2165

(Table continues)
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TABLE 2
Polymethyl Methacrylate Data (Continued)

u. (cm/jisec) u (cm/gsec)

Dapoigny, Kieffer, and Vodar [18]

Polymethyl methacrylate (1957) 0.299 0.027
0.350 0.040
0.412 0.077
0.445 0.106
0.465 0.124
0.510 0.160

(1958) 0.320 0.0444
0.354 0.0614
0.440 0.105
0.506 0.139

Lawton and Skidmore [19]

Perspex 0.62 0.24

Walsh, Yarger, and McQueen [20]

Plexiglas 0.5884 0.2223
0.5110 0.1682

p0  1.180 gm/cm 3  0.5102 0.1674
0.4312 0.1181
0.4290 0.1200
0.4336 0.1198

Lucite 0.6257 0.2244
0.6078 0.2153

p0  1.180 gm/cm3  0.5409 0.1722
0.5263 0.1689
0.4705 0.131
0.4695 0.131
0:4719 0.1299

Hughes, Blankenship, and Mims [21]

Lucite 0.2152 - 0 -

p. = 1.171 gm/cm 3

T = 33 0 C

V 2 = 0.2621 cm/Asec

vs = 0.1296 cm/gsec

T = 48 0C, vt = 0.2538 cm/4sec

T = 71°C, V; = 0.2468 cm/Asec

Bridgman [22]

"Leucite" 0.228 - 0 -

(Table continues)
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TABLE 2
Polymethyl Methacrylate Data (Continued)

US (cm/4sec) uP (cm/jisec)

Deal and Marsh [23]

1/2" Plexiglas Sheet 0.682 ± .002 0.270 ± .001

p. = 1.181 ± .001 gm/cm 3

Plexiglas Type G Unshrunk Sheet 0.2188 ± .0005 - 0 -

p. = 1.187 ± .001 gm/cm 3 , T = 23 ± 10C

Vt = 0.2718 ± .0004 cm/gsec

Vs = 0.1396 ± .0003 cm/gsec

Plexiglas Type II, UVT, sheet 0.2186 ± .0005 - 0 -

P. = 1.185 ± .001 gm/cm 3, T = 23 ± 10C

V, = 0.2715 ± .0004 cm/gsec

Vý = 0.1395 ± .0003 cm/gsec

Evr-kleer 0.2172 ± .0005 - 0 -

p. = 1.184 ± .001 gm/cm3 , T = 23 ± 1VC

v• = 0.2691 ± .0004 cm/gsec

V. = 0.1376 ± .0003 cm/gsec

Ramsay [24]

Evr-kleer 0.2206 - 0 -

vp = 0.2713 cm/gsec

V = 0.1367 cm/psec

"Old" Evr-kleer 0.2163 - 0 -

vq = 0.2706 cm/gsec

v = 0.1407 cm/Asec
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COMMENTS

J. B. RAMSAY (Los Alamos Scientific Labora- relationship coupled with an intercept value
tory, Los Alamos, New Mexico): Dr. Deal has equal to the bulk sound velocity does not apply.
derived the relationship between the "zero Of 19 liquids for which shock wave measure-
pressure limit" of the Hugoniot curve and the ments are available, only mercury and water
bulk sound speed. In line with the comments show a "zero strength" shock velocity which is
on the possible nonlinear relationship between in reasonable agreement with the liquid sound
shock velocity and particle velocity observed velocity.
for solid explosives, I would like to report on
an observation in another area, which is not gen- For some liquids only two or three experi-
erally recognized, where the use of the linear mental points are available; for some others,
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such as C6H 6 , CC14 , CH3NO2, liquid TNT, and above the respective bulk sound velocity. This
liquid argon, several points have been meas- comment is not made to question the idea that a
ured. In general (with the exception of water), Hugoniot curve should have an intercept at Zero
linear functions represent the data within the particle velocity equal to the bulk sound speed,
experimental error, but the intercept values of but is made only to show that great caution must
17 liquids lie between 0.2 and 0.85 mm/psec be exercised in the use of the linear relationship.
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THE EFFECT OF INTERSTITIAL GAS ON THE SHOCK

SENSITIVITY OF LOW DENSITY EXPLOSIVE COMPACTS

Michael C. Chick
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

A small scale gap test has been used to investigate the role played
by the interstitial gas in the shock initiation of granular charges.

Compacts of coarse granular HMX at 1.14 g/cm3 have been gap
tested with the interstices filled with the following gases: Air, N 2 , Ar,
He, H 2, CO2, CH 4 , C2 H 4 , CHCIF 2 , and C3 H 8 , up to pressures of 1,000
psi.

The shock sensitivity of the compacts decreased as the pressure
increased but the extent of the effect varied markedly with the gas used.
The effect with the methane and propane was so large that compacts
filled with these gases at 1 atmosphere were detectably less sensitive
than those filled with air at the same pressure.

A similar but less marked effect was observed with granular PETN
at 0.9 g/cm 3 and fine HMX at 1.14 g/cm 3 both with N2 and CH4 as the
interstitial gases.

The initial results are also reported of measurements of detonation
build-up characteristics in coarse HMX compacts at 1.14 g/cm 3 in
which the interstices were filled with methane.

The processes leading to the observed results are discussed and
attempts made to relate their magnitude to the physical properties of
the interstitial gas.

INTRODUCTION effect was on the low order velocity of detona-
tion [5,6,7].

Explosive charges of compacted powders This paper gives preliminary results from
are generally observed to be more shock sensi- T pape give preliminary r lfrm
tive than either cast charges or homogeneous tion on the role of the interstitial gas in the
explosives (liquids and single crystals) [1,3]. tion o f theninterstives itheAlso the shock sensitivities of both cast and shock initiation of granular explosives with a
hlsomogenehouksexpsitiviies my beh e tancd bview to identifying the processes occurring.homogeneous explosives may be enhanced by

the introduction of voids [3,13]. Many mecha- Some preliminary results in this pro-
nisms have been postulated to explain the func- gramme were reported during discussion at
tion of voids in the shock initiation process the International Conference on Sensitivity and
[1,3,8] but there is little published experimental Hazards of Explosive held in London on lst-3rd
evidence to support any of these theories. October, 1963 [16].

Experiments to investigate the role of the To date experiments have been confined to
interstitial gas in granular charges during the measurement of the gap sensitivity and det-
shock initiation and steady state detonation have onation build-up characteristics of low density
been reported [1,2,5,6,7,9,10]. Different inter- crystalline explosive compacts. The inter-
stitial gases have been examined over a range stices of these compacts were filled with a
of pressures but the only reported positive variety of gases at pressures up to 1,000 psi.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE Both coarse HMX and PETN charges were
prepared at their maximum bulk density by

The Pressure Vessel tapping the containers in a defined manner as
the powders were being introduced. The coarse

The pressure vessel in which the experi- HMX had a surface area of 180 cm 2/g with an
ments were performed is shown in Fig. 1. An average particle diameter of 176 inicrons and
expendable steel liner was placed around the gap gave compacts with a density of 1.14 g/cm 3
test assembly to absorb shock energy and frag- (40% voids). The coarse PETN had a surface
ments from the detonating charge, thus protect- area of 450 cm 2/g with an average particle
ing the pressure vessel and this was found to be diameter of 75 microns and gave compacts with
an important feature of the design. Additionally a density of 0.90 g/cm 3 (49% voids).
a bursting diaphragm was incorporated into the
vessel to limit the amplitude and duration of the Fine HMX was prepared by. milling the
pressure pulse. The two conductors for the coarse material to give a surface area of 3420
electric detonator were led into the vessel via cm 2/g with an average particle diameter of 8.8
replaceable polyethylene cone seals. microns. This was consolidated into charges of

the same density as those of the coarse HMX by
pressing successive 1 g increments of explosive

EURSTING DISC each under a pressure of 50 psi.

Shock Sensitivity Measurements

The shock sensitivities of the compacts
were measured by a gap test (1) similar to that
described by Cachia and Whitbread, the experi-ASSEMBLY
mental arrangement being shown in Fig. 2.

MILD STEEL•
LINER

9114 ic WITNESS BLOCK
GAS ILT

PIPE

GRANULAR CHARGE

POLYETHYLENE-_
INSULATORS

BRASS ATTENUATOR

4/4iPLASTIC CASE

PET* DONOR
Fig. 1 - High pressure vessel with PELLET
gap test assembly

ELECTRICALLY FIRED
DETONATING CHARGE

The Preparation of Explosive Fig. 2 - Gap test assembly
Compacts

Compacts were prepared in brass telescope
tubing 3.0 inches long, 0.74-inch O.D., and The immediate donor charge consisted of a
0.719-inch I.D. One end of the tube was closed cylindrical pellet of PETN (diam. 0.23 inch,
with a square brass shim 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.006 inch weight 0.25 g, density 1.68 g/cm 3 ), in a plastic
using a minimum of solder. Four symmetrically case 0.435 inch O.D., the end surface of the ex-
placed 0.020 inch diameter holes were drilled treme pellet being separated from the metal
0.0625 inch from the base of the tube to ensure septum only by a disc of paper 0.006 inch thick.
that the gas entered close to the shim. The donor charge was fired electrically. The
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attenuating gap consisted of a stack of 0.002 EARTH
inch brass shims added to the 0.006 inch closure
shim of the container. A witness block was
placed at the top end of the receptor charge and
detonation was indicated by the characteristic STEEL HYPODERMIC
impression formed on it. For each test 20
charges were fired using the Bruceton staircase
procedure to determine the shim thickness re-
quired to produce detonations in 50% of the
trials. Shim increments of 0.004 inch were TO OSCILLOGRAPH

used and the result was quoted as the critical
shim thickness in thousandths of an inch.

The assembled charge was placed in the BRASS ATTENUATOR
pressure vessel which was flushed with the gas
being used and then sealed. The vessel was FLAT PROBE
then pressurised to the required pressure, left
for five minutes, exhausted, and repressurised.

ELECTRICALLY FIRED PETR DONOR
Pressures were measured with a calibrated DETONATING CHARGE PELLET
Bourdon gauge accurate to 5 psi, at 1,000 psi.
For experiments with gases at 1 atmosphere Fig. 3 - Build-up measurement assembly
pressure the system was pressurised to 100 psi,
left for five minutes, exhausted, pressurised,
and finally depressurised to 1 atmosphere pres-
sure. was produced by squeezing the conductors

between the '0' ring sealing the lid of the vessel
The gases used were all obtained from com- and a flat rubber ring placed over it.

mercial sources. The argon, helium, hydrogen,
nitrogen and carbon dioxide were specified to be The rounds used to study the build-up to
better than 99% pure; the ethylene was 98% pure detonation were filled by the same method as
(main impurity nitrogen); the methane was 94- were used for the gap sensitivity experiments
97% pure (main impurity carbon dioxide); the and to the same density of 1. 14 g/cm 3. Rounds
propane was 90% pure (main impurities similar were fired with methane at 15 and 500 psi with
hydrocarbons); the monochloro-difluoromethane gaps of 0.006 inch (the thinnest possible) and
was 90% pure (main impurities other halogen- with shim thicknesses of 90% of the critical

ated hydrocarbons). thickness.

Detonation Build-up Measurements RESULTS

The experimental assembly is shown in Gap Sensitivity Measurements
Fig. 3. The brass container was similar to that
used for shock sensitivity testing except that it The results are summarised in Tables 1, 2
was 4.0 inches long. The probes consisted of and 3 and the relationships between 50% gap
31 SWG enamelled copper wire sheathed in thickness and interstitial gas pressure are
0.028 inch O.D. stainless steel hypodermic plotted in Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
tubing [12]. These probes were inserted across
the charge container at about 1 cm intervals,
their precise positions were defined by meas- Detonation Build-up Measurements
urement after assembly. On reaching each probe
the detonation front shorted the probe wire to its The results from these experiments are
sheath, this connection being recorded by means given in Tables 4 and 5 and the space/time re-
of a high speed oscillograph. The time of the lationships plotted are in Fig. 7. The steady
emergence of the shock from the attenuator was state velocity of detonation with its standard
calculated from the record produced by a flat deviation was calculated by the method of least
probe placed under the donor detonator. The squares. The distance/time points during
shock velocity through the attenuator under build-up to stable detonation were neglected and
these conditions was deduced from previous the best line computed through the remaining
observations [4]. A gas-tight seal throughwhich points. The delay time was determined by solv-
the probe connections were led from the vessel ing the equation of the line for zero distance.
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TABLE I TABLE 2
The Effect of Interstitial Gas Pressure on The Effect of Interstitial Gas Pressure on
the Shock Sensitivity of Coarse HMX (S.A. the Shock Sensitivity of Coarse PETN (S.A.

180 cm 2 /g) at 1.14 g/cm 3  450 cm 2/g) at 0.90 g/cm3

Shock Sensitivity Shock Sensitivity

Gas Pressure 50% Gap 95% Con. Gas Pressi) 50% Gap 95% Con.
(psi) Value Lts. (psi) Value Lts.(in. x10 -3) (in.×x10 -3) (in.×X10 -3) (in.×x10- 3)

Ar 500 195.1 5.9 CH 4  15 249.0 6.4

Ar 1000 121.8 6.2 CH 4  250 207.6 0.9

He 1000 138.7 5.2 CH 4  500 178.4 2.4

AIR 15 231.7 4.2 N 2  15 248.3 5.1

N 2  15 231.2 3.7 N 2  500 214.7 1.7

N 2  250 210.2 8.1 N 2  1000 195.6 0.9

N 2  500 196.5 2.7

N 2  750 169.5 9.0 TABLE 3
The Effect of Interstitial Gas Pressure on
the Shock Sensitivity of Fine HMX (S.A.

H2  500 206.7 4.2 3420 cm 2/g) at 1.14 g/cm3

H2  1000 155.2 4.2 Shock Sensitivity

C0 2  250 137.0 8.7 Gas Pressure 50% Gap 95% Con.

CO 2  500 51.2 4.2 (psi) Value Lts.

CH 4  15 219.3 3.3 (in. xl0- 3 ) (in. X10" 3)

CH 4  250 134.9 4.0 CH, 15 198.4 4.8

CH 4  500 72.5 2.7 CE 4  250 165.6 3.0

CH 4  600 52.4 2.8 CE 4  500 147.2 5.2

CHClF 2  100 187.3 8.0 N2  15 198.0 2.8

C2 11 500 48.7 2.3 N2  500 196.0 0.9

C3 H8  15 214.0 4.5 N2  1000 177.0 5.9

C 3118  100 124.0 4.4

depth of depression formed was measured. The
DISCUSSION results are given in Table 6 where it can be

seen that there was no observable variation.
The results reported in this paper form Secondly the shock sensitivity of cast 60/40

only a part of the planned experimental pro- RDX/TNT was measured under varying condi-
gramme thus their interpretation is incomplete tions. The results are given in Table 7 and
and provisional, again no significant effect was observed. It was

thus concluded, that the observed effects were
In view of past failures to observe changes due to real variations in the shock sensitivities

in the shock sensitivity of explosive compacts of the receptor charges.
with changes of interstitial gas and its pressure
reported in the literature [1,2], care has been Tables 1,2and3showthatforagivencompact
taken to ensure that the substantial effect ob- at low pressures, all gases gave similar results.
served was real. Tests were carried out to en- In all cases the shock sensitivity decreased as
sure that the donor shock pulse was unaffected the pressure was raised, and the magnitude of
by the nature or pressure of the gas. Firstly the effect varied with the nature of the gas. In
the donor charges were fired under a variety of some cases the sensitivity was reduced to values
conditions in contact with a steel block and the comparable to those of cast explosives.
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KEY different from that at 15 psi. With the gases
- N AMD AiR with greater desensitising power such as meth-

280110o 0 H 2 ane and propane, the values at 15 psi are sig-
a ft nificantly lower than those for nitrogen at that

A Ar pressure. However, extrapolating the curves
240 - ¢ for these gases to vacuum gives the same shock

02 sensitivity as the extrapolated nitrogen value.
-No • There is thus strong indication that the shock

T0 CZ4 sensitivity for such compacts is greatest with

V C€ HN no gas in the interstices and decreases as the
160 \gas pressure increases, the degree of desensi-

tisation being dependent on the gas. The high
v shock sensitivity of low density explosive corn-

120 A pacts thus appears to be due to their geometrical
features, the gas in the interstices merely re-

so -ducing the effect. The compact is sensitive in
"spite of the gas and not because of it.

40

0 ZOO 400 600 800 1000 1200

PRESSURE,pjl.I. 240

Fig. 4 - Interstitial gas pressure vs
50% gap test value for coarse HMX
at 1.14 g/cc ZOO

"oS.

. • 160280 K Ilit im ""-

S120
240

so -KEY

.j -'--.- N2

40
160 --- 0--- CH4

0 I I

120 200 400 600 moo I000 1200

PRESSURE,pl.i.
o KEY

o0 ..- NZ Fig. 6 - Interstitial gas pressure vs

-- o--- 50% gap test value for fine HMX at
1.14 g/cc

40

0 200 400 600 goo 1000 1200 Where the interstices are filled with a re-
PKESSUREp.,. active gas such as oxygen it is possible that re-

action with the gas may sensitise the compact.
Fig. 5 - Interstitial gas pressure vs An attempt was made to investigate this point
50% gap test value for coarse PETN by using oxygen at 1000 psi, but unfortunately
at 0.90 g/cc the stainless steel pressure vessel was de-

stroyed by the gas. Further attempts will, how-
ever, be made to do firings in high pressure

With the coarse HMX, nitrogen was used at oxygen.
pressures from 15 to 1000 psi. For this gas the
slope of the curve relating shock sensitivity to The gases were chosen to cover a wide
pressure is low at 15 psi. Thus extrapolation to range of physical properties i.e., density, ratio
zero pressure gives a value not significantly of specific heats, critical temperature, molecular
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TABLE 5 TABLE 6
Stable Detonation Velocities and Delay Times The Effect of Pressure on the Dent Produced

for Coarse Granular HMX at 1.14 g/cm 3  by the Donor in a Steel Block
in Methane Gas

Dent Depth
Velocity of Delay Time to Pressure

Round Detonation Stable Detonation Gas (psir Mean Standard
(mm/Asec) (usec) pi (10 shots) Deviation

(in.) (in.)

15 psi CH 4  6.24 0.75
0.006" shim a, = 0.03 Air 15 0.024 0.0017

15 psi CH 4  6.03 25.76 N 2  500 0.024 0.0011
0.197" shim a, = 0.06

N 2  1000 0.024 0.0015
500 psi CH 4  6.21 0.81
0.006" shim a, = 0.04 CH 4  250 0.024 0.0014

500 psi CH 4  6.22 9.18 CH 4  500 0.025 0.0012
0.066" shim a = 0.03

TABLE 7
The Effect of Pressure on the Observed

44 Gap Sensitivity of Cast 60/40 RDX/TNT

40 Shock Sensitivity

Gas Pressure
Gas (psi) 50% Gap Value 95% Con. Lts.

_ j _ (in. X 10- 3 ) (in. x 10- 3 )

52 Air 15 26.6 0.7
28 

N 2  1000 27.7 1.4

CH 4  500 25.8 1.124

- 20 A plausible hypothesis is that the inter-

- stitial gas slows down explosive particles being
16 •accelerated across the voids. In this case the

gas density and viscosity would be important
-,factors. The curves for H2 and N 2 are very

92 -- similar but the density and viscosity of N 2 are
both greater than those of H 2. Thus this hy-

KEY pothesis is not supported.
6 IS p.AI. 0'006 IL SHIM

4 09-1- P... 0 t.To. SH INSI Where gases were used below their critical
S500 pA.. 0-006 s, temperature there was a possibility of conden-oO.| 13 50 P.GLi. O" O66 in. SHIMN

0 sation within micro-cracks in the crystals and
0 6 4 ,0 1. 4 heavy adsorption elsewhere on the surfaces.

DISTANCE FROM EXPLOSIVE /ATTENUAYOA INTERFACE,tm These deposits might be supposed to act as a

Fig. 7 - Build-up to detonation in desensitising barrier [14]. But CHClF 2 (crit-
coarse HMX compacts at 1.14 g/cc ical temperature 96 0 C) and methane (critical
filled with CH 4  temperature - 830C) have similar desensitising

characteristics at 100 psi. Also C 3H. (critical
temperature 97°C) and CHC1F 2 (critical tem-

complexity, specific heat, viscosity and thermal perature 96'C) have quite different desensitising
conductivity. Although with each gas the shock effects at 100 psi.
sensitivity decreases smoothly with increasing
pressure no single property has been found which Nitrogen and methane have also been tested
correlates with all the observed effects. with fine HMX compacts where the desensitising
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effects were observed to be less than with the 2o .iA3m.
coarse HMX compacts in spite of the larger
area available for adsorption. Thus adsorption
does not appear to be an important factor. 240

It is seen that the effect increases with the 2"0

molecular complexity of the gas, thus it may be
that the dominant role of the gas is to act as a
heat sink for reacting explosives, for reaction 160
products or perhaps more importantly for fine
spall or spray projected across voids. It is not
clear which thermal properties would be in- 120
volved if this process were important but the
heat capacity per unit volume at elevated tern-
perature is being considered. so -oD SKEY

Compacts of coarse and fine HMX at the - 112

same density (1.14 g/cc) were tested with 40 --- cH4
--- FINE

nitrogen and methane to investigate the effect - COARSE
of particle size. The results are summarised 0 1 1 1 1
in Fig. 8 and it is seen that although in each 0 200 400 600 0oo 0ooo 1200

case the coarse HMX compacts were more sen- PRESSURE, p..i.

sitive at low pressures they were less sensitive Fig. 8 - Interstitial gas pressure vs 50%
at high pressures. The results at atmospheric gap test value for fine and coarse HMX
pressure support the work of Dinegar on coarse at 1.14 g/cc in N2 and CH 4
and fine PETN [15] and the higher shock sensi-
tivity of the coarse material may be due to its
greater gas permeability [14]. Since the desen-
sitising effect of interstitial gas is greater with
the coarse HMX, it is possible that this is due
to the hindering by the pressurising gas of the
flow of hot reaction products through the com-
pact. The effect would then be expected to be
very much less with the fine HMX where such
flow processes would be less important. The
higher shock sensitivity of coarse PETN than
fine PETN at atmospheric pressure has been
interpreted by Dinegar [15] as indicating that the
shock initiation process is not governed pre-
dominantly by surface burning reactions. How-
ever, if gas flow plays an important part in the Fig. 9 Typical fragments from nondet-

initiation of coarse compacts only, then the 'onating rounds during gaptesting of coarse

initial reaction may be a surface ignition. HMX

Failure of previous attempts to observe an
effect when varying the interstitial gas at at- condition, but which failed, the length of con-
mospheric pressure are almost certainly due tainer damaged increased with increasing gas
to the small effect at that pressure with fine pressure. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 9.
powders. The build-up to detonation experiments (Fig. 7)

confirmed this observation. The methane filled
Compacts of coarse PETN were tested with round at 15 psi and 0.197 inch shim reached

nitrogen and methane, and in each case the ef- stable detonation in less than 0.5 cm but took
fect was intermediate between that of coarse 26 microseconds to do so. The corresponding
and fine HMX. Since the PETN particle size round at 500 psi and 0.066 inch shim required
was also intermediate between that of the two approximately 2.5 cm and 12 microseconds to
HMX powders, the effect with PETN is similar achieve stable detonation. Although it is just
to that with HMX. A quantitative comparison possible that the delay with the compact at 500
is not, however, possible with the data available. psi was due to an accelerating shock process,

the 26 microsecond delay observed with the
It was observed with the coarse HMX com- compact at 15 psi must have been due to a burn-

pacts that for the rounds tested near the critical ing phase prior to detonation. This supports
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the view that with coarse granular explosive 2. Interstitial gas decreases the shock sen-
compacts initiated by weak shocks the energy sitivity of compacts and it is suggested that
transfer mechanisms in the early stages are possible mechanisms are the cooling of reac-
the relatively slow convection and conduction tions by the gas and the hindering of gas con-
processes. Thus the sequence with initiation vection through permeable charges.
from weak shocks would be: initiating shock -
burning - accelerating shock - detonation. With 3. Some support has been given to the sug-
strong shocks on the other hand detonation gestion that coarse compacts are more shock
would develop directly from the initiating shock. sensitive than fine compacts because of their

higher gas permeability.
The validity of the probe technique used ap-

pears to be demonstrated by the measured stable 4. In the initiation of low density explosive
velocities of detonation which are in good agree- compacts by weak shocks a burning phase must
ment with those obtained by other methods in occur before a shock process leads to detona-
similar geometry. It is interesting to note that tion. When initiation is achieved by strong
so far the pressure and nature of the interstitial shocks detonation appears to develop directly
gas has not been observed to affect the high from the initiating shock.
order velocity of detonation.
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COMMENTS

J. ROTH (Stanford Research Institute, Menlo initiate steady detonation. It seems that to es-
Park, California): I would like to present some tablish steady detonation, it is necessary to have
evidence in support of the view that product gas reaction occur in a considerably thicker region.
penetration into the interior of a granular ex- A probable mechanism of energy transfer from
plosive contributes to the initiation of steady the reacting regions to a zone of sufficient
detonation. We have been measuring the time thickness to initiate steady detonation is via in-
delay in establishing steady detonation in gran- ward product gas flow. This is consistent with
ular lead azide as a function of the radiant en- our observations that transparent liquids placed
ergy it absorbs from an argon flashbomb (J. on the irradiated face greatly increase the ob-
Chem. Phys. 41, 1929, Oct 1964). Most of this served initiation delay, as does compaction of
energy is absorbed in a narrow zone very near the azide. There is additional evidence which
the irradiated face, and consequently rapid would take too long to present now.
exothermic decomposition starts there. Even
though we believe that this leads to thermal It is also interesting to conjecture whether
explosion, we now have good circumstantial the well known decrease in explosive "sensitiv-
evidence that such explosions, in the very thin ity" as packing density is increased is, at least
regions in which they occur, do not per se in part, caused by preventing inward gas flow.
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ABSTRACT

Initiation and detonation behavior of 13-micron ammonium per-
chlorate was studied at loading density 1.00 g/cm 3 . Steady detonation
velocities were determined experimentally at three diameters and ex-
trapolated to 3.75 :L 0.15 mm/gsec at infinite diameter. Calculations
with the BKW equation of state gave 4.25 mm/gsec--as good agreement
as could be expected for a low-energy chlorine-containing explosive.
By introducing 24-kbar flat-topped plane shocks into pellets of various
lengths, it was determined that steady full-strength detonation was
reached after about 15 mm travel. The growth of pressure in the ac-
celerating wave was followed approximately by means of free-surface
measurements on thin Plexiglas at the top surfaces of the pellets, and
these measurements indicated the pressure to be 55 - 10 kbar in the
full-strength wave. Reducing the air pressure in the pressings to 5
microns left the build-up to detonation unaffected. The position of the
shock Hugoniot for the pressings relative to the Hugoniot of the solid
crystal is discussed in terms of heat production during collapse and
possible reaction processes.

INTRODUCTION temperature of the material in a shocked gran-
ular explosive will barely suffice for high reac-

A salient feature of initiation behavior in tion rates in very insensitive materials, but for
secondary high explosives is the high sensitivity moderately sensitive secondary explosives it
of a low-density granular pressing relative to falls far short. Thus, the weak shock required
that of a homogeneous crystal of the same com- to initiate granular PETN cannot raise more
pound. Thus for PETN approximately 110 kbar than a small fraction of the total mass of the
is required to detonate a large single crystal [1], pressing to the necessary temperature. Be-
whereas low-density pressings of small PETN cause of such instances, one is forced to postu-
crystals can be initiated with shocks of a few late hot-spots, encompassing only a very small
kilobars [2]. For a shock wave to change into a fraction of the mass in the pressing but con-
detonation wave, an energy-producing chemical taining the greater part of the energy.
reaction must proceed fast enough to support
the shock ahead of it. Many workers have as- Bowden has demonstrated that in impact
sumed that attaining a high reaction rate de- processes hot-spots can be formed by (a) com-
pends on attaining high temperature; in fact, pression of interstitial gas, (b) intergranular
most of them have assumed the Arrhenius law friction, and (c) high-velocity flow [5]. Simi-
[3]. It has been shown [41 that the average larly, for shock initiation of granular explosives

'This research was supported at Stanford Research Institute by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific
Research under Contract AF 49(638)-1124. The detonation calculations were performed at Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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it has been proposed that hot-spots can be investigation of the detonation and shock initia-
formed by compression of interstitial gases [6], tion of ammonium perchlorate, a low-energy
shock interaction within grains, intergranular explosive relatively insensitive even in the
friction [7], jetting [8,9], or stagnation [10,11]. granular form at low densities. Extensive in-

formation on its thermal decomposition [20]
Cachia and Whitbread showed that removing recommends it among such explosives for an

the interstitial gas from tetryl left the gap-test investigation in which sensitivity is to be related
sensitivity unchanged [12]. It has also been to chemical kinetics. Results on deflagration
shown [2] that distance of shock travel before [21] of ammonium perchlorate may be useful in
detonation is unaffected by the interstitial gas explaining growth from shock to detonation, and
in granular PETN at density 1.0 g/cm 3 . Al- determination of the minimum temperature for
though only a few granular explosives have thus deflagration may have a bearing on shock sen-
far been investigated for interstitial gas effects, sitivity. So far our studies have been limited to
an effect of interstitial gas on initiation behavior pure ammonium perchlorate with a weight-
is yet to be demonstrated. The situation with median grain diameter of 13 p at a loading den-
the other proposals is more equivocal and it sity of 1.00 g/cm3.
may never be possible to eliminate any of them
as possible mechanisms. Nevertheless, by
studying a wide range of conditions it may be CALCULATION OF
possible to establish definitely that some of DETONATION CHARACTERISTICS
them are active.

Chapman-Jouguet detonation properties
Failure diameter and variation of steady were calculated for ammonium perchlorate over

detonation velocity with charge diameter are the loading density range from 0.55 to 1.95
controlled by chemical and hydrodynamic events g/cm 3 by means of the Ruby code developed by
in divergent flow behind the detonation front. Levine and Sharples [22], using the method of
Similarly, shock initiation characteristics are White, Johnson, and Dantzig in the equilibrium
influenced by chemistry and flow patterns be- calculations [23]. The code solves simultane-
hind an initiating shock as well as by peak pres- ously algebraic equations given by the shock
sure. Presumably with adequate understanding conservation equations, the chemical equations,
of reactive flow, the relationships between var- the Becker-Kistiakowsky-Wilson (BKW) equa-
ious detonation properties could be written down tion of state, and the Chapman-Jouguet condition
and all could be derived from fundamental chem- applying to detonations. The BKW equation of
ical and hydrodynamic properties of the mate- state has been used for detonation calculations
rial. Approximate theories have been developed for about 25 years [24], empirically as a method
for the effect of charge diameter on detonation for fitting well-known measurements and also
velocity [13-15], and thorough experimental for predicting properties of new explosives of a
studies have been completed in the case of ho- similar type. The calculation has been improved
mogeneous explosives [16-18]. A relationship and adapted to computers by a number of work-
has been developed between failure diameter, ers [25,26]. Cowan and Fickett [27] obtained new
shock sensitivity, decomposition kinetics, and values for the constants in the BKW equation by
flow divergence [19]. The goal seems within fitting their calculations to four explosives for
reach. which accurate values of detonation velocity and

CJ pressure were available. The Ruby code
A quite different situation holds for low- uses the constants of Ref. 27.

density granular explosives. The behavior of
granular pressings under shocks of less than The case of ammonium perchlorate is out-
100 kbar peak pressure has not been investi- side the range of conditions usually treated by
gated thoroughly, even for nonreactive systems. Ruby code calculations. The energy of reaction
The hydrodynamics are much more complicated is less than for most explosives, the calculations
than for the homogeneous case. In a random have been carried to lower densities than usual,
arrangement of grains, intergranular friction, the explosive contains chlorine on which there
shock interaction, jetting, stagnation, and tur- is little calculational experience involving ac-
bulence undoubtedly occur, and these details, curately measured detonations, and carbon is
probably not calculable, are likely to be the absent so that the usually prominent energy-
crucial events in starting chemical reaction. In releasing components CO and CO 2 are missing
such a complex physical situation several modes from the products.
for chemical reaction may be possible.

The assumed products were H20, H2 , N2 ,
As a contrast to PETN, on which some 02, NO, N 20, NO 2 , C1 2, and HCl. The co-

studies have been made, we have undertaken an volumes of the first seven components were
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those used by Cowan and Fickett [27]. The co- DO
volumes of the two chlorine-containing products
were computed by the method customarily used 5 80 -
for the other products. A van der Waals volume Z -
of the molecule was computed as a sphere with 60 -
diameter equal to the largest molecular dimen-
sion. The co-volume was then obtained by mul- _
tiplying this volume in A3 by 10.46. The heat of
formation of ammonium perchlorate was as- 2

sumed to be - 70.73 kcal/mole [28]. 0 00

Table 1 gives the calculated hydrodynamic DIAMETER - microns

variables. Table 2 lists the product composi-
tions. Fig. 1 - Particle s-ize distribution

of ammonium perchlorate
TABLE 1

C-J Detonation Characteristics for
NH4 CIO4 Calculated by Ruby Code

A 35-mm rotating-mirror smear camera

P0 , AP PCJ TCj Ucj writing 3.81 mm/gsec was used for all of the
initiation experiments and some of the velocity

g/cm 3  kbar OK mm/gsec measurements. Exposures were made on East-
man Tri-X film which was developed for 6-1/2

1.95 187 780 6.43 minutes in UFG developer. Other velocity
measurements were made on raster oscillo-

1.75 148 904 5.95 scopes, either specially manufactured by Denver
Research Institute to write at 2.5 isec per

1.55 116 1039 5.49 sweep or consisting of a separate Cordin Elec-
tronics 12.5-gsec raster sweep component con-

1.35 88 1179 5.04 trolling a Tektronix 535 oscilloscope.

1.15 64 1322 4.59
Determination of Detonation Velocity

0.95 45 1464 4.13
Detonation velocity of ammonium perchlo-

0.75 29 1600 3.67 rate was determined at three charge diameters,
3.5, 10.1, and 23.2 cm, with charge lengths ten

0.55 17 1722 3.20 times the diameter in each case. At 3.5 cm the
charges were confined in cellulose acetate-
butyrate tubing 1.5 mm thick in which elastic

EXPERIMENTAL wave velocity was determined to be 1.9 mm/gsec,
substantially below the detonation velocity of the

All of the experiments reported here used ammonium perchlorate at this diameter. The
propellant grade ammonium perchlorate speci- charges were loaded in increments to 1.01 ±0.01
fied as MPD-28A Type 11. Analysis showed g/cm 3 and boosted with a 4-inch gap-test donor
purity to be 99.3% ammonium perchlorate or consisting of a P-40 plane-wave lens and solid
better in each sample. The material was re- Plexiglas attenuator. Velocity in the charge
ground to the particle size shown in Fig. 1. was measured by ionization probes through the

wall at 25.4 mm intervals. In this way "fires"
The booster explosive was cast Composi- from the gap test could be used to give velocity

tion B-3 (64/36:RDX/TNT). Plane-wave gen- data after initiation phenomena had disappeared.
erators made of cast Baratol [70/30:Ba(NO3 ) 2 /
TNT] and Comp B were obtained in two sizes At the two larger diameters the ammonium
known as P-40 (10 cm diam) and P-80 (20 cm perchlorate was loaded in cardboard rings one-
diam). half diameter high. These rings were stacked

with a copper-foil ionization switch across the
Plexiglas used in the experiments was ob- diameter of each segment, so that signals from

tamined cast from the monomers. The brass the center of the charge could be recorded on
was obtained as the free machining type in the the Cordin-Tektronix oscilloscope. The 10.3-cm
form of plates. Attenuators were machined to charge was boosted with a 10-cm-diameter,
size, lapped, and polished. 2.5-cm-thick Comp B slab initiated by a
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bursting-wire detonator and a 12.5 diameter by for the 50% gap thickness was determined by
6.3 mm RDX pellet. A velocity record was also means of the moving image camera, using a
obtained on the smear camera at this diameter parallel mirror above the surface. Light from
through 1-cm holes punched at the center of an argon explosive flash was reflected into the
each segment and faced on the inside with trans- camera until the reflectivity of the mirror was
parent tape. The 23.3-cm charge was boosted destroyed by arrival of the moving surface. The
with a 20.3-cm by 5-cm Comp B charge initiated resulting camera record gave the time required
in the same way. Only oscilloscope timing was for the surface to traverse the distance to the
obtained on this shot. bottom surface of the mirror. From this a free-

surface velocity of 1.00 ± 0.03 mm/lisec was
At 3.5-cm diameter thirteen shots yielded obtained, corresponding to a calculated shock

up to nine velocity determinations each. The pressure in the Plexiglas of 19.3 ±0.5 kbar. In
shot-to-shot standard deviation was o,, = 0.11. the same experiment a Manganin resistance-
One experiment only was performed at each of wire pressure gauge [29] measured 17.0 ± 1 kbar
the larger two diameters, 10.1 and 23.3 cm. for the Plexiglas shock pressure. The time
Standard deviations a of the incremental ve- profile of the wave at the interface was not de-
locities were 0.07 and 0.05 mm/lisec, respec- termined.
tively. In Fig. 2 these results are plotted with
the error indicated at 2a for the 0.286 cm'- The velocity of the wave generated in the
reciprocal diameter data and 2ai for the two ammonium perchlorate was first measured over
large shots. Extrapolation to infinite diameter the second 25.4 mm interval as 2.5 mm/Asec.
gave 3.75 ±0.15 mm/gsec, the uncertainty being It became steady after about 75 mm at 2.81
estimated by extrapolation of the opposite ex- 0.22 mm/,'sec. Figure 3 gives a pressure-
tremes of the plotted errors. particle velocity plot measured by two groups

of experimenters for Plexiglas [30,31]. We
have assumed that the Plexiglas rarefaction

5_ curve is a mirror reflection of the Hugoniot.
A poU. line corresponding to the 2.5 mm/psec

=3751 .mn/,,ee measured in the second interval intersects the
E rarefaction curve at about 15 kbar in the ammo-

nium perchlorate. Thus 15 kbar is the minimum
pressure which will initiate this material at this
diameter with the pressure-time profile deliv-

> 2-ered by this booster-attenuator system. Data
to be presented in the next section show that
initiating shocks in this particle-size ammo-
nium perchlorate at this density accelerate very

0 olittle until just before rapid build-up to full det-

I/CHARGE DIAMETER - cm-I onation velocity:

Fig. 2 - Detonation velocity ofam- 32

monium perchlorate plotted against
reciprocal charge diameter 28 -

24 -

015 kb.r)-
Minimum Shock for Initiation 20 - ( a

at 3.5-cm Diameter 16-

~"12The minimum pressure required to initiate
steady detonation in long charges was qualita- 8

tively established by a variant of the gap method.
The donor explosive was a P-40 plane-wave lens 4-

against which was placed an attenuator of solid 0 I

Plexiglas. The ammonium perchlorate charge, 0 01 0.2 o.3 04 05 0.6 07 0o8

3.5 cm in diameter, packed as described in the PARTICLE VELOCITY. up- mm/ksec

section on velocity determination, was centered Fig. 3 - Hugoniot for Plexiglas
on the attenuator. The emergent wave at the The P -. line is for ammonium

attenuator-ammonium perchlorate interface perchlorate at density 1.0g/cm3

was plane to 0.05 Asec over the test charge and intersects the Plexiglas ex-
diameter. The Plexiglas free-surface velocity pansion curve at about 15 kbar.
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Plane-Wave Initiation Measurements moving-image camera. The wave was suffi-
ciently plane over an area approximately 15 cm

Shock initiation of ammonium perchlorate in diameter that as many as four pellets could
was studied for approximately flat-topped be observed on one slit, depending on their diam-
shocks at about 24 kbar. For this pressure, eter and the other measurements to be made.
transition to steady detonation occurs in times
which are long enough to establish the incoming For most of the experiments one-half of
wave velocity but short enough that the transi- the surface of each pellet was covered with a
tion occurs before the initial shock is influenced thin sheet of Plexiglas. On small pellets a 1.6
by reflections or rarefactions. mm thickness was adequately rigid, but for

large pellets 3.2 mm was necessary. Over the
The driver system for the majority of the covered half of the pellets an angled mirror

shots was a P-80 plane-wave lens detonated di- was placed for measurement of the free-
rectly against a 1/2-inch-thick brass driver surface velocity of the Plexiglas. An explosive
plate. The duration of the initial pulse before argon flash was reflected specularly from the
reflections accelerate the brass was determined mirror into the camera and also served to
by observing with a moving-image camera a re- illuminate the uncovered surface of the pellet.
flected image of a wire on the polished driver
plate [321. For this driver system the free- The overall array of pellets of various
surface velocity was constant for 12.5 gsec be- lengths is shown in Fig. 5. The following were
fore the first reflection arrived, as is shown in directly indicated by the films: (a) arrival time
Fig. 4. The long reverberation time was not of the shock at the bottom of the pellets, (b) pla-
the result of spalling, as similar brass plates narity of the wave, (c) free-surface velocity of
were recovered unspalled except at the edges. the driver, (d) arrival times at the tops of the
If the velocity of sound in the shocked brass is pellets, (e) wave shapes at the tops of the pel-
taken as the slope of the Hugoniot and the re- lets, and (f) free-surface velocity of the Plexi-
flection from the back surface is assumed to glas sheet.
travel at full shock velocity starting from the A typical record showing these features is
arrival of the head of the rarefaction (both very shown in Fig. 6, and for clarity a line tracing of
conservative assumptions), the reverberation this record is given in Fig. 7.
time is estimated as about 6 gsec. Our longest
transit time (-8.5 gsec) would be unaffected by Signals caused by the arrival of the shock
the overtaking second shock even on this basis. at the surface of the driver plate are indicated

by the lines marked A and A' for the two slits,
Pellets of ammonium perchlorate were respectively. From these signals an indication

formed at loading density 1.00 ±0.005 g/cm 3 by of planarity is obtained. When there is some
packing the powder into Plexiglas rings, whose variation in the arrival time-of the wave, indi-
diameters were at least three times their height. vidual signals at the bottoms of the Plexiglas
Pellets of various heights were arranged on the rings can be used for their respective pellets.
brass driver plate in two rows so they could be The free-surface velocity of the driver is
photographed through two parallel slits by a obtained from the angle of the trace marked B.

ARGON FLASH

SURFACE MEETS
POLISHED METAL WIRE

SURFACE WIRE

IMAGE450 12.5 a.sec

DRIVER PLATE SMEAR CAMERA RECORD

Fig. 4 - Measurement of brass driver plate
free surface motion by the wire reflection
technique. Experimental arrangement is
shown at left and the resulting film at right.
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DRIVER PLATE of the pellet, (d) wave transit time, (e) wave
I/ NCLINED MIRROR pressure at the top of the pellet, (f) shocked

EXPLOSIVE FOR FREE- SURFACE
PLANE -WAVE N VELOCITY OF DRIVER density at the top of the pellet.

\ INCLINED MIRROR
FOR FREE-SURFACE Figure 8 gives a plot of wave transit time
VELOCITY OF PELLET versus pellet thickness. The error lines show

SCOVER two standard deviations with three to five meas-
THIN PLEXIGLAS
COVER OVER HALF OF urements having been made at each point. The

PELLET incoming wave has a velocity of 2.75 mm/lisec.
After about 15 mm of travel the wave velocity

SBARE PELLET SURFACE increases. Establishing the precise time at
PLEXIGLAS RING TO which detonation is achieved is practically im-
HOLD PELLET MATERIAL
AT BOTTOM FACE possible. However, at whatever point the transi-
MIRRORS AT DRIVER tion occurs the velocity will thereafter be 3.75 ±
SURFACE FOR TIME 0.15 mm/gsec, the value determined above as
ZERO D., as long as the wave remains plane. A line

of this slope has therefore been fitted to the
points for pellet thicknesses above 15.5 mm. A

Fig. 5 - Charge arrangementfor a typical thickness-time plot for an overdriven wave has

shot to investigate initiation characteris- also been given in Fig. 8. The wave shapes
tics of an-mmoniumrperchlorate. Two rows marked E and F in Figs. 6 and 7 indicate the
of pellets are photographed simultane- effects of the Plexiglas retaining rings. For a
ously through double camera slit. short pellet 5 mm in height (at E), the wave next

to the Plexiglas leads the central part of the
wave because the wave velocity in the center is
less than in Plexiglas. For a long pellet 15 mm

A drop in intensity of scattered light from in height (at F), the wave next to the Plexiglas
the uncovered half of the pellet indicates the ar- lags behind because the wave velocity in the
rival of the shock at the top surface. Two such ammonium perchlorate is greater than in the
signals, one on each slit, are marked C and C'. Plexiglas. The shock velocity in Plexiglas
On the covered half of the pellets the free- should be 3.6 mm/Asec near the driver plate
surface velocity of the Plexiglas is obtained but would fall in the long retaining rings to sound
from the angles of traces such as D and D'. velocity, while the velocity in the ammonium per-

chlorate increases from 2.75 to 3.75 mm/psec.
From these primary data the following de-

rived quantities may be calculated: (a) driver The pressure at the top of the pellet pi is
plate pressure, (b) wave pressure at the bottom calculated from the pressure transmitted to the
of the pellet, (c) shocked density at the bottom Plexiglas by use of the expression [33,34]

Fig. 6 - Smear camera record of pellet arrangement dia-
grammed in Fig. 5. At left is the still picture, at right
the time record.
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This technique of studying a developing detona-
-, . .tion by observing wave pressure is a variant of

C' that first used by Fauquinon [35] who measured

the shock velocity induced in Plexiglas blocks
__.__--------------. by receptor charges of various lengths and from

= .that estimated the wave pressures.

Figure 9 gives the wave pressure at the top
_D - - F of the pellet as a function of pellet thickness.

---- -- - - Z The value at zero thickness is the entering
"- -- pressure calculated from the brass free-surface

0 measurement. In the ammonium perchlorate
the wave pressure increases over the first 15

mm and then reaches a value of about 55 + 10
A A' kbar. The shape of this plot depends on the

slope of the curve in Fig. 8, and thus is not an
Fig. 7 - Drawing of smear came ra independent experimental confirmation that
Fig. 6 build-up is taking place. A simpler indication

is given by the trend in Plexiglas particle ve-

locities. The average of eleven measurements
made on the four shortest pellets was 1.01

to_ __ mm/psec with a standard deviation c, = 0.09.
()I The average of eleven measurements made on

-1- 2, = 24 1 1 kbo, pellets 17.8 and 20.4 mm long was 1.23 mm/
4.- 0 P,-"70 -rsec with oi 0.26.--. P - -- i. ,p= 70 kbor ,"% '•--

/a(4)

;: ~ I100,
I-(3

-. 4

ZC

[J '- i ! i I soo| 800

60 0

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28
PELLET THICKNESS - mm a_40 0]

Fig. 8 - Time-distance plots of 20-

data obtained from ammonium 2 -1
perchlorate pellets with enter- -
ing shocks at 24 kbar and 70 0 4 6 2 6 2 2k0r 4 8 12 16 2o 24 28

PELLET THICKNESS - mm

Fig. 9 - Pressures calculated from

PoP1 Ut + PoApUi free surface velocities of Plexiglas
P, I U at top of ammonium perchlorate2co pellets

where

o is the density of the unshocked Plexi-
glas, An auxiliary experiment was carried out to

confirm that the 24-kbar plane-wave initiation
Pop is the density of the unshocked ammo- system would lead in a long charge to a wave

nium perchlorate pressing, that could be identified as a detonation by its

Ui is the velocity of the shock in the steadiness and light output. An ammonium per-
ammonium perchlorate at the given chlorate rate stick 10.16 cm in diameter was
pellet height, packed in the cardboard rings described for the

U, is the velocity of the shock trans- velocity determinations, but now provided with
u tsthed veoit the Plex , tand - a narrow vertical cellulose acetate window of
mitted to the Plexiglas, and the same thickness as the tube wall to permit

Pt is the pressure in the Plexiglas cal- observation with a moving-image camera. In-
culated from the free-surface velocity crements were stacked to a height of 30.5 cm.
of the Plexiglas. Initiation was by a P-80 plane-wave lens and a
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1/2-inch-thick brass driver plate. The initiat- TABLE 3
ing system thus provided the 24-kbar input wave Comparison of x, t Data from Shots Under
used in the plane-wave pellet initiation experi- Vacuum and at One Atmosphere
ments. x•SUt pisec

At the start of the trace near the driver Pressure

plate a low-velocity region was observed, but I atm 6 gHg 5 riHg
after about 15 mm of travel the trace became
straight at 3.26 mm/gsec, the steady velocity mm -_ Shot Shot
for a 10-cm-diameter ammonium perchlorate 10,608 10,607
charge at 1.0 g/cm 3.

2.49 0.98
At the top of the charge, free-surface veloc-

ity of a 3.2-mm-thick Plexiglas cover plate 2.53 0.96
was measured with the inclined mirror method.
The wave was curved so that the free-surface 5.10 2.01
velocity could be measured only at the axis and
even there with no great accuracy. The calcu- 5.15 2.01
lated wave pressure was 59 ± 10 kbar.

7.62 2.85

Vacuum Experiments 7.62 2.82

A chamber with a glass face plate was built 12.62 4.50
over the brass driver plates of four of the pel-
let shots so that the initiation behavior of am- 12.68 4.57
monium perchlorate could be studied when most
of the interstitial air had been removed. In 15.24 5.50
order to permit a valid comparison without a
large number of shots, similar shots were pre- 15.25 5.49
pared from what were believed to be identical
components. Construction of a vacuum shot and 17.75 6.09
its control were carried forward simultaneously
and the two shots were fired in succession with 17.75 6.16
as little delay as possible.

Shot Shot
The data are listed in Table 3. The differ- 10,899 10,960

ences in transit times between the vacuum shots
and the corresponding one-atmosphere shots are 20.40 7.02
small relative to the error limits shown in Fig. 8
and apparently of random sign. 20.45 6.98

DISCUSSION 25.40 8.60

The value 3.75 ±0.15 mm/bsec for the ideal 25.50 8.73
detonation velocity compares well with 3.70
mm/4sec found by Anderson and Pesante [36]
for 12-bi ammonium perchlorate by extrapolation The velocity computed by the Ruby Code
of data in the diameter range between 1.9 and (4.25 mm/psec, Table 1) is significantly higher
10.2 cm. For a low-energy insensitive explo- than the experimental determination. The cal-
sive it is possible that velocity data collected culation has been established by comparing cal-
at what might normally be considered large culated and experimental values of detonation
diameters will be in a nonlinear part of the velocity and pressure and adjusting equation-of-
reciprocal diameter plot. For this reason we state constants until optimum agreement was
have fired one shot at over 23 cm diameter even produced. Checks have been possible on a num-
though it had to be fired underground. The data ber of CHON explosives [271 so that adequacy of
from this shot confirm the line established at the equations and the parameters is well-
the smaller diameters and, therefore, we be- established for this class. Any explosives at
lieve the extrapolation is valid and that D., rep- density below 1.2 g/cm 3 are not accurately cal-
resents a true experimental estimate of the ideal culated with this equation of state with the pres-
detonation velocity. ent constants. Calculations involving chlorine
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may involve further modifications. Therefore, impossible in practice to make free-surface
the agreement between experimental and cal- measurements on the explosive itself when it is
culated values of velocity is believed to be as at low density in the granular form. Instead, the
good as expected. Any noticeable improvement microscopically complex wave in the pressing
would involve a considerable series of accurate induced a shock in Plexiglas. On this material,
measurements on ammonium perchlorate and free-surface measurements can be made easily
similar compounds and perhaps shock measure- and converted to the pressure in the ammonium
ments on liquid HC1 and C1 2. perchlorate by solving the Plexiglas-explosive

interface equation. Accurate measurements of
this kind would require very painstaking work

Minimum Pressure for Initiation and a careful study of the effect of Plexiglas
at 3.5 cm Diameter thickness. We have actually accomplished only

rather gross measurements in which it was as-
The gap-test results were obtained with a sumed that effects of wave shape might lower

10-cm-diameter Plexiglas attenuator and a the pressure only about 10 or 20%. The results
10-cm plane-wave lens. The wave shape as it in Fig. 9 support our interpretation of the x, t
left the Plexiglas was plane over the 3.5-cm- data. Note that there is an indication that the
diameter area occupied by the test charge. The pressure is falling between the 20-mm and
wave speed traces of the disturbance in the am- 25-mm pellets. This is consistent with the in-
monium perchlorate obtained at the edge of the dication on the x, t graph in Fig. 8 that the ve-
charges became straight after about 70 mm and locity is falling off in the same interval. A
this indicates that initiation phenomena lasted further indication was the wave shape observed
almost this long. Since the wave shape of the for the longest pellets which in most cases had
shock was changing and the pressure falling, it only a very small plane region at the center and
seems reasonable that 70 mm is close to the in some had none at all.
longest initiation zone that could be observed at
this diameter.

Effect of Vacuum on Initiation
The pressure in the Plexiglas, 19.3 kbar,

at the 50-percent point in these experiments is The vacuum experiments give evidence as
consistent with a Plexiglas pressure of 16.5 kbar to whether the gas compression mechanism can
obtained by Jaffe and Price [37] in their experi- be responsible for shock initiation of ammonium
ments on ammonium perchlorate at 0.85 g/cm 3 . perchlorate. The data in Table 3 show that within

the accuracy of our experiments the build-up of
the wave is unaffected by the presence or ab-

Plane-Wave Initiation sence of interstitial gas. The exact interpreta-
tion that can be placed on this statement needs

Ammonium perchlorate was chosen for some discussion.
study because it is insensitive and low-powered.
The insensitivity leads directly to a relatively We evacuated the pellets rather than filled
high velocity for the initiating shock, the low them with a high specific-heat gas because the
power leads directly to a low detonation veloc- results are more definitive. When the mass of
ity, and the combination of these two factors gas is reduced by a factor of 105 as in these
leads to a very real experimental difficulty in vacuum experiments, the total energy for trans-
determining when initiation occurs. It has been fer to the grains is reduced by a roughly sim-
impossible to establish the final detonation ye- ilar amount. Thus, if calculations of grain
locity from measurements in the pellet experi- surface temperatures are in question, changes
ments alone because a certain amount of error in the heat transfer coefficient are avoided. If
in the x, t data is inevitable, and because the the equilibrium temperature of small grains is
longest pellets may have been perturbed by edge being calculated, reduction of the energy avail-
effects. Therefore, a line with slope equal to able has a direct effect.
the ideal velocity D . was adjusted (visually) in
intercept to fit the data above 15 mm. There is The overall shock initiation process in
some slight evidence in the x, t plot that the granular explosives should probably be consid-
transit times on the pellets of greatest length ered to consist of at least two phases: (1) the
have been increased by edge effects. primary initiation process-creation of small

nuclei of decomposition, and (2) the growth proc-
Pressure Measurements ess--acceleration of the shock to the point where

it becomes a steady detonation. The fact that
Additional evidence of initiation was ob- we cannot tell the difference between normal

tained by the pressure measurements. It is atmospheric air density and 10-5 of this density
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in the arrival times of the shock at various po- 100 " I I I
sitions during growth of the wave indicates at " I
least that the interstitial gas does not affect the 90[
build-up process. This is no cause for sur-
prise, since even for grain burning mecha- . I
nisms the rate during the shock-growth period 80 -

need not depend on the ambient pressure that
existed before the first hot-spots were created. 0

It is, nevertheless, a fact that the interstitial I
gas does not affect the rate of build-up of a 24-
kbar shock in ammonium perchlorate at 1 g/cm 3. 6 60

Our vacuum experiments also imply some- 0 o I -
thing about the primary initiation process. The I
very least that can be said is that this primary I
process does not depend uniquely on the pres- 40 -
ence of interstitial gas-an explosion did occur.
Most theoretical calculations of the heat trans- 30o

fer to the solid from the gas will be very seri-
ously altered by changing the density and total 20 - /
mass of the gas by a factor of 10 5. It might be v / / Vo
maintained that the gas compression mechanism 0V

was active at I atmosphere but another mecha- 10-
nism took over at 5 gHg. However, it is very '4
unlikely that substitution of mechanisms would ___ 1oo______ ____ _ _

occur so precisely. The real problem is to 0 0.5 06 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.

show why the process active at 5 gHg, which VOLUME-Cm 3/g

clearly exists but does not involve the inter-
stitial gas, is not adequate to explain initiation Fig. 10 - Hugoniot curves for ammonium
at 1 atmosphere. perchlorate

O Measurements on NH 4 CIO4 press-
ings at four shock pressures.

Since our result was obtained at 24 kbar, [0 Static compression of granular
considerably above the minimum pressure nec- pressing.
essary for initiation, it might also be main- - Assumed Hugoniot of ammonium
tained that initiation by lower pressure shocks, perchlorate crystal.
15 kbar for instance, may be controlled by the A Assumed point corresponding to
interstitial gas. experimental point at V0 1"

-- - Typical Hugoniot of porous press-
ing predicted by Zel'dovich.

....... Typical Hugoniot of pressing found
Hugoniot of Ammonium Perchlorate by Russian experimenters.

Pressings .... Rayleigh line for low-pressure
shock in ammonium perchlorate

In Fig. 10 are four circles, representing a pressing.

p,v point from the plane-wave initiation exper- - Hugoniot proposed for anmmonium
iments at 24 kbar, a point from the gap-test ex- perchlorate pressing.

periments at 15 kbar, and two higher pressure
points which almost certainly correspond to
complete reaction of the ammonium perchlorate.

on the equation of state of the solid material and
Zel'dovich and Kompaneets are reported [38] the porosity of the pressing.

to have developed the theory for Hugoniot curves
of porous materials using the Mie-Grineisen Russian experimentalists have found that
equation of state. They assumed that (1) the the dashed curve is not realized, but that the top
pressing requires negligible compaction force, part of the curve bends toward normal crystal
(2) the specific internal energy of the crystal density as illustrated by the dotted curve. In
equals that of the granular material, (3) the the case of powdered metals, this occurs at rel-
shocked state can be treated as homogeneous atively high pressures and is ascribed to elec-
fluid, ignoring granularity. The general form tron effects and change in the lattice specific
of the Hugoniot for a pressing of fairly high heat. Recently data have been reported [39] on
porosity is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 10. granular pressings of ionic crystals which are
The exact shape and position of the curve depends cases closer to that of ammonium perchlorate.
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However, in all this Russian work the main in- The pressing is considered in the theory
terest has been extremely high pressures. to be homogeneous; that is, the material is a

fluid at the expanded state Vo0 . The positive
In our present data on ammonium perchlo- slope of the Hugoniot arises from irreversible

rate the experimental point at 15 kbar lies at a work during compaction. The heterogeneity
larger volume than that of the solid crystal, and itself can be expected to cause heating through
from this we conclude that the Hugoniot is posi- jetting, turbulence, and stagnation. In this
tively sloped as predicted by Zel'dovich. How- sense the shape of the Hugoniot of the pressing
ever, since the volume at 24 kbar is smaller is an indication of the number and temperature
than at 15 kbar, we must conclude we are in a of hot-spots.
region where pressure is double-valued. It
thus becomes of some importance to determine The pressing Hugoniot has been drawn be-
if, in fact, the Hugoniot assumes a positive low the points at 70 and 98 kbar because they
slope below 10 kbar and if the volume ap- must lie on the fully reacted Hugoniot. How-
proaches that of the crystal under the action of ever, some reaction may occur very rapidly in
very weak shocks. the shock at 24 and 15 kbar. A detailed com-

parison of the ammonium perchlorate curve
Also in Fig. 10 is a square which repre- with that of a mechanically similar inert may

sents the volume expected from static pressure indicate the initial degree of chemical reaction
at 2 kbar. Such a pressure is not negligible at the low pressures.
relative to weak shocks.

We have attempted two shots at very low
pressure. These experiments have turned out ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
to be more difficult than originally anticipated The authors wish to thank Dr. A. B. Amster
because of a short reverberation time in the
multilayered attenuator, a poorly defined brass who directed exploratory experiments on steady
Hugoniot at very low pressures, poor quality wave velocity and shock sensitivity, and Dr.
optical signals from the emergence of very low Gordon D. Anderson and Dr. Michael Cowperth-
intensity shocks, and difficulty in producing thin waite for discussions of Hugoniots of porous
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COMMENT

M. COWPERTHWAITE (Stanford Research In- (II) The exact shape and position of a Hu-
stitute, Menlo Park, California): In regard to goniot curve of granular material centered at
the papers of Dr. William E. Gordon and Dr. v is determined by the (e-p-v) equation of
Marjorie W. Evans et al., I would like to em- state of crystal density material and the po-
phasize some properties of Hugoniot curves rosity parameter m = vo0 0 /vo-
which follow directly from the simplest theory
of the shocked states of granular materials. Property (I) follows directly from the Hu-

goniot equation. A given state (e, p, v) con-

If p, e, and v denote pressure, specific nected to (p = 0, v0 o) and (p = 0, vo) by a sin-

internal energy, and specific volume, and v.., gle shock cannot satisfy the Hugoniot equations

v, the initial specific volume of granular and
crystalline density material at atmospheric e - e. (p = 0 , v 00) = 1/2 p(vo - v) (2)

pressure, the theory is based on the assump- e - eo (p 0, v0) 1/2 p(vo - v) (3)
tions that granular material and crystal den-
sity material have initially the same specific without violating the first law of thermodynamics.
energy eo,

(1) (Property (II) is illustrated by the Russian
e (p 0, voo) = e (p 0, vo) = eo ( work [1,2] on porous metals. For a Mie-

and that the shock-induced states of granular Griineisen equation of state the slope of the
and crystal density material have the same Hugoniot curve is determined by values of Grii-equations of staten neisen's ratio and the porosity parameter m.

In this case Properties (I) and (II) are of REFERENCES
interest:

1. K. K. Krupnikov, M. I. Brazhnik, and V. P.
(I) No states on the Hugoniot curve of gran- Krupnikova, JETP 15, 470 (1962).

ular material centered at vo can lie on the
Hugoniot curve of crystal density material 2. S. B. Kormer, A. I. Funtikov, V. D. Urlin,
centered at v. and A. N. Kolesnikova, JETP 15,477 (1962).



INITIATION OF A SOLID EXPLOSIVE BY A

SHORT-DURATION SHOCK

Elisabeth F. Gittings
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The use of the pin-contactor technique for studying the shock initia-
tion of a solid explosive is reviewed. A form of the technique is used to
determine what happens when explosive pellets are stuck by free-flying
aluminum foils 4-62 mils thick, and some experimental data are given.
Detonation will occur in a one-quarter-inch thick pellet of HMX 9404-03
hit by a 5-mil aluminum foil moving at a velocity of 2 mm/4sec. As the
thickness of the foil is increased, the excess transit time of the pellet
quickly approaches that of a pellet hit by a thick dural plate moving at
the same velocity. Some experimental difficulties are also discussed.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SUSTAINED pressure is relieved at the projectile-pellet
SHOCKS interface. By changing the driver explosive, or

by inserting an attenuator between it and the
The pin contactor technique has been used projectile, the velocity of the projectile can be

to study the shock initiation of a solid explosive varied from 0.7 mm/Asec to more than 3 mm/
by having a flat projectile strike a disc-shaped jusec. The time interval between the signal from
pellet of explosive and making measurements a pin flush with the near surface of the pellet
of the velocity of the projectile, the time when and the signal from a pin in contact with the far
the projectile strikes the pellet, and the time surface of the pellet is measured and is called
when the detonation wave emerges from the far the transit time of the pellet. Since the detona-
side of the pellet. A standard experimental tion velocity of 9404-03 is known from work by
arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. In this inves- other members of this laboratory the excess
tigation the projectile was dural and the pellet transit time at can be obtained by subtracting
was HMX 9404-03. The pellet was usually one from the measured transit time the time which
inch in diameter and one-quarter-inch thick. it would have taken a fully established detonation

to travel the thickness of the pellet. In Fig. 2
In experiments with sustained shocks the the excess transit time of 9404-03 is shown as

projectile is always thick enough so that all a function of the velocity of the dural projectile.
measurements are completed before the This graph is for 9404-03 with a density range

FREE SURFACE PINS TRANSIT TIME PINS
4-GAS INLET

I Li PELLE T
METHANE 

P L

DURAL

BRASS ATTENUATOR, IF USED

EXPLOSIVE SYSTEM

Fig. I - Experimental arrangement, sustained shocks

This work was supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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2.0 I I I

1.0 HMX 9404-03

0.8 DENSITY RANGE

1.842-1,846 g/cm
3

0.6

0.4-

0.3 -

'4 0.2-

S0.08

L0.06

0.04 - 0

0.03 -

0.02 0-

0.01 iI I I
0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0

IMPACT VELOCITY OF DURAL, mm/J.LSEC

Fig. 2 - Effect of impact velocity on

excess transit time

0.34 - I I I I shown in Fig. 3. The scatter among these data
. o from experiments with sustained shocks is quite

0.32 - "• small. This is not true of the data obtained

0.30 - from experiments with short-duration shocks.

- 0.28 -
2 0_0.26 - 0 SHORT-DURATION SHOCKS

• 0.24z IMPACT VELOCITY 1206 n~/.LLSEC When the experimental procedure was modi-

fied to adapt it to experiments with short-
o0.18 - duration shocks it was necessary to ensure that
0. 16 - the pressure pulse did a reasonably good job of

0.14 
dropping to zero at the required time. This

IMPACT VELOCITY 1.488 SEC was done by making the projectile plate a foilI .I I I E and arranging that it be unsupported for the
1.79 1.80 1.81 .82 1.83 1.84 1.85 duration of the experiment. The easiest way to

DENSITY OF 9404-03, 9/cm3 provide an unsupported foil is to fly it, like an

Fig. 3 - Effect of density artificial spall, from the surface of a plate of
on excess transit time material of higher pU. Consider Fig. 4. At

"A", the shock from the explosive driver enters
the heavy pusher; at "B", it enters the foil; and
at "C", the foil starts to move. At "D", the

of 1.842-1.846 g/cm3 . A similar graph, which rarefaction from the free surface of the foil
is not shown, was made for material with a reaches the pusher-foil interface and the ma-
density range of 1.836-1.840 g/cm 3 . The effect terials separate. If the distance between the
at constant velocity of variations in density is pellet and the foil is d., the length of time
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available in which to perform an experiment is the earliest experiments with short-duration
approximately t . Various arrangements of shocks this space was filled with methane. The
explosive and pusher materials have been used: reasoning which originally led to the use of a
a typical experimental arrangement consisted vacuum between the foil and pellet now seems
of a 12-inch plane wave lens, 2 inches of pressed dubious but the vacuum does make a difference
TNT, 1/2-inch of brass, and an aluminum foil. in the At's obtained in experiments with very
The foil velocity in this case was 1.8 mm/gsec short duration shocks.
and there was 1-1/4 gsec of undisturbed time in
which to perform an experiment on a pellet
7 mm from the foil. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The raw data from all foil experiments are
given in Tables 1 and 2 and the raw data from
those experiments in which the pellet detonated
are shown in Fig. 6. At this stage no correc-
tions have been made for the large differences

t/ in velocity and density. The density range was
1.838-1.845 g/cm3 . The horizontal lines on the
figure indicate the excess transit times which
would be expected if the pellets were struck by
a thick dural plate whose velocity was the av-
erage of the velocities of the foils.

D c These data were reduced to a more man-
t ageable form. The measured quantities avail-

able for each experiment were the density and
thickness of the 9404-03 pellet, the thickness

A d • and velocity of the aluminum foil, and the transit

H-E. 4-PUSHER -FOIL time through the pellet. From this last quantity
was calculated the excess transit time At which

Fig. 4 - Detachment of foil is identified in Tables 1 and 2 as Attacks In
from pusher addition a calculation was made of what the ex-

cess transit time would have been if the pellet
had been hit by a thick dural plate instead of by
a foil. This time is called At,.lc* The differ-

The current design for a flying foil experi- ence between the observed and the calculated
ment is shown in Fig. 5. This arrangement is excess transit times, Atmea. - Attca, gives an
such that two different foils; each of which indication of the extent to which the initiation of
strikes two pellets of explosive, can be used on detonation was delayed by the short duration of
a single shot. In the space between the foil and the shock. This indication is rather rough: a
the pellet is a vacuum of about 10 microns. In quarter-inch pellet which barely detonates when
the experiments with sustained shocks and in struck by a foil with a velocity of 1.4 mm/lsec

FOIL VELOCITY TRANSIT TIME

PINS PINS

ýVACUUM

PELLET

BRASS PUISHER

EXPLOSIVE SYSTEM

Fig. 5 - Idealized experimental arrangement,
short-duration shocks
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0.7 I I

0 2.0 mm/I1ISEC

0 I.6 mmqLSEC
0.6 *- 1.6 mm/LSEC

S 0: 1.4 mM/q.SEC

0.5 -

0.3 -- 0
0

0

0.1 - - 0 0- 
1. 4 mý/,LSEC

-"- - - - - .. . 1.8 Mý//.LSEC0
0.1 -- -- 0------.---------- --------- "---I.8 mm/%LgSE$

o 0
- - - -.. . . .o_ -2.0 -m /4LSEC

04 I I
6 8 10 12 14 16 I6

THICKNESS OF FOIL, MILS

Fig. 6 - Raw data from foil experiments

has a difference in excess transit times of 0.39
gsec, but one which barely detonates when struck
by a foil with a velocity of 2.0 mm/jisec has a
difference in excess transit times of 0.33 Asec.

x

A useful description of a short-duration
shock is given by R which is defined as the] .. u
ratio of the duration of the shock to the time to
detonation of the explosive when subjected to a /-§.
sustained shock of the same magnitude. This -

quantity can be calculated from the available
data. Consider Fig. 7 which is adapted from - b

Ramsay's Fig. I [I]. The time to detonation tb Fig. 7 - Plot of shock
can be closely approximated by initiation

Atcalc Do

'b - Do - us results of these calculations ,-re shown in
Tables 1 and 2 and in Fig. 9. They indicate

To obtain E. one uses the Hugoniot for dural [2]. that, in the range of pressures used in these
Ramsay's experimentally determined Hugoniot experiments, 9404-03 will usually detonate if
for 9404-03 [1], and the velocity of the foil. (See the duration of the initiating shock is about one-
Fig. 8.) An exact value for the duration of the fifth of the time to detonation calculated for a
shock is not obtainable but an approximate value sustained shock. For such brief shocks the
t, is the time required for a shock to travel excess transit time is large but as the duration
twice the thickness of the foil. The shock veloc- of the shock approaches one-third of the time
ity in the foil is also obtained by the technique to detonation for a sustained shock the A t.moas
shown in Fig. 8 but in this case one uses Ram- drops to a value only slightly higher than
say's Hugoniot for unreacted 9404-03 [1]. The 'Atcal c.
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TABLE 1

Data From Flying Foil Experiments Conducted in a Methane Atmosphere

Foil Foil
Shot Velocity Thick- Atmeas o Atcal At mes - At cac a tb R t / Com-
No. (mm/ ness (jsec) (jisec) (gisec}ý Zjsec) (cc sec) (jsec) -a b ments

gsec) (mils)

1239 1.61 4.0 0.138 0.033 0.327 0.102 a
1242 1.61 4.2 0.137 0.035 0.325 0.108 a
1237 1.59 4.7 0.142 0.039 0.334 0.118 a
1272 1.57 5.7 0.144 0.048 0.338 0.142 a
1239 1.61 5.6 0.137 0.047 0.324 0.144 a

1233 1.61 5.7 0.137 0.048 0.325 0.147 a
1240 1.85 4.1 0.087 0.034 0.227 0.148 a
1242 1.62 5.7 0.134 0.048 0.319 0.150 a
1240 1.86 4.7 0.086 0.039 0.226 0.170 a
1235 2.02 4.3 0.066 0.035 0.185 0.188 a

1225 2.05 4.3 0.063 0.035 0.179 0.193 b
1272 1.58 7.7 0.139 0.065 0.327 0.198 b
1239 1.61 7.7 0.137 0.064 0.325 0.198 b
1226 2.09 4.3 0.059 0.034 0.171 0.202 b
1222 2.02 4.6 0.395 0.032 0.066 0.329 0.037 0.184 0.202

1229 1.61 7.9 0.613 0.027 0.137 0.476 0.066 0.325 0.203
1242 1.62 7.8 0.408 0.028 0.134 0.274 0.065 0.319 0.204
1233 1.62 7.8 0.565 0.023 0.134 0.431 0.065 0.319 0.204
1240 1.87 5.8 0.421 0.035 0.084 0.337 0.048 0.223 0.213
1272 1.58 9.1 0.306 0.016 0.142 0.164 0.076 0.332 0.230

1224 2.04 5.2 0.240 0.010 0.064 0.176 0.042 0.181 0.231
1235 2.03 5.3 0.204 0.013 0.064 0.140 0.043 0.182 0.235
1226 2.04 5.3 0.12"9 0.023 0.064 0.065 0.043 0.181 0.236
1233 1.63 9.3 0.233 0.013 0.132 0.101 0.078 0.315 0.246
1225 2.05 5.8 0.174 0.022 0.062 0.112 0.047 0.178 0.263

1237 1.61 12.0 0.174 0.006 0.136 0.038 0.101 0.323 0.311
1225 2.02 7.8 0.071 0.026 0.066 0.005 0.063 0.185 0.341
1224 2.03 9.4 0.096 0.011 0.064 0.032 0.076 0.182 0.418
1222 2.04 9.6 0.087 0.043 0.063 0.024 0.077 0.179 0.433
1229 1.65 16.1 0.132 0.011 0.127 0.005 0.134 0.306 0.439
1226 2.03 16.2 0.071 0.008 0.064 0.007 0.131 0.182 0.719

t 2 x foil thickness
Udural

tb time to detonation for sustained shock.

a = Pellet detonated when hit by heavy metal pusher.

b = No detonation was observed.
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TABLE 2
Data from Flying Foil Experiments Conducted in a Vacuum

Foil Foil

Shot Veloc- Thick- Ltmeas 16t At C tmeas - LAtcalc ta tb Com-
No. ity ness (Asec) (4sec) (lisec) (Asec) (jisec) (Jlsec) R taitb ments(M/ (mils)

gsee)

1260 1.60 4.6 0.136 0.039 0.321 0.120 A
1262 1.61 4.6 0.133 0.039 0.316 0.122 A
1262 1.61 5.7 0.133 0.048 0.316 0.151 A
1260 1.61 5.8, 0.134 0.049 0.318 0.153 A
1336 1.61 5.9 0.134 0.049 0.318 0.155 A
1563* 1.79 4.8 0.097 0.040 0.248 0.160 A

1563 1.79 4.8 0.097 0.040 0.248 0.160 A
1336* 1.64 5.9 0.127 0.049 0.305 0.162 A
1565 1.78 5.5 0.369 0.047 0.100 0.269 0.045 0.253 0.179
1565 1.78 5.5 0.248 0.065 0.100 0.148 0.045 0.253 0.179
1563* 1.78 5.5 0.323 0.023 0.099 0.224 0.045 0.253 0.179
1563 1.78 5.5 0.224 0.046 0.099 0.125 0.045 0.253 0.179

1381 1.39 10.3 0.581 0.009 0.214 0.367 0.088 0.468 0.188
1558" 1.82 5.6 0.279 0.029 0.093 0.186 0.046 0.241 0.191
1558 1.82 5.6 0.239 0.030 0.093 0.146 0.046 0.241 0.191
1558 1.82 5.6 0.304 0.094 0.093 0.211 0.046 0.241 0.191
1558-:* 1.82 5.6 0.362 0.013 0.093 0.269 0.046 0.241 0.191
1381 1.39 10.3 0.681 0.009 0.203 0.478 0.088 0.445 0.198

1384 1.40 10.3 0.201 0.088 0.441 0.199 B
1583t 0.75 49.5 2.843 0.117 1.247 1.596 0.448 2.186 0.205 C
15831 0.75 49.5 2.854 0.179 1.247 1.607 0.448 2.185 0.205 C
1260 1.61 7.9 0.271 0.023 0.133 0.138 0.066 0.316 0.209
1262 1.64 7.8 0.244 0.031 0.126 0.118 0.065 0.303 0.215
1336 1.66 7.8 0.355 0.024 0.122 0.233 0.065 0.296 0.220

1381 1.38 12.0 0.378 0.024 0.212 0.166 0.102 0.461 0.221
1562 1.80 8.1 0.100 0.012 0.096 0.004 0.067 0.246 0.271
1562 1.80 8.1 0.139 0.024 0.096 0.043 0.067 0.246 0.271
1574f 0.78 62.3 1.122 0.122 1.124 -0.002 0.557 1.990 0.280
15741 0.78 62.3 1.137 0.062 1.124 0.013 0.557 1.991 0.280
1565 1.80 10.0 0.113 0.013 0.095 0.018 0.082 0.244 0.338

1565 1.80 10.0 0.083 0.008 0.095 -0.012 0.082 0.244 0.338
1562 1.76 12.3 0,122 0.047 0.102 0.020 0.102 0.258 0.394
1562 1.76 12.3 0.130 0.017 0.102 0.028 0.102 0.258 0.394

2 X foil thickness
Udural

tb = time to detonation for sustained shock.

;:, = 3/8" pellet, 1" diameter.

f = 0.6" pellet, 1.8" diameter.

A = Pellet detonated when hit by pusher.

B = No detonation observed.

C = Partial detonation.
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If the duration of the shock is very short
DURAL the pellet of explosive is damaged so little"HUGONIOT that it later detonates, apparently when hit by

- UNRACTEDthe heavy metal pusher. Experiments in which
this happened are identified by "a" in Tables 1

P P10 Du UL and 2. In some cases a measureable pulse
404P03 p4DUoRAL never was obtained from the pins on the far sideQ _ HUGON,0TS of the pellet. These experiments have been

-EXPERIMENTALLY designated "b" in the tables.
DETERMINED

U p FOIL VELOCITY DIFFICULTIES

Fig. 8 '- Determination of Uý The biggest trouble with flying foil experi-
and Ud... rI ments is that there is a large scatter in the

0.6

0.5 t 2 POINTS AT 1.6 IR/SEC

..- p OOR RECORD * METHANE

O VACUUM

*-POOR RECORD

0.4

C.)
U)

O 0.3
-J
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o:U) 0

S0.2

00

0 o

0.1

0

0 0
0o I JI 0: .I 1

0.1 0.2 0.3 o 0.4 0.5

DURATION OF SHOCK
TIME TO DETONATION, SUSTAINED SHOCK

Fig. 9 - The increase in excess transit time caused
by the short duration of the initiating shock
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data. In pellet shots with sustained shocks it is uncertainty in the foil velocity can change the
expected that the excess transit times for dif- ratio R = ta/tb by as much as 5% in an ex-
ferent pellets of the same density will not differ treme case.
by more than the standard deviation of the meas-
urements on any one pellet even if the excess
transit times are as large as one-half micro- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
second. This is not true for pellet shots with
short-duration shocks. At first much effort was The author wishes to thank the various
wasted in trying to track down the reasons for people who have assisted in this project, espe-
large differences between At's from almost cially Earl Faudree who assembled and fired
idential experiments. Finally enough data were most of the shots.
accumulated to justify the assumption that, with
one exception, the observed differences were
random. The difference which is reproducible REFERENCES
is that between experiments performed in a
vacuum and those performed in a methane at- 1. "Analysis of Shock Wave and Initiation Data
mosphere. This can be seen on Fig. 9. for Solid Explosives," J. B. Ramsay, A. Po-

polato, this symposium.
Other troubles with foil experiments are the

difficulty of obtaining consistently good pulses 2. "Shock Wave Compressions of Twenty-Seven
from the velocity pins and the fact that velocity Metals," J. M. Walsh, M. H. Rice, R. G.
measurements on foils are usually not as ac- McQueen, and F. L. Yarger, Phys. Rev. Vol.
curate as those made on thick plates. The 108, #2, Oct. 15, 1957, pp. 196-216.
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France

ABSTRACT

It is known that the impact of a metal plate upon an explosive can
initiate its detonation. When the metal plate comes in contact with the
layer of explosive, not all at once but gradually, an oblique detonation
wave is initiated. The possible configurations of flow are studied in the
neighbourhood of the point of impact in two-dimensional plane perma-
nent geometry. Under certain conditions it is shown theoretically, that
the compatibility at the interface can be achieved only by taking into
account an overdetonation wave of given characteristics. Experiments
point to the existence of such a wave. By tracing graphs its character-
istics may be measured.

INTRODUCTION ýy

A metal plate, thickness E, is bent through
an angle ¢ by means of a detonation wave, speed
D, travelling through a layer of explosive. When Ex
the plate is deflected, it hits at an angle of in- Plosive

cidence i, a block of explosive, density -Metal
(Fig. 1). The thicknesses are sufficiently small 4.. ._
compared to the other quantities so that the z
flow can be considered as plane two-dimensional Explosive
and stationary. The reference system R has its
origin at the point of impact I and is under uni-
form linear motion. Theoretical and experi- Fig. 1 - Experimental arrangement
mental studies of the flow are carried out in the
vicinity of the point of impact.

NOTATION This notation enable us to describe waves as
coming from "above" or "below."

We define: specific mass ,c, pressure P,
q relative velocity with respect to R. Indices All the waves take rise in the vicinity of the
are given to mark regions of flow: 0 for intact point of impact so that they arrive into the ex-
explosive and 0' for the metal before impact. plosive and its detonation products from above,
Within the reference system the positive sense and into the metal plate from below. For sta-
of rotation is- defined as that which swings the bility we must have uj > 0 and a. < 0 for waves
plate away from its initial direction; 61 0 (%, q) coming from above and below respectively. It
is the angle between the actual and initial vec- follows that the deflection of the velocity vector
tors at a given point (--7/2 < 0 < 7/2). A wave is positive for a compression wave coming from
of discontinuity Ci divides the undisturbed re- above or for a rarefaction wave coming from
gion (k) from the disturbed region (j); o, is below, while it is negative in the opposite cases.
the projection of qj (or qk) on c, and aj Using the variables: P P,q, the equations of
(q, co.) is the angle made between this projected continuity and momentum through C are written
velocity and the initial velocity q0, (-i7/2 < f < 77/2). as: (Ref. 1):

381
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SP) (detonation wave: the normal component at C I of
A k '] -q-2(PJ Pk) - (Pj -Pk 2 the down-stream velocity is sonic so that the

tan 2( , _k 2=_ 2 normal component at C 2 of the upstream velocity
1"' Qk- (Pj- Pk)| cannot be supersonic. States l and l' are thus

I I described in the (0, P) frame by the lowest point

2  P - Pk Pk of intersection between 77m, and the shock polar
qj2 7 0•., which is the image of the R-H adiabatic of

" •the detonation products, provided intersection
occurs. If intersection does not occur there is

Equation (1) and the Hugoniot equation P(p) of no solution. Finally, at the point where the
the given substance, whose pole is (Pkpk) give shock C1, meets the free surface of the metal
us a parametric relationship for the shock polar plate there arises a beam of rarefaction waves
in the cP coordinate system. (

6 )
kPk) is the which, after crossing the plate meets the shock,

pole of the shock polar. weakens it and thereby increases its curvature;
the state behind C1 varies continuously and
point 1 travels along an arc of 7, c; the curvature

CONFIGURATIONS IN THE NEIGHBOUR- of C1 vanishes when I coincides with the C.J.
HOOD OF THE POINT OF IMPACT point.

Two theoretical methods are used. The
first one assumes that detonation occurs at the C'
instant of impact (simplified method), while the I"
second takes into account the time for the det- iTro (0'J
onation to build up (method of prestressing
shock).

Simplified Method r .J ,
We assume that the explosive detonates by (0)

means of a wave issuing from the point of im-
pact. If this wave is taken as discontinuous we
can neglect the thickness of the reaction zone. 0'
A shock C2 , arising from the point of impact, 0 C,
travels up the metal plate. In front of C ,, the a. }
absolute velocity of the metal is given, to a good
order of approximation, by the velocity of the Fig. 2 - Simplified method (1 st case);
flying plate: D. sin ¢ so that the relative veloc- (a) pressure-deflection curve, (b) flovw,
ity q0 , of the plate makes an angle i with Q. diagram

and has q. cos i for absolute value.

The deflection ý1 := (i,) through C, is
positive, while the deflection 0,,' - i = (.,, q 1,)
through C,, is negative. In the (&,P) coordinate CI
system, the point 1' representing the state of
the metal behind CV is to be found on the left prong (

of the metal shock polar '7n,, with pole ( i
p '0). If 7-M, lies below the point representing
the Chapman Jouguet state in the (-',P) system
(point C.J.) and if the conditions are such that
the explosive really detonates, then we can say
that C is an ideal detonation wave followed by (I) (0)

beam of rarefaction waves. As -.m, closes in""o ,aon the C.J. point, the fan of rarefaction waves

narrows down and finally vanishes when 7M, C.J .I

passes through the point C.J. If , passes
above the C.J. point the compression waves
modify in such a way that it becomes an over- I t.o -)
detonation wave. This is explained from the Fig. 3 - Simplified method (2nd case);
fact that the compression waves cannot be added (a) pressure-deflection curve, (b) flow
to form a shock C, which would follow the ideal diagram
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Method of the Prestressing Shock COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

When impact occurs the explosive is sub- Figure 5 gives a schematic description of
jected to a shock which initiates the chemical the experimental layout and the type of recording
reactions more or less rapidly. The layer of made on photographic plates. The speed of the
explosive in contact with the metal-explosive point of impact:
interface reaches detonation conditions at a
distance qo- from the point of impact (point q0 : Do sin ¢

in Fig. 4), where ? is the induction-delay time. sin (q--P)

For a given explosive, -r is a function of the is measured giving us the angle of plate deflec-
strength of the prestressing shock c... A det- tion ¢:
onation wave C 1, initiated at B, has a front
whose shape depends upon the rate of reaction q Cos - D
of the explosive' when met by the shock C,.. For cot d - q. sin ,
a homogeneous explosive, the thermodynamic
quantities are practically constant within the and i = - ¢. The main point of the experiment
region of induction and the wave is plane. For is to register the shape of the wave C,; i.e., we
a heterogeneous explosive, the rate of reaction want to measure the angle cL, which C, makes
varies along C,. which is curved, concavity with the direction of q. in all points and in par-
rearwards facing. This description is valid ticular near the point of impact. In other words
only if the horizontal component of the velocity we want to estimate the curvature of C1 which
of C,, is less than q. everywhere. Shocks C,, is predicted theoretically and established ex-
and Co, meet in A; at this point a detonation perimentally. In order to carry out these meas-
wave develops in the intact explosive, whose urements we observe by means of a streak
characteristics can be obtained by a graphical camera (aligned along the plane of symmetry of
method in the (s,P) frame. When e* travels the apparatus), the luminosity of the air induced
along the shock polar 0 of the intact explosive, by the shock C1. The observation is made si-
I* traces out a curve 77* which, by continuity, multaneously onthe face opposite the impact and
has its origin in the C.J. point. 1 is the inter- on the "exit" face of the explosive block. In
section of 7o. and the right hand prong of the order to measure al accurately, the exit face
rarefaction curve n (of the detonation products) is cut away at an angle a approximately equal
originating in 1-; 1' describing the state behind to a,. The reference system on the photographic
the shock induced in B in the metal plate, is at plate is as follows: t the unit vector of the time
the intersection of the metal shock polar 7o- axis in the direction of sweep, x the unit vector
and the left-hand prong of L. It can be seen that of the space coordinate directed towards the
this solution is possible only if ý*, which is image of the point of impact, T the unit vector
completely unknown a priori, lies entirely tangent to image of shock C1 . y = (X,T) is the
within 7 9o. angle made between the space coordinate and the

tangent to the shock image with the given orien-

,, co'- tations (- > 0if a I> a and y < o ifa , < 2 ). If

Q v denotes the speed of sweep of the plate, and

10 (0) 0 g the camera magnification, we can write:

" -cot a, s cot a - __ x0__ x tan -y
- " v sin a

The inclined position of the explosive block

"." r, 1 0 enables us to observe the side opposite the side
"of impact both directly and by means of a mir-

. 2
7 A ror. Two traces of the image of this face are

. -. registered, thereby reducing the error of meas-
¢3 J •ourement of q0 . If F denotes the angle made be-

tween one of these traces and the space-
0 C1  coordinate, then:

C0
8) (b)

q. - -- cot .

Fig. 4 - Method of prestressing shocký
(a) pressure-deflection curve, (b) flow Consider the simplified method: if =" is
diagram known then the two measured quantities (o", at
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Line •gnerator In the experiments, copper was projected
by means of an explosive of detonation speed
D, = 8.15 mm/As, upon a block of sample ex-
plosive D (Ref. 2) of initial density po which can
vary from experiment to experiment. Plate 1

Explosive shows the results obtained when the "simplified
"I i-or- ,method" yields a solution. The experimental

point given by 5 and 7m, is very near r 9, the
A livecalculated curve (Ref. 2). Plate 2 showsothe re-
under sults obtained when the "simplified method"

I I ; does not yield a solution; a,, the angle made by
C1 and qo in the neighbourhood of the point of
impact is about 90' and this value is a deal
greater than the value which is obtained when
the simplified method yields a solution. Thus

C , the overdetonation velocity is approximately
equal to q%, i.e., in this case 9 mm/Ms. In all
measurements, & the angle between qand the
plane part of shock CI, is very close to the
theoretical value when C.J. conditions are as-

I -~ sumed to hold behind C1 .

CONCLUSION

7 ,The experiment shows clearly that over-
I :detonation occurs at impact. The simplified

__ method seems to give a reasonable account of
S. observation within experimental error, in so

T far as a solution is possible and knowing that
the theoretical 7o is not sufficiently accurate.
When this method offers no solution, experi-
ments show that the overdetonation shock is
very strong and it seems that this shock suffers
a large discontinuity as we go from the deter-
minate to the indeterminate case. Finally, no

the point of impact, and q0 ) are sufficient to observation can be made of the prestressing
determine the state I in the neighbourhood of shock in the photographs and this is probably
the point of impact whenever 7T g and 77m, inter- due to the smallness of the induction region.
sect. In (O.P) space, 1 is then at the intersec-
tion of T-m and 2, giving: REFERENCES

o0 qo2  1. T. Camion, M~morial de l'Artillerie

I + cot a X cot 0 Fran~aise 1962, 2, 357.

as a function of 0. This equation is obtained by 2. J. Berger, J. Favier, and Y. Nault Annales
eliminating p0p from the shock equations and de Physique, 13 6me sbrie T, 5, 1960.

;0/p is given by: (We have used results based on chemical

equilibrium - unpublished results, rather
C tan c than those based on frozen equilibrium, as

P0 tan (, - 61) given here.)
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF INITIATION OF NITROMETHANE

BY SHOCK INTERACTIONS AT DISCONTINUITIES

J. R. Travis
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Shock interactions at density discontinuities introduced into nitro-
methane compressed by a plane shock wave can reduce the induction
time for initiation of detonation near the discontinuity. Experimental
results are presented which illustrate this phenomenon and which cor-
roborate the theoretical results presented by Mader in his paper in this
symposium. The initiating efficacy of a discontinuity formed by a solid
inclusion immersed in nitromethane is strongly dependent on the mate-
rial used. It is also dependent on the dimensions of the object in the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the front of the initiating shock
when these dimensions are between a lower critical size and an upper
effectively infinite size, and on the angle of incidence between the shock
and the discontinuity. Data which relate the induction time to these
parameters are presented.

INITIATION AT DISCONTINUITIES liquid explosives has long been recognized.
Bowden and Yoffe [21 reviewed much of the per-

Initiation of detonation in nitromethane tinent research done before 1958. More re-
compressed by a one-dimensional plane shock cently Campbell and co-workers [i1 determined
wave occurs after an induction time which is the critical bubble size for prompt shock initia-
determined by the pressure of the initiating tion and illustrated the phenomena associated
shock and the initial temperature of the nitro- with initiation of detonation by shock bubbles
methane [1]. The shock wave heats the explo- and small solid inclusions. Mader in his paper
sive and initiation takes place as a thermal of this symposium shows that calculations using
explosion beginning as a detonation in the comr- reactive two-dimensional hydrodynamics can
pressed explosive very near the driver inter- reproduce initiation phenomena which occur
face, which is where it has been hot longest, near a void or near an aluminum pellet in nitro-
Initiation resulting from a shock wave generated methane.
by a plane-wave booster in a typical experiment
is rough; i.e., initiation is not truly plane but The experimental program described in
occurs earlier at some points than others, this paper was undertaken to explore in detail
This roughness is attributed to pressure varia- how much earlier initiation occurs at discon-
tion along the shock front produced by local tinuities, in the hope that the mechanisms could
shock interactions in the explosive and attenu- be understood. In particular, the effects of size,
ator materials of the booster. Interactions shape, and.shock properties of a solid inclusion
deliberately introduced in the driving plate or on its initiation efficacy were studied for se-
between the initiating wave and an inclusion in lected geometrical arrangements. Some of the
the nitromethane can significantly shorten the experiments were designed specifically to test
induction time for detonation in the neighborhood Mader's computations.
of the interactions. The edges of the nitro-
methane container, for example, or bubbles From the experiments, rules can be found
adhering to the driving plate can cause early which relate the induction time to the size and
initiation, the material of the solid inclusion for a specific

geometrical arrangement, but to understand and
The effectiveness of bubbles and shock in- predict completely the initiation phenomena that

teractions in general as initiating centers in occur near any discontinuity detailed knowledge
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TOP VIEW

CAMERA
- SLIT

PLANE

HOMOLITE FLASHER i0-miI STEEL SHEET
(4-mil AIR GAP)

SIDE VIEWr
-1* NITROMETHANE

-i'HOMOLITE
-1/8" STEEL

-- 1/2' COMPOSITION B

P/80

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagrams of an
initiation experiment

of the complex shock interactions peculiar to in some of the experiments so that more infor-
each case is required. This knowledge is not mation could be obtained in each shot.
available at present from either experiments or
theoretical analysis. The quality of the attenuator materials de-

termines the smoothness of the wave. The
polyester plastic, Homolite, was chosen because

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND it was as uniform as any material tested and
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA was not attacked by nitromethane.

Events of interest in the shock initiation of Solid inclusions were either suspended in
nitromethane at room temperature occur for the nitromethane or glued to the driving plate
shock pressures from 80 to 90 kbar. If the ini- along a diameter. Smear camera pictures of
tiating shock is much stronger, initiation delay the detonation light were obtained by aligning
is unresolvable; if much weaker, detonation does the camera slit on the row of inclusions with
not occur within the time of the experiment"i the optic axis of the camera perpendicular to
even from interactions. The booster systems the face of the driving plate. A smear camera
were designed to produce well-supported shock picture showing early initiation occurring at the
waves of about 85 kbar in nitromethane. Figure 1 edges of a flasher and a steel sheet immersed
shows a schematic diagram of a shot with a in nitromethane is reproduced in Fig. 2.
charge diameter of 20 cm. The shock wave
from the booster arrives at the attenuator- Since the induction time at a discontinuity
nitromethane interface simultaneously within is dependent on the pressure of the initiating
±0.03 pisec over an area 10 cm in diameter, shock, it is necessary to correct the measured
The variation in the induction time for initiation times because of the variation in pressure found
over this area in a given shot may be as much along the shock front in a given shot and because
as ±0.10 usec about the average of 1.3 4sec. of the difficulty of reproducing boosters exactly.
Thirty-centimeter diameter charges were used This was done by reducing each experimental

time to a normalized induction time, 7, by di-
viding the induction time for detonation at the

This time, determined by the shot geometry, discontinuity, t , by the induction time for det-

is less than that required by rarefactions or onation in the surrounding plane-shocked region,
shocks from the sides or rear of the charge t 2 . Considerable inaccuracy is inherent in the
to enter the region of study and is less than determination of •-. The onset of detonation
8 gsec in these experiments, near a discontinuity appears as a point on the
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I Fig. 2 - Early initiation of nitrornethane at dis-
I continuities; time increases to the right;

F: Hoirnolite flasher
S: 0.25 mm steel sheet, 12 rnm high
0: Entry of shock into nitromethane, to
1 1. Onset of detonation at edges of steel, t
2. Onset of detonation along attenuator sur-

face, t 2 .
3. Overtake of shock wave by the detona-

tion wave in the compressed nitro-
methane.

= (tI - to),/( - t2 )-

0 -

film, sometimes so ill-defined that it is hard of effectively infinite dimensions mounted to
to observe. Since initiation in the plane-shocked form one perpendicular boundary of the nitro-
region is obscured by the detonation expanding methane.
from the discontinuity, interpolation is neces-
sary to determine its induction time. The times, An additional arrangement, using the rod-
t1 and t 2 , therefore, are often estimates type inclusion, tested a combination of the ef-
rather than precision measurements, but the fects of angle of incidence and size. Two rods
error is probably never more than 0.15 psec. of the same diameter and material were

mounted differently, one in contact with the
Considerable care was taken in preparing driving plate, the other suspended one-half to

and mounting the inclusions. It was particularly one millimeter above the plate. In the first case
important that the squared-off end of each in- a shock wave was driven directly into the rod
clusion be mounted cleanly on the driving plate by the shock in the plate. In the second, the
with no fillet of glue at the joint. Any bubbles shock in the rod was generated by the shock
adhering to an inclusion or to the driving plate wave in the nitromethane and a reflected wave
were wiped away before the shot was fired. was sent back into the nitromethane under the
Despite these precautions, an occasional rec- end of the rod. A comparison of these two
ord showed evidence of the effect of a perturba- cases provides a test of Mader's computations.
tion additional to that caused by the inclusion.
A few measurements which were well outside Materials of greatly different shock prop-
the expected range were discarded. erties were used. The range in density was

from 0.91 to 21.3 g/cc with a corresponding
Only results from experiments in which the range in shock impedance (pou,, where P0 is

induction time in the unperturbed plane-shocked the initial density and u, is the shock velocity)
regions was between 1 and 1.5 gsec are included of 0.494 to 8.5 g/cm 2-gsec. The density of
in this report. There is some evidence that the nitromethane is 1.13 g/cc and its shock imped-
nature of the effect of discontinuities changes ance is 0.508 g/cm 2 -Asec.
somewhat as the induction time becomes long The data are presented in the form of
(>3 psec). graphs in Fig. 3 through 7. Normalized induc-

tion times are plotted against the logarithm ofSeveral geometrical arrangements of the the thickness in Fig. 3 and 4 for sheets. -• vs
solid inclusions were used, designated as sheets, height is plotted in Fig. 5 for slabs. -r vs loga-

slabs, rods, and corners, defined in relation to rithm of the diameter is plotted in Fig. 6 and 7

the plane of the shock front in the following way. for rods in contact with the driving plate.

A sheet is mounted as shown in Fig. 1 with its

shortest dimension (thickness) parallel to the An indication of the reproducibility of the
shock front and to the camera slit. A slab data is the mean deviation of the normalized in-
forms a step in the driving plate. Its shortest duction time for initiation at the Homolite
dimension (height) is perpendicular to the shock flasher of ± 5.9% obtained from a set of 22 shots.
front, its dimension perpendicular to the camera
slit is effectively infinite, and its dimension INITIATING EFFICACY OF
parallel to the camera slit is effectively infinite DIFFERENT MATERIALS
in the direction away from the edge of the step.
A rod is a long cylinder with its axis perpen- For all of the materials used as inclusions
dicular to the shock front. A corner is a block in these experiments, early initiation occurs if
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Fig. 3 - T vs log (thickness) for sheets of Teflon,
aluminum, gold, and platinum
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Fig. 4 - "- vs log (thickness) for sheets of lead,

polyethylene, Mylar, steel, and glass

the primary:' dimension of the inclusion is above size, the change in T is dependent on the type of
a critical value, L., which is less than 0.1 mm inclusion and the material. As can be seen in
for tke materials and types of inclusions stud- Fig. 3 to 7 the variation of r with dimension in
ied. 7 = 1 when the primary dimension of a dis- this transition region is very complex. For
continuity is Lc. As the primary dimension of large enough dimensions, T becomes constant
the inclusion is increased, T decreases until it and is independent of size. This is the value
reaches a minimum. For further increases in T Ii M measured in a corner experiment. Of the

types of inclusions studied, a corner should be
the simplest to analyze. In sheets, rods, and

ý"-The primary dimensions of sheets, slabs, and slabs, shocks (or rarefactions in some cases)
rods are thickness, height, and diameter, re- interact within the inclusion and are reflected
spectively. back into the nitromethane, but in a corner there
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Homolite* and the inclusion. Some examples
.9 SLABS will illustrate the point. The shock impedance

0 ALUMINUM of polyethylene differs from that of nitrometh-
.8. ` *STEEL ane by only 3%, but when used as an inclusion,

.7 it can reduce the induction time for initiation in
its neighborhood by 60%. Glass which has a

.6shock velocity nearly that of nitromethane causes
z.5 early initiation effectively. The densities of ma-

terials when arranged in order of I M are al-
.4 \most randomly distributed.
.3

S.... --Clearly, trying to relate initiating efficacy
.2 to plane-wave shock properties, is an over-
.1 !simplified approach. Exact treatment of the

. I interaction at the discontinuity is needed to de-
°o 5 0 520 25 30 35 4045505560 65 termine the effectiveness of a given material.

HEIGHT (MILS)

The preceding discussion considers initiat-
Fig. 5 - 7- vs height for slabs of aluminum ing efficacy in the limit of large dimensions.
and steel Consider now the critical limit, L,, below which

no effect is resolved. Table 2 lists materials
in order of decreasing efficacy determined by
the critical thickness. Also included are the

is only one interaction, the one at the boundary minimum thickness which caused early initia-
between the inclusion and the nitromethane. tion and -r iM, L, is the intersection of the line

fitted to the plot of - vs logarithm of the pri-
Even in this case, the initiating efficacy of mary dimension and the line T = 1. Since the

a material cannot be related in a simple way to data are not accurate nor complete enough for
any of its shock properties. good curve fitting, the extrapolated values should

be considered only as estimates. The order of
This can be seen from the results collected materials determined by L, is different from

in Table 1. Materials are arranged in order of the order based on minimum rh im but again
decreasing efficacy for corner initiation. The cannot be simply related to shock properties.
initial density of the material and the shock ye- The critical dimension, L,,, is smaller for
locity and pressure of the shock wave computed sheets (.04 to 1.5 mils) and slabs (<1.5 mils)
for the simple plane-wave condition are in- than for rods (3 to 7 mils).
cluded to illustrate the lack of correlation be-
tween shock parameters and initiating efficacy.
The shock parameters were determined by im- "Or nitromethane, since the resulting values
pedance matching on the appropriate P - up plot are the same within the precision of the
for the shock at the boundary between the listed values.

TABLE 1

Slim for Different Materials

Material Density usa pa
(g/cc) (mm/ sec) (kbar) Turn

Aluminum 2.8 5.9 162 .05
Gold 19.2 3.6 230 .16
Stainless Steel 7.8 4.9 206 .23
Silver 10.5 4.0 210 .29
Nylon 1.15 - - .36
Platinum 21.4 4.0 237 .39
Polyethylene 0.91 5.4 85 .42
Glass 2.24 4.6 120 .43
Homolite 1.22 5.0 96 .46
Teflon 2.15 4.1 117 .52
Lead 11.3 3.0 199 .53

apressure and shock velocity in the inclusion calculated from impedance match-
ing at the boundary between the driving plate and the inclusion.
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Fig. 6 - T vs log (diameter) for rods of Fig. 7 - vs log (diameter) for rods of
Homolite, steel, and aluminum glass, platinum, silver, and gold

TABLE 2 the curve followed by a rise before -rI i is
Critical Thicknesses for Different reached when the thickness is about 10 mils,
Materials from Sheet Experiments but it is not well resolved. The curves for data

from slabs, Fig. 5, show broad minima in r be-
L a L, im fore •-rIim is reached. The curves in Fig. 7 for(mils) (mils) i the data from glass and gold rods have a pro-

nounced peak in - occurring in a limited range
Gold 0.04 0.1 .16 in diameter (between 40 and 80 mils for gold).
Mylar - 0.25 - In all likelihood similar peaks should appear in
Polyethylene 0.15 1.5 .42 the curves for the other rods. Perhaps experi-
Platinum 0.3 1 .39 ments with rods of diameter between 40 and
Teflon 0.3 1 .52 100 mils will reveal additional complexities in
Iron (Stainless Steel) 1.3 1.5 .23 the curves.
Lead 1.2 3 .53
Aluminum 1.5 3 .05 If its dimensions are greater than a few

a Omils an inclusion of aluminum in any of the
Obtained by graphical extrapolation; see text. forms tried is the most effective initiator of all

bMinimum thickness used which caused early materials tested. Gold is the next most effec-
initiation. tive material, particularly when used as a sheet.

A complete description of the curves is prob-
EFFECT OF GEOMETRY ON i" ably not useful at this time, but an intercom-

parison of the effectiveness of aluminum, gold,
As was pointed out in the preceding section, and steel will illustrate several interesting

the effect of geometry on - is pronounced. The points. The relative effectiveness of these
details of the dependence of - on dimension have materials when used as sheets changes from
not been worked out, but some of the important the order gold, steel, and aluminum when the
features are illustrated by the graphs in Fig. 3 thickness is less than 2 mils to aluminum, gold
through 7. Consider sheets first. The curves and steel for sheets greater than about 50 mils.
in Fig. 3 and 4 are plotted showing exponential
dependence on thickness from - = 1 to 7 = r Ii" As rods, aluminum is the most effective at
There is some evidence that there is a dip in all diameters, gold and steel are about equally
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effective for diameters less than 40 mils, but initiation at an aluminum rod 0.75 mm in diam.
gold is more effective than steel for diameters Mader found that initiation would not occur if a
greater than 80 mils. shock of the same strength as that used in the

above calculation interacted with an aluminum
Only aluminum and steel were tested as rod 0.04 mm in diam. This agrees with the ob-

slabs. The shapes of the two curves are differ- served critical diameter of 0.06 mm below which
ent, but both show that a slab of a given mate- no initiation is expected for a rod in contact with
rial some tens of mils high is a better initiator the driving plate. Although no experiments were
than a corner. done with suspended aluminum rods of this small

diameter, results with silver rods indicate that
the effectiveness of the hotspot under the rod

TESTS OF MADER'S COMPUTATIONS AND end becomes small as the diameter approaches
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF INCIDENCE the critical value.

The initial angle of incidence between the Mader also reports initiation occurring at a
shock wave in the nitromethane and the discon- void in nitromethane. His results agree well
tinuity boundary was 0° in the experiments al- with the experimental ones reported by Camp-
ready discussed. Attempts with wedges to in- bell and co-workers [11 and referred to earlier
vestigate the effect of oblique angles between in this paper.
the shock front and the boundary were unsuc-
cessful. The toe of the wedge must be sharp or
initiation occurs from the slab-type disconti- DISCUSSION
nuity formed there. Better wedges were re-
quired for the experiments than were available. No simple relationship between initiating

efficacy and shock properties has been found.
The effect of head-on shock interactions This is not surprising considering the complex

(900 angle of incidence) was determined for the nature of the dependence of 7- on the geometry
restricted case of rod initiation. As can be of the inclusion. Although it is not shown di-
seen in Table 3, the reduction of -, found when rectly by these experiments, shock interactions
a rod was suspended in the nitromethane, shows appear to be the most probable cause of early
that a head-on shock interaction initiates nitro- initiation at a discontinuity. The agreement noted
methane more effectively than a 00 interaction in this paper between the experimental results and
at an edge. This observation supports Mader's Mader's calculations gives some support to this
computations which predict the formation of an interpretation. In subsequent work Mader at-
initiating hotspot below the shocked rod. He tempted to calculate initiation behavior at an
calculates that detonation becomes apparent aluminum corner [3]. Although he could not re-
along the boundary of an aluminum rod 0.64 mm solve details of the shock interactions or plot the
in diameter about 0.08 usec after the shock hits progress of reaction well, his results indicated
the bottom face of the rod. Experimentally an that corner shock interactions were sufficiently
induction time of 0.12 gsec was measured for strong to cause initiation. He observed no jets.

TABLE 3
for Rods in Contact With and Suspended Above the Driving Plate

-a

Diameter (mils) 5 10 20 30

Aluminum C b 0.19(7) ± .034
S c 0.09(6) ± .043

Stainless Steel C 0.56 0.46(2)
S 0.54(2) 0.25

Silver C 0.88 0.80
S 0.87 0.74(2)

aThe number of experiments in parentheses, when more than 1, is given following

the value of-,.
bRod in contact with driving plate.
CRod suspended 1/2 to 1 mm above plate.
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Campbell and co-workers reported at the shock impedance close to that of nitromethane
Second ONR Symposium [4] results from an en- is as effective as one which has an impedance
tirely different kind of experiment with metal greatly different. Perhaps the most surprising
foils which add further support to these ideas. result is the great effectiveness of aluminum.
It was found that thin foils lining a glass tube of All of these results lead to the conclusion that
diameter close to the failure diameter of nitro- if shock interactions are the primary initiating
methane prevented the development of failure mechanism, the initiating efficacy of a particu-
waves. The effectiveness of the metals tried lar material in a particular configuration must
was correlated with the density, thickness, and be determined by the specific nature of the
shock properties of the foil and was independent shock interactions. The angle between the shock
of the surface quality of the foil. wave in the nitromethane and the shock in the

material forming a corner must be an impor-
Other mechanisms have been postulated of tant parameter. The additional complication of

which boundary instabilities and chemical sen- the interaction of shocks and rarefactions within
sitization will be considered here. rods and sheets must be considered. Details of

these shock interactions must be discovered
The strong dependence on size of the initi- before the initiation at discontinuities can be

ating efficacy of sheets of the same material understood fully.
(and the same surface quality) shows that bound-
ary instabilities or turbulence are probably not ACKNOWLEDGMENT
responsible for initiation. Since all of the ma-
terials used are chemically stable in nitro- This work was performed under the auspices
methane, no local sensitization is to be ex- of the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
pected. The anomalous performance of
aluminum suggested possible surface effects.
One aluminum rod, 1/4 inch in diameter, was REFERENCES
coated with a very thin, smooth layer of Apiezon
grease. Early initiation was observed at the 1. A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis, and J. R.
rod with the expected -,, ruling out sensitization Travis, Physics of Fluids, 4, 498, (1961).
as an important mechanism.

2. F. P. Bowden and A. D. Yoffe, Fast Reac-
Although shock interactions appear to be tions in Solids, 1958.

the primary mechanism, some unaccountable 3. C. L. Mader, The Two-Dimensional Hydro-
results have been found. No material has been dynamic Hot Spot, Volume II, Los Alamos
found that can be inserted as an inclusion with a Scientific Laboratory Report, LA-3235, 1965.
minimum dimension greater than 0.1 mm which
will not cause early initiation in its neighbor- 4. A. W. Campbell, M. E. Malin, and T. E.
hood. Materials with shock velocities higher Holland, Detonation in Homogeneous Explo-
and lower than the nitromethane shock velocity sives, Second ONR Symposium on Detonation,
are equally effective. A material which has a 1955.



INITIATION OF DETONATION BY THE INTERACTION OF

SHOCK WITH DENSITY DISCONTINUITIES*

Charles L. Mader
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

The basic processes in the shock initiation of homogeneous explo-
sives have been investigated theoretically using the model of a cylinder
of nitromethane containing a void or an aluminum pellet. The interac-
tion of a shock with the density discontinuities, the resulting formation
of a hot spot, and the buildup to propagating detonation were computed
using two-dimensional numerical hydrodynamics of the "PIC" type with
chemical reaction and accurate equations of state. The hot spots formed
at aluminum pellets exhibit failure or propagation of detonation in ap-
proximately the same manner as the one dimensional, hydrodynamic
hot spots studied previously. The failure of hot spots formed at voids
could be studied only in those cases in which the failure mechanism
did not depend on details of the structure of the reaction zone, as this
structure could not be reproduced in the calculation.

*This paper has been published in Phys. Fluids 8, 1811-16 (1965).
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AN EQUATION OF STATE
AND DERIVED SHOCK INITIATION CRITICALITY CONDITIONS

FOR LIQUID EXPLOSIVES

Julius W. Enig and Francis J. Petrone
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, W1zite Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

An E, P, V equation of state based on an assumption of Walsh and
Christian and experimental shock data has been derived for nitrometh-
ane and liquid TNT. From experimental temperature data along the
1 bar isobar, the temperatures, specific heats at constant volume, and
"internal pressures" are calculated. Application of simple adiabatic
explosion theory leads (1) to accurate predictions of the experimental
explosion times for shocked homogeneous nitromethane and liquid TNT
at 86 and 125 kbar, respectively, and (2) to a predicted steady-state re-
action zone width of 0.0011 cm for detonation in nitromethane that is in
satisfactory agreement with the widths deduced from detonation failure
and electrical conductivity experiments. In addition, the problem of the
initiation of explosives by the formation of hot spots by shocks is con-
sidered. By approximating the hot spot volume by the original void
volume and averaging the hot spot energy density increase to give an
energy density increase twice that of the shocked explosive surrounding
the hot spot, a critical hot spot size is obtained that is in satisfactory
agreement with the experimental critical bubble size for propagation of
detonation in nitromethane.

This paper has been published in Phys. Fluids 9, 398 (1966).

COMMENTS

CHARLES L. MADER (Los Alamos Scientific isentropes. It has the advantage that it is con-
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico): All the sistent with low pressure experimental data
equations of state which have been used for the while the one used by this author is not. The
computation of Hugoniot temperatures for con- Hugoniot temperatures that they obtain for
densed phase materials are empirical. Evalu- nitromethane and liquid TNT are compared
ation of the equations of state must be made by with the values we have used in our shock ini-
comparison with experimental data. The tem- tiation calculation [1,2] in the following table.
peratures and pressures of interest in shock In the lower pressure region where most of the
initiation problems are so high that only dy- shock initiation data are available, the temper-
namic experimental evidence is available. Un- atures are similar, but at higher pressures the
fortunately, the interpretation of the dynamic Enig and Petrone temperatures are lower.
experimental evidence is also dependent upon Comparison in this region is difficult and must
other unknowns such as chemical kinetics and be made with the assistance of complicated
opacities. hydrodynamic calculations. We shall describe

the results of such comparisons.
Enig and Petrone have proposed an equa-

tion of state assuming that one should maxi- Two-dimensional calculations of bubble
mize the Riemann integral to obtain the closure in nitromethane using Enig and Petrone's
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Enig agreement with brightness measurements for
Pressure and Ref. 1 nitromethane at 85 kbar, water at 190 kbar, and

Petrone carbon tetrachloride at 170 kbar. In addition,

the experimental shock initiation induction

Nitromethane times of nitromethane and single crystal PETN
6 1are in good agreement with those calculated

170 1560 2100 using the temperatures obtained from our equa-
20170 1560 2100 tion of state and Arrhenius rate laws which ade-

quately reproduce experimental adiabatic ex-

Liquid TNT plosion times ranging from hours to milliseconds

125 1154 1132 [1]. For liquid TNT both we and Enig and
Petrone calculate temperatures which are too265 1992 2409
high to reproduce the experimental shock initi-
ation induction time if Arrhenius kinetics ob-

equation of state would give temperatures tained from lower temperature thermal initiation
around 1600 0 K in the -170 kbar fluid above the data are used [1]. Enig and Petrone use Arrhe-
void and temperatures above 2000 0 K in the nius kinetics that will not describe the experi-
fluid below it. Since the hot spot is formed at mental thermal initiation of TNT at lower
the shock front and the temperatures are suffi- temperatures to obtain their agreement with
ciently high that reaction is almost instantane- the experimental shock initiation induction time.
ous (-10-9 seconds) in the time and space scale
of such calculations, one would not observe The comparison of the two equations of
failure of the hot spots formed from the inter- state with the experimental evidence is not
action of an 85 kbar shock with a void using conclusive; however, for the reasons given
their equation of state. The two-dimensional above, we feel that the Hugoniot temperatures
features of the flow result in a hot spot for calculated using our equation of state are some-
which the important features of propagation and what more realistic than those obtained using
failure occur at the shock front in previously the Enig and Petrone equation of state. Further
unshocked nitromethane, and not behind the studies of equations of state and of the methods
shock front in shocked explosive as in the one- of comparing them with experimental data are
dimensional hot spot model. Thus the one- needed.
dimensional treatment used by Enig and Petrone
to compute critical hot-spot sizes is really not
pertinent to the problem. Since one obtains the REFERENCES
same behavior with both equations of state in
the two-dimensional treatment, the comparison 1. Phys. Fluids 6, 375 (1963) and LA-2703.
is inconclusive.

2. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Reports
Two-dimensional calculations of the inter- LA-3077 and LA-3235.

action of a shock with a cylinder of aluminum
using the Enig and Petrone equation of state 3. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report
would probably yield considerably lower tern- LA-3297.
perature hot spots and correspondingly poorer
agreement with experimental data than using
our equation of state, which results in excellent J. W. ENIG and F. J. PETRONE (U.S. Naval
agreement with the experimental failure data [2]. Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Silver Spring,

Maryland): We and Mader agree that more
The treatment of reaction zone thickness theoretical and experimental work must be done

by the method of Enig and Petrone results in on the derivation of equations of state of liquids.
reaction zone thicknesses for liquid TNT and Indeed the present work is an endeavor to find
nitromethane that are essentially the same. a more satisfactory equation of state than was
Using our equation of state one obtains reaction previously available.
zone thicknesses of liquid TNT that are several
orders of magnitude larger than that of nitro- In his Comment above, Mader has corn-
methane. Almost any reasonable interpretation pared our E,P,V and T,P,V equations of state
of the available experimental data suggests that for unreacted nitromethane and liquid TNT with
the reaction zone thickness of liquid TNT is the Mie-Griineisen equations used in his calcu-
much larger than that of nitromethane [3]. lations, and concluded that though comparison

with experiment does not provide a conclusive
The equation of state we have used gives test for the superiority of either set, his equa-

Hugoniot temperatures that are in good tions give better Hugoniot temperatures.
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However, we prefer our equations of state be- where complicated shock interactions occur,
cause they satisfy thermodynamic consistency is related to the "particle-in-cell" method of
conditions and the observed low pressure be- computation. Unfortunately, this method
havior of liquids, whereas his do not. The rest smears out contact discontinuities with the re-
of this reply discusses the specific reasons, sult that values of E and T are inaccurate in
which we do not consider valid, raised by Mader the neighborhood of the discontinuities [3].
in arriving at his conclusion. This is clearly seen from Mader's own calcu-

lations by noting that the isotherms are com-
It is important to point out that any reason- puted as continuous across the contact surface

ably behaved E,P,V equation of state can be ex- (dashed line) formed by the closure of a spheri-
pected to yield in two-dimensional calculations cal void (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 1) or cylindrical
the results observed in experiments, e.g., the void (see p. 24 of Ref. 4) or a biconical void
void closure experiments of Venable [1]. This (see p. 46 of Ref. 4) when, in fact, T should be
is because the P,u isentropes do not vary discontinuous. The effect of this nonphysical
enough among different equations of state to energy diffusion on the hot spot reaction must
change the qualitative behavior of the fluid flow. be investigated further.
The point of contention is concerned with the
associated T,P,V equation of state which is
strongly influenced by the E,P,V equation and His conjecture concerning the possible
certain temperature input data which are nec- comparison of calculations using our equation
essary for its derivation, of state with the experimental [5] results for

the interaction of a shock with an aluminum cyl-
Mader states that had our equation of state inder in nitromethane has not been tested. His

been used in the two-dimensional numerical point that he has obtained excellent agreement
bubble closure experiments, it would have pre- with experiment is open to question on two
dicted temperatures above 2000'K in the fluid counts. First, if he had calculated the temper-
below the void. This is a conjecture since the atures in a manner consistent with the Mie-
calculations were never done; the temperatures Gruneisen E,P,V equation, then the tempera-
cannot be reasonably estimated without detailed tures would have been higher than the ones he
calculation in this region of very complicated obtained by 100 or 200 0K, resulting in much
convergent and divergent flow. Hence his con- smaller induction times and therefore a much
clusion that both equations would lead to the smaller critical diameter of the aluminum cyl-
same two-dimensional behavior (i.e., failure to inder that leads to failure of detonation propa-
find a critical bubble and hot spot size which if gation. Therefore, his agreement with the
exceeded will lead to detonation propagation in experiments of Travis would probably vanish.
the bulk nitromethane), a behavior which is at Conversely, if the E,P,V equation were suitably
variance with that shown by our one-dimensional modified to be consistent with his T,P,V equa-
calculations, is unsupported. Interestingly, tion, then it is not obvious how the hydrodynamic
earlier computations by us using his equation flow and, therefore, the critical cylinder diam-
of state, the Mie-Gruneisen equation, in a one- eter might change. A second point is that the
dimensional model showed that detonation did actual experiments [5] were performed using
not propagate away from the reacted hot spot very long aluminum cylinders so that failure to
when the incident shock pressure in the bulk propagate detonation was due solely to lateral
nitromethane was below 50 kbar, in approximate rarefaction waves from the sides. In Mader's
agreement with his two-dimensional computa- computations [1], a very short cylinder (length=
tions. 0.002 cm and diameter = 0.004 cm) was used.

It is easy to see that the failure to propagate
On analyzing his two-dimensional compu- detonation could be due to the rarefaction wave

tations [1], two important deficiencies are ap- starting at the top face of the short cylinder
parent. Assuming for the moment that his and moving downward through the cylinder into
T,P,V equation of state is accurate, it is clear the reacted hot spot at the base at the cylinder
that the E,P,V and T,P,V equations of state rather than due to much weaker lateral rare-
are thermodynamically inconsistent for the faction waves.
same reason we discussed in an earlier paper
[2]. This must affect the temperature values Mader is correct in noting that the reaction
at various positions in the hot spot and, there- zone width for liquid TNT should be much larger
fore, greatly affect the chemical induction than that of nitromethane, while a calculation
times. Another point, particularly applicable based on Eq. (9) of our paper in the Preprints
to the numerical void closure experiments [6] would yield one of essentially the same size.
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The reaction zone width is too small because -500'K), can be extrapolated reliably to shock
the temperature TN at 265 kbar is too high. initiation conditions (e.g., -105 atm and -10 30 K);
The latter results from extrapolation of the even assuming that the rate controlling step in
linear density versus temperature experimen- the decomposition reaction remains the same.
tal data at 1 bar to temperatures far beyond the
experimentally measured range. It is easy to From the Eyring Absolute Rate Theory, the
show that this extrapolation must always lead rate constant for unimolecular decompositions
to temperatures that are too high, and reaction can be expressed as
zones that are too small. When additional tem-
perature data at 1 bar become available, we k = K(kT/h) exp (-AF+/RT)
will recalculate the T,P,V values for reaction
zone pressures for liquid TNT. where K is the transmission coefficient (-1);

6F' is the difference in standard free energies
We found that use of the Arrhenius kinetic between the activated and initial states; and the

data measured by Robertson gave slightly bet- other terms have their usual meaning.
ter results than those of Zinn and Rogers used
by Mader. The differences are much smaller The pressure and temperature dependence
than those discussed above, of AFW is given by the thermodynamic relation

AF' = AE' + PAV+ - TAS+

REFERENCES
where the changes in molar internal energy,

1. C. L. Mader, Phys. Fluids 8, 1811 (1965). volume and entropy are standard state changes
and refer to differences between the activated

2. J. W. Enig and F. J. Petrone, Phys. Fluids and initial states.
8, 769 (1965). Combining the above equations and com-

3. R. Papetti and R. Bjork, submitted to the paring the result with the Arrhenius form of

J. of A.S.C.E. the rate constant yields

4. C. L. Mader, "The Two-Dimensional Hy- kr = (kT/h) exp (4.S+/R) exp [- (AE' +PAV+)/RT]

drodynamic Hot Spot, Volume II," Los A exv(-E/RT)
Alamos Scientific Laboratory Report No.
LA-3235 (1965). or

5. J. R. Travis, Preprints of the Fourth Sym- A = (kT/h) exp (AS*,/R)

posium on Detonation, Volume II, p. C-45
(1965). E a AE+ + PFAV

Now for the unimolecular decompositions,
6. This specific equation does not appear in AV+ is positive and small (2 to 3 cm 3) so that at

J. W. Enig and F. J. Petrone, Phys. Fluids low pressure the PAYW term can be neglected
9, 398 (1966). giving E. AE+. However, at shock pressures

of -105 atm, the pressure term can contribute
R. F. CHAIKEN (Chemistry Department, Uni- significantly to the free energy of activation.
versity of California. Riverside, California): In this case E. will be greater than AE+. From
In the papers by Enig and Petrone (B-133) and the studies that I carried out on the kinetics of
by Mader (C-38), considerable emphasis has shock initiated NM (Eighth Symposium (Inter-
been placed on the agreement between calcu- national) on Combustion, Williams and Wilkins
lated and experimental detonation induction Co., Baltimore, 1962, p. 759), it can be esti-
times in nitromethane (NM) when the Arrhenius mated that the PAYW term can account for a
rate constant for the vapor decomposition of factor of -20 in the value of the rate constant
NM was extrapolated to detonation conditions, under shock initiation conditions. From this
In fact, it is this agreement which presumably value and the expected increase in A with tem-
justifies the equation of state used in the com- perature, it can be estimated that the rate of
puter calculations, decomposition which was used by the authors in

their computer calculations may be too high by
I would like to point out that this type of a factor of -10. If this is so, then the excellent

justification must be viewed with some caution, agreement between the calculated and experi-
since it is highly doubtful that the Arrhenius mental induction times is merely fortuitous,
form of the rate constant, determined at low and might indicate that the computed shock
pressure and temperature (e.g., -1 atm and temperatures are too low by as much as 100 0K.



THE EFFECT OF WAX ON THE SHOCK SENSITIVITY

OF EXPLOSIVE COMPACTS

John Eadie
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

The shock sensitivity of HMX/wax compacts was found to decrease
as the amount of the HMX surface coated with wax increased. It is
therefore suggested that the shock sensitivity of a compact depends on
the surface area of the reactive explosive exposed to reaction products.
The effect of particle size on the shock sensitivity of both high and low
density compacts can then be explained.

INTRODUCTION On reviewing the literature on shock sen-
sitivity, an apparent inconsistency in the effect

Numerous mechanisms have been suggested of explosive particle size on shock sensitivity
for the shock initiation of heterogeneous explo- was noticed. Campbell [6] reported that corn-
sives. In 1949, Eyring [1] proposed that reac- pacts of fine TNT were more sensitive than
tion was initiated at points of contact on the those of coarse TNT of the same density and
surface of crystals where hot spots were pro- explained this by suggesting that the shock sen-
duced by intercrystalline friction under the sitivity of a compact depended on the number
compression of the shock wave. Subsequently, rather than on the volume of voids which were
Taylor [2] suggested that initiation was due to present. Dinegar [8] on the other hand found
heating of the interstitial gas by adiabatic corn- that the shock sensitivity of low density PETN
pression by the shock although later work by compacts decreased with an increase in the
Cachia and Whitbread [3] and Blackburn and surface area of the PETN.
Seely [4] discredited this mechanism. Jo-
hansson [5], moreover, in a discussion of The effect of explosive particle size has
methods of initiation of homogeneous explo- also been considered by Griffiths and Groocock
sives, showed that it was improbable that the [9] in connection with the ease of burning to
explosive could reach its ignition temperature detonation of solid explosives. They found that
by heat transmission from compressed air. He over a range of particle sizes there was close
suggested, however, that spray from the surface correlation between the ease of production of
of cavities might be thrown into the hot corn- detonation and the air permeability of the ex-
pressed gas and thus be heated rapidly to a plosive, the transition to detonation taking place
temperature sufficient to cause detonation. A more rapidly as the particle size increased.
similar explanation for hot spot formation in The effect reached an upper limit presumably
heterogeneous explosives was given by Black- because the energy transfer from the gaseous
burn and Seely [4] who suggested that high tern- products to the unchanged explosive became less
peratures could be produced by explosive being efficient as the surface to volume ratio of the
broken off the surface of crystals and acceler- explosive particles was reduced. They there-
ated across open spaces by the action of the fore suggested that detonation depended on the
shock. Campbell [6] on the other hand suggested buildup of a very high combustion velocity by
that hot spots were produced by local shock con- the penetration of hot reaction products into the
vergences caused by inhomogeneities in the ex- unchanged explosive.
plosive whereas Jacobs [7] favoured shock-
produced micro-shear or micro-fracture at or If a similar mechanism held for shock ini-
near voids as the path by which HE was locally tiation, then the effect of particle size on the
initiated. shock sensitivity of both high and low density
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charges could be explained. An important dif- oxygen free atmosphere. The apparatus used
ference between high and low density compacts in the present work was based on that of Stone
is that the former have closed pores only and and Beeson [11] except that the chromous chlo-
are impermeable, whereas the latter have in- ride solution was made up in the storage flask
terconnected pores and are permeable. If it is as recommended by Lingane and Pecsok [12].
postulated therefore that the shock sensitivity The normalities and volumes of the reagents
of a compact depends on the area of surface were chosen to give reasonable rates of reac-
exposed to reaction products then it follows tion and manageable volumes of solution. Four
that at low relative densities the shock sensi- litres of approximately 0.35 N solution were
tivity will be a function of permeability and will prepared by dissolving 385 g of hydrated chro-
decrease as the explosive particle size de- mic chloride (CrC13 0.6 H20) in 3.5 litres of
creases whereas at high relative densities it distilled water and 500 cm 3 of concentrated
will normally be a function of the surface area hydrochloric acid. A kilogram of amalgamated
of the closed pores and will increase as the ex- zinc was then added and reduction was complete
plosive particle size decreases. Such a theory in about three days.
would therefore reconcile the work of Campbell
and Dinegar. The chromous chloride solution was stand-

ardised by adding an excess of 0.3 N potassium
If, however, the initiation of detonation by dichromate and back-titrating potentiometrically

shock depends on a surface reaction mecha- against 0.3 N ferrous ammonium sulphate. A
nism, then it would be reasonable to expect that platinum wire was used as an indicator elec-
the shock sensitivity of a compact would be re- trode and a salt bridge provided the connection
duced by coating the surfaces of the explosive to a calomel reference electrode. It was nec-
crystals with an inert barrier. It was compar- essary to add a few grams of syrupy phosphoric
atively easy to examine this point at AWRE acid before titrating to obtain a sharp endpoint.
since a method of measuring the coated surface The normality of chromous chloride solutions
area of waxed explosives had just been devel- was found not to change over several weeks of
oped in connection with an investigation into the storage.
relationship between surface coverage and pow-
der impact sensitiveness. Several HMX/wax To reduce samples of explosive, 0.1 g of
powders of known coating were therefore avail- RDX or 0.8 g of HMX were added to a standard
able and a short investigation of the relation- volume of chromous chloride solution and re-
ship between surface coating and shock sensi- duction was allowed to proceed under carefully
tivity was carried out. controlled standard conditions for exactly ten

minutes." In this way the percentage reduction
of sieve fractions of RDX and HMX was meas-

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD ured. The surface area of each fraction was
determined by a gas permeability method and

Wax Coating Estimation graphs of surface area against percentage re-
duction were prepared. The curve for HMX is

Wax coatings were estimated by a chromous reproduced in Fig. 1.
chloride reduction method.

Samples of paraffin wax, beeswax, candeli-
Jamison [10] found that under identical lla wax and polyethylene wax were also exam-

conditions RDX was 100% and HMX 96% reduced ined and no measurable reduction was detected.
by chromous chloride solutions, the reduction
being reproducible in both cases. Since the rate A method was therefore provided of meas-
of reduction of a sample of RDX or HMX is a uring the surface area of HMX in the range
function of surface area, then the amount re- 0-600 cm 2/g and, since the waxes examined
duced in a specified time under standard condi- were not attacked by chromous chloride, it was
tions is also a function of the surface area. possible to measure the uncoated surface area
This should be so, even if the material is not of waxed HMX samples. It followed that with
completely reduced as is the case with HMX. colloid-milled HMX, which was used in all the
The following technique was consequently experimental work and which had a surface area
adopted to measure the surface area of RDX of approximately 2000 cm 2/g, coating efficien-
and HMX and therefore to estimate the propor- cies in the range 75-100% could be measured.
tion of the explosive surface coated by wax in
waxed samples.

"*Reaction was stopped by the rapid addition of
Chromous chloride is a very strong reduc- excess potassium dichromate which was then

ing agent which must be stored and used in an back-titrated.
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The experimental method was compara- Fig. 2 - Gap test assembly

tively quick and easy to use, the only difficulty
being in the storage and use of the very readily
oxidised chromous chloride solutions. Consid- whether wax coatings affected the shock sensi-
erable care had to be taken over the stirring of tivity of both high density (impermeable) and
the HE suspension to prevent crystals splashing low density (permeable) compacts, a range of
up onto the sides of the flask and so being re- densities was examined and the results are
moved from the reaction. During all reductions, grouped in density ranges in the table. It must
both of RDX and HMX, small bubbles appeared be remembered, however, in considering these
on the surfaces of the crystals and the method results that, because of the work done on the
of stirring had to be chosen so that these bub- coated HMX crystals during pelleting, the
bles did not adhere to crystal surfaces and so amount of explosive surface covered with wax
prevent further reduction taking place. in a compact is almost certainly different from

that of the powder on which coating measure-
ments were made. A case in point is the me-

Shock Sensitivity Measurements chanical mix of HMX and powdered candelilla
wax in which the amount of HMX surface coated

All the results quoted were obtained using in the blended powder must be insignificant and
a small scale gap test similar to that described yet in pellets there must be some HMX surface
by Cachia and Whitbread [3]. The experimental coverage because of the compaction that has
arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The PETN taken place. No estimate has been made of this
donor pellet was initiated by low density PETN coating and it is described as "low" in Table 1.
which had been fired by an exploding wire.
This produced a standard shock which was at- In spite, however, of this uncertainty about
tenuated to various extents by passage through the true explosive coverage, there would appear
a stack of brass shims which comprised the to be no doubt that coating the explosive surface
"gap." The shims were in close contact with with wax significantly reduces the shock sensi-
the one-inch diameter acceptor pellet and deto- tivity.
nation of the acceptor was assessed by the pro-
duction of a sharp dent in a steel witness bar at Most of the work was done on candelilla
its other end. The gap thickness was varied wax mixtures although a few tests were done
according to the Bruceton "up and down" proce- with paraffin wax and, as can be seen from
dure and the results quoted are the number of Table 1, these fit in with the candelilla wax
thousandths of an inch of brass shim required results.
to obtain detonation of 50% of the samples.

Further evidence that coating the surface
of an explosive reduces its shock sensitivity

RESULTS was obtained some years ago in some hitherto
unreported work [131 in which increasing

The results of the shock sensitivity and amounts of beeswax were incorporated with
coating measurements made on HMX/wax com- HMX using an aqueous slurry technique. Since
positions are collected in Table 1. To examine no method of measuring coating was available
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TABLE 1 at that time, the actual amount of HMX surface
Effect of Coating on Shock Sensitivity covered in these compositions is unknown, but

of 95/5 HMX/Waxes it seems reasonable to assume that a progres-
sively greater amount of the HMX surface was

Density Coating Shock coated as the beeswax content increased. If

Wax (Percent (Percent- Sensi- this is so, then the results quoted in Table 2
of Void- age tivity again show clearly that the shock sensitivity is

less) Covered) (0.001-in.) reduced significantly by covering the HMX sur-
face with wax.

Beeswax1  64 low 2  184
Beeswax1  52 >75 94
Candelilla 66 95 65 DISCUSSION

Candelilla 76 low 2  162 The above work shows that coating HMX
Candelilla 76 60 72 crystals with wax significantly reduces their
Candelilla 73 82 51 shock sensitivity and provides evidence for the

shock initiation of explosives being due to a
Candelilla 88 low2  144 surface reaction. This idea is of course not
Paraffin 86 low 3  150 new. For example Campbell [6] suggested that
Candelilla 91 70 115 the relationship between void size and shock
Paraffin 89 86 98 sensitivity indicated that a surface reaction was
Candelilla 87 89 79 taking place, although he thought that it was
Candelilla 88 92 74 more likely that reaction was taking place at

the surface of the hot spots produced by shock
Candelilla 95 low2  107 convergence beyond the voids than at the voids
Candelilla 95 84 91 themselves.
Candelilla 95 89 73 The point that has not been demonstrated

before, however, is that the actual surface area1 Data taken from Table 2 and coatings there- of the explosive exposed is important. The
fore not measured. The slurry mixed compo- number, surface area or volume of the voids
sition (density = 52%) would almost certainly between the explosive particles also affect the
however, have had more than 75% of its sur-
face coated. shock sensitivity of an explosive charge, but

2 Mechanical mix. it may be postulated that they do so only insofar
3Aqueous slurry mix, coating too poor to be as they affect the exposed surface area of the
measured (i.e., below 60%). explosive.

TABLE 2
Effect of Beeswax on Shock Sensitivity of HMX

Density Shock
Composition (Percent of Sensitivity

Voidless) (0.001-in.)

HMX, APD = 84 microns 64.3 199

95/5 HMX/beeswax - mechanical mix 63.8 184

99/1 HMX/beeswax - slurry mix 61.0 170

98./2 HMX/'beeswax - slurry mix 53.9 137

961/4 HMX/beeswax - slurry mix 53.8 118

95/5 HMX/beeswax - slurry mix 52.0 94

90/"10 HMX/beeswax - slurry mix 44.1 20
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It is considered, therefore, that of possible 5. C. H. Johansson, Proc. Roy. Soc. A246,
mechanisms for the initiation of detonation by 160 (1958).
shock, a surface reaction mechanism is the
most plausible since it allows a simple expla- 6. A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis, J. B. Ram-
nation to be given for almost all published say and J. R. Travis, Phys. Fluids 4, 511
shock sensitivity data. The actual process by (1961).
which initiation takes place remains uncertain
however. Spalling, spraying or jetting mecha- 7. S. J. Jacobs, T. P. Liddiard, Jr. and B. E.
nisms [4,5,14,15] could all be important and Drimmer, Ninth Symposium on Combus-
further experimental work will be required be- tion, New York, 1962.
fore a complete understanding of shock initia-
tion is obtained. 8. R. H. Dinegar, R. H. Rochester and M. S.

Millican, 145th National Meeting of Ameri-
can Chemical Society (Division of Fuel
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ABSTRACT

A new system for measuring the sensitivity of explosives is de-
scribed. In this system explosives samples are exposed to pressure
pulses which are generated by the detonation of long cylinders of card-
board confined NITROGUANIDINE in direct end contact with them. The
amplitudes of these signals are varied by control of the density to which
the NITROGUANIDINE is packed. The shapes and durations of these
initiating waves are controlled by the system geometry. Direct contact
detonation sensitivity results may be expressed in terms of the ampli-
tudes and durations of the signals which are required for high order
detonations of the samples. Results of measurements of the effects of
sample size, density and confinement upon the direct contact detonation
sensitivity of several common solid secondary high explosives are pre-
sented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION varying, but not well controlled, shape and du-
ration. In the gap and barrier tests, it is usual

The sensitivities of explosives to initiation for the test sample to be exposed to variable
by the detonation of other explosives are most amplitude shock waves of varying, but not con-
often measured by the use of the minimum- trolled shape and duration.
booster sensitivity test (Ref. 1), the air-gap
test (Ref. 2), or the barrier sensitivity test It is the purpose of this report to describe
(Ref. 3). a sensitivity test system in which the test sam-

In the minimum-booster sensitivity test, ples can be exposed to initiating shock waves of

the sensitivity of the sample explosive is meas- controlled amplitudes and durations, and to pre-
sent the results of some measurements of the

ured by systematically varying the weight of a effe ts of sa e e d enst ofineZý effects of sample size, density, and confinement
standard explosive charge which is detonated in
direct contact with the sample, and determining upon sensitivity as determined in this system.
the minimum weight of the standard booster ex-
plosive which is required to detonate the sample. The test system consists of a donor and an

acceptor. The input pressure signal to this ac-
In the air-gap or barrier sensitivity test, ceptor is provided by detonation of the donor

the sensitivity of the sample explosive is meas- charge. The donor is a right circular cylinder
ured by systematically varying the distance be- with a large length-to-diameter ratio. When
tween a standard detonating explosive charge the donor is detonated at one face, the detona-
and the test sample, and determining the dis- tion propagates along the axis to the other face.
tances across which detonation may be trans- The acceptor charge is in direct contact with
mitted between them across air-gaps or through the donor at that face so that the donor output is
barriers (Ref. 4). fed directly to the sample without being attenu-

ated by gaps or barriers. The response of the
In the minimum-booster sensitivity test, it acceptor is detected by the deformation which

is usual for the test sample to be exposed to is produced in a metal witness plate in contact
nearly constant amplitude shock waves of with it.

404
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If the length-diameter ratio of the donor is was loaded on top of, and compressed against,
large enough, the detonation velocity and the the acceptor explosive assembly.
detonation head are stabilized before the deto-
nation front reaches the donor-acceptor inter- During the course of the tests, increments
face. Thus, the shape and duration of the initi- weighing from 100 grains to over 700 grains
ating shock wave in the direct contact detonation were loaded. For the higher density loadings,
sensitivity test can be controlled by control of it was necessary to support the entire system
donor diameter, while the amplitude of this in steel loading tools to prevent distortion of
wave can be controlled by control of the deto- the cardboard containers during loading.
nation pressure of the donor explosive.

A No. 8 regular blasting cap, and a 1/2-

If NITROGUANIDINE is used for the donor, inch diameter 1/2-inch long pressed TETRYL

its detonation pressure may be easily controlled pellet loaded at 10,000 psi was used to initiate

and varied from between about 1 to about 150 the donor.

kilobars by controlling the density to which it Acceptors were of two different types as
is loaded. indicated in Fig. 1. In both cases, test samples

were 1.03 ±0.02 inches long. When only wood
confinement was used, test samples were pre-

CONTROL OF DETONATION PRESSURE pared by first fabricating short pellets and
stacking these into drilled holes in wood spools

For stable detonations, the well known hy- as shown. When steel and aluminum confine-
drodynamic relationship (Ref. 5) ment was used, 1.03 ± 0.02-inch long 3/4-inch

diameter tubes having 1/4-inch walls were
P = pDu (1) loaded with the test explosive. These loaded

metal tubes were inserted into appropriately
accurately defines the detonation pressure, P, drilled holes in the wood acceptor spools as
in terms of the loaded density, p, the detonation shown.
velocity, D, and the particle velocity, u. For
solid C-H-N-O explosives, Except for the 0.520-inch diameter charges,

acceptor explosives were loaded to pressures
u = 1/4 D (2) of 32,000 psi. The 0.520 inch diameter charges

were loaded at 3,400, 6,800, 10,100, 16,800, and
and 32,000 psi to obtain samples at various densi-

ties for the study of the effect of loading density
P = 1/4 pD

2 . (3) upon sensitivity.

Pressures calculated by means of Eq. (3) gen- The entire assembly was detonated as
erally show good agreement (Ref. 6) with meas- shown in Fig. 1, with the test sample in direct
ured detonation pressures. contact with a 1/2-inch thick aluminum witness

plate whose purpose it was to aid in classifying
For NITROGUANIDINE (Ref. 5) the response of the explosive sample in accord-

ance with the resulting distortions.
D = 0. 144 + 0.402p. (4)

All explosives used were obtained from
Since NITROGUANIDINE may be loaded at normal military or commercial sources and

densities from about 0.12 to about 1.4 gm/cc except for the NITROGUANIDINE, which was
without difficulty, detonation pressures from sifted through ordinary window screening, all
about 1 to about 150 kilobars can be easily explosives were loaded in an untreated "as re-
obtained. ceived" condition.

Pellets for testing were formed in heavy-
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT walled, hardened steel explosives pelleting tools

under appropriate pressures. Volumetric load-
The system illustrated in Fig. 1 was used ing was used to approximately control pellet

to obtain the data to be presented. The donor length. After compression, the formed pellets
was an 8-inch long 2-inch diameter column of were removed from the tool for weighing and
NITROGUANIDINE. The NITROGUANIDINE was measuring. An analytical balance and a ma-
loaded in 1-inch long increments, into card- chinist's micrometer were used to determine
board tubes into which acceptor assemblies had densities of the pellets and of the other explo-
previously been inserted. The first increment sives samples.
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Fig. I - Direct contact detonation sensitivity test system

TEST PROCEDURE In order to minimize systematic errors
associated with loading procedures, weather,

A "Bruceton Type" (Ref. 7) staircase pro- and personnel, a randomized loading and firing
cedure with a donor density step size of 20 procedure was adopted. In addition, all accep-
grains per inch long increment of NITROGUA- tors were prepared in advance before test fir-
NIDINE was used to determine the donor loading ings began, but NITROGUANIDINE charges
density required for the 50% probability of high were fired on the same days that they were
order detonation of the sample. Each shot was loaded.
classified as a fire, X, or a misfire, 0, in ac-
cordance with whether a deep crater or no
crater was produced in the aluminum witness TEST RESULTS
plate.

A. Loaded Density Effects
When a misfire was obtained, the next shot

was made with a donor loaded with 20 additional The results of measurements of the direct
grains of NITROGUANIDINE in each of the eight contact detonation sensitivity of three standard
1.00-inch long increments. When a fire was and three experimental solid explosive mate-
obtained, the next shot was made with a donor rials loaded under pressures varying from
loaded with 20 fewer grains of NITROGUANI- 3,400 to 32,000 psi are shown in Fig. 2. The
DINE in each of the increments. This proce- acceptor explosives were 0.520 inches in diam-
dure was followed for all of the tests. Usually, eter and confined in wood.
30 test shots were fired for each material. In
some few cases, however, only 10-shot runs At the highest loading pressures, Explo-
were used. Table 1 contains sample "Bruceton sive a is the least sensitive. Explosive -- and
Type" test data for TNT and TETRYL to illus- TETRYL are the most sensitive of the six un-
trate the test procedure. der these loading conditions, but significant
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TABLE 1
Some Bruceton Type Direct Contact Detonation Sensitivity Test Data

(see Fig. 1)

Acceptor Donor Loading Observations
(Grains/inch) (X is Fire, 0 is Misfire)

0.254-Inch Diameter 280 X
Steel-Confined TNT 260 X X XX X XX X 0 X
Pressed at 32,000 psi 240 X O X X O0O O O O X O0O

220 0 00 0

0.254-Inch Diameter 160 X X X X X X
Aluminum-Confined 140 X X O X X OO O X X X OO X
TETRYL Pressed at 120 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

32,000 psi 100 0

0.520-Inch Diameter 320 X
Wood-Confined TNT 300 X X 0 X X X X X
Pressed at 16,800 psi 280 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 X X X X

260 0 00 0

0.520-Inch Diameter 200 X X X
Wood-ConfinedTETRYL 180 X X O X X O 0 X X X X X X
Pressed at 16,800psi 160 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

sensitivity differences between them cannot be possible to compare sensitivities of these ex-
detected. TNT, Explosive y and TNB are inter- plosives at the same density, that the order of
mediate in sensitivity, but sensitivity differ- sensitivity is everywhere the same in the order:
ences between them cannot be detected at the Explosive a TNT, TNB, Explosive 63, TETRYL
highest loading pressures. While orders of and Explosive T; with Explosive a least sensi-
sensitivity for all of these explosives do not tive, and Explosive y most sensitive.
significantly change with loading pressure,
their relative sensitivities change dramatically When we reexamine this same data, and
as pressures under which the test pellets were consider comparing the sensitivities of these
prepared are varied. Thus, while Explosive a explosives when they are loaded to the same
is very much less sensitive than TNT when percentages of their voidless densities, we find
these materials are loaded at 32,000 psi, sig- (see Fig. 4) that where they can be compared,
nificant sensitivity differences cannot be de- TETRYL, rather than Explosive - (as in Fig. 3)
tected between them when pellets are prepared is the most sensitive material. The order of
under loading pressures of 3,400 psi. sensitivity of Explosive /3, TNB and Explosive )'

is a function of the percent of voidless density
While sensitivity differences between TNT, to which these materials have been loaded.

Explosive y and TNB cannot be detected when
these materials are loaded at 32,000 psi, pel- The order of sensitivity of the explosives
lets prepared under pressures of about 10,000 tested, thus, clearly depends upon whether we
psi do exhibit differences in sensitivity; with compare samples loaded at constant loading
TNB the most, and TNT the least sensitive of pressures, at constant loading densities, or at
the three. Under most conditions it is hard to constant percentages of voidless density. Fur-
detect any sensitivity differences between thermore, in any of these comparisons, when
TETRYL and Explosive 3. the generally most insensitive explosive, Explo-

t sensi- sive a is loaded at its lowest density, it is moreAs indicated in Fig. 2, the relative ses- sensitive (see Fig. 3) than TNT, TNB and Explo-

tivities of the explosives tested clearly depend sive n when these are loaded at their highest

upon the pressures under which pellets were densities.

prepared. When the data presented in Fig. 2 is

considered from another point of view, however
(that is when we plot the donor detonation pres- B. Size Effects
sures required for critical initiation of the
samples as a function of the density of these The effect of sample size upon sensitivity
samples as in Fig. 3), we find, where it is for wood confined pellets is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 2 - Donor detonation pressure, P, required for the 50%
probability of initiation of detonation in pressed explosive
pellets loaded under various pressures, pL.

The sensitivities of 0.254-, 0.378- and 0.520- TNT, and TNB with Explosive y the least sen-
inch diameter 1-inch long wood confined pellets sitive.
loaded at 32,000 psi are compared in Fig. 5.

It is unsettling then, when we refer to Fig. 3
For all of the explosives, apparent sensi- and note that when these same three explosives

tivity increases with pellet size. Differences are all loaded at a density of 1.55 gm/cc, the
in sensitivity with size are greatest for the order of sensitivity is TNT, TNB and Explosive
most insensitive explosives, and become less -,; with Explosive y the most, instead of the
with increasing sensitivity. For Explosive a, least, sensitive of these materials.
the donor detonation pressure required to initi-
ate 0.254 diameter samples is more than twice For all of the explosives shown in Fig. 5,
that required to initiate 0.520-inch diameter it appears that the apparent s !nsitivities of
samples. For TETRYL and Explosive/3, how- these materials loaded under pressures of
ever, it is difficult to distinguish sensitivity 32,000 psi will not be greatly different if sam-
differences 0.254- and 0.520-inch diameter ples larger than 0.520 inches in diameter are
samples. used in these tests.

Sensitivity differences between Explosive y,
TNT, and TNB cannot be detected for samples C. Confinement Effects
which are 0.520 inches in diameter. However,
as seen in Fig. 5, differences can be distin- The effect of confinement upon direct con-
guished more clearly as sample size is de- tact detonation sensitivity of 0.254 inch diam-
creased. For samples which are 0.378 or eter, 1-inch long columns of explosives loaded
smaller, the order of sensitivity is Explosive y, at 32,000 psi is shown in the bar graphs of
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Fig. 3 - Effect of sample loading density, p,' upon the donor
detonation pressure, P, required for the 50% probability of
initiation of detonation in pressed explosive pellets

Fig. 6. As expected, the sensitivity of all of with variations of sample density, size, and
these materials is increased when confinement confinement.
is increased from wood to aluminum or steel. The sensitivity results which have been

Except for Explosive -, however, the sen- presented were obtained using donors of one

sitivities of steel-confined explosives are not diameter only. During these tests, therefore,

significantly greater than those of the aluminum the shape and duration of the initiating shock

confined materials. This is another unexpected waves were held constant, while the amplitudes

result. In air-gap and barrier tests (Ref s. 8 of these waves were varied to obtain the critical

and 9), for example, critical gaps when accep- amplitudes for the initiation of the sample ex-

tors are confined in brass or steel, are gener- plosives studied. By using donors with diame-
ally of the order of five times the gaps when ters different from 2 inches (those used in thesealuminum is used to confine the samples. tests), and by maintaining large donor length-

to-diameter ratios, the effect of duration of the

initiating shock wave upon the critical pressure
CONCLUSIONS required to detonate the explosive samples may

be studied.

The direct contact detonation explosives The data obtained, namely the donor deto-
sensitivity test appears to be a convenient re- nation pressures required to initiate critical
liable and reproducible test for measuring the detonation in the samples, may be used to cal-
sensitivities of explosives at least as insensi- culate the amplitude and duration of the initiat-
tive as TETRYL. In general, the orders of ing shock waves entering the explosive samples
sensitivity of explosives vary as expected, which are required for their critical initiation.
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THE EFFECT OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

ON THE SENSITIVITY OF LIQUID EXPLOSIVES
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ABSTRACT

The sensitivities of a number of liquid explosive systems to both
low-velocity detonation (LVD) and high-velocity detonation (HVD) have
been determined by means of an instrumented modification of the card-
gap test. The systems investigated include nitroglycerin-ethylene gly-
col dinitrate (NG-EGDN) with various diluents, experimental casting
solvents for double-base propellants, nitromethane (NM) alone and in
mixtures with tetranitromethane (TNM), and hydrogen peroxide-glycerol.
Emphasis has been placed on the relationship between apparent sensi-
tivity and the physico-chemical characteristics of the system and its
mechanical interaction with its environment. Results indicate that,
while the energy content, viscosity, and homogeneity of the system and
the charge diameter and container material are very important, other
fundamental factors, as yet undetermined, affect the tendency of a
liquid explosive system to undergo LVD.

INTRODUCTION propagation rates in the approximate range
1-2.5 mm/gsec and produce pressures in the

The mechanism of the initiation of condensed approximate range 1-10 kilobars [1); however,
explosives to high-velocity detonation (HVD) by among them there are seemingly important dif-
strong shocks (of the order of tens of kilobars) ferences. The most important empirical dis-
is now generally considered to be well under- tinction is that some LVD's have a steady
stood. In contrast to this, the mechanisms of propagation rate well above the sonic velocity
deflagration-to-detonation transition, LVD, and in the explosive and produce well-defined shocks
low-to-high-velocity transition in initially of the order of 5-10 kilobars, and other LVD's
homogeneous liquid explosives have been ex- have a fluctuating propagation velocity well be-
plained only in general and qualitative terms. low the sonic velocity and produce pressures of
The latter two regimes are particularly im- the order of 2 kilobars or less but no clearly
portant as low-order detonations are distin- discernible shock wave. Also, modes of reac-
guished by the relative ease with which they can tion have been observed in which the propaga-
be initiated as well as by their low velocity of tion is so irregular that the term "velocity" is
propagation. Of particular interest from a inappropriate or in which propagation appears
practical standpoint is the susceptibility to LVD to cease, often after traversing distances
of liquid systems used as monopropellants or greater than 4 charge diameters.
as casting solvents where the latter are used in
the formulation of double-base propellants. For the purposes of this paper, the term

Several terms need to be defined. During LVD will be taken to include any explosive re-
the course of research conducted at the Explo- action which propagates at a rate in the range
sives Research Center, it has been found that from 50 percent less to 50 percent greater than
the low-velocity regime in a given explosive is the sonic velocity in the unreacted explosive
not characterized by a unique set of properties and generates pressures of the order of a few
analogous to C-J pressure and velocity, etc., kilobars--a definition which undoubtedly in-
appropriate to HVD's, but embraces a variety cludes reactions which some investigators would
of modes of reaction. These have average prefer to call fast deflagrations.

412
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The term "sensitivity" will be taken to re- as yet been successful in attempts to measure
fer to the susceptibility to the initiation of LVD either the cavitation threshold of the explosives
by shock interactions such as occur in any real used or the amplitudes of the rarefactions gen-
system subject to shock loading, specifically in erated by shock loading in the experimental ar-
this case to the card-gap test for liquids where rangement. Thus, it is not yet possible to state
a container must be used. whether the cavitation threshold is a limiting

factor in the sensitivity of ordinary liquid ex-
plosives or whether the threshold can be raised

General Discussion in some way so that it becomes a limiting fac-
tor. Moreover, it is questionable whether the

The basic problem in understanding the ini- rarefaction wave(s) causing the cavitation can
tiation of rapid chemical reactions by weak persist indefinitely except under special condi-
shocks (of the order of a few kilobars) is that tions of confinement. The origin of the rare-
the bulk temperature rise associated with such faction(s) due to release or boundary reflection
shocks-a few degrees-is far less than the tem- of the initial shock stimulus is easy to visualize
peratures required to attain the reaction rates but, ultimately, it must decay or be supported
usually associated with detonations, viz., sev- by the LVD. Whether the latter is possible or
eral hundred degrees. This difficulty has been not depends upon the geometry and environment
answered by the energy concentration or "hot of the explosive rather than its intrinsic prop-
spot" model of Bowden and coworkers [2]. erties.
When dealing with homogeneous systems, spe-
cifically liquids, a difficulty arises in that there
are no obvious sources of such hot spots. Re- Formation and Impingement of
lated work at the Explosives Research Center Micro-Munro Jets
(ERC), described in a paper by Watson et al.,
on Detonations in Liquid Explosives-The Low- The hydrodynamics of these processes is
Velocity Regime and presented at this Sympo- not sufficiently well known to permit analysis
sium, has shown that under shock loading, the of the effects of the physical properties of the
liquid cavitates and that reaction is initiated in, liquid. In fact, although this mechanism ap-
or at the surface of, the resulting cavities. Al- pears to be a plausible energy-concentrating
though the exact mechanism by which the liquid process, it is not necessary to our model of an
in the vicinity of these cavities attains the re- LVD that it be the one actually operative.
quired temperature has not been definitely es-
tablished, we believe that a plausible one may
be summarized as follows: Ignition of the Liquid by Jet Impact

1. Cavitation of the liquid explosive; The hot-spot ignition process is presumed
to be controlled by competition between heat

2. Formation of microjets in the cavities loss due to thermal conduction and heat genera-
and impact of the jets on the liquid bounding the tion due to chemical reaction. As the thermal
cavities; diffusivities of typical liquid explosives of the

CHNO class are not expected to differ widely
3. Initiation of a deflagration-like reaction one from another, it would be expected that the

at the points of impact; thermochemistry and kinetics of the explosive
are the principal factors controlling this stage

4. Propagation of the above sequence of of the process.
events throughout the liquid.

It should be noted that each element of Propagation
liquid must be subjected to two distinct stimuli,
a rarefaction which cavitates the liquid and a Apart from considerations affecting the
shock which causes cavity collapse. Both of stability of the rarefaction wave which causes
these conditions must be self-sustaining if the cavitation, the stability of an LVD depends upon
reaction is to continue, the ability of the reaction to support the com-

pression wave which induces it by jetting or
other means. The nature of the reaction occur-

Cavitation ring at and spreading from the initiation cen-
ters is presumed to be similar to high-pressure

Although cavitation of the liquid explosive propellant burning. There is at present no sat-
appears to be a necessary condition for the ini- isfactory theory from which the propellant
tiation and propagation of an LVD, we have not burning rate as a function of pressure can be
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calculated, knowing the fundamental physical peak-pressure measuring transducers are
and chemical properties of the propellant. It employed.
would be expected, however, that again the most
important factors would be the thermochemistry The gap value which is used as a measure
and kinetics of the combustion process. of sensitivity is expressed in terms of the

overall gap thickness at which 50% of the trials
Because of the complexity of the over-all are expected to have a "positive" result. Evi-

process and a limited knowledge of the pre- dence of initiation and propagation of detona-
sumably important factors, the present approach tion in the explosive is provided by the records
has been restricted to an experimental study of of the pressure transducer and continuous rate
the initiation and propagation of LVD's. A vari- measuring probes; however, the extent of dam-
ety of liquid explosive systems has been studied age to the container and to the steel witness
using an instrumented gap test in an attempt to plate may provide additional information.
determine the effects of modification of the
physical and chemical properties of the explo- The peak pressure transducer consists of
sive on its LVD characteristics, a resistive element imbedded in a polyethylene

rod that is immersed in the liquid explosive to
a predetermined level near the downstream

EXPERIMENTAL end. The element is connected with a source
of emf and a load resistor; the change in re-

Instrumentation sistance with pressure is determined from the
change in the potential drop across the load

The charge configuration used in most of resistor and is recorded oscplographically.
these studies is shown in Fig. 1; it conforms This device has been calibrated over a range
to the usual card-gap test [3] except that the extending from about 1 to 70 kilobars. A
length of the acceptor is generally longer and pressure-actuated switch, positioned approxi-
both continuous rate-measuring probes and mately 1 inch ahead of the transducer, permits

the use of a short-sweep time base on the
oscilloscope. Typical oscillograms showing
the response of the pressure transducer are
illustrated in Fig. 2. A peak pressure in ex-

witness plate cess of 70 kilobars is shown for nitromethane
.14' cork standoff detonating at 6330 m/sec in Fig. 2(a). A peak

Pressure tronsdocer pressure of 7.5 kiobars was measured in
nitroglycerin-ethylene glycol dinitrate (NG-

S , '\ Rote probe EGDN) corresponding to a detonation velocity
of 1940 m/sec (Fig. 2(b)). The peak pressure
value represents only the amplitude of the first

......Acpo sonrle pulse delivered to the transducer. The device
SAcceptor container is not employed to obtain a continuous pressure

-• • profile.

A resistance-type probe for continuously
determining wave front positions with respect
to time was also used as a means of placing the
gap-test results on a more quantitative basis.
With the probe, it is possible to follow the wave

Plexiglas gap movement during initiation and growth of deto-
nation and to determine detonation velocities,

=• • Tetry, donor approximate location of initiation, and to as-
• oscilloscope sync certain the direction of propagation. The probe

consists essentially of a length of 3-mil diam-
• - § § Cork base 6 detonator holder eter Nylon covered (skip wound) resistance

No. 8 detonato•r wire (approximately 2.8 ohms/cm) inserted
into a small bore aluminum tube (0.023-inch od
x 0.0015-inch wall). When immersed in an ex-

: .6- plosive column, the probe functions by virtue
of a change of resistance as the pressure wave
collapses the tube onto the bare resistance wire.

Fig. 1 - Charge configuration (dimensions With a constant current in the circuit the emf
are for 1-inch scale) across the probe, which is proportional to the
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WO N I FEMElength of undisturbed resistance wire in the
probe, is recorded oscillographically; thus,

Hvelocities can be determined from the slope of
mnnn~nUmM n the record for any instant [4].

W- l Typical oscillograms for various types of
jmimWAN iim reaction extending from high-velocity detona-

tion to noninitiation, employing the Nylon-wound
probe, are given in Figs. 3 and 4.

(a)

A detonation velocity of 6360 m/sec was
(Sweep time - 0.5 4±sec/div) measured in nitromethane contained in an

Nitromethane aluminum container (Fig. 3(a)). A low-velocity
(6330 m/sec) detonation of 1980 m/sec was measured in 90

> 70 kb peak pressure percent NG-EGDN/10 percent triacetin (TA)
Zero gap contained in a Plexiglas* container (Fig. 3(b)),

Polyethylene and a low-velocity detonation of 1190 m/sec
(1" scale; 48" long) was measured in a similar mixture contained

in a polyethylene container (Fig. 3(c)). A fail-
ing detonation is shown in Fig. 4(a) for 85 per-

MWEEKE..o"FIL~IM cent NG-EGDN/15 percent TA contained in a
PE •IkY m Plexiglas container. In this particular experi-

ment, both the expendable pressure transducer
and the velocity probe were disabled at theEli ii mill downstream end of the charge by precursor
shock waves when the reaction wave was at
about the midpoint of the container. Figure

(b) 4(b) typifies an incomplete reaction in which a
13-inch length of the container was destroyed,

(Sweep time - 1 psec/div) with the remainder, including a steel witness
NG-EGDN plate, recovered undamaged. A noninitiation

(1940 m/sec) (NI) result for 90 percent NG-EGDN/10 percent
7.5 kb peak pressure TA using an 8-inch gap is shown in Fig. 4(c).
5-inch Plexiglas gap

Plexiglas

(1" scale; 16" long)

Fig. Z - Typical oscillo-
grams illustrating re- *Trade names are used for information only
sponse of the instrumen- and endorsement by the Bureau of Mines is
tation not implied.

(a) (b) (C)

Pressure (top) Pressure (top) Pressure (top)

Velocity - 6360 m/sec (bottom) Velocity - 1980 m/sec (bottom) Velocity - 1190 m/sec (bottom)

Nitromethane 907. NG-EGDN/10% TA 90% NG-EGDN/10% TA

Zero gap 7-inch Plexiglas gap 8-inch Plexiglas gap

Aluminum Plexiglas Polyethylene

Fig. 3 - Typical oscillograms illustrating response of the instrumentation; 1-inch scale
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E MOEMENEE mr*IO __ NNEE• EIIIIII jmmnmmmmnmn , -n n mn
bim~ai L n&jIIIlIINIinmnin lmmmm,.

(a) (b) (c)

Pressure (top) Pressure (top) Pressure (top)

Velocity (bottom) Velocity (bottom) Velocity (bottom)

857 NG-EGDN/157 TA 807. NG-EGDN/207. TA 90% NG-EGDN/10% TA
4-inch Plexiglas gap 1-1/4-inch Plexiglas gap 8-inch Plexiglas gap

Fig. 4 - Typical oscillograrns illustrating response of
the instrumentation; Plexiglas container 1-inch scale

RESULTS OF SHOCK SENSITIVITY LVD's and between LVD's and NI's occur at
MEASUREMENTS ON VARIOUS lower percentages of TA and/or shorter gap
LIQUID EXPLOSIVE SYSTEMS lengths as the scale employed becomes smaller.

For neat NG-EGDN, the threshold between HVD
Nitroglycerin-Ethylene Glycol and LVD occurs with approximately 1/4, 3/4,

Dinitrate-Triacetin (NG-EGDN-TA) 1-3/4, and 3-1/2-inch gaps, employing 1/4, 1/2,
1, and 2-inch scales respectively. For the 1/4-

Scaled test arrangements were used in inch, 1/2-inch, 1-inch, and 2-inch aluminum
these studies for scale factors of 1/4, 1/2, 1, containers, the limiting TA concentrations for
and 2 based on a 1-inch scale as detailed in low-velocity detonations are less than 7-1/2
Table 1. Gap thicknesses defining the thresh- percent, 15 percent, 25 percent, and 35 percent
old between initiation of HVID's and LVDI's and respectively.
between initiation of LVD's and NI's, including
propagation failures or incomplete reactions, Gap thicknesses defining the threshold
were determined for the NG-EGDN-TA system. curves were also determined for the NG-EGDN-
The scaled experiments were performed to TA system in Plexiglas and polyethylene con-
study the effect of scale or "charge size" on tainers (1-inch id x 16-inch length with a 0.125-
the apparent shock sensitivity and to deter- inch wall) at 25'C; results, including those ob-
mine whether the incomplete reactions and NI's tained in aluminum tubes, are given in Fig. 6.
found at the higher TA concentrations were Thresholds between HVD's and LVDI's occur
related to the diameter. The thresholds are with approximately 1-3/4, 3-3/4, and 5-1/2-
shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that incom- inch gaps for neat NG-EGDN in aluminum,
plete reactions (propagation failures) have been Plexiglas and polyethylene containers, respec-
included with NI's in drawing the threshold tively. No low-velocity detonations occurred in
curves. The thresholds between HVD's and either the 1-inch Plexiglas or polyethylene

TABLE 1
Scales Employed in Shock Sensitivity Measurements

Charge Dimensions (inches)

Donor (Tetryl Pellets) Acceptor (16

Scale___ 
Gap inches long)

Number Diameter Length (grams) Diameter Wall

1/4 1 3/8 1/4 0.78 3/8 1/4 0.035
1/2 2 3/4 1/4 6 3/4 1/2 0.065
1 2 1-5/8 1/2 50 1-5/8 1 0.13
2 2 3 1 350 3 2 0.25
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to- NI - Noninitiation
LVD - Low velocity detonation

HVD- High velocity detonationINC - Incomplete propagation

81 i1/4 inch scale
I--- I/2nich scale

I LVD NI 5 INC 2 inch scale

61

2- \ HV0D-
N,

0 i0 20 30 40 50 60TRIACETIN, weight percent

Fig. 5 - Gap sensitivity of 50-50 NG-EGDN-TA
system in aluminum containers at 250C using

0o various scale sizes

NI - Noninitiation
LVD - Low velocity detonation material have, as yet, not been recognized.

8 HVD- High velocity detonation There is considerable interest in the possi-
I NC- Incomplete propagation bility of an LVD regime for a number of rea-

sons: Fundamentally, because NM is a simple

Aluminum nitroparaffin and thus a natural choice in a
6 S --- Plexiglas program involving comparison of explosives of

LV D ...-. Polyethylene different chemical structure, and because the
-' NI 8 INC apparent absence of this regime in an explosive

of very well known properties could be an im-
. 'portant clue to the elucidation of those proper-
- I ties of a liquid explosive which render it sus-<\ ' ceptible to LVD's. There is also a practical

.I \ (\ -- interest in the subject inasmuch as two acci-
2 ', \,dental detonations of large quantities of NM

have occurred under circumstances in which
the initial stimulus must have been very weak

"HVD compared to the shocks usually considered to
VO\be necessary to initiate HVD's (~90 kilobars).

0 to 20 30 40
TRIACETIN, weight percent The first trials were conducted at ambient

Fig. 6 - Gap sensitivity of 50-50 NG- temperature (25'C) using schedule 40 steel pipe
EGDN-TA system in various con- of nominal size from 1-1/2 to 4 inches. The
tainers at 250C (I-inch scale size) charge length was 16 inches in most cases ex-

cept for the 4-inch diameter charges which
were 72 inches long. The donor charge (either

container in mixtures having 20 percent TA tetryl or pentolite) weight was scaled roughly
concentrations or greater. In the 1-inch alumi- as the cube of the charge diameter. Except for
num container, no low-velocity detonation oc- two doubtful cases, at a diameter of 3 inches
curred in mixtures having 25 percent TA con- with 0.6-inch gap with a 3-inch diameter by
centrations or greater. 2-1/2-inch long (475 g) pentolite donor, only

HVD's or failures were observed. The failures
actually resulted in some damage to the ac-

Nitromethane ceptor container but only to a degree observed
even with inert liquids and attributable to hy-

Nitromethane (NM) detonates readily at its draulic effects from the donor charge and were
high velocity but low-velocity detonations in this considered to be noninitiations (NI's). The two
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doubtful cases were presumed to have been or even whether there is a regular mode of
under-driven HVD's which would have failed or propagation. However, these reactions resem-
stabilized at the normal high velocity in a longer ble LVD's in their qualitative characteristics.
charge but could have been LVD's which failed
to stabilize. Contrary to expectations, no appreciable

temperature effect was found as may be seen
As the probability of achieving an LVD is from the data in Table 2. When the donor sys-

believed to be greater with heavier confinement, tems were calibrated, using the expendable
another series of trials was run with the inside pressure transducer, it was found that the
diameter fixed at 2 inches but with heavier wall threshold gaps derived from the data in Table 2
tubing (0.25 inch); in this series the sample tem- corresponded to shock pressures (in the NM) of
perature was varied. In every case, the donor about 11.5 kilobars.
and attenuator were so chosen that the input
shock was well below that required to initiate
HVD's. NM-Tetranitromethane System

The results obtained from this series were It may be speculated that the low suscepti-
of two types: non-initiation, as indicated by bility of NM to LVD is due to its high activation
negligible damage to the acceptor container, energy and low heat of explosion; these factors
and a very weak shock (:51.5 kilobars) detected would be expected to increase the minimum re-
by the pressure transducer, and an explosive quirements for hot-spot initiation beyond those
reaction of ambiguous nature indicated by frag- values which can be readily attained and to re-
mentation of the container into large pieces and, duce the burning rate in the reaction zone to a
occasionally, by shock pressures of as much as value inconsistent with stable propagation in
20 kilobars detected by the pressure transducer. small-scale experiments.
These results have been recorded as possible
low-velocity detonations in Table 2. It must be If this hypothesis is correct, increasing
pointed out that these reactions do not possess the heat of explosion and, perhaps, reducing the
the apparently well-defined characteristics of effective activation energy by the addition of
LVD's in NG-EGDN: the initiation delay times tetranitromethane (TNM) would render the sys-
are long and variable (in the range of hundreds tem more susceptible to LVD. TNM has an ad-
of microseconds), the pressures appear to fluc- vantage over other possible oxidants in that the
tuate widely, and it has not as yet been found mixture remains a simple nitroparaffin system.
possible to determine the velocity of propagation

TABLE 2
Sensitivity of NM (99 Percent Grade) in 2-Inch id,

0.25-Inch Wall, 16-Inch Long Steel Tubing

Donor Attenuator Temperature
Explosive Diameter Length Weight Length (degrees C) Result

(inches) (inches) (grams) (inches)

Tetryl* 3-0 2.0 360 2 90 LVD ?
Tetryl 3.0 2.0 360 2 55 LVD ?
Tetryl 3.0 2.0 360 2 20 LVD ?
Tetryl 3.0 2.0 360 3 90 LVD ?
Tetryl 3.0 2.0 360 3.5 90 NI
Tetryl 3.0 2.0 360 4.0 90 NI
Tetryl 3.0 1.0 180 2.0 90 LVD ?
Tetryl 3.0 1.0 180 2.5 90 LVD ?
Tetryl 3.0 1.0 180 3.0 90 NI
Tetryl 3.0 1.0 180 3.5 90 NI
Pentolite 2.5 1.5 200 2.0 90 LVD ?
Pentolite 2.5 1.5 200 2.0 20 LVD ? (2/2)
Tetryl* 2.0 1.0 80 1.5 90 LVD ?
Tetryl 2.0 1.0 80 1.5 20 LVD ? (2/2)
Tetryl 2.0 1.0 80 2.0 90 NI

*Pressed p = 1.57 g/cm'.
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After it was established that this system there were indications of transition to HVD.
possessed an LVD regime over a range of corn- This behavior is similar to that in lead.
positions from 5 to 50 percent TNM, at least in
1-inch id, 0.25-inch wall steel tubes, and that In order to elucidate the above problems
these could be readily initiated, particularly and to determine the effects of varying the
near the stoichiometric composition (44.5 per- physical and chemical parameters of the sys-
cent TNM), the characteristics of the LVD's in tern on the susceptibility to both LVD and HVD,
the stoichiometric system were investigated for two series of experiments were run in 1-inch
a variety of container materials. In addition, id, 0.25-inch wall, 8-inch long tubes of Plexi-
the initiation thresholds for both LVD and HVD glas and steel. The concentration of TNM was
in 1.0-inch id, 0.25-inch wall steel and Plexiglas varied from 0 to 80 percent and the attenuator
tubes were determined as a function of the corn- length from 1 to 12 inches. These runs were
position. instrumented with both continuous rate probes

and pressure transducers. The results of
The experimental set-up was the instru- these experiments are shown in Fig. 7 in which

mented gap test, using a 1.63-inch diameter x the threshold attenuator lengths for initiation
1.0-inch long tetryl donor, a 1.63-inch diameter of both HVD's and LVD's are shown for steel
x 3.0-inch long Plexiglas attenuator, and con- and Plexiglas containers versus mixture com-
tainers of 1.0-inch id, 0.25-inch wall aluminum, position. The upper threshold for the more
lead, Plexiglas, and steel tubing. The continuous sensitive mixtures was not determined; addi-
rate-measuring probe was not employed in all tional attenuation of the donor shock obtainable
cases. Acceptors of various lengths from 1 to by increasing the attenuator length beyond 12
8 inches were used with the pressure transducer inches is too small for further reduction of the
to determine variations of pressure with distance input stimulus to be practical by this means.
from the donor system in an attempt to study The peculiarities of the results deserve
the development of reaction. special comment:

No LVD's were observed with the aluminum 1. It will be noted that the maximum sen-
containers; the average propagation velocity sitivity to HVD or LVD, in either type of
(obtained using the pressure transducers as rate
stations) was found to be 7.4 mm/psec. However, NI - Noninitiotion
in two cases (with 6 and 8-inch long acceptors) 12 -LVD- Low velocity I

pressures of the order of 5 kilobars were ob- detonation

served rather than the HVD pressure which is HVD High vetocity I
in excess of 70 kilobars. No explanation for this d
can be made except to assume that the HVD is o
decaying-an interpretation which is open to ,L n

question. i LvD- H V0j • }transitions
I | (Plexiglos)

With lead containers, LVD's were observed (el

with pressures of 2 to 4 kilobars and velocities
of 1.0 to 1.4 mm/usec. These appeared to be
decaying with increasing distance from the donor I
system up to about 4 inches at which point transi- •C I
tion to HVD occurred. This behavior seems z 6
diametrically opposed to that observed in alu- -J J
minum, although the apparent decay of the LVD o_ , N.I

in the early stages is consistent with both the D LVO L_ NI

theory and experience with other explosive sys- 4 ol (steel)
tems in tubes of low acoustic velocity. L (e

LVD l)1 (Plexigias)

With Plexiglas containers, no LVDI's weret I
observed at all; HVD's with velocities of about 2 N P2//2
8.5 mm/gsec were observed up to about 4 inches (Plexiglas
from the donor system; with longer acceptors / HV0
the velocity appeared to decay to about 4 mm/
A•sec. In this respect the behavior in Plexiglas I I
resembles that of aluminum. 0 20 40 60 o0 100

TNM,weight percent
With steel containers, LVD's with veloci-

ties of about 2.35 mm/A•sec were obtained; but Fig. 7 - Gap sensitivity of NM-TNM sys-
in two cases (acceptor lengths of 6 and 8 inches) tern in steel and Plexiglas containers
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container, is displaced toward the TNM-rich feature is the existence of a regime in which
end of the composition scale relative to the LVD's are observed which subsequently transit
stoichiometric composition of 44.5 percent TNM to HVD's, a phenomenon presumably made pos-
(oxygen-balanced to C0 2 ) at which the heat of sible by the progressively longer delay times to
explosion is a maximum. This effect is prob- initiation with increasing gap length. Until the
ably due in part to a lower effective activation fundamental properties of this system (e.g.,
energy of the TNM and perhaps to the higher chemical kinetics, burning rates, factors influ-
density of TNM-rich mixtures. encing cavitation, etc.) have been determined

as functions of the composition, no hypothesis
2. The sensitivity curves are appreciably can be offered; however, it is worth noting that

narrower in the case of Plexiglas tubes. This the acoustic matching between the liquid and
may be attributed to the fact that Plexiglas container walls improves with higher concen-
tubes rupture at very low pressures so that the trations of TNM. This effect may allow the
pressure due to the donor stimulus and incip- cavity size or density to exceed a critical value
ient reaction is relieved and thus the incipient due to enhanced energy transfer from the walls.
initiation in the case of the less energetic com-
positions is quenched. 5. A decided effect of attenuator length on

the measured pressures and velocities for
3. Substantial differences between both the LVD's in steel has been detected, indicating that

HVD's and the LVD's are observed in the case donor contributions have not decayed in the
of the two tube materials. The HVD's observed charge length used; hence, it is doubtful whether
in steel have an initiation delay time of a few hydrodynamic stability of LVD has been estab-
microseconds while those in Plexiglas, except lished.
with the shortest attenuators, are of the order
of a hundred microseconds. It would appear 6. In general, pressures observed are
from this that the mechanism of the HVD's in much less for Plexiglas than for steel tubes;
steel containers follows the classical hydrody- this is to be expected in view of the fact that
namic model, but that those observed in Plexi- the relatively low-tensile strength, low-density
glas containers probably result from precursor Plexiglas yields more readily, allowing lateral
activity of the same kind as that postulated for rarefactions to degrade the reaction pressure.
LVD's. Since the occurrence of HVD's with
weak shock inputs (-2 kilobars) as a result of
uniform hydrodynamic heating would appear to Hydrogen Peroxide - Glycerol System
be impossible, the observation of HVD's under
these conditions seems to demand the operation This system is of interest because of its
of a mechanism analogous to that for LVD's. chemical structure; it is one of the few homo-
This tendency toward HVD's having long initia- geneous liquid explosives whose components do
tion delay (or occasionally LVD-HVD transi- not contain the NO 2 group.
tions), with attenuator lengths which ordinarily
result in LVD's or failures with other explosive Again, the experimental set-up was the gap-
systems, has been noted for nitrobenzene-nitric test arrangement described earlier; the donoracid, trimethylolethane trmnitrate (TMETN) and was a 1.63-inch diameter x 1.0-inch long tetryl
NG-EGDN, although the last seems to exhibit pellet (p = 1.57), the attenuator was composedNG-EDNalthughthelastsees toexhbit of 1.63-inch diameter Plexiglas disks, and the
this behavior only in materials of low sonic ve- ofc1.63-inch diameterdPlexiglas disks,,and the
locity, e.g., lead and polyethylene. In these acceptor was contained in 1.05-inch id, 0.133-
cases it is entirely conceivable that the mecha- h wal1inch lon inumetube chhad been passivated. The instrumentation con-
nism may be qualitatively the same as that for
LVD's. For example, if the cavitation-micro- sisted siml of a nair ofra e s ire
jetting mechanism is applicable, it is conceiva- by twisted pairs of enameled copper wireble hatthe ollpse f alarg caity r goup mounted on the outer surface of the container--
ble that the collapse of a large cavity or group a technique which gives satisfactory results for
of closely spaced smaller cavities could cause HVD's but not for LVD's. The hydrogen perox-
sufficiently intense heating in an adequately ide used was 90 percent grade. The experi-
large zone to directly initiate an HVD; alterna- mental results are given in Fig. 8 which shows
tively, it is possible that the burning rate of the the threshold gaps for both HVD's and LVD's
explosive is so great that transition from ign- as a function of mixture composition. The up-

per threshold for the LVD regime in the most
4. The location of the LVD regime in the sensitive mixtures (15-42.5 percent glycerol)

figure shown for Plexiglas containers is partic- was not obtained for reasons given in the pre-
ularly interesting. These reactions have been ceding section. It was found in a previous in-
observed only at 70 percent TNM, except for vestigation employing projectile impact [5,6]
one case at 60 percent. The most remarkable that these mixtures are even more sensitive
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6 - NI - Noninitiation

I HVD- High velocity detonation
I LVD- Low velocity detonation
I INC- Incomplete propagation

LVD
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GLYCERIN, weight percent

Fig. 8 - Gap sensitivity of 90 percent H 20 2 -glycerin
system in aluminum containers at 25 'C

to initiation of LVD than NG-EGDN--calculated LVD's. Even stoichiometric NM-TNM with a
impact pressures to initiate LVD being about heat of explosion of 1633 cal/gram is decidedly
2 kilobars for peroxide-glycerol as opposed to less susceptible to LVD than NG-EGDN with a
3 kilobars for NG-EGDN. The LVD regime ex- heat of explosion of 1559 cal/gram. The latter
tends from 12.5 to 47.5 percent glycerol; heats in turn is less susceptible to LVD than stoichi-
of explosion calculated at these compositions ometric peroxide-glycerin with a heat of explo-
are 739 and 753 cal/gram* respectively so that sion of only 1185 cal/gram. It is perhaps note-
with respect to the heat of explosion the LVD worthy that this ranking of sensitivities can be
"detonability limits" (under these experimental correlated with the results of thermal stability
conditions) are symmetric. This suggests that studies: nitroparaffins are usually more stable
the heat of explosion may be a controlling factor than nitrate esters which are, in turn, more
in determining the susceptibility of a system to stable than peroxides.
LVD. This critical value of the heat of explosion
should be compared with that for another system
-NG-EGDN-TA; under identical environmental Experimental Casting Solvents for
conditions, the highest TA concentration at which Double Base Propellants
LVD's are observed is 30 percent, correspond-
ing to a heat of explosion of 791 cal/gram. Five experimental casting solvents, desig-

nated A through E, whose compositions are
Heat of explosion is not the only important given in Table 3, were evaluated using the in-

parameter, however. Nitromethane with a heat strumented gap test described earlier; the
of explosion of 1194 cal/gram barely exhibits samples were contained in 1.05-inch id, 0.133-

inch wall, 16-inch long aluminum tubes.

*The heats of explosion quoted here and else- Thresholds (expressed as attenuator length)
where are calculated according to a variation for the initiation of HVD's, LVD's, and propa-
of the usual procedure in which oxygen is con- gation failures (INC's) were obtained for each
sumed to form H 20, CO, CO 2 in decreasing of the samples and are shown in Table 4. The
priority, NO, NO 2 , CH 4 , etc., are not assumed correlation between oxygen balance* (O.B.) and
to be formed, and the Ah5 's used were the val-
ues at 298°K, I atm (for H20 the value for the
gaseous state was used). The numbers quoted *Defined by the formula O.B. = 100 (fo - 8fH -
above are not claimed to be the correct effec- 2.667 fc) where fo, fl, fc are the weight frac-
tive values but are presented for the purpose tions of oxygen, hydrogen and carbon respec-
of comparison. tively.
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TABLE 3
Composition (Weight Percent) of Experimental Casting Solvents

Sample
Component I BIC ID I

Nitroglycerin 70 - - 75 80
Trimethylolethane trinitrate - - 80 - -
1,2,4 butanetriol trinitrate - 65 - - -

bis-2,2 dinitropropyl acetol 20 29 - -

Triethylene glycol dinitrate - - 19 - -
Triacetin 9 - - 24 19
Camphor - 5 - - -
Nitrodiphenylamine 1 1 1 1 1

TABLE 4
Comparison of Sensitivities of Experimental Casting

Solvents and NG-EGDN-TA Mixtures

I AA B C D E

HVD/LVD 1.1 0.11 0.2 0.2 1.1
Threshold Gaps (inches) LVD/INC 12.52 - 1.4 1.5 14.02

INCINI - - 5.5 5.5 -

Oxygen Balance -24.8 -45.5 -42.3 -32.7 -25.6

Threshold Gaps for HVD/LVD 0.7 0.11 0.11 0.23 0.7
O.B. - equivalent LVD/INC 6.02 - - - 6.02
NG-EGDN-TA (inches) INC/NI - - - 3.5 -

IHVD/INI threshold, no LVD's or INC's observed.
2 LVD/NI threshold, no INC's observed.
3 HVD/INC threshold, no LVD's observed.

sensitivity may be evaluated from these data. 2. the presence-of inhomogeneities may
Generally, the correlation is significant, a nota- degrade the jet formation process;
ble exception being sample C which resembles
D in sensitivity and B in O.B. The reason for 3. the hot spots should occur at the loci of
this discrepancy is not readily apparent. It is the inert droplets so that the critical phase of
noteworthy that all samples, except B, are more the initiation process occurs where the condi-
sensitive at least to LVD's than NG-EGDN-TA tions for propagation arze least favorable.
mixtures of equivalent O.B.

Accordingly, a number of experiments were
conducted in which various liquids immiscible

Emulsified Systems with NG-EGDN were emulsified with the latter;
the samples were contained in 1.0-inch id,

On the basis of the cavitation-microjetting- 0.125-inch wall, 8-inch long Plexiglas tubes.
hot-spot model, it could be argued that immisci-
ble inert liquids, dispersed in a liquid explosive All additives were stirred into the NG-
system as an emulsion, might be more effective EGDN liquid with a high-speed mixer, the mix-
desensitizers than miscible diluents, assuming ing time being kept constant (3 minutes). The
that the suspended droplets are potential cavi- emulsified mixture was poured into the charge
tation nuclei, because: container and fired within 1 minute. Delay

1. increasing the number of opportunities times to initiation of the order of several hun-
for cavitation and, hence, the number of cavi- dred microseconds were frequently encoun-
ties produced per unit volume will result in de- tered; as the instrumentation became inoper-
creased cavity size and presumably less energy ative during this time, it was difficult to de-
concentrated at any one hot spot; termine whether the result is an HVD, LVD, or
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INC. For this reason as well as a marked Because the effect on the heat of explosion of
lack of reproducibility in the delay times, prob- equal percentages by weight of these two mate-
ably due to lack of control over the droplet size rials is not significantly different, this consti-
of the emulsions, no definitive conclusions in tutes further evidence that the sensitivity of a
general were reached, liquid explosive to LVD is dependent on physico-

chemical characteristics not usually taken into
There were some surprising results, how- account.

ever, particularly in the experiments on H 20
additive on which a large number of tests were
made so that a more meaningful analysis of the 6 - N ion
data was possible. Here, a few records indicated I - incomplete
transitions from low to high-velocity detonations propogotion
but no record showed a steady, complete LVD I LVD - Low velocity
during the recording time of 300 Asec. Results I detonation
obtained with H2 0 are illustrated in Fig. 9. H HVD - High velocity

LVD---NI detonation

. 4  -. . Acetone
-- Triocetin

5 NI - Noninitiotion -" . LVD

HVD- High velocity detonation ,

C - HVD
< LVD NI

0' 2 LVD I \

HVD ___NJ

HVO N
Z HVD

L N1a_ NI

2 -
I 1

0 5 10 15 20 25ADDITIVE, weight percent

Fig. 10 - Gap sensitivity of NG-EGDN-
01 - acetone system in Plexiglas containers

HVD

0 NG-EGDN-TA-Polymethyl Methacrylate
0 5 10 15 20 (PMMA) SystemH2 0, weight percent

Fig. 9 - Gap sensitivity of NG-EGDN- Since the importance of oxygen balance,
H 20 emulsion in Plexiglas containers viscosity, and temperature with respect to the

sensitivity of a liquid explosive is frequently
alluded to in the literature, this explosive sys-

NG-EGDN-Acetone System tern was chosen for study in an attempt to de-
termine quantitatively the effects of these fac-

This system was chosen for study in order tors on the sensitivity to LVD's.
to compare the effectiveness of acetone and tri-
acetin, diluents which have different physical The explosive was contained in 8-inch
and chemical properties, as desensitizers. The lengths of Plexiglas tubing of 1-inch id and 1/8-
experimental arrangement was the same as that inch wall thickness. Oxygen balance was con-
used in the experiments with the emulsion. The trolled by the concentration of TA and PMMA,
experimental results are shown in Fig. 10 (with and the viscosity was controlled by the concen-
the curves for the NG-EGDN-TA system in- tration of PMMA and the temperature; thus, the
cluded for comparison). It will be noted that the intrinsic effect, if any, of temperature is con-
LVD-NI threshold is drawn as a vertical line at founded with its effect through the viscosity.
10 percent acetone; at this composition both Actual viscosity measurements were not made
LVD's and NI's occurred without correlation to on every sample; survey measurements were
the gap thickness. It is evident that acetone is made with a falling-ball type viscosimeter.
a much better desensitizer to LVD's than TA. Since this system is a non-Newtonian liquid,
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TABLE 5
Sensitivities (as Threshold Gap Thickness in Inches)

of NG-EGDN-TA-PMMA System

HVD-LVD Thresholds

Oxygen PMMA Content
Balance Temperature
(percent) 0 percent 5 percent 10 percent

-15 30C 1.5 1.1 1.41
-15 60 0C 1.9 1.7 1.61
-22.5 30 C 0.9 1.11 0
-22.5 600 C 1.6 0.9 1.11

LVD-NI Thresholds

-15 3 0C >6 1.6

-15 60 0C >6 >6 - 2

-22.5 3 0C 4.1 -2 0
-22.5 60'C 4.4 1.4 - 2

IHVD-NI threshold, no LVD's observed.
2 No LVD's observed.

the viscosity determined by this means has no CONCLUSIONS
fundamental significance and, hence, is not re-
ported here. Thus, the concentration of visci- A complete elucidation of the relationship
dizing agent (PMMA) rather than the actual vis- between the physico-chemical properties of a
cosity will be referred to. In general, the liquid explosive system and conditions of its
apparent viscosity of the mixtures containing 10 environment and its tendency to LVD has not
percent PMMA was about 10 times that of the yet been achieved. However, the present find-
mixtures without PMMA. ings agree well with the model proposed for

LVD and indicate the nature of the most impor-
Sensitivity determined as the threshold at- tant of these properties and of areas of further

tenuator thicknesses are shown in Table 5. research required for a better understanding
of the problem.
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RETONATION CAUSED BY THE REFLECTION

OF DIVERGENT WAVES

W. R. Marlow

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment
Aldernzaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

Initiation and retonation phenomena associated with divergent waves
in 12 cm diameter 6 cm long cylindrical charges of HMX/TNT are illus-
trated by streak and framing camera records. A weak divergent dis-
turbance travelling at about 2.7 mm/;zsec'1 is generated by a shock
transmitted from a thin coaxial rod. This disturbance propagates
through the charge and when it is reflected from a thick steel plate it
is sufficiently strong and maintained to cause detonation in the reverse
direction. When the steel is replaced by Perspex the reflected wave is
too weak to cause detonation. Reflection from a composite barrier has
also been studied.

INTRODUCTION

Previous shock initiation literature [11 has Wooden Suport
described phenomena in charges with nominally ". Dururmni Dic
plane initial shocks. This paper describes an
experimental investigation of phenomena result- Probe--
ing from weak, localised impact on a solid ex- Sall Plate .lumn

plosive which generates a spherically diverging
shock. Impact conditions have been found which
caused a low order disturbance to travel through
the explosive until a barrier is reached, when Receptor Ch 3rge
the barrier composition and geometry deter-
mines whether or not detonation occurs in the
reverse direction. The initiating pulse is com-
plex and not easy to define. Conditions for the
phenomena described are fairly critical and
small variations can easily give rise to erratic
results. Prob e-

Barrier

Fig. 1 - Experimental arrangement
EXPERIMENTAL

The charge arrangement in use throughout
the main sequence of shots is shown in Fig. 1. charge of HMX/TNT 75/25 composition, 12 ems.
A standard 5.08 cms. diameter Baratol/Comp. diameter and 6 cms. deep, supported on a metal
B plane wave shaper sends a shock into the base. The assembly is fired with its axis ver-
Duralumin disc shown. From this disc a steel tical. Streak camera techniques are used to-
column 0.635 cms. diameter transmits a pulse gether with pin probes to record transients in
to the receptor charge, the whole being axially each experiment. Kerr cell and framing camera
symmetrical. A Duralumin disc 1 mm thick sequences have also been used.
and 10 cms. in diameter rests on top of the
charge, underneath the steel column. This is Typical results are illustrated by the two
as protection against possible spalling or hot framing camera sequences shown. Figure 4
gases. Underneath this plate is the receptor illustrates the passage of the low order

426
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disturbance through the charge to the steel mild steel, 12.5 ems. diameter and 2.54 cms.
barrier where it reflects as a high order det- thick.
onation. As only the surface of the charge is
seen this gives little direct evidence of the wave The initial pressure pulse which leads to
shape within the explosive. Figure 5 shows the retonation is not simple and depends both on the
situation when a flat is cut on the charge, par- pressure of the steel column and of the Duralu-
allel to its axis and 3 cms. from it. A rectan- min disc. Attempts to measure the pulse am-
gular ink grid was ruled on the charge, unit size plitude at the end of the steel column gave un-
1 cm. by 0.5 cms. and the distortion of this grid satisfactory results. The duralumin disc is
indicates clearly the passage of the wave front. forced down the steel column which later
The reflectivity of the charge surface changes punches its way through the disc. The impact
as the shock wave passes through. Later blurr- on the charge cover plate consists of the shock
ing of the grid lines is probably due to ink par- which is the precursor of the disc moving down
tidles being flung off the charge. At the barrier the column followed by the impact of the disc
the wave reflects as a high order detonation. itself. If the column is removed but the same

spacing retained the charge detonates at or near
The column length is a fairly critical pa- the top surface. The measured impact velocity

rameter in setting up conditions for the reported of the Duralumin disc is approximately 1.5 mm/
phenomena. A large number of shots were fired gsec. corresponding to a pressure of 150 kb in
to establish that with a length of less than 1.5 the Duralumin and of about 60 kb in the recep-
cms. the charge always detonated immediately, tor charge.
and with a length greater than 2.5 cms. failure
to detonate always happened, fragments of ex- If the cylinder is retained but interposition
plosive being recoverable. For a 2 cm. column of a heavy baffle prevents the disc from reach-
with the appropriate barrier under the charge ing the receptor, complete failure occurs, large
retonation at this barrier was produced in 8 out fragments of the charge being recovered.
of 10 shots. The other two receptor charges
detonated within the body of the charge before In an attempt to provide a less complex
reflection. In these rounds the barrier was of initiating pulse the 5.08 cm plane wave shaper,
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Fig. 3 -Typicali streak camera records
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Fig. 4 - Framing camera sequence showing
low order disturbance reflecting as high
order detonation at a steel boundary. Time
T (gsec) refers to current zeroatdetonator.

disc and column were replaced by a 2.54 cms. corresponding to an impact pressure of 215 kb
plane wave shaper, initiating a Comp. B driver in the disc, and approximately 82 kb in the
charge of the same diameter, which threw a charge.
2.54 cm. diameter, 0.635 cms. thick Duralumin
disc at the receptor assembly. No column was The first group of shots was fired with a
used. With a driver charge of length 1.27 cms. barrier of mild steel, 2.54 cms. thick and 8 out
or less the receptor failed to take up and pieces of 10 such shots retonated, the remaining two
of explosive were recovered. When the driver detonating spontaneously within the charge. A
was 1.59 cms. or greater the receptor detonated second group of shots was fired with a com-
immediately. Of 5 such rounds fired with a posite barrier of 0.75 cms. latex rubber next
driver of 1.48 cms. length 2 detonated immedi- to the charge, then 8.0 mm Duralumin, and
ately, 2 failed, and one retonated. This system finally 2.54 cm. of steel. Of 4 such shots, 2
was deemed too critical to work with. The disc retonated at the charge/barrier interface and
impact velocity was measured as 2.3 mm/gsec. 2 retonated strongly over only half the charge
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Fig. 5 - Framing camera sequence with sectioned charge showing
low order disturbance reflecting as high order detonation at a
steel boundary. Time T refers to current zero at detonator.

length. This is illustrated by the third streak were derived from a series of shots made with
camera photograph in Fig. 3. Repeating these constant initiating geometry but with the charge
shots with the steel thickness reduced to 3 mm. length varying between I and 6 cms. by incre-
caused the receptor to fail but no explosive was ments of 1 cm., overall times taken from all
recovered. With a barrier of 2.54 cms. of rounds and from shots where a flat was cut on
Perspex all rounds failed. Even with charges one side of the receptor. These latter were
reduced to 1 cm. depth no high order reaction viewed with a framing camera and showed the
took place. low order disturbance travelling through the

charge to the barrier and its detonation at the
Because of fear of perturbing the wave barrier. These results are consistent with the

within the charge no probes were placed in the picture of a spherical wave with origin at the
explosive. Transit times throughout the charge mid-point of the receptor face. Scatter from
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round to round was large, but the wave velocity the receptor charge can either detonate imme-
appears constant within any one charge, and diately, show low order phenomena, or fail com-
ranged from 2.4-3.0 mm/gsec. with a mean at pletely. Previous experience suggested that
2.7 mm/gsec. with a pressure of 80 kb in the explosive and a

pulse length of 2 gsec. immediate detonation
would occur. Reducing the driver length by as

DISCUSSION little as one millimetre results in complete
failure, increasing it by the same amount gives

Comparison of light intensities produced at immediate detonation at the charge surface.
the charge/perspex interface in the series fired The explanation may be either in the fact that
with varying lengths of receptor suggest that the here we have divergent waves and/or in the re-
initial shock amplitude drops fairly quickly, duced area of impact of the smaller disc with
since the light output after the second centi- rapid penetration of latest rarefactions.
metre of charge is negligible. Measurements
were not sufficiently sensitive to detect any dif- The behaviour observed when the barrier
ference in the shock velocity between the first composition is altered can be qualitatively ex-
part of the charge where the incident pulse plained. With a thick steel barrier the reflected
could be expected to play a major part in deter- disturbance is a shock of long duration and the
mining shock strength, and the charge end where consequence pressure and temperature rise
it is probable that the shock was maintained accelerate chemical reaction to almost imme-
solely by reaction at or behind the front. In the diate detonation in the reverse direction. With
present geometry the charges were not suffi- a perspex barrier impedance considerations
ciently large to show whether or not there was show that the reflected wave is a rarefaction
a slowly declining energy release, a quasi- and the pressure and temperature drop follow-
stable state, or conditions that would eventually ing is sufficient to quench any reaction. Com-
accelerate to detonation. Experiments with posite barriers represent an intermediate state.
5.08 cms. diameter charges and nominally plane An initial rarefaction is followed by a slow
shocks have given examples of all three possi- buildup of pressure due to reverberation in the
bilities [2]. barrier material, and this will build up into a

shock some distance back in the explosive. The
Previous work by the author [1] has shown 2.54 cm. steel layer delays rarefactions from

that an induced shock as low as 20 kb in the reaching the reflected front before detonation
explosive, if maintained for several micro- can be established, but reduction of the steel
seconds, will lead to detonation. If the pulse thickness to 3 mm. enables a rarefaction to
is shortened the pressure needs to be higher quickly follow the reflected compression and
for detonation to follow and it has been shown quench the reaction before detonation occurs.
that a pulse of 60 kb in the explosive, lasting for
approximately one Asec. will cause immediately
detonation in 5.08 cms. diameter charges. The REFERENCES
changed form of the initiating pulse in the main
sequence of experiments described here pre- 1. Proc. Roy. Soc. A Vol. 246, 145, 1958.
sumably accounts for the difference in be-
haviour observed but it is still surprising that
with the 2.54 cms. diameter initiating system 2. Unpublished work.
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ABSTRACT

The end velocity of an Al-barrier has been measured as a function
of the length. The critical end velocity has been determined for three
different explosives and compared with the critical velocity in the shoot-
ing test. The result shows that the barrier test demands a somewhat
higher velocity than the shooting test for the same explosive.

INTRODUCTION Igito
r2 Ignition)

In shooting tests with coaxial impact be- Impact pressure
tween cylinders with plane end surfaces [1] ac-
cording to Fig. 1 we get the constant impact
pressure 20 Expi sample: pressed TNr ....

S 1.55 g/cm5

WePeV v=650 m/s
P 1 + WePe/WP d=l=15mm

10
where w is the shock front velocity in the pro-
jectile and we in the explosive sample, o and
ce are the densities and v is the velocity of the
projectile before impact. The pressure remains
constant until the arrival of the first reflection- 0

wave in the projectile. Brown and Whitbread[21 0 2 z 6 ps

found that the length of steel projectile was in- Explosive sample I
significant down to 2 mm. This corresponds to _-d
an initiation delay of about 1 4s. With longer v-
projectiles the initiation occurs before the pres- Al-projectile
sure begins to fall. Figure 1 shows the pressure-
time-diagram when shooting an Al-projectile Fig. 1 - Shooting test
15 mm in diameter and length against a TNT-
sample of the same diameter and a velocity of
650 m/s.

linear relation between the critical length of
In the barrier test (Fig. 2) the donor causes brass barriers and the critical velocity of steel

a shock wave in the barrier, which in turn gives projectiles, in both cases 12.7 mm in diameter
rise to an impact pressure at the contact sur- (Fig. 3a). This linear relation has been con-
face between the barrier and the explosive firmed here for cast TNT, pressed TNT and
sample. The figure shows the pressure-time- pressed PETN with 10% wax (Table 1, Fig. 3b).
diagram for donor and sample of pressed TNT The barrier test was performed with a donor of
and an Al-barrier 21 mm in diameter at the pressed TNT and a barrier of Al at a diameter
critical length, 21 mm. The pressure is not of 21 mm [4]. The critical velocities of the
constant but falls rapidly with the time. The projectile are taken from an investigation by
curve is calculated from a pressure curve ac- Eldh and others of a Swedish group [1] proposing
cording to Broberg [31. a shooting test with projectiles of brass 15 mm

in diameter and length and samples 30 mm in
Comparing the two tests for a number of diameter. In Fig. 3b the values concern how-

explosives Brown and Whitbread [2] found a ever 15 mm Al-projectiles.

432
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Mp TABLE 1

c-m, Critical Length of 21 mm Al-Barrier and
Impact pressure Critical Velocity of 15 mm Al-Projectile

Against 25 mm Sample

Explosive sample: Bar- Proj.
20 pressed TNT 1= t55 g/cm3 Explo- State velocityp 1ov .5 5m r/mS 

ae e st v l ct

sive 
(g/cm 3) length (mis)

7=Z krit = 21 mm (mm)
dTN 21 mm

10 TNT cast 1.60 3-4 1500-1720

TNT pressed 1.54 20-21 640-650

PETN pressed 1.33 28-29 290-340
2 Z 6ps + 10%

Explosive sample wax
I IDonor charge

d TNT r= 1.55 g/cm' Extrapolation in Fig. 4 to the barrier length

zero gives 2600 m/s for the end velocity of the
Al-barrier TNT-charge in contact with an Al-cylinder. The

Fig. 2 - Barrier test shock front velocity for Al is approximately
6200 m/s and by inserting 2700 kg/mr3 for the
density we get 217 kbars for the shock wave
pressure in Al from TNT. Selberg (Report NAB

EXPERIMENTAL 18.7.1962) has calculated 201 kbars and Broberg
[3] 213-238 kbars.

Another way is to compare the critical pro-
jectile velocity with the end velocity of the bar- Figure 5 shows the critical velocity of Ai-
rier at the critical length. The latter was meas- projectiles as a function of the end velocity of
ured with an Al-plate 1 mm thick and 17.3 mm Al-barriers at a critical length according to
in diameter on the end surface of the Al-barrier Figs. 3b and 4. The points in Fig. 5 indicate
(Fig. 4) and the time between two wire-contacts the uncertainty along the two axes. It will be
at a distance of 100 mm was measured. It was noted that the required projectile velocity is
found that the particle velocity attenuates loga- somewhat lower than the barrier velocity. This
rithmically with the barrier length (Table 2, may partly be due to the difference in diameter
Fig. 4). Extrapolation to a barrier length of between projectile and sample in the shooting
2 mm gives a velocity of 2400 m/s. Johansson test but can also be expected from the differ-
and Sj6lin [5] have obtained 2600-2700 m/s but ence in the pressure-time curves in Figs. 1
then the donor was confined by a layer of clay. and 2.
This causes a higher detonation velocity and
therefore a higher plate velocity.

Steel proj. (d=12.7rnm) AI-proi (&d15)

m/s 2006

2000- ~TNT, cas t 3 1. 67 g/cmn

1500 1500

1000 1000 TNT pressed

500- 500 '1.55g/cm
"=,PETN~pr:

0 0 o=9.53g/cm
0 5 lOmm 0 5 70 15 20 25 30mm

Brass barrier (d=12.7mm) Length of Al-barrier (d= 21mm)

a.Brown and Whitbread b. Author

Fig. 3 - Relation between projectile velocity and barrier length
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THE INITIATION PROPERTIES OF BOOSTERS IN

EXPLOSIVES WITH LOW SENSITIVITY"

C. H. Johansson and T. Sj6lin
Swedish Detonic Research Foundation, Vinterviken

Stockholm SV, Sweden

ABSTRACT

The investigation has been performed with conical boosters of a high
explosive with their favourable initiation capacity in relation to their
weight. The critical bottom diameter and the critical weight of the boosters
have been determined as a function of the cone angle for the initiation
of a powder explosive of the AN-FO type and a slurry explosive of the
Melvin Cook type. The propagation of the shock front in the receptor
charge has been recorded for different booster diameters. When it is
smaller than the critical booster diameter the detonation dies out al-
though its shock front area at first increases.

INTRODUCTION plexi-glass tubes with an internal diameter of
2 cm and wall thickness of 0.5 cm.

Progress made of recent years in shock
wave initiation has applied chiefly to how a shock Startex has been used to initiate "Ammonit"
wave whose frontal pressure is lower than that and "Reolit." Ammonit is a powder explosive
of the detonation can develop into a stationary with 92% AN, 4% coal, 3% Si and 1% fuel oil.
detonation [1-4]. When using boosters of high D = 3100 m/s at a density of 1.06 g/cm 3 in iron
explosives for initiation explosives with low tubes 2.5 cm in diameter. Reolit is a slurry
sensitivity, as powder explosives of the AN-FO explosive with 62.6% nitrate, 25% TNT, 12%
type or TNT-AN slurries [5] a different prob- water and 0.4% guar. The density is 1.50 g/cm 3

lem applies. Shock wave pressure at the con- and the detonation velocity 4900 m/s in tubes of
tact surface is greater than detonation pressure paper-bakelit 10 cm in diameter.
of the receptor charge and the detonation starts
off without delay. In this case, however, there
is the additional condition that the diameter of THE CRITICAL DIAMETER OF
the contact surface must exceed a critical value THE BOOSTER [8]
for the detonation to continue.

When a cylindrical charge detonates the
shock wave pressure is considerably greater at

EXPLOSIVES EMPLOYED the end surface than along the envelope surface
A comparison of the initiation strengthT at

The tests have been made with boosters of the end surface of cylindrical and conical boost-
"Startex," a plastic high explosive with a hy- ers has shown that this is approximately the
drogel containing 60% ditrinitroethyl-uric same for the same ratio between length (L) and
(DiTeU), 20% nitrates, 17.5% water, 2% hydro- bottom diameter (0). The mutual curve for the
carbons and 0.5% guar. DiTeU is oxygen- initiation strength as a function of the ratio L/O
balanced [6,7]. The density of Startex is 1.45 tallies with Cook's curve for the end action in
g/cm3 and the detonation velocity 7100 m/s in an axial detonation of cylindrical charges ('[5]

*Ed. Note: The first part of this paper is treated in greater detail in [8].

TThe comparison was made with a method suggested by Johansson and Alfredsson [9]. The receptor
charge is 3 cm in diameter and 5 cm in length and consists of finely ground TNT and glycol. It is
packed by hand in a plastic tube on a lead cylinder immediately before the test. The glycol content
when the lead cylinder is crushed to half its height is adopted as a measure of the initiation strength.
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?ao rb,___ t eweight is c. 6 g. The continued investigation has

Pan~r bate 1 i t e been limited to conical boosters of Startex with a
\. V ," 90' cone angle and receptor charges of Reolit.

- 'J 'Jet s~ni
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Fig. I - Arrangement for deter-
mining critical booster diameter

Fig. 2 - Booster shape
Fig. 5.5). As conical boosters are lighter in
weight the continued investigation has been re-
stricted to such.

For determining the booster strength as a
For a direct determination of the critical function of its bottom diameter (6) at initiation

diameter of Startex boosters in initiating Am- of Reolit a method with receptor charges of
monit and Reolit an experimental arrangement Reolit in tubes of paper bakelite 6 cm in diam-
as in Fig. 1 has been employed. The conical eter and 40 cm in length has been used. In this
shape of the receptor charge was chosen so as the length of the tube (L) blown off is deter-
to keep down the weight of the charge and the mined as a function of 6. The diagram in
cover of wet sand so as to reduce the bang of Fig. 5 shows that L to begin with rises linearly
the explosion. Some controlling tests without with ¢. At approximately 6 = 3.5 cm the curve
sand and tests with cylindrical receptors 10 cm begins to bend upward and approaches very
in diameter gave approximately the same result, great values at Ok = 4.5 cm. In steel tubes
The critical bottom diameter of the booster was 6 cm in diameter Ok = 4.0 cm was obtained.
determined as a function of the cone angle (2a)
between 20 and 128 degrees. Thus the shape
was changed from an elongated cone, the height For boosters with a cone angle of 90' and

of which is more than double the bottom diam- a cylindrical bottom part 0.5 cm in height the

eter, to a low conical disc the height of which critical diameter fell from 4.5 cm to 4.0 cm,
is only 20% of the bottom diameter (Fig. 2). The but the weight increased. At an edge height of
test results are compiled in Fig. 3 for Reolit 0.2 cm the difference in weight is negligible.

and in Fig. 4 for Ammonit. The diagrams The fact that low conical discs possess such a

show that the critical booster diameter for Reo- satisfactory initiation capacity and that the outer

lit rises approximately linearly by tg a from c. edge contributes indicates that initiation takes

3 cm when tg ca 0 (cylinder 4 cm in height) place even if the pressure of the booster is

to c. 4 cm when tg a = 2. This implies that at very brief. This is in keeping with Brown and

small cone angles the critical weight of the Whitbread's results in shooting tests with vary-

booster diminishes rapidly with increasing an- ing lengths of projectiles [101.
gle and at larger angles approaches a lower
limit value of c. 7 g. The result for Ammonit In order to determine the critical diameter

is similar but the critical booster diameter lies d0 for stationary detonation of Reolit in paper

somewhat lower and the limit value for the critical bakelite tubes the length of tube blasted off
was determined as a function of the diameter
of the charge when it was initiated across

*Figs. 3 and 4 reproduce measurements made the entire end surface. According to Fig. 5
by Mr. S. Alfredsson. dk = 5.4 cm was obtained.
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Fig. 5 -Length of Reolit charge blasted away as a function
of booster diameter

.7.- PROPAGATION OF THE SHOCK
WAVE IN REOLIT

3iiDzt r In order to determine how the shock wave
from the booster propagate in receptor charges

"" ?,--cr b2•:cltie of Reolit its arrival at the end surface of tube

.eolit charges 10 cm in diameter and of varying
l __:",,•P1. ct: foil lengths (L) was recorded by a streak camera.

Ciler ploy;' iflas The tube was of paper bakelit with a plexi-glass
"bottom. The emission of light when the shock

_ -:;.xi-lcs -.jt• wave struck a plane plate was, as a rule, in-

:ie~:-..ec -rooves sufficient and the plate was therefore provided
with circular grooves covered by a thin plastic

Fig. 6 - Arrangement for re- foil. The arrangement can be seen in Fig. 6,
cording the shock wave at the and Fig. 7 reproduces a streak camera photo
end surface when the diameter of the booster was P = 4 cm

and the length of the charge L = 4.8 cm. The
recording for ¢ = 4 cm and lengths of the
charges up to L = 10.8 cm are compiled in Fig. 8.
Figure 9 gives a compilation for ¢ = 4 cm of the
time for the light indications as a function of the
length of the charge with radius as parameter.I Figure 10a and b show for P = 3 and 4 cm in-
stantaneous pictures of the shock front with

, I- time as parameter in the area where visible
traces was obtained. Figure 10c gives a cor-
responding picture for 0 = 5 cm, but in this
case a stationary detonation was obtained.

The propagation velocity of the shock front
along the envelope surface of Reolit in tubes
of paper bakelite has been recorded with a
streak camera. The tubes were 40 cm in length
and provided with holes in the wall at a distance

-$ of 3 cm. In order to obtain a visible marking

of light during the passage of the front sawn-off
Fig. 7 - Streak camera photo accord- detonators No. 4 were placed at the holes with
ing to Fig. 6. t = 4.0 cm; L = 4.8 cm. the primary explosive turned toward the Reolit
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4 Fig. 8 - Shape of shock front in Reolit.
L distance from initiation surface.

0 0
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R

L .(Fig. 11). Figure 12 shows a streak camera
oM photo with d = 6 cm and 0 = 4.7 cm. Compara-

10 .tive tests show that the critical booster diam-
eter was increased by the detonators from

8'i 1 = 4.6 cm to 4.8 cm in tubes with 6 cm diam-
eter. The results obtained with detonators

_ 3should nevertheless give a tood qualitative
4 44 picture of the change of the detonation when the

2 diameter of the booster pass the critical value.

Figure 13 shows in a distance - time dia-
0 'gram the propagation of the shock front for0 10 20 )o 40 L some combinations of d and 6. In tubes with

Fig. 9 - Distance-time curves d = 6 cm a booster with ¢ = 4.9 cm gave a sta-
for shockfront in Reolit at dif- tionary detonation with D 4200 m/s. With
ferent radius. Charge 10 cm 0 = 4.7 cm the detonation propagated 25 cm
in diameter. with 3500 m/s and then rapidly declined. With

"4- ".

fm12.m -I ":0-r- --
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Fig. 10 - Shock fronts in Reolit charges at successive times for # = 3, 4 and 5 cm
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Dotontor No. 4 q) = 4.5 cm the velocity of the shock front began
to diminish already after 6 cm and gave off no
light after 18 cm. With ¢ = 4.5 cm in a tube
with a diameter of 8.7 cm complete detonation

a was, on the other hand, obtained with D = 3500
"-7 m/s for 20 cm where it rapidly was trans-

S-reen 3 CM Reolit formed into stationary detonation with D = 4600
Wceth = ;_ m/s. In tubes with d = 10 cm and 0 = 9.9 cm

slit D = 4900 m/s was obtained from the outset.V --

Starte,

DISCUSSION

tor No. 8
If a tube charge of large diameter (d) is

initiated by a booster with an impact pressure
Fig. 11 - Recording of shock that is greater than the detonating pressure of
front velocity the receptor charge the detonation may be ex-

pected to start immediately across the entire
contact surface. The development of the deto-
nation depends on the size of the reaction energy
released in the reaction zone in relation to the
edge losses. If the latter predominate the
frontal area will reach a maximum and then

50 rapidly diminish. Since the relative size of the
edge losses diminish with the diameter there is

,- . a critical diameter at which the booster initiates
stationary detonation. This fact is clearly illus-

Z trated in Fig. 14, which shows for charges with
.d = 10 cm and q = 3, 4 and 5 cm respectively the

area within which the impact front when striking

0• A. the bottom plate (Fig. 6) gives rise to a visible
light. If the diameter of the charge is reduced
the critical diameter 4 increases and when
d = Ok the charge has its smallest diameter

0 50 10 P for a stationary detonation.

Fig. 12 -Streak camera photo accord-
ing to Fig.- 11. Paper bakelite tube.
d = 6.0 cm; @ 4.7 cm. 1

CM Cr.
cm , 9.9 10.0

40 ,5.9 6.0 o
4.9 6.0

""$/ 4.5 8.7 C = Z cm cm

30
4.76.0Fig. 14 -Range of -isible

light at bottom plate ac-
- . 60cording to Fig. 6

t0 t 
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SIZE FACTORS IN DETONATION TRANSFER

R. H. F. Stresau
R. Stresau Laboratory, Inc.

Spooner, Wisconsin

ABSTRACT

An objective is the development of most tests which have been de-
vised to characterize the sensitivities of explosives to initiation by
other detonating charges has been the standardization of conditions to a
point where the sensitivity of one explosive can be compared to those of
others in terms of a single variable. For a number of quite different
tests threshold conditions have been reduced to terms of critical shock
pressure for initiation and agreement regarding the magnitude of this
pressure has been rather good. On the other hand, inversions of order-
ing of sensitivities of various explosives which occur when experimen-
tal conditions are changed indicate that more than one variable can be
involved.

A general principle, applicable to all initiation processes, is that
initiation results when, in the nucleus of reaction, the rate at which
chemical energy is liberated by the reaction exceeds that at which it is
dissipated from the reaction zone. In detonation transfer, the reaction
rate can be assumed to increase with shock pressure and the loss of
energy can be characterized in terms of pressure drop. The rate of
pressure drop is, of course, inversely related to the size of the nucleus.
Assuming the "grain burning model" the reaction rate is inversely re-
lated to particle size of the acceptor explosive. It follows that the crit-
ical size of an initiating source should be directly related to the particle
size of the explosive being initiated. Experimental data shows this to be
the case so that it is possible, with mixtures of the same explosive and
desensitizer to vary the critical pressure for threshold initiation and
the critical source size independently of one another.

INTRODUCTION measurements of detonation parameters in
conjunction with experiments. However, data

Intuitive reliance on "scaling," combined regarding effects of charge dimensions upon
with practical necessity and the general tendency detonation transfer are so scattered and spe-
for hydrodynamic phenomena to scale has re- cialized that quantitative predictions of safety
sulted in the use of larger initiating components or reliability in any new situation are tenuous
with larger charges and smaller initiating corn- at best.
ponents with smaller charges. If it is implied
that such scaling is necessary for reliable and Scaling laws are also used in most tables
complete detonation, the stability of detonation, of distances [1,2,3] prescribed for location of
as used, both in ordnance and research, may be magazines and manufacturing activities. Most
questioned. In turn, doubt is possible as to the commonly used is the simple geometric scaling
realization of the full potential of ordnance main law (d,/, 13 

= K) where:
charges and regarding the validity of conclusions
based on assumptions of ideal detonation. Actu-
ally, these doubts are usually resolved by per- d = distance between charges for a given
formance tests of ordnance and auxiliary probability of detonation transfer

_ _= charge weight
This paper is based on work performed for the
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory Corona, Cali-
fornia under Contract N123(62738)31089A. K = constant.
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This scaling law is supported by the investiga- sensitivities of various explosives as measured
tions of some investigators [4]. Other investi- by other impact machines, some of which sig-
gators [5] have observed that the distance for nificantly invert their order of sensitivities as
50 percent detonation transfer varies more compared with results with ERL Type 12 tools
nearly as W2/.3 with air gaps but approaches the to which his analysis was applied [10]. Such
cube root relationship as the density of solid predictions would have to depend, as did Weno-
barriers is increased. These relationships are grad's, upon the interaction of explosive char-
empirical and necessarily based on rather lim- acteristics with those of the test apparatus.
ited quantities of data. It should be noted that,
to the extent that tables of distance are based Although the concept with which this dis-
on experiments with quantities appreciably cussion opens is quite simple as a generality,
smaller than those to be stored or used in man- its application to any specific situation of prac-
ufacturing, the cube root relationship assumed tical interest becomes rather difficult if ac-
may result in rather hazardous conditions as count is taken of the complexities of the spatial
quantities increase if the 2/3 power more nearly configuration of the reaction nucleus, distribu-
expresses the relationship between quantities tion and transport of energy, and the kinetics of
and distance for a constant probability of det- reactions. The lack of much pertinent data re-
onation transfer. It also should be noted that all garding reaction kinetics, equations of state,
of the scaling laws imply that the "minimum heat transfer characteristics, etc., tends to make
priming charge" of any explosive should be many mathematical analyses of explosion ini-
zero if the priming charge is in direct contact tiation processes academic studies whose value
with the acceptor explosive, is mainly that of extending understanding. It is

believed that a somewhat more practical ap-
It is believed that a more realistic and use- plication of this concept would be its use in

ful relationship between charge dimensions and conjunction with simplified assumptions regard-
detonation transfer probability can be derived ing reaction and energy transport mechanism
from the fundamental conditions for the initia- to predict general interrelationships of meas-
tion of explosive reactions. urable quantities associated with threshold con-

ditions for initiation. Such general relationships
may be expected to suggest coordinate systems

DISCUSSION in which experimental data from diverse sources
may be plotted to yield generalized charts of

The basic condition for the initiation of any threshold firing characteristics. Such charts
explosive reaction is the establishment of a re- should make it possible to quantitatively esti-
action nucleus in which energy is liberated by mate performance, safety, and reliability of
the decomposition of the explosive at least as explosive systems in the design stage and sug-
rapidly as it is dissipated to the surroundings gest further development of initiation theory.
(6,7,81. Initiation systems, whether experimen-
tal or in ordnance applications, should be de- A typical initiation problem is that of one
signed to reliably establish such reaction nuclei, high explosive charge by another, usually
Design for explosive safety should be aimed at smaller, charge. Since most explosive train
minimizing the probability that such nuclei will components are cylindrical, and the most fre-
be established accidentally. However, designers quently encountered relative position of suc-
and those responsible for design policy sometime cessive elements is coaxial end to end, the
lose sight of these fundamentals and rely on typical disturbance induced in an acceptor
rules of thumb based on either nebulous con- charge is a shock wave whose frontal curvature
cepts of general sensitivity or the results of evolves from the meniscus [ii] which is char-
arbitrarily chosen sensitivity and output tests. acteristic of detonation of cylindrical charges
In most cases the latter approach is necessitated to an expanding hemisphere. In Ref. 12, it was
by the lack of quantitative data regarding the suggested that threshold conditions for the
various factors which combine to determine the growth of detonation in such a wave might be
rates of energy release and dissipation. characterized in terms of pressure versus the

ratio of reaction zone length to radius of front
Wenograd's [9,10] work shows that these curvature. Reference 13 describes an applica-

fundamentals can be applied quantitatively to tion of the concepts of Ref. 12 in the develop-
impact sensitivity tests and illustrates the im- ment of an explosive to meet specific require-
portance of details of apparatus design in deter- ment. It is believed that the design and
mining the relative measured values of sensi- evaluation of explosive systems and components
tivity of various explosives. It is probable that may be made more quantitative by the applica-
Wenograd's data and interpretive techniques tion of similar concepts. However, the ration-
would be equally successful in predicting relative ale of Ref. 12 is based upon an assumption
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(implied if not stated); that the pressure-time REGION IN WHICH SURFACE BURNING /
RATE IS LIMITED BY HEAT TRANSFER

function of an expanding shock or detonation BETWEEN INTERSTITIAL GASES AND /

wave is uniquely determined by its front curva- SOLID GRAINS OF EXPLOSIVE.

ture; which is valid only for special conditions.

Returning to the statement with which this
discussion opens (that the basic condition for
initiation is the establishment of a reaction nu-
cleus in which energy is liberated by the reac-
tion more rapidly than it is dissipated to the
surroundings) the problem of quantitatively defin-
ing threshold conditions becomes that of relating
reaction and dissipation rates to determine
physical quantities. These processes may be REGION IN WHICH REACTION RATE IS DETERMINED

BY SHOCK TRANSITION TEMPERATURE - PRESSURE
considered in terms of any of several view- RELATIONSHIP AND ARRHENIUS EQUATION.

points. Garner[14], for example, determined the
number of molecules which must decompose
within a given space-time element to result in
an explosion. For many initiation processes [9, BULK REACTION RATE

10,15,16] consideration in terms of temperature,
heat transfer, and reaction kinetics, has yielded Fig. 1 - Conjectural relationship be-

useful relationships which are theoretically tween reaction rate and shock pres-

reasonable and supported by experimental data. sure in a granular high explosive

Although the transfer of detonation involves
molecular decomposition, temperature, heat
transfer, and reaction kinetics, consideration The most important mechanism whereby
from either of these viewpoints (particularly for energy is dissipated from the reaction nucleus
a granular explosive) would necessitate so many in a detonation, is the movement of material
simplifying assumptions as to become a nearly from the nucleus, allowing adiabatic expansion
meaningless academic exercise. Some of the of the material of the nucleus. In a system of
complexities have been pointed out in Ref. 17. coordinates which is stationary with respect to
The characteristic mechanism of detonation the detonation or shock front and its major
transfer is that of inducing shock wave in the axis, it becomes apparent that such expansion
acceptor explosive which results in sufficient has both radial and rearward components. The
reaction to sustain itself as a detonation. This radial rate of energy loss (per unit of nucleus
induced shock wave and the reacting explosive volume) is inversely related to the radius and
in its wake may be considered to be the reac- it may be expressed in terms of the reaction
tion nucleus of the opening statement. It may be rate by the dimensionless quantity air/ where
noted that the reaction nucleus, so defined, is 2i is the reaction zone length for a stable det-
moving rapidly and changing in size and shape onation and R is the radius of the reaction nu-
as well as energy content. The "energy balance" cleus. The rearward dissipation is the cause
of such an expanding nucleus becomes a bit of the pressure decay behind the shock front.
ambiguous since the expansion is also dissipa- If it is assumed that the pressure decay is an
tion. On the other hand a reaction may grow to exponential (P P fe t/", where P is the pres-
stable detonation even though it goes through a sure at time t Pf is the pressure at the shock
phase in which the energy density in the ex- front and T is the pressure decay time con-
panding reaction/nucleus decreases. However, stant), the rearward dissipation can be ex-
it is obvious that growth or decay is determined pressed in terms of the reaction rate by the
in part by the induced conditions, dimensionless quantity ai/Di -, where Di is the

propagation velocity of an ideal detonation.
Since both rearward and radial dissipation are

Since, for any given medium, the shock proportional to movements of material in these
transition is completely determinate, the directions, which are perpendicular, they may
strength of the shock may be expressed in terms be added vectorially to obtain an expression
of pressure. Assuming the "surface burning" for the total dissipation, L, from the reaction
model of the reaction of a granular high explo- nucleus:
sive, the reaction rate can be expected to vary
directly with pressure. Figure 1 shows a rela-
tionship which might be anticipated on the basis L + I 1 (-)
of conjectures noted thereon. D
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Applying the statement with which this discus- to account for each of them. Assuming the
sion opens, Fig. I and Eq. (1) may be combined "surface burning" model, the reaction zone
to give Fig. 2, equating reaction rate to dissipa- length (ai) should be proportional to particle
tion to give threshold conditions for the transfer size. Thus it should be possible to initiate a
of detonation. It may be noted that, with the given explosive with a source of smaller di-
possible exception of the reaction zone length mensions if the particle size of the explosive
(ai) all of the quantities of the coordinates of is reduced. The successful developments de-
Fig. 2 are relatively easily measured or calcu- scribed in Ref. 13 were based upon this predic-
lated for at least some systems which have been tion. In this work, it was found that RDX in
or might be used to determine threshold condi- particle size less than 40 microns could be
tions of detonation. initiated most of the time with a donor of 17

mils diameter while the same compound in par-
Existing data, unfortunately, has been ob- ticle size peaking at about 150 microns required

tamined under rather diverse and specialized con- charges of about 40 mril column diameter for 50
ditions so that rather little of it can be reduced percent detonation transfer. Loading density
to the terms of Fig. 2. However, Fig. 3 in which can be expected to affect both reaction zone
data from several sources have been plotted in length and the relationship between pressure
coordinates of pressure versus the inverse of and reaction rate. Study of pertinent data should
the donor charge diameter has the same general suggest modifying coefficients which can be ap-
form as Fig. 2. The diversity of test procedures plied to the coordinates of Fig. 2 to take account
and conditions, which were used in obtaining the of state of aggregation factors.
data plotted in Fig. 3, is such that it is perhaps
surprising that any recognizable trend appears. Similarly, consideration of the effect of ac-
Perhaps it should be dismissed as fortuitous. It ceptor dimensions and confinement upon radial
is hoped that controlled and homogeneous ex- expansion should suggest modifications of the
periments will be performed in the near future abscissa of Fig. 2 which will take these factors
to check the validity of this general approach. into account. For a given detonation pressure

the rate of radial expansion due to the shock
Although such factors as particle size, transition is inversely proportional to the shock

loading density, acceptor diameter, and confine- impedance of the confining medium. Reference
ment have not been considered in the foregoing 18 includes data indicating that the critical gap
discussion, the general framework is adaptable for transfer of detonation is directly related

D/

I-,

DISSIPATION FACTOR L~ ol "r - R2

Fig. 2 - Threshold conditions for detonation
transfer (from Fig. I and Eq. (1))
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0

M
0

o75

I

0

25

5 10 15 20
I./ DONOR CHARGE DIAMETER (INVERSE INCHES!

Fig. 3 - Threshold initiation pressure
vs reciprocal donor charge diameter
for tetryl

to the shock impedance of the donor confining Where acceptor explosive charges are un-
medium. confined and of sizes similar to those of the

donors used, it has been found [211 that the ap-
The data of Ref. 18 are air gaps in which parent sensitivity of the acceptor is inversely

lead azide donors were used to initiate tetryl related to its size. This is, of course, con-
acceptors. Data are not at hand whereby the sistent with the basic consideration that initia-
pressure induced in the acceptor can be deter- tion depends upon the establishment of condi-
mined from air gaps in this particular system. tions such that the rate of evolution of energy
However, Ref. 19 includes data relating dent due to the reaction is greater than the rate of
depths in steel witness blocks to air gaps in a loss to the surroundings.
similar system and Ref. 20 provides a basis for
relating induced pressure to dent depth. Corn- Recent experiments with ammonium nitrate
bining this data results in an indication that the and ammonium nitrate/fuel oil blasting agents
critical pressure for initiation is approximately indicate that large charges of these materials
inversely proportional to the shock impedance are quite sensitive in terms of calculated pres-
of the acceptor confining media in the range of sures where the pressures result from other
the experimental data. It is expected that fur- donor charges of the same materials. In terms
ther study will make it possible to account for of Fig. 2 this may be taken as an indication that
confining media in coordinate systems similar the pressure for the double inflection of the
to that of Fig. 2. curve is relatively low and that the apparent
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insensitivity of these materials in most earlier 10. J. Wenograd, "The Behavior of Explosives
tests is the result of the very large. reaction at Very High Temperature," "Preprints,
zone length of these materials as compared Third Symposium on Detonation" ONR
with other explosives. Symposium Report ACR-52, Office of Naval

Research, Department of the Navy, Vol. 1,
page 60.

CONCLUSIONS
11. H. Eyring, R. E. Fowell, G. H. Duffy, and

Qualitative explanations of all detonation R. B. Farlin, "The Stability of Detonation,"
transfer phenomena with which the writer is Chem. Rev., 45, 69 (1949).
familiar are possible in the terms which have
been discussed. Quantitative verification is in- 12. R. Stresau, "A Theory of the Growth of
hibited by lack of data whereby most existing Detonation from Sources of Subcritical
experimental data can be reduced to pressure Dimensions," Paper 17a, Proceedings of
and dissipation. It is hoped to perform experi- Electric Initiator Symposium-1960, Spon-
ments wherein these quantities can be accu- sored by U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
rately controlled or predicted. White Oak, Maryland at the Franklin Insti-

tute Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, November
29 and 30, 1960.
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CONFINEMENT EFFECTS IN EXPLODING BRIDGEWIRE
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ABSTRACT

The energy density in an exploding bridgewire can be many times
that in the reaction zone of a detonating high explosive. Since the form
of the energy is quite similar in both of the phenomena, the explosion of
a bridgewire might be expected to result in immediate detonation. That
it does not always is attributable to the fact that bridgewires are gen-
erally small compared with the failure dimensions of the secondary
high explosives preferred for exploding bridgewire detonators. It is
suggested that the limiting energy requirement for exploding bridge-
wire detonation is related to a minimum energy density in the region
enveloped by the shock wave resulting from the bridgewire explosion as
the dimensions of this region approach the "failure" diameter of the
explosive. This view is supported by data found in the literature.

As has been widely observed, failure diameters can be substantially
reduced by confining explosives in heavy walled tubes of materials of
high shock impedance. Such confinement would be expected to similarly
reduce the energy required to initiate a given explosive by means of an
exploding bridgewire. However, to be effective in this respect, the con-
fining tube must have an inside diameter which is small compared with
the unconfined failure diameter of the explosive. Application of this
principle has resulted in RDX loaded EBW initiators which detonate on
the application of as little as 20 millijoules (threshold value), ammo-
nium picrate loaded detonators which detonate upon the application of
as little as 2 joules and TNT loaded detonators which detonate on less
than ten joules. Time measurements indicate propagation rates of
detonation velocity magnitudes starting with the initiating pulse. The
detonators are capable of initiating larger charges of the materials with
which they are loaded, so that complete explosive systems may be de-
signed using only one insensitive explosive compound.

INTRODUCTION determined by the three-dimensional expansion
of the reaction zone. Since the mechanism of

The relationship between reaction rate of this expansion is a shock wave, it can be re-
an explosive and the energy required to initiate stricted to one dimension by confining the ex-
detonation with an exploding bridgewire is plosive in a tube of a medium (such as steel)

*This paper is based on work performed for the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, Califor-

nia under Contract N123(62738)31089A and for the Directorate of Armament Development Det 4,
RTD, Air Force Systems Command, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, Contract AF08(635)3655.
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of high relative shock impedance. In the ex- cubic millimeters. If, as in the requirement
periments reported herein (and previously [1]) which initiated this investigation [41], it is de-
the use of such confining tubes, of appropriate sired to effect exploding bridgewire initiation
dimensions, was found to substantially alter the with fifty millijoules, the volume of the cavity
relationship of exploding bridgewire energy must be a fraction of a cubic millimeter. The
requirements to general sensitivity making it development of techniques for the fabrication of
possible to initiate booster type explosives [1] exploding bridgewire detonators in which the
with a small fraction of the energy required for initial charge is confined in a cavity of this
PETN detonators in current use and to initiate size and the demonstration that such detonators
such insensitive materials as TNT and ammo- perform as predicted has been reported in
nium picrate with quite reasonable quantities of Ref. 1. This paper reports the results of con-
energy. tinued experiments with RDX loaded exploding

bridgewire detonators which fire on input en-
Confinement has been used to some advan- ergies less than fifty millijoules and of other

tage by others in the initiation of detonation by experiments in which TNT and ammonium pic-
exploding bridgewires [2,3] but the considera- rate have been initiated by exploding bridge-
tions discussed above do not seem to have been wires with a few joules input.
applied. These considerations imply that, for
confinement to have a substantial effect upon
the energy required for exploding bridgewire EXPERIMENTAL
initiation, the cavity in which the reaction nu-
cleus is confined must be small enough that the The experiments discussed herein were
intended input energy is a significant fraction measurements of firing characteristics of elec-
of the reaction energy of the explosive which it tric detonators of the general design shown in
contains. The heats of detonation of the com- Fig. 1. Experiments included "cut and try"
monly used nitro-organic explosives range determinations of combinations of dimensions
from eight to fifteen hundred calories per and loading conditions for which detonation
gram. Since the loading densities ordinarily could be initiated with available circuitry,
used in exploding bridgewire detonators are "Bruceton" tests to determine threshold firing
generally somewhat less than one gram per condition, dent tests of output, measurements
cubic centimeter, a thousand calories per cubic of functioning times, and oscillographic obser-
centimeter, or one calorie (four joules) per vations of firing pulses.
cubic millimeter is a reasonable average.
Thus, if it is desired to use the two joules out-
put of the usual exploding wire firing circuit to Detonator Design
greater advantage (for example in the initiation
of an insensitive explosive) the volume of the The general design of the detonators used
confining cavity should not be more than a few is shown in Fig. 1. To describe the fabrication

Silver Removed From Exposed

0.2 Loop
Wollaston Wire tridoewire

Mul ltehTubin

t---•:|Bridged Plug

Copper- - Epoxy Resin
clad

Phenolic _.. 0
/-Stainless Steel

- .ý028 .06'2

Bridged Plug -Flsh `_Base
Charge Charge

Dimensions in Inches

Fig. 1 - Medium energy exploding bridgewire
detonator with Wollaston wire bridge
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of detonators of this general design, some of 2. The ends of the Wollaston wire were
the materials used must first be described, soldered to the copper coatings of a strip of

copper clad phenolic.
Wollaston wire is a coaxial bimetallic ma-

terial made by inserting a wire of one material 3. A "bead" of epoxy resin cement was ap-
(usually gold or platinum) in a tube of another plied to join the ceramic tube to the phenolic
(usually silver) after which the combination of strip, and cured at an elevated temperature.
tube and core is drawn through dies to a smaller
size. The outer tube may be dissolved by an 4. An ohmmeter was connected to measure
acid leaving the core, which may be much the resistance between the two copper coatings
smaller than a wire could be drawn by any of the copper clad phenolic (which is essentially
other process. High temperature double bore that of the wire "hairpin"). The tip of the ce-
thermocouple insulating tubing (made of Mullite, ramic (where the curve of the hairpin is ex-
a refractory ceramic compound of alumina and posed) was then immersed in nitric acid. When
silica) is available as a catalog item in sizes the resistance approached the value calculated
down to 1/32-in. outside diameter. Since the for the core diameter and desired bridge length,
O.D. of the ceramic tubing is the lower limit of the tip was withdrawn from the acid, washed in
the charge cavity diameter in the design shown distilled water and dried at an elevated temper-
in Fig. 1 and since 1/32-in. is larger than the ature.
smallest theoretically desirable for this dimen-
sion, orders were placed for the smallest dou- 5. A stainless steel tube was slipped over
ble bore Mullite tubing which the supplier be- the tip, the ceramic tube coated with epoxy
lieved to be feasible using his current practices. resin cement, and the steel tube slipped down
Material received in various orders varied to the shoulder formed by the bead (step 3
from 0.0255 to 0.0285 O.D. Stock tubing was above). The epoxy cement was cured at ele-
used for larger sizes. vated temperature.

Stainless steel tubing was obtained to fit The higher voltages necessary for initia-
each size ceramic within a fraction of 1 mil. A tion of the less sensitive explosives (TNT
variety of nominal wall thicknesses is available and ammonium picrate) resulted in dielectric
from stock. breakdown around the edges of the copper

Copper clad phenolic sheet, for use in clad phenolic, and arcing across the loop of

etched circuitry, is available in a variety of the bridgewire. Design variants to alleviate

thicknesses and grades of phenolic with copper these difficulties are illustrated in Figs. 2

coating of various weights on one or both sides, and 3. These less sensitive explosives also

The detonator inert assemblies (Fig. 1) were made the design illustrated in Fig. 4 neces-

fabricated in the following series of operations: sary to build up the column diameter in
gradual steps because the charge diameters

1. A "hairpin" of Wollaston wire was were so much smaller than the critical di-
threaded through the two holes of a short (about ameter for initiation of semi-infinite charges
1/8 in.) length of ceramic tubing. of these materials.

Epoxy Resin Wollaston wire (platinum core)

Solder i l
S rMullite Tubing 0.027 OD,

2< 2 holes

Copper clad 1/321
Phenolic -- Tubing Ground (both

1/32 thick sides) to this line.

Dimensions in Inches

Copper Etched From Edge

Fig. 2 - EBW plug (HV-1) modified
for very high voltage
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- Fine Particle Explosive in .028 Bore Tubing

Steel 3-Mil Platinum
Case Core Wollaston Wire ;

Dimensions 0.056 OD 2-hole
in Inches Mullite Tubing-/

Epoxy Resin

Fig. 3 - EBW detonator design

for high voltage application

Explosives between thumb and forefinger, slipping it over
the bottom of the ram and lifting an appropriate

Three explosives have been used in these weight with which the ram is loaded. The ex-
experiments, RDX (cyclotrimethylene trinitra- plosives were loaded in this manner by incre-
mine, TNT (2,4,6-trinitrotoluene), and ammo- ments, each increment being the quantity of
nium picrate. In consideration of previous explosive that would enter the mouth of the hole
experience [2,3,5-7] and the "grain burning as the end of the detonator was pushed into a
theory" [6], which indicate that finely divided loosely stacked pile of bulk explosive. The
explosives are most suitable for exploding pressed lengths of increments which result
bridgewire detonators, all explosives used were from this technique are from one-half to one
of very small particle size. Most of the TNT times the column diameter. It was the practice
and RDX used was reduced by dissolving in to shake the first two to four increments into
acetone and precipitating in cold water. The place around the bridgewire by tapping sidewise
high water solubility of ammonium picrate pre- against a hard edge before pressing for the first
vented the use of this technique, so material time. In this way, the ram never came into
which passed a 270 mesh screen (the finest at contact with the delicate bridgewire.
hand) was used. RDX in accordance with the
specification [7], Class E (97 percent minimum
through U.S. Standard Sieve No. 325) was used Circuitry
as received from two sources.

In EBW devices, a very high rate of energy
delivery is necessary. This is because only the

Detonator Loading energy delivered prior to the time of wire burst
and within one microsecond (or less) following

The loading pressures from a few to a burst can be expected to be useful since, at
thousand pounds per square inch, for the small later times, the volume of the shock envelope
diameters used, require dead loads on the ram grows rapidly and the energy density within it
between a few grams and a pound or two. Such may correspondingly decrease. The design of
pressures can be applied by holding the detonator a firing circuit for use with exploding wire

--- 1.500 - -

- 0.75 ---...
-- 0.50--- 0.188

0.25--

0.0625 0.081 0.1015 0.120

Dimensions in Inches

Fig. 4 - EBW detonator with
stepwise increasing bore
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Movable Gold Electrode

"Charge', (In "Charge" Position)
Contact[ 7 (In "Fire" Position)

"/ Spark Gap

• FlatCable to

Charging Voltage To Capacior: -Detonator
(usually 4 kv)

Switch (- half size)I Switch
Switch Detonator

"Flat' Cable Made From

Special, Low Inductance "Tuff" Mylar Tape and
Fast Discharge Capacitors Copper Strips
0.0145 to Z.0 Microfarads

Fig. 5 - Low-voltage EBW firing circuit

phenomena has a strong effect upon the phenom- minimize the inductance and impedance of the
ena produced. To obtain short rise times, a cable, which are estimated to be a few hun-
capacitor discharge circuit is always used. dredths of a microhenry and a few ohms, re-
Circuit inductance plays a major role in per- spectively. The switch used in earlier experi-
formance, limiting the rate of current rise. ments is a manually operated spark-gap switch
A circuit with very low inductance (less than with gold electrodes designed to emulate, as
one microhenry) is required to produce the nearly as possible, an extension of the flat
rate of current rise, 109 amperes per second, cable. In later experiments, this switch was
needed for EBW applications. Separate circuits replaced with a coaxial switch with spherical
were employed for low and high voltage work. brass electrodes (Fig. 6). This coaxial switch
Simple condenser discharge circuits (Fig. 5), had dielectric of minimum thickness to mini-
were used for the lower voltage studies (up to mize inductance and impedance. Results with
5 kv). The capacitors are of special design and the latter were more consistent than with the
construction for use in high rate discharge ap- former. Condensers used in these circuits
plications, such as EBW firing circuits. The included hand stacked, flat, low impedance con-
cable to the detonator is a three-layer flat ca- densers (0.0145 pf and 0.0454 gf), specially con-
ble made in the laboratory from copper sheet structed high discharge rate capacitors (1.0 and
and Mylar tape. Every effort was made to 2.0 gf), and commercial glass encased tubulars.

To-
Detonator Copper Lug

• Mylar Tube

'-Copper Tube
(part of return conductor)

>-Brass Electrodes

,,-Copper Luc

To Firing Condenser

Polyethylene Tubing Push Rod

CZ contact
To "High Side" of Power Supply

Fig. 6 - Hand operated, low impedance
coaxial spark gap switch
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Effective Discharge Circuit Resistance=0.065..,
e__ 8013 Effective Discharge Circuit Capacitance=58,f

Filament 5 amp Effective Discharge Circuit Inductance=2jh
Transformer
20 kv insul. J-2.5v

O.001ff 6 amp. _.3 4 f

20 lv '117v T 16kv20Ov20v •a.c. ! -12 in -- T-•lk

=Pulse ~ ---------- '50,"C2RG-19 w

5k e .•, 6.3v• |5.. . 2_.>,I E iLz!

0.• _ ý ; - l 0.051Q

20Rv iAh J Shunt

Fig. 7 - High-voltage EBW circuit

For higher voltage applications, the greater
separation between leads required for insula-
tion increased circuit inductance. A high volt-
age circuit (up to 16 kv) consisted of a standard
0.3 Af capacitor, a hydrogen thyratron as a ýgwmý
high-speed switch, and coaxial cabling. Be-
cause of these components, the inductance of
this circuit was much greater than that of the
low voltage circuit. The components were
placed and oriented so as to introduce minimal - Time
additional inductance. The circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. 7. Figures 8 and 9 are oscillo- Fig. 8 - High-voltage circuit dis-

grams of voltage versus time for the two types charge characteristics. Horizontal
of circuit. scale: 1 gsec/division, vertical

scale: 20 kv/division.

The Bruceton Procedure

The so-called "Bruceton" test procedure
was used in most tests reported herein. In this
procedure, the first trial of a test is performed
at one of a series of pre-established conditions
or "steps." If a detonation results, the next
trial is performed at the adjacent step in the
direction of lower input energy. If it misfires,
the next trial is performed at the adjacent step
in the direction of increasing energy. The test
is continued in this manner; the conditions of
each trial being determined by the results of -- Time
the previous trial, to yield a pattern of up and
down staircases on a crossed grid data sheet. Fig. 9 - Typical voltage-time trace
Data obtained in a Bruceton test may be ana- for EBW detonator fired with low
lyzed to obtain estimates of the mean (the con- impedance firing circuit. Horizon-

dition at which 50 percent will detonate) and tal scale: 0.1 gsec/division, verti-
standard deviation of the test variable and of cal scale: not calibrated. Electricaldata: voltage = 2.2 kv, capacitancethe errors of these estimates. 0.0145 1,f, resistance = 0.7L

Dent Test Evaluation of Detonator
Performance the results of given test as detonations or de-

flagrations. In each trial, the detonator output
A plate-dent criterion which was specifi- was evaluated by firing the detonator against

cally for the evaluation of detonators and small a steel block, the depth of the dent produced
charges (Ref. 8) was utilized to estimate reac- being the criterion of output. For long, highly-
tion wave velocity as well as to simply classify confined columns of explosive, the relationship
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between propagation velocity of stable detona- 0.

tion and the depth of dent produced in a semi-
infinite block of steel has been characterized
by the equation (Ref. 8):

dr

-kpDcD - (1R

where _

D = detonation velocity of the explosive,

d = depth of the dent, 'o

k = a constant related to the properties
of the witness plate,

0

R = charge radius,

S = proportional to the strength or hard- -

ness of the witness plate, 4 5 6 7 s
Detonation Velocity, km/sec

p = density of the explosive, and
Fig. 10 - Relationship between depth of

p = d of the confining medium. dent produced in mild steel witness plate
and detonation velocity of heavily con-
fined long column of TNT (Ref. 9)

Figure 10 is a plot of Eq. (1) with the con-

stants adjusted to fit experimental data for TNT
with steel confinement and a steel witness plate,
taken from Ref. 8. Because of the similarity of RESULTS
detonation velocity-density relationships of
ammonium picrate and TNT, the curve for From the viewpoint of their pure research
ammonium picrate should be very close to that aspects, all of the experiments reported herein
for TNT. Note that any dent at all indicates a are a continuation of those reported in Ref. 1,
velocity over 3000 meters per second, although some of them were under other spon-

sorship with different practical objectives.
Where appropriate, pertinent data from Ref. 1

Functioning Time Measurements will be reviewed herein.

Functioning times were measured by means
of a vacuum-thermocouple timer, described in Threshold Firing Characteristics of
Ref. 9, in which a "start" signal triggers a RDX Loaded Detonators
thyratron causing a current to flow through the
heater of the vacuum thermocouple and a "stop" The experiments reported in Ref. 1 estab-
signal triggers another thyratron which shunts lished the feasibility of initiating RDX, confined
the first and the thermocouple heater. The en- in a steel tube about 1/32 in. in diameter
ergy delivered to the heater (and hence the (Fig. 1) by means of an exploding bridgewire
temperature rise thereof) is proportional to the in which less than fifty millijoules of electrical
time interval between the two signals. The volt- energy has been dissipated. These experiments
age output of the thermocouple, which is pro- [1] also indicated that:
portional to the temperature rise and hence to
the time is amplified and recorded. This in- 1. Threshold energy requirement of such
strument, calibrated periodically using the items was nearly independent of bridgewire
transit times of pulses through various lengths diameter (between twenty-five and thirty milli-
of coaxial cable has a resolution and "jitter" joules) for bridgewires between 0.2 and 0.5
close to 0.01 microsecond. The "start" signal mil. For larger bridgewires, the threshold
used was obtained by attenuating the firing pulse energy requirement seemed to be proportional
by means of a high resistance shunting potenti- to the volume of the bridgewire.
ometer circuit and the "stop" signal was ob-
tained from an ionization probe placed within a 2. Threshold energy requirement varied
few mils of the output end of the detonator. with loading density reaching a minimum value
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at an "optimum" density. The "optimum" den- Bridgewires: Platinum, 0.4 Mil Diameter,
sity was different for each combination of 15 Mils Long

bridgewire diameter and charge diameter. - Load 'g Firing /
The "optimum" was apparently a direct function Pres., Cap'r, /

of the ratio of bridgewire diameter to charge 8(psi) (0f0

diameter. 85 0.050
0 85 0.0145" 30c - o OO4

3. Threshold firing energy was propor- a 50 0.0145 /
tional to the cube of the charge diameter. How- .0 A 5.5 0.0145 /
ever, this relationship was deduced from two - U 5.5 0.050 /
sets of data, one of which was obtained with a A *2.1 0.0501,
firing circuit of rather poor characteristics for
the purpose and the other of which was obtained >1 10

with a rather limited range of charge diameters. /= /
S~/

4. Electrical circuit characteristics are a50

quite critical. A circuit constructed from com-
mercial capacitors and "standard" EBW circuit M /
components required four times as much energy 01 30 1/

to initiate a detonator of given dimensions and S20 /
loading than a laboratory constructed low in- /
ductance low impedance circuit. /

S I I I I tii

Continuation of this work since that men- 20 30 50 100 200
tioned above has been largely concentrated in Charge Diameter (mils)
the refinement of fabrication techniques, firing
circuits and experimental procedures. These Fig. 11 - Threshold firing energies

refinements have resulted in a slight reduction vs charge diameters for RDX loaded

in threshold firing energies and in a substantial EBW detonators

reduction in their variability (both from lot to
lot and within lots). diameter platinum bridgewires 15 mil long.

In the course of this effort, it was found Each lot was separated, by random selection,
that the godcourse Wollasthiseor, wir whi nd into two or three groups which were then as-

that the gold core Wollaston wire which had sembled with confining tubes of 28, 64 and (in
been used in the experiments reported in Ref. 1 one case) 125 mai bores. Data are plotted in

had an outside diameter so large as to seriously Fig. 12t

affect the quality of the bridged plugs (see Fig. 11.

Fig. 1). The large diameter resulted in "un-
dercutting" of the etching below the surface of Functioning Times
the epoxy so that the effective bridge length Functioning times were measured for a
was substantially more than that of the exposed rather large number of RDX loaded detonators
loop. When gold core Wollaston wire of smaller (all of which had 0.4 mil diameter bridgewires).
outside diameter was used, detonators with gold A substantial number of the leftover units from
bridgewires 0.3 and 0.42 mil in diameter deto- the fabrication development were loaded with
nated on mean threshold stored energies of 21 flash charges at 40 to 50 pounds per square
and 19.7 millijoules respectively, which is 20 inch and pressures increasing to various values
percent lower than the most sensitive detona- up to about 400 pounds per square inch at the
tors with platinum bridgewires. This superi- output end. These were fired at various volt-
ority of gold over platinum, which is in agree- ages from the 2.0 to 3.65 kilovolts (from 30 to
ment with observations of others [10], had not 100 millijoules). Functioning times (for charge
been apparent in the data reported in Ref. 1 lengths approximately 0.7 millimeters long)
because of the poorer quality of the inert as- ranged from about 1.9 to 3.0 microseconds.
semblies with gold bridgewires which were The shortest functioning time at 2.0 kilovolts
used in the earlier experiments, was about two microseconds, but the time scat-

ter was larger at low voltages and decreased
A series of experiments were performed to about 0.2 microseconds at 3.5 kilovolts. The

to determine the effects of charge diameter time scatter was largest for the items loaded
upon threshold firing energy requirements. at the highest pressure, although the output ye-
All of these tests were performed with three locities of these items, as indicated by plate dent
fabrication lots of bridged plugs with 0.4 mil data were very close to their ideal velocities.
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Functioning time versus explosive column Detonation of TNT and Ammonium
length is plotted for two groups of detonators in Picrate (General)
Fig. 12. The two items for which "infinite"
functioning times were recorded apparently Most experiments with TNT and ammonium
started to detonate but faded since their output picrate were "cut and try" experiments in which
ends were found, shattered up to a point but dimensions and loading conditions were varied
with explosive left in the last couple of milli- in an attempt to find combinations for which
meters. consistent detonation and maximum output could

be obtained. When such combinations were de-
termined, a few tests were made with lower in-

M put energies to obtain indications of the lower
I limits of input energy which would result in

Load'g Case Dimensions detonation. Other experiments demonstrated
Pres., (mils)
(psi) OD IO the feasibility of EBW systems, containing no

42 42 2" explosives more sensitive than TNT or ammo-
4 85 62 2 / nium picrate, which may be used to initiate

larger charges. Detonation of TNT and ammo-
"/ " / nium picrate was initiated with source energies

0' / of 2 to 15 joules in EBW detonators of designs
shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. Initiation occurred
ae0 at comparable source energy levels in both the

3- / high voltage EBW circuit (up to 11.5 kv across
•/ 0.3 Af) and the low voltage EBW circuit (3 to

/ 4 kv across 1 or 2 gf). The criterion of deto-

0/ nation in these tests was the production of a
/ // well-defined dent in a steel witness plate. The

ability of the detonation to propagate to charges"" 2- of larger diameter and greater density was
oU= demonstrated for ammonium picrate.

/ In the discussion of results, studies carried
/ / out with the high voltage EBW circuit are de-

scribed separately from those carried out with
z Bridgewires: the low voltage circuit. While there was fre-

0.4 MiL Platinum quent communication and exchange of promising
results between those conducting these concur-
rent studies, some aspects of the development

// were treated in different ways in the two efforts.

0 5 k, Experiments with the High-Voltage

Column Length (millimeters) EBW Circuit

Fig. 12 - Functioning time vs column The detonator design used in this phase of
length for RDX loaded detonators the program is shown in Fig. 3. A constant low

density of explosive was used along the entire
column length, so the depth of dent which could
be produced in a steel plate was quite shallow.

Functioning times of RDX loaded detona- Only TNT was used in experiments with high-
tors with 0.4 mil diameter bridgewires 15 mil voltage circuit.
long (loaded at 50 pounds per square inch) with
column diameters of 28 and 64 mil were 2.09, As Fig. 10 shows, TNT and ammonium
2.11, and 2.13 (for 28 mil diameter) and 2.39, picrate must detonate at a velocity of 3000 me-
2.44, and 2.48 (for the 64 mil diameter). ters per second to give any dent at all. Since

this is close to the stable rates for the densi-
An ammonium picrate loaded detonator, ties used, this calculation was considered to be

loaded at pressures gradually increased from justification for the use of a detectable dent as
100 pounds per square inch at the flash charge a criterion of detonation. Typical dents were
to 500 pounds per square inch at the output end about 1.1 mil, which from Fig. 10 indicates a
functioned 4.7 microsecond after discharge of detonation velocity of 3500 meters per second.
a 2 microfarad condenser charged to 2.6 Approximations and extrapolations in the calcu-
kilovolts. lations reduce the quantitative significance of
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this number, but it leaves little room for doubt Observed dents were appreciably shallower
that the reaction was a true detonation, than predicted from ideal detonation velocities

for the densities used. This is hardly surprising
since these predictions are based on ideal det-

Effects of Bridgewire Diameter in onation velocities, while diameter effects for

TNT Detonators the explosives and small diameters used must
be quite appreciable. While quantitative appli-

Table 1 summarizes the results of the ex- cation of Eq. (1) and Fig. 10 to nonideal and

perimentation conducted to determine the effect incipient detonation is dubious at best, it is

of bridgewire diameter on the energy required encouraging to note that they imply velocities

to achieve detonation in TNT. The bridgewire well above 3 km per sec if any dent at all is

diameter was the only parameter intentionally made.

varied. The charge diameter and loading pres- Promising results were obtained with both
sure were held constant at 0.040 in. and 25 psi. TNT and ammonium picrate. With both, deto-

The platinum wire was used for all tests, nations were obtained at source energies of 10

Since the number of detonators available for to 16 joules (2 gf at 3.2 to 4 kv). Of the two

testing was limited, no attempt was made to materials, ammonium picrate seems to have a

present a statistically representative value, broader range of conditions under which EBW
initiation is attainable. In one set of tests, am-
monium picrate (in 28 mil column diameter) was

TABLE 1 detonated with a stored energy of 2 joules (1 jif
Minimum Energy to Achieve Detonation of at 2 kv). This apparent superiority of ammo-

TNT as a Function of Bridgewire Diameter nium picrate for EBW applications may be the
result of a fortuitous choice of conditions that

Wire Diameter Minimum Firing Energy are closer to the optimum of this material than
(mil) (joules) to that of TNT. However, it should be noted
_______(joules) that the superior results were obtained with

4 19.8 ammonium picrate in a state of aggregation
which, from all indications, is less ideal for

3 9.6 EBW applications than that of the TNT used to

2 No detonation get less favorable results.

Note: Maximum available firing energy was Bridgewire diameter, charge diameter, and

19.8 joules. loading pressure are so interdependent in their
effects that they must be discussed together. In
general, greatest output resulted when the flash
charge around the bridgewire was loaded at a

Experiments on TNT and Ammonium relatively low pressure and the pressure in-
Picrate with the Low-Voltage EBW creased gradually to a maximum at the output
Circuit end. For the smallest charge diameters with

bridgewires larger than 1 mil, the optimum
The detonator design represented an ex- pressures for the flash charge seemed to be

tension of that shown in Fig. 1, modified and over 100 psi, which was increased to 1000 psi
scaled up to withstand the higher voltage. The at the output end. Either small bridgewires or
explosive column diameter most frequently larger charge diameters apparently resulted in
used was 1/16 in. In loading the detonator, the a decrease of this optimum as mentioned in an
first few increments near the bridgewire were earlier paragraph. In the larger-diameter
usually loaded at very low pressure, then the charges (Figs. 3 and 4), the optimum loading
pressure was increased along the length of the pressure for the flash charge was apparently
column. The increased pressure in the incre- less than 10 psi, increased gradually to 20 to 40
ments near the output end of the detonator in- psi at the output end. Results were more con-
creased the density of those increments and sistent with the larger charges than with the
thereby increased the depth of dent attainable smaller ones. Possibly the smaller diameter
in a steel witness block. In the high-voltage (-0.028 in.) is too close to the failure diameters
studies, dents about 1 mil in depth were ob- of TNT and ammonium picrate. If so, perhaps
served following detonations. Dents up to 6 mil ammonium picrate as finely divided as was the
in depth were produced by the detonation of TNT would give very interesting and useful re-
these charges of increased density. sults in the smaller diameter detonators.
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Detonation Propagation into Larger of the charge diameter. A simple explanation
Explosive Charges for this might be based on the general scaling

law whereby the energy necessary to produce a
Attempts were made to initiate heavily spherical shock wave of a given pressure is

confined leads of the same explosive used in proportional to the cube of the radius, in com-
the detonators by means of some of these deto- bination with the proposition of Refs. 7 and 12
nators. The lower-voltage EBW circuit was that the critical pressure for propagation of an
used. The leads were loaded into 13/64-in. expanding spherical detonation wave is inversely
diameter holes, centrally drilled in 1-in. by proportional to the radius. Thus
1-in. steel cylinders. In four such trials with
TNT in the 1/16-in. bore detonators, one lead P = j/R
produced a dent 8 mil deep; the others failed.
Two such trials with ammonium picrate re- and
sulted in one failure and one 10-mil-deep dent.
Such a lead, loaded with ammonium picrate at E = kPR 3 = jkR•2

pressures gradually increasing from 15 psi at
the input end to 10,000 psi at the output end, where P is the critical pressure for a self-
produced a dent 39 mil deep when initiated with propagating spherically-expanding detonation
the detonator shown in Fig. 4 loaded with am- wave, of radius R, E is the energy required to
monium picrate. A dent of 39 mil is close to initiate a shock wave which has a pressure P at
the maximum depth expected from such a lead a radius R and j and k are constants. Of
and should be ample to initiate a booster of this course, this is an oversimplified explanation,
material. Since no TNT-loaded detonators but the data at hand are hardly sufficient basis
were made in accordance with Fig. 4, the per- for a more rigorous approach. The results of
formance of such detonators is a matter of these experiments indicate that a rather corn-
conjecture but, on the basis of the general par- plex interaction exists between bridgewire di-
allelism of results with the new materials, it is mensions, confinement dimensions, loading
expected that this, or a very similar design, variables, and electrical parameters. Since
would give satisfactory results with TNT. the experiments which yielded the data given

were directed toward rather limited and specific
practical objectives, neither time nor funding

DISCUSSION allowed the broad research which would be nec-
essary to satisfactorily define the variables.

It had been shown, in Ref. 1, that the energy
required to initiate RDX by means of exploding The time measurements (Fig. 12) for the
bridgewires can be substantially reduced by the RDX loaded items indicate an initial propagation
judicious use of confinement. Data given herein rate of 1.5 to 2 millimeters per microsecond,
demonstrate the applicability of this principle accelerating to about 5 millimeters per micro-
to less sensitive explosives like TNT and am- second (which is very near the ideal detonation
monium picrate. Practical implications of rate for this material). It is of interest to note
these results include the possibility of elimi- that the thin cases used in one set of experi-
nating PETN (which is considered by many to ments apparently afforded sufficient confine-
be undesirable because of its sensitivity and ment foi initiation and growth to nearly the
relatively poor thermal stability) from explod- stable rate, but not enough to support stable
ing bridgewire systems, that of reducing the detonation. A suggested failure mechanism
bulk and weight of such systems, and that of derives from the fact that shock waves in steel
developing EBW systems with very insensitive propagate faster than did the detonation, par-
explosives, some of which are also stable at ticularly in its earlier phases. As a result, the
the high temperatures which are encountered in expansion of the tube may have outrun the det-
many modern weapon systems. onation, relieving the confinement.

The data reported in Ref. 1 relating thresh- The longer functioning times of the deto-
old energy to charge diameter seemed to indi- nators with 64 mil charge diameters than those
cate that the energy requirement was propor- with 28 mil charge diameters tends to support
tional to the cube of the charge diameter. This a qualitative description which has been pro-
relationship was explained in terms of a criti- posed of the mechanism whereby confinement
cal energy density within the area affected by affects threshold firing energy. As the shock
the exploding bridgewire at the time the shock (or "low order detonation"), expanding spheri-
wave reached the wall of the tube. The present cally from the exploded wire, impinges upon
data (Fig. 11) approach more closely a propor- the bore of the confining tube, it is reflected to
tionality of the energy requirement to the square multiply the pressure and generate an annular
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SURFACE RATE PROCESSES AND SENSITIVITY

OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES
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ABSTRACT

The nature and rate of linear surface regression of TNT, RDX,
Tetryl and PETN have been studied utilizing a hot plate pyrolysis tech-
nique over surface temperatures ranging as high as 500°C. The data,
when compared to similar data for benzoic acid, suggest that the pri-
mary surface rate process appears to be an endothermic melt-flow
having an apparent activation energy suggestive of heat transfer and
viscous flow as a rate controlling step.

These data, when used as a measure of surface heat dissipation,
correlate very well with the measured values of impact sensitivity.
Also, they offer an explanation for the fact that attempts to correlate
impact and/or friction sensitivity with melting point alone could lead
to misleading results when PETN and RDX are considered.

Notes:
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LOW ORDER REACTIONS IN SHOCKED EXPLOSIVES

Neill Griffiths and V. C. Broom
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ABSTRACT

The initiation of RDX/TNT, TORPEX and MINOL in Gap-Test type
of experiments has been studied and emphasis has been placed on pro-
ducing events other than high order detonation. It is shown that by ac-
centuating the loss factor in the usual energy balance equation that var-
ious degrees of reaction can be produced with the explosives examined.
It is suggested that the probability of producing consistent low order
reactions is associated with reaction zone length. An indication is
given of the application of the model work to the disposal of high explo-
sive filled bombs.

INTRODUCTION This paper describes a number of gap-test
type experiments in which the donor charge is

An explosive/metal/explosive combination adjusted to produce reactions other than detona-
is a common occurrence in weapon systems, and tion in the acceptor charge. The work is not
during the post-war years such systems have complete, but a number of interesting points
been evaluated in considerable detail. Generally, have been uncovered. The results obtained are
however, the evaluation has been directed to- discussed, and applied to preliminary full-scale
wards deriving the mechanism whereby detona- trials.
tion is established. A typical experimental
technique which has played an important part in
elucidating the mechanism by which detonation GAP-TEST ANALOGY
is achieved is the Gap-Test, although its prime
purpose is to determine the sensitivity of ex- In the Gap-Test, a detonator and an explo-
plosives to shock wave initiation. Many work- sive pellet, (THE DONOR) is used to produce
ers [1,2,31 have described the Gap-Test, but a shock, which traverses a metal barrier (THE
generally they have been concerned with the GAP) and enters the explosive under test (THE
probability of the test explosive detonating high ACCEPTOR). When pressure and temperature
order. The techniques and information avail- is applied to an explosive for a given time in
able could be directed, however, towards this way, whether the explosive will detonate or
assessing the necessary conditions for pro- not is controlled by the balance of energy gained
ducing a low order reaction in an explosive, and lost by the shockwave [43. For the present
These thoughts are immediately applicable to- purpose the loss factor is of great interest. The
wards designing systems for the disposal of characteristics of the initiating shock are deter-
high explosive filled bombs. There is a cur- mined by the donor/gap combination, and to-
rent need for improved bomb disposal tech- gether with the properties of the explosive ac-
niques and because of this, the possibility of ceptor will determine the rate of energy
producing reproducible low order reactions in production. The geometry of the acceptor
high explosives is being examined in the United charge, together with the shock wave profile
Kingdom. will to a large extent determine the magnitude

of the energy lost.

When an explosive charge is placed on a
Note: high explosive bomb, one has in effect the same

"British Crown copyright reserved. Pub- situation as exists in the gap test. The situa-
lished withthe permission of the Co.atroller tion is illustrated in Fig. 1. If the explosive
of Her Britannic Majesty's Stationery Of- donor charge used is in the form ofathin sheet,
fice." pressure and temperature for a short period
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DONOR
(SHEET EXPLOSIVE) SHE EXPLOSIVE

S• ~~~CASE .,O

'71PLATE

SBOMB FILLING
ACCEPTOR

ACCEPTOR CHARGE

Fig. I - Bomb disposal gap test
WITNESS

will be applied to the system when it detonates.
The high explosive filling starts to react and
the reaction is governed by the energy balance
equation. If the pressure rises in a suitable
manner, the bomb case will rupture; the pres-
sure will fall and the loss term of the energy
balance equation becomes predominant and the Fig. Z - Perpendicular gap
reaction fades. It was considered, therefore, test arrangement

that the parameters of such a situation should
be examined on a model basis, and that where
possible applied to a typical high explosive It was thought to be necessary to introduce
filled bomb. curved surfaces into the experimental pro-

gramme, as this was likely to be one of the
conditions which would be met in bomb disposal

EXPERIMENTAL tasks. Accordingly, the second experimental
arrangement illustrated in Fig. 3 was adopted.

Two experimental arrangements were used, A donor charge of sheet explosive is located on
and these are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. The the outer surface of a cylindrical tube of mild
first arrangement employs a circular donor of steel of internal dia 4 in., wall thickness 0.5 in.
sheet explosive and both its diameter and thick- and length 8 in.; this in effect is the gap. The
ness were varied during the course of the ex- explosive acceptor charge, 4 in dia, 8 in. long,
periments. The sheet explosive used consists is located inside the steel tube and the types of
of RDX in a thermoplastic matrix and it was explosives used as acceptors were as mentioned
initiated by an A.S.A. Briska Electric Detonator. above. The circular donor charge was located
The gap used was a 6 x 6 in. mild steel plate midway along the length of the tube as shown in
and its thickness was varied from 1/8 to 1/2 in. Fig. 3. In designing this experimental arrange-
Initial experiments examined the effect of the ment, attempts were made to take account of the
sheet explosive donor on the gap alone. Then, effects of rarefaction waves, and it is likely that
cylindrical acceptor charges 4 in. dia, 4 in. with the dimensions chosen, they will have little
long were introduced; the explosives used effect on the reaction zone during the critical
were Minol 2, Composition B, Torpex 2B and time in which the probability of detonation oc-
Torpex 4B.; curring is being determined. The order of re-

action obtained was assessed by estimating the
A witness plate in the form of 6 x 6 x 1/8 amount of damage to the cylindrical steel tube.

in. mild steel plate was located at the end of the A number of examples are given in the illustra-
acceptor charge. The order of the reaction in tions and this will be discussed later. Towards
the acceptor charge was estimated by assessing the end of the experimental programme, the
the damage to the metal plates. overpressure at various stand-off distances

from the charges was measured with mechanical
and piezoelectric gauges. From this data and
standard pressure/distance relationships for

-:Aluminised NH3 NO3 /TNT, RDX/TNT, Alumi- given weights of explosive, an estimate could be
nised RDX/TNT. made of the weight of explosive reacted.
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DETONATOR

SHEET EXPLOSIVE DONOR
S.STEEL

Fig. 3 - Cylindrical gap test arrangement

TABLE 1 TABLE 3
Donor, 1/8 in. Sheet Explosive: Gap 6 x 6 in. Donor as Specified, Gap 1/2 x 6 x 6 in.

Mild Steel Plate, No Acceptor Mild Steel Plate, No Acceptor

Gap thickness Donor dia. Observation Donor(in.) j (in.)Obevto
Diameter Thickness Observation

1/8 1.0 Plate holed, dia. (in.) (in.)
-I in.

1/8 2.0 Plate holed, dia. 2-1/2 1/8 Dent, scab
-2 in. 3-1/2 1/ 8 : Dent, scab

1/4 1.0 Smaller hole, 2 1/4° Dent, scab
scab 2-1/2 1/ 4 " Hole, scab

3/8 1.0 Dent only 2 3 / 8 :- Hole, scab
1 1-1/2" Dent, scab
1-1/2 5/8 Small hole, scab

TABLE 2 1 1/8J
Donor as Specified, Gap 3/8 x 6 X6 in. 1-1/2 3/80 Small hole, scab

Mild Steel Plate, No Acceptor 2 1/8 0

1-1/2 1/8 Dent, scab
Donor 1 1/4 J

DObservation 2-1/2 1/8 Dent, scab121/ 1/8j DnsaDiameter Thickness11/'

(in.) (in.) 1-1/2 1/2 Hole

1 1/4 Deep dent, scab *and 0 indicate equivalent weights of donor.

1 3/8 Deep dent, scab

1 3/4 Deep dent, pinhole scab RESULTS

2 1/8 Dent, large dia. scab Effect of Sheet Explosive on the Gap
2 1/4 Hole, scab

With the experimental arrangement shown
2-1/2 1/8 Dent, scab in Fig. 2, the effect of varying the donor and gap

2-1/2 1/4 Hole, scab with no acceptor present, was first examined.

2 -1/2~ 1/8 The results obtained are tabulated in Tables 1,
Scab only 2 and 3. As the donor charge is varied, differ-

1 1/81 ent degrees of damage can be obtained on the
gap and examples of these are shown in Figs.

4Equivalent by weight to 2 x 1/4 in. 4-7.
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Fig. 6 - Scab only from
Fig. 4 - Deep dent in I/2 in. 3/8 in. plate
plate

Fig. 7 - 1/8 in. plate holed

Fig. 5 - Hole and scab in 1/2 in. plate

the bottom plate was either undistorted with the
imprint of the acceptor charge on it, or badly

For a hole to be obtained in a plate the re- distorted. Figures 8 and 9, illustrate these
sults suggest that the weight of donor required features. Using the acceptor charges already
must be distributed in such a manner so that specified, the results obtained are tabulated in
the ratio of diameter to thickness is within cer- Table 4, the damage to the gap plate being in-
tain critical values. For example, in Table 3, dicated where possible.
where 1/2 in. plate is being examined, at a
donor thickness of 3/8 in., the critical diameter The results show that by carefully adjust-
is 1-1/2 in., however, increasing the diameter ing the donor charge a variety of events, in
enables the thickness to be reduced. A limit is which both the amount and the rate of reaction
reached however at 1/8 in. thickness. vary, can be produced in the acceptor charge.

The incidence of fires should be noted as they
can cause no little difficulty. Comparison of

Effect of Acceptor Charges these results and the earlier ones indicates that
the reaction in the acceptor charge is contribut-

The experiments were continued with ac- ing towards the damage of the gap. From both
ceptor charges and witness plates introduced the experiments with the 1/8 and 1/2 in. gap it
below the gap; the order of reaction achieved is clear that the type of explosive charge affects
by the acceptor was assessed by examining the class of event obtained in the acceptor and
both gap and witness plates. If high order det- the order of sensitiveness is Comp. B: Tor-
onationoccurredbothplateswere lost; otherwise pex 2: Torpex 4 and Minol 2.
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Fig. 8 - Imprint of charge on undistorted bottom
plate and hinged scabbed top plate

Fig. 9 - Broken top plate and distorted bottom plate

Experiments with Cylindrical Gaps that sometimes there are intermediate degrees
of reaction which have a tendency to fall in one

With the experimental arrangement shown or other of the chosen classes. A typical ex-
in Fig. 3, the effect of varying the donor charge ample is shown in Fig. 10; Figs. 11-16 are
was examined; the main emphasis has been typical examples of the classes of events chosen.
placed on studying the effects in Torpex 2, as The results of Table 5 indicate that with the
this was the filling of bombs available for full experimental arrangement used, various low
scale trial. The results obtained are tabulated order reactions can be obtained in which the
in Table 5. A slightly different notation has metal case surrounding the charge is broken
been used here to classify the event obtained; to various degrees.
the scheme chosen is shown at the head of the
columns of Table 5. It is based on the condi- Reference is made in Table 5 to post igni-
tion of the cylindrical container recovered after tion which occurred particularly with Torpex.
firing. The reproducibility of the scheme is The charges were necessarily fired in a cell
remarkably good, although it will be noticed of limited volume, with confinement of steel
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TABLE 4

Donor Gap Observation

Diameter Thickness Acceptor Thickness (effect on gap)
(in .) (in .) (in .) ( effe ct_ o n _ _ap)

1 1/8 Comp. B 1/8 Full detonation, both plates lost
Torpex 2 No reaction, hole
Torpex 4 No reaction, hinged scab
Minol 2 No reaction, dent

2 1/8 Torpex 2 1/8 Partial Detonation, broken up
Torpex 4 No reaction, holed
Minol 2 No reaction, scab (witness plate distorted)

2-1/2 1/8 Torpex 2 1/8 Full Detonation
Torpex 4 Partial Reaction, Fire, holed
Minol 2 Partial Reaction, holed

2 1/4 Minol 2 1/8 No reaction
Torpex 4 No reaction

2-1/2 1/4 Minol 2 1/8 Complete reaction
Torpex 4 Partial reaction

2-1/2 1/8 Comp. B 1/2 No reaction
Torpex 2 No reaction

2 1/4 Comip. B 1/2 Partial Reaction, heavy dent
Torpex 2 Partial Reaction, heavy dent

2-1/2 1/4 Comp. B 1/2 Partial Reaction, heavy dent
Torpex 2 Partial Reaction, burning, dent
Torpex 4 No reaction, partial scab

2-1/2 1/4 Torpex 2 1/2 Complete Reaction, dent
1/8 Torpex 4 Partial Reaction, burning, hole

Minol 2 Partial Reaction, dent

and wood. The post ignitions which occurred
might be associated with impact, friction and
squashing of unreacted explosive on the walls
of cells. Later, in field trials however, it was
found that Torpex filled bombs started to burn
vigorously some five minutes after it was
shocked and was still burning some fifty min-
utes later!

Table 5 indicates that the order of sensi-
tivity of the explosives tested is Comp. B:

lot iTorpex 2: Torpex 4: Minol 2, which agrees
with the previous results.

Experiments With High Explosive

Filled Bombs
Fig. 10 - Fragments of steel tube
recovered after partial reaction - Having demonstrated the feasibility of
intermediate case producing controlled amounts of reaction in
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Fig. 11 - No reaction steel tube not holed

Fig, 12 - Partial reaction steel
tube opened

Fig. 13 - Partial reaction steel tube in large pieces
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explosives and reproducible damage to the
metal surrounding the explosive, attempts were
made to apply the technique to high explosive
filled bombs. The bombs used were filled4 Torpex 2, were unfused and contained no ex-
ploder pellets (gaines or primers). The thick-
ness of the bomb casing was measured accurately
and sections of the bomb were radiographed.
Consequently a detailed knowledge of the metal/
explosive conditions was available; this together
with the experimental data reported above en-
abled suitable donors to be chosen.

The preliminary trials showed that the fol-

lowing conditions could be achieved:

Fig. 14 - Partial reaction steel tube (i) Bomb holed, filling broken up (see
in many pieces Fig. 17)

(ii) Bomb broken apart, filling disgorged
A& (see Fig. 18)

(iii) Bomb burnt out (see Fig. 19)

The work is by no means complete, but it

is considered that the feasibility of the method:! has been demonstrated. Pressure measure-
ments taken during the course of this work sug-

gested that less than 2% of the bomb filling was
involved in the reaction.

DISCUSSION

When a solid explosive is shocked the en-
ergy can be released either rapidly or slowly,

Fig. 15 - Full reaction, no explosive left, the intensity of the shock determining the rate
steel tube in small pieces of release. If sufficient energy is contributed

Fig. 16 - High order detonation
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Fig. 17 - Bomb holed, filling broken up

Fig. 18 - Bomb broken apart, filling disgorged

Fig. 19 Bomb burnt out
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to the shock front it will accelerate and stable high pressures developed. It is considered,
detonation will eventually be achieved, whereas therefore, that the processes occuring in the
if insufficient energy is contributed to the shock experiments described are compatible with
it will decay, and detonation will not ensue. current shock initiation theory.
Now, if a shock wave of short duration is used The experimental work described has not
the rarefaction wave arrives soon after the re- been very sophisticated, but the basic thought
action has started and the explosive is cooled behind the work was to obtain information which
and reaction may be stopped. As the pressure would be useful for a prospective bomb demoli-
of the shock wave is increased there is more tion tool. More quantitative measurements are
and more decomposition and consequently more now required, particularly on the shock wave
energy is contributed towards the shock front. profile and the rate of reaction in the shocked
Whether detonation is established or not is
simply dependent on the energy balance [4], explosive.
i.e., whether the energy produced outweighs the Finally, it is worth mentioning the alterna-
losses. By varying the duration of the shock tive approach to the one discussed in this paper.
pulse it is possible to vary continuously the The use of an intense shock wave applied for a
energy contributed to the shock front. If the short time has been discussed - this technique
pulse length is gradually increased a balance requires that some of the shocked explosive
can eventually be obtained between energy lost must react, thereby introducing its inconsist-
and energy produced, and a pseudo stable det- encies into the balance for power. Alternatively,
onation is set up. if a shock wave whose intensity is such that the

explosive will never react [6] is used and ap-
During the period in which the probability plied for some time the container will eventually

of detonation is being determined - sometimes burst. This approach might eliminate the
called the critical time, explosive is being con- idiosyncrasies of the acceptor charge.
sumed and gas generated. Under some condi-
tions this can take many microseconds, and
this means that the shock has traversed many ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
millimetres of the charge length [5]. Clearly
no little quantity of the charge is reacting and The authors are pleased to acknowledge
this is independent of the final event; thus even the assistance of Mr. A. May and Mr. H. B.
when detonation is not achieved, high pressures Young, and Mr. G. P. Cachia for his valuable
can be generated. advice.

Now with explosives which have short
reaction zone lengths, the critical time men- REFERENCES
tioned above is much shorter than for those of
long reaction zone lengths. It follows, there- 1. Campbell, Davis & Travis, Proc. of the
fore, that with the former the amount of explo- Third Detonation Symposium, Princeton,
sive consumed during the critical time will be September 1960.
small and the pressure developed low. It is
considered unlikely, therefore, that with explo- 2. Cachia & Whitbread, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1958,
sives like pressed RDX and Tetryl anything A, 246, 268.
other than high order detonation could be ob-
tained reliably. However, with explosives of 3. Griffiths & Groocock, J. Chem. Soc., 1960
long reaction zone length, variation of the shock 4154.
pulse will effect significantly the critical time,
with a consequent variation in the amount of 4. Griffiths & Laidler, Comb. and Flame,
explosive reacted. Vol. 7, Dec. 1963.

In the experiments described in this paper 5. Griffiths & Laidler, J. Chem. Soc., June,
a shock wave of very short duration has been 1962, 443.
used and aluminised explosives, which have long
reaction zones, and as discussed above signifi- 6. Marlow & Skidmore, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1958,
cant amount of reaction have been obtained and A, 246, 285.



INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVES BY LOW VELOCITY IMPACT

Hyla S. Napadensky

lIT Research Institute
Chicago, Illinois

ABSTRACT

A sensitivity test has been devised wherein cylindrical, unconfined
specimens of high explosive of the order of several pounds in weight
are squeezed between an explosively driven plate and a massive anvil.
At one extreme of the initiation spectrum the shock transmitted is of
sufficient intensity to initiate detonation before or at the instant when
the shock wave reaches the face of the anvil. At the threshold of ini-
tiation however, the time between initial movement of the plate and evi-
dence of explosion is long enough for extensive crushing of the HE to
occur. The impact velocity required for initiation has been found to be
strongly dependent upon the size of the explosive specimen. Sensitivity
increases rapidly as the length of the specimen is decreased. Marginal
initiation is the result of a slow crushing process for short samples.
As specimen length is increased, the critical impact velocity approaches
a limiting upper value which is sufficient for shock initiation of the ex-
plosive.

INTRODUCTION its surface that results in the plate being uni-

This impact sensitivity test was designed formly accelerated. This initiation is accom-

with the intent of simulating the loading con- plished by the fragmentation of the aluminum
ditions that inent likelyatobeimposedgn the l o- disk, which occurs when the booster is ignitedditions that are likely to be imposed on the ex- by a blasting cap. The fast-flying, hot alumi-

plosive component of an ordnance item as a

result of a severe accidental impact. In this num fragments strike the tetryl explosive

test, unconfined cylindrical high explosive bil- driver charge in a large number of places
lets, of the order of several pounds in weight simultaneously and cause the driver explosiveles fteodro eea onsi egt to detonate.
are squeezed between a rapidly moving steel

plate and a massive stationary steel anvil. The use of tetryl powder at a density of
This type of loading results in the explosive ygm per cm• permits us to project the steel
being initiated after a relatively slow crushing plate to a maximum velocity of 1000 fps. Tet-process, as occurs in situations of severe ac- ryl powder pressed to a density of 1.2 gm per
cidental impact such as transportation accidents cm 3 enables us to achieve up to 2000 fps for the
or jettison from aircraft, rather than being sme en ate. By varying to 2000 and
promptly initiated by a shock process. Initiation same size plate. By varying the quantity andof eploion ccus a muc loer tres leels density of explosive driver we can achieve plate
of explosion occurs at much lower stress levels velocities ranging from about 25 fps to 2000 fps.by the crushing process than by the shock proc-
ess.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
THE TEST METHOD

The impact velocity of the steel plate re-
The response of explosive billets to impact quired to initiate an explosive reaction has been

loads is determined by a series of experiments found to depend upon the dimensions of the test
using the apparatus shown schematically in Fig. specimen. For a fixed diameter, the required
1. In each experiment, a 6-inch-diameter by minimum impact velocity increases with in-
1-inch-thick steel plate is propelled by the uni- creasing length, but rapidly approaches an upper
form plane-wave initiation of low-density tetryl limit which is sufficient for shock initiation of
explosive in contact with the plate. It is the ini- the explosive. This upper limit decreases with
tiation of the tetryl almost simultaneously over increasing diameter. A limit diameter is also

473
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Fig. I - Test arrangement showing method of

initiating driver explosive

reached beyond which any further increase in 600 X

diameter will not lower the critical impact velo-
city. The limit diameter is in the neighborhood A. Initiation of detonation by a shock wv

of 3-3/4 inches for 9404PBX, based on tests on 500o
1-1/2, 2-1/2, 3-3/4 and 6-inch diameter billets. ".Y,. - ', <
All data presented here are for 6-inch-diameter
billets. For this diameter, the limit impact ve- 400
locity is 440 fps for 9404PBX (Ref. [1]), 640 . a after
fps for H-6 (Ref. [2]) and 1900 fps for Tritional . crushing with-_ 50 probability

(Re. [])out pinch of explosion

the impact velocity required for initiation of an

explosion is shown in Fig. 2 for 9404PBX. In i / hs m•=vlot
region A of Fig. 2, we see that above a certain •frn xlso
velocity (-440 fps), the explosive always deto-
nates high-order. For a much lower impact 100

velocity, region D, which depends upon explosive
charge length, no chemical reaction is obtained. D. No explosive decomposition
For intermediate impact velocities, regions B
and C, the explosive reaction is generally lessviolent than the high-order detonation of region
A. Further, this graph illustrates the experi- Length of Explosive (in.)
mental results that, for a given diameter, as the
thickness of explosive billet increases an in- Fig. 2 - Critical impact velocity

crease in impact velocity is required to cause a ucino xlsv eghfor 6-inch diameter 9404 PBXan explosion. billets impacted by 6-inchdiam-
eter by 1-inch thick steel plates

High-speed framing camera photographs
showing the crushing and subsequent initiation of
the explosive billets yielded information on some confirmed this criterion. Explosions occur during
of the processes involved during impact. the first passage of the nonreactive stress wave

A ofFig 2 hgh-rde detnatons through the explosive billet or immediately upon
In region A fFg ihodrdtntos reflection of this stress pulse from the back-up

occur at impact velocities above 440 fps and cal- anvil.
culated pressures of the order of 10 kilobars.
The criterion of fire for a high-order detonation
is that a hole is punched through the 1-inch thick In region B, initiation of explosion occurs at
mild steel witness plates placed beneath the ex- impact velocities less than 440 fps and after some
plosive. The propagation velocity as measured small amount of crushing and lateral extrusion of
on microsecond framing camera photographs the explosive billet occurs. The explosion which
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may be a violent deflagration or detonation of 2000
part of the explosive still trapped between the fl-cosal (Ref. 3)
driving plate and the anvil occurs within 100
microseconds to 1 millisecond after impact.
The witness plates may either show evidence
of metal flow over the surface or a deep bulge
is formed.

1000

In region C, which we consider to be the
initiation threshold region, explosions occur -H-6 (Ref. 2)

only after the majority of the explosive has 4 (e

been extruded beyond the original diameter 9404 PBX (Ref. 1)

and the remaining explosive is crushed to a
very thin layer. This condition has been ob-
served to occur within one to three millisec- 0 10 15 20

onds after impact for the plastic bonded HMX- Lenth of Explosive (in.)

based materials [4]. Under these loading
conditions no unreacted explosive remains and Fig. 3 - Impact velocity as a
the witness plate is not marred in any way. function of explosive length for

50 percent probability of reac-
Explosions do not occur in region D, the tion, various explosives

no-go region. Under these conditions a layer
of unreacted explosive remains on the witness
plate after impact. Curves of this type have been applied to

assessing the likely hazards of severe acci-
Finally, we observe explosions occurring dental impact to ordnance items containing

external to the original charge diameters and high explosives without understanding the
after complete crushup and extrusion of the mechanisms responsible for initiation. Suc-
billet. Here the explosion originates in the cessful application of this sensitivity data re-
explosive dust which was extruded from be- quires that for a given explosive thickness the
tween the colliding plates. This type of re- same mechanism controls the explosive's re-
action can cause considerable damage and sponse in both the laboratory tests and in the
noise. accidental impact situation (Ref. [2, 3, 5]).

A single mechanism or several mechan-
isms may be responsible for initiation during REFERENCES
crushing impact. One cannot deduce simply
from the shape of the curve in Fig. 2 or from 1 Napadensky, H. S., "Development of Meth-
high speed photographs of the crushing process ods for Predicting the Response of Explo-
and subsequent explosion, which of several s for to t (U)," of xo
possible initiation mechanisms is dominant. sive Material to Impact (U)," AFSWC TR
The applicable mechanism may depend upon
the explosive geometry, its environment and 2. Napadensky, H. S., "The Impact Vulnerabil-
its composition (as reflected in properties as ity of the MLU-10/B Aerial Land Mine,"
brittleness, thermal diffusivity, explosive
crystal form, etc.). The relationship between ATL-TDR-64-60, 15 Jan. 1964, AD 447 917
impact velocity and charge size which charac- 3. Napadensky, H. S. "The Impact Vulnerabil-
terizes the sensitivity to impact of one material ity H. She Impact Vulneralwould not be the same for another explosive ity of the Tritonal-Loaded MLU-10/B Aerial

Land Mine," HTRI Report No. T6053-FR for
composition. The curve representing this rel- AFSC under Contract No. AF 08(635)-3789,
ationship for uniform impact loading of one
explosive material would be shifted or changed April 1965
in shape for an explosive of a different com- 4. Napadensky, H. S., "The Effects of Impact
position or for the same explosive subjected Loading on sthe Explos Mat
to a concentrated load. This can be seen from Loading on Plastic-Bonded Explosive Mat-
the curves in Fig. 3, for uniform loading, show- erials," DASA 1391, April 1963
ing the relationship between explosive charge 5. Kennedy, J. E. and H. S. Napadensky, "The
length and impact velocity required for the 50 Vulnerability of Special Weapons to Fire
percent probability of initiation of 9404PBX, and Impact, (U)", DASA 1276, Vol V, Part 2,
H-6 and Tritonal. Jan. 1964, (SRD)
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COMM ENT

J. E. KENNEDY (HT Research Institute, Chi- have a rise time of 1 to 5 microseconds or less,
cago, Illinois): In considering marginal initia- which is quite adequate response for study of
tion as in region C of Fig. 2, recent work at this millisecond-duration phenomenon.
nUTRI, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (Ref. 1),
and Brobeck Associates (Ref. 2) has led to a Preliminary experimental results have in-
hypothesis that a lateral extrusion flow process dicated maximum temperature increases near
may be the mechanism by which local hot spots the outer periphery of the samples, and little
are developed of intensity sufficient to initiate or no temperature increase at the cylindrical
a burning or deflagration process in the high axis, in qualitative agreement with the extrusion
explosive specimen. Analyses assumed either analyses. The indicated maximum temperature
that the specimen deformed as a rigid body levels were a few hundred degrees centigrade
(Ref. 2) or flowed as a viscous fluid (Ref. 3). for test conditions appropriate for marginal
Either assumption indicated that maximum tern- ignition.
perature increases due to irreversible conver-
sion of mechanical energy to heat during flow REFERENCES
should occur along the flat interface between
the explosive and the plate or the anvil, and 1. L. G. Green, and G. D. Dorough, "Further
near the outer periphery of the explosive. Studies on the Ignition of Explosives," Proc.

To test the hypothesis experimentally, we of Fourth NOL-ONR Symposium on Detona-

have installed fast response surface thermo-

couples flush with the surface of the anvil in
order to determine the trends and magnitudes 2. A. M. Weston, "Code Crash. A Study of the
of temperature increases in the explosive at the Impact Ignition of a Thin Wafer of Explosive
plate surface as a function of radial position Material." Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
under test conditions appropriate to cause Livermore, California, Doc. No. 4500-95-
marginal ignition. Thermocouples were in- 3-R28, 1966.
stalled below the center of the explosive speci-
men and at positions halfway toward the outer 3. J. E. Kennedy and H. S. Napadensky, "Be-
periphery of the specimen and slightly inside havior of Explosive Systems Under Mild
the outer periphery. We have found that the Impact," IIT Research Institute, Chicago,
thermocouples, made by Nanmac Corporation, Illinois. DASA 1801, 1966.
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the results of an experimental investiga-
tion on the ignition of explosives by low velocity impact. The impact
experiments are carried out with explosive billets approximately one
pound in weight. One cast and three plastic-bonded materials are
studied in three different impact geometries. Both the mechanical and
chemical nature of the impact process for each geometry is explored
in some detail.

In all cases, ignition appears to result simply from frictional
heating of the explosive. The ultimate course of the chemical reaction
after ignition (mild burning, violent burning, detonation, etc.) is
strongly'influenced by the impact configuration and velocity and by the
nature of the explosive. Surface finish does not appear to play any sig-
nificant role in either the threshold velocity for reactions or in the
ultimate course of the reaction.

INTRODUCTION some of our current thoughts on the phenome-
nology of impact ignition.

Nearly all accidental impact situations in-
volving explosives or explosive containing as-
semblies occur in the relative velocity range of EXPLOSIVE MATERIALS
a few ft/sec to a few hundred ft/sec. The be-
havior of explosives under this type of stimulus
is thus of prime interest from a safety point of For the purposes of this paper, we shall
view. confine our attention to four high performance

explosive formulations. Three of these are
Impacts in this low velocity range generate plastic bonded explosives, the other is a cast

only very low amplitude stress waves, stress explosive. All four are high density materials
waves much too weak to shock initiate directly with void volumes less than two percent. All
most explosive materials. The primary mech- four are characterized as "brittle" materials
anism for producing chemical reaction in these with maximum elongations to rupture being less
situations appears to be some form of frictional than one-half percent at room temperature.
heating in which the mechanical energy of the Table 1 cites some general information on the
impact is deposited as heat in very limited re- four explosives.
gions of the explosive. The heated explosive
then begins to decompose, producing a defla-
gration which continues, dies out, or builds to IMPACT GEOMETRIES
detonation depending on the explosive and the
impact geometry.

In this paper we shall consider only three
Over the last several years this Labora- impact geometries, designated Susan Test,

tory has conducted an extensive investigation of Type 1 Test, and Type 2 Test. We describe
the behavior of explosives under conditions of below in brief fashion these three geometries,
low velocity impact. This paper, which is in and the mechanical nature of the impact proc-
the nature of a progress report, summarizes ess in each case.

:'This work was supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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TABLE 1
General Information on Explosives Discussed in Text

Corn- Tensile
Main Binder Used pressive Strength

Explosive Explosive and Billet Fabrication Strength at 68 0 F
Constituent Wt. Percentage at 68°F

(psi) (psi)

Composition B-3 RDX TNT 40% Casting and -1600 -300
machining

LX-04-1 HMX Viton A 15% Hot vacuum pressing -2000 -300
and machining

PBX-9011-02 HMX Estane 10% Hot vacuum pressing -300
and machining

PBX-9404-03 HMX Nitrocellulose 3% Hot vacuum pressing -1400 -100
and machining

Chloroethyl
phosphate 3%

Susan Test also obtained from the physical examination of
impacted projectiles.

The Susan Test [1,2] is a projectile impact
test used by this and other laboratories as a Figure 2 shows the deformation soon after
technique for evaluating the sensitivity of an impact. The end of the aluminum nose cap has
explosive under conditions of crushing impact. opened up, but the longitudinal section of the
Figure 1 shows the projectile used in the test. cap has not yet split open. Some, but not all,
The projectile is fired from a smooth bore gun explosives will exhibit fire or burning at this
against a steel target at velocities that may stage of the impact. This early burning reac-
range from one hundred to fifteen hundred feet tion is usually quite mild; the best evidence to
per second. The chemical reactions produced date indicates that it starts at a fracture
by the impact are monitored photographically plane within the explosive. The mechanism is
with Fastax cameras; air shocks generated by simply frictional heat generated at the fracture
the reacting explosive are monitored with over- plane in the explosive by slippage under
pressure gauges. Additional information is pressure.

2 IN: DI!. x 4 !!,1. LON<11
EPI-YOSIV\ CA2i•";E

! _• l?.. CAP

11 LB. STEEL PR0.:ECTILE TýOD.y

Fig. I - Mod I Susan projectile
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Fig. Z Mod I Susan projectile
early deformation Fig. 3 Mod I Susan

projectile pinch stage

Figure 3 shows the deformation late in the plate of mild steel; the target plate or anvil is
impact. The aluminum cap has completely a 10-inch-square plate of mild steel. The driver
failed by longitudinal splitting, and the steel plate is attached to one end of a 4-foot-long
rim of the projectile body is in near contact tube; a pressure seal is fitted to the other end.
with the target plate. We call this the pinch This tube is inserted in the muzzle of a smooth
stage. The most violent reactions from a Susan bore rifle, and the entire tube-driver plate as-
type impact almost always occur at the pinch sembly is fired down a short range with a pro-
stage. In fact, most soft, rubbery, plastic pellant charge appropriately sized to attain
bonded explosives and all cast explosives tested terminal driver-plate velocities in the range of
to date do not react at all in this test until the 80-400 ft/sec. Impact of the driver and target
pinch stage is reached. The pinch stage is surfaces is plane and parallel within a degree.
characterized mechanically by a rapid radial In the Type 1 experiments a 2 inch diameter by
extrusion of explosive material from between 4-inch-long explosive billet (identical to the
the target plate and the incoming projectile. Susan Test billet) is lightly glued to the center
This rapid motion of explosive material past of the driver plate (see Fig. 5); Type 2 experi-
projectile and target surfaces which are sta- ments are identical in every way except that a
tionary in the radial direction, under a pres- 1-inch-thick, 4-inch-diameter disk of explosive
sure which is maintained by the forward mo- substitutes for the long explosive cylinder of
mentum of the projectile body, represents a the Type 1 experiment. The main diagnostic
condition of severe frictional heating. Some tool used in both Type 1 and Type 2 experiments
thirty-odd explosive formulations have been has been the high-speed camera framing at the
examined in the Susan Test, and all are ob- rate of -11,000 frames/sec. Experiments using
served to ignite under the pinch conditions, mock explosives have also been informative in
Pinch ignition often builds to quite violent def- defining the mechanical nature of the impact
lagrations, but detonations are only rarely (if processes in these experiments.
ever) observed.

In the Type 1 experiments, the initial com-
pression produced in the explosive by the im-

Type 1 and Type 2 Impact Tests pact is relieved by fracturing as the long cyl-
inder of explosive breaks up. The fracturing

These two tests represent variations of an process starts at the target explosive interface,
anvil-driver test first described by Napadensky, and proceeds towards the driver plate. Eventu-
et al. [3]. As conducted by this Laboratory, the ally, much of the broken explosive is trapped
drive plate is an 8-inch diameter, 1-inch-thick and re-compacted between the driver and target
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PBX-9Q404
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(Explosives marked with an asterisk first ignite
! at the early deformation stage)

6i' -
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Projectile Velocity at Im'.uct (fti/see)

Fig. 4 -Susan test results, chemical energy released at pinch stage

plates as they near contact. Ignition in the General Comments on the Three
Type I experiment is presumed to be by a mech- Impact Geometries
anism similar to that described for pinch igni-
tion in the Susan Test. If the ignition occurs at There is a basic difference between the
a time when the explosive is still in a highly Type I-Type 2 experiments and the Susan Test.
divided state, the burning reaction frequently The Susan Test has been designed and is con-
builds to a high order detonation. ducted as a comparative test. Considerable

care is expended to make sure that each Susan
In the Type 2 experiments, the disk of ex- projectile is fabricated like other Susan projec-

plosive is under compression during the entire tiles, and that the conditions and geometry of
course of the impact, and is forced to flow at impact are reasonably standard from test to
quite high rates from between the driver and test. While we know a great deal about the
target plates. The situation bears a strong re- Susan Test and what it measures, it neverthe-
semblance to the pinch stage of the Susan Test. less is a very complicated test from the stand-
For explosives which are essentially brittle in point of its impact geometry. Thus, it has not
nature, the flow is of a granular type, and may been chosen for detailed studies on impact be-
not be well represented as a plastic or viscous havior per se.
flow. Film records indicate that ignition oc-
curs at the metal-explosive interface. Deto- The Type 1-Type 2 experiments are in-
nations are rarely produced in this impact tended to explore the subtleties of impact be-
geometry. havior. The geometries are simple, hopefully
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STEEL TJ-M3ET IMPACT SURF,'•CE
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Fig. 5 - Muzzle-loaded projectile for Type 1-Type 2 tests

simple enough to be attacked in time by theo- Susan Test Results
retical approaches. Unlike the Susan Test,
where such things as surface finish and gluing A convenient way to display Susan Test re-
procedures are held constant, fabrication vari- sults is to convert the overpressure transit
ables are carefully changed in Type 1-Type 2 time data for each projectile impact to an
tests to note their effect, if any, on impact be- equivalent point-source detonation energy [5].
havior. Briefly stated, then, the Susan Test is This energy, arbitrarily normalized to a scale
a quick and reliable way of obtaining a compar- of 0 to 100,* is then plotted against the projec-
ative assessment of an explosive's behavior tile velocity. For the four explosives in ques-
under impact. The Type 1-Type 2 experiments tion reasonably smooth curves result (see
provide a way of elaborating on that behavior, Fig. 4). These curves are reflective of the
but at the cost of a considerably larger number relative chemical energies liberated at the
of experiments than that required for-the Susan "pinch" stage of the Susan impact. Two of the
Test. explosives, PBX-9404 and LX-04-1, also show

ignition at the early deformation stage, but the
The principal variables explored to date in reactions are mild, and do not contribute meas-

Type 1-Type 2 experiments have been impact urably to the overall energy release. The mild
velocity and the surface finish of the metal burning in LX-04-1 usually appears to die out
impacting surfaces. A few other variables before pinch; PBX-9404 appears to continue
have also been cursorily examined, burning. Both materials are reignited at the

pinch stage. Neither Composition B-3 nor
PBX-9011 show evidences of ignition during the

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION early stages of deformation. The presumption
is therefore made that the mechanism for doing

The four explosives described in Table 1 work on the explosive during early deformation
have been investigated in some detail under the
three conditions of impact discussed in the
preceding section. In this section we compare '"The procedure for doing this is described in
the behavior of the four materials, detail in Ref. 1,
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is unable to produce sufficiently high tempera- PBX-9404 is the poorest of the four materials,
tures in these two materials. In the case of flipping from no reaction to violent deflagra-
Composition B-3, it is believed that the fric- tions at the pinch stage over a short velocity
tional heating melts the TNT, thus providing range. This material is also easily ignited as
both a lubricant and a heat sink to limit the evidenced by the early deformation ignition and
temperature rise. For PBX-9011, the plastic the very low threshold velocity at which reac-
becomes very soft with increasing temperature; tions occur.
the relatively low viscosity of the binder at
higher temperatures thus helps limit the tem-
perature rise. Only under the severe frictional Type 1 Test Results
conditions of the pinch stage, then, are these
two materials ignited. The most extensive Type 1 Test results

are available for LX-04-1; the data are col-
From a general safety point of view, the lected in Table 2. The results indicate that

Susan Test results might be summarized as there is a reasonablysmooth progression of
follows: Composition B-3 is clearly the least reaction intensities from dud to burning to det-
reactive, producing only moderate deflagrations onation as the impact velocity is increased.
up to 1500 ft/sec in velocity. PBX-9011 and The surface finishes shown in column 3 seem
LX-04-1 run a close second to Composition B-3 to play no strong role in this progression;
behavior at pinch, but the early ignition behav- neither does the fact the shots were conducted
ior of LX-04-1 is a warning that in other geom- at three&different laboratories (column 6), or
etries trouble might develop for this material, that aluminum was substituted for steel in shots

TABLE 2

Type 1 Test Results on LX-04-1

Surface
Impact Finisha Relative

Shot No. Velocity (Target Results Enerli Firing Comments
and Observedb Eergy Site(ft/sec) Driver) Release

(microinches)

125 105 16,to 32V Dud IITRIc 6-in.-dia. anvil and driver
124 130 16,to 3 2/ Burn IITRI 6-in.-dia. anvil and driver
122 134 16,to 32./ Burn IITRI 6-in.-dia. anvil and driver
ML-45 137 12, Very mild burn 0.4 NWLd
ML-43 141 16, Dud 0.0 NWL

ML-68 153 16/ Near dud <0.1 NWL
ML-22 173 125, Mild burn 1.7 NWL
ML-10 176 64 Detonation 63 NWL
K-710-28 203 64,to 125,/ Detonation LRL
ML-30 248 16 Detonation 76 NWL

ML-29 253 125/ Detonation 92 NWL
K-710-23 255 64,/to 125. Detonation LRL Aluminum anvil and driver
ML-34 273 1§, Detonation 96 NWL
K-710-27 283 64,to 125./ Moderate burn LRL
ML-13 284 125, Detonation 64 NWL

K-710-29 286 64,/to 125k Moderate burn LRL Aluminum driver
K-710-22 291 64,/to 12,5/ Moderate burn LRL
ML-24 305 125j Detonation 76 NWL
ML-31 324 16, Detonation 83 NWL
ML-26 326 125, Detonation 78 NWL

aThese are measures of surface finish quality, the smaller the value, the finer the finish.
bReactions labeled "detonation' showed extensive metal flow and fracture in the driver and target
plates plus a sudden intense evolution of light in the framing camera records.

CIllinois Institute of Technology Research Institute. (Data from Ref. 4.)
dNaval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia.
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K-710-23 and K-710-29. The LRL and the NWL role in the behavior of Composition B-3, PBX-
results on LX-04-1 do seem divergent at the 9011, or PBX-9404 (see Table 3). What is ob-
higher velocities. This may be due to the much served is a rather wide spectrum of responses
stronger projectile body used in the NWL shots, between different explosives. PBX-9011 is ap-

parently very well behaved and no detonations
Since solid pieces of LX-04-1 show little have been observed although more tests are

propensity to detonate when ignited, we inter- needed. That PBX-9011 is quite difficult to
pret the detonations observed as resulting from even ignite by impact is shown by the high
flame propagation through the fractured and threshold velocity required for ignition. Corn-
trapped explosive. There may well be a criti- position B-3 is about as difficult to ignite as
cal relation between time of ignition and the PBX-9011, but it has quite a different response.
degree and state of fracture in the explosive Reactions can vary from almost nothing to what
for a detonation to occur. This conjecture is seem to be detonations. These detonations with
supported by the fact that LX-04-1 reverts to a Composition B-3 always occur very late in the
burn at higher velocities in the LRL version of impact when the amount of explosive trapped
the test, and by the fact that PBX-9404 shows between the driver plate and the target would
such a marked variation in response at differ- be rather small. As a consequence, the damage
ent impact velocities (see Table 3). to the driver plate and target is much less than

when PBX-9404 detonates, which happens with
As with LX-04-1, there is no strong indi- a large fraction of the explosive still trapped be-

cation that surface finish plays a significant tween the driver plate and the target.

TABLE 3
Type 1 Test Results on Three Explosives Tested at NWL

Impact Surface Relative
Shot No. Explosive Velocity Finisha Results Observed Energy Comments

(ft/sec) Release

ML-27 Comp. B-3 227 125,, Mild burn 10
ML-19 Comp. B-3 253 16/ Dud 0.0

ML-48 Comp. B-3 253 125w Near dud <0.1 Small puff of smoke
ML-41 Comp. B-3 255 16, Incipient detonation 34 Slight metal flow
ML-53 Comp. B-3 272 16, Moderate burn 32
ML-54 Comp. B-3 276 125/ Vigorous burn 36

ML-51 Comp. B-3 277 1•/ Incipient detonation 30 Slight metal flow
ML-52 Comp. B-3 277 125/ Incipient detonation 19 Slight metal flow
ML-40 Comp. B-3 277 12,5 Moderate burn 9 Small area of metal flow

on driver plate
ML-38 Comp. B-3 278 1g/ Very mild burn Low Nearly a dud

ML-1 PBX-9011-02 188 64/ Dud 0.0

ML-3 PBX-9011-02 201 64/ Dud 0.0 Possible puff of smoke
ML-4 PBX-9011-02 225 64/ Near dud <0.1 Small puff of smoke
ML-44 PBX-9011-02 235 125§ Dud 0.0 Possible puff of smoke
ML-2 PBX-9011-02 264 6,4/ Moderate burn -

ML-5 PBX-9011-02 310 6J/ Mild burn 6

ML-17 PBX-9404-03 131 1,6/ Dud 0.0
ML-28 PBX-9404-03 131 12_,/ Dud 0.0
ML-21 PBX-9404-03 149 1,/ Dud 0.0
ML-7 PBX-9404-03 156 61/ Detonation 59 Extensive metal flow
ML-64 PBX-9404-03 172 125, Vigorous burn 15
ML-63 PBX-9404-03 173 1W' Mild burn 0.1
ML-13 PBX-9404-03 250 6ý4/ Detonation 66 Extensive metal flow
ML-65 PBX-9404-03 313 16V Detonation 58 Extensive metal flow
ML-66 PBX-9404-03 315 125V Violent deflagration 73
ML-67 PBX-9404-03 331 12,5/ Violent deflagration 74

a"Surface Finish" is the specified finish of the metal target and driver plates. Random samples in-

dicated that the actual finish was quite close to the specified finish.
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TABLE 4
Type 2 Test Results on Four Explosives Tested at NWL

Impact Surface Relative
Shot No. Explosive Velocity Finisha Results Observed Energy Comments

(ft/sec) Release

ML-56 Comp. B-3 203 125. Moderate burn 16
ML-55 Comp. B-3 206 16 Mild burn 6
ML-58 Comp. B-3 222 125/ Near dud <0.1 Small puff of smoke
ML-57 Comp. B-3 224 16,/ Moderate burn 17
ML-39 Comp. B-3 228 16/ Very mild burn <1 Nearly a dud
ML-46 Comp. B-3, 231 125/ Detonation 90 Extensive metal flow
ML-59 Comp. B-3 233 1§I Mild burn 5
ML-60 Comp. B-3 242 125,/ Moderate burn 9
ML-61 Comp. B-3 281 16/ Vigorous burn 41
ML-62 Comp. B-3 283 125- Vigorous burn 30
ML-15 Comp. B-3 292 6•v Mild burn 3
ML-35 Comp. B-3 315 16/ Mild burn 6

ML-32 LX-04-1 165 1§/ Incipient detonation 14 Slight metal flow
ML-36 LX-04-1 167 125 Mild burn 1
ML-8 LX-04-1 175 6ý/ Near dud <0.1 Small puff of smoke
ML-11 LX-04-1 186 6j/ Mild burn 3
ML-37 LX-04-1 188 125/ Moderate burn 8
K-710-31 LX-04-1 195 6j/to 125/ Moderate burn Fired at LRL
K-710-25 LX-04-1 207 64/to 125/ Moderate burn Fired at LRL
ML-42 LX-04-1 248 125/ Moderate burn 9
ML-14 LX-04-1 252 64/ Mild burn 4
K-710-26 LX-04-1 267 64'to 125/ Moderate burn Fired at LRL
ML-25 LX-04-1 283 16 Moderate burn 8
K-710-24 LX-04-1 284 64to 125/ Vigorous burn Fired at LRL

ML-17A PBX-9011-02 163 1§' Dud 0
ML-18 PBX-9011-02 165 125 Near dud <0.1 Small puff of smoke
ML-9 PBX-9011-02 190 6:< Mild burn 2
ML-33 PBX-9011-02 281 16f Moderate burn 9

ML-49 PBX-9404-03 124 125 Dud 0.0
ML-47 PBX-9404-03 128 16 Violent deflagration 64 Driver plate dished
ML-50 PBX-9404-03 145 16/ Violent deflagration 37 Driver plate dished
ML-6 PBX-9404-03 150 6ý/ Violent deflagration 40 Driver plate dished
ML-12 PBX-9404-03 274 6ýz Violent deflagration 54 Driver plate dished

a"Surface Finish" is the specified finish of the metal target and driver plates. Random samples in-

dicated that the actual finish was quite close to the specified finish.

Type 2 Test Results Test, Composition B-3 is one of the best be-
haved materials ever tested. The results are

The similarity of the mechanics of the very predictable and reaction levels are mod-
Type 2 experiment to that of the "pinch" stage erately violent (see Fig. 4) only at rather high
of the Susan Test would lead one to expect con- impact velocities. The Type 2 test results on
siderable correspondence between Type 2 data Composition B-3 bear no resemblance whatso-
of Table 4 and the Susan Test data. This ex- ever to the Susan test results. Here, the Com-
pectation is only partially fulfilled. PBX-9011 position B-3 behaves in a capricious and un-
and PBX-9404 behave about as would be pre- predictable manner and has the distinction of
dicted from the Susan Test and LX-04-1 be- having given the most violent reaction (a deto-
haves almost as would be predicted from the nation) yet observed in a Type 2 test. The re-
Susan Test, but Composition B-3 behaves in a suits are not inconsistent with the Type 1 test
completely unexpected manner. In the Susan results. In the Type 1 test the reactions with
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Composition B-3 occurred so late in the impact Among these parameters are impact configura-
as to be a fair approximation of a Type 2 test. tion, velocity of impact, and surface finish of

impact hardware. Parameters internal to the
explosive, also of obvious importance, have

Supplemental Investigations received some attention.

Two supplemental investigations now in Much remains to.be learned about the be-
progress should also contribute to our under- havior of explosives under impact. Our goal of
standing of these phenomena. We hope to re- the immediate future is to thoroughly explore,
port on them in more detail in October. One both theoretically and experimentally, a rela-
investigation [6] concerns a theoretical mech- tively simple impact geometry (e.g., such as
anochemical investigation of the Type 2 geom- that of the Type 2 test). The calculation and
etry. The theoretical model assumes a prediction of experimentally observed results
constant-volume' flow of explosive with flow on the basis of a theoretically sound model, if
characteristics consistent with granular flow. such can be achieved, would materially advance
Decomposition kinetics of the explosive and our understanding of the ignition of explosives
heat transport parameters for both explosive by impact and the chemical events which follow
and metal are also included in the model. With such ignition.
an assumed constant coefficient of friction of
0.1 between metal and explosive, the model
deposits very little energy into friction at the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
interface. However, because of the poor heat
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THE INITIATION OF BURNING IN HIGH EXPLOSIVES

BY SHOCK WAVES
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Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

High-explosive samples (acceptors 50.8 mm diam x 12.7 mm thick)
submerged in water are subjected to spherical shocks. The distances
between a one-pound spherical donor charge and the acceptors are ad-
justed to give various peak entering shock pressures in the acceptors,
typically in the range of 5-25 kbar. Burning is detected by the expan-
sion of the acceptor after being struck by the shock. Observations are
made with a high-speed framing camera using diffuse reflected back-
lighting. The threshold for burning in this geometry is deduced from
plots of expansion velocity vs entering pressure. The reciprocal of the
time for expansion to start vs pressure also is used. The results on
five solid high explosives show that the threshold for burning obtained
in the underwater test is roughly one-third of that obtained in the modi-
fied gap test configuration. The lower thresholds in the underwater
system are attributed to the longer pulse duration, less curvature of
the wave front, and the confinement offered by the water.

INTRODUCTION being subjected to crushing impact against an
armor plate target. Napadensky et al [41 have

This paper is concerned with an experimen- carried out photographic studies in the weak-
tal study of the initiation of chemical reaction shock range in which the acceptor was crushed
by mechanical shocks of low amplitude. A great between a shock-driven steel plate and a steel
deal is known about initiation and growth to det- platform. In spite of the complexities involved
onation in high explosives at high shock ampli- in these tests, they have yielded much valuable
tudes [1]. An interesting and equally important and practical information on explosive sensi-
area for research is in the low pressure region tivity.
of 1-10 kbar. Relatively less research has been
done in this pressure domain. Pressures (or In our low-pressure initiation studies we
more exactly, stresses) that cause burning are have tried to limit ourselves to experimental
important numbers for assessing the sensitivity conditions in which such things as crushing of
of an explosive. The length of time that the the explosive between metal components and
stress is applied also is important in assessing rubbing over a rough surface are avoided. We
the effect of stress on initiation of reaction. wanted to see if relatively simple systems, hav-

ing more easily defined parameters, could be
Certain sensitivity tests have shown that made to yield threshold-for-burning data which

burning can be produced in some high explosives could be correlated with results obtained in the
with stresses as low as 1-5 kbar. The mech- tests mentioned above. The relative importance
anisms causing initiation and burning are com- of compression, rubbing, shear and secondary
plicated by the presence of more than one ex- impact might then be established more clearly.
ternally applied stimulus. The skid test [2], for
example, involves a substantial amount of rub- One such test configuration, the modified
bing over a rough slanted surface coupled with gap test, Fig. 1, uses the same donor-gap sys-
mild compression as a consequence of a low tem employed in the NOL standardized gap
drop velocity. The Susan test [31 makes use of test [5]. In the latter test the acceptor is 36.5
a blunt-nose projectile to carry the explosive mm diam, 139.7 mm long, and confined in a
sample at a measured velocity, the explosive steel tube with a 5.6-mm wall thickness. The
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this system with a 73-g spherical donor for
photographic observations. The superiority of
the underwater experiment over the usual gap-
test configuration is due in part to the confine-

SCALE-,,: \MIRROR ment of water which greatly reduces rarefaction
effects. The underwater test is described in
detail in this paper and a comparison is made

ACCEPTOR between the results of this test and those ob-
-- PLEXIGLAS GAP tained in the modified gap test. The latter test

is reviewed briefly below.

DONOR \WOODENS~BAFFLE
SoJ EXPERIM ENTS

CM -DETONATOR The Modified Gap Test

Fig. I - The modified gap test In the modified gap test the effect of chem-
ical reaction is detected by end-on and side-
view surveillance of the acceptor, Fig. 1. Burn-
ing is directly evidenced by the break-out of

acceptor in the modified gap test has been gaseous products. The time for the break-out
shortened to 12.7 mm, the diameter increased to occur is measured as a function of entering
to 50.8 mm, and it is left unconfined. The re- shock pressure. A plot of the data can be ex-
sults of the modified gap test, reported in de- trapolated to give the threshold pressure re-
tail in Ref. 6, show that for solid high explo- quired to initiate burning. It is possible to have
sives burning typically is just detected at internal burning such that gaseous products are
stresses of 10-25 kbar, about one-half the not visible. However, internal burning increases
stress needed to build-up to detonation. These the surface velocity above that observed for a
thresholds of burning are high compared to comparably shocked inert material. Conse-
those estimated for the skid and Susan tests. quently the free-surface velocity was also meas-
From these results, the question arises: can ured as a function of the entering shock pres-
these thresholds be lowered significantly by ap- sure. Typically, the surface velocity-pressure
plying shocks that are of longer duration and curve shows an abrupt change in slope at the
more nearly plane? In the modified gap test critical pressure for burning.
the pressure falls rapidly because of the action
of strong rarefaction waves. In addition, the
shock front entering the explosive is quite The Underwater Test
curved.

The underwater explosive system, shown
An experimental arrangement which gives in Fig. 2, is similar to the experimental ar-

a much better (more nearly l-D) shock front rangement used by Winning [8]. The donor
and a longer, more predictable duration is one charge is a 82-mm diam cast pentolite sphere
which can be carried out in a large tank of water weighing 475-480 g (nominally one pound). The
using a spherical donor. Such configuration acceptors are the same size as those used in
was first exploited by Eyster, Smith and Wal- the modified gap test. Pairs of thin, 6-mm wide
ton [7] to determine a few 50%-point pressures polyester tapes hold the acceptors securely at
for transition to detonation. Winning [8] employed their cylindrical surfaces. The tapes prevent

(RADIUS'=4I m

TANK "

(60 x 
-

xh 
u6nm) 

system

ACEPTORS
(5C0,8 DAM x 12.7 mm THICK)

Fig. 2 - The underwater system
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twisting and do not cause interference in the The exposure during the passage of a 0.5-mm
regions of interest. The donor charge is held slit is about 0.1 Asec, giving, therefore, a sharp
in a harness of nylon thread. The axis of the outline of the shock front. The slit motion
detonator is located in a position normal to the causes time distortion. In making measurements
plane of the acceptors. This reduces irregu- of relatively slow-moving subjects, such as an
larities in the shock front, since the initiation of expanding acceptor, the scanning shutter distor-
the donor is more symmetrical around the axis tion can be neglected. However, necessary cor-
of the detonator. The detonator is positioned in rections are made for shutter displacement on
the donor to produce very nearly simultaneous measurements of fast-moving subj ects, such as
break-out of detonation from the donor. Par- shock fronts, moving in the same (or opposite)
allel pairs of fiducial strings are stretched both direction to that of the scanning slit.
horizontally and vertically across the field of
view in the plane of the acceptors. The com-
pleted charge assembly, pre-mounted in a Acceptor Explosives
frame, is submerged in a 60 x 60 x 60-cm tank
of water. Five pressed explosive compositions were

used in the underwater tests: TNT, 50/50 pen-
Observations are made with the Jacobs tolite, 60/40 cyclotol, PBX 9404-03, and LX-

focal plane shutter framing camera [9]. Diffuse 04-1. PBX 9404-03 is a mixture of HMX, tris
reflected backlighting is obtained by an argon (i3-chloroethyl) phosphate, and nitrocellulose;
flashlamp which illuminates a white cardboard 94/3/3 percentages by weight. The "-03" de-
in back of the tank. A photographic sequence notes a bimodal particle distribution of HMX.
taken from a typical record is shown in Fig. 3. LX-04-1 is a mixture of HMX and Viton A
The interframe time shown is 10.9 gsec. (Six (85/15). The "-1" denotes a fine HMX particle
frames actually were obtained on the original size. The samples were prepared from the
record for very frame shown here.) To form same bulk explosive batches that were used in
each frame the focal plane shutter (slit) sweeps the modified gap tests. In both tests the explo-
the field of view from top to bottom in 10.9 gsec. sive was isostatically pressed and then machined

(A)~ * 7

11 .| ..

Fig. 3 Typical record of an underwater experiment. The interframe time is 10.9 •sec.
The donor diameter is 82 mm. See Fig. 4 for explanatory sketches.
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_-REF. STRINGS SHOCK

., r) C= IIN WATER
TNT

X70 mm
13.1 kbar)~--C CYCLOTOL1

S0 . (. kbor)

CYC OTOL
=104m

(8.1 ~ X kbr 79 mm
(11.1 kbar) I I

(A) (8)

Fig. 4 - Sketches of two frames from the se-
quence in Fig. 3. (A) The initial arrangement
of charges; (B) The frame labeled (B) in Fig. 3.

to form a disk 12.7 mm thick by 50.8 mm diam. 20
The particle size range of the TNT, pentolite,
and cyclotol was 149 to 210 w (70-100 mesh). 00
The PBX 9404 and LX-04-1 bulk explosives - 1%=7.8kbarl
were in the form of large particles made up of 0 1 , ,
aggregates of explosive and binder.

E 20~ I-/- f

Detection of Reaction 0.16 m,,V=4se

I O , "'T 34 psec

Chemical reaction is detected by observing In .2 kbfj

the expansion of the acceptor after being struck 0 o I 0
by the shock. Note the shapes of the shocked
acceptors in Fig. 3. The most vigorous burning 30-
is at the surface facing the donor. Apparently ds/di
no reaction is occurring around the perimeter of 0 0.33 mm/psec

the opposite (initially) flat surface. The initial 0NITIAL THICKNESS. S

charge conditions for obtaining the sequence in NTES

Fig. 3 are shown in the sketch, for the frame 10 ?4T I,7 Wsec
labeled (A), in Fig. 4A. In Fig. 4B is a sketch I 3.I kbar

of Frame (B) of Fig. 3. The "thickness" (axial o0 50 100
length, S) is measured, as indicated, for each TIME (f). s3cC
frame. Zero time is chosen as the instant the
shock strikes the acceptor. Typically, at pres- Fig. 5 - Three examples of ac-
sures near the threshold the acceptor will show ceptor expansion (S vs t): TNT
no gross expansion for a relatively long time, at P. = 7.8, 9.2, and 13.1 kbar.
then expansion will start suddenly. This induc- Expansion is measured as shown
tion time, i.e., the period for reaction to be- in Fig. 4B.
come apparent, can be as much as 35 Wsec or
even more.

although tiny jets of material may be seen leav-
TREATMENT OF DATA ing the surfaces. The inflection at the start of

the curve is caused by refraction of light through
Thickness of Acceptor vs Time the shock envelope. No attempt was made to

correct for this since the apparent distortion
If the thickness (S) of the shocked acceptor of the acceptor becomes small at about 20 Asec

is plotted as a function of time (t), after being after the passage of the shock. At 9.2 kbar, ex-
struck by the shock, such curves as shown in pansion appears to start at about 50 psec. Ac-
Fig. 5 for pressed TNT are obtained. At 7.8 tually, the acceptor is slightly tilted so that the
kbar no gross expansion of the cylinder occurs, true start is unobserved. To obtain the actual
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1. 1- t.5
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PENTOLITE
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(A) 
(B)

Fig. 6 - Rate of expansion (dS/dt) as a function of
the entering pressure (P,) for: (A) pentolite, 60/40
cyclotol, and TNT; (B) PBX 9404 and LX-04-1.

start time (T) the slope (dS/dt) of 0.16 mm/bsec the data as well. However, since the S-shaped
is extrapolated back to the line which indicates curve is apparent in the plots of PBX 9404, and
the actual thickness of the undisturbed acceptor; LX-04-1, it is probable that there is some
this occurs at 34 jusec. At 13.1 kbar the slope curvature in all the curves.
becomes steeper, 0.33 mm/psec, and -r becomes
shorter, 17 isec. These results suggest that If the time for jetting to start (-a) is meas-
either the slope or T might be plotted as func- ured, the results are the same within experi-
tions of the entering pressure (Pe) to determine mental error as obtained by measuring the time
the threshold for burning, for expansion to start. An exception is TNT,

where jetting starts at a much lower pressure,
3 kbar for jetting and 8 kbar for expansion. The

Slope vs Entering Pressure data are given in Table 1 and plotted as the
shaded points in Figs. 7A, 7B, and 7C. It is not

The slope (dS/dt) vs the entering pressure certain what role the tiny jets play in the inter-
(Pe) data for the five high explosives are given pretation of the results. They may indicate
in Table 1 along with the distance (X) from the sites of burning at or near the surface of the
donor surface. The data are plotted in Figs. 6A acceptor facing away from the donor. On the
and 6B. The pentolite and TNT data include other hand, they may be entirely mechanical in
points at dS/dt = 0, i.e., no gross expansion was nature being caused by tiny surface imperfec-
observed for 100 4sec or more. The 3.2-kbar tions or air bubbles adhering to the surface.
datum point for pentolite is especially interest- Most likely, though, they are a combination of
ing since, in this case, the shock did not initiate both.
any appreciable burning over an indefinitely
long time. Proof of this was provided by the
recovery of the acceptor which was relatively Pressure and Stress Determinations
undamaged. No recovery was made of the TNT
acceptors at 4.9, 7.8, and 7.9 kbar. The peak stress (P.) entering an acceptor

is changed by altering its distance (X) from the
spherical donor, where X is the distance from

Time Taken for Reaction to Begin the surface of the donor to the donor-facing sur-
face of the acceptor. Since the peak pressure-

Curves similar to those shown for the distance relation scales with charge radius, the
slopes are obtained by plotting 1/T as a function distance from a spherical charge is commonly
of P,, Figs. 7A, 7B, and 7C. Although nearly expressed in terms of charge radii, R/ro,
the same thresholds are obtained by the latter where R is the radial distance from the center
means, there is more uncertainty in the extrap- of the charge and r. is the charge radius. The
olation to the P,-intercept. The extrapolations peak pressure in water (P,, at a given value
are indicated by the dashed lines. Although of X (or R/ro) is obtained from the correspond-
curved lines are drawn through the data points, ing instantaneous shock velocity (U,). The
in some.cases a straight line undoubtedly fits latter is determined by differentiating along
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TABLE 1
Rate of Expansion (dS/dt), Time for Expansion to Start (T), and Time for Jetting to Start (Tj
for Various Peak Stresses (Pe) Entering the Acceptor. P. is the Corresponding Pressure
in the Water. X is the Distance Between Donor and Acceptor Surfaces. R/r, is the Radial

Distance from the Center of the Donor to the Surface of the Acceptor.

Explosive X -J R/ro I P w P, dS/dt T T
(Pressed) (mm) (kbar) (kbar) (mm/gusec) j(fsec) (isec)

A. Pentolite 170 5.15 2.2 3.2 0.00 -0

(p. = 1.66 g/cm 3) 140 4.42 3.3 5.0 0.35 24 16
140 4.42 3.3 5.0 0.28 22 18
113 3.74 4.6 7.2 0.54 10 -

94 3.29 6.0 9.2 0.86 6 -

B. 60/40 Cyclotol 144 4.51 3.1 4.8 0.13 35 30
(Po = 1.695 g/cm3 ) 118 3.88 4.3 6.7 0.17 21 18

113 3.74 4.6 7.2 0.22 20 17
104 3.54 5.2 8.1 0.46 14 14
104 3.54 5.2 8.1 0.45 15 18
94 3.29 6.0 9.3 0.55 10 -
70 2.71 9.1 13.9 -1.5 - -

C. TNT 139 4.39 3.3 4.9 - >100 33
(P. = 1.61 g/cm3) 102 3.49 5.3 7.8 >100 18

101 3.46 5.4 7.9 - >100 16
91 3.22 6.3 9.2 0.16 34 15
79 2.93 7.7 11.1 0.32 21 13
70 2.71 9.1 13.1 0.35 16 13
70 2.71 9.1 13.1 0.33 17 -

61 2.49 11.1 15.9 0.41 12 10
44 2.08 17.3 24.7 0.83 - -

D. PBX 9404-03 146 4.56 3.0 4.8 0.05 22 23
(P. = 1.84 g/cm3) 128 4.12 3.8 6.0 0.05 - 33

107 3.61 5.0 8.0 0.33 17 16
97 3.37 5.7 9.0 - 21 -

88 3.15 6.6 10.5 0.59 14 -
76 2.86 8.2 12.8 0.65 8 -
70 2.71 9.1 14.2 0.76 8 -

64 2.56 10.4 16.2 0.89 6 -
60 2.46 11.4 17.6 0.97 6 -

E. LX-04-1 94 3.30 6.0 9.6 - - 26
(p0 = 1.86 g/cm 3 ) 94 3.30 6.0 9.6 0.08 - 30

88 3.15 6.6 10.5 0.10 20 27
76 2.86 8.1 12.7 0.24 17 14
64 2.56 10.4 16.2 0.34 15 -
54 2.32 13.2 20.2 0.46 8 -
48 2.17 15.5 24.1 0.69 7

-'The radial distance, R, to the acceptor is obtained by adding the donor radius, r0 = 41 ram, to X.
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Fig. 7 - Reciprocals of times for expansion (-) and jetting (-i) to start as
functions of entering pressure (P,): (A) pentolite and cyclotol, (B) PBX
9404 and LX-04-1, and (C) TNT. Clear circles and triangles are for •-;
shaded ones are for -r.

an X-time curve drawn from data obtained from 25 I 1

framing camera sequences, such as the one in COMP B-3a.. TNT
Fig. 3. The shock pressure in the water (P.) 20o
for various experimental values of X (or R/ro) WATER
are given in Table 1. The calibration will be (REFLECTED
refined as more data are available on the 480-g I SHOCK)
pentolite system. Experimental P w vs R/r o (kbor) 

%

data also are available for 1.8-kg pentoliteN

charges [10], these being derived from smear- 10
camera traces. At the time of this writing, the
results of recent hydrodynamic calculations on '>"WATER
spherical shocks in water, based on the experi- (INCIDENT

mental data of Ref. 10, became available [11f. SHCK

However, the calibration given here is adequate
(within 5%) for the purpose of determining the 0.2 0.4 0.6
threshold of burning down to Pw = 5 kbar. Under u (wnm/psec)
5 kbar the experimental curve for the 480-g
donors falls below the experimental and calcu- Fig. 8 - Pressure-particle veloc-
lated 1.8-kg curves. For example, using either ity curves for water and unreac-
one of the latter curves, the threshold of burn- tive composition B-3 and TNT
ing for pentolite would be about 4 kbar, instead
of the 3.2-kbar value given here.

The conversion from the pressure in water + 2.05u, mm/gsec) and Composition B-3 (U =
to the transmitted stress in the acceptor is de- 2.71 + 1.86u)[17,18]. In making caluclations of
picted by the P vs u curves in Fig. 8. The P,, Comp. B-3 and 60/40 cyclotol are consid-
method of conversion is described in Ref. 12. ered to be equivalent. In addition, pentolite,
In making the pressure calculation the relation, PBX-9404, and LX-04-1 are considered to have
P = p ouU, is used (p. = initial density). The the same U-u relation as Comp. B-3, but their
corresponding value for the particle velocity (u) individual densities are used in calculating the
is obtained from published Rankine-Hugoniot stresses.
(P-volume) data for water [13-15], which had
been fitted to a seventh power polynomial [16]. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The derived values of P, are included in Table 1.

The P-u (unreactive) curves shown for two Threshold of Burning

explosives were derived from U-u linear rela- The thresholds for burning (Pb) in Table 2
tions experimentally obtained for TNT (U = 2.39 are taken from the slope vs P, curves of Figs.
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TABLE 2
Comparison of Pressure, Pb, at Which Burning is Just Detectable

in the Underwater and Modified Gap Tests
Explosive Loading Density Pb Underwater Pb Mod. Gap

(g/cm3 ) (kbar) (kbar)

Pentolite 1.67 3 10

60/40 Cyclotol 1.70 4 13

PBX 9404-03 1.83 5 16

TNT ' 1.62 8 23

LX-04-1 1.86 9 23

6A and 6B for the five explosives. The results shock pressure to decay to 50% of its peak value
from the 1/7 (and l/Tj) vs Pe curves lend sup- is estimated to be about one microsecond in the
port to the slope-Pe results, but the threshold modified gap test [19]. For the underwater
values are not as firmly established from the system, hydrodynamic calculations have shown
delay in times. Also in Table 2 a comparison that the decay time to 50%o of peak is an order
is made with values of Pb obtained by the modi- of magnitude longer [11]. The confinement
fled gap test. This comparison shows that in offered by the water drastically reduces the
the underwater experiments Pb is about one- rarefaction rate relative to that encountered
third of that obtained in the modified gap test. when air is the surrounding medium. In addi-

tion, the spherical shock wave in water more
closely approaches a 1-D situation that does the

The Threshold for Detonation shock wave in the polymethyl methacrylate
(Plexiglas or lucite) cylinder used in the modi-

Winning [81 reports that detonation occurs fled gap test.
in cast pentolite at 3.5 charge radii from a
73-g donor; Pe = 8.0 kbar by our calibration.
His acceptors (roughly 17-mm diam x 80-mm SUMMARY
long) were much longer than those used in the Photographic studies were made of high ex-
experiments reported here. Detonation, then, plosives subjected to low amplitude shock. Two
should certainly occur at the same scaled dis- types of experiments are discussed, the modi-
tance, R/ro, in our experiments, if the charges fied gap and underwater systems.
were made comparably longer. In addition, one
would expect pressed pentolite to detonate at a Methods of analysis are presented whereby
somewhat lower stress than cast pentolite. As the threshold stresses for burning of solid high
yet we have not attempted to pinpoint any thresh- explosives are deduced. The thresholds are
olds for detonation in the underwater experi- greatly dependent on the system geometry.
ments. This, though, has been done for 12.7-mm
thick acceptors in the modified gap experiments. A comparison is made of the results ob-
We are extending our studies to include the de- tained with the two shock-producing systems on
termination of the threshold for detonation using five pressed explosives. The underwater thresh-
considerably longer acceptors. Some data on old values are roughly one-third of those obtained
longer TNT acceptors has been obtained with in the modified gap experiments.
the modified gap test, but none so far have been
gotten using the underwater system. The underwater experiments show thresholds

for burning which are comparable in magnitude
to those obtained in the Susan and similar tests.

Effect of Pressure Pulse Shape Thus, it appears that compression by a 3 or 4
kbar shock is, of itself, a sufficient external

The results of the underwater experiments stimulus to start chemical reaction in an in-
show that the peak pressure at which detectable homogeneous solid explosive such as pentolite.
burning starts is greatly affected by the shape Burning probably can be produced at even
of the pressure pulse, i.e., the rate of pressure lower shock levels if the pressure were held
decay after shock impact. The time for the longer and the wave front made flatter.
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ABSTRACT

Different methods for the manufacture of flexible sheet explosives
containing PETN as the explosive component bonded with 10-20% rubber
are described. The mechanical characteristics of these compositions
(tensile strength, elongation at break, flexibility) are also given. At a
density of 1.4 g/cm 3 , the detonation rate is 7000 m/s which is almost
independent of the sheet thickness and decreases only slightly near the
critical thickness which may be as low as I mrm, where the detonation
fails. By introducing porosities, much lower detonation velocities can
be obtained. The detonation velocity decreases drastically when the
sheet explosive is stretched. This reduction in velocity is induced by
a decrease in density which is typical for rubbers containing fillers.
This effect may be used for continuous control of the detonation rate.

Kerr-cell photographs taken of detonating sheets with one-
dimensional elongation (up to 130%) show anisotropy in the detonation
rate which increases with the applied tension. The detonation rate
along the axis under tension becomes appreciably higher than in the
normal direction. This anisotropy effect is independent of the direction
in which the sheet was rolled.

INTRODUCTION The first method is a casting procedure
which uses a 60% rubber in water latex emul-Flexble hee exposies hve een sedsion. Latex, explosive, vulcanizer (like sulfur

extensively in the last decade, especially for andnzinctox, and antiaging aditesuarand zinc oxide), and anti-aging additives are
explosive forming, welding and cladding. Most mixed to a homogeneous composition in a plan-
of the commercially available sheet explosives etary mixer.. This mixture is then poured on a
are plastic bonded. This paper describes ef- plate of plaster of Paris which absorbs most of
forts made to obtain natural rubber-bonded the water content within one or two days and
sheet explosives with special qualities for nu- aids in drying and shaping the composition.
merous applications. The use of rubber as a Final drying and vulcanization at 60'C combined
binder for explosives has been proposed ear- with pressurizing under a calender terminates
lier [1,2] but details about the properties of the procedure. Rubber contents between 15%
these explosives are lacking. and 20% are typical by this method which allows

Vulcanized India rubber was the binder for hollow explosive bodies to be made from plaster
all the compositions of the present investigation, matrices by procedures well known in the rub-
PETN was used as the explosive component ber industry. In this case, the rubber content
since it was most easily incorporated into the should be increased to about 25%.
rubber network, but RDX and HMX were also
tried because of their ability to withstand higher A second method starts with natural, raw
temperatures. rubber. It is then necessary to use a convenient

solvent (like benzene or heptane) in order to ob-
tain a free flowing composition. The water wet

PROPERTIES explosive and the vulcanizer are incorporated
in this solution, which is kneaded until a homo-

Three methods of manufacture have been geneous plastic product is obtained. This is
detailed; each differing by the original form in formed into sheets in a calender and dried to a
which the rubber was applied, water content of about 7% at a temperature of

496
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40'C. The sheets are then compressed on a DETONATION PROPERTIES
calender by a standard procedure and completely
dried. Using this procedure a flexible product Sensitivity
is obtained. Explosive contents of 85% to 90%
are obtained by this method. Sheets can be initiated by a No. 8 detonator

placed either normal or parallel to the sheet
The final method studied uses a depoly- surface. The drop weight impact machine in-

merized rubber, which is a crude India rubber dicates that these rubber-bonded explosives are
which has been made into a highly viscous form considerably less sensitive to weak shocks than
by chemical and physical treatment. This vis- the pure explosive. Sheets can be cut with scis-
cous rubber allows solvent-free processing in sors or torn without any risk of explosion. Bul-
the same manner as the manufacture of double let tests run with 7.9 mm military bullets fired
base powders. Here, too, the binder is mixed into sheets at a 10 m distance always gave nega-
with wet explosive' in a masticator. During mix- tive results when the explosive was fixed to a
ing most of the water is separated from the ex- wooden board; when fixed on a steel plate, no
plosive. Most of the remaining water is detonations or explosions were obtained, al-
squeezed out by passing the explosive through though in some cases the explosive slowly
rollers heated to 40'C. With a water content of burned because of ignition at heated locii.
1% the final product can be shaped into plates Where burning occurred, there was a delay in
or ribbons by means of a calender. Vulcaniza- the onset of burning after the bullet hit the ex-
tion at 80'C and a final pressing on a calender plosive. This burning phenomenon depended
gives the product rubber-like mechanical prop- only slightly on the rubber content and did not
erties. vary too much when RDX or HMX was substi-

tuted for the PETN. The impact hammer sen-
Table 1 compares the advantages and dis- sitivity diminished as the rubber content in-

advantages of sheet explosives made by the creased and HMX and RDX containing explosives
above procedures. were less sensitive. Results of sensitivity tests

are listed in Table 3. Drop weight impact tests
Mechanical properties of these sheet ex- were accomplished following the BAM* proce-

plosives are listed in Table 2, where the tensile dure. A positive mark in the bullet test means
strength, elongation at break and the number of that deflagration occurred.
flexures at 900 or 1800 which the sheet can with-
stand before tearing, are listed. Values depend
to some extent on the rubber content. "German Federal Institute for Materials Testing.

TABLE 1
Comparison of Manufacture Procedures

Procedure Advantages Shortcomings

casting method simplicity, sheet dimensions less accurate,
with latex low cost apparatus, unconvenient for underwater use,

manufacture of hollow explosive samples thickness >8 mm difficult,
medium mechanical properties,
rubber content -:15%

natural rubber low dimension tolerances, working with solvents,
with solvent excellent mechanical properties, sheets thicker than 10 mm difficult to

rubber content as low as 10%, be manufactured,
detonates down to .6 mm thickness, slow drying procedure
convenient for underwater use

solvent free low tolerances, mechanical properties intermediate
depolymerized no limitations in sheet dimensions, between the 2 other methods,
rubber manufacture by rolling and extrusions, rubber content -157%

convenient for underwater use,
fast procedure
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TABLE 2

Mechanical Properties

Tensile strength Elongation at break Flexibility
Procedure (kg/cm 2) (1) (numbers of 1800 flexures

before break)

casting (20% 4 - 5 150 - 180 >50
rubber)

natural rubber
10% 8 - 10 100 - 150 >50
15% 15 - 18 250 - 350 >50

15% depolymerized
rubber

A = 1.3 - 1.4 3 - 4 200 - 250 >50
A = 1.1 - 1.2 2 - 3 150 - 200 extremely soft and

resistant to flexures

TABLE 3
Sensitivity

Rubber content Bullet test Drop weight test
R) on wood on steel (mkg)

PETN 10 20x 15 x - 0.65I0~ ~ 20 + 06

15 10 x - 10 x - 0.65

20 10x- 8x- 0.75
2x+

RDX 14 x +

RDX 10 20 x - 14x 0.7 - 0.8
6x+

11 x +
20 10 x - 11 x - 2.25

HMX 10 20 x - 15 x - 0.7 - 0.8
5x+

15 10x- 10x- 1.2

20 10 x - 8 x - 1.22x+

Detonation Rates then drops drastically at the failure thickness
which is somewhat less than 0.8 mm.

Densities of sheets obtained by following
the above described procedures were nearly At present, the most extensive application
identical and were in the order of 1.4 g/cm 3. for sheet explosives is in explosive welding.
The detonation rate at this density was about Experimentally it has been found that not only
7000 m/s and varied only slightly with sheet the explosive thickness but also the detonation
thickness. Figure I shows the thickness effect rate has to be adapted to each particular weld-
of a PETN containing sheet with 15% rubber. ing problem. One reason for this is that only a
The plot of the detonation rate versus the in- jet-forming collision of the metal partners g-uar-
verse thickness shows that the rate decreases antees clean welding surfaces. For this to oc-
linearly from the ideal rate, Di = 7040 m/s to cur, the junction point must travel at subsonic
D = 6800 m/s, at 1 mm thickness. The curve speed. This means that the detonation rate
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fine porosities in the explosive involved the ad-

70- dition of water-soluble salts to the composition
and the subsequent dissolution of these salts
from the vulcanized product. Curves I - 3 of
Fig. 3 show the range of detonation rates which

6.5 can be obtained by these techniques. Rates as
low as 4500 m/s can be obtained at a density of

[kmIs] 0.9 g/cm 3. Failure thickness of these low den-640 sity sheets was less than 1 mm. Their tensile
strength is much lower than that of the compact

sheets; nevertheless they exhibit good flexibility
0 41 8 12 16 properties.

1/d r '

Fig. 1 - Detonation rate of Detonation of Stretched Sheets
PETN sheets (A = 1.4, 15%
natural rubber) as a function Rubber-bonded explosives offer an oppor-
of inverse thickness d tunity to study detonation phenomena in explo-

sives under strong mechanical tension. From
hydrodynamic theory one could expect the ten-
sion to result in an increase in detonation rate,

should not appreciably exceed the sonic speed as the reaction releases the mechanical energy
in the metal since the distance between the at the same time as the chemical energy. This
welding partners and the angle between them effect, however, is small as the mechanical
must be kept small. energy is quite negligible compared to the

chemical potential. It is-as a matter of fact-
Figure 2 shows flash radiographs of a jet- completely masked by other predominately

less collision produced with a sheet of D = 7000 greater effects.
m/s and a jet forming condition with a sheet of
lower rate. In the latter case, the initial angle Experiments conducted with stretched ex-
between the plates is unrealistically great in plosive sheets show to the contrary that detona-
order to better visualize the material ejected tion rates decrease drastically with applied.
at the junction. stress. This is due primarily to the decreased

density filled rubbery materials exhibit when
The lower detonation rates necessary for elongated. This volume increase by stretching

welding applications have to be obtained without is known as the Schippel-effect. It depends on
an increase in the failure thickness and without the grain size of the filler, coarser fillers giv-
loss of homogeneity. This means that the effect ing a greater effect.
should be obtained by lowered densities rather
than in lower specific energies of the explosive. When a ribbon is one-dimensionally

stretched, neither density nor stress are uni-
In order to decrease the sheet density in a form across the ribbon width. Immersing the

homogeneous manner, two methods were found sheet into water and observing the volume in-
to be practicable. The first was an extensive crease when stress is applied gives only mean
calendering which created very small voids in values. Experimental results of this kind are
the sheet. The second procedure used to obtain plotted in Fig. 4. They refer to a ribbon

Fig. 2 - (a) Jetless and (b) jet-forming welding obtained
with sheets of different rate (a) 7000 m/s, (b) 5700 m/s
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Fig. 3 - Density effect of stretched and
6- unstretched explosives: curves 1-3 refer

S4 to unstressed sheets; 1 = 15%naturalrub-
/ ber, 2 = 15% depolymerized rubber, 3 = ZO%

[~mis]h ~ '/depolymerized rubber. Curve 4 refers to
5 '3 a stretched 15% rubber containing explo-

sive of 1.4 g/crn3 initial density.
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Kerr-cell photographs were taken from un-
stretched (Fig. 6) and one-dimensionally

containing 15%0 rubber and PETN of 20 g mean stretched (Fig. 7 and 8) sheets. In these ex-
particle size. This figure shows that the volume periments (Fig. 7 and 8) the distortion of a
is nearly doubled when the sheet is stretched by given explosive area induced by the stress is
200%0. It is obvious that this effect can be used illustrated by a square grid which was coated
to vary the detonation rate continuously in a with carbon black on the undeformed sheet.
well-controlled manner. From a series of photographs taken of 80%/

The deontation rate of one -dimensionally and 130% stretched sheets - Fig. 7 and 8 give

stretched ribbons were measured by a pin tech- particular phases from these series - a certain
nique. The results are plotted in Fig. 5. The anisotropy in detonation rate is demonstrated;rauthe resuls aownfrem plottd in fi. 5e Te the rate parallel to the axis under tension being
rate drops down from 7000 in/s for the un-
stretched explosive to 4100 m/s at 150% stretch. higher than the axis normal to the tension. This
When the data of Fig. 4 and 5 are combined, anisotropy increases when higher stresses are
curve 4 of Fig. 3 is obtained. The difference in applied, as this is the case for the difference

slope (4.9 m/s/mg/cm3 ) compared to the value in density effect between stretched and un-

for unstretched explosives (4.0 m/s/mg/cm 3 ) stretched explosives.

means, that the decrease of detonation rate by The anisotropic phenomena has nothing to
stress is not a pure density effect. do with the direction in which the sheet was
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Fig. 6 - Kerr-cell photograph of an un-
stressed sheet showing circular detona-
tion propagation

Fig. 8 - Distinct anisotropy at 130/ostretch

rolled. The same effect is observed when ten-
sion is applied parallel to or normal to the
rolling direction.

At this time, there is no definite explana-
.- tion for the anisotropy effect which is a new

example of the influence of strength properties
in hydrodynamically controlled phenomena. It
is believed that this phenomenon is caused by
an anisotropy in the reaction rate induced by
the stratification of the stretched rubber net-
work.
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EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS FOR UNSTEADY SHOCK
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ABSTRACT

We consider the one-dimensional flow problem of a piston moving
into a fluid medium capable of releasing heat energy by chemical reac-
tion. The piston is assumed to be instantaneously accelerated so that a
shock forms at the piston face, and to continue to move along a path de-
fined by an arbitrary function of time. If we restrict the material flow
between the piston and the preceding shock front to that where the par-
ticle velocity is a linear function of position, and the velocity gradient
is an arbitrary function of time, the differential equations of motion can
be integrated to give the density, pressure and particle velocity fields.
The shock and particle paths are obtained by using the Hugoniot condi-
tions which must hold at the shock front. It is convenient to assume an
ideal polytropic fluid and a strong shock, whereupon the integral equa-
tion for the shock path takes a simple form and can be solved in terms
of explicit functions of time for some classes of the arbitrary functions
defined by the piston path and velocity gradient.

The space-time distribution of the rate of pressure change due to
chemical reaction at constant volume, consistent with the solutions of
the equations of motion, is found by substituting these solutions into the
energy equation. Thus we obtain explicit solutions to the reactive, non-
steady, shock problem in terms of the initial and rear boundary condi-
tions, the thermodynamic properties of the medium and the chemical
reaction rate. The space-time distribution of the latter is of course
determined by the assumption as to the form of the velocity gradient
function and will not necessarily correspond to that demanded by any
chemical kinetic relations between the rate and the state variables. The
solutions may, however, be of use in understanding the general problem
and of value in setting limits to the behaviour of systems where the re-
action rate is arbitrarily specified.

INTRODUCTION shock which enable the shock parameters to be
obtained by integration of an ordinary differen-

The course of development of a shock wave tial equation. Pack and Warner [2] have oh-
which initiates heat release by chemical reac- tained the same type of solution by the applica-
tion is an important problem in the initiation of tion of Whitham's approximation which assumes
detonation. A number of investigators have ob- that the differential relationship between pres-
tained solutions by the step-by-step numerical sure and particle velocity valid along the posi-
integration of the partial differential equations tive characteristic holds approximately along
governing the flow behind the shock using par- the shock path.
ticular forms of the chemical reaction rate
function and equations of state. One of the The validity of these approximate methods
present authors has suggested that useful infor- of solution can be checked only by comparison
mation on the initial phase of the solution can with the results of exact calculations and, for
be obtained by making approximations to the this purpose, it would be useful to have exact
reaction rate function and to the flow behind the analytic solutions for simple formulations of

Note: Present address of M. Cowperthwvaite: Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California.
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the heat release function, even if these were not where s, e and x denote the specific entropy,
representative of those demanded by the laws of specific internal energy and extent of reaction
chemical kinetics, respectively; n = 1, 2 or 3 for plane, cylindri-

cally symmetric and spherically symmetric
The first problem which we examined was flows.

the growth of a plane shock generated by a con-
stant velocity piston moving into a material For a polytropic equation of state p = (Y- l)pe

where heat was generated behind the front at a with T constant, ( In p/6 In ) s is equal to y.

constant rate per unit volume. Since it appeared
that a possible solution was an accelerating step
shock uniform in pressure, we determined the BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
condition for this solution by equating the time
rates of change of pressure along a particle We shall assume that the rear boundary is
path and along the shock path. The assumptions specified by the motion of a piston which starts
made were that the material obeyed a polytropic to move at t = 0 from a position r = along
equation of state with a constant isentropic index a path
and that the conditions across the shock front
obeyed the strong shock approximation. r p = -oF(t)/F(0) (4)

Since the assumptions of a zero pressure The piston velocity is obtained by differentia-
gradient and a constant velocity piston boundary tion as
determine the particle velocity field, it was
easy to show that a necessary condition for the up = •oF'(t)/F(0) (4a)

equality of the rates of change of pressure with
a constant volumetric heat release rate, is that The form of the arbitrary function F(t) is
the isentropic index has a value of two. assumed to be such that a shock wave is gen-

We then found that if we chose any form for erated from the piston face at t = o and that noWe ten oundtha ifwe coseany ormfor subsequent discontinuities form between this
the particle velocity gradient which enabled the and the piston.

velocity, density and pressure fields to be de-

termined by integration of the equations of mo- The boundary condition at the shock moving
tion, subject to the boundary conditions imposed in the same direction as the fluid is given by
by the piston and the shock front, the heat re- the jump conditions:
lease distribution function could be found from
the energy conservation equation. In this paper
we describe a general method for solving such po(U- U) = p5 (U- u5 )
one-dimensional reactive shock problems and
illustrate it by application to some specific P r = Po (U-Uo)(U 5 -Uo) (5)cases where the solutions can be written ex-
plicitly. 2'° p, (e,- -e)

Ps+Po = s--•

THE EQUATIONS FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL
UNSTEADY MOTION OF A For a polytropic equation of state and p.> p,

PERFECT FLUID these become:

The time variation of density, -, particle
velocity, u, and pressure, p, along particle u 'Y+ 1 y -1
paths are given by the equations of conservation 2 2 u.

of mass, momentum and energy [4]:
Dp~P (n 1) ((92 s-Uo) s (a

and

Du 1 -6pDt P r(2) P, -y +1
Dt r cIr

and

Dp (apNDX (Inp The suffixes s and o denote quantities just be-
-t- ý7-x -f. in o (3 )-hind and just ahead of the shock discontinuity.
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THE MOTION BETWEEN THE REAR D in pr'- DU
BOUNDARY AND THE SHOCK FRONT -t- (la)

We shall assume that the particle velocity We obtain:
gradient is a function of time only and can be
written in terms of an arbitrary function f(t) as P(-, t) f(r) _ n'

f'(t) (6) f (t) T (12)

f(t)
where -/r is expressible as a function of 7 and

a function which is continuous and finite be- t through Eqs. (9) and (11). The density at the
tween the piston and the shock, shock front, p(t =-r) or p., is constant in the

strong shock approximation and determined by
The velocity field' can be obtained by inte- the last of Eqs. (5a).

gration of (6) with the boundary conditions (4)
and (4a). From the momentum Eq. (2), we have

u Pup + (r-rP) f'(t)/f(t). (7) a.__ 6P = p r3u 3r

t t t - t t
The particle paths are given by integration of

the equation From (7) and (9)

dr u(r,t) (8) u UP + 1?-r P(7-)] f'(t)/f(r) (14)
dt

and
from the shock boundary. If 77 is the space
coordinate of the particle when traversed by au -U + N- rp(r)] f"(t)/f(T) (14)
the shock at t -r, its subsequent path is pt

given by
From (9),

r = rp(t) + f 72- rp((r ) f(t)/ f(T ) . (9)

r 7ý'- rr'(r)] f nt rp(7r)] f(t) f'(T)

If we assume that the strong shock approx- f-H - - 2

imation is valid Eq. (5a) then the shock path
can be obtained from the equation Substituting

drs - + y1 - 1 77- rp(•)] f'(i-)/f(r) = Us(-r) - UP(-r

dt 2 S 2 --
and

or (10)
=' U(T), r'ý(r) Z up(7)

d r , _ -Y + 1 [u- ( r - ) f '( t / f( t ) 1 _ u o .

t--2 P r ) + 2fJ- we have

This can be integrated-to give [(r-u )1 f(t)/f(-) (16)
y-t -Cmbinin U (1) ~t/~). (6

r. = rp + -2 [f(t)]- 2 1(u, - u0)[f(t)]- 2-dt. Combining(12), (13), (15) and (16) we obtain

(1--- p (r- [u,' + (n- rp(t))fft) ]

The parameter - (r . at t = T-) can there-
fore be expressed as a function of -r; it will be X [u(r) - us(T)1 (17)
convenient to use r, t as the independent vari- Since all the variables are known function of m

ables in place of r, t. The value of -r is con- and/or t we can integrate this equation from
stant along any one particle path and related the shock front boundary to determine the pres-
with r through Eq. (9). sure field

The density field is obtained by integrating
the mass conservation Eq. (1), expressed in the p(T t) = Ps(t) + d-
equivalent form: Jt -t
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The shock pressure PS can be found from the Putting n = 1 into Eq. (20) gives
Hugoniot relations and the particle velocity at
the shock front. The latter is obtained by in- f-' -pf 7

/at
serting the value of r, determined by Eq. (11)
into the equation for the velocity field (7). Substituting for p from (22) we see that for the

term containing g(T) to vanish, d(f'f")/dt must
equal zero. Equivalently,

THE RATE OF PRESSURE CHANGE
DUE TO CHEMICAL REACTION f ci, (23)

Combining the mass and energy conserva- an arbitrary constant. Integrating this equa-
tion Eqs. (1) and (3) we obtain tion, we obtain

t- P - p + (n-1) ] (19) [f,] 2 
I= [f(0)] 2 + 2c,( - f'.)/(y- 1) (24)

and
where 6 stands for

(•p) dX t f {[f'(0)] 2 + 2c1(1 - fi1/)/( 7 - i)}"/df
- ,3 p e ,

(25)
the time rate of pressure change due to chemi-
cal reaction at constant volume, and Since f'(0) = f(0)(du/3r) 0 we have been able to

set f(0) equal to unity without loss of gener-
f 8np1 ality. The value of f'(0) will then be deter-
SInp, mined by the characteristic time scale of the

problem, that is, by the value of i(O)/p(0). The
is the polytropic index, assumed to be constant, value of the arbitrary constant c, determines
If we substitute -u/ar = f'/f and u = dr/dt we the pressure gradient. We observe from Eq.
may write Eq. (19) in the form (21) that the gradient is positive for c, less

than zero and negative for c1 > 0. When the
S(fr ') - [p fy r(, I n-)]/t . (20) constant is put equal to zero the solution cor-

responds to the reactive step shock with no
pressure gradient between the piston and theSince r and the pressure field p are func- shock front.

tions of 7- and t the reaction term will, in gen-

eral, be determinable in terms of functions of
these variables. We may choose some function The Step Shock Solution in Plane Flow
f(t) which gives a desired behaviour of the
pressure in the shock wave and determine the A piston moving at constant velocity into a
function (r, t) which generates this wave. Al- nonreactive medium gives rise to a step shock
ternatively, we may find the set of functions of constant strength. Although we may guess
which satisfy a given restriction on the form of that an accelerating step shock (in pressure)p(Tr, t) or ý(i-, t). One such restriction is that could be produced if the generation of pressure

Sshould be independent of T. by chemical reaction is uniformly distributed

between the piston and the front (1E independent

SOLUTIONS WHEN ý IS A FUNCTION of -r), this will depend upon whether the time
rate of change of pressure along the shock frontboundary can be made equal to the rate of

change along a particle path. Since the relationRear Boundary is a Plane Piston Moving, between pressure and particle velocity at the
with Constant Velocity (n 1. uP0) shock front depends upon the value of - through

With these conditions, Eq. (17) reduces to the Hugoniot relations, we might expect this
equality to depend upon the value of y.

-- = -p 5 (U- Us)(•- rP(T)) f"(t)/f(i-) (21) If we assign a value to c, we can deter-

mine f(t). Thus, from Eqs. (24) and (25) with
On integration, this gives an equation of the c1 = 0, we have
form

P = P 5 (t) + f"(t) [g(T-) - g(t)] . (22) f'(t) = f'(0) and f(t) = tf'(O) + 1
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The shock path can then be determined from Eq. moving into a reactive medium only if the rate
(11). Putting u, = 0, i.e., assuming the case of of change of pressure, due to chemical reaction
a piston moving into a stationary medium and at constant volume, is proportional to the pres-
substituting dt = df/f' = df/f'(0), we obtain sure raised to the power of (•,-2)/(•,-t). The
the shock path as case of a constant value of 6 and y = 2 is a spe-

cial case of this condition.

yr r P f_ -2-- f df (11a) If we assume that the change in pressurer- rP 2 f'(O) by reaction is due to the heat released by the
reaction, then for an ideal gas law,i=(y-l)p;

or where ý is the rate of heat release per unit
mass. From (12) the density varies as

rs - rp = uP(f(y 'l)! 2
- f)/f'(O) (11b) (r/!ý) n f r)/f(t)

Substituting for rs - r and f' in the equa- or in this case, as (-rf'(o) + l)/(tf'(0) + 1).
tion for the particle velocity along the shock The condition which must be imposed upon
path, therefore becomes

us = UP + (rs-rp) f'/f (7a) p 2 (tf(O) + )
k() (0- ) (f(O +1

we obtain
which, in the initial progress of the shock when

u= U(tf'(o) + 1) (y- )/2 (26) 7-f'(0) < tf(0) - I, approximates to:

Since, for a strong shock, the pressure varies q (p OI+co' -/)]" 31

as the square of the particle velocity at the (0) \1(0))
shock and, since the condition c, = 0 corre- Thus the rate of heat release per unit mass
sponds to zero pressure gradient behind the is proportional to a fractional power of the pres-
shock, we find that sure in the wave (dependent upon the value as-

signed to y) and increases with time along a
p(t) = Ps(t) = p(O) f7-, = p(o)(tf'(O)+ 1)"' . particle path.

(27)
If the rate does not increase along particle

From Eq. (20) with n put equal to unity, the re- paths as demanded by Eq. (31), but is constant
quired function for 6 is given by or decreasing, we may expect that the pressure

will increase less rapidly along particle paths
1( t) = p(O) f' d f

2
Y- 1/dt than along the shock path and that the wave will

develop a positive pressure gradient, the pres-
sure being highest at the shock front. The rate
of growth must depend on the rate at which work
is done on the system by the piston against the

p(O)(2y-1) f'(0)(tf'(O)+ 1)-2. (28) rear boundary pressure and the rate at which
heat is being added by reaction in the region be-

The constant of integration f'(0) is ob- tween the piston and the shock front. Since, if
tained by putting t = 0 in Eq. (28) to obtain the rate of heat release is constant or decreas-

ing along particle paths both must be lower than
f'(0) = ý(O)/(2y- 1) p(O) (29) in the step shock case, the shock must accel-

erate more slowly.
It is therefore determined by the value of y and

of the initial reaction time constant p(O)/,(O). It is not immediately clear what happens to
the form of the shock if ý varies with some

Since the pressure behind the shock and the power of pressure which is not identical with
reaction term are both functions of time only, (y- 2 )/(y- 1) . Since, even in cases where it is
we may write the function • in terms of pres- possible to assume that the heat release is pro-
sure only portional to some power of pressure, it is un-

\(y(-2)/(/- 1) likely that the exponent will be related in this
__,_ _ H0- (30) way to the isentropic index, this question is of

) ( considerable interest. Since p is a function of
Therefore a step shock in pressure is pro- tf'(0) + 1 the condition for the step shock so-

duced by a plane, constant velocity, piston lution can be written in a different form as:
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4/4(0) = p/[p(O)(,rf'(0)+ 1)] . (32) au 1 ap
•t,. p ?r

Thus ý for the step shock is proportional to the

first power of the pressure if it also decreases must vanish along the piston path where - = 0,
with increase in the time at which particles are and
traversed by the shock and is independent of
time along particle paths as in (32). This would dp p + p
correspond with a medium in which the heat dt (U- u)
release rate for successive particle elements
has been arranged to decrease with increasing the initial value of 6u/art is determined by set-
distance, say by progressive dilution. If such ting dps/dt = -p/at, in Eq. (33) and eliminating
an artifice produces a step shock with an am- it by using the equation for the particle path
plification rate defined by Eq. (27) we may de-
duce that a medium in which the rate of heat ap ;t,
release is directly proportional to pressure but -- + yp z p
is independent of the initial particle position,
must give rise to a wave which grows more The initial value of 3 ui 3 r for any function ý is
rapidly and has a positive pressure gradient then p(0)/[p(0)(2-- 1)]. A suitable approxima-
behind the front. tion for 3u/3r which gives the correct initial

These conclusions depend of course upon value as r-0 and u. u is

the assumption of plane flow and constant piston u 5u,/r = u,[r/ ÷ up p(0)(2)- 1)/i(0)] - (34)
velocity. We shall indicate the form of the re-
active shock solutions which can be obtained Substituting this into Eq. (33) and using dt =dr,/U

under other conditions. Generally, one obtains and us = 2U/(- + 1) we obtain an ordinary dif-
functions for the heat release distribution which ferential equation in P z p./p(0) and
are too unwieldy to be simply related to the
pressure in the shock wave and the time along R = r + up p(O) (2/- 1)16(0)
particle paths. The interest of the step shock
solution lies in the fact that it results from a
heat release rate which is, in the region of the 3 dP - 2 ý P- i 2 p(35)
shock front, proportional to a simple power of 2 dR (0,+ 1) upp(0) R
the shock pressure. In an earlier paper [1],
one of us has suggested that the growth of a If f, =(0) P5 in the vicinity of the shock front,
shock wave to detonation in granular solid ex- this equation can be reduced to the Bernoulli
plosives may be consistent with a heat release equation and integrated to give the variation of
rate proportional to a power of the shock pres- shock pressure with distance as in Ref. 1.
sure of the order of unity.

The exact solution for ý/, (0) ý p 1 - 2) -(1)-

The rate of change of the pressure with the is now known from Eqs. (11b) and (27) to be:
position of the shock front, in the spherically
symmetric case, was obtained [1] by replacing Fr u,!f'(01l 2(-y1),7+ 1

the velocity gradient term in the energy equation p _ ___36)__

along the shock path by the quotient of the parti- L up/f(0)j
cle velocity at the shock front and the distance
of the shock front from the origin. This reduced where f'(0) = 15(0)/p(0)(2),- 1) . It can be veri-
the partial differential equation for the rate of fied by substitution that this is a solution to Eq.
change of shock pressure to an ordinary differ- (35) when (n - 2)/(y,- 1).
ential equation for p, as a function of r,.

The substitution of •L'•~r by
We may now examine the validity of this

type of approximation for plane flow and constant F0
piston velocity. The equation for the rate of us r + tp

change of pressure along the shock path (Eq. (3) o]

of Ref. 1) is, under strong shock conditions,
given by (for n 1)is therefore exact when m 2) 1) and

will be least in error when m is not very differ-
ent from this value. Since Eq. (35) has been

3 2 _j + 1 u - (33) constructed to give the correct initial value of
tr2 r for any value of m, it should be a good

approximation for the initial development of the
Now, since wave when r, < up p(O) (2>' - 1)/p(0). We have
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not so far found a way of obtaining a simple where
quantitative measure of the rate of increase of
error as m is varied on either side of (y- 2)/(Y- 1). H = Yl I (In f) 2 + 1 f- (44)

Solutions where p = ¢(t,-r) but A(t) and

These solutions where the pressure behind / - 2

the shock is a function of the particle path (i.e., ps/P(O) =\1 + 2 In f(t)) (45)

a pressure gradient exists behind the shock
front) even though the reaction term depends The required heat release distribution is cal-
only on the time, can be examined by choosing culated from
non-zero values of the.constant c1 in Eqs. (23),
(24). We shall illustrate this by setting f*7 'f~p

at,.

c, = -[f'(O)] 2 (y- 1)/2. (37)
as

If c , is less than this value, f is not a mono-
tonic increasing function of t and the velocity y÷

gradient will pass through zero at some finite ý/p(O) f'(O) f 2 (1 + 2 In f)
time.2

When c, is determined by Eq. (37) the re-- (2y-+1 + in f) (46)
quired solutions of f'fy = c, are 4

f' f'(O) f( 1 -)/ 2  (38) There is in this case no simple relation-
ship between the heat release term, the pres-

and sure and the independent variables. This is the
case with the majority of the reactive shock so-

f = (+ 1) t f'(O)/2 + 1 (39) lutions which result from the assumption that
the particle velocity gradient is a function of

The equation for the shock path can then be time only. This assumption cannot therefore
integrated to obtain be used to determine the quantitative effect of

changing a single parameter in the reaction
term such as the pressure exponent, or of var-

rs - rp U(P f(-+1)/2 In f (40) ying only the value of the isentropic exponent in

2 f '(0) the equation of state. Such problems are now
seen to require a more general assumption as

The particle velocity at the shock front is then to the form of the velocity gradient function.
given by

The solutions for problems with spherical
/u i+ 2- )in f (41) or cylindrical symmetry are in general too
\ 2 algebraically complex to be useful, but under

one rear boundary condition they assume a
Using these relations in the equation for the par ear l y simple forme

pressure gradient and setting n = 1 and u; = 0 particularly simple form.

we obtain the differential equation for the plane,
constant velocity, piston case: Rear Boundary is a Plane, Cylindrical or

Spherical Piston with F(t) f ( t)

4 A piston starting at t 0, r = 7o moves
along a path r. = %of(t) with a velocity given

x f Inf (1 + -- In f (42) by

up = 77of'(t) .(47)

Integrating this from the shock front, p pS,
f = f(t) to a particle path, p, fr) we obtain The piston path therefore obeys the same

(y - 1) 2  f()] -Y function of time as other particle paths in the
P/P(O) = P5 /P(O) + region between it and the shock front. If the

- [. tmedium ahead of the latter is at rest, the equa-
x H(•-) - H(t)l (43) tion for the shock path,
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Y • , +1 One such relationship is the equation

rs = rp + upf dt ,fn(f(7-I)+l (56)

reduces to which is shown to be the condition that f, is not
a function of r. The equation for the reaction

r f(Y+W)/2  (48) term simplifies to
r 17. ff(48)

The particle paths, Eq. (9), becomes p -n= f- apfn- (57)ýt

r = 77f(t)/f(r) (49) obtained by substituting (49) in (20).

and the particle velocity, Eq. (7), becomes
The combination of (55) and (57) gives Eq.

u = rf'(t)/f(t) = -rf'(t)/f(7-) (56) on the condition for the term in f(,r) to
(5) vanish.

= •oJf(-)](7- 1 )/ 2 f'(t). (50)vash

The solution of (56) is analogous to that ofAt the shock front, t =, (23) obtained previously, the exponent k= n(-y- 1)+1

u (51) replacing y.

If we write 1 + 2c /(k- 1)If'(0)] 2 = c so
and that c 2 is an arbitrary, dimensionless number

then
ps/P(O) [f(t)]1

7
" [f'(t))

2
/[f'(0)]2 (52)

[f,/f,(0)]2 = C2 + (I-c 2 ) fl-k (58)
The variation of pressure behind the shock
front is found, as before, from Eq. (17) which and the general solution for this case becomes
becomes

--Ps 1 2 [f(t)] I nf" (t)[f(Tr)] 'Y+ '=f ( )). 2 1 L- I ]
p-P(0-) = c 2 + ( 1- C2) \(/ )

Since no = up(o)/f'(0) and
2 (-y-k) 

2
(-/+n-1I

T_1 u (0)]2 =) y+.1 (+-c 2(k- 1) -,+
Ps [- 0 = p(0) + 2(y+ n- 1) -7)

(59)
integrating Eq. (53) gives and

P (0) [f(t)] 1-f,,(t) f y+n-2 df (54) 2-/- 2) 2/
P= s[f'(0)] 2 i5 / +s (•fr s) Y+ I

p ( 0 ) f ( 0 . = 2 + ( 1 C 2

or

P (2) {[f(t)]7'- [f'(t)] (2 -(n)-/-+13n)-(2 rs -- +P - f'(0)]2 x [ 2(-y(n+ 1)-l + C-2) 2 \)0
[f(t) 7 fc(t) f(r) Yn (55) (60)

-+n- 1 If(t)
Two consequences of our initial assump-

Assuming some relation between f" and f tion regarding the piston path are that (a) it is
which can be integrated to give f' as an ex- simply related to the shock path
plicit function of f, we can now obtain the pres-
sure field in terms of the shock front coordinate, rp 2/(y+ 1)
r•, and the Lagrangian coordinate 7, by the _ r_ t (61)
substitutions no no

r = -%f(t) (y+1)/2 and (b) that the initial piston velocity and posi-

and tion cannot be chosen independently since they

n= 70f()3(7+ )/ 2] are related by the equation
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Up(O) = rof'(0) (62) For plane flow, when n z 1, the shock
pressure is continuously increasing provided

where that c2 > 0. If c 2 = 0 and n z 1 we find the
curious situation of a shock moving with con-

f'(0) 21*(0)/p(0)[/,{2 + n(3c 2 - 1)} stant speed and shock front pressure but with
continuously decreasing piston speed and heat

- {2 + 3n(c2 - 1)}] (63) release rate behind it. At the shock front the
finite reaction rate is exactly compensated by

The solutions (59) and (60) have certain the rarefaction wave due to the deceleration of
interesting properties. If c 2 is put equal to the piston.
unity we obtain step shock solutions with con-
stant piston speeds. The difference between For spherical flow, n = 3, and c 2 = 0 we
the step shock solutions for diverging flow and obtain the solutions:
for linear flow is that the former are obtained
for only one value of the initial condition de- 4(1-y) (Y+ 2)

fined by putting c 2  1 in Eqs. (62) and (63) p 7 /, + 3(-y+ 1) '/7 I

up - (O) T(0)--- ( = )+ 2(y+ 2) If) -
71, [(n+ )•y- 1] Pc

0
) (65)

The general step shock solution requires a par- I- 7

ticular value of the initial divergence in terms (66)
of Y and the initial reaction rate. In the plane P(O)
case the form of the solutions must be independ-
ent of the initial coordinate of the piston and a
step shock can be obtained for all values of up The shock path is given by:
and ý(0)/p(0).

7+1
The derived function ý/i(0) is independent r s (3-1 f(0) (67)

of n and is still given by - 7 (Q) t +•7o 7' -- y p(0)

the particle paths by

However, the heat release per unit mass,
4/•0)= p,/I•(O), is dependent on n since = (rs/7)2/(Y+1) (68)
p•/, = [f('7)/f(t)]n and the function f(t) is
given by and the density distribution by

f(t) !(O)t +(7Iirs) /(7+1 (69)f~) p(O)[(n + l)- 1]+

Since the initial conditions are determined
For n = 2 or 3, when c < 1, the shock has by (62) and (63) as

a positive pressure gradient at the rear and it
initially diminishes in strength. If Up(0)!7,o = 2p(0)/p(0)(7- /) (70)

n- >n-1 we observe that for finite values of up/77o the
i reaction rate, ý(0)/p(O), must vanish as ), - 7.

For -/ = 7 the solution is identical with the
it passes through a minimum pressure at a Primakof similarity solution [3] for a shock
radius given by generated in an inert medium by a point source

explosion.
2n(-y- 1)

rs 7+1 i-c2 (64) We see that this similarity solution is a
special case of the general solution, Eq. (55),

C 2  for the condition }u/Dr = u/r with y z 7 and the

restriction that • is independent of position.
If, however, (n- 1)/n > c 2 > 0, y > 1, the shock
decays asymptotically to zero pressure. The If the variation of i along the shock front
effect of varying c2 is to vary both the time is a given function of the shock pressure or
dependence of p and of the piston speed. The position, the use of the relation 6u/ar = u/r as
variation of the shock pressure with time and in Ref. 1, or some similar assumption, to de-
position is a combination of these two factors. termine the shock pressure/distance relationship
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SUMMARY PAPER ON INITIATION, IGNITION AND

GROWTH OF REACTION

G. P. Cachia
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

When I was invited to present a summary and since most of these have good introductions
paper with this title, it was suggested that I reviewing the prior state of knowledge I have not
might survey the advances made during the sym- reviewed past work in this summary.
posium and indicate profitable areas for future
work.

STUDIES OF THE PROCESSES
An obvious way to do this was to group to- OF INITIATION

gether those papers dealing with similar topics
and I studied them with this intention. I found Detailed knowledge of the mechanisms of
papers dealing with initiation and ignition, by ignition and initiation is desirable on general
heat, impact, shock and exploding wires. The grounds but its application to explosive systems
explosives studied were homogeneous and het- is important, since once it is known how a proc-
erogeneous, high density and low density, solid ess occurs it is often relatively easy to reduce
and liquid. In fact, I had nearly as many topics its occurrence if it is undersirable, or to vary
as papers. I then attempted to identify the corn- and control the process if it is relevant to nor-
mon target for all the workers in the field and mal explosive functioning.
it seemed clear that in either the short or long
term the study of the initiation of detonation I have taken the following seven papers in
must be directed to the design of improved ex- this first group -
plosive systems, both from the aspects of func-
tional efficiency and resistance to accidental "Surface Rate Processes and Sensitivity of
initiation and ignition. High Explosives," by Chaiken and Cheselske

With this in mind, I grouped the papers ac- "Further Studies on the Ignition of Explo-

cording to their approach to the common goal sives," by Green and Dorough

and it is in the following four groups that I "Initiation of Explosives by Low Velocity
shall discuss them - Impact," by Napadensky

1. Studies of the Processes of Initiation "The Effect of Physical and Chemical Prop-

2. Initiation Theories and Calculations erties on the Sensitivity of Liquid Explosives,"
by Hay, Ribovich, Scott, and Gibson

3. Experimental Determination of Initiation "The Initiation of Burning in High Explosives
Characteristics by Shock Waves," by Liddiard

4. The Technology of the Initiation of Ex- "Experimental Observations of Initiation of
plosives Nitromethane by Shock Interactions at Discon-

The division is somewhat arbitrary and tinuities," by Travis

some papers make appreciable contributions to "The Effect of Interstitial Gas on the Shock
more than one group, nevertheless it is of as- Sensitivity of Low Density Explosive Compacts,"
sistance in summarising the presented work. by Chick

I have selected what I consider to be the Chaiken and Cheselske have studied the phys-
important features from each group of papers ical factors which control the heating of explosive

512
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from an adjacent high temperature source and powders. He suggests that coarse powders are
found that the temperature to which an explosive normally more sensitive because of their greater
is raised in any particular situation depends gas permeability and that this is reduced by in-
upon its ability to dissipate heat either by con- creasing the interstitial gas pressure. This is
duction or by fluid flow. This melt and flow an important point because it allocates a deci-
model provides a basis for explaining the per- sive role to surface reactions in the shock initi-
plexing differences in impact sensitivities be- ation of low density explosives. Another feature
tween explosives with similar chemical decom- of this work is the clear indication that shock
position characteristics. When the work is ex- initiation can proceed either by a continuous in-
tended to include chemical factors I think we tensification of the entering shock or via an in-
shall be able to make a much sounder approach termediate burning phase which may last tens
to developing explosives with low impact sensi- of microseconds.
tivities. The last paper in the group is the interest-

ing experimental investigation by Travis intoThe two papers by Green and Dorough, and the effect of density discontinuities in shockedNapadensky deal with initiation by impact at nitromethane. He concluded that the initiations

velocities below 1000 feet per second. These he observed were cto shock interactions and
velocities are relevant to many accident situations with sustained shocks of 85 kbars he found that

and the observed reactions varied from detona-
tion to mild burning. The experiments were any discontinuity with a minimum dimension
designed to pebrmit crushing eanerimtseral mgreater than 0.1 mm leads to initiation. To avoiddesigned to permit crushing and lateral motion shock interactions it would be necessary for a
of the explosive since this is normally possible. discontinuity to have not only the same shock
The mechanisms are complex but factors which impedance as the explosive at the relevant pres-
were shown to be important are ignition by fric- sure but also the same shock velocity. It would
tion at the various interfaces and the subsequent be an interesting test of Travis's conclusion if
burning to detonation. This latter process is such a material could be found and its effect
strongly affected by the fracture properties of examined on the shock initiation of nitromethane.
the explosive.

Hay and others report a systematic investi- The work covered by this first group ofHay nd ther reorta sytemtic nveti- papers represents a condiderable advance in our
gation into the chemical and physical factors af- powedgenof t chnisms of in ofe
fecting the phenomenon of low velocity detona- knowledge of the mechanisms of initiation of ex-
tion in liquid explosives. Their model includes plosives by a variety of stimuli. A feature which
tio inuidor exosk whives Theirs model cavitoinc emerges clearly is that in many circumstances
a precursor shock which leads to cavitation in ignition is brought about in explosive systems by
the explosive. The subsequent collapse of the stimuli which are below the threshold for the
cavities produce hot spots and localised reac- initiation of detonation. The subsequent history
tion. The pressure wave produced by this reac- of such ignitions depends upon the nature of the
tion then propagates the sequence of events. This epoieadtegoer ftesse u h
modelexplosive and the geometry of the system but the
govern the processes are not yet all identified, transition to detonation can occur. Thus, from
Liquid explosives are used in many applications the safety viewpoint, the results are bound to
and I am sure that this work will make a sub- lead to improvements in explosive compositions.
stantial contribution to their safety. Additionally, these studies of the processes

of shock initiation of detonation have provided
The paper by Liddiard describes the igni- better models for future theoretical work and a

tion of explosives by shock, a process not pre- sounder basis for controlling and varying the
viously studied in detail. He finds that threshold shock initiation properties of explosives to meet
pressures are lower than those required to initi- their functional requirements. From the work
ate detonation but in general a longer duration is reported it would also seem probable that for
necessary. many initiation conditions the sequence of events

is shock-ignition-shock-initiation. The second
Chick has tested the theory that the high shock is generated by the burning reaction and

shock sensitivity of low density explosive com- may be produced soon after the initial shock or
pacts is due to the presence of interstitial gas. much later. If shock initiation can be brought
He found that in fact the gas hinders initiation, about either with or without an intermediate
possibly by its cooling properties or by lessen- burning phase this might explain why shock initi-
ing convection. He thus concludes that the high ation is sometimes observed as a smooth accel-
shock sensitivity is due to geometrical effects. eration of the shock front and in other cases as
He also found that by raising the interstitial gas an abrupt change to detonation. Consolidation
pressure he can make fine powder compacts more and extension of these studies of initiation proc-
shock sensitive than those made from coarse esses will surely continue to be rewarding.
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INITIATION THEORIES AND Stresau discusses the concept that initiation
CALCULATIONS occurs when energy is liberated at least as rap-

idly as it is dissipated. To apply this concept
This approach to the subject is attractive he suggests that the lack of basic data limits

because in general, calculations are cheaper and the use of mathematical analyses and considers
quicker than experiments, although establishment that attention should be concentrated on inter-
of sound theories is of course tightly bound to relating the experimentally determinable vari-
confirmatory experiments. The usefulness of ables associated with initiation.
such theories depends upon their reliable ap-
plication to the actual problems posed. Calcu- David and others have studied theoretically
lations applied to the relatively simple system the initiation of an explosive charge by the
of a homogeneous explosive initiated by a plane oblique impact of a metal plate. The theory
sustained shock have been quite successful and shows that with certain conditions an overdriven
consideration has also been given to the effect of detonation must occur. Experiments have shown
the introduction of various simple inhomogenei- the existence of an overdriven detonation.
ties. There are five papers in this second group.

In considering the advances made by this
"Initiation of Detonation by the Interaction of second group of papers, it seems that although

Shocks with Density Discontinuities," by Mader steady progress is being maintained in explain-
ing, in terms of chemical and physical data, the

"An Equation of State and Derived Shock initiation of explosives which are homogeneous
Initiation Criticality Conditions for Liquid Ex- or contain single defects, the extension to het-
plosives," by Enig and Petrone erogeneous explosives is remote. Stresau points

to the lack of data but even if this were recti-
"Explicit Solutions for Unsteady Shock Prop- fied, an exact mathematical definition of the

agation in Chemically Reacting Media," by Adams microstructure of a solid explosive is clearly
and Cowperthwaite impossible. The value of this type of work in im-

proving our general understanding of initiation
"Size Factors in Detonation Transfer," by processes, is clear, but I consider that useful

Stresau calculations of initiation problems with heter-
ogeneous explosives must be based on experi-

"Oblique Impact of a Layer of Explosive by mental data from initiation experiments. This
a Metal Plate," by David, Fauquignon, Bernier, point is taken further in discussing the next
and Potau group of papers.

The paper by Mader extends his earlier
work and he investigates the formation of a hot THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINA-
spot in nitromethane due to a discontinuity. The TION OF INITIATION
subsequent decomposition of the hot spot is also CHARACTERISTICS
followed and his results are consistent with the
experiments of Travis but he has been unable to If we appreciate the difficulties of solving
study failures to propagate where these are due initiation problems using basic chemical and
to rarefactions penetrating the reaction zone. physical data, the experimental approaches be-

come more significant. However, the number
Enig and Petrone have used experimental of different explosives and the variety of ge-

shock data to derive equations of state for nitro- ometries in which they are used, preclude the
methane and liquid TNT. They have used these amassing of comprehensive experimental data.
equations of state to predict explosion times for Faced with this situation we can either limit our
nitromethane and TNT and the reaction zone experiments to the actual systems in which we
width and critical hot spot size for nitromethane. are interested at any one time or we can at-
These calculated values are in satisfactory tempt to find relationships which will enable
agreement with experiment, initiation properties to be calculated from rela-

tively few experiments. There are six papers
Adams and Cowperthwaite have attempted in this third group.

to apply analytical solutions to shock initiation
problems. These solutions can be obtained with "The Initiation Properties of Boosters in
economy of computer time compared with nu- Explosives with Low Density," by Johansson
merical solutions but the model used appears and Sj6lin
unlikely to apply to normal explosive systems
and confirmatory experiments wouldbe encourag- "Comparison between Shooting and Barrier
ing. Test," by Lundborg
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"Direct Contact Detonation Sensitivity," by ammonium perchlorate, are useful additions to
Savitt, Leone and Kyselka the necessary data. The paper by Ramsay and

Popolato earlier in this Symposium (pg. 233) is
"Shock Initiation of Low-Density Pressings also relevant, in this case dealing with sustained

of Ammonium Perchlorate," by Evans, Reese, shocks.
Seely, Lee

THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE INITIATION
"Initiation of a Solid Explosive by a Short- OF EXPLOSIVES

Duration Shock," by Gittings
Returning to our stated goal of designing

"Retonation Caused by the Reflection of Di- better explosive systems, some improvements
vergent Waves," by Marlow are the result of the application of new knowl-

edge but many others are due to ingenuity, in-
The paper by Johansson and Sjblin described spiration and perseverance and might be cor-

experiments closely related to practical systems, rectly classified as inventions. I have taken
where they examined the initiation of mining ex- three papers to represent this group.
plosives with different booster configurations. "The Effect of Wax on the Shock Sensitivity

Lundborg, and Savitt and co-workers deal of Explosive Compacts," by Eadie
with the gap test. This test is easy to carry out "Confinement Effects in Exploding Bridge
but the initiating shock pulses are not so easily Wire Initiation of Detonation," by Stresau, Hill-
defined. On the other hand projectile impact
tests require more experimental effort but the yer and Kennedy
shock pulse parameters are more readily deter- "Low Order Reactions in Shocked Explo-
mined. Lundborg has compared results from the sives," by Griffiths and Broom
two tests with three explosives. He found that
threshold peak pressures were somewhat higher Eadie has shown that with the HMX/Wax sys-
for the gap tests. Savitt suggests that by placing tem, the shock sensitivity decreases as the
a donar charge of nitroguanidine and the acceptor wax coverage of the HMX crystals increases
charge in direct contact and determining the donor even if the composition is kept constant. This
density required to initiate 50% of the receptors result is not only important in connection with
the pulse length and shape are kept constant and the control of the shock sensitivity of explosive
that the peak .pressure is the only variable, formulations but also gives support to the sur-

face burning theory. Eadie suggests that ap-
Evans and co-workers described extensive parently conflicting evidence on the effect of

experiments to survey the initiation properties particle size on the shock sensitivity of ex-
of a typical insensitive explosive, ammonium plosive charges can be reconciled by consid-
perchlorate. ering the additional effects due to charge per-

Gittings has used short duration shock meability.
pulses to study the initiation of PBX 9404. The Stresau and co-workers described bursting
pulses were produced by impacting thin films bridge wire initiating systems using insensi-
of aluminum on to the explosive. In the last
paper Marlow reported observations of reto- tive secondary explosives. The feature of these
nation brought about by the reflection of a di- detonators is their moderate electrical energy
vergent shock wave in an explosive, requirements i.e. 2 joules for ammonium pi-

crate and 10 joules for TNT and this is achieved
The use of the gap test is the simplest way by appreciable confinement in the vicinity of

of describing the shock initiation characteristics the bridge wire. Such detonators should make an
of an explosive. It is surprisingly successful in important contribution to safety in many appli-
many cases but its limitations are clear to any- cations.
one who has been asked to predict initiation de-
lays solely on the basis of a gap test value. The The final paper by Griffiths and Broom
next approach must surely be to obtain accurate reports an attempt to utilise the energy released
shock initiation data for a number of explosives, when an explosive receives a shock which is
starting with rectangular initiating shock waves below the threshold for the initiation of detona-
relevant to impacting plates and extending the tion. This application is likely to be most suc-
study to exponentially decaying waves which ap- cessful with explosives with long reaction zones.
proximate to those generated by explosive donor
charges. The work of Gittings with thin shock I have now completed the review of the
pulses and Evans and workers in their compre- work dealing with ignition, initiation and growth
hensive study of the initiation properties of of reaction in explosives and have made some
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suggestions for future work. I believe that good "If we wish to plan research we can only do
progress can only be maintained by continuing so by assembling a community of people with
via a number of approaches and I feel that I varied and mutually complementary talents, op-
cannot do better than conclude by quoting Sir erating with strategic flexibility, and in an at-
Cyril Hinshelwood who said: mosphere of curiosity in which members know

and understand what the others are talking about."

COMMENTS

G. K. ADAMS (Explosives Research and Develop- The analytic method presented in this paper
ment Establishment, Essex, England): I must enables one to check the range of usefulness of
dispel the impression that the analysis presented such approximations. We have been primarily
in the paper by Dr. Cowperthwaite and myself concerned to examine the consequences of a
depends upon any assumptions as to the mecha- pressure dependent reaction process but could
nism of chemical energy release. The physical equally well have discussed the temperature de-
model represented is just that implied by the pendence required to give certain forms of
use of the continuum conservation equations and shock behaviour. The solutions obtain are
the neglect of diffusional transport terms, a exact but restricted by the form of the particle
model which is common to most of the numeri- velocity field which, in the examples given, has
cal studies. In an earlier paper* I suggested been chosen to allow the solutions to be ex-
that for a grain burning mechanism the energy pressed in closed form. It is possible to de-
release rate would be a weak function of pres- velop less restrictive solutions by adding addi-
sure rather than, as in the homogeneous reac- tional terms to the equation for the particle
tion case, a strong function of temperature. I velocity gradient. One of the advantages of an
then developed an approximate relation between analytic treatment is that the energy release
the degree of pressure dependence of the reac- rate distribution required by an observed shock
tion rate and the initial behaviour of the reac- behaviour can be very simply calculated. Al-
tive shock. though this distribution does not tell us anything

directly about the mechanism of the initiation
*G. K. Adams, Ninth Symposium on Combustion, process it enables us to test the plausibility of

p. 545, Academic Press, 1963. any assumed mechanism.
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THE USE OF ONE- AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMIC

MACHINE CALCULATIONS IN HIGH EXPLOSIVE RESEARCH

Mark L. Wilkins
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Livermore, California

ABSTRACT

Hydrodynamic calculations in conjunction with experiments provide
an effective method for obtaining otherwise inaccessible information on
high explosives. The credibility of the calculational program (code) is
established by comparison with the steady state solutions for certain
detonation problems obtained by the method of characteristics.

The machine calculation is then applied to specific problems in
one- and two-dimensions to explain some of the difficulties an experi-
menter would encounter in attempting to measure the pressure at a
detonation front.

INTRODUCTION results to any desired accuracy [4]. For two-
space variables and time a closed form solution

The ability to obtain a complete hydrody- for a detonation is not mathematically possible;
namic solution to a given problem allows the however, the steady state solution for a detona-
experimenter to investigate areas of high explo- tion in two-space variables can be obtained by
sive research that would otherwise be inacces- the method of characteristics and a numerical
sible; for example, the low pressure equation integration scheme. A fairly critical test of a
of state work using exploding cylinders that is code to calculate effects due to edge rarefac-
reported in [1]. In addition, with a complete tions is to compare a time-dependent code cal-
solution to a given problem available, the ex- culation with the solution by the method of
perimenter is better able to pose and to inter- characteristics.
pret simple experiments. Disagreement be-
tween the calculations and experiment is an A calculation was made of a detonation in
indication that the physical model is not ade- plane geometry with a two-dimensional time-
quate. dependent hydrodynamic code, HEMP [3]. A

steady state condition was noted by examining
Finite difference equations using the Von the parameters at a fixed distance behind the

Neumann Q method [2,3] afford the technique detonation front and observing that they did not
to solve the partial differential equations of change with time. In a two-dimensional steady
hydrodynamics in one- and two-space dimen- state detonation, the rarefactions from the lat-
sions and time. eral edges extend into the fluid up to the deto-

nation front itself. The time-dependent calcu-
lation showed that the steady state condition

CHECKS ON THE NUMERICAL was approached from the outside to the inside
TECHNIQUE of the fluid. Figure 1 shows a steady state det-

onation, as calculated by the method of charac-
In order to use a hydrodynamic code in a teristics [5], compared to a time-dependent

quantitative manner it is first necessary to calculation where the detonation has proceeded
establish the confidence level of the numerical a distance equal to four times the original high
technique. For geometries in one-space variable explosive thickness. At a fixed distance behind
and time, the method of characteristics provides the front, parameters were compared after a
a closed form solution for a Chapman-Jouguet length of burn of three and four thickness units.
detonation. It is then very readily shown that They were also compared to parameters calcu-
the numerical technique can reproduce the lated by the method of characteristics. The

519
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400, CALCULATED PRESSURE agreement was to the fourth decimal place.CALCLATE PRESUR PROFILES
FOR A DETONATION IN PLANE GEOMETRY I These comparisons show that not only does the

time-dependent code reach a steady state con-
4 -00 . dition but it reaches the correct steady state

HEXPOSIVEGH condition. It can be seen from the figure that
_-_-J.. f_-- o the time-dependent calculation has not yet

ORIGINAL GEOMETRY reached a steady state for positions close to"30 OIGNA GEMER HIH// / J tecnb enfo h u

2 -- STEADY STATE; METHOD the front.
- OF CHARACTERISTICS y'O.2

--- TIME-DEPENDENT CODE(n LENGTH-TO-THICK- ..Bn LESSG-4 The calculations used Chapman-Jouguet
LLI

IT: y.4 I (CJ) theory and a gamma law equation of stateoLo I00 for the detonation product gases (y = 2.6536,
P PCT = 0.39 mb, detonation velocity = 0.88 cm/

DETONATION AL pf Schs= 1.84 gm/cc). The numerical results
0FR ONT for the profiles shown in Fig. 1 by the method

1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 of characteristics are given in [5].
DISTANCE IN UNITS OF THE ORIGINAL HIGH EXPLOSIVE
THICKNESS Figure 2a shows a code calculation of an

Fig. 1. Approach to steady state conditions exploding copper cylinder as is used in con-
for a time dependent calculation. The out- junction with experiment to determine the equa-
side profiles reach a steady state before the tion of state at low pressures for the detonation
profile along the axis. product gases of an explosive [1]. The explosive

(a)
-METHOD OF CHARACTER -

.9 7c Cu

IST ....

S~BURNED
I DETONATION

FRONT

I.527I8
(b) I 2 5 4 (c) AXIS

TIME,C s

Fig. 2. (a) HEMP calculation of an explosive
charge detonated inside a copper cylinder; (b)
profile of the outside surface at a fixed position
on the axis; (c) schematic view showing the

, shocks, 5, and rarefactions R

TIEDPNETCD
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used in this calculation was LX-04-1; the equa- Figure 2c is a schematic view showing the
tion of state is given in [6]. The calculation origin of the breaks in the cylinder, called out
was allowed to proceed in time until a steady by 1, 2, and 3. A time-dependent calculation
state condition was reached as noted by corn- was also made with one-fourth the number of
paring parameters at a fixed distance behind zones used for the calculation shown here, and
the front for different lengths of run and noting the agreement was again to 10-2 g sec. These
that they did not change. This calculation was checks serve to establish that the numerical
compared with the same problem done by Dr. techniques used to solve the partial differential
N. E. Hoskin, AWRE, Aldermaston, England, equation of hydrodynamics are sufficiently accu-
who used the method of characteristics and in- rate such that the hydrodynamic code can be
cluded the shocks and rarefactions in the cop- used with confidence for the analysis of hydro-
per cylinder. The two calculations agreed, on dynamic experiments.
the average, to better than 10" 2 gsec for com-
parisons of the arrival times of the outside of
the copper cylinder at a given radius. The
numerical results are given in Table 1. APPLICATION TO DETONATION

PRESSURE EXPERIMENTS
TABLE 1

Numerical Values for the Graph One of the main reasons for developing
Shown in Fig. 2b hydrodynamic codes is to be able to calculate

the flow due to rarefactions. Calculations in-
Radius Time (lisec) Time (jisec) volving shocks and shock interactions can be
(mm) Method of HEMP made in a rather straightforward manner; it is

R° = 15.278 Characteristics Code the effect of rarefactions that cannot be readily

calculated. It is the nature of hydrodynamics
15.283 0.455 0.352 that rarefactions always overtake shocks. This

0.342 0.525 0.527 effect can make experiments with high explo-
0.460 0.667 0.662 sives very difficult to interpret. For example,
0.561 0.793 0.772 consider the experimental problem of measur-
0.655 0.913 0.897 ing a pressure at the detonation front after the
0.765 1.054 1.042 detonation has reached a steady state. A con-
0.914 0.254 0.227 venient geometry would be to place a thin plate

16.008 0.380 0.347 of metal at the end of an explosive charge that
0.151 0.502 0.503 had a length-to-diameter ratio of about four and
0.256 0.589 0.602 then to measure the initial front surface veloc-
0.416 0.723 0.737 ity for two thicknesses of the plate. In princi-
0.527 0.818 0.825 ple, the particle velocity at the high explosive
0.631 0.9 10 0.909 metal interface can be determined by extrapo-
0.812 2.075 2.068 lation from front surface velocity measurement
0.925 0.182 0.171 for two thicknesses of metal; it is assumed that

17.045 0.295 0.279 the relation between the front surface velocity
0.154 0.388 0.376 and the particle velocity is known. With this
0.286 0.482 0.488 information and the acoustic approximation [7]
0.436 0.590 0.610 the pressure at the detonation front can be de-
0.591 0.705 0.729 termined. Some of the difficulties associated
0.742 0.821 0.836 with this technique are discussed in the follow-
0.888 0.936 0.940 ing paragraphs.

18.033 3.054 3.049
0.171 0.169 0.156
0.293 0.268 0.252 Figure 3 shows a calculation of a shock
0.428 0.361 0.360 induced in an aluminum disc by a charge of
0.569 0.455 0.471 explosive that had an original length-to-
0.773 0.598 0.620 diameter ratio of four. For the cylindrical

18.926 3.707 3.728 geometry used in this calculation a steady state
19.695 4.269 4.271 condition was reached a little after three diam-

eters of explosive burn. (For the plane geom-
etry discussed earlier a steady state for posi-

Figure 2b shows the radius-versus-time tions just behind the front had not yet been
history at a fixed position on the axis of the attained after four lengths of explosive burn.)
outside surface of the copper cylinder as would The pressure profiles in the explosive before
be seen by a slit camera [1]. striking the disc are shown in Fig. 4a.
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Fig. 3. HEMP calculation of a cylindrical explosive charge, length
to diameter 4, in contact with an aluminum disc. For clarity the
explosive is shown only for the first frame.

Figures 4b and 4c show the pressure pro- In Fig. 4 it is seen that distance scales
files in the aluminum disc at three different with respect to the charge diameter. The pres-
times. It is noted that the peak pressure at- sure profile t 3 in Fig. 4 will become t , across
tenuates rapidly and that the pressure profiles the same physical plate thickness if the charge
steepen as the shock progresses into the disc. diameter is made larger. There will be two
In one-space dimension the profiles would tend effects on a front surface velocity measurement.
to become flatter rather than steeper as the First, the velocity corresponding to profile t
shock wave progressed. The significance of will be greater than that due to profile t 3 be-
these calculations is that the pressure wave at- cause the pressure attenuation is less. Second,
tenuates very rapidly as it traverses the alumi- there is a much smaller pressure gradient
num, due to the two-dimensional rarefactions across the fixed dimension plate for the profile
present. The rapid drop in pressure will cause t •. Therefore, for the same base time meas-
a tension wave to develop when the pressure urement the effect of tensions will be less for
wave reaches the free surface. The tension profile t I than for profile t 3"
wave will greatly complicate the measurement
of a front surface velocity by a distance-time If the detonation pressure is to be meas-
technique since the material will decelerate ured in this particular geometry, all the dimen-
during the measurement and, no doubt, will sions should be scaled by a factor that will
spall. Erroneous detonation pressures can be allow sufficient time for the front surface ve-
inferred from measurements if the experi- locity measurement to be made for a metal
menter is not fully aware of the severe effects witness plate whose thickness is a small frac-
of rarefactions. tion of the high explosive diameter. However,
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(0) CALCULATED PRESSURE PROFILES aluminum. It can be seen that the peak trans-aE.IND A STEADY STATE DETONATION / mitted pressure in the aluminum decays rap-
OF A CYLINDRICAL HIGH EXPLOSIVE d ue
CIARGE idly. This decay is due solely to the one-

3001 0 - dimensional rarefaction behind the original
-4 , 0detonation front. The physics model used here

EXPLOSI ' does not include a reaction zone in the explo-
20 INITIAL GEOMETRY / sive. The pressure wave in the aluminum would

/• .. have additional structure if the reaction zone
were included.

A.I00/

.. POSITION OF In Fig. 6 the pressure at the shock front is
FRONTDETONATION plotted as a function of the shock distance in the

07 0.6 FR 0o4 I aluminum plate. A similar plot of the particle
DISTANCE IN UNITS OF THE CHARGE DIAMETER velocities would show the same shape. It is the

50 particle velocity at essentially zero thickness
Ib)IEc) that is required to determine a detonation pres-

', .PROF sure by the acoustic approximation [7]. This
4i0 velocity can be determined experimentally by

/1• '2 measuring the front surface velocity for two
I • /13 .thicknesses of metal and then extrapolating to

X: 700, find the material velocity at the high explosive
/ // / metal interface. The usual assumption is that
/ / I the particle velocity is one-half the free surface

o. EXPLOSIVE-ALUMINUM velocity where the free surface velocity is ob-
209 INTERFACE ""tained by a distance time experiment. With

reference again to Fig. 6 it is seen that a linear

"00 extrapolation should not be attempted unless
0, IN . ALUMId2 M 04 the experiment has been performed with the

POSITION IN ALUMINUM

ratio of plate thickness to charge length less
Fig. 4. Top: steady state detonation than about 0.1. If the two velocity measure-
calculated with a time dependent hy- ments are made with ratios greater than this,
drodynamic code. Bottom: pressure the inferred detonation pressure will be too low
profiles along the axis, r = 0, and off since this curve is really not linear.
the axis, r = 0.Z, in an aluminum
disc placed on the end of the charge
above. See Fig. 3.

ACOUSTIC APPROXIMATION

As is well known, the acoustic approxima-
the plate thickness must not be chosen so small tion assumption. is that the detonation products
that the effects of the reaction zone are still Hugoniot has a slope equal to -p°D at the metal
present. Hugoniot point in the P-U plane. Chapman-

Jouguet theory states that the slope of the
Code calculations allow the experimenter Hugoniot is also equal to - p°D in the P-U plane

to obtain "behind the scene" information and to at the detonation front. Therefore, for meas-
better choose the parameters used for a specific urements made near the detonation pressure,
experiment. A more suitable geometry for where the effect of any curvature in the detona-
making detonation pressure measurements is to tion products Hugoniot is small, the acoustic
design a one-dimensional experiment, but even approximation is very nearly exact for a
here the effects of rarefactions are very pro- Chapman-Jouguet detonation.
nounced.

At this point it is interesting to try out the
acoustic approximation. For the problem shown

Figure 5 shows the results of a plane one- in Fig. 5 the code calculation gives, P = 0.450
dimensional calculation for a geometry that mb and U = 0.204 cm/4sec for the values of
could be used to determine a detonation pres- the pressure and the particle velocity in the
sure experimentally. An aluminum witness metal at the explosive interface. The detona-

plate has been placed on one end of a unit length tion velocity and the initial density of the ex-

of high explosive. A gamma law equation of plosive are, respectively, D = 0.88 cm/ts and

state was used for the detonation product gases plo = 1.84 gm/cc.

(-/ = 2.6536, Pcj = 0.39 mb). The figures show

the progress of the pressure wave and the ma- Substitution into the acoustic approxima-
terial velocity as the shock traverses the tion, Pd = 1/2 [P +p°DUJ, will give the detonation
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pressure Pd " The result of the substitution is: traverse a given distance. The code calcula-
Pd = 0.390 mb, which is, in fact, the Chapman- tions show that the front surface velocity is
Jouguet detonation pressure that was used in decelerated by a tension wave that originates
the calculation. This calculation provides a when the shock wave reaches the front surface.
further check on the codes. A different average velocity will be recorded

if the base distance of the measurement is
changed [9]. The hydrodynamic codes can be

THE EFFECT OF TENSIONS used to monitor the magnitude of the tension
and the extent of its effect on the front surface
velocity as a guide to the experimentalist.

Usually the particle velocity in the metal
witness plate is obtained by a measurement of When the calculation just described is
the time required for the metal front surface to repeated with magnesium as a witness plate
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surface measurements on plates of varying

thicknesses without the aid of a hydrodynamic
EXLSVE A code is discussed in the following paragraphs.

450 F-P--- Figure 7 shows the calculated attenuation
of the pressure in an aluminum plate in contact

440- with a plausible reaction zone pressure profile.
The other hydrodynamic parameters of the pro-
file were chosen consistent with the Von Neumann

430- detonation model. It is seen that the peak pres-
sure decays at a decreasing rate as the pulse
traverses the plate. Front surface velocity

a 420 - measurements for plates a few reaction zones
in thickness will show a sharp drop in velocity
due to the early rapid pressure decay. For

410- measurements made on plates of increasing
thicknesses the velocities will fall off slower
because the rate of pressure decay is less. It

400 is apparent from Fig. 7 that measurements
made on a discrete number of plate thicknesses

390 would show a break in velocity-versus-thickness
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 curve. This break in the curve might errone-

ously be interpreted as the end of the reaction
zone. There will be another break in the veloc-Fig. 6. Peak pressure, P, vs ity curve that corresponds to the Chapman-position, Ž;, (units of explosive

length) for the shock wave Jouguet state. However, the slow fade out of
traversing the aluminum plate the pulse will make this state difficult to deter-
of Fig. 5 mine and could very well lead to an assumed

Chapman-Jouguet pressure that is too high.

instead of aluminum, the rate of decay for the 800o P600 Mars
pressure pulse is less. Consequently, the ten- P
sion at the front surface is less for any given 7oo P=30Okbors RZ
ratio of plate thickness to charge length. The H.E.• Al
use of magnesium as a witness plate allows a (a) 0
ratio of plate thickness to charge length a little 600
greater than the 0.1 for aluminum since the/
decay curve corresponding to Fig. 6 is not as 500o
rapid. Also, for measurements made in this
ratio, there are no tension waves present for a 400
reasonable time. The hydrodynamic reason for • /
these effects is that the magnesium has a lower !
shock impedance than has this particular explo- 3
sive, and a more flat-top wave is transmitted
into the magnesium than is transmitted into the 200 (b)
higher -impedance material, aluminum.

loo

APPLICATION TO REACTION ZONE
THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

DISTANCE IN ALUMINUM IN UNITS OF THE INITIAL

The reaction zone pressure and velocity RZ THICKNESS
distribution span a fixed distance in space. Fig. 7. Calculated pressure profiles in an
Therefore, scaling the explosive dimensions aluminum plate induced by the reaction zone
will have no effect on the reaction zone pres- of an explosive. (a) Initial profile of the re-
sure profile, but will, of course, change the action zone, RZ, corresponding to a detona-
pressure profiles over fixed distances for the tion pressure of 300 kb and a spike twice this

flow behind the detonation pressure. The very value. (b) Pressure profiles in the aluminum
at successive times. The peak pressure de-

difficult problem of obtaining the correct reac- cays rapidly at first and then at a slower rate
tion zone thickness by experimental front as the profiles tend to flatten.
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ABSTRACT

Four numerical methods are studied and developed for the treat-
ment of unsteady one or two dimensional flows. The state which is
studied is the solid state in the range of pressures obtained by shock
waves.

In a first part, the principle of the methods and the equations used
are exposed in the following cases:

1. Use of finite differences schemes with pseudo-viscosity in
Lagrangian coordinates.

2. Use of "Particle In Cell" method modified in the way of evalu-
ating the accelerations.

3. Use of "Particle and Gradient" method with a moving grid.

4. Use of the Generalized Integral method (Eulerian coordinates).

In a second part two applications are developed:

1. A sphere in copper, stricken by a converging shock wave (one
dimension in space) treated with the first and the last of the
four methods exposed.

2. The evolution of a metallic projectile looking like a plate-charge,
thrown according to a law of velocity in terms of the inverse of
the radius of the charge (two dimensions in space), and computed
with the three first methods exposed.

The analysis of the results shows that many difficulties are still
present in the use of the methods.

INTRODUCTION named the method of the generalized integral
which has been developed by the Professors

The treatment of the propagation of shocks Lattes and Lions. We have also used the two
and of unsteady flows, in two dimensions of classical methods signaled above, trying to
space, has been generally approached for many improve "the Particle In Cell" method in the
years, by the way of finite differences schemes case of solids.
in Lagrangian coordinates with pseudo-viscosity.

We shall precise, at first, the principles
One may have seen, later on, appear the of the four numerical methods and present,

methods based on particles with a fixed grid, as after that, some applications allowing a com-
the "Particle In Cell" method proposed by the parison between these treatments.
mathematicians of Los Alamos. We have tried
here two other methods, one with particles and STUDIES OF THE NUMERICAL METHODS
"cells of gradient" where the grid may be moved
with a uniform velocity and the other, in a mixed All these methods introduce finite-differ-
Eulerian-Lagrangian system of coordinates, ences schemes or integral forms on an interval

527
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of time At. We shall not be concerned with the A -B

mathematical foundation of these different solu-
tions but just expose some of the basic princi-
pies of each. CD (-)(+-.

Finite Differences Scheme in The acceleration of the center of the cell
Lagrangian Coordinates becomes then:

This scheme is directly issued from the K -.
finite difference scheme proposed by Richtmyer 1(i)( - 4 (A + + XC + XD)

in one dimension of space and has been exposed
in two papers from W. B. Goad and M. L. Wilkins and the same for Y(0)0J)"
[1,2]. The shocks are treated with a pseudo-
viscosity proportional to the square of the varia- For example, the explicit equation for
tion of the volume of the cell with respect to X 0)(i) is:
the time.

""1
(im) - 2Ax

"Particle In Cell" Method

This method has been described by M. Evans ×P(jl)3 + [P(i...j) -.(i. )

and F. H. Harlow in papers published in 1957 PP-. + -(i)(l) ()( fm+P (i)(j)
and 1959 [3,4]. We used it in the case of flows
in solid state. A pseudoviscosity proportional ÷(i)(j.1) - (i(j (i+1)(
to the divergence of the velocity vector in the ±(i)(j-) P(i~i-1) + P(i)(j) "Pi+l)j)

cell, has been added for the treatment of shocks.
To try to improve the repartition of the parti- [p(i) - p(i l)( +p(i)jl) - P(i+1)(j+1)]
cles in the cells when you have large distor- +

tions in the flow, we modified the formulas giv- +(i + P(i)(j+-) + P(i+1)(j+1)
ing the acceleration in phase I: the equations
of the equilibrium, applied to the center of a EP(i-1)(j) P(i)() +P(i-1)(j+1) - P( )J
cell, conduct to the following expressions in P(i- 1 )() ý P(i)(j) + '- - )(j-i)-+-P(i)--- ) J '
two dimensional plane geometry:

The equation of state for the solid was of

1 P(i.1)(j) - P1j(lj) the Mie Gruneisen form with a development in

(i)(j) T )(- Ax

1 P(i)(j)-P(i)(j+l)

(Ay until the term of second order to compute the
isentropic part.

These accelerations for the center of the
cell (i)( .j) depend only on the values of the
pressure in the cells (i - 1)(i) and (i + 1)( ) "Particle and Gradient" Method
or (i)(j - 1) and (i)(j + 1). (Pique-Peg)

To obtain a more general contribution of This method has been developed in our
all the cells surrounding the cell (i)( j) we laboratory in order to obtain a tool well adapted
used the integral definition of the gradient: to large distorsions for which the Lagrangian

techniques appear to be inconvenient.

grad f(M) urn -r f f(P) nds
CA-o J The mechanical equations for a perfect

fluid are easily handled when written as fol-
and we applied also lows:

dVdu 1 •p dv 1 •p

-= - grad p 4- + - = 0 - + 1 0
dt +t aO dt P_ y

at each of the four vertexes of the cell that is to dp dp d,,
say, at the points: d't A p div V = 0 d- adt
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dx dy 0 with respect to the molecules and consequently
Ut dt adjust the inherent pseudoviscosity.

(a = a local sound velocity.) Various modifications or tentatives im-
provements to this method have been tested:

The method consists in following the mo-
tion of a number of material "particles" (or (a) We tried to treat differently the parti-
"molecules") which are supposed to represent cles belonging to a particular cell according to
the actual continuous flow. A pressure, a den- their position inside the square. In particular
sity and a velocity (two components) are at- we used two circuits instead of a single one for
tached to each one. The grid devised for the the gradient computation and averaged the re-
PIC method is employed in order to locate the sults. (First modified version.)
different particles and in the search of neigh-
bours. Moreover, at each time the grid cells (b) We endeavoured to smooth slightly and
are given values of the four mechanical varia- at each time step, the field of the mechanical
bles (p,p,u,v) by simply averaging over the variables. This is equivalent to the addition of
inner molecules. pseudo-viscosity and seems to be extremely

efficient. (Second modified version.)
The particles are moved independently with

the help of finite difference equations: Shocks may be dealt with the addition of
pseudoviscosity; as regards free surfaces and

[A.] ( J =nt, etc. interfaces it is convenient to use bicharacter-
[Ax] n Unlt [ \ n Bx , istics for the grid of the PIC method permits

one to interpolate the mechanical variables in
The gradients are computed by the general any point with respect to the neighbouring

and useful method proposed by Kolsky. Let us particles.
suppose a convex polygonal contour (C) surround-
ing an area (S) and approximately centered in
A.; we may write for an arbitrary function Q: Method of the Generalized Integral

B3 -a _Q] ! d Such a name is given to an implicit and
B dy probably new method to integrate the hydro-

B2  A dynamic equations.

BE -aQ q dx This method is based on the coupled use
J 1 Ly Ao of Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates and on

B" (o the transformation from one system into the

or using the known values of Q at the vertexes other.
of the polygonal line B 1, B2 .... Be: Equations of the Problem - In Eulerian

€ coordinates, it is the classical system of
Z (Qi Yi+I - Qi+IYd equations in a geometry with cylindrical sym-

BQ i=1 metry; that is to say (coordinates r, z).

o Y(xi+Y1 - Xi+Iyd) au Bau B 1 p &
- + u- +V - + -- 0i~l Bt 

3
r Bz p •r

BQ~ (Qi xi 1 - Qi+ IXi) Bt Br Bz 0 Z

[] i=1 A 
(1)

o L(xi Yi+ I - Xi I Y0)Bt B + V BL P ~+ -+ 0

The contour is drawn through the grid cells BE BE BE p (Bt v Bvy

surrounding the one in which A. happens to be -• + u +v-+ 7 P • - -0.
and it links fictitious particles (to which the
cell values of the mechanical variables are as- In Lagrangian coordinates, you obtain:
signed) located at the barycenter of the inner du 1 Bp
molecules of each square. d-t- + Tr 0  (2)

The grid is allowed to move by uniform dv 1 p 0(Cont.)
translation so that we may control its velocity dt + Bz
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di t=00  pAt 1,

dt E(M, to+,!At) = E(M*,to)- div d.( 3 )(2) ito+t

dE p div V = 0
dt P It is therefore necessary to make a con-

nection between any point M at the time to + At,
V is the velocity vector and and the corresponding point M* at the time to.

For that, starting from the equation
'au u '3vdiv V = -":
ar r 3z dm(t) = V(M(t),1

dt
the pseudoviscosity is given by

we obtain by integration by parts between to
q = G(p, div V) and to,+At:

These last equations are used for'the nu- M(to + At) - M*(t) At V (M(to + At), to +At)

merical integration of the system.

Integration of the System - Exact integral f m

relations. - to -r dT. (4)
to

The equations have the following shape: This equation, as the other ones, is ima-

df plicit. To integrate numerically the system, it
d-t- -g(M, t) is now necessary to estimate the integrals

which appear in the second members of the

They are expressed for the point M at the Eqs. (3) and (4).
time t. By an explicit calculus* using espe-
cially the transformation between Eulerian and Discrete Formulas and Principle of the
Lagrangian coordinates, it is possible to write, Iterative Algorithm - Some points are given
supposing that g is continuous, what is precisely along the frontier at the instant to. The motion
the reason for the introduction of the pseudo-
viscosity q, needed to obtain the uniqueness of
the solution:

t

f(M. to-i-t) =f(M*,t 0 ) + g(m(-r),-r) dr

where m(-,) represents the intermediate posi- - /
tion occupied at the instant -r by the particle
which occupied the positions M* and M, re-
spectively, at to and to + At . of these points between to and to + At is first

Applying this result to the Eqs. (2), we computed, and this gives the frontier at the in-

obtain: stant to + At and the area f at the same time.
In Q we choose points placed at the nodes of a
mesh, where we want to compute the hydrody-

U(M, to + At) = u(%I0,.t+) I a(p+ q) dT namics variables.

to At each of these points M, a position M* is
connected. In M*, an evaluation by interpola-

tAt tion of the quantities f(M*, to) is made. For a
"v(M' to + t) V(mt) p Iq dTO first iteration, one can be satisfied with the

• 10 evaluation Atg(M*, t.) of the integral in the
first part of the equations. Like that a first

t+tf p V ( approximation of the quantities such as f(M,
(M. to+ At) :(M* t 0 ) - j pdiv Vd-r (3) to + At) is easy to get. Later on, in the itera-

o (Cont.) tions, one can estimate the integrals such as:

',Paper to be published by Pr Lattes and Pr J [m(r),r, dr
Lions. ,
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by mean of with

2t [g(M, t,+8t) + g(M*,to)] Pmax = 400 Kbar
2

tmax = 50X 10
8 s

The procedure is repeated up to the con-
vergence. = 500.

Characteristics Points of this Method - The steps of space and of time were of 1
The method, which has been described briefly, mm and 2 x 10 -8 s for the Lagrangian method
presents the following advantages: and 2 mm and 1 X10- s for the generalized in-

tegral method.
" It is very general; it may be applied to

any geometry, plane, cylindrical or The graphs 1, 2 and 3 show us the results
spherical with one, two or three dimen- obtained respectively for:
sions in space.

e the position of the maximum of density
"* It can work with a variable step in time. versus time (graph 1),

" The problem of doing a new mesh does e the position of the free surface versus
not exist, for this operation is done im- time (graph 2),
plicitly by the choice of the points where
you want to execute the computing part. * the curves of density versus the radius

at two different times (graph 3).
"* The mesh, defined at the time t, can be

absolutely the one you want and be inde- The generalized integral method give us
pendent of the initial mesh at t.. results whose general aspect is correct but the

velocity of propagation of the shock is lower
"* The boundary conditions can be very than the one in the Lagrangian method.

diversified.
This difference is probably due to the way

of taking in account the boundary conditions and
NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS in fact this point is very sensitive in this method.

Two applications have been chosen: A systematic study is on hand at the present

time. Some bidimensional results in a spheri-

Comparison between the generalized integral cal geometry are also expected and will be pub-
method and the method with Lagrangian coor- lished later on.
dinates (one dimension of space).

This example deals with a metallic sphere Evolution of a Projectile Looking
of copper with an outside radius of one hundred Like a Plate Charge
millimeters. The equation of state of the cop-
per was taken in a PACK EVANS and JAMES This example allows the comparison be-
form, the initial density was 8.92 T/m 3 .* The tween the method in Lagrangian coordinates
outside surface of the sphere was submitted to (method 1), the modified "particles in cell"
a law of pressure having the following charac- (method 2) and the "particles and gradient"
teristics: (method 3). The geometry is cylindrical with

two dimensions of space.
"1 Pmax for 0<t<t
2 1 - cos 7(t/tmax) f - max The characteristics of the pellet are:

Pmax 1- Pmax (t- t..l for tma <t geometrical shape: portion of sphere
SJobtained by the rotation along the axis

a T of the area limited by two concentric
+Pmax circles, a radius and the axis, the angle

between the axis and the radius being

0 for t > ttax + 40';

9 dimensions: the radius of the two cir-
cles are R. = 143 mm, and R =126.14

*One ton = 1000 kilograms. mm;
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55

0 5 10 R(Cm)

Graph 3

* the weight of the projectile is four kilo- Graph 5 is a comparison between the PIC
grams; method and the Lagrangian method.

9 the modula of the initial velocities of the The graphs 6 through 10 give a comparison
different points of the projectile are between Lagrangian method and the different
given by a law in terms of the inverse of versions of Pique-Peg method, that we have
the radius; the initial angle between the described before.
velocity vector and the axis is given in
each point by another relation in terms Although the PIC method results are not
of the distance from the point to the axis. good fits to the Lagrangian results, we can say

that the second modified version of Pique-Peg
Graph 4 is a picture of the projectile at time method, with a velocity of the grid of 1600 m/s,
zero. The velocity of the center of gravity is gives a pretty good agreement.
about 1700 m/s.

In Lagrangian method, we have made a
The shapes of the projectile given by the complete calculation with the explosive behind

different methods are represented on the 5 the pellet. Therefore, a law of velocity is not
through 10 at the time T = 70X 10 6 s. necessary.
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Y, CM . The explosive was initiated spherically on
all its outside surface. It was possible then to

* . .*." ""compare the shape of the actual projectile, ob-
""-tained by flash X rays, radiographs and the

. -. shape given by the computer.

"Graphs 11 and 12 show this comparison.
6 • ... The agreement is quite good, especially for the

front part of the projectile. On graph 12, the
rear of the pellet in the computed version is
late; we suppose it is due to the fact that after

4 40x 10- 6 s, we stopped to compute the explosive
and the effect of the burned gas was not com-
pletely achieved.

- .In conclusion, this study confirms that it is
possible to get very good quantitative results
with Lagrangian methods when the distortion
allows you to use it.

x 2,4 The methods with particles are always
0 2 4

quite good in qualitative results and we are try-
ing to get good quantitative results with the

Graph 4 Pique-Peg method.

PIC METHOD
yWITH A F)r)FF) v i-,r-nsny) -7 -7

A Y cm [II 'iii L IT 70 ' i
__Y__m - I ITI 7,v01pL I

2_1 7J i LogroH 0 1QLJ, ,... .~I li !I ,!

4 12 16 20 X(Cm)

Graph 5

PIQUE - PEG ORIGINAL VERSION

(WITH ADDED VISCOSITY)
CompuLoLion Lime 2 hours

T = 70jps

Y, (m) Vg= 0
4 .) =50

..- • ,.,\ '.

4 8 12 16 20 X(cm)

Graph 6
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PIQUE- PEG: FIRST MODIFIED VERSION

(WITH ADDED VISCOSITY)

Computation Lime 2 hours 30 minutes

T = 70PS

4~~ y c )50

Lag range
2

4 812 16 20 X (crrl

Graph 7

PIQUE-PEG'FIRST MODIFIED VERSION

(WITH ADDED VISCOSITY)

Computation Lime:2 hours 30 minuLes

T = 70}js
JY (cm) Vg =1000 rn/s

4 . = 50

2 Lagrange

4 8 12 16 2OX (cm)

Graph 8

PIQUE -PEG: SECOND MODIFIED VERSION

(NO ADDED VISCOSITY).

CompuLaLian Lime 2 hours 30Ominutes

y~c~m) Vg =0
90

...... Lagrange

4 8 12 16 20 X~cmI

Graph 9
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PIQUE -PEG:. SECOND MODIFIED VERSION

(NO.ADDED VISCOSITY)

Computl~Lion Lime :2 hours 30 minu'Les

T =7Ops
Vg 1600 rn/5

Graph 10

METHODE1

T 74167 p

Graph 11
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IMETHODE 1• •, F--T = 9 S,6 0ps

r T

Graph 12
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THE CALCULATION OF THE HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR

OF PLANE ONE DIMENSIONAL EXPLOSIVE/METAL SYSTEMS

B. D. Lambourn and J. E. Hartley
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

An outline is given of the code NIP which uses the method of char-
acteristics to compute the motion of a plane compressible plate driven
by a plane detonation wave at normal incidence. The virtue of the
method is that it computes the fine structure of the motion unaffected
by the computational "smears" and oscillations inherent in mesh meth-
ods. It is demonstrated how such calculations can provide guidance in
the accurate determination of Chapman-Jouguet states. In addition NIP
has been used in conjunction with precise free surface motion experi-
ments to investigate spall phenomena in stainless steel plates.

1. INTRODUCTION characteristics, discontinuities across shocks
are preserved, and so are discontinuities in

At the 3rd O.N.R. Symposium on Detonation, derivatives at the boundaries of rarefactions
Aziz, Hurwitz and Sternberg [1] presented re- and compressions. Mesh methods smear out
sults of calculations on the motion of a rigid pis- all these discontinuities. Interactions of waves
ton driven by a detonation wave at normal inci- with interfaces are treated correctly by char-
dence. The charge and piston are considered acteristics and poorly by mesh methods. For
to be semi-infinite so that the problem is one- example, after a smeared out shock traverses
dimensional (Fig. 1). In this paper the calcula- an interface, spurious oscillations appear in
tions are extended to the case where the piston profiles behind reflected and transmitted waves,
is compressible, the emphasis now being on its the entropies in the meshes adjacent to the
early motion rather than the ultimate energy interface are left incorrect [7], and rarefactions
extracted from the explosive. The compressi- reflected from the interface are centred incor-
ble material may be gas, liquid or solid, but rectly [8]. On the other hand the methods of
after being traversed by the initial shock it is characteristics are much less flexible than
assumed to behave like a perfect fluid. For mesh methods. The introduction of gas ahead
simplicity it will be referred to as a plate. of a plate or the steepening of a compression

into a shock may require major changes to a
There are two principal ways of calculating characteristic program and only relatively

one dimensional unsteady flows; these are the minor changes to a mesh program. In general
method of characteristics and mesh methods. it may be said that mesh methods are used
In the method of characteristics, e.g., Refs. 2-5, where greater flexibility is required and char-
the partial differential equations of motion are acteristics are used to give greater accuracy
transformed to the total differential sound wave in particular situations.
relations for compressible flow, which in turn
are put into difference form for the purpose of Apart from blast wave calculations in which
the integration. In mesh methods, e.g., Refs. both characteristics and mesh methods have
6 and 7, the partial differential equations are been used, little has been reported on the mo-
themselves put into difference form and a vis- tion of plane compressible materials driven by
cous term is either directly or implicitly added normally incident detonation waves. Drummond
to the pressure to smear out shocks. [9] calculated the decay of initial shock strength

by characteristics but did not take the calcula-
Each method has its advantages and disad- tion as far as the interaction with a free sur-

vantages. Characteristics are generally more face. Wilkins [10] has used mesh methods to
accurate than mesh methods. For example, in calculate the spalling of uranium plates.

538
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In this paper we briefly outline a charac- grounds that entropy change is of third order in
teristic program called NIP and compare its shock strength and that shock strength is small
results firstly with a mesh program written by in a metal. NIP does not make this approxima-
Pearson of A.W.R.E., and secondly with experi- tion, and so it can also calculate the motion of
mental determinations of free surface motion, very compressible materials in which entropy
NIP was first written about seven years ago. variations are not negligible.
At that time experimental methods could barely
resolve the arrival of the plate reverberations
at the free surface. More recently accurate
optical techniques such as the method developed
by Eden and Wright [11] have not only clearly
shown the plate reverberations, but have also
demonstrated experimentally the decay of in- tL PLATE
stantaneous free surface velocity between the • _ EXPLOSIVE
arrival of the shock and the first plate rever- -
beration. Although mesh methods show these 0
phenomena, the smearing of waves and the Z
spurious oscillations already referred to, often

make it difficult to follow waves and to predict Fig. 1 - The ID geometry
phenomena associated with specific waves, calculated by NIP
These difficulties are not present in a charac-
teristic program, so NIP has been revived to
aid the interpretation of experiments. In summarising NIP it is convenient to give

a description of the physical behaviour of the
Section 2 of this paper briefly outlines NIP; plate before outlining the method of calculation

Section 3 compares its results with the rigid used. These methods are similar to those de-
piston theory and with a mesh method code; scribed by Glennie [4] and Hoskin [5]. A more
Section 4 compares NIP with experimental free detailed account of the calculational features
surface trajectories. Finally, Section 5 shows of NIP is being prepared [12].
how NIP can provide guidance in the analysis of
experiments to determine Chapman-Jouguet
states of explosives and conditions for spall in The Physical Behaviour of the Plate
plates.

When the detonation wave meets the
explosive-plate interface, a shock is trans-

2. THE CHARACTERISTIC PROGRAM mitted into the plate and a shock or rarefaction
is reflected into the detonation products (Fig. 2).

The "Normal Initiation Program" (NIP) Following the detonation wave is the Taylor
calculates by the method of characteristics, the wave, a rarefaction centred on the back surface
one dimensional motion of a plane compressi- of the explosive. This is transmitted into the
ble plate driven by a normally incident detona- plate as a rarefaction following the shock. When
tion wave from an explosive charge of finite the shock reaches the free surface of the plate,
length. The plane of initiation of the explosive the free surface starts moving and a rarefaction
is taken to be unconstrained (Fig. 1) and deto- is reflected and propagates back through the
nation is assumed to take up immediately at the plate to the interface. As the rarefaction is dis-
Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) state. The detonation persive, its width increases. It is reflected off
wave in the charge is therefore followed by a the interface as a compression, and the inter-
rarefaction, the Taylor wave. When the detona- face is accelerated to approximately the same
tion wave reaches the plate a shock is trans- velocity as the free surface. When the com-
mitted and is followed immediately by a rare- pression reaches the free surface a second
faction which progressively reduces the strength rarefaction wave is generated and this process
of the shock. Each particle of the plate is there- of compression and rarefaction continues
fore shocked to a different entropy. Since heat throughout the flight of the plate.
conduction and viscous effects are neglected,
and since in most cases there are no further
shocks transmitted into the plate, each particle Equations of State
retains the entropy it is given initially by the
shock. Drummond [9] has simplified his calcu- The equation of state used for the detona-
lations on the transmission of a shock into a tion products is of perfect gas form, with
metal by assuming that the whole plate is at specific internal energy e given as a function
constant entropy. He justifies this on the of pressure p and specific volume v by
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NTERFACE

/ ~COM PRESSION

/REFLECTED R'R, ACT\
SHOCK RRFCI

TAYLOR WAVE
RAREFACTION .,TRANSMITTED

E TNATION UNSHOCKED
W E PLATE

x (CMS)

Fig. Z - Network of characteristics (reflected shock)

e z pv approximation to adiabats for metals calculated
- from more complicated equations of state over

a wide range of pressures. These constants
where y is the adiabatic exponent. For the also give a good fit to the Hugoniot curve over
compressible plate material, a modified Tait the limited range of pressures that are likely
equation of state [13] is used to be encountered in NIP calculations.

(p + na) v - nayo The Hugoniot relation for a Tait like equa-e = (2)
n tion is

when n and a are constants. This is very con- v (n- l)(p+ a) + (n+ l)(po+ a)
venient since Eq. (1) is a special case of (2) Vo (n + 1)(p + a) + (n - 1)(p 0 + a) (5)

with n , a = 0.

where p., v. are pressure and specific volume
The adiabatic relation for the Tait equation ahead of the shock. Particle velocity u and

of state can, for later application, be written shock velocity w can then be determined from
the mechanical shock wave relations and are(P+ a) v0 

= Aen(n01)z (3)

where z is some function of entropy and A is a +/ 2 (p- p.) 2 V. (6)
constant. The velocity of sound c is then given U= Uo T (n+ 1)(p+a) + (n- 1)(po+ a)
by

c2= n (p+ a) v (4)

It can be shown that with suitable choice of /u° + [(n 1)(p+a)+(n-1)(P.a+)]
constants n and a, Eq. (3) can be a very good (7)
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where the + and - signs refer to forward and which are more convenient for calculational
backward facing shocks respectively and u. is purposes than (8), (9) and (10).
the particle velocity ahead of the shock.

For the purposes of the numerical integra-
tion it is necessary to write the differential

Characteristics Eqs. (13) to (15) in finite difference form. To
second order accuracy the trapezium rule is

The characteristics of one dimensional un- used, so that for example (13) becomes for two
steady flow in the Eulerian plane are from adjacent points 1, 2 on a positive characteristic
Courant and Friedrichs [2].

dx u 2 -u 1 + n C 2 - C1  -Z 16
dp+ pc du = 0 on u + c (8)

and the characteristic trajectory is
dx

dp -pc du = 0 on -- u- c (9)dt 2_ 1 I(UI +c I+ u ,+ cI)(t2-t (17)
dx2-x-uinEuera coodinte and c)(2-8 S across shocks ; dx (0

dS = 0 leIon -K = U (0 in Eulerian coordinates and
0 elsewhere J

0V

where p is density, and S is entropy. Equation 2- = - (cI/v 1 + cI/v2)(t 2 - t 1  (18)
(8) represents a differential relation along the

curve in (x, t) space whose trajectory is given in Lagrangian coordinates.
by dx/dt = u + c. This is called a positive 'char-
acteristic. Similarly (9) represents a negative The solution. is built up in the plate by con-
characteristic. Equation (10) states that entro- structing a network of characteristics. In fact
py is conserved on a particle path except across successive negative characteristics are con-
shocks. Equations (8), (9), and (10) represent structed at constant intervals along the shock.
differential relations along three directions The parameters are evaluated at the intersec-
through every point in the x - t plane. Because tion of these negative characteristics with posi-
each particle in the plate has a different entropy, tive characteristics starting from the interface.
it is convenient to consider also the character- The network can be understood by reference to
istics in the Lagrangian plane. Here the differ- Fig. 2 which shows a typical mesh when a shock
ential relations along the characteristics are the is reflected into the detonation products. When
same, but the trajectories of the characteristics the plate shock interacts with the free surface
are given by a rarefaction is reflected, which is represented

by a fan of negative characteristics centred on
d ± Pc (11) the interaction point. After this, new negative
dt Po characteristics are created in the plate every

time a positive characteristic runs into the free
and the particle path by surface.

d= 0 (12) In the explosive the solution is built up
along positive characteristics starting at equally

where - is the initial coordinate of a particle, spaced points along the reflected shock or lead-
and o. 1/v, is the initial density of the plate. ing characteristic of the reflected rarefaction.
For the special case of the Tait and perfect gas Parameters are evaluated at the intersection of
equations of state, Rudinger [3] has shown by these characteristics with negative character-
differentiating (3) and (4), that the differential istics starting at the interface. A new positive
equations along the characteristics can be writ- characteristic is constructed in the explosive
ten in the form only when it is needed to continue the solution

in the plate; i.e., after the previous positive
d dx characteristic has run into the interface. In

*+• 1- this way only the minimum amount of comput-
ing is done in the explosive.

2 dxdu- dc = -cdZ on - = u-c (14) There are two places at which trouble can* I dt arise in the characteristic mesh. Firstly a

compression moving forward in the plate is

dZ =Z across shocks on dl = u (15) represented by a converging set of characteris-
0 elsewhere J dt tics. If the plate isthick enoughthe compression
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can steepen into a shock which is signified by a A, B, D and is required at E. Again iteration
positive characteristic running into its neighbour. is required and this time ZE is guessed where
The solution becomes meaningless if two like z is the function of entropy defined by (3). The
characteristics cross. Hence to avoid the com- characteristic relations along AE and DE writ-
putational difficulty of forming a shock, the ten in difference form as in (16) are now used
slower of the two characteristics is discarded, to find uE and CE, and the characteristic trajec-
since the faster one carries the information of tories written like (17) give xE and tE- The
higher pressures. In a similar way when there two characteristic relations in Lagrangian co-
is a rarefaction reflected into the detonation ordinates (18) now give two estimates* of -F,

products, a shock builds up on the tail of the and their mean is taken as the required value
rarefaction (the second shock of blast calcula- of {]. Each particle of the explosive and plate
tions). Again when this happens in NIP the has an initial coordinate - and is given some
slower of the two crossing characteristics is particular value of entropy Z by the initial re-
thrown away. flected wave and transmitted shock. Hence in

the neighbourhood of the mesh ABDE there is a
unique Z(t) relation, which in NIP is taken to

The Principal Cycles be a quadratic through the known points A, B,
D. Substituting into this quadratic the value t

The NIP program is divided into cycles obtained above, a new estimate of ZE is found.
some of which are repeated many times. Each The iteration is repeated until the value of tE
cycle involves the calculation of the parameters changes by less than some prescribed propor-
at an ordinary point, a shock point, an interface tional error.
point or a free surface point. In outlining these
cycles it is convenient to label the points of the
characteristic mesh by letters A, B, ... , and to The Shock Point
use these letters as subscripts for parameters
at the points. There are always two points at For a shock point in the plate (Fig. 3c), the
the interface and on the reflected shock. solution is known at A and D on a negative char-

acteristic, and is required at B on the shock.
The iteration begins by guessing pressure p1

The Initial Cycle at B. The other conditions at B are then calcu-
lated from the shock wave relations, and tB is

The initial strengths of the transmitted found from
shock and reflected wave are found by solving
the equations across the waves such that pres- tB = tA + 2lxP./(WA+'W')
sure and particle velocity are equated across
the interface. This gives the values of param- A point E is now interpolated on AD such that
eters at points A, B in Fig. 3a. However, as EB is a positive characteristic, and p0 is ad-
conditions do not remain constant along any of justed until the characteristic relation along
the unknown boundaries in the problem, some EB is satisfied. For a reflected shock point a
special method is needed for starting the solu- slightly different procedure is needed because
tion away from the interaction point. This is conditions ahead of the shock are varying, for-
accomplished by solving the characteristic rela- tunately according to the known Taylor Wave
tions between the four points D, E, F and G; solution.
where D is on the transmitted shock, E and F
are at the interface such that DE is a negative
characteristic, and G on the head of the reflected The Interface Point
wave (taken to be a shock in Fig. 3a) such that
GF is a positive characteristic. To completely In this case (Fig. 3d) the solution is known
define D and G it is necessary to interpolate at A, B and F in the plate and at G, J and K in
points R and S on the interface such that RD and the explosive. The iteration begins by guessing
SG are characteristics. An iterative process
is used to solve the equations, involving the
guessing of four parameters PD, UE, tG and WG. *Only one of the two differential equations for
For a reflected rarefaction the problem is simi- the characteristic trajectories AE, DE in La-
lar but G is replaced by a set of points across grangian coordinates is independent of the dif-
the fan of negative characteristics. ferential trajectories in Eulerian coordinates.

However, indifference form the two Lagrangian
The Ordinary Point trajectories give different values of -, because

of the finite size of the mesh. The difference
Figure 3b shows the situation for an ordi- betweenthe two estimates is usedas a measure

nary point where the solution is known at points of the accuracy of integration.
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Fig. 3 - NIP cycles

PD, from which velocity of sound c D can be found point D needs no iteration. For then ZD ZA,
since the particles at the interface expand adia- so that the characteristic relation BD immedi-
batically. Then uD is determined from the char- ately gives uD. Then the coordinates of D fol-
acteristic relation along BD and the coordinates low from the intersection of the characteristic
of D are found from the trajectory of BD and the trajectory BD given by (17) and the free surface
interface FD. Finally a point H is interpolated trajectory
on GJ such that HE is a positive characteristic 1
and PD is adjusted until the characteristic rela- xD - XA T "A+ UD)(tD- tA)

tion on HE is satisfied.

3. COMPARISON OF NIP WITH
The Free Surface Point OTHER CALCULATIONS

Since pressure on the free surface AD (Fig. Drummond [9] made the approximation that
3e) is zero the calculation of a new free surface because the shock transmitted into a metal is
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weak, the metal can be taken to be isentropic. is an x - t trajectory of the steel plate showing
As a consequence the rarefaction behind the the various rarefactions and compressions
shock wave is a simple wave, so that condi- reverberating in the plate, and the regions of
tions along a positive characteristic in the negative pressure which always exist in the tri-
plate should be constant until the characteris- angle formed by the free surface, the rarefac-
tic meets the rarefaction reflected from the tion and the compression. The tensions arise
free surface, from the interaction of the initial Taylor wave

transmitted into the plate and every rarefaction
In NIP the approximation of a weak shock reflected from the free surface, and are only

has not been made. From calculations on vari- cancelled by the compression travelling forward
ous metals with quite thick plates it appears in the plate. With no dissipative mechanism in
that pressure and other quantities only change NIP, the amplitude of the reverberations dimin-
by 0.3% or less along positive characteristics, ishes very slowly. For example in the geometry
so that the approximation is reasonably valid, under consideration, the maximum tension in
For a shock into air the particle velocity only the first reverberation is 94 kbars, and the
changes by 0.6% along a positive characteristic pressure difference across the compression is
when the shock has travelled four explosive 183 kbars. After eight reverberations, the peak
thicknesses, but because of the fairly large tension calculated has only dropped to 78 kbars
entropy change, pressure and density change and the pressure difference across the com-
by considerably more than this. pression is 87 kbars.

In the remainder of this section we consider This very slow decay of reverberations is
a typical geometry of a 0.2 in. stainless steel also illustrated by Fig. 5 where the full line is
plate driven by a 2 in. Comp B charge. Figure 4 the calculated velocity of the explosive-metal

Ad5

0 (cMs.) 2

Fig. 4 - Plate trajectory showing regions of negative pressure
(shaded) (2 in. Comp. B, 0.2 in. stainless steel)
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Fig. 5 -Calculated velocity of explosive--plate
interface (2 in. Comp. B, 0.2 in. stainless steel)

interface. It will be seen that the interface This is confirmed by the first acceleration
spends most of its time decelerating, though the period of the interface.
deceleration is smaller than the rapid bursts of
acceleration. Also plotted in Fig. 5 are the ye- 2. The reverberations of velocity decay
locity according to the rigid piston theory and more rapidly in the mesh calculation. Presum-
the velocity calculated by Pearson's mesh ably this is because the viscous dissipative
method code. forces are still acting during the passage for-

ward of every compression wave and are pro-
The rigid piston theory is clearly a very gressively increasing the entropy of the plate.

good estimate of the average motion of the in-
terface. This is confirmed by calculating from
NIP and rigid piston theory the energy delivered 4. COMPARISON OF NIP
to the plate as a function of time. The difference WITH EXPERIMENT
in final energy is very small and arises in the
first few reverberations of the plate. NIP shows In choosing geometries for which experi-
that in the geometry under consideration the mental results can be compared with NIP cal-
plate receives 40% of its final energy in the first culations, it is necessary to consider some of
reverberation and 80% by the end of the third the differences between NIP and experiment.
reverberation. Firstly NIP assumes that the charge-plate sys-

tem is one dimensional whereas all experiments
Returning to Fig. 5 and the comparison of are at least two dimensional. However, the

the u - x curves calculated by characteristics central regions of a cylindrical charge may be
and the mesh method code, two points emerge: regarded as one dimensional until they are pro-

gressively engulfed by side rarefactions. Sec-
1. It was suggested by Fyfe et al. [8] that ondly NIP assumes that the charge is initiated

in a mesh method code the rarefaction reflected uniformly over its free surface, whereas in
from the free surface is too spread out and over- experiments the charge is usually initiated by
shoots compared with characteristic calculations. an explosive lens. This lens has the effect of
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producing an incomplete Taylor wave to follow been given by Deal [14]. For each plate thick-
the detonation wave in the main charge. Thirdly ness, Deal measured the flight time over a
NIP cannot yet calculate the motion of a plate short but unspecified flight distance and hence
which spalls. obtained a mean free surface velocity. Deal's

results for aluminium are plotted in Fig. 7 to-
It follows that the comparisons that can gether with the calculations by NIP of the varia-

validly be made between NIP (or any other one tion of initial instantaneous velocity and mean
dimensional non-spalling code) and experiment velocity over the first decay period. It is seen
are restricted to the early motion of the central that these two NIP curves straddle all but the
region of a plate which is thin enough not to results for very thin plates. A more detailed
spall. comparison between NIP calculations and Deal's

results could be carried out if the precise val-
ues of flight distances were known.

Variation of Free Surface Velocity
in a Single Experiment

5. APPLICATIONS OF NIP TO ANALYSIS
NIP predicts that for a plate that does not OF EXPERIMENTS

spall, the instantaneous free surface velocity
will first decay and then be rapidly accelerated Determination of Chapman-Jouguet
by the arrival of the first compression wave. Pressure
This is confirmed by Fig. 6 which compares the
results of an experiment carried out on stain- Chapman-Jouguet conditions are often de-
less steel by the accurate optical method de- termined by measuring free surface velocity
scribed by Eden and Wright [11], with a NIP for several different plate thickness and extrap-
calculation. Similar agreement in behaviour olating back to zero thickness. This extrap-
between NIP and experiment have been obtained olated free surface velocity can then be related
for thinner steel plates and thin titanium plates. through the known equation of state of the plate

to a p - u point on the reflected shock or adiabat
for the detonation products, from which in turn

Variation of Free Surface Velocity the C-J point is derived [14].
with Plate Thickness

From Fig. 7 it is clear that a wide range
The most extensive set of results relating of mean velocities can be obtained for any plate

free surface velocity with plate thickness has thickness, depending on the flight distance
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Fig. 6 - Comparison of NIP with experimental free surface
velocity (1.9 in. Comp. B, 0.11 in. stainless steel)
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chosen. Clearly if a large number of different plate thickness'can reduce the apparent rate of
thicknesses are used with say flight distance decay. Finally the effect of the finite diameter
proportional to plate thickness, then an extrapo- of the charge and the presence of a plane wave
lation of experimental velocities to zero thick- lens will at some stage alter the rate of decay
nesses should give a valid result. If only a few of free surface velocity with plate thickness.
measurements are made with no particular at-
tention to the choice of flight distance, it is con-
venient to use a code like NIP to extrapolate Analysis of Spalling Phenomena
back to instantaneous initial velocity for zero
plate thickness. The magnitude of the correc- Negative pressures occur in plates due to
tions for different flight distances can be seen the interaction of the rarefaction reflected from
from Fig. 7 in which the dashed curves repre- the free surface and the Taylor wave trans-
sent mean velocity over the constant flight dis- mitted through to the plate. For a given plate
tances specified. the negative pressure builds up in the tail of

the rarefaction until it is released by the com-
Clearly if flight distance is not proportional pression coming forward. As the thickness of

to plate thickness many different shapes can be the plate is increased, more of the Taylor wave
obtained for the decay of velocity. For example, is transmitted into the plate and hence a larger
a steep decay followed by a slower decay is tension is developed. Table 1 gives the peak
given by choosing flight distances equal to re- tensions calculated by NIP for stainless steel
verberation distances for thin plates, and con- plates in contact with Comp B. For any given
stant for thicker plates (curve ABC in Fig. 7). thickness ratio r, the value of peak tension de-
In addition the inception of spalling at some pends on the precise form of equation of state
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TABLE 1 the arrival of the compression wave. The value
Variation of Peak Tension (Tmax) of the initial velocity, the magnitude of the slow
with Ratio (r) of Plate Thickness deceleration, the time of arrival and magnitude
to Charge Thickness of the plate reverberation and the magnitude of

the subsequent deceleration are all in good
r Tm,, (kb) agreement with theory. Figure 8 compares the

experimental free surface velocity with calcu-
0.05 55 lation for a thicker plate which spalls. The ex-
0.10 94 periment shows an initial velocity lower than
0.15 122 that predicted by NIP, a very small deceleration,
0.20 142 and a delayed arrival of the plate reverberation.

As the plate thickness is increased through the
critical thickness for spalling, the apparent ini-

used, but the NIP values are not thought to be tial free surface velocity falls more rapidly
too much in error. For a given plate thickness than predicted by NIP and the deceleration de-
peak tension increases with the impedance of creases. For slightly thicker plates the plate
the plate material. Simple ideas suggest that reverberation begins to be delayed compared
the plate will spall when the tension reaches with NIP. Hence by comparing NIP with ex-
some critical value. Hence there is a critical perimental results for a range of plate thick-
plate thickness such that all thicker plates will nesses, it has been deduced that the critical
spall. tension for spalling of stainless steel is about

65 kb corresponding to a critical ratio of plate
Eden and Wright [11] have used their accu- to explosive thickness of 0.06.

rate optical technique to measure the free sur-
face trajectory for a range of stainless steel At present NIP cannot calculate the motion
plate thicknesses with a flight distance chosen of a plate after spalling. However, because it
to cover about one and a half plate reverbera- gives smooth pressure profiles, it is convenient
tions. For thin plates they obtain a trajectory to first use NIP to determine the thickness of
which has a free surface velocity like Fig. 6, the spall and then to use a mesh method code to
with a decay followed by a rapid acceleration on actually calculate the subsequent motion of the
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S0.150,

TIME OF FLIGHT (.A SECS.)

Fi.- Comparison of experiment with theory in case where
plate spalls (2.0 in. Comp. B, 0.2 in. stainless steel)
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two parts of the plate. If the mesh code is used parent. The resulting free surface velocity
itself to determine the spall thickness it pro- curve is given in Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 in the cor-
duces untrustworthy values because of spurious responding wave diagram showing the various
small oscillations in the pressure profiles cal- spall and parent reverberations. It is seen that
culated by the code. the arrival of the main plate reverberation at

the free surface is delayed because it first has
For the geometry illustrated in Fig. 8 (2 in. to close the gap between parent and spall. The

Comp. B., 0.2 in. stainless steel), a NIP calcu- mesh calculation gives this time in reasonable
lation was used to find the spall thickness cor- agreement with experiment. The approximately
responding to the point which first developed a constant free surface velocity observed in a
tension of 65 kb. The mesh code was then used plate which spalls is clearly the average veloc-
to calculate the motion of the spall and its ity of the spall reverberations.

40-

CLOSING
SHOCK

30 "0 7.

t,•\\ 7

uJ -

I'0 - SHOCK

1.0-

0 0-5 1.0

x (CMS.)

Fig. 9 - Wave diagram for stainless steel
that spalled (2 in. Comp. B, 0.2 in. stain-
less steel)
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The transition from non-spalling to a spall- of these breaking fronts with the velocities of
ing behaviour is not sharply defined by the opti- the fracture shocks. These are generated at
cal experiments so far discussed. Hence the the fracture point to relieve the tension and also
figure of 65 kb for fracture strength of stainless move in both directions in the plate. The initial
steel must be regardea as preliminary. A more velocities of these shocks may easily be deter-
precise value would be obtained if the actual mined from the calculated conditions at the
spall thickness could be determined. This would point that spalls. The forward moving breaking
be available if the optical method could resolve front is not especially interesting since it tray-
the reverberations of the spall. In fact Eden els at roughly particle velocity and therefore
and Wright have now been able to resolve the the peak tension is relieved immediately by the
arrival of the fracture shock at the free surface, forward moving fracture shock. However, the
though the magnitude of the shock is smaller calculations show that the initial velocity of the
than expected. backward moving breaking front is greater than

the initial velocity of the backward moving frac-
Another method of determining spall thick- ture shock. This suggests that until the break-

ness is by radiographing a plate in flight. This ing front is reversed by the main plate rever-
has been done for a 0.5 in. stainless steel plate beration, every particle will experience the
driven by a 3 in. Comp. B charge, and the radio- spalling tension for a small time interval be-
graph is shown in Fig. 10. There appears to be fore it is recompressed by the backward moving
a normal fracture surface at a position corre- fracture shock. If this is so, a section through
sponding to a calculated tension of 53 kb. The a spalled plate in flight from the free surface
difference between the spalling tensions given backwards should show a solid spall, a void, a
by the radiograph and the optical method may region of broken up material and a solid rear
be due to the cumulative uncertainties in both part of the plate. To some extent this is con-
methods or it may be significant. For example, firmed by the radiograph in Fig. 10.
one possible interpretation is that since the op-
tical experiments were done with 2 in. thick These illustrations of calculations by NIP
Comp. B charges, and the radiograph experi- have shown some of the advantages of its greater
ment with a 3 in. charge, the different critical accuracy compared with an equivalent mesh
tensions could imply that fracture strength is code. However, it is somewhat restricted in
time or rate dependent. the range of calculations it can carry out, and

DIRECTION OF
FLIGHT

Fig. 10 - Radiograph for spalled stainless steel plate
in flight (3 in. Comp. B, 0.5 in. stainle'ss steel)

Although NIP has not yet been adapted to also it uses equations of state which are too
calculate the motion of a plate which spalls, it simple. Nevertheless it is proving useful at
does demonstrate one important feature of spall- AWRE in helping to analyse experiments both
ing phenomena: the trajectories of the breaking for determining C-J states and spalling phe-
fronts. These are the boundaries of regions in nomena.
x, t space which experience the fracture crite-
rion. If this criterion is taken to be a critical
tension, then the breaking fronts are the bound- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
aries of the contour of this tension radiating
from the fracture point. NIP calculations show
that this contour commences on the tail of the The authors are indebted to Mr. P. G.
rarefaction reflected from the free surface and Parish who planned much of the first version
propagates in both directions in the plate (Fig. of the NIP program.
11). It is interesting to compare the velocities
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A METHOD FOR THE STUDY OF PROPERTIES OF SOLID

EXPLOSIVES AND OTHER SOLID (INCLUDING POROUS) MATERIALS

WHEN SUBJECTED TO SHOCK WAVES

W. L. Murray and J. Plant
Ministry of Power, Safety in Mines Research Establishment

Buxton, England

SUMMARY

This paper describes a method for determining simultaneously the
pressure and density in shock waves in solid (including porous) mate-
rials. The shock is produced in a cylinder of the material using the
usual solid barrier technique that is used for determining the sensitiv-
ity of explosives to shock initiation. The velocity of the shock is deter-
mined by using schlieren photography to detect its time of arrival at
small holes bored in the material and the particle velocity is found
from the velocity of the shock wave produced in the air at the free end
of the material. Then, applying the equations for conservation of mass
and momentum across a shock, both the pressure and density behind
the shock front in the material at the free end may be calculated. Sub-
sidiary experiments that were carried out to examine the validity of the
assumptions made for the interfaces between the barrier and the mate-
rial and between the material and the air are described and the results
discussed. The method has been used to investigate the critical shock
pressures required to initiate detonation in two coal mining explosives.

1. INTRODUCTION equation of state of the material, PIC
say, is known po, being the density behind the

The arrangement that has been used is a shock front, and po, is known, then by measur-
modification of the "card-gap" method in which ing only one of the two quantities U. or uc and
two explosives are placed coaxially but sepa- using the equation for the conservation of mass:
rated by a solid barrier. In the present work
an attempt has been made to determine the P0 C UC = PI (U - uC) (2)
pressure behind the shock when it enters the
receptor. Since it is not practicable to meas- it is possible to calculate the remaining two
ure the pressure directly it is necessary to variables in Eq. (1). However, if the equation
measure other parameters of shock wave prop- of state is not known then in order to calculate
agation from which the pressure may be calcu- P it is necessary to measure both uc and u, ,
lated. assuming that P0 c and Do, are known.

The relation between the variables in a Cook, Pack and McEwan (1960) have deter-
plane steady shock disturbance travelling into a mined the critical shock pressures for initiation
stationary medium is given by the equation for in certain military explosives. Fauquignon
conservation of momentum: (1960) has made use of the momentum equation

to determine the shock pressure in a receptor
PI - Poc POC UC U (1) cartridge just before the transition to a detona-

tion wave occurs. In both of these methods it
where PIC is the pressure immediately behind was necessary to carry out subsidiary experi-
the shock front, Po , the pressure in the undis- ments to determine certain properties of the
turbed medium in front of the shock (usually at- experimental system. Cook, Pack and McEwan
mospheric), po, the density of the undisturbed used an aquarium method to determine the in-
medium, U, the velocity of the shock front and tensity of the shock wave set up in the barrier
L, the particle velocity behind the front. If the by the donor explosive and Fauquignon used a

555
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predetermined equation of state for the products plotted against its length; and by extrapolating
of detonation of the receptor explosive, to zero length, the pressure behind the shock

front in the receptor at the interface between
In an attempt to evaluate the critical pres- the barrier and receptor can be determined.

sures required to initiate detonation in coal-
mining explosives about which no previous The instantaneous density of the material
knowledge has been gained, a method has been behind a shock front can be calculated from the
used which involves the use of only three as- conservation of mass Eq. (2), so that a graph of
sumptions. They are (1) that the interface be- pressure against density can be obtained and an
tween the explosive and air may be treated as a equation of state formulated.
free surface so far as the explosive is concerned,
(2) that the explosive can be regarded as inert
until detonation takesplace, and (3) that air can 2. RESULTS
be regarded as a perfect gas with y = 1.4; the
last assumption produces less than 1% differ- 2.1 Coal-Mining Explosives
ence from the Hugoniot curve for air for shock
speeds up to Mach 5. Figures 1 and 2 show the results obtained

for two coal-mining explosives (mixtures of
The values of the parameters U, and u, at nitroglycerine, ammonium nitrate, cellulose

the end of the receptor cartridge, immediately and inerts including sodium chloride and barium
before the shock wave was reflected at the re- sulphate) one a powder of loading density 0.80
ceptor air interface, have been measured for gms/cc (N.G. Powder A), the other a gelatine
different lengths of receptor when detonation of density 1.59 gms/cc (N.G. Gelatine C). Mild
did not occur; the barrier was of such a thick- steel was used as the barrier material.
ness as to give a 50% chance of detonation being
reestablished in the receptor. The velocity of The straight lines relating pressure to the
the shock front in the receptor was determined length of the receptor in Fig. 1 have been de-
by using schlieren photography and a streak rived numerically on the bold assumption that
camera of writing speed 0.3 mm/pIsec to detect the pressure attenuates linearly with respect to
its time of arrival at small holes bored through length.
the receptor. The particle velocity was calcu-
lated from the speed of the shock wave trans- The relation between pressure and density
mitted into the air at the end of the receptor. behind the shock fronts in the two explosives is

shown in Fig. 2. Owing to the spread in the re-
The initial particle velocity, ug, of the air sults, again a simple linear relationship be-

behind the transmitted shock is related to the tween these two parameters has been assumed
initial wave velocity, Ug (in the air), by the and equations of the following form have been
well-known equation derived by the method of least squares:

g f 2 [Ug - (3) Plc = 1.3700plc - 1.0633 kbars (5)
Ug 9+ 1 U9 (3

for the powder, with a critical shock pressure
where -g is the ratio of the specific heats for for initiation of 0.47 ± 0.11 kbars and,
air and a. the velocity of sound in still air.

PIC = 1.4821p,, - 2.3203 kbars (6)
If it is assumed that the receptor-air inter-

face is effectively a free surface so far as the for the gelatine, with a critical shock pressure
explosive is concerned, then u. will be twice of 0.79 ± 0.17 kbars. The spread in the results
the particle velocity, uc, at the end of the ex- may be explained by the fact that mining explo-
plosive at the instant the incident shock in the sives are difficult subjects for exact experi-
explosive begins to be reflected as a rarefac- ments because of their heterogeneous composi-
tion wave. By combining Eqs. (1) and (3) the tion and irregular physical texture; this pro-
pressure in the receptor is given by duces an inevitable variation in the results es-

pecially when more than one batch has to be

PIC - 'Oc - oC US [u (4) used. Their properties are also affected by
- (Yg + 1) Ug g aging.

where c denotes the receptor and g denotes the A less obvious cause of probable error lies
air, or gas, at the end of the receptor. By using in the equation relating the pressure to the
receptor cartridges of different lengths, the measurable quantities Uc and U9. Since P1 C is
pressure at the end of the receptor can be a function of U. and U. then
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Fig. 1 - Relationship between the pressure at the free
end of the receptor and the length of the receptor

P ( slc\) (aP IC S) Table 1 shows the results obtained with
1C \7u Uc + U u receptors of a more homogeneous nature; lead,

Cc perspex and wood (pine, along the grain). Much

higher shock velocities may be produced in
which leads to these nonreacting materials together with much

higher shock velocities in the air at the end of
8PIc 8uc sug[Ug, + a0]the receptors. These factors make for greater
13c-1 U ýUc + 1 U3 U a2 2 (7) accuracy, as also does the fact that a better

a 0 junction can be obtained between the barrier

and the receptor. Table 2 shows a result with
where i is the expected error in the quantity a blasting gelignite explosive. This material,
concerned. From this equation it can be seen like the materials shown in Table 1, is more
that when U9 is only slightly greater than the homogeneous than normal mining explosives
speed of sound in the gas at the end of the re- and will therefore yield more accurate results.
ceptor, as is the case with mining explosives,
the second of these error factors is large.

3. VALIDITY OF THE ASSUMPTIONS

2.2 Solids Other than Mining Explosives 3.1 Validity of the Extrapolation to
Zero Length

The method is useful for the determination
of shock wave parameters for any solid mate- The extrapolation to zero length is only
rial. The free-surface assumption, the validity valid if any sharp pressure gradients, such as
of which will be discussed later, introduces might be present in the detonation reaction zone
more error when an examination is being made of the donor, are completely attenuated in the
of a discontinuous medium, such as a granular metal barrier. The attenuation of the shock as
explosive, than when a homogeneous material it travels down the receptor will be governed
such as a plastic is being studied. by the rate at which the pressure exerted by the
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08 donor on the barrier decreases and, if the deto-

nation reaction zone is thin, this will in turn be
(NG POWDER 'A' controlled in the main by the expansion of the

0 _6 products of detonation behind the Chapman-
0.6 fJouguet plane. This expansion has been dis-

I cussed in a one-dimensional treatment by Tay-
lor (1950) and in a two-dimensional treatment0 o by Hill and Pack (1947).

04

O One method of determining whether there
(L are sharp pressure gradients after the pulse

0 -has passed through the barrier is to measure
02 0 the movement of the free surface of the barrier

o0o in the absence of a receptor material. This can
be done by using a "pin-contact" method in
which two long, fine, brass pins are mounted

0-82 0-94 1-06 1-18 perpendicular to the plate, in such a way that
the tip of one is very close to the plate and the

Density grams/cc other is at a known distance away. The pins
form part of an electric circuit, and contact be-

0.8 tween the tips of the pins and the barrier pro-
duces pulses that can be detected by a micro-
Nsecond counter. Figure 3 shows the results

[ E obtained with the two explosives that were used
0.6 - as donors in obtaining the results shown in

Fig. 1. The relevance of the other results
shown in this figure will be discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2. It must be emphasized that the meas-

. 04 urements of the velocity of the free surface of
o the barrier, shown in Fig. 3, were obtained with

I only two pins and the graph of distance against
Z. time was based on several experiments carried

02 out with the pins at each of several distances
from the boundary. There is no indication from
these results that there are sudden changes in

0 t ~the velocity of the free surface of the barrier.
0 l I I " I

1"55 1"70 1'85 2"00

3.2 Validity of the Free-Surface Assump-
tion at a Receptor-Air Interface

Density grams /cc

Fig. 2 - Dynamic pressure-density curves It has been assumed that because the den-
for the two explosives sity of air is much lower and its compressibility

TABLE 1

Shock Parameters of Various Materials

Donor: Low Density, N.G. Powder A (0.8 gms/cc, 3.65 cm diameter, and 15 cm length)

Barrier: Mild steel
U, U P eInitial Density,

Receptor (m/sec) (m/sec) (kbars) Density, Behind Shock
(gms/cc) (gms/cc)

Lead 1780 370 3.28 11.37 11.47
Perspex 2930 410 1.63 1.20 1.22
Pine 3560 440 1.20 0.50 0.51

The result for lead gives a compressibility factor of 2.70 10-6 atm- 1 compared with 2.077 1 0-6
atm- obtained by Bridgman (1923) for static compression at 11,600 atm pressure and 30°C.
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TABLE 2
Shock Parameters of Blasting Gelignite

Donor and Receptor: Blasting Gelignite (60% N.G., Cellulose and KNO3 )
Receptors of length 2.8 cm and diameter 4.4 cm
Donors of length 10 cm and diameter 4.4 cm

Barrier: Mild Steel, 0.8 cms thick

(rn/see)CInitial Density,

c (kbars) Density, Behind Shock
(gms/cc) (gms/cc)

850 460 1.05 1.5 1.65

9.

DISPLACEMENT OF STEEL SURFACE
IN CONTACT WITH RECEPTOR

8 Donor Steel
N.G. Thickness Receptor Curve
Pewder mmn

A 57 Air (a) (a) .
7 A 5-7 N. G. Powder A (b) o0

B 6.0 Air (c)
B 6-0 N. G. Gelatine C (jd))

6 0 (b)

E
E 5 0 C)

.T 4 OE00

206
2 0

0 20 40 60 s0 100 120 140

Time: psec

Fig. 3 - Displacerrent of steel when in contact with a
detonated cartridge of explosive

much higher than that of the explosive or other Powder A, which has a bulk density of only 0.8
solid receptor material, the shock front in the gms/cc. An estimate of the density of its solid
receptor will be reflected at the receptor/air components leads to the conclusion that about
interface in the same way as at a free-surface. 50 percent of the volume of this explosive is

occupied by air.
At metal to air or liquid to air boundaries

this assumption is valid; the former condition Confirmation of the correctness of the free
has been discussed in detail (Walsh and Chris- surface assumption and indeed a verification of
tian, 1955), but the match of discontinuous ma- the overall reliability of the order of the de-
terials to air needs further consideration. This rived pressures in the receptor at the barrier-
question is particularly important with the N.G. receptor boundary, may be obtained by using the
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pin-contact method to measure directly the ve- 4.1 Detonation Wave in the Donor
locity of the barrier-receptor interface. The
pins are now mounted inside the receptor It is assumed (i) that the cartridge is per-
charge, but are again used to measure the fectly confined in the lateral directions; (ii) that
movement of the receptor side of the plate the reaction zone is sufficiently thin and uni-
surface, form for its effects to be neglected; (iii) that if

the explosive is detonated at its free end, a
plane stable detonation wave will be establishedThe results obtained are shown in Fig. 3. immediately; (iv) that the detonation products

Considering the first millimetre from the plate, behave as a perfect gas with y = 3.

the mean barrier-receptor interface velocity is

175 mr/sec for N.G. Powder A receptor and 100 As the detonation wave travels down the
m/sec for N.G. Gelatine C receptor. Since a
typical shock speed would, according to previ- cartre an adiabatic ion wae form ed
ous measurements, be about 450 m/sec and its in the burned gases behind it; the form of this
loading density is 0.8 gms/cc, application of expansion wave has been discussed by Taylor

Eq. (1) gives the mean pressure behind the (1950).

shock over the first millimetre as 0.63 kbars. The conditions at the Chapman-Jouguet
Similarly with a typical shock speed of 550 (C.-J.) plane are governed by the equations for
rn/sec for N.G. gelatine C and loading density conservation of Mass, Momentum and Energy
of 1.59 gms/cc, the mean pressure over the and the Chapman-Jouguet Condition. If D is the
first millimetre of the receptor would be 0.87 detonation velocity and u, and a, are the parti-
kbars. These values compare with 0.47 ±0.11 cle velocity and velocity of sound, respectively,
kbars and 0.79 ± 0.17 kbars respectively, ob- at the C.-J. plane, then from these equationstane bhe theJ previo, methn (see tFese 1).ton
taimed by the previous method (see Fig. 1). and the equations of state for a perfect gas it

can be shown that

4. THE MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT D (8)
OF THE ATTENUATION OF A u + 1

SHOCK WAVE PRODUCED IN A METAL
BARRIER IN CONTACT WITH A yD (9)

DETONATING EXPLOSIVE y 9+

The work described so far has been con- and
cerned only with the value of quantities imme-
diately behind the shock front. Whilst this is P 0 D2
adequate if one is merely trying to establish the + 2(10)

relationship between pressure and density, it
may not be sufficient when describing the initi- where y is the ratio of specific heats, P, is the
ation of detonation in explosives by shocks, for pressure at the C.-J. plane, and p, the density
then the shape of a shock pulse is important. In in the undecomposed explosive.
mining explosives of the type that have been
considered in this paper, if detonation does oc- Thus, if po, D and - are known, P, can be
cur it takes place close to the surface of the calculated.
steel barrier, i.e., within a millimetre or so.
However, in certain high explosives there is
evidence that an incident shock may travel a 4.2 Expansion Wave Behind the Detonation
considerable distance into an explosive before Front at the Time of Impact
detonation begins. In such cases, the shape of
the shock pulse is obviously of importance. The The expansion wave behind the detonation
shape of the pulse entering the receptor from front will be centred at the initiation point. The
the solid barrier will now therefore be consid- head of the wave is the Chapman-Jouguet plane
ered from a theoretical standpoint; it is neces- travelling with velocity
sary to make certain assumptions in order to
reduce the arithmetical work involved to man- D = + a (11)
ageable proportions. (See Cachia and Whit-
bread, 1958, Eichelberger and Sultanoff, 1958, and the tail moves out into the surrounding
Cook and others, 1958, and Marlow and Skid- media. It will suffice to describe the expansion
more, 1958.) in the form of the equation:
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D + 2+ 1 (u, - U) (12) The reflected shock will also obey the con-
t 2- servation equations but with the initial Chapman-

Jouguet particle velocity and pressure super-
where x is the distance from the point of initi- posed. The equation for the reflected shock
ation parallel to the axis of the donor, t is the then becomes
time after initiation and subscript r refers to
the rarefaction zone behind the C.-J. plane. 2 r -P i-

u21. u -a 1  [p{y+1 2 r +( _1) 1]/

u, may therefore be calculated in the re- 0' U[P 1 {(Y+ 1)P 2 1+ (Y- i}P 1}T/2

gionbehind the C.-J. plane at the instant at (16)
which the whole of the cartridge had detonated
(since then t = td where td = L/D, L being the
length of the cartridge). (see Courant and Friedrichs, 1948, p. 148).

Since the particle velocity and the pressure
Also, the distribution of P, and a, may be are continuous across the boundary, simultane-

calculated from the isentropic relationships ous solution of Eqs. 15 and 16 gives the condi-

tions at the instant when the shock wave first
-_ enters the barrier.

2al J 1. 2y (13)Ur= u- y- 1 11 - \l
4.4 Subsequent Motion of the

and Contact Surface

In order to estimate subsequent movement

'y_ (14) of the contact surface, or interface, four as-
ar a1  sumptions are made:

(i) The relationship between the particle
(see Courant and Friedrichs, 1948, p. 92). velocity and the pressure in the metal at the

contact surface is always given by the shock
wave Eq. 15. This assumption is justified be-

4.3 Initial Conditions at the Explosive cause the small compressibility of metals
Barrier Interface means that the entropy change across a shock

front is negligible at these pressures, which in
Let the time of impact be now taken as zero turn means that all changes are reversible and

time. At this instant a shock wave will be set that states reached by adiabatic compression
up in the barrier and a shock wave will also be are identical with states reached by shock com-
reflected back into the products of detonation. pression (Chandresekhar (1943) and Drummond

(1957)).
The conditions across the interface, or

boundary, are: (ii) Since the ration (P 2 r - P I/P 1) for the re-
flected shock in the detonation gases of mining

(a) Pressure is continuous, P2m P2r safety explosives is only about 1.5 even when
steel barriers are used, the entropy change

(b) Particle velocity is continuous, U 2 m = U2 , across this front can be neglected and the front
can be regarded as a simple compression wave.

The conservation Eqs. (1) and (2) will apply The region containing the products, therefore,
across the shock front in the barrier together remains isentropic throughout. (Courant and
with an equation of state for the barrier mate- Friedrichs, 1948, p. 156.)
rial, p,, = (P.) say.

(iii) The ratio of the specific heats for the
Rearrangement of the conservation equa- products is constant and equal to 3 (Berry and

tions gives Holt (1954), Stanyukovich (1960) and Deal (1958)).

2  (15) in Since the characteristic directions for flow
u2 P P m - ( in the region are u, ± a along which the Rie-

mann invariants u ± 2a,/(/- 1) are constant,
since P 2 >> P0- P2. is the density of the metal the value Y = 3 makes the slopes and invariants
behind the shock, p0 ,,, the normal density. equal. The characteristics are therefore a
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family of straight lines throughout the products (vii) If the two values of (ua + a,) do not
region even after interaction with other disturb- agree another value of B has to be chosen until
ances. agreement to the required accuracy is obtained.

(iv) Over small intervals of time the dis- In order to obtain further points on the con-
placement of the contact surface with respect tact surface, the procedure is repeated with the
to time may be represented by a polynomial in origin of coordinates moved to the previously
which third and higher order of time may be determined point.
neglected. It will thus obey a parabolic equa-
tion of the form Table 3 shows the results obtained assum-

ing that the explosive detonates at 1850 m/sec
xAt - t 2 (17) and that the bulk density po is 0.8 gms/cc; the

length of the cartridge was taken to be 15 cms.
so that

The equation of state taken for steel was
A - 2Bt (18) that used by Pack, Evans and James (1948):

where u is the velocity of the contact surface P F 1 /3 22,/ 1)2] (20)
and A and B are constants. P2 . K exp M - ( J 1 (20)

Since the movement of the contact surface
represents an actual particle path, the entropy where Po, is 7.8 gm/cc, K is 1201.6 kbars and
in the immediate vicinity on either side the con- M is 4.203.
tact surface will be constant; therefore, The results of these calculations may be

compared with the measurement of free surface
7-1 velocity made using the pin-contact method and

( 19)j) 1 given in Fig. 3. The calculations show that the
S 2r -P : 2r explosive N.G. Powder A, should give to the

free interface of a steel barrier of thickness
along the product gases side of the contact sur- 6 mm an initial velocity of about 100 m/sec;
face in the x, t plane. The procedure for fixing however, the results shown in Fig. 3 show that
a point in the (x, t) plane (Fig. 4) for a contact the initial free surface velocity in these condi-
surface is therefore as follows: tions was approximately 200 m/sec. It is at

first sight surprising that the experimental
(i) Take a small time interval t of say value is greater than the calculated value, be-

0.05 L/D cause it has been assumed in the calculations
that the donor explosive was perfectly confined

(ii) Determine a value of x (x,, say) from in the lateral direction. The difference in the
Eq. (17) by using an estimated value of B. results may be due to the fact that in the theo-

retical approach no account was taken of the
(iii) Determine a value of Ua from Eq. (18). effects of the detonation reaction zone; in a

mining explosive this zone may be of the order
(iv) Determine a corresponding pressure P. of 1 cm in length and the pressure at the deto-

for a shock with a particle flow of velocity equal nation front may be twice its value at the C.-J.
to the calculated value of u. from Eq. (15). plane. The transient effect of this zone, there-

fore, may not be completely attenuated at the
(v) From Eq. (19) determine the value of time the shock front arrives at the free surface

the speed of sound for the product gases where of a barrier 6 mm thick. In military explosives
P2r and a2, are the values of pressure and the effect would be far less serious since the
sound speed behind the shock reflected from the reaction zone is very much smaller and may be
contact surface at zero time. as short as one tenth of a millimetre [Duff and

Houston (1955)].
(vi) The sum of the values found for u. and

a, will then be equal to the Riemann invariant There are disadvantages in using steel as
at the point x, in the (x, t) plane. This value of a barrier therefore. In order to reduce the
(Ua + a,) must be equal to the Riemann invariant particle velocity of the barrier at the interface
at the point where a straight line of the same with the receptor to the critical level at which
slope through x. intercepts the line OX. The detonation is produced, a barrier material
x-coordinate of the intercept is xa- (uý4 az)O.05L/D which has similar acoustic impedance to the
and the value of (ua + a,) at this point can be products of detonation of the donor, would be
calculated from Eqs. (12)-(14). more desirable. The critical thickness of such
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x (displacemrent)

CHARGE L a R . a

E X P L O S I VE X P L O S I V P R D C S O k X L I C

Values of u, a, and P along OX, that is in the explosive

at time t = 0, are obtained from equations 12 , 13 and 14

Fig. 4 - Conditions in the displacement-timne plane
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TABLE 3

Time After Displacement of Contact Surface Pressure
Impact Contact Surface Velocity (kbars)

Microseconds (mms) (m/sec)

0 0 43.0 15.2
4.05 0.156 35.5 13.0
8.1 0.291 30.9 11.3

12.16 0.409 27.4 10.0
16.22 0.513 24.2 8.9

20.27 0.606 21.4 7.9
24.32 0.688 19.1 7.0
28.38 0.760 17.2 6.3
32.43 0.826 15.5 5.7
36.49 0.886 14.0 5.1

40.54 0.940 12.6 4.6
44.59 0.989 11.4 4.2
48.65 1.033 10.3 3.8
52.70 1.073 9.5 3.5
56.76 1.110 8.7 3.2

60.81 1.144 8.1 3.0
64.86 1.176 7.4 2.7
68.92 1.204 6.8 2.5
72.97 1.231 6.2 2.3
77.03 1.235 5.8 2.16

81.08 1.278 5.4 2.0

a barrier would be much greater (the thickness P. W. Bridgman (1923), Proc. Amer. Acad.,
of a perspex barrier with which there is a 50% Arts and Sciences 58, 166, 1923
chance of detonation, has been found to be 25.6
mms) and consequently the attenuation of the S. Chandrasekhar (1943), On the Decay of Plane
transient disturbance produced in the barrier Shock Waves, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
by the reaction zone would be greater. The Ballistics Research Laboratory, Report
particle velocity at the interface between the No. 423, Nov. 8, 1943
barrier and the receptor would be controlled by
the general expansion of the products therefore M. A. Cook, D. H. Pack, and W. S. McEwan
and not by the reaction zone: the shape of the (1960), Trans. Faraday, Soc. 56 Pt. 7,
pressure pulse could be made square by in- 1028-1038, July 1960
creasing the length and confinement of the donor.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD FOR ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE

OF A SHOCK WAVE IN A SOLID

C. Peyre, J. Pujol, and J. Thouvenin
Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique

Paris, France

ABSTRACT

The experimental device which we present permits us to observe
the number of shock waves which traverse a solid in a given experi-
ment, and to measure their velocities and pressures. The principle of
the device consists in making the shock waves reach the free surface
of the solid in an oblique manner in such a way as to record with the
aid of a streak camera successive displacements of the image of a
fixed luminous source. The fundamental character of the shock phe-
nomenon, i.e., its discontinuous aspect, can be observed directly on the
film. The apparatus design may have several slightly different varia-
tions, depending on whether the material studied remains or does not
remain reflective under the effect of the shock. This device is used to
observe elastic precursors in weak shocks, to analyze changes of state,
and in a general way to investigate the causes of shock-wave doubling.
The transition of iron at 135 kilobars is shown as an example.

1. INTRODUCTION -DIFFERENT where the transition appears, but is nonetheless
SHOCK WAVE STRUCTURES not too high, the shock separates into two waves;

IN A SOLID the first brings the solid to a pressure which is
equal to the transition pressure; the second

The simplest structure of a shock wave brings it to the final pressure. It can be shown
which propagates in a solid at rest is one for in fact (Ref. 1), that the velocity of the first
which there is a jump in pressure quasi instan- wave is necessarily greater than that of the
taneously which brings the pressure in the solid second. This effect of doubling of shock waves
from atmospheric pressure to some tens or associated with a crystalline transition was
hundreds kilobars. The wave is then repre- evidenced experimentally by several authors
sented by a vertical front followed by a profile (Ref. 3-4) in the case of iron and of bismuth.
which in general decreases according to the in-
fluence of rarefaction waves which propagate We have sought to observe directly the
from the rear of the shock generating system. structure of a shock wave in all of the cases
This wave remains stable, that is to say unique described above, by an optical method suggested
in a certain pressure range. We know, how- by a procedure which was described by Fowles
ever, of two structures which are more complex [2], but applied to normal shocks. The method
for the shock wave (Ref. 1): permits one to (a) emphasize the appearance of

several waves, thus to signal the existence of a
a. The pressure of the incident shock is crystalline transition in the solid which is being

sufficiently weak that the shock wave has a ve- studied, or to observe the conditions of forma-
locity which is less than the velocity of the ion- tion of an elastic precursor, and (b) to measure
gitudinal elastic waves in the solid. In this case the velocity and pressure of these waves.
an elastic wave of limited pressure precedes
the shock wave. This phenomenon was observed
notably by Fowles [2] with oblique shocks in 2. PRINCIPLE OF THE EXPERI-
aluminum. MENTAL METHOD

b. The solid may undergo as a result of a A plane shock wave generated by an explo-
sufficiently high pressure, a crystalline trans- sive cartridge is propagated in a metallic base
formation. If the pressure is above the threshold plate (Fig. 1). On this base there is placed a

566
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EXPLOSIVE RAREFACTION

F' 'EC

RAVE 

T,PLATFORM -+X7, "'Y INCIDENT PLANE WAVE \ A

PRISM '

D S

TOWARD CAMERA

Fig. 1 - Diagram of
the p•rinciple Fig. 2 - Rotation of the

free surface

prism of the solid to be studied. The free sur-
face of the prism is polished and it reflects at to 3 with the normal at A to the free surface.
S1 the virtual image of a luminous source, S. The resultant velocity of point A is therefore a
During the passage of the shock wave, the free vector u., which is normal to the free surface,
surface which is reached obliquely, undergoes and has amplitude
a rotation, a, and the image of S is displaced
to S2. If the shock wave has a complex struc-
ture it will produce successive rotations of thecs 3+ucs A2cs/.free surface, hence, positions S'2, S's,..., offreesuracehene, ositonsS;'S;' . ofFrom this we obtain the angle of rotation,
the image of S, which we record as a function F, of the free surface
of time with a streak camera. The measure-
ments of the displacement SS2, SIS2, etc.,...., . (
permit us to go back to the rotations a, a , ... , tan a - sin U in 28
and from these rotations to the pressures of D j si

the successive shock waves.

The essential attribute of the method is 2.2 Measurement of the Rotation Angle

that the fundamental character of the shock
phenomenon, its property of being discontinu- Th s lui nouhih s source, no ,a (Fig th) isan acual
ous, is made measurable and clearly evident by a slit, which is placed normal to the plane of
the discontinuous displacement of an image, and ture at a tae 5im T from the freenot y te chngeof lopeof cotinuus lot surface (M) of the prism. The image of this slitof the path (x. t). given by (M) is viewed at S, by the objective
not by the change of slope of a continuous plot gieby()svewdaSythojcie

lens of the camera, to which the observation

The photographs which will be presented slit is perpendicular to the luminous slit S.
below reproduce approximately the shape of the
pressure wave which passes through the solid.

r, * 2)$

2.1 Free Surface Rotation Produced by IM)
a n O b l iq u e S h o c k CA ,

Let D be the velocity of the shock wave at
the time it arrives at a point A of the free sur-
face (Fig. 2) forming an angle 3 with the latter. I
The velocity discontinuity propagated by the
shock wave in the solid has an amplitude u. ,

The shock wave is reflected at A into rare- _0,
faction waves, which communicate to the mate- s
rial a supplementary velocity which is usually
designated by ,, and has a value which differs
by a very small amount from u (Ref. 1). We Fig. 3 - Measuring the
assume that the vector c forms an angle equal angle .
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At the time the shock wave arrives at A,
the free surface already reached by the shock
has rotated by an angle -,, and is located at the
position (M'). There is recorded on the film of IMAGES OF SLITS

the camera, therefore, two images of S. The
first, S1 reflected by (,i) seen through I ; the

other S2 reflected by (M') seen through 12.
EXPLOSIVE

The two reflected rays being parallel to
each other (observer at infinity), the incident
rays SI 1 and SI 2 subtend an angle 2., whatever PLATFORM

the position of A is on (M). The second image
of S appears, therefore, at the time the shock
wave arrives at a point J defined by:

PRISMS SLITS

(SI1,SJ) = 2a.
S ARGO•',

This image appears at (S 2),, and the sepa- " FLASH

ration as viewed by the camera has the value

as SJ sin 2-, 7 S. sin 2,,
TO SMEAR CAMFRA

EXPLOSIVE
or OCHARGE

d sin 2, (2)
cos (__- 2,)

While the shock wave progresses from J Fig. 4 - Experimental

toward I1 the image S2 has a slight displace- arrangement

ment toward the right, but in the arrangement
utilized above, a simple calculation shows that
this displacement is always smaller than 5% of wave by means of the time intervals which sep-
the value a.. arate the appearances of the images S2.

Finally, by the time the wave arrives at I The metallic prism has an apex angle of
the image S, disappears. 2 = 20. Two versions were utilized:

A more detailed analysis of the optical
properties of the apparatus show that in order a. First-, the plate which separates the ex-
to make precise measurements of , one must plosive and the prism is made of a metal having

close the diaphragm of the objective lens of the known shock characteristics (for example cop-
camera as much as possible and place the cam- per and aluminum). The prism is made of the
era at a distance which is several times the metal to be studied. This version is convenient
focal length from the subject. for the study of elastic waves, and for studies

whenever the material is easily polished.
If it is known that the rotation, a, will be

small, for example, of the order of several b. Second, if the metal studied cannot be
minutes, we increased the distance, d, which polished, or if it loses its polish under the
separates the prism and the flash, in such a effect of the shock, it is used to form the base
fashion as to obtain a displacement no which is plate. We then utilize for th( prism a metal
measurable. Conversely, if it is known that :z which is easily polished (copper, aluminum),
is large, we bring the flash nearer. having known shock characteristics.

The eventual doubling of the shock wave in
2.3 The Experimental Setup the metal which is being studied is transmitted

to the metal of the prism in the form of two
The luminous source S consists of several successive shocks; but in this case the second

parallel slits engraved in a plate of black Plexi- shock has a tendency to overtake the first shock,
glas and placed at the extremity of an argon since the metal of which the prism is made does
flash (Fig. 4). The use of several slits enables not exhibit a crystalline transition. In order to
one to measure the velocity, D, of the shock observe this doubling, despite the overtaking, it
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suffices that the retardation suffered by the TABLE 1
second shock with regard to the first shock in Velocity of Waves in Armco Iron
the metal of the base plate be sufficient not to
be annulled during its passage over the prism; Test No. D, elastic D, shock
we thus choose a thick base and a thin prism. (mm/lisec) (mm/gsec)

1 6.15 5.27
3. ANALYSIS OF ELASTIC PRECURSORS 2 6.35 5.06

We have sought to observe these in two 3 5.98 5.29
cases: Armco iron and quartz. The experi-
mental apparatus is utilized in its first version: 4 6.09 4.78
aluminum or copper base, and a prism made up
of iron or quartz., TABLE 2

Progress of an Elastic Wave in Armco Iron
3.1 Armco Iron

Thickness of Iron uP
We choose the explosive in such a way as Traversed, mm (mm/11sec) (kilobars)

to produce a shock pressure of 120 kilobars in
aluminum and 170 kilobars in the iron prism. 3.7 0.0234 11.1
A record is presented on Photo No. 1; we ob- 5.5 0.0228 10.8
serve a first displacement of the sources, of
feeble amplitude, which is due to the elastic 7.4 0.0210 9.9
wave which precedes the shock wave; then, at
the end of an interval of time which increases
with the thickness traversed the disappearance 11.0 0.0210 9.9
of these images due to the arrival of the shock 12.8
wave. This produces a rotation of larger am- 0.0198 9.4
plitude of the free surface of the prism, and 14.6 0.0174 8.2
will be analyzed later.

16.5 0.0162 7.6

18.3 0.0162 7.6

were obtained in the course of a single experi-
ment, in which D was found to be 6.00 mm/
microsec.

It appears that the pressure associated with
the elastic wave decreases as it passes through
the iron, a phenomenon which is similar to the
weakening of sound waves in a solid. The pres-
ence of the shock wave behind the elastic wave
cannot influence this weakening, since this
shock wave has a lower velocity.

Photo No. 1 - Elastic 3.2 Quartz
wave in iron

Elastic pressure waves of large magnitude
were observed in quartz by Wackerle [5].

This record permits us to measure the ve- We also find the same order of magnitude
locity of the elastic wave and the velocity of the in our experiments. Photo No. 2 shows a rec-
shock wave. Table 1 gives the values measured ord obtained with a quartz prism having an axis
in the course of four experiments, parallel to the direction of the shock: we ob-

serve the large displacement due to the elastic
The record permits us to measure likewise wave, followed by one due to the shock wave.

the material velocity u behind the elastic wave, Table 3 and Graph No. 1 give the results of
by means of formula (1), the velocity D being these measurements which are in good accord
already measured. Table 2 gives results which with those of Wackerle.
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iron, and the case of a simple shock wave fol-
lowed by reflection of waves on the interfaces
of a composite base plate.

4.1 Shock Waves in Duraluminum AU4G

The base plate and the prism are made up
of the same metal, duraluminum AU4G. We in-
duce varied shock pressures.

In the case where the shock pressure is
sufficiently weak, for example 120 kilobars, we
observe (Photo No. 3) an elastic precursor

Photo No. 2 - Elastic which precedes the shock wave by a small
wave in quartz amount. The pressure of the elastic wave is of

order 8 kilobars, and its velocity is of order
6.6 mm/microsec. The displacement due to the
arrival of the shock wave is clearly visible, and

TABLE 3 permits us to make precise measurements.
Elastic Wave in Quartz These are shown in Table 4.

Test D U p
No. (mm/gsec) (mm/gsec) (kilobars)

1 6.87 0.33 60

2 7.30 0.48 93

3 7.15 0.52 99

4 7.35 0.54 106

5 7.49 0.73 145

'P xWACKERLE (REF.5ý

o PRESENT WORK Photo No. 3 - Shock wave
in duraluminum AU4G

-150 5

4 TABLE 4
100 Shock Waves in AU4G Aluminum

2.
Test 1D u ] p~

15No. 12No. (mm/Asec) (mm/ulsec) (kilobars)

1 20501 6.09 0.455 78

""rnis 2 400' 6.44 0.700 125
0 q2 0.4 06 08 "

Graph I - p( u) for the elastic

wave in quartz In the case of more intense shocks having

velocities which are of order 7.5 mm/microsec
and pressures of 350 kilobars, we note that the

4. ANALYSIS OF SHOCK WAVES elastic precursor is not formed. The elastic
wave appears only if the shock velocity is

We present, in succession, the case of a smaller than 6.6 mm/microsec, associated
simple shock wave in duraluminum AU4G, the with a shock pressure which is smaller than
case of a shock wave with doubling in Armco 160 kilobars.
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4.2 Shock Waves in Armco Iron The record of Photo No. 4 gives direct evidence
of the doubling of the shock wave related to a

The observation of the transition of iron at crystalline transition.
135 kilobars, described by the authors cited in
Refs. 3-4, have been made using the two ver- Photo No. 5 relates to an assembly of the
sions of the method described in 2.3. second version: the iron is placed directly on

the explosive, and the measurements were made
Photo No. 4 illustrates a record obtained on a copper prism placed on the iron base. We

with the aid of an iron prism placed on a base observe again two successive waves, but this
plate made up of AU4G. The successive dis- time the second wave has a higher velocity than
placement of the image of the sources due to the first; this proves that:
the elastic wave and to the two shock waves are
clearly visible. We note also, by means of the a. The shock wave has in reality doubled in
observation of slopes of various hooks, that the iron.
velocities of these three waves appear in a de-
creasing order. Table 5 gives the values b. A double shock wave is not stable in a
measured for the first shock wave. metal having no transition, such as copper.

Lii
Photo No. 4 - Shock wave Photo No. 5 - Shock wave
in Armco iron in Armco iron

TABLE 5 The shock parameters of copper which were
First Shock Wave in Iron measured for the first wave are p = 135 kilo-

bars and u = 0.330 mm/microsec.
Test1  D ] /ie)~as
No. (mm/Asec) (mm/gsec) (kilobars) '' The, shock polars (p-u relations) corre-

sponding to copper and to iron are thus coinci-
1 5.27 0.346 145 0.934 dent below the transition point of Armco iron.

2 5.06 0.342 136 0.933

3 5.29 0.327 136 0.938 4.3 Shock Waves Followed by
Compression Waves

4 4.78 0.332 125 0.931
If the base is made of successive and dif-

ferent materials, the rarefaction waves which
These results are in good accord with the emanate from the free surface will undergo re-

transition point data for iron given in Ref. 4: flections as they traverse the various inter-
faces. In the experiment presented here, the

p = 136 kilobars, base consists, from the side of the explosive,
of 15 mm of copper, 5 mm of Plexiglas, and

u = 0.340 mm/microsec, 5 mm of duraluminum AU4G; on the base is
placed a prism of AU4G. At the time the shock

D = 5.08 mm/microsec, wave arrives at the interface of the Plexiglas -

AU4G, it creates in the Plexiglas a pressure
= 0.933. which is greater than the pressure brought
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about by the incident wave, as a consequence of This is what is shown in the record of
the reflection on the AU4G. Later, at the time Photo No. 6, in which we observe: the elastic
rarefaction waves which issue from the free precursor (the shock wave in AU4G has here a
surface of the prism again meet the interface, pressure of about 120 kilobars), the incident
Plexiglas - AU4G, they are reflected in com- shock wave which produces a sharp displace-
pression waves: this train of compression ment of the source image, and the arrival of the
waves goes again forward, and causes a pro- compression waves which progressively dis-
gressive increase in the material velocity of place the images towards the right. A second
the AU4G, bringing about a second rotation of train of compression waves is again observed
its free surface. later.

This apparatus thus permits one to distin-
guish between shock waves and compression
waves which are spaced in time.
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A TECHNIQUE FOR THE PRECISE MEASUREMENT

OF THE MOTION OF A PLANE FREE SURFACE

G. Eden and P. W. Wright
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

Alder•naston, Berkshire, England

ABSTRACT

A streak camera technique is described for the accurate measure-
ment of the motion of a plane free surface, based on the extinction of
total internal reflection from a transparent block inclined at a small
angle to the surface. The method is considered to be more universally
applicable than methods based on extinction of reflectivity of a shocked
surface or those utilizing gas shock luminosity. The first application
of the method is to the measurement of the free surface motion of a
plate driven by a normally incident detonation wave. The technique is
sufficiently sensitive to detect reverberations of a coherent plate,
which are seen as rapid accelerations of the plate surface, separated
by deceleration phases due to the Taylor wave associated with the finite
length of the detonating charge. Such measurements, used in conjunc-
tion with precise calculations can be used to infer spalling criteria of
plates. The second application is to the detection of precursor waves,
such as occur in a system where the direction of detonation is tangen-
tial to a plate which has a bulk sound velocity (minimum shock velocity)
greater than the detonation velocity of the explosive; for example,
Baratol/aluminium and Comp. B/beryllium. The method is also ap-
plied to the measurement of the precursor disturbance in normally
shocked glass.

INTRODUCTION e.g., knife-edge, and optical lever techniques
[Craig and Davies (1961), Marsh and McQueen

In order to obtain information on the detonic (1960) and Fowles (1961)].
properties of explosives or the behaviour of
shocked materials (e.g., equation of state and (c) "Shuttering" methods which depend on
spallation criteria), it is often necessary to the sharp reduction in specular reflectivity
measure accurately the motion of an explosively from some surfaces when shocked with or with-
driven plate and to relate this observed motion out glass or transparent plastic backing [Doran
via hydrodynamic theory to the quantities to be (1962)].
derived.

The methods are collectively described and
Studies of the detailed motion of plates reviewed in the literature by Doran (1962) and

moving under the influence of shocks, have, at Duvall and Fowles (1963).
AWRE, led to a reappraisal of known methods
and to further work on optical methods using All of the above methods have been found to
high speed rotating mirror streak cameras. have some limitations regarding the material

being studied and shock strength, e.g., Method (a)
requires that the shock be sufficiently intense

(a) Observation of the luminosity due to for the argon to flash and is affected by the
shock compression of a gas in contact with a finite duration of glow of the gas [Plauson and
plate or in a gap closed by the plate, e.g., Mallory (1964)]. Method (b) requires that the
argon-gap method [Walsh and Christian (1955)]. surface of the plate remains a coherent plane

reflector, whilst Method (c) depends on a rather
(b) Observation of the motion of an image obscure mechanism which is reasonably ex-

reflected in the mirror surface of the plate, pected to be shock strength dependent.

573
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This present paper describes a method
which depends on the simple physical principle
of total "internal" reflection which is not de-
pendent on plate material or shock strength but
only on the optical proximity of two surfaces.

PRINCIPLE1 --- -

Total reflection of light can take place at " . - -

the boundary between a solid transparent me-// /..
dium and a vacuum or gas, provided that the /
angles of incidence within the solid are greater

than a certain critical'value. When an object
moving in the vacuum or gas comes into optical //
contact with the surface of the solid, total re-
flection ceases. This may be observed stati-
cally and the effect does not require destruction
or alteration of the reflecting surface.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Light from an extended source was re-
flected "within" a transparent prism at one of its
flat surfaces as in Fig. 1. The flat plate under Fig. I - Light path in transparent block
examination was placed "in contact" with the
reflecting surface of the prism. These two
mechanically flat surfaces may be clamped to-
gether at a fair pressure without coming into distance. In order to monitor the "start-time"
optical contact at more than a few points. A of the plate, a block flush with the plate surface
rotating mirror streak camera was placed to was placed on each side of the tilted block. Ink-
collect the light after reflection, as Fig. 2, and filled grooves A and B in Fig. 3, provided cali-
the image of the reflecting surface was focused bration marks of known flight distance on the
on its slit. When a shock arrived at the surface resulting camera trace.
of the plate, the plate moved into optical contact
with the prism and the light intensity received The magnitude of the angle between plate
at the camera decreased from that due to spec- and prism is limited by the following consider-
ular reflection at the prism-air interface, to ations:
that of diffuse reflection from the plate surface.
This change in intensity was found to be suffi- (a) The velocity of the line of contact be-
cient to give a well defined time vs distance tween them, along either surface, should not be
trace on the camera film, representing the less than the velocity of the disturbance pro-
shape of the shock front arriving at the free duced in the material of the plate or prism,
surface of the plate.

(b) The angle should not be great enough to
In order to allow flexibility of viewing an- allow a jet of material to form at the line of

gle 6, in Fig. 1, the section of the transparent contact [Walsh, et al. (1953)].
prism may be cut so that for all values of 0 be-
tween 00 and 90', total "internal" reflection at Great care and cleanliness was necessary
the base must occur. This condition holds if in assembling the plate and prism since the
the symmetrical base angle V1 is 2 sin- ' (1/n), time taken for a plate, moving at say 1/2 mm/
where n is the refractive index of the prism jisec, to cross a spurious gap of 0.001 inch due
material. For glass and Perspex prisms this to dust or edge burrs on a prism is 0.05 1usec.
angle is sufficiently near 900 for square section This interval could be easily resolved with the
prisms to be used. camera used, a Barr and Stroud S4 which had

an image sweep speed of 20 mm/p.sec on the
Further motion of plate surfaces was re- film.

solved by tilting the block through a precisely
known. angle, as in Fig. 3, so that each point on Plate materials used have included liquid
the reflecting surface represented a known flight and solid metals (the latter mainly having a fine
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Fig. 2 - Experimental arrangement
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A
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Fig. 3 - Plate velocity measurement

matt finish for maximum change in light inten- deceleration of the free surface after its initial
sity when they entered the 'view' of the slit), shock-induced velocity. The concomitant ten-
glass, plastics (opaque and transparent), undet- sile pressure developed in the plate can be con-
onated and detonating explosive. siderable and it will cause fracture (spalling)

when it exceeds the dynamic tensile strength of
It is desirable, when studying relatively the plate material. The deceleration and rever-

long flight distances, to use the method in beration of the plate is clearly seen in the
vacuo, to avoid perturbation of plate motion and streak camera record (Fig. 4). Polynomials of
movement of the prism by a reverberating gas various powers were fitted statistically to the
shock. However, in the type of experiments deceleration phases of the x - t trajectory of the
studied with flights ranging from 0.25 mm to plate but it was found that the experimental ac-
7.5 mm, evacuated systems were found to be curacy did not warrant considering polynomials
unnecessary. of higher power than quadratic. This, of course,

implies a linear variation of free surface veloc-
Examples of the streak camera records ob- ity with time (e.g., Figs. 6, 7, and 8). The cor-

tained are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the central responding theoretical treatment [Lambourn and
region showing the flight of the surface, the Hartley (1965)] predicted that the velocity vari-
shock arrival being shown on either side. With ation during decelerations was, in fact, quite
knowledge of camera sweep speed, magnifica- close to being linear.
tion of image and angle of inclination of the
transparent block, the distance (x)-time (t) tra- In each complete deceleration phase, more
jectory of the free surface may be plotted. Due than one hundred x, t readings were normally
to the finite length of charge, a rarefaction fol- taken in punched card form, for analysing and
lows the initial shock in the plate causing a plotting by computer code.
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Fig. 4 - Typical result

Fig. 5 - Typical trace using two slits

The analysis of film records gave an aver-
age reading error of ±1/2%. The instrumental camera resolution, etc., but the thickness of the
error, depending for example on accuracy of edge of the trace could become appreciable if
prism angle, planarity of surfaces, etc., is es- both the plate velocity and angle of inclination
timated at 2% to 3% in the experiments so far of the prism are very small.
conducted. As a mutual check, carefully me-
trologised pin contactor rounds have shown
comparable or greater reading errors with ab- APPLICATIONS
solute velocity values not significantly different
from the streak camera results. A. Free Surface Motion Studies

A minor contribution to the experimental 1. Nonspalling, H. E./Plate Systems
error concerns the optical resolution of the po- Studies of the motions of plane plates driven
sition of the line of contact between a perfectly by detonated H. E. charges can give information
flat plate and a perfectly flat prism base, in- on the detonic properties of the H. E. and/or the
clined to each other at some angle. When light behaviour of the plate material under transient
is totally reflected, the electromagnetic field stresses. Defining H as the ratio of charge to
across the prism-air boundary is continuous, plate thickness then for low values of H consid-
and its amplitude in air drops exponentially with erable tensions can develop in the plate. These
distance of penetration; but it is effectively con- result from the following rarefactions and in
tained within a distance of the order of a wave- some cases theory predicts tensions in excess
leng-th of light. Hence the plate intercepts an of 100 kilobars. When the tensions exceed the
increasing proportion of the reflected light in- tensile strength of the plate, fracture will oc-
tensity as it approaches the prism base, and in cur. This phenomenon is known as "spalling"
a streak camera experiment, this affects the or "scabbing."
resolution of both position and time of contact.
It may be shown that the resulting thickness of For nmost materials the normal (static)
increasing density of the edge of a trace re- tensile strength does notexceed 5- 10kb. How-
corded on grainless film via optics of perfect ever, it has been shown that at high rates of
resolution is of the order of 7 x 10- 5 cm for strain the dynamic tensile strength of some
typical plate motion experiments. This is very materials is increased several-fold [Taylor
small compared with the reading accuracy, and Whiffin (1948), Skidmore (1965)].
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In particular, steel exhibits this behaviour, where two parallel slits in the camera gave two
For the majority of experiments an 18/8 Stain- traces on the film. By using fine slits 0.001
less Steel (E. N. 58B) was used as the plate. inch in width it is possible to only partially ex-
This type of steel was chosen since in some of pose the film on the first trace and thus the
the attenuated systems studied (but not reported second trace can be superposed [Doran (1963)].
here) the amplitude of the first shock in the In this case, the side prisms for monitoring
plate ranged from 100 - 200 kilobars. In these plate start time, were grooved to improve con-
situations the polymorphic transition occurring tact with the plate and tO improve resolution of
at 130 kilobars in low carbon steel would have the time datum trace for each slit.
confused the interpretation of results [Bancroft
et al. (1956), Skidmore (1965)]. For the 18/8 Also in Fig. 6 is shown the variation of
Stainless steel used the amount of transition free surface velocity with time as predicted by
was negligible [Fowler, et al. (1961)]. theory. This theoretical plot was obtained by

the N.I.P. computer code [Lambourn and Hart-
Another metal which we have found to have ley (1965)]. N.I.P. is a one-dimensional char-

a relatively high dynamic tensile strength is acteristic computation using a polytropic equa-
titanium. tion of state for the detonation products and a

Tait equation of state for the plate.
With these materials in systems, for ex-

ample with H > 20 and a charge length of 2 It is seen that the agreement between the
inches, the plates remain coherent despite neg- experiments, and between the experiments and
ative pressures (tensile stresses) of up to ap- theory, is quite good in this nonspalling situa-
proximately 60 kilobars in steel and approxi-. tion, although there is increasing evidence that
mately 40 kilobars in titanium. The motion of the compression wave arrives earlier than
the plate free surface should then follow the N.I.P. predicts for some plate materials and
trajectory predicted by (nonspalling) theory: this slight defect may result from the simple
i.e., an almost instantaneous rise to an initial equation of state used [Lambourn and Hartley
value of free surface velocity followed by a (1965)].
steady deceleration until the arrival of a second
pressure pulse originating from reflection at In Fig. 7 is shown the results for a Comp.
the plate rear surface of the centred rarefac- B/Steel nonspalling system with H = 15.6, and
tion from the front surface. In Fig. 6 are given a charge length of one inch.
the free surface velocity vs time plots derived
from the results of two identical shots. Each The deceleration of the free surface, from
shot consisted basically of a 3-inch cylinder of the initial shock induced velocity to the arrival
Comp. B, 5-inch diameter, initiated by a 5-inch of the subsequent pressure pulse, is 0.65 mm/
diameter Comp. B/Baratol plane wave lens and gsec/gsec as given by theory and confirmed by
driving a titanium disc, where the value of H experiment. While this appears to be a small
was 21.4. An example of a streak record ob- value, which is,. in any case, difficult to detect,
tained from a titanium plate is shown in Fig. 5, it is salutary to note that in everyday terms

3-0 -. ' ..... ....

..'.X o"

U LL, 0 3

>

W ..... o ...... Experiments

S1-0 . ..x ......

W.'- L. sP.

0 0.5 1.0 TIME (MICROSEC.

Fig. 6 - Titanium driven by Comp. B. Non-spalling, H = 21.4
(0.14 ins. titanium, 3.0 Comp. B)
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Fig. 7 - Stainless steel driven by Comp. B. Non-spalling, H = 15.6
(0.064 ins. steel, 1.0 Cornp. B)

this deceleration is equivalent to approximately 2. Spalling, H. E./Plate Systems
sixty-five million "g"!

A series of experiments were undertaken
A rough estimate can be made of the maxi- with Comp. B/Steel systems having values of H

mum negative pressure associated with this de- ranging from 25 to 5. It was observed that
celeration by assuming the pressure is local- agreement with the (nonspalling) N.I.P. run
ized at a predetermined plane in the body of the ceased at H = 16 to 17. It is concluded there-
plate and decelerates the material between that fore that spalling occurs at this value. Coin-
plane and the free surface, e.g., if the plane parison with the N.I.P. computations for the
were located 1-1/4 mis from the free surface various values of H, indicates that spalling oc-
of the steel plate then a negative (tensile) pres- curred when the maximum tensile pressure in
sure of 64 kilobars would be necessary to de- the plate reached about 66 kilobars.
celerate the intervening material by 0.65 mm!
gsec/hsec. The result for H = 10 is shown in Fig. 8

where it is seen that the major acceleration atThe location of the plane of maximum neg- 2.5 gsc, ocrs appreciably later than is the-

ative pressure can be experimentally estimated . secs occu
)experiments on oretically predicted for a coherent plate. Infrom subsidiary (recovery) etp this case, the. sudden increase in free surface

similar systems which just spall. velocity is due to shock originating from the

collision of the parent with the spall, reachingNonspalling theory (N.I.P.) gives a maxi- the free surface. The theoretical treatment of
mum negative pressure of 67.5 kilobars during this spalling and catch-up situation is dealt with

the first reverberation of the steel plate in this by Lambun and Hatley (1965).

particular system. by Lambourn and Hartley (1965).

Similarly the results of the nonspalling The free surface initially decelerates. The
Comp. B/Titanium system shown in Fig. 6 give magnitude of this deceleration should corre-
a mean deceleration of 0.28 mm/gsec/jisec spond to the tensions developed in the plate, up
which corresponds to a maximum negative to a limit controlled by the ultimate dynamic
pressure of 35 kilobars. The theoretical (N.I.P.) tensile strength of the plate. This decelera-
value for this system is 36 kilobars. tion phase should be terminated by an acceler-

ation due to the arrival at the free surface of a
The surprising agreement between the val- shock, of magnitude approximately equal to the

ues of maximum negative pressure obtained fracture stress, originating from the fracture
from experiment via the crude approximation plane. Subsequent reverberations of the spall
and those given by the N.I.P. computation is due should continue until the parent, which is still
to the fact that the increase in negative pres- being accelerated by detonation products, re-
sure is very nearly linear with respect to dis- joins the spall, sending a further shock to the
tance from the free surface, free surface.
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Fig. 8 - Stainless steel driven by Cornp. B. Spalling, H = 10
(0.2 ins. steel, 2.0 ins. Comp. B)

By observing and analysing shorter flights greater than the bulk sound velocity. The deto-
of spalling systems, this type of spall reverber- nation velocity in Baratol adjacent to the alumi-
ation has been detected. For example, in Fig. 8, nium can be up to 5% greater than the normal
a short flight experiment showed the first two plane wave value and is produced by precom-
accelerations (at 0 and 0.9 psec) and decelera- pression of the undetonated explosive by the
tions of the spall, while a longer flight showed precursor shock and possibly the additional
the major acceleration due to parent catch-up confinement provided by shocked aluminium.
(at about 2.5 lisec). The spall acceleration was Evidence of the precompression may be seen
however appreciably less than would have been on enlargements of the records in Fig. 11 which
produced by the expected 60 - 65 kb shock. show the aluminium expanding and compressing

the Baratol before detonation takes place.

B. Detection of Precursor Shock The Comp. B/beryllium system showed
and Elastic Waves similar effects.

A detonation wave moving tangentially along
an explosive/inert boundary produces a shock An example of detection and measurement
wave in the inert. The velocity of the shock by the total reflection method of the precursor
cannot be less than the bulk sound velocity in disturbance in glass is shown in Fig. 12. Here
the inert, hence an unstable condition arises in a plane shock wave, of amplitude 180 kilobars,
a system where this bulk sound velocity is was passed into 1/4-inch thickness of soda
greater than the detonation velocity of the ex- glass. Shock transit time and free surface ve-
plosive. In this case a precursor disturbance locity were measured, using the shock shutter-
moves progressively further ahead of the deto- ing of light reflected from an aluminium mirror
nation front. Two such systems, Baratol/ surface at the H. E./glass interface [Duvall and
aluminium and Comp. B/beryllium, have been Fowles (1963), Doran (1963)], and by the total
examined using the total reflection method, reflection method at the glass free surface. The

initial low velocity is caused by the precursor
Figure 9 shows diagrammatically the Bar- wave of approximately 56 kilobars amplitude.

atol/aluminium system, and the type of results It is interesting to note that a limitation of the
obtained are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The mirror method became apparent when it was
disturbance in the aluminium is shown to ad- used on the glass free surface in the above sys-
vance beyond the detonation wave, as the length tern. This is exemplified in Fig. 13 in which
(L) of aluminium in contact with the Baratol is both the mirror and total reflection methods
increased, and to cause an increased detonation were used to detect the arrival of the precursor
velocity along the boundary. wave at the free surface of the glass. It may

be seen that the mirror method does not re-
Measurement of initial shock and particle spond to the precursor shock. Nevertheless, it

velocities in the aluminium when L = 2.0 inches is known that the mirror method may be used
resulted in an estimated shock pressure of on other materials at considerably lower pres-
53 ± 5 kilobars, the shock velocity being slightly sures than 50 kilobars.
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Fig. 13 - Detection of precursor arrival in glass
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A MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE FOR STUDYING

DETONATION PHENOMENA

Edgar G. Johnson

Ro•in and Haas Company
Redstone Arsenal Research Division

Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

A microwave technique has been developed for studying shock
phenomena in condensed phases. The microwave energy reflected by
the shock front has been used to determine velocities of both reactive
(detonation) and nonreactive shocks.

This technique used standard microwave components and an ex-
pendable, dielectric rod waveguide as a transmission line to the sample
under study. The oscillogram of the output of a crystal detector is a
continuous displacement-time trace of the shock front as it moves
through the sample. The trace can be interpreted in terms of micro-
wave interferometry, in that the detected signal goes through a maxi-
mum and a minimum for each displacement of the shock front by a half
wavelength, or as the Doppler shift in frequency produced by the veloc-
ity of the approaching shock front.

This technique has been applied to the problem of determining the
growth to detonation near the 507o card gap value of 1-inch diameter
charges of Composition C-4 explosive and of 2-inch diameter charges
of ammonium perchlorate confined in glass. Simultaneous microwave
and streak-camera measurements of the detonation of 2-inch diameter
charges of pentolite have been made.

INTRODUCTION diameter small enough (0.152 inches at 34.5
Gc/sec) that only one mode of propagation was

A technique of microwave interferometry possible.
has been developed for studying shock phenom-
ena in condensed phases. This technique is ap-
plicable to many explosives and other materials EXPERIMENTAL
of interest in solid propellant research because
they have relatively low losses at microwave Standard microwave equipment has been
frequencies. It can be used with both reactive used at frequencies between 10 and 33 Gc/sec
(detonation) and nonreactive shocks. The tech- which correspond to a free space wavelength of
nique yields an oscillogram that is a continuous from 3 to about 1 cm. A schematic diagram of
displacement time trace of the shock front as it the instrumentation used is shown in Fig. 1.
moves through the sample.

The klystron generated the microwave en-
The use of microwaves in detonation stud- ergy, the attenuator was used to adjust the

ies has been previously reported by Cook, Doran power level, and the frequency meter was used
and Morris [1], who used a horn antenna and a to determine the microwave frequency. The
lens to focus the microwave energy into the end directional coupler was used to separate the
of a cylindrical charge. This method was lim- transmitted from the reflected energy and was
ited by multiple modes of propagation in the oriented in the transmission line to pass the
charge. Another investigation, reported by reflected energy. The crystal detector was
Cawsey,. Farrands, and Thomas [2], used a used to monitor the reflected energy passed
charge confined in a metal waveguide of a by the directional coupler and converted the
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Fig. I - Schematic diagram of the instrumnentation

reflected microwave energy to a voltage. An --DENAO
oscilloscope and a camera were used to record IONIZATION•

the output voltage of the crystal detector. SWITCH SAMPLE

The oscilloscope was usually triggered
from an ionization switch probe by the detona-
tion. A dielectric rod waveguide (3) was used
as a transmission line between the instrumen- POLYSTYRENE
tation and the sample. The dielectric rod wave- WAVEGUIDE
guide was expendable and acted as a mode se-
lector to launch a pure mode of transmission in
the sample. A schematic diagram of the exper-
imental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The standard
rectangular waveguide from the instrumenta-
tion shown in Fig. 1 was converted to circular
waveguide by a transition. A polystyrene rod,
tapered to a point to reduce reflections, was
inserted a short distance into the circular CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE
waveguide. The polystyrene rod was then
tapered to a smaller diameter rod to reduce
losses in transmission and then expanded to the RECTANGULAR TO

diameter of the sample. CIRCULAR WAVEGUIDE
TRANSITION

The voltage developed in the crystal detec-
tor can be considered as the sum of two re-
flected microwave signals. One is the sum of
all fixed reflections in the transmission line
and is of constant phase. The other is the re-
flection from the shock front and goes through Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of the
a 2-r phase shift for each displacement of the experimental setup
front by a half wavelength of the microwaves.
Thus the voltage from the crystal detector goes
through a maximum and minimum for each dis-
placement of the shock front by a half wave- where v is the velocity of the reflecting shock
length. front, f is the microwave frequency and c' is

the velocity of propagation of the microwaves
In terms of the Doppler effect, the fre- in the medium through which the shock travels.

quency of the voltage from the crystal detector
can be considered as the Doppler shift in fre- The wavelength of the microwaves in the
quency fd given by sample was usually determined by observing

the number of peaks in the voltage from the
2vf crystal detector as the shock front traversed a
c sample of known length. When multiple modes of
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propagation were present in the sample, the volt- charge are marked by arrows on the trace.
age from the crystal detector appeared modulated Figure 4 is the displacement-time curves for
because the modes had different wavelengths. 3 charges. The interface between the donor and

the acceptor or the Plexiglas and the acceptor
was used as a reference point and displace-

GROWTH TO DETONATION IN ments were measured from it. Curve 1 of
AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE Fig. 4 shows an initial reaction moving at less

than the steady state detonation velocity
The explosive used in this investigation was Curve 3, with no gap shows an initial velocity

6811 median particle size ammonium perchlo- much greater than the detonation velocity. Fig-
rate. The charges were hand packed to a den- ure 5 shows the velocity-distance curves for 4
sity of 1.31 gm/cm3 in 2-inch 0. D. glass tubes charges with increasing gap thickness, from no
having a wall thickness of 0.08 inches. The gap to a gap of 1.808 inches which failed to det-
donor charge was two' (50/50) pentolite pellets onate (a large amount of ammonium perchlorate
2 inches in diameter and 1 inch long. The ac- was found in the detonation bay after the shot
ceptor charge was 8 inches long. The card gaps was fired). The velocities were determined by
were made of 2-inch disks of Plexiglas®).* taking the average velocity of the detonation be-

tween peaks of the recorded signal.
X-band microwave equipment was used and

measurements were made at a frequency of
9.903 Gc/sec. The charge was initiated by J-2
electric blasting cap [4]. The oscilloscope was
triggered when the detonation front in the donor
charge reached the ionization switch probe,
which had been placed between the two pentolite .
charges. The oscilloscope recorded the dis-
placement of the detonation front in the last
inch of the donor charge, the displacement of
the shock wave in the Plexiglas gap, and the
growth of the detonation in the acceptor charge.

The microwave wavelength was determined
in the charge of explosive by observing the num- M I__
ber of wavelengths traversed by a detonation
front as it moved through a charge of known -

length. Using acceptors of measured length and
no gap between the donor and the acceptor, the Fig. 3 - Oscillograrn of growth to detonation
number of wavelengths traversed were counted in ammonium perchlorate

on the oscilloscope trace. The location of the
interface between the donor and the acceptor
was not apparent from the oscilloscope trace.
The location of this interface was determined GROWTH TO DETONATION IN
by measuring from streak camera photographs COMPOSITION C-4"
the time required for the detonation front in
pentolite to travel through the last inch of the The explosive used in this investigation
donor charge. A wavelength of 16.6 mm at was Composition C-4. The charges were hand
9.930 Gc/sec was determined from two shots, packed to a density of 1.59 gm/cm3 in card-

board tubes having a wall thickness of 0.01
A photograph of an oscilloscope trace is inches. The donor charge was 1 inch in diame-

shown in Fig. 3 for a gap of 1.596 inches of ter and 3 inches long. The acceptor charge was
Plexiglas. An oscilloscope with a raster sweep 1 inch in diameter and 4 inches long. The card-
was used to obtain a longer time base. The gaps were made up of 1-inch disks of Plexiglas
sweep starts in the lower left hand corner and having a total thickness of approximately 0.8
sweeps back and forth across the face of the inches. K-band microwave equipment was used
tube. A timing signal with 5 4sec time marks and measurements were made at a frequency of
was first recorded on the film. The beginning 24 Gc/sec. The charge was initiated by a No. 8
and the end of the signal from the acceptor electrical blasting cap. The oscilloscope was

triggered when the detonation front in the donor

*Trademark for thermoplastic poly(methyl
methacrylate)-type polymers, Rohm and Haas *This section has been submitted to the AIAA
Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Journal for publication.
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charge reached the ionization switch probe, length. Using acceptors of measured length and

which had been placed 1 inch from the base of a thin sheet of aluminum foil between the donor

the charge. The oscilloscope recorded the dis- and the acceptor, the number of wavelengths

placement of the detonation front in the last inch traversed was counted on the oscilloscope

of the donor charge, the displacement of the trace. A wavelength of 7. 0 mm at 24 Gc/

shock wave in the Plexiglas gap, and the growth sec was determined from -0.08
of dtontio intheaccpto chage.secwasdetrmied romthree such shots.

of detonation in the acceptor charge. For 1-inch diameter rods of Plexiglas having a

The microwave wavelength was determined dielectric constant [5] of 2.65, a wavelength of

in the charge of explosive by observing the num- 7.88 mm was calculated [6] for the dominant

ber of wavelengths traversed by a detonation hybrid mode at 24 Gc/sec.

front as it moved through a charge of known
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A photograph of a typical oscilloscope trace cases this check was within the accuracy of the
having a sweep rate of 5 /sec/cm, is shown in determination of the wavelength.
Fig. 6. The trace is divided into three parts
(a) the last inch of the donor charge, (b) the Figure 7 is the displacement-time curve
Plexiglas gap, and (c) the acceptor charge. reduced from the oscilloscope trace shown in
From the oscilloscope trace, the time at which Fig. 5. The interface between the Plexiglas and
the detonation front reached the base of the the acceptor was arbitrarily taken as a refer-
donor and the acceptor charge is easily deter- ence point and displacements were measured
mined. However, the time at which the shock from it. Figure 8 shows the displacement-time
reached the end of the Plexiglas and entered the curves of the growth to detonation at other g-p
acceptor charge is not apparent. The progress thicknesses near the 50% card gap. Table 1
of the shock wave through the Plexiglas gap shows data taken from 10 shots. The first and
could not be determined accurately because the last shots were well below and above the 50%
shock front was partially transparent to the card gap value while the remaining shots were
microwaves. The fracture front, moving at a near the 50% card gap value. The velocities
lower velocity behind the shock front, produced reported in Table 1 were determined graphi-
a large reflection. The reflections from the cally as the slopes of smooth curves through
shock and fracture fronts were superimposed the data points. The accuracy of the data ob-
to complicate the trace. This same complica- tained in the Plexiglas gap was not good enough
tion was observed in the acceptor charge of the to show any real differences between shock
shots that failed to reach detonation. The front wave velocities that reached detonation and
in the C-4 seemed to be partially transparent those that failed to reach detonation.
and other reflections complicated the trace.
This complication was not observed in shots
that reached detonation since the front in an DETONATION OF PENTOLITE
acceptor charge that reached detonation was a
reactive front and reflected more energy. The explosive used in this investigation was

(50/50) Pentolite. The charge consisted of six
2-inch diameter by 1-inch long pentolite pellets
of average density 1.555 gm/cm3. K-band mi-
crowave equipment was used and measurements
were made at a frequency of 20 Gc/sec. The
charge was initiated by a J-2 electric blasting
cap [8]. The oscilloscope was triggered by an
ionization switch probe on top of the charge be-
side the blasting cap or from a signal from the
streak camera 15 to 20 tisec before the initia-
tion of detonation.

The microwave wavelength was determined
by observing the number of wavelengths trav-
ersed by the detonation front as it moved throughS•+0.06
the 6-inch charge. Awavelength of 4.56 -0.5 0
at 20.000 Gc/sec was determined from 4 shots.

Fig. 6 - Oscillogram of growth to detonation A photograph of an oscilloscope trace is shown
in composition C-4 in Fig. 9. A timing signal with 1 Wsec time

marks was first recorded on the film. The os-
cilloscope was triggered by an ionization switch
on top of the charge and was delayed about a

The location of the interface between the microsecond from the initiation of the detona-
Plexiglas and the acceptor was determined by tion. Figure 10 shows the simultaneous micro-
measuring from streak camera photographs [7] wave interferometry and streak camera deter-
the time required for a shockwave from a 1-inch mination of the displacement-time curves of a
diameter charge of Composition C-4 to travel shot. The detonation velocity, determined by a
through 0.80 inches of Plexiglas; this was 4.8 least squares fit of the microwave interferom-
Msec. The position of the interface between the etry data to a straight line, is 7.36 mm/isec.
Plexiglas and the acceptor, determined by the The detonation velocity determined by the slope
above method, was checked by accounting for of the streak camera photograph for the last
the number of wavelengths that would be pres- 4 inches of the charge is 7.43 mm/bsec. Table
ent from an acceptor of known length. In all 2 shows the values of detonation velocity
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TABLE 1
Summary of Results

Plexiglas Time to Distance to Final Velocity Initial Velocity
gap Detonation Detonation in Plexiglas in Acceptor

(inches) (gsec) (mm) (mm/4sec) (mm/jisec)

0.734 <0.4 <4.0 a a

0.789 1.6 10.0 a a

0.798 2.5 8.8 3.8 3.4

0.803 1.6 5.7 a 3.5

0.806 1.8 6.0 3.8 3.3

0.808 Failed to Detonate 3.8 3.8

0.812 4.4 15.0 1 3.9 3.5

S0.820 Failed to Detonate 3.9 4.0

0.833 Failed to Detonate 3.9 4.0

1.003 Failed to Detonate 3.3 3.3

aVeCocities could not be determnined.
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TABLE 2 determined by the above methods from six shots
Detonation Velocity of Pentolite with microwave interferometry and from 5 shots

with the streak camera. The average velocity
Microwave Streak Camera determined by microwave interferometry is

Interferometry (mm/isec) 7.33 and by the streak camera is 7.40 mm/)usec.
(mm/psec) Considering the possible error in determining

the wavelength of the microwaves in the charge,
7.30 7.08 the average value determined by microwave in-
7.32 7.25 terferometry would be 7.33 +0.10 mm/psec. A-0.15
7.32 7.43 previously determined value [9] for a density of

7.32 7.57 1.549 gm/cm 3 is 7.27 mm/gsec.

7.34 7.67 Figure 11 shows the velocity-distance curves
7.36 Average 7.40 for 4 shots determined by microwave interfer-

Average 7.33 ometry. The velocities were determined bytak-
ing the average velocity of detonation between
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peaks of the recorded signal. The variation of encouragement, Mr. J. E. DeMore for his advice
the velocity from a constant value toward the and assistance with the instrumentation, and
end of each charge is almost surely due to a Dr. K. F. Ockert and Dr. T. H. Pratt for their
small amount of the microwave energy propa- advice and assistance in performing these ex-
gating in a second mode and can be observed in periments.
Fig. 9 by the decrease in amplitude and a change
in level of the recorded signal. This research was supported by the Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency, under Con-
tract DA-01-021 ORD-11909(Z).CONCLUSION

Microwave interferometry has been used
to observe the growth to detonation of Compo- REFERENCES
sition C-4. The results confirm the information
on growth to detonation of high explosives ob- 1. M. A. Cook, R. L. Doran, and G. J. Morris,
tained from streak camera photographs of wedge "Measurement of Detonation Velocity by
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nique has been used to observe the growth to (1955)
detonation of a porous, low density charge of
ammonium perchlorate. The results have con- 2. G. F. Cawsey, J. L. Farrands, and S. Thomas,
firmed a detonation where the usual witness "Observations of Detonation in Solid Explo-
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COMMENT

C. FAUQUIGNON (Commissariat a l'Energie explosive can be fired under such conditions.
Atomique, France): A similar use of micro- Figure 2 shows a more detailed view of the horn
waves (70 G Hz in frequency) in time resolved and the antenna.
interferometry has been developed in our labo-
ratory (Ref. 1). The second point I want to discuss concerns

the possibilities of this technique. As it has
Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up been pointed out by Mr. Johnson, an interesting

beyond the wave guide, i.e., in free space prop- feature of this method is to give information on
agation. An elliptic mirror is used to focus the what happens inside the charge. Moreover, it is
beam on the charge, and a double plane reflec- possible by observing a change in amplitude of
tion and a Teflon window protect the antenna the reflected energy to detect the passage of a
from the explosion. More than five pounds of shock or a detonation wave from one material

to another. Figure 3 illustrates this possibility
in showing the transmission of detonation from
a low velocity (low density) explosive (on the
left) to a high velocity (high density) explosive
(on the right)- the ionization in the first explo-
sive is much larger than in the second one and,
hence, the reflectivity is better.

Low' Se~~siy H, 9,A dr..si&'y

Figure 1

Figure 3

REFERENCE

1. G. Garcin, Annales de Physique, Paris No.
Figure 2 7-8, 1964



ON ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN DETONATION PRODUCTS

Bernard Hayes
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

,The purpose of this paper is threefold: to discuss electronic tech-
niques appropriate to high-resolution electrical conductivity measure-
ments in the detonation products of condensed explosives; to present
evidence to show that if the detonation products contain free carbon,
that carbon is the main conductor of electricity; and to demonstrate the
usefulness of the measurement technique to explore reaction-zone
structure.

INTRODUCTION The value of the peak conductivity is
strongly correlated with the amount of solid

Until recently, electrical conductivity carbon present in the detonation products. So
measurements in the detonation products of much so that the data suggest the principal
high explosives have been made with electronic mechanism for electrical conduction in detona-
systems having a least resolved time of a few tion products is a continuous network of solid
tenths of a microsecond [1,2]. Improved time carbon. That is to say, in detonation products
resolution, which increases the rate at which containing free carbon, the phenomenon of
information can be recorded, requires an in- charge conduction can be attributed to the con-
crease in the frequency bandwidth of all corn- duction electrons available in the carbon, and
ponents used in the measuring system. This the bulk conductivity is governed primarily by
paper reports on conductivity experiments uti- the fractional carbon density. On the other
lizing modern traveling wave oscilloscopes hand, explosives with little or no free carbon in
along with dynamic conductivity cells to im- their products have relatively low conductivi-
prove time resolution from a few tenths of a ties, and the charge carriers are probably ions
microsecond to a few tenths of a nanosecond- produced by high temperature.
three orders of magnitude. In terms of fre-
quency, the bandwidth has been increased from Finally, it is believed that the high time
a few megacycles to over a thousand mega- resolution offered by the technique affords the
cycles. As a consequence of this increase in best hope for resolving reaction zones in liquid
resolution, electrical conductivity measure- explosives. However, of those studied only liquid
ments have taken on increased significance by TNT has yielded informative data.
revealing information which was previously
unavailable.

THEORY AND ASSUMPTIONS
Thus, instead of obtaining a single value

for the conductivity of detonation products, a The basis for determining electrical con-
conductivity-time profile with subnanosecond ductivity in detonating high explosives is the
time resolution can be generated. These pro- proper use of a suitable conductivity cell. The
files, in which micron distances behind detona- cell employed herein to obtain profile data con-
tion fronts are being resolved, reveal that, sisted of a long cylindrical tube with a small
while explosive products become conductive hemispherically shaped probe mounted on one
very quickly after the passage of the front, rel- end and with a plane-wave initiation system on
atively large differences occur in the times re- the other end. The tube serves as the explosive
quired for different explosives to reach peak container as well as the common return for the
conductivity. Also, each explosive presents a probe current. This arrangement is particularly
different profile as well as different value for good for liquid explosives and with proper probe
the peak conductivity, fitting may be used with solids. Measurements
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are made in times that are less than the time Laplace equation. The integral can be easily
required for a detonation wave to traverse a evaluated for t = 0 and Dt = a. Between these
probe radius. For this situation the hydrody- two limits it is necessary to resort to numeri-
namic disturbance is negligible and the electri- cal integration methods for a solution.
cal boundary conditions are well known.

A simple approximation for the normalized
In this connection, Mader [3] has computed conductance is [2]

the interaction of a nitromethane detonation
wave with an aluminum probe using his two- g(t)/4a7 = cos" (1 -Dt/a) (2)
dimensional hydrodynamic code. His results
are shown in Fig. 1. The change in probe ra- This expression matches the exact expression
dius is linear with time and in this case results at the probe tip and for a hemispherical section,
in a reduction in probe length of 16% when the has the same general shape but results in a
wave front just covers the hemisphere. The value of conductance at position 2 in Fig. 1
products under the probe can be thought of as which is low by 5.6%. As it turns out, changes
being doubly shocked: the first shock causes in probe shape due to the interaction of the
the nitromethane to detonate, the second shock detonation wave with the probe favor results
arises from the interaction of the detonation which lie between these two limits. Further-
wave with the probe. The temperature rise in more, beyond position 2 in Fig. 1 the results
the products as a result of the second shock is become less and less accurate as the probe
quite small, about 200 degrees in this case. shape deviates from a true hemisphere.
The shock velocity in the products is about half
the detonation velocity, and therefore the re- The experimental record consists of an
flected shock does not expand to an important oscilloscope trace of voltage vs time, the volt-
extent compared to the electric sensing dis- age being the probe voltage as it penetrates the
tance of about ten probe radii. For dense probe detonation products. The initial voltage on the
materials such as steel, changes in probe ra- probe is supplied by a transmission line of im-
dius are even less pronounced. The effect of pedance Z. The reason for using a transmis-
radius changes can be taken into account when sion line as the electrical energy source is that
distances behind the detonation front are re- no ordinary power supply, such as a battery or
quired; however, for convenience in plotting, a condenser, has the necessary high-frequency
time rather than distance will be used. response required for this application. Also,

as we shall see, the cable impedance serves as
The electric current stream lines emerg- a conductance multiplier.

ing from a hemispherical probe as it is being
engulfed by a detonation wave constitute the The waveform to be recorded is carried on
electric boundary value problem. The exact a separate cable of impedance R to the record-
solution to this problem for a homogeneous iso- ing oscilloscope. Both the feed line and the re-
tropic medium can be obtained by solving ceiving line are connected to the probe with
Laplace's equation in toroidal coordinates [4,5]. very short leads to preserve high-frequency
Omitting the details of the derivation, the solu- response. A useful guide to charge radius,
tion for the normalized conductance under a probe length, and lead dress, in this respect, is
hemispherical probe as a function of time after that no dimension should exceed a quarter wave-
a detonation front first contacts the probe (hor- length of the upper bandwidth frequency. Other-
izontal line 1 in Fig. 1) can be written wise the bandwidth will be reduced. Decreased

bandwidth is most harmful at the instant of con-

g( t) 7( 2 - Dt/a) vDti tact between probe and detonation wave, when
4a7 2 cos-1 (Dt/a - 1) voltage gradients are greatest.

Treating the source transmission line,
f ]/cosh - 1 dc,, supplied by a voltage v, as a series impedance

(cosh 1+ - Dta) cosh [,/2 cos- (Dtia - 1] Z shunted by both the fixed receiving line im--0 +pedance R and the variable conductance of the
(1) cell, the cell conductance as a function of the

measured voltage-time waveform f(t) at the
where g is the conductance and 7 is the conduc- oscilloscope is
tivity of the material under the probe; a is the
probe radius, D is the detonation velocity, and g(t) = (1/Z - 1/R)(v/f(t) - 1) (3)
t is the time; ,ý is a parameter to account for
the continuous spectrum of separation constants where V is the initial voltage on the probe. The
which naturally occur in the solution of the actual value of the voltage is not important since
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ALUMINUM for
Fig. 1 - Hemispherical probe shape changes (curved lines RADIUS FRONT a PRO=E 0,015"
numbered 1, Z, 3) and shock wave position (curved dashed CHANGE POSITION t (nsec)

lines Z and 3) for corresponding nitromethane detonation 16% - 3 - 56

front (horizontal dashed lines 1, 2, and 3) advancing over 8%° --- - 28
an aluminum probe. The percentage change in radius is 0%_ - 0
shown on the left for a detonation advance of 1'2 and a.

only voltage ratios are required, and these can [ - 1
be obtained from the shot record. In general, n o -2. F i(Sn+. - -Sn.j) . (5)

the waveform f(t) is a monotonically decreas- i 1
ing function similarto the record of nitrometh-
ane shot shown in Fig. 2. From measurements where L• is the conductivity of the nth layer,
made on the shot record the instantaneous con- gn is the conductance of the nth layer, and the
ductance as a function of time, g(t), can be summation accounts for preceding layers which
computed using Eq. (3), and if the conductivity have moved up the probe. Each layer with a
of the products were constant the value of the conductivity cj is assigned a new value of con-
conductivity could be obtained directly from ductance in accordance with the requirements
Eqs. (1) or (2). However, since the conductivity of Eqs. (1) or (2) to approximate closely the
may not be constant a different approach is electrical boundary conditions with S being the
required. geometric factor. Equation (5) is somewhat in

error because it does not take into account re-
To this end, the detonation products are fraction of the electric streamlines at the

imagined to consist of a large number of thin boundary between layers when conductivity
layers stacked one on top of the other. A layer changes are large. In the neighborhood of large
thickness will depend on the time resolution conductivity gradients (except the jump at the
employed, and in this connection it is convenient front of the detonation wave) changes are aver-
to use microns per nanosecond as the velocity aged over too great a distance, which is to say
dimension. The layer thickness is then written the gradient is reduced. Thus, the analysis will

produce a value of conductivity for each layer
-x = (D -u) 'At. (4) which is somewhat higher than the actual value

should be. Nevertheless, the qualitative profile
For nitromethane with D 6.4, ip Z 2.0, and a will reasonably approximate the true profile,
resolution time of 0.25 nanoseconds, the ap- showing changes in conductivity without gener-
proximate layer thickness, A3x, is 1.1 microns. ating spurious steps. Equation (5) is valid,

however, for regions of constant conductivity
As each layer of products contacts the which sometimes exist well behind a detonation

probe, conductance which is characteristic of front. Because of the difficulty in handling the
the conductivity of the layer is added to the geometric factor S, Eq. (5) was coded in Ver-
electrical circuit. Consequently, the shape of sion III Fortran to accommodate Eqs. (1) and
the electric waveform reflects the changes in (2). Typical results for nitromethane are shown
conductivity as they take place. By accounting in Fig. 3, where the lower curve is the result
for the conductance of each layer as it moves of using the geometric factor from Eq. (1) and
up the probe an estimate of the conductivity of while the upper curve results from Eq. (2).
the nth layer can be made from the residual
conductance up to that layer. To rephrase this In situations where it is not convenient to
mathematically, use hemispherical probes a flat-bottomed probe

Fig. 2 - A nitromethane shot record. The timing
wave is a 2000 megacycle sine wave (t
The probe radius for this shot was 3.0 ± 0.3 mils;
and Z = 33 ohms and R = 125 ohms.
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E 00

E NITROMETHANE
CONDUCTIVITY PROFILE Fig. 3 - Typical conductivity profiles of nitromethane

t- near the detonation front. The lower curve makes use
of Eq. (1) while the upper curve makes use of Eq. (2).
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can be employed to obtain a good estimate of Alternatively, conductance plots alone fur-
the detonation products' bulk conductivity [6]. nish interesting comparison data such as those
For this case the normalized conductance is shown in Fig. 5 for PETN with different initial

densities. It is apparent from this plot (which
(6) should not be construed as a profile) that as the

initial density of the explosive decreases the
where , is the radius of the wire or rod con- conductance decreases, implying that the con-
tacting the explosive. This configuration is ductivity also decreases.
particularly useful when comparisons of differ-
ent explosives in the same geometry are de- The geometry for this series of shots was
sired or when a parameter such as density is quite simple. It consisted of a small brass cyl-
the only variable. Again, good time resolution inder with a 5/16-in. -diameter hole 0.2-in.-
is required as equation (6) does not hold if the deep for the explosive. The booster was an
conducting products have covered any appre- SE-1 detonator with a 40-mil-thick 9404 pellet
ciable length of the probe. driving a 15-mil-thick brass shim which formed

the bottom of the acceptor charge. The probe
Typical shot records for two different was the center wire of the coaxial line from the

PETN densities are shown in Fig. 4. Divergent recording oscilloscope, and the source line in
or tilted detonation waves affect the electric this case was a 93-ohm coaxial cable. The
waveform causing the discontinuity to be some- geometry in this situation is marginal for ob-
what rounded so that conductance measurements taining a good value of conductivity, because
(using Eq. 3) in the 7 to 15 nanosecond time in- the detonation wave is divergent and the ratio
terval are averaged to obtain an estimate of the of charge diameter to probe diameter is also
conductivity from Eq. (6). marginal: 12.4 to 1. As a general rule charge

Fig. 4 - Conductance waveforms using flat
probes. The timing trace is a 400 Mc/sec
sine wave.
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5 50

Fig. 5 - Electrical conductance measurements P 1.2
inPETN products for different initial densities. ' 20

See text for shot geometry configuration. P TN CONDUCTANCE

0 -51 0

0 2.5 5.0 75 0.0 12.5 15.0 175 20.0
TIME - nsec

diameter to probe diameter should exceed a 25 Conductivity profiles of PETN have not
to 1 ratio. been generated as yet because of the difficulty

in making small hemispherical holes in this
material. However, since the profile is thought

RESULTS to be similar to nitromethane (very thin reac-
tion zone, fast-rising, flat-topped conductivity

Conductivity profiles for nitromethane, profile) bulk conductivity measurements have
Composition B, and liquid TNT have been ob- been made. The best estimate of PETN con-
tained, and the results are shown in the log-log ductivity is 60 mhos per meter for an initial
plot of Fig. 6. The onset of conductivity is seen density of 1.699 g/cc, a charge diameter of
to be quite rapid in the nitromethane and the 1.625 in., a charge length of 1 in., and a flat-
liquid TNT relative to the Composition B. The bottomed probe of 30 mils - see Fig. 4a for a
time to the first inflection in both liquid TNT typical shot record.
and Composition B is thought to be connected
with reaction-zone thickness, although further The maximum values of the conductivities
experimental evidence appears warranted be- for the above four explosives were plotted
fore a final judgement can be made. In the case against carbon content as shown in Fig. 7. The
of nitromethane there has been no indication of values of the carbon content were computed by
an inflection, which tends to confirm the hypoth- Mader using the BKW equation of state [7]. Be-
esis that the reaction zone is too thin to be re- cause of the uncertainties in the form of the
solved. The conductivity peak evidenced in all equation of state used to calculate the solid
three explosives has been attributed to carbon carbon content, the numbers may not be accu-
precipitation which takes place near the end of rate, but their relative values should be quite
chemical reaction. reliable. The correlation is excellent, and it is

10000

Liquid
TNT

Fig. 6 - Conductivity profiles for nitromethane, 1000 /
Composition B, and liquid TNT. The inflection
on the front of Composition B and liquid TNT .omp

curves are thought to be associated with the
ends of the reaction zones in these materials " /e
and the peaks with carbon precipitation. > 00 methane

C 7
0

I0 ___ r_________________ o0_

0,25 05 1 2 10 20 100 200
Time - nanoseconds
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believed that in these explosives electricity is SUMMARY
conducted in a network of solid carbon.

To conclude, this investigation has shown
As further evidence of the validity of the that the electrical conductivity of detonation

carbon hypothesis, the bulk conductivity of products for different explosives ranges from 1
PETN as a function of initial density can be es- to 10 4 mhos per meter. A strong correlation
timated from the data of Fig. 5. The computed between the value of the peak conductivity and
values are somewhat high compared to the best the calculated carbon content in the detonation
estimate for high-density PETN (probably due products was noted. That is, in explosion prod-
to marginal geometry), but since firing condi- ucts containing free carbon the conductivity is
tions and geometry were identical in all cases primarily determined by the fractional solid
the relative conductivities should be quite sat- carbon density in the products. This suggests
isfactory. Figure 8 is a plot of the results that a network of solid carbon forms and is the
along with a few physical properties of PETN dominating conductor. In detonation products
obtained from Mader-type calculations, which do not contain free carbon the electrical

conductivity is low and probably conduction is
The most revealing feature in connection primarily by ions which are present because of

with Fig. 8 is that all parameters except tem- the high temperature of the products.
perature increase with increasing density. At
low density the temperature is high, there is no The technique described here, yielding two
solid carbon present. (the carbon combines with to three orders of magnitude improvement in
oxygen to form carbon monoxide), and yet the time resolution over conventional conductivity
conductivity is low relative to the high-density methods, constitutes a new diagnostic tool for
material. The point is that thermal ionization probing into detonation products. The full
is not as effective as solid carbon in enhancing benefits of the technique have not been fully
electrical conduction. In fact, at low density assessed as yet, but further e:xperiments to
the conductivity is only a little more than an elucidate reaction-zone structure are being
order of magnitude higher than that of detona- considered.
tion products from a gas mixture of acetylene
and oxygen [8]. Furthermore, while references
are not available it is known that the conductiv- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
ity of tetranitromethane and nitroglycerine are
also quite low and that these materials also The author wishes to thank C. L. Mader for
have carbon-free products. carrying out the probe interaction computations,
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A TECHNIQUE FOR DETAILED TIME-RESOLVED

RADIATION MEASUREMENTS IN THE REACTION ZONE

OF CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES
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Research Institute of National Defense (F6rsvarets Forskningsanstalt)

Stockholm 80, Sweden

ABSTRACT

A fast photomultiplier and high speed oscilloscope is used to record
the intensity of light emitted from within the reaction zone in some con-
densed explosives. The light from a thin translucent disc of explosive
in contact with the end surface of a cylindrical charge of the same ex-
plosive is recorded while the detonation wave travels across the thick-
ness of the disc. A very thin layer of opaque material is used to screen
off the light from the main charge.. The time-resolution of the record-
ing system is better than 2 millimicrosec. The sensitivity of the photo-
multiplier is sufficiently high for temperature measurements to be made
without loss in time-resolution. Preliminary experiments with Comp. B
and nitromethane are described.

INTRODUCTION the shock compression. The pressure and tem-
perature profile in the reaction zone is pre-

There has always been a shortage of direct sumably determined by the rate of reaction at
experimental information on the processes oc- each stage of the complicated chain of reactions
curring in that zone of a detonating explosive involved in the decomposition of the explosive.
where the chemical decomposition actually The equilibrium profile would then be the result
takes place. After the recent pressure profile of a delicate balance everywhere in the reaction
measurements of Duff and Houston [1], Berg zone between energy released by reaction and
and Persson [2] and Craigh [3] it now seems energy lost by expansion. In addition, the reac-
clear that the steady detonation wave in high- tion rate would be governed by the local tem-
density RDX-TNT explosives consists of a perature, which is in turn a function of pressure
shock front followed by a zone of rapidly de- as required by the equation of state of the ex-
creasing pressure. The shock front pressure plosive at its various stages of decomposition.
is perhaps double the Chapman-Jouguet pres-
sure which indicates that very little decompo- Temperature, in this picture, plays a cen-
sition has occurred in the shock front itself. It tral role in the process. A knowledge of the
has not been shown that the decomposition re- temperature at various points within the reac-
action is always completed within the zone of tion zone is necessary for any sort of quantita-
rapidly decreasing pressure. On the contrary tive treatment of the process. It is the purpose
the results of Craigh [3] of pressure-measure- of this paper to present a simple technique
ments in steady detonation in stick charges which might make possible actual measure-
rather support the idea that some reaction ments of temperature within the reaction zone.
takes place in a rather larger zone of more The results of some light intensity measure-
slowly decreasing pressure following the first ments on reacting RDX/TNT and nitromethane
zone. are given, mainly to illustrate the potentiali-

ties of the technique. The conclusions drawn
It seems likely that the reaction is trig- from the rather small material are of neces-

gered by the temperature rise associated with sity tentative.

*:'Present address of Mr. Persson: Swedish Detonic Research Foundation, Vinterviken, Stockholm SV,
Sweden.
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OPTICAL AND PHOTOMULTI- about 0.3 millimicrosec and a top sweep speed
PLIER SYSTEM of 5000 mm/As. The multiplier and coaxial

cable were impedance matched to the 125 0 in-
The central feature of the technique is the put impedance of the oscilloscope. Light inten-

use of a fast photomultiplier and high-speed sity versus photomultiplier voltage calibration
single sweep oscilloscope for recording the was made using the light from a 7 millimicro-
light emitted from the reaction zone of the ex- sec duration discharge flash from a simple
plosive. Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of mercury-wetted switch together with the cali-
the arrangement. An objective lens system brated lens aperture. At the accelerating volt-
images the explosive specimen (which is usu- ages used, the recorded voltage was propor-
ally mounted on the end surface of a cylindrical tional to light intensity over the full range of
charge of as nearly as possible the same explo- the oscilloscope.
sive) on to the photo-cathode surface of the
multiplier. A pin-hole diaphragm placed close The time resolution of the whole system is
to the cathode prevents all light except that determined by the, photomultiplier jitter and is
originating from a small central area* of the better than 2 millimicrosec.
specimen charge from reaching the cathode
surface. In this way, the lens and photomulti- The sensitivity limit of the whole system
plier, mounted together on an optical bench, can is perhaps best given by comparison with an
be used in much the same manner as an inter- 8 mm//s streak camera of overall aperture
nal slit streak camera. Figure 2 shows this f: 7.5. Light phenomena which are just barely
arrangement. recorded by the camera using tri-X film and

forced development give a 5 volt output signal
In the experiments to be described, a 56 at 1800 V multiplier voltage and the objective

AVP multiplier was used, giving a rise-time of lens stopped down to f: 32. Records can thus be
about 2 millimicrosec. The multiplier was made of phenomena about 400 times less intense
connected to a Tektronix 519 single sweep dis- than this, simply by increasing the objective
tributed deflection oscilloscope with rise-time lens aperture and the multiplier voltage.

The triggering mode is by signal. This has
'Diameter: 0.85mm in 60/40 RDX/TNT experi- certain disadvantages, as light originating from
ments; 1.25 mm in nitromethane experiments, early stages of the main charge detonation has

OBJECTIVE PHOTO
LENS MULTIPLIER

Fig. I - Optical system for recording the z l°m

light from a small area of specimen charge HE 5-6•-AVP
mounted on the end surface of high explo-
sive charge

APERTURE PIN-HOLE TO 519
SCREEN OSCILLOSCOPE

--ý I

. •~

Fig. 2 - Objective lens and photomultiplier mounted
together on optical bench. Photomultiplier unit pulled
back to show 56 AVP tube normally enclosed in tubular
cover at left.
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to be excluded. A useful addition, which is at The explosive could be undercooled to be-
present under consideration, would be an elec- low room temperature, and a slight mechanical
tronic gating system allowing the sweep to be deformation at the edge of the charge was usu-
triggered only during a predetermined short ally needed to set off crystallization, which then
time interval synchronised with the detonator proceeded very slowly across the width of the
pulse. wafer.

The wafers made in this way showed no air
LIGHT EMISSION FROM REACTION IN inclusions under microscopic examination.

NONPOROUS 60/40 RDX/TNT
Normally, the explosive adhered to the

Experimental glass surface, and any lack of contact was shown
up by the interference patterns produced in the

The original purpose of these experiments gap. If required, the 0.1 mm glass plate could
was to send a pressure pulse similar to that in be removed, exposing a smooth explosive
a steady detonation through a wafer of explosive surface.
thinner than the reaction zone thickness and to
study the light emission or temperature in the The end surface of the main charge was
wafer as a function of wave amplitude and time. ground flat on carborundum paper and then
By making the wafer thin and placing it in con- sprayed with a thin coat of black paint to fill in
tact with the end surface of a stick of explosive, any small pores. A second coat was then ap-
the pressure in the explosive wafer would run plied and the explosive wafer with or without
through the steady wave pressure profile in the its 0.1 mm glass cover was pressed into the wet
stick. paint. After drying, the enclosed paint layer

was found to have a thickness of 10-20 g.
In later experiments, the wafer was made

thicker so that the whole reaction zone or a
greater part of it could be contained within it. Observations
The amplitude and duration of the pressure
pulse were varied by varying the stick diame- The following observations were made in
ter. Another way of altering the pressure pulse the experiments with 60/40 RDX/TNT explosive
was to insert a slice of inert material between wafers:
the two charges.

1. The light emission starts, within a
Figure 3 shows the schematic arrangement. measuring error of ±3 millimicrosec, immedi-

Glass and 60/40 RDX/TNT were chosen because ately when the wave front reaches the explosive
of the nearly perfect shock impedance match (Fig. 4).
between these two materials in the pressure
region 200-400 kbar [2]. The explosive, having 2. The light intensity increases almost fin-
an RDX grain size <10 g, was vacuum melted in early from zero intensity up to a certain level,
20 mg batches and vibrated to get rid of air in- where it suddenly becomes constant or de-
clusions. A drop of the melted explosive was creases slightly to a roughly constant level.
then placed on a preheated 1 mm thick clean Little or no overshoot of the type seen in the
glass plate about 7 mm square and was covered nitromethane experiments is found. If the wafer
by a thin (0.1 mm) clean glass plate. The as- is thick, the break in the curve occurs at apoint
sembly was lightly pressed to give the required about 25 millimicrosec after the wave entered
wafer thickness, which could be chosen between the wafer, in which time a detonation wave would
the limits 50 and 500 p. move nearly 0.20 mm (Fig. 5). If the wafer is

LIGHT SCREEN
(BLACK PAINT)

_ .Fig. 3 - Schematic drawing of specimen 60/40

TO RDX/TNT charge between two glass plates
HE HE mounted on end of stick charge. In most of

E PHOTOMULTIPLIER the later experiments, the thin glass plate

was removed.

'GLASSij
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r60/40 RDX/TNT,,
Fig. 4 - Experimental arrangement and oscilloscope record .ACK PAINT
showing the lightemission from wafer charge to start at the 15 0 P
moment wave front reaches the glass-explosive interface. 15,. AIR GAP

Marker light flashes from l5z thick air gaps on either side 
15 0

p

of wafer charge assembly (Ist and 4th peaks from the left) -150) 60/0'ROVX/TNT

indicate position of wave front. The time between ist peak 150 GLAS//
and the start of the following light phenomenon due to the - 15.p AIR GAP

wafer charge (0.025g sec) is equal to the time for the shock 0 L A

wave to travel across the glass thickness. The strong light
0.Z /Isec after the second air gap light flash is due to air 10V.

compressed by the free surface of the lower glass (thick-
ness I mm). O.2.psec

60/40 RDX/TNT
THICKNESS

Fig. 5 - Records of light emission from wafer charges
0vI • • 3 of thickness 344A and 

6
5kt thick, separated from the

75 mm diameter stick charge by 20p• paint layer.
Trace starts at left.

01lJsec

thinner than 0.20 mm, the break occurs at an reaction products transmit light sufficiently
earlier time, although often appreciably later well for the emission from a zone about 0.20
than the moment a detonation wave would have mm thick to be recorded.
reached the opposite side of the wafer (Fig. 5).

2. An alternative possibility could be that
3. In spite of the great care taken to pre- the reaction products are highly absorbent. The

pare the wafer charges to a uniform high qual- emission would then come from a layer perhaps
ity, the light emission showed a great variabil- 5 or 10 p thick near the front. The increase in
ity between charges. In particular, known air light intensity could only be explained by as-
inclusions and crystal defects were found to suming that the reaction and front temperature
give rise to high amplitude light signals. Simi- increase to a steady state over 0.20 mm travel,
lar high amplitude signals occurred from time i.e., some sort of shock-to-detonation transition.
to time in apparently perfect wafers, possibly
due to defects (air inclusions) in the stick Against this latter hypothesis speaks the
charge. absence of any evidence of cooling after the

front has reached the thick glass plate. The
4. Changes were made in the input pres- temperature in a wafer layer a few microns

sure profile by varying the stick charge diam- thick would be appreciably affected by thermal
eter between 20 and 75 mm at a constant length conduction into the glass.
to thickness ratio of 5, and also by varying the
thickness of glass between the two charges (0 to With the former hypothesis on the other
0.25 mm). Any small effect of these changes hand, it is not clear why the break in the light
was hidden by the charge-to-charge variations intensity curve is so sudden. The sudden break
in emission. could perhaps indicate a sharp increase in ab-

sorption (free carbon?) at some stage in the

The observations suggest either of the fol- reaction or a sharp decrease in temperature or
lowing mechanisms: the development of a sharp temperature peak.

1. With the thin barriers used, varying LIGHT EMISSION FROM NITRO-
from an 0.02 mm thick paint layer to an 0.25 METHANE REACTION
mm thick layer of glass, reaction proceeds in
the wafer charge in very much the same way Experimental
as in the stationary detonation. No shock-to-
detonation transition other than that constitut- The purpose of the nitromethane experi-
ing the normal reaction zone is present. The ments was to find out whether anything of the
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reaction zone structure in this explosive could where the time of arrival of the wave front at
be resolved. Previous experiments have shown the polyethylene-explosive interface can be de-
the zone to be extremely thin [4], although the termined with the help of the light flashes from
critical diameter and wave front curvature data air-gaps introduced between the polyethylene
do not support this. and glass plates. Instead, the well-known

shock-to-detonation transition phenomenon is
The experiments were made by introducing seen to occur even with the thinnest barrier

thin barriers (0.025-0.5 mm thick) of carbon tried so far, 25 g polyethylene. The phenome-
black filled polyethylene in the way of a steady non shows the features previously seen in shock
detonation in a cylindrical nitromethane charge initiation of nitromethane [5], i.e., a nonluminous
enclosed in a thin-walled tufnol tube. Polyeth- or very weakly luminous primary shock, fol-
ylene has a slightly lower shock impedance than lowed by a high pressure steady detonation in
nitromethane. The light emitted from the ex- the preshocked explosive. Because of the low
plosive behind the polyethylene foil was trans- temperature in this detonation, it is less lumi-
mitted to the photomultiplier through a glass nous than the normal steady state detonation.
window (Fig. 6). When the high pressure detonation catches up

with the shock front, an overdriven high tem-
perature nonsteady detonation results, which

Observations quickly decays into a normal steady detonation
(Fig. 8).

Three observations were made:
3. Varying the input pressure by varying

1. The results were highly regular, with the charge diameter between 22 and 57 mm
very little variation from shot to shot, in strik- (1/d = 5) made little difference to the behaviour.
ing contrast to the 60/40 RDX/TNT experi- The small charges (lower pressure) gave ca 5%
ments. higher peak amplitude and ca 20% longer high

pressure detonation plateaus than the large
2. With nitromethane, in contrast to 60/40 ones (Fig. 9).

RDX/TNT, the light emission does not start
when the wave front reaches the explosive. The observations are in agreement with
This is seen from the experiment in Fig. 7, the assumption that the nitromethane reaction

NM

Fig. 6 - Experimental arrangement
used in the nitromethane experiments

GLASS WINDOW

BLACK POLYETHYLENE BARRIER

TO
PHOTOMULTIPLIER

DONOR CHARGE NITROMETHANE

7
Sj POLYETHENE

75.p AIR GAP

Fig. 7 - Experimental arrangement and oscilloscope .. '/1," 00; GLASS

record showing (left) the two intense light flashes 75uAJR GAP ' / "

from the 75j air gaps and (right) the start of light 71.\,\7 0j GLASS
emission from nitromethane in receptor charge.
First reaction light appears about 0.075 ,sec after RECEPTOR CHARGE NITROMETHANE

shock front reaches receptor charge.

ID V

0 ¶jjsec
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POLYETHENE

10I V THICKNESS
I J27.p

Fig. 8- Records of light emission from shock-to- 10V 65 ji
detonation transition in nitromethane at different
polyethylene barrier thicknesses. Note two-stage
increase in intensity and overshoot after second 0v l41ji
increase.
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Fig. 9 - Records of shock-to-detonation transition
1EV- 32 MM in nitromethane at different charge diameters.

1 Note longer plateau and higher over-shoot ampli-
10V _• 57 MM tude at small charge diameter.

pijjpsec
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zone has a very sharp pressure peak near the 2. Nitromethane shows the detonation-to-
front. The peak would seem to be attenuated shock and shock-to-detonation transition char-
while the wave travels through a thickness of acteristic of a homogeneous explosive even with
25 ji polyethene. The peak can then be esti- barriers as thin as 25 A. The reaction zone has
mated to be less than 10 pu thick, which means a peak of probably less than 10 g thickness.
that an appreciable part of the decomposition is
completed in less than 2 millimicrosec. This 3. Nonporous 60/40 RDX/TNT is less sen-
could be the reason why small wall surface ir- sitive to disturbance by thin barriers than nitro-
regularities give rise to "streamers" of appar- methane. A 250 g thick barrier may cause a
ently incompletely detonated explosive, disturbance in the reaction, but there is no delay

and very little overshoot of the type usually as-
It is not proposed that the whole reaction sociated with homogeneous explosives.

takes place within this peak - on the contrary,
well established data on wave front curvature
and charge diameter effects indicate that the REFERENCES
Chapman-Jouguet plane is roughly as far behind
the front in nitromethane as in RDX/TNT mix- 1. R. E. Duff and E. Houston, J. Chem. Phys.
tures. 23, 1268 (1955)

CONCLUSIONS 2. U. Berg and P.A. Persson, ERDE Int Conf-
erence on Sensitivity and Hazards of Explo-

1. The photomultiplier technique has been sives, London, 1963

shown to be a useful tool in detonation and par-
ticularly reaction zone investigations. The 3. B. G. Craigh, 10th Int Symposium on Com-
method has a development potential, it is sim- bustion, Cambridge, England, 1964
ple, and it is in addition very much cheaper
(even including the cost of the high speed oscil- 4. B. Hayes, 10th Int Symposium on Combus-
loscope) than an f: 7.5 and 8 mm/psec streak tion, Cambridge, England, 1964
camera system, which it beats by a factor of
400 in light sensitivity and a factor of 2 or 3 in 5. A. W. Campbell, W. C. Davis, and J. R.
time resolution. Travis, Phys. Fluids 4, 498 (1961)
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COMMENT

H. J. Mueller (Basic Research Laboratory, suitable for kinetic studies. However, unlike
U. S. Army Engineer Research and Develop- the detonation proper, which is a highly luminous
ment Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Virginia): event, the transient reaction during the induc-
I should like to mention that I am using a simi- tion period is nearly dark and the chemilumi-
lar photomultiplier-oscilloscope arrangement nescence is invisible to the naked. eye. Never-
successfully for studying the kinetics of the in- theless, it is possible to achieve sufficient
duction period of thermally initiated azides. sensitivity of the photomultiplier by sacrificing

some of the theoretically possible time resolu-G. D. Singer and I have shown in a recent tion, and oscilloscope traces were obtained
paper::: that the intensity of the chemilumines- which can be quantitatively evaluated. As an

cence which is emitted during the thermal de- exampleqFig. itashowsythe alumiesenceav
example, Fig. 1 shows the luminescence vs

composition of azides is proportional to the re- time trace of exploding silver azide (-2 mg).
action rate. The light emission is considered A red-blind EMR photomultiplier was used in
to be due to excited nitrogen and lies essentially connection with a Tektronix 585 scope. The
in the ultraviolet. There is, however, an emis- sensitivity of the scope was 0.2 v/cm, the
sion band in the visible at 560 mg. In this sweep speed amounted to 10 m sec/cm. Quan-
wavelength range the azide crystals are trans- titative evaluation of such traces showed, for
lucent and, thus, the 560 mA emission is very instance, that during the induction period the

"Nature 201073(19reaction rate increases exponentially with time,

'"Nature 207, 1073 (1965) indicating an autocatalytic reaction.

DETONATION

z

TIME (10 .,cC/dimisi~m)

Fig. I - Delayed detonation of AgN 3
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ELECTRICAL TRANSDUCER STUDIES OF INITIATION

OF LIQUID EXPLOSIVES

J. R. Travis
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Electrical signals are generated by initiation processes occurring
in dielectric liquid explosives. A transducer utilizing this effect has
been developed. Comparison of the results obtained with the transducer
and with a smear camera shows that the transducer can measure the
time of events occurring during the initiation process with high preci-
sion. The transducer technique is particularly useful in the study of
those explosives in which, because of their low luminosity, the entire
initiation process cannot be observed with a smear camera. Differ-
ences in the initiation behavior of nitromethane, solutions of TNT in
nitromethane, molten DINA, and molten TNT are described.

INTRODUCTION steady-state detonation, is readily photographed.
In others such as Dithekite 13,'-- molten TNT,

The following thermal explosion model for and some solutions of TNT in nitromethane,
one-dimensional shock initiation of liquid explo- light from the supervelocity detonation has
sives [1,2] adequately incorporates most of the never been detected. In all other respects the
experimental observations. A plane shock wave initiation behavior of these explosives is the
entering a liquid explosive compresses and same as that of nitromethane. No explanation
heats it. After an induction time during which for the lack of luminosity of the supervelocity
chemical reaction is occurring, detonation in wave in these explosives has yet been confirmed.
the heated, compressed explosive begins near
the interface where the explosive has been hot The presence or absence of luminosityfrom
longest. This detonation travels as a super- the supervelocity detonation in solutions of TNT
velocity wave through the compressed explosive, in nitromethane is dependent on the TNT con-
overtakes the initial shock wave, and overdrives centration. For a solution containing 30% by
a detonation in the unshocked nitromethane. weight of TNTt no light is observed. For solu-
This overdriven detonation decays to a steady- tions containing less than 20% TNT, light is ob-
state detonation in a few microseconds, served, but it occurs later in the time scale of

the initiation process than it does in pure nitro-
These events can be photographed with a methane. Optical experiments with reflected

high-speed rotating-mi rror smear camera. In light have shown that an opaque layer forms in
an experiment of the kind shown schematically shock-compressed TNT/nitromethane (30/70)
in Fig. 1, a smear camera is aligned so that its shortly before it detonates. Nothing more is
slit subtends a diameter of the charge and its known about this layer, whether it is related to
optic axis is congruent with the charge axis. As the nonluminosity or, if it is, how it can totally
initiation takes place, the camera records light obscure the light from the detonation in the
successively from the flasher when the shock shock-compressed TNT/nitromethane (30/70).4
wave enters the nitromethane, from the detona-
tion in the compressed explosive, from the
strong interaction between this detonation wave
and the overtaken shock wave, and finally from *Nitric acid and nitrobenzene in the mole ratio

5 to 1, plus 13 wt % water.the steady-state detonation in the unshocked tHereafter designated TNT/nitromethane
nitromethane. In some explosives, for example (30/70).
nitromethane, light from the supervelocity det- T This problem is discussed more fully by Travis
onation, although weaker than the light from and coworkers [3].

609
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Since optical techniques could not be used ground plate needs to be great enough to allow
to study events occurring within the opaque sufficient time for coverage of the initiation
layer, a new technique was needed if this prob- phenomena; (3) The diameter must be large
lem were to be studied more thoroughly. Inter- enough and the spacing small enough to give an
est in this problem led to an investigation of adequate signal strength. Transducers with
other techniques and ultimately to the discov- spacings of 5 and 6 mm and probe diameters of
ery of the charge generation phenomena asso- 7.5 and 12 mm have proven satisfactory, giving
ciated with initiation processes. signals of a few tenths to a few hundredths of a

volt across a 93 S2 RG-71/U signal cable.
The experimental device used to study the

charge generation phenomena is a transducer in Two oscilloscopes were used to record the
the form of an uncharged parallel-plate capaci- waveform of the current in the transducer cir-
tor which has explosive as a dielectric. One cuit which consisted of a small capacitance
plate is connected to the signal input terminal shunted by the small resistance of the signal
of an oscilloscope. The other plate, at ground cable. One of the oscilloscopes, a Tektronix
potential, acts as part of the attenuator in the 581, was set with a sweep speed of 0.1 or 0.2
boosting system. When the shock wave in the psec/cm for optimum resolution of the events
grounded attenuator plate hits the explosive a of interest. The other, a Tektronix 545, was
voltage appears across the capacitor and a used for long time coverage.
pulse is displayed on the oscilloscope.

The design of the booster system was de-
The output of an explosive-filled transducer termined by the electrode spacing and was ad-

changes with time as the shock wave proceeds justed for each test explosive so that initiation
through it. The first experimental problem was would occur in less than one microsecond.
to correlate the events already described which
occur during initiation with the observed changes The output pulse from a polarization trans-
in the transducer signal. This has been done ducer has a characteristic shape for a given
successfully for the explosives nitromethane, material. The pulse from Plexiglas, for exam-
TNT/nitromethane, molten TNT and molten ple, rises sharply in the positive direction when
DINA (dinitroxyethl-nitramine). Now that this the shock hits the Plexiglas, then rises slowly
correlation has been established, experiments until the shock nears the signal probe at which
can be performed in which the transducer re- time it rises rapidly to a height several times
sults can be combined with results from optical its initial height. The pulse from water starts
and other electronic techniques to study some with a large positive spike which decays rapidly
of the remaining unsolved problems in the ini- before building up again as the shock wave ap-
tiation of explosives. proaches the probe. The output signal from

liquid explosives is very different. A sample
oscilloscope trace showing initiation polariza-

THE EXPLOSIVE-FILLED TRANSDUCER tion is reproduced in Fig. 2. The first short
positive signal signifies the entry of the shock

Studies of the charge generation by shocks wave into the nitromethane. This is followed
in inert dielectrics have been reported by Eich- by a second positive pulse which occurs at the
elberger and Hauver [4] and Harris [5] in recent time the super-velocity detonation starts in the
publications. They have considered the effect compressed explosive. A sharp negative signal
to be due to mechanical polarization produced occurs a short time later when the superveloc-
at the shock front. The current generated by a ity detonation overtakes the shock wave. Cor-
polarization transducer is a function of the na- relation between the three parts of the signal
ture of the dielectric material, increases mono- and the initiation events has been demonstrated
tonically with pressure until saturation occurs, by comparing the transducer signal with the
is inversely proportional to the electrode sepa- smear camera picture taken at the same time
ration, and is directly proportional to the effec- in many experiments. A smear camera picture
tive area of the electrodes. reproduced below the transducer signal in Fig. 2

shows this correlation.
A schematic diagram of an explosive-filled

transducer mounted in a charge assembly is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The transducer was de- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
signed to meet conflicting requirements: (1) The A. Relative Times of Occurrence of
diameter needs to be small so that the initiation Initiation Events
phenomena occurring in the region near the
probe can be photographed with a smear cam- Initiation polarization has been observed in
era; (2) The spacing between the probe and the four liquid explosives: nitromethane, molten
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TRANSPARENT TO CAMERA

HOMOLITEPLATE •__-EPROJECTED SLIT IMAGE

CONNECTOR FOR COAXIAL CABLE
CONTROLLED . ..- TO TEKTRONIX 581 OSCILLOSCOPE
TEMPERATURE

BATH 
., -.I-TEFLON

INSULATOR

TEST -BRASS
EXPLOSIVES"IELD
FLASHERI C, 

7.5 MM DIAM.FLASHER 
-'SIGNAL

ALUMINUM 12 MM PROBE
GROUNDED' _ __

12 MM

50 MM COMPOSITION B

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of transducer mounted
in a charge assembly. The probe shield is elec-
trically connected to the grounded attenuator plate,
to the wall of the explosive container, and to the
ground lead of the signal cable.

DINA, TNT/nitromethane (30/70), and molten
TNT. The qualitative appearance of the trans-
ducer signals obtained from the first three is
the same as that shown in Fig. 2: two positive
pulses followed by a negative one. But only the
first positive pulse and the negative pulse are
seen from molten TNT. Just as in the optical
record no signal is detected from the detonation
in the shock-compressed molten TNT, although
the transducer does give a signal for TNT/NM
(30/70) and the optical record does not.

The times of occurrence of the initiation
events measured by both the transducer and
optical techniques are given in Table 1. 7, the
induction time, is the time from the entry of the
shock wave to the time of the onset of detona-
tion in the compressed explosive. The time, t,
is the time from the entry of the shock wave to
the time at which the detonation in the com-

Fig. 2 - Transducer and smear pressed explosive overtakes the shock wave.

camera records of initiation There is no doubt that the two techniques are
phenomena in nitromethane detecting the same events.
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TABLE I
Comparison of Transducer and Camera Data

Transducer Smear Camera

Explosive Shot 1 7
T t (sc)fT/t j j tiLsc T/t(jisec) I (4sec)

Nitromethane B5209 .114 .176 .648
B6086 .172 .246 .698 .174 .252 .690
B6088 .213 .323 .660 .227 .328 .692
B5203 .230 .332 .693
B5201 .325 .472 .667
B6093 .345 .500 .690 .340 .484 .703
B5217 .424 .620 .684

Avg. .677 Avg. .695

Molten DINA B6087 .160 .208 .769 .134 .171 .784
B6089 .233 .305 .764 .265 .337 .787

Molten TNT B6092 -- .122 .. .. .098 --

B6091 -- .278 .. .. .296 --

TNT/Nitromethanea (8/92) B5220 .438 .632 .693 .563 .632 .888
(15/85) B5219 .820 .. .. 1.11 1.15 .965
(30/70) B5211 .198 .286 .693 b -- 1.0

aCamera data taken on replicate shots -- adjusted for comparison with the transducer results.
bNo light detected.

Another experimental fact that demon- observed. Apparently, when the TNT concen-
strates the validity of the interpretation is the tration is 30%, the entire volume of shock-
constancy of the ratio T/t. This ratio is de- compressed explosive has become opaque be-
pendent only on the values of the velocity of the for the supervelocity detonation overtakes the
detonation wave in the compressed explosive shock wave.
and the shock and particle velocities of the ini-
tiating shock, which are all almost constant for In a few experiments with molten DINA, no
the small range of shock pressures (85-90 kbar) light from the supervelocity detonation was de-
used in these experiments."' 7/t as reported by tected, but in others, including those listed in
Campbell and coworkers [1] is equal to 0.672 Table 1, light from this wave was unmistakably
for nitromethane. The average value obtained observed, although the same camera exposure
from seven transducer measurements was 0.677 was used. The results obtained with the trans-
with a mean deviation of ±0.016. ducer agree fairly well with the camera results

of Table 1. 7/t for DINA is greater than for
The values of -/t given in Table 1 for solu- nitromethane, which indicates that the wave ve-

tions of TNT in nitromethane are the same locities are quite different in the two explosives.
within experimental error as the value of T/t
for pure nitromethane. Therefore, the initia- The agreement between the transducer and
tion events occur at the same relative times in camera results for molten TNT is likewise good.
the TNT solutions as in pure nitromethane. Only the entry of the initial shock wave and the
However, the optical technique shows that light overtake of the shock by the detonation in the
from the detonation in the compressed TNT/ compressed explosive are observed. The onset
nitromethane starts relatively later or is not of detonation in the compressed explosive is not
seen at all. The conclusion from this is that detected by either method. Except for the ab-
detonation starts at the interface at the proper sence of a signal either from the transducer or
time in TNT/nitromethane, but must emerge the optical method, the experimental evidence
from the growing dark layer before it can be agrees with the initiation model. The size of

the change in t as the initialpressure is changed,
the intensity of the photographed light at its on-

*A complete analysis is given in Ref. 1. set relative to that from steady-state detonation,
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and the sensitivity to the presence of solid in- calibrated by determining the pressure in the
clusions or bubbles all confirm the proposition shock wave in nitromethane and the pulse height
that molten TNT initiates in the manner de- in the same experiment. Although this has not
scribed in the introduction, been done, it can be.

Several polycrystalline solid explosives The ratios of the pulse heights of the dif-
(Composition B, for one) were tested in the ferent events have different values for each of
transducer with disappointing results. A posi- the four explosives tested. In nitromethane, the
tive pulse was observed when the shock entered pulse generated when detonation starts has
the explosive, but the succeeding parts of the about the same amplitude as the shock pulse,
signal were not reproducible and, therefore, not but in DINA it is only slightly more than half as
interpretable. high. The pulse generated when the superve-

locity detonation overtakes the shock wave is
very large in DINA, but has an amplitude only

B. Measurement of the Initiating slightly larger than the first pulse in nitrometh-
Shock Pressure ane and molten TNT. The shapes, heights, and

signs'of the pulses must be related to the mo-
Another capability of the polarization trans- lecular properties of the explosive and to the

ducer, besides precision time measurement, is changing state of the explosive in the initiation
measurement of the pressure of the initiating process, but the details of the mechanism that
shock wave. In Table 2 are given the heights of generates the electric charge must be better
pulses from the three steps in the initiation understood before an interpretation can be made.
process for the four explosives. With a few ex-
ceptions, the pulse height decreases monotoni-
cally with increasing -,; that is with decreasing ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF
pressure. - is a very sensitive indicator of the THE TRANSDUCER TECHNIQUE
initiating pressure. In nitromethane, the range
of pressures is less than 5 kbar for the range in In the preceding section, measurements

of 0.1 to 0.45 gsec. were presented which showed that initiation
events can be identified and studied with an

Before the pulse-height measurement can electrical transducer. The transducer tech-
be used as a measure of pressure, it must be nique has advantages over optical techniques for

TABLE 2

Transducer Pulse Height Data

Pulse Heighta (volts)
Explosive Shot - (jisec)

Shock Detonation Overdrive

Nitromethane B5207 (.09 3 )b -- .042 >.05 negative
B5209 .114 .042 .044 >.05 negative
B6086 .172 .032 .032 -. 044
B5203 .230 .027 .033 >.046 negative
B5201 .325 .018 .020 -. 023
B6093 .345 .022 .020 -. 034
B5217 .424 .021 .018 -. 025

Molten DINA B6087 .160 .186 .082 off scale negative
B6089 .256 .146 .054 -. 224

Molten TNT B6092 .122 .084 c -. 058
B6091 .278 .078 c -. 072

TNT/Nitromethane (30/70) B5211 .198 .008 .004 -. 007
(8/92) B5220 .438 .019 .011 -. 024

aNormalized to the B6000 series by V z 41 V,-- (s/AZ) where V,,,,.• is the voltage measured across
a cable of impedance Z(Q?), s is the spacing (in.), and A is the electrode area (in. 2).

bCalculated from a measurement of t -

CNo signal.
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some kinds of experiments. First, the time of interface, it repolarizes a thin layer of mole-
the shock entry is measured on the same axis cules near the attenuator in the compressed
as are the later events. To do this with optical explosive. This newly-polarized layer induces
techniques requires great experimental corn- additional charge on the plates giving rise to
plexity - the addition of an external light re- the second observed pulse. Chemical reaction
flected from the driving plate, for example. taking place immediately behind the detonation
Second, the precision of time measurement is front in the compressed explosive destroys the
very great (=1 nanosecond resolution). It is polarization, but the reaction products form a
limited by the rise time of the signal, which is conductive path between the detonation front
determined by the planarity of the wave. As a and the grounded attenuator plate. The output
result, very short induction times can be meas- pulse drops quickly to a value determined by
ured accurately. Third, the pressure of the the electrical properties of the reaction prod-
initiating shock wave can be measured directly ucts. Charge continues to flow in the external
once the calibration has been made for each circuit because the electrode spacing, is being
explosive to be studied, reduced (and thereby the electric field strength

is increased) by the increasing layer of con-
Some of the limitations of the use of the ducting reaction products. When the detonation

transducer should be mentioned. Since only an in the compressed explosive overtakes the ini-
insulating material shows the effect, conducting tial shock wave, the signal drops sharply in the
explosives, such as those containing nitric acid, negative direction. This must indicate that the
cannot be studied. The rise time and height of amount of polarization between the electrodes
an output pulse is influenced by the quality of has been reduced suddenly. Charge flows in the
the shock or detonation wave. For precision opposite direction and a negative signal appears
measurements the waves must be planar and across the shunt resistance. This suggests that
parallel to the electrodes. The length of the the polarization produced by the overdriven det-
induction zone that can be studied is limited by onation (and subsequently by the steady-state
the minimum detectable signal, because the detonation) in the unshocked nitromethane, al-
signal amplitude decreases as the transducer though still having the same sign, is less in-
is made longer. tense than the polarization produced by the ini-

tial shock wave. A possible inference to be
drawn from this is that decomposition (with lit-

CONCLUSIONS tle polarization) occurring at the higher pres-
sure of the detonation wave is a more rapid

Unusual electrical phenomena have been process than the polarizing deformation caused
found which occur as part of the initiation proc- by the initiating shock. As the detonation wave
ess in liquid explosives. Their study has al- nears the probe the pulse rises rapidly because
ready shed some light on initiation behavior, of the rapidly increasing field strength result-
but the mechanism by which the observed elec- ing from the decreasing effective electrode
trical signals are produced is not really known. spacing.
Polarization by mechanical orientation or de-
formation of the molecules within the thickness It is recognized that there are many causes
of the shock or detonation front is postulated as for the appearance of charge in detonating sys-

the primary mechanism.* The following hypo- ters. The proposed model has in no way been

thetical model is proposed to explain the elec- provoes it de l he obseed

trical phenomena observed during the course of proved, nor does it explain aln the observed
initiation of detonation in nitromethane, facts,` but is put forth only as an aid in planning

additional experimental and theoretical pro-

As the initial shock wave enters the liquid grams.

explosive it polarizes the molecules in a thin
layer near the interface. As a result an induced
charge appears on the plates of the transducer. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
As the shock proceeds through the nitromethane
it continues to polarize a thin layer of mole- This work was performed under the aus-
cules, but the polarization behind the front re- pices of the United States Atomic Energy Coin-
laxes rapidly. No additional charge is induced mission.
on the plates, so the output pulse drops to zero.
When detonation starts at the attenuator
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ELECTRICAL PROBE TECHNIQUE FOR MEASUREMENT

OF DETONATION AND DEFLAGRATION VELOCITIES

Locha D. Pitts
Link Ordnance Division, General Precision, Inc.

Sunnyvale, Califorzia

ABSTRACT

Probe techniques and instrumentation have been developed for elec-
trical measurement of instantaneous detonation and deflagration veloci-
ties of pressed PETN and pyrotechnic mixes, respectively, in confining
test cylinders of 0.100-inch I.D. and 1.25-inch length. These techniques
are refinements of existing techniques for detonation velocity measure-
ments which permit measurement at the lower pressures normally pro-
duced in deflagration and in detonation-to-deflagration transitions.

The probe consists of a length of resistance wire sandwiched be-
tween two strips of insulating material. A constant current is forced
through the probe, which is laid adjacent to the wall of the metallic test
cylinder. Detonation or deflagration front pressure forces the resist-
ance wire through the insulation, and a decreasing voltage inversely
proportional to the distance of the front from the initiated end is read
out on an oscilloscope. Excellent results have been obtained for detona-
tion velocities in various densities of PETN and deflagration velocities
in such pyrotechnic mixes as RDX-aluminum, potassium perchlorate-
aluminurmi, and copper oxide-magnesium. Transitions from detonation
to deflagration have also been observed.

Several electrical techniques for detonation velocity measurement
are discussed and evaluated. The probe assembly is explained and the
choice of probe materials is discussed. The instrumentation setup is
presented, as well as a schematic for the small, but precise, 200-
milliampere solid state current generator built for this study.

INTRODUCTION (1) possible measurement techniques

Electrical probes and instrumentation have (2) characteristics of the selected wall re-
been developed and used to measure detonation sistance wire probe
velocity in pressed PETN, and deflagration ve-
locities in pyrotechnic mixes, including RDX- (3) shot preparation
aluminum, potassium perchlorate-aluminum,
and copper oxide-magnesium. These mixes (4) instrumentation
were in direct contact with the initiating PETN
inside brass test bodies of 0.100-inch I.D., (5) calibration of wall resistance wire
0.750-inch O.D. and 1.25-inch length. The wall probes.
resistance wire probes permit continuous meas-
urement of reaction front velocity through the
detonation-to -deflagration transition. POSSIBLE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Electrical probe techniques for measure- Detonation and deflagration front velocities
ment of reaction front velocities in PETN and may be determined by measuring the velocity of
three pyrotechnic mixes will be discussed in some electrical phenomena (light output or con-
the following categories. ductivity) associated with the reaction front or

616
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by measuring the time rate of change of the ionization front and the metallic confinement for
electrical parameters (capacitance or resist- the return path for current through a bare re-
ance) of some electrical element directly af- sistance wire buried in cast explosives. Our
fected by the reaction front. experiments with a bare #30 copper wire down

the center of a standard brass test body loaded
Velocity of the luminous front may be with pressed PETN showed significant fluctua-

measured by means of a framing camera, a tions in ionization front resistance and excessive
streaking camera, or a photovoltaic device, spuriously generated emf's. Thus, when resist-
Framing camera and streaking camera records ance wire was used down the center of a PETN
[11 can be extremely revealing about front con- column pressed in a standard test body,* the
tours but have the disadvantages of requiring result was an unreadable trace, rather than the
expensive equipment and complex setups, and straight slope which should have been observed
not being usable on opaquely confined explosives had not the above problems been present.
and pyrotechnics. Also, in the case of the fram-
ing camera, only incremental velocities are ob- The resistance probe described by Bowser
tained. Use of a photocell and light probes at [4] utilizes resistance wire coiled around an in-
intervals on the test body has the disadvantages sulated copper conductor. The resistance wire
of giving only incremental velocities, and dis- is progressively shorted to the copper conduc-
turbing the explosive confinement. tor as the reaction front destroys the thin in-

sulation. This probe has the advantages of be-
Ionization front velocity measurements us- ing useful in different geometries and having

ing the Doppler effect at microwave frequen- the proven pressure sensitivity necessary for
cies [21 appear to produce good results in det- measurements at the relatively low pressures
onation, but there is no evidence in the literature experienced in deflagration. This probe con-
that equivalent results could be expected in def- figuration was rejected principally because of
lagration where ionization front conductivity is the difficulty inherent in its manufacture and
presumably much lower than in detonation. Also because of the problems associated in pressing
to be considered are the expensive equipment explosives around such a probe.
and complicated setup required.

The probes adopted for our experiments
The resistance probe, a type of which was were modifications of the resistance probes de-

selected for Link's experiments, produces scribed by Bowser and Amster. They consisted
some small disturbance of the explosive ge- of resistance wire laid down the confinement
ometry, but requires no complex instrumenta- wall parallel to the long axis of the test body,
tion, is easy to assemble, and delivers a con- and thus normal to the reaction front. The wire
tinuous record of instantaneous velocities in was insulated from the wall by a thin strip of
detonation, deflagration, and the transition be- mylar tape or transformer paper or by enamel
tween the two. insulation deposited on the wire. In most cases

another thin strip of mylar tape was placed over
Resistance probes commonly function by the wire, separating the wire from the explosive.

continuous shorting by the reaction front of a Pressure from the reaction front forced a con-
resistance wire carrying a constant current. tinuous shorting of the wire through the insula-
Front velocity may then be computed from Eq. 1: tion to the wall. Figure 1 shows the trace pro-

duced by the shock wave in the acceptor of a
dV Iv Thru-Bulkhead geometry test body where failure

ir dt to transfer occurred. Since hot gases cannot
pass the bulkhead, and temperature gradients

where cannot pass through in a few microseconds, this
shot offers proof that the mechanism of probe

v = instantaneous velocity (mm/psec) closure is not ionization or heat, but is cer-
tainly pressure.

i = constant current (amperes) This technique provides simple probe as-

r = resistivity of resistance wire sembly, simple explosive loading techniques,
(ohms/mm) high reliability, good pressure sensitivity even

in deflagration, and accurate results.

dV/dt = slope of voltage vs. time curve on
oscilloscope trace (volts/gsec) *A special ram with a 0.010-inch diameter hole

down the center was manufactured for these
The resistance probe described by Amster experiments. The center hole was produced by

in his very helpful article [3] utilizes the the spark erosion technique.
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sandwich probe is preferable for its relatively
good assembly and loading characteristics. The
constant slope of Fig. 2 illustrates the typical
operation of the sandwich resistance wire wall
probe in a test body loaded with PETN at a con-
stant density.

Fig. - Acceptor shock wave trace, TBI
body geomnetry

Horiz: 2 Apsec/cm
Vert: 5 V/cm
Thru Bulkhead Geometry (detonation

failed to transfer)
Donor: PETN (1.7 gm/cm)
Acceptor: PETN (1.0 gm/cm)
Probe: 0.5-rmil Moleculoy probe Fig. 2 - Typical trace of sandwich re-

sistance wire wall probe

Horiz: 1 ý,sec/cm
The effect of the wire on burning rate, as Vert: 2 V/cm (3 gsec delay)

mentioned by Amster [5], is minimized by using Load: PETN (constant density)
this type of probe, since the wire is initially in- Probe: 1-mil Nichrome sandwich probe

sulated from the pyrotechnic mix and is coupled
to the cold wall at the reaction front. It should
also be noted that our experiments utilized py-
rotechnic mixes with velocities in the range In general, it was found that wire diameter
from 0.5 to 3.0 mm/psec, much too rapid for should be 1.5 mils or less. Larger wire tended
heat transfer down the probe wire to have any to give slower response, be less pressure sen-
significant effect on burning rate. sitive, and take longer to break its final contact.

Smaller wire appeared to have a desirable knife-
edge effect, slicing through the insulation. How-

SELECTED PROBES ever, smaller wire does have the disadvantage
of being difficult to handle because of its weak-

Three wall probe configurations have been ness in tension and its lack of stiffness. It was
found useful for detonation-to-deflagration ve- found that even the 0.5-miu wire could be used
locity experiments. They are: (1) a sandwich successfully under proper conditions.
probe consisting of l-mil diameter bare Ni- The other consideration in choosing wire
chrome wire sandwiched between an upper layer size is that the wire should give a drop of 1 to
of 0.25-mil thick mylar tape and a lower layer 10 volts across its entire length when some se-
of 0.25-mil thick mylar tape or 0.2-mil thick lected constant current between 1 and 200 mil-
NDC coil paper, (2) 1.2-mil enamel insulated liamperes is forced through it. This range of
Nichrome wire covered by a layer of 0.25-mil current is easily generated from a 30-volt power
thick mylar tape, and (3) a 0.5-mil enamel in- supply and a solid state current generator such
sulated Moleculoy wire without tape covering, as used in these experiments. If the total voltage

change is under 1 volt, line interference, firing
Most experiments were performed using pulses, and trigger circuit pulses may cause con-

the sandwich probe, since its sensitivity in def- siderable distortion of the oscilloscope trace.
lagration was more reproducible than the cov-
ered 1.2-mil insulated Nichrome wire probe. Mylar tape, UCC and NDC coil paper,*
However, when particularly low deflagration and regular enamel wire coating all proved
pressures were encountered, the 0.5-mil Mo-
leculoy probe was developed, and showed the
greatest pressure sensitivity of all the probes Obtained from Peter J. Schweitzer Div. of
tested. Nevertheless, for most purposes, the Kimberly Clark Corporation.
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satisfactory as insulation between the resistance mix is correct, further experiments should
wire and the confining metal wall. The most show that good oscilloscope traces are more
important factor in choosing the insulation is easily attained at diameters smaller than the
that insulation thickness should be as thin as 0.100 inches used for the present study and less
possible so that the wire has only a short dis- easily attained at diameters greater than 0.100
tance to travel to the wall and so that the in- inches. It was also observed that the opens of
sulation can be broken more easily by deflagra- the probe during transition were more likely to
tion pressures. The insulation, however, does occur when PETN density was 1.2 gm/cm 3 than
have to be able to withstand loading pressures. when it was 1.0 for the same pyrotechnie mix
Mylar tape, which has a greater tensile strength at the same density. For instance, in a series
and less tendency to tear in cutting than coil of 12 shots in stainless steel test bodies using
paper, is easier to load and cut. However, the pyrotechnic mixes, all six shots containing
transformer paper gave better results at the PETN at 1.2 gm/cm 3 showed discontinuities at
low deflagration pressures. the PETN-pyrotechnic interface lasting at least

1 microsecond, while the six shots containing
For all probes except the 0.5-mil insulated PETN at 1.0 gm/cm 3 showed interface discon-

Moleculoy wire, it was found to be very impor- tinuities in only three shots and no discontinuity
tant to include a layer of mylar tape over the lasted any longer than one microsecond.
resistance wire. This appeared to serve the
function of holding the resistance wire and lower
layer of insulation in place during probe inser- SHOT PREPARATION
tion and loading so that no kinking occurred.
The thickness of tape did not appear to influence Shot preparation procedure included the
results greatly, but thinner tape was preferred following basic steps:
since it produced less alteration in the geometry
of the explosive. It should be noted, however, (1) probe installation in the test body
that the most sensitive probe developed, the
0.5-mil insulated Moleculoy wire, functioned (2) pressing of weighed increments of
best without any covering layer of insulation. PETN and pyrotechnic mix into the

test body
Pressure sensitivity is very important at

low deflagration pressures, especially in the (3) installation of ion probe trigger wire on
transition region between detonation and defla- PETN MDF detonating cord
gration where pressures are particularly low
at the wall. The principal methods of achieving (4) attachment of detonating cord to input
this sensitivity are: (1) use of 1.2-mil wire or of test body
smaller, (2) use of a thin (0.5-mil or less) insu-
lator between wire and wall, and (3) proper (5) attachment of test body assembly to a 3"
probe tension, apparently just enough to assure by 8" board
that the probe lies straight.

(6) soldering of ground wires and probe
It was noted early in the program that the wires to terminals attached to board

probes often showed an open or no resistance
change for a period of a few microseconds right (7) connection of #6 electric blasting cap to
at the interface between the PETN and the py- input end of detonating cord just prior
rotechnic mix. After this phenomenon was ob- to firing.
served repeatedly, it was interpreted as being
due to the reaction near the interface occurring In assembly of sandwich probes, first the
only in the core of the pyrotechnic mix, with 116-inchwide strip of mylar tape or coil paper
some finite time (on the order of a few micro- was inserted in the test body. Then the resist-
seconds) being required for the complete reac- ance wire was added and finally the covering
tion to take place at the wall. Once the complete strip of 1/16-inch wide mylar tape. The whole
cross sectional area was reacting, the core re- assembly was secured by scotch tape covering
action zone could drag the wall reaction along, each end of the test body. The 0.5-mil Molec-
Though the mix might not be completely react- uloy probe was simply inserted and taped down
ing at the wall, some sort of pressure gradient, on each end.
non-zero at the wall, appeared to be present
since some shots showed continuous velocity The PETN and pyrotechnic charges were
measurements through the transition region. If loaded in increments, commonly of 0.100-inch
the assumption about transition region pressures lengths. The higher density end, requiring
being greater near the center of the pyrotechnic greater pressing pressures, was pressed first.
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Pressing was done to a stop on a hydraulic of 75, 90, and 105 mils were used. The two-
press. The ram used had been flattened on one section construction considerably simplified
side to permit passage by the probe. Care in probe installation, since the wall probe was not
pressing and frequent ohmmeter checks were inserted in a blind hole but could be pulled com-
required to assure that the probe did not short pletely through the acceptor hole and cut off on
to the test body, particularly at the lip of the the bulkhead side when the shot was assembled.
hole. TBI preparation procedure was similar to that

for the standard straight-through test bodies
The ionization trigger probe consists of a except that the two sections were held in place

#37 insulated copper wire taped into a notch 1 by a special steel fixture.
inch from the output end of a 3-inch length of
10 grain PETN MDF detonating cord. The det-
onating cord is inserted in a 0.75-inch O.D. INSTRUMENTATION
slice of doweling which is then taped to the in-
put end of the test body (See Fig. 3). Instrumentation used in the experiments

consisted of a 200-ma solid state current gen-
erator and an RC pulse network. Additionally,

- - .-7 a Hewlett-Packard 30 volt, Model 721A power
supply, a Tektronix C19 oscilloscope camera,
and a Tektronix 555 oscilloscope with two L
plug-in amplifiers were used. Figure 4 illus-
trates a typical instrumentation setup for a
firing. The constant current generator, whose
schematic is presented in Fig. 5, uses an NPN
silicon power transistor rather than large
vacuum tubes such as in the current generators

-.- described in Refs. 3 and 4. Advantages of the
- . 'solid state generator include:

(1) higher reliability

(2) a small package which is easier to move
and setup and can be placed in the firing

tchamber if properly protected

Fig. 3 - Standard brass test body (3) no deterioration of electrical charac-
ready for firing teristics with time

(4) simpler construction

The output end of the test body was covered (5) no high voltages present in explosive
by another slice of 0.75-inch diameter doweling, environment.
The wall probe wire was brought along the side
of the doweling and soldered to a drive screw on Generally transistors, as can be seen from
the flat outer surface of the doweling. A copper their characteristic curves, maintain a constant
wire soldered to the same drive screw was con- collector current when base bias is held con-
nected to a terminal on the terminal board stant. In the current generator of Fig. 5 the
tacked to the 3" by 8" board on which the whole 6.8-volt zener diode Z, maintains the constant
assembly rested. Grounds were provided base drive. R, serves to keep Z, conducting.
through copper wires connected to an alligator R 2 is used to adjust the output current to an
clip fastened to the lead case of the detonating exact value. R 2 should be larger than 100 ohms
cord and, connected to a drive screw inserted if currents under 50 milliamperes are desired.
in a hole near the output end of the test body. Most experiments in this study were performed
The ionization trigger probe was connected to with 100-milliampere currents except for the
the third terminal of the terminal board. 0.5-mil Moleculoy probe shots for which 20

milliamperes were used. These currents were
Though some experiments were made in the chosen to produce sufficient voltage drop across

Thru Bulkhead Initiator (TBI) geometry with the resistance probe to override any low-level
single-section units, the final series of TBI noise. Otherwise, different current levels
shots was made with two section TBI's consist- seemed to have no effect on probe performance.
ing of a B1113 mild steel donor, including bulk- The transistor used, a 2NI072, is a special
head, and a brass acceptor. Bulkhead thicknesses power transistor no longer manufactured, but
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such transistors as the 2N2781 and 2N3327 have During this study various methods of obtain-
adequate power handling capability and frequency ing trigger contact closure to the grounded lead
response for this application, sheath of the detonating cord were tried, includ-

ing #37 insulated magnet wire laid across a
A 10-ohm, 0.1% precision resistor (R 3 ) was notch in the detonating cord, the same type mag-

employed in series with the output as a current net wire wrapped around unnotched detonating
monitor. Output current was then determined cord, and 3-mil thick copper strip laid over a
from the voltage across this resistor as read notch in the cord. All these methods performed
out on a John Fluke differential voltmeter, satisfactorily. The ionization jet and the shock
Model 803. Regulation into loads from 0 to wave at the surface of the lead sheath are both
100 ohms was 0.1% and short-term drift was strong enough to assure low resistance contact
less than 0.370 after stabilization. Most error between the lead sheath and the wire or strip.
was thus due to the Tektronix 555 oscilloscope, The most important part of such a triggering
explosive loading error, and test body machin- system appears to be an appropriately designed
ing tolerance. However, calibration shots pulse-forming trigger network to provide the
showed total system accuracy to be consistently trigger pulse for the oscilloscope.
below 4%.

Zener diode Z2 across the output serves to CALIBRATION
keep the transistor Q I turned on prior to a fir-
ing and limits the voltage drop when initial A calibration curve for PETN density vs.
probe shorting occurs. Diode D, in series with velocity was obtained from a series of shots
Z 2 is a microwave diode forward biased to de- fired in standard test bodies and employing
crease the effect of the 1000-pf zener region pin pairs, a capacitor discharge circuit, and a
capacitance of Z 2 during initial probe shorting Tektronix 555 oscilloscope. Figure 6 shows
[6]. In some cases Z 2 was replaced by two the experimental points from these data plotted
zener diodes to further decrease the capaci- on the same graph with a curve (Solid Line)
tance effect. plotted from an accepted equation relating

PETN velocity and density (Ref. 1). A series
Cables and leads were chosen to approach of calibration shots for the 1-mil Nichrome

a critically damped system, so that the velocity sandwich probe was fired with test bodies
slopes had no ringing and initial fall time was being loaded to 0.625 inches with one density
as fast as possible. Flat lead, #28 stranded of PETN and loaded with another density of
wire, and lossy line from a Tektronix 10:1 at- PETN for the remaining 0.625 inches. Ap-
tenuator probe were eventually used to provide proximate densities of 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 gm/
a satisfactory system. It is also important to cm 3 were used. A typical trace appears in
use a fast response power supply such as the Fig. 7. Densities were calculated from test
Hewlet-Packard Model 721A. The oscilloscope body weight before and after loading and from
capacitance of 20 pf per channel has a negligible known test body diameters. Velocities were
effect. The natural response of the current taken from Fig. 6. Correlations appear in
generator was in excess of 10 MC, which was Table 1 and Table 2.
quite satisfactory.

Table 2 indicates that correlation was better
It was found desirable to get reliable ex- than 47% in some 907% of the cases. Later experi-

ternal scope triggering from an ionization probe ments showed even better correlation for both the
closure on the detonating cord approximately sandwich probe and the 0.5-mil Moleculoy probe.
4 microseconds before the cord detonation
reached the input of the test body. This per- Figures 8 through 10 show typical traces
mitted use of the lower beam of the Tektronix obtained from test bodies loaded for 0.625 inches
555 delay oscilloscope in the delayed mode at with PETN and for the remaining 0.625 inches
a faster sweep speed than for the upper beam. with the individual pyrotechnic mixes. These
The RC trigger circuit was designed to work shots were obtained with the 1-mil Nichrome
from probe closure, provide a fast rising and sandwich probe.
fast decaying (0.1-microsecond fall time) pulse,
radiate minimum electromagnetic energy to the Figure 11 through 13 are oscilloscope
signal channel, suppress spurious trigger pulses traces obtained from shots of test bodies loaded
for 500 microseconds after the initial pulse, and for0.500 incheswithPETNandfor the remaining
allow insensitive oscilloscope trigger level set- 0.750 inches with the three individual pyrotechnic
ting to prevent spurious noise from accidentally mixes. The 0.5-mil insulated Moleculoy wire
triggering the oscilloscope, probe was employed in these shots.
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Fig. 6 - Plot of density vs detonation velocity for 325 mesh PETN

TABLE I

Shot No. Velocity I Velocity 1 Velocity 2 Velocity 2

(density) (probe) (density) I (probe)

1 5.8 6.0 5.5 5.6

2 6.3 6.3 5.6 5.9

3 6.3 6.3 5.6 5.7

5 5.6 5.7 4.7 4.9

6 6.2 6.3 4.7 4.8

7 6.3 6.4 - -

9 6.3 6.1 4.7 4.9

All velocities are in nmm/sec.
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Fig. 7 - Sandwich probe record of two-
density PETN Fig. 9 - Sandwich probe record of KCIO 4 -AI

deflagration velocity
Horiz: 1 gsec/cm (3 pgsec delay)
Vert: 2 V/cm Horiz: Upper: 5 gsee/cm
Load: 0.625" PETN (I.2 gm/cr3) Lower: 2 pgsec/cm (5 gsec delay)

0.625' PETN (0.8 gm/cm 3 ) Vert: Upper: 5 V/cm
Probe: 1-rmil Nichrorne sandwich probe Lower: 2 V/cm

Load: 0.625" PETN (1.0 gm/cm 3 )
0.625" 60% KC10 4 -40% Al (1.5 gmn/

cm 3
)

Probe: 1-mil Nichrome sandwich probe

Fig. 8 - Sandwich probe record of
RDX-Al deflagration velocity

Fig. 10 - Sandwich probe record of
Horiz: Upper: 5 usec/cnm CuO-Mg deflagration velocity

Lower: 2 1psec/cm (2 ,,sec
delay) Horiz: Upper: 5 • sec/cm

Vert: Upper: 5 V/cm Lower: 2 ,Lsec/cm(3 .sec de-
Lower: 2 V/cm lay)

Load: 0.625" PETN (1.0 gm/cm.3 ) Vert: Upper: 5 V /cm
0.625" 25% RDX-75% Al (1.0 Lower: 2 V/cm

gm/cm 3 ) Load: 0.625"' PETN (1.0 gm/cm3 )
Probe: 1-mil Nichronme sandwich 0.625" CuO-Mg (1.5 gmr/cm 3 )

probe Probe: 1-mil Nichrome sandwich probe
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Fig. 11 - Moleculoyprobe record of RDX-Al
deflagration velocity Fig. 13 - Moleculoy probe record of CuO-Mg

Horiz: Upper: 5 4sec/cm deflagration velocity

Lower: I Azsec/crn (4 4sec delay) Horiz: Upper: 5 ALsec/cm
Vert: Upper: 5 V/cm Lower: 2 4sec/cmn (3 gsec delay)

Lower: 2 V/crn Vert: Upper: 5 V/crn
Load: 0.500" PETN (1.0 gm/cm 3) Lower: 2 V/cm

0.750" 50% RDX-50% Al (1.0 gin/ Load: 0.500" PETN (1.0 gm/cm 3 )
cm

3
) 0.750" CuO-Mg (1.7 grn/crn

3
)

Probe: 0.5-mil insulated Moleculoy wire Probe: 0.5-mil insulated Moleculoy wire

Fig. 1Z - Moleculoy probe record of Fig. 14 - Acceptor shock wave trace, TBI
KCI©4 -Al deflagration velocity body geometry

Horiz: Upper: 5 4sec/crn Horiz: Upper: 2 4sec/cm
Lower: 2 4jsec/crn (3 4sec Lower: 0.5 ktsec/crn (5 Asec de-

delay) lay)
Vert: Upper: 5 V/cmn Vert: Upper: 5 V/cm

Lower: 2 V/crn Lower: 2 V/crn
Load: 0.500" PETN (1.0 gm/cm

3
) Simulated TBI geometry (90-mil bulkhead;

0.750" 60% KC10 4 - 40% Al detonation transferred)
(1.2 gm/crn

3
) Load: Donor: PETN (1.65 gm/cm

3
)

Probe: 0.5-mil insulated Moleculoy Acceptor: PETN (1.25 grn/crn
3

)
wire Probe: -mril Nichrorne sandwich probe
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ANOMALOUS THERMOELECTRIC EFFECT IN THE SHOCK REGIME
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ABSTRACT

The experimental study of the electrical response of thermocouples
made with different metals, when put into shock loaded metallic samples,
has shown:

1. That in respect to several physical aspects they behave like sta-
tic thermocouples.

2. That the response seems to increase with pressure up to 1600
kilobars at least and is of such large magnitude that any classical in-
terpretation appears impossible.

This effect has been used to detect and measure shock pressure in
metallic targets (provided that certain requirements are filled).

This effect could be attributed to the formation of an electronic hot
gas, the temperature of which would be quite a bit higher than that of
the crystal lattice. This explanation seems to be the most reliable.

It may also be noticed that, according to work performed by Rodi-
onov, the Debye temperature of the lattice becomes very large at very
high pressures. Nevertheless, his theory would explain the experimen-
tal results only in a particular pressure gap.

INTRODUCTION to the pressure at the interface. The choice of
metals for study, couples constantan/ironWhen a shock wave crosses the junction (C.T.E./iron) and constantan/copper (C.T.E./

surface of two metals of different natures, there copper), was determined by the fact that their
appears between the uncompressed extlremeties shock impedances are very close, thus avoiding
of the metals a difference in potential, the mag- wave reflections at the interface. flyukhin and
nitude of which being dependent on the amplitude Kologrivov [3] used the couple nickel/copper.:"
of the shock wave and the nature of the metals The voltage fronts obtained are of an amplitude
in contact, well above those that would allow prediction

This effect, noticed in 1959 [1], then in either on the basis of thermodynamic evaluations
1962 [2,31 and in 1964 [4] had been initially found
during the investigation of a thermal electric
detector for the recording of temperature at :"By convention we willname second, in the des-
the front of a shock. In effect, the adiabatic ignations of thermolcouples which follow, the
compression of the metal in the shock gives metal constituting the most important mass of
rise simultaneously to an increase in tempera- the metallic samples submitted to the shock.

ture. If the wave traverses the interface of This mass, which is tied to the shielding of the
transmission cables, also constitutes the ref-metals having adequate thermoelectric powers, erence voltage in relation to which one meas-

one must expect the instantaneous appearance ures the voltage of the couple. In practice this
of a voltage in which the time variation can be metal will be nearly always copper but some-
translated into the temperature and consequently times iron.

627
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in the shock front or on the basis of the normal Seebeck effect. The notion of the warm junction
thermoelectric powers of the metals used. is thus replaced by one of a junction under pres-
For this reason it has seemed interesting to sure. This method being adopted, without really
study the principal characters of the phenomena, prejudicing the true nature of the phenomena,
a study which has led to its utilization as a one can nevertheless disclose a certain number
pressure transducer. The first results of the of analogies between the last effect and the or-
study are given here. They tend to disclose dinary thermoelectric effect. Certain of the
the effective nature of the voltage observed, its common characters have been made the object
amplitude as a function of the pressure, and of experimental verification which we will ex-
finally the service it can render as a pressure pose below.
transducer for shocks. The couple most studied
is the couple constantan/copper (C.T.E./copper).
The constantan is a cupro-nickel with about Heterogenous Metallic Circuit
43.5%o of nickel with addition of manganese (less
than 1.5%). Some results concerning other cou- One obtains a signal differentiated from the
ples are given as preliminary tentative investi- background noise and of a definite polarity only
gations. The basic experimental configuration on the condition of making a bi or multi-metallic
used is given by Fig. 1. chain. A junction copper-copper, for example,

will not give any definite signal.

Voltage Generator

The junctions studied behave as voltage
sources of internal resistance of the order of a
fraction of an ohm (and not as current sources).
This fact has been verified in two ways; first,
by a variation of the external load resistance

S- -and second, by variation of the surface of the
active junctions.

In the first case eight identical junctions
but with different loads (7.5, 25, 50 and 100

_._.__. •ohms) have been submitted simultaneously to
the same shock (see Fig. 2). In the second case,
eight junctions, identical except their active
surfaces were varied from 3 to 75mM 2, have

_______ •,been equally submitted simultaneously to the

V W, Nsame shock (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 1 - Basic thermocouple
configuration

THERMOELECTRIC CHARACTER OF
THE PHENOMENON

It seems at the outset that all comparisons
between the normal thermoelectric effect and
the effect noticed under shock should necessitate ,
the adoption, as the accessible parameter, of Fig. 2 - Junctions with different
the local dynamic pressure as a substitute for loads (schematic configuration).
the notion of temperature in the classical Equivalentloads: 7.5to 100 ohm.
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PEAK JUOCtDN E.M.F. point can be calculated by Kirchhoff's laws ap-
ý.,ILL I VOLTS) plied to the electric network so formed. The

junctions are then considered as sources of volt-
age. A simple configuration is the one of Fig. 5a.
A common conductor ASB of constantan (C.T.E.)

4_____ is in contact at A and B with a massive copper
conductor. In a static system, the point S is
maintained at the reference temperature, junc-
tions A and B have two different temperatures.

One connects a copper wire at S and one
measures the voltage vs between the wire and

- 0 -77 the copper block. One has then:

EQOIVAIENt LOA0 (OF.)

RBVA + RAVB

Fig. 3 - C.T.E./Cu junctions peak S RA + RB
emf vs equivalent ohmic load. (At
the same shot.) Peak emf does where
not depend on the ohmic load of
the couple. VA = thermoelectric potential of the

couple AS

VB = thermoelectric potential of the
COPPtR TARGET 3M 75 .. 2 ACTIVE JUICThI{; couple BS

SHOCK-WAVE •RA, RB = resistances of the circuits AS and
BS.

COPPER tARGET C JUNCTION

SCE AM C SLEEVE

i A JUNCTION

C.. . . TEFLON SLEEVES

CILLOOP INPUTS JUNCTION50"CEAMC L VE

Fig. 4 - Junctions with different 9,4sSCW

active areas
_ 0• C JUNITION

In the two cases the voltages given by the
eight captors have been identical within about T S POINT
10%. One will find, for example, the results
of an experiment of the first type in Fig. 3. 0

UN N JUNCT ION

Parallel Association I

One knows that if several thermoelectric Fig. 5 - (a) Upper - target with
shunt connected junctions (b)

junctions connected in parallel are submitted Lower - expected waveforms on
to different temperatures, the potential at a C and D junctions and at S point
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This configuration has been reproduced on
a target, Fig. 5a. The notion of temperature
being replaced by the one of instantaneous
pressure, the junctions A and B are displaced
along the axis of propagation of the shock in a
manner that the junction A is hit first, time
t = 0. After a time t , necessary for the shock
to travel to B, the two junctions, A and B, give
about the same emf V (the experimental condi-
tions are such that the shock pressure does not
diminish too much at A during the time t,).

For t less than t,1 ,the junction A, the only
one compressed, gives an emf V. The voltage
received at S will be therefore, because of the
symmetry of the setup, nearly V/2. For t = t
the junction B compressed becomes active, and
the voltage recorded rises suddenly to the valui e
V. The expected signal is represented in Fig. 5b.
The results obtained experimentally at 400 and
1100 kilobars confirm satisfactorily the theo-
retical scheme. The oscillograms of Fig. 6
illustrate an experiment of this type. The
junctions C and D belong to pins encased in a
ceramic isolating material, while the conductor
ASB has been isolated by teflon. This difference
of materials can explain why the junctions C and
D give more complex signals and with steeper --
decay thanthe junctions A and B.

Fig. 6 - Experimental records on Fig. 5(a)
The application of these results shows that configuration. From upper to lower trace:

if a junction is not attacked simultaneously at Waveform - on C junction
all of its points by the shock, the rise time of - at S point
the observed signal is at least equal to the - at S point

- on D junction
sweep time of the junction by the shock front. On all traces: horizontal 0.5 gs/div., ver-

tical 0.1 V/cm, Pressure: 1160 kilobars.

Series Association

We have tried to verify the law of thermo- LOFV T.:; -I
electric metallic chains with the aid of the
configuration of Fig. 7. The plane shock waves
encountered successively a junction of copper-
nickel, and a junction nickel/C.T.E. Experi-
ments have been made at 400 and 1100 kilobars.

Measurements made elsewhere have shown IST. Uuý;
that the junction nickel/copper gives at these . ' ,
pressures, a voltage of about half of that of
couple C.T.E./copper. If one transposes
from temperature to instantaneous pressure,
the series law permits one to predict in these
conditions a rise in voltage at two times. The Fig. 7 - Series connected junc-
experiment confirms this application of the tions, Cu, Ni, C.T.E. (upper),
law. (See oscillogram, Fig. 8.) and expected output waveform

(lowe r)

The same law permits the prediction that
any superposition of metals will give a zero
voltage each time that the wave traverses a about constant during a time greater than the
sample of the same metal as the first traversed time of propagation of the shock across the
(under the reservation that the pressure stays successive metal layers).
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(account taken of the results obtained elsewhere
from the couple constantan/copper and chromel/

EWMEM NE-1copper).

The oscillogram obtained is given in Fig. 10.
One sees that it reproduces rather faithfully the
expected theoretical form. The droop observed
on the section AA'B'B can be explained by a de-
crease of the pressure at the first junction when

i -the shock reaches the second. The near equality

(in voltage) of the segments AA'BB' on the os-
Fig. 8 - Experimental record on Fig. 7 con- cillogram confirms this explanation.
figuration, horizontal 0.5 us /div., vertical
100 mV/div. Pressure: 1160 kilobars on
the 1 st junction.

Fig. 10 - Experimental record with Fig. 9
configuration. Upper trace horizontal 0.5
us/div., vertical 20 mV/div. Lower trace
horizontal 0.2 gs/div., vertical 50 mV/div.
Pressure: 180 kilobars on the ist junction.

C. . .( : TI C F.

TPolarity of the Junctions

A certain number of metals have been tried
THICK) /two by two. We have found the following metals

negative with reference to the copper: aluminum,
cu (2, l•Aýh constantan, and nickel, and with reference to

J iron: constantan, nickel. On the other hand the
t I I alloy B.T.E. (chromel) has been found positive

C with reference to iron.

These results agree with usual thermoelec-
Fig. 9 - Multiple series connected tric polarities, with the assumption that the
metals (upper part) and expected junction under shock pressure is considered as
waveform (lower part) the hot one.

PECULIAR FEATURES OF

A very suggestive experiment has been done THE PHENOMENON

on a stack of thin metallic plates of the follow- The study by the analogies which we carried
ing metals (in the order of the shock passage) out has lead us to establish, nevertheless, cer-
copper-constantan-copper-chromel. tain definite characteristics of the phenomenon;

a voltage-pressure relation; an abnormal am-
Figure 9 describes the setup used and the plitude of the signals; and the time of response

shape of the expected waveform AA'B'BCC'D'D of the junctions.
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Voltage-Pressure Relation

A systematic study has been made on the
couple constantan/copper. The very close im-
pedance of the two metals permits adoption for
the pressure at the junction that exists in cop-

per: the error thus made is less than 2% be-
tween 200 and 1200 kilobars.

The voltage considered is the peak voltage
obtained upon passage of the shock front across
the junction. The junctions were placed on the
back side of the target of copper so as to allow
a simultaneous measurement of the pressure
from the measurement of the free surface
velocity.

Fig. 12 - Typical record from a C.T.E. pin
Depending on the pressure desired, the (Teflon insulator). Upper beam horizontal

shock wave was obtained either by direct con- I gzs/div., vertical 50 mV/div. Lower beam
tact, explosive on metal, or by means of a horizontal 0.2 gs/div., vertical 50 mV/div.

shock-driver, generally of copper, of variable Lower beam 1.8 us delayed on upper beam.
Pressure: 180 kilobars.

thickness. The explosive was lit by a plane

wave generator. The region of pressures ex-
plored extended as high as 1600 kilobars ap-
proximately. The results obtained are repro- We have taken into consideration the influence
duced in Fig. 13. Taking account of the spread of the pressure on the thermal electric power,
of the experimental points (±10%) the average but the corrections, after Bundy 15], are only
curve can be a straight line. known up to 70 kb. In spite of this, we have

listed, on Table 1, the effect of this correction.
The reference temperature has been taken at
20'C and the temperature in the shock wave is-•• • that givenby R. G. McQueen and F. D. Marsh [6].

The dynamic voltages are clearly higher
than those expected on the basis of the static
thermoelectric properties of the couple copper/
constantan. lllyukhin and Kologrivov [3] have
arrived at the same conclusion ofh the couple
copper/nickel.

It is seen that the correction estimated
from the static effect has the opposite sense to
the effect observed here. The observed volt-
ages are higher in absolute value than those ex-
pected without correction.

Fig. 11 - Typical record from C.T.E./Cu
junction on free surface. Upper beam hori- Inertia of the Phenomenon
zontal 1 gs/div., vertical Z0 mV/div. Lower
beamhorizontal 0.2 As/div.,vertical 2OmV/ If the phenomenon takes !,,ce at the inter-
div. Lower beam 2.6 lis delayed on upper
beam. Pressure: 180 kilobars. face of the two metals, as the crllection of re-

sults obtained leads one to think, its response
time must be extremely small and should allow
for the internal exploration of the shock wave.

Abnormal Amplitude It seems that we have not yet effectively attained
the time of rise of the phenomenon itself. Two

One can estimate the thermal electric volt- opposing effects intervene:
ages which would appear from static compres-
sion at the pressures and temperatures prevail- 1. The curvature of the shock wave which
ing in the shock wave. The calculation has been is never ideally plane. The junction as a result
made and these results are indicated in Table 1. is not hit simultaneously on all points. One can
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§ K

Fig. 13 - Experimental curve. C.T.E./Cu junction E.M.E. vs
shock-pressure. Experimental dispersion: ±10%.

TABLE 1
Comparative emf Obtained by Static (Thermoelectric) and Dynamic

Loading of C.T.E./Cu Junction at the Same Temperature
(The Static Pressure Correction is Roughly Extrapolated from Bundy's Results)

Pressure (Kilobars) 100 200 300 400 500

Calculated Temperature 63WC 121°C 201°C 311°C 446°C

Static Thermocouple emf
(Millivolts Ref: 20 'C) 2 4.4 8.5 14.8 22.7

Pressure Correction
(Millivolts 0.25 mV/100 Kb/100 'C) -0.12 -0.5 -1.8 -3 -5.3

Resultant emf (Millivolts) 1.88 3.9 6.7 11.8 17.4

Dynamic emf (Millivolts) 30 45 60 73 87

reduce the consequences of this fault by di- Trials on Different Metals
minishing the surface of the junction.

We have already indicated the correct po-
2. The difficulties which arise on the use larity of the signals obtained with the different

of junctions of small surface area from the fact metallic couples. The voltages obtained at dif-
that lateral rarefactions develop in contact with ferent pressures are reported in Table 2. The
isolating material of low acoustic impedance. indicated pressures are the pressures incident,

that is to say the pressures in the target metal,

By making compromises, and by special (copper or iron). One will equally find comple-
study of the form of the junctions, we havebeen mentary results concerning the couples B.T.E./
able to record some rise times of 25 to 30 copper, zinc/copper and bismuth/copper, which
nanoseconds. It does not seem that we have call for the following remarks:
attained the limit of the phenomenon itself (see The couple B.T.E./copper gives a voltage
oscillograms Figs. 11 and 12). nearly zero at 1100 kb in spite of a notable static
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TABLE 2
Experimental emf from Different Metals (Millivolts)

Incident Pressure (Kilobars)
100 130 150 180 360 400 1160

Tested Metal Reference Metal

Constantan Copper -30 -36 -43 -73 -180
Aluminum Copper -10
Nickel Copper -35 -90
Bismuth Copper +11 -100 -170
Chromel (B.T.E.) Copper +10 0
Zinc Copper -90

Constantan Iron -35 -50 -500
Chromel (B.T.E.) Iron +20

thermoelectric power. It gives a small posi- the left and the right in Fig. 14 with the speeds
tive voltage at 180 kb. Di which depends on the medium.

The couple zinc/copper for which the sta- At an instant, t, the thermodynamic state
tic thermoelectric power is extremely small, behind the shock front is determined by the
gives by contrast a notable negative voltage at knowledge of one of the three variables P (pres-
1100 kb. sure), T (temperature), v (specific volume).

Experimentally, one measures the voltage
For the couple bismuth/copper (negative Vb - V. between a and i ends of the chain.

static thermoelectric power) one obtains a
negative signal and very weak for 100 kb, posi- At this instant, the shock is at C and D and
tive and weak for 180 kb, and again negative but there exists in the medium between these points
with a strong amplitude at 1160 kb. a temperature gradient: 3T./ x and an electron

thermodynamic potential gradient: -)WF,×)x where
This behavior is not too astonishing if one WF is the Fermi level of the electron gas. At

considers the numerous phase changes exhibited zero current, we know that there exists in all
by bismuth, and, for this reason the result is points of the metal a "fictitious" field given by
not in contradiction with a thermoelectric classical theory [7].
origin.

Ex. : S•'T;'h + 1e('W/x

The results found on the couple nickel/

copper coincide with those obtained by Ilyukhin where S is the thermal electric power of the
and Kologrivov. metal and e the negative charge of the electron.

Following Ziman [7], the effective electric

POSSIBLE THEORETICAL field observed is:

APPROACHES

SE - - )WF

Being given the analogy of the phenomenon X E - -x
with the Seebeck effect one can think of studying
it in the framework of the theory of transport The difference of measured potential is equal,
phenomena. therefore, to:

B

Application of Transport Theory V5 -* V, E d..
A

If one "expands" the gage submitted to
shock, as represented in Fig. 1, one obtains the The gradient of temperature is zero between A
metallic chain of Fig. 14. We will call x the and C and between D and B. Two cases must be
thickness of the copper traversed by the shock considered according to whether or not the wave
before the wave front reaches the interface of reaches the interface D' copper/constantan, that
the constantan/copper situated at D'. The shock is to say, has passed or not passed the points
develops from the instant t = 0 at 0 towards D' and C'.
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T. I: J0:C 7N ,

Fig. 14 - Developed metallic chain

If the wave has not reached C' and temperature is higher than that calculated on
D;(Vb - V.) is 0 by symmetry. If the wave has the basis of thermodynamic equilibrium, or (3)
gone beyond C' and D' the difference of poten- The effect entering into play is of a different
tial reduces to: nature than the thermoelectrical effect.

v jc S(T) dx D J (a) dx Electronic TemperatureVB- vA = S dx - f dx.
C' _&X C. T.E.C D CThe temperature deduced by a thermo-

If one supposes that the position of the wave electric measurement is rigorously that of the

is such that the pressure maximum is at D' electronic gas. The weak inertia of this gas as

(therefore equally at C') the preceeding ex- compared to that of the crystalline lattice can

pression must give the value of the voltage at allow it to acquire, under a shock, an activation

the observed crest on the recorded waveforms, energy corresponding to an electronic tempera-
ture very high relative to that of the lattice as

This expression describes an effect purely given by the results of McQueen and Marsh [6].

thermoelectric. The numerical exploitation of
this expression involves the calculation of S as Therefore with a Maxwell gas, weakly
a function of pressure. In effect S is given ionized, in an electric field E constant within

[7] by: the time of electronic relaxation -r, one can cal-
culate the difference of the temperatures Te - T,

S = ( 772 K 2 T/3e)(0 log c-/W)W of the electrons and of the lattice:

TeTr - 1/3e 2
E

2 
,

2 
M!Km

where c, is the electric conductivity of the metal
and K the Boltzman constant. S depends, there- where e and m are charge and mass of the elec-
fore, in a very sensitive way on the deformation tron; M is the mass of the ions of the lattice.
of the Fermi surface under pressure.

Utilizing the experimental results on the

The static study for the voltage (VB - VA) is basis of this interpretation one can evaluate the
expressed in fact in Table 1 for the couple cop- electric field E. At 150 kb for example, for a
per/constantan. One has seen that the voltages junction constantan/copper, one can translate
obtained under shock are very high, by com- into temperature with the usual tables the emf
parison, and the difference is in an inverse of 35 millivolts measured. One obtains: tE =

sense to the correction that would come from 660°. The thermodynamic temperature being
the predicted static correction. taken as that of the lattice is known [5] and is

equal to 160°C, whence the value of the field:
One should note that, for iron, the compres- E = 9 X 10 4 volt/meter.

sion under shock tends to increase the resistiv-
ity [8] while a static compression diminishes One will note that this field is around 105
it [9]. We are therefore lead to conclude: (1) times weaker than that of the coulomb attrac-
Either the thermoelectric effect is modified tion between two neighboring atoms of copper.
and amplified by the dynamic effect of the shock One can see the origin of such a field in the
or its anisotropy, or (2) The local effect of abrupt setting in motion of the ions at the sites
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of the lattice under the influence of the shock 3. The structure of the transducer is par-
wave. Such a process would be particularly ticularly simple and, subject to the restriction
capable of explaining a voltage peak often ob- of using an isolating material adopted in acous-
served at the arrival of the shock at the inter- tic impedance to the metal in the couple, this
face. transducer would produce a minimum perturba-

tion upon the phenomena being studied.

"Phonon-Drag" Effect 4. The problems of electric insulation are
always very difficult to resolve in the case of

According to Rodionov [10,11] the thermo- very strong shocks. Without misjudging that
electric effect due to the "phonon drag" [71 may there is a research problem with regard to
become important under high pressures, taking insulation, one can note that in the present case
account of an increase of the Debye tempera- its solution is facilitated by the simplicity of
ture. Although the Debye temperature does, in the structure of the junctions and especially by
fact, increase with pressure the shock condi- the fact that it requires only a very mediocre
tions are such that the temperature of the lattice insulator under shock-pressure because the in-
remains well above that of the Debye & in spite ternal electrical impedance of the junction is
of the influence of the pressure. It seems, so low.
therefore, that one cannot make use of this
phenomena to interpret our results; however,
we felt it necessary to take note of this argu- Construction of a Transducer
ment.

The development of transducers has, at
present, been based solely on the use of the

Deformation of the Fermi Surface couple constantan/copper. Teflon has been the
insulating material most often used; but its low

A knowledge of the Fermi surface is essen- acoustic impedance allows it to be distorted
tial to the study of transport properties in met- more easily than the junction metals under the
als. One has seen its role in the expression for influence of the shock wave. The junction, for
the thermal electric power. Under static pres- this reason, considerably spreads while the
sures J. J. Dugdal and J. N. Mundy [12] made shock wave progresses in the target, and one
use of the deformation of the surface to try to cannot obtain the profile of the shock wave be-
interpret the variation of thermoelectric power. hind the front; most often the electrical signal
In a compression by a shock wave one can sep- appears as a plateau. Better results have been
arate two effects of pressure on the Fermi sur- obtained with ceramics of dense metal oxides;
face; the one of static character through the unfortunately, these latter are much more dif-
intermediary of the variation of the crystalline ficult to fabricate. A model of a coaxial trans-
parameter (local anisotropic variation) which ducer is shown in Fig. 15.
modifies the Brillouin zones and the energy
bands of the metal; the other of dynamic char-
acter through the intermediary of electrons Recording of Double Shocks
having energies near those of the Fermi level
WF, being activated in the shock by interaction The response of junctions on a shock front
with the ions of the lattice. has been studied in adequate detail, as one has

seen previously. On the other hand, the form of
the signal behind the rise front seems to be

UTILIZATION AS A TRANSDUCER much more sensitive to the technology of the
transducers. In order to test different types of

Utilization of this effect to make a pres- transducers, we have used the setup shown in
sure transducer for shock measurement is Fig. 16. The "shock driver" of 24 ST aluminum
particularly attractive for the following reasons. is projected at a higher velocity than the "shock

driver" of copper. The first induces, therefore,
1. The zone of measure can be as small in the copper target, a first shock relatively

as one desires since it can be reduced in thick- weak (around 400 kb). The second arrives a
ness to the theoretical zero thickness of the fraction of a microsecond later and induces a
junction. much more intense shock (of the order of 800

kb). At two and five mm from the point of im-
2. The transducer can be an intimate part pact of the target the two shock fronts are

of the material submitted to the shock if the clearly separated. At 10 mm from the point of
metal to be studied is of suitable nature, impact of the target the second shock, which
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CT.A . -IN

I'S1i 7TI'6 SLEEVE

COpPER SHIELM

TMOET

. ,I.E, Cu JONCTiL;,

Fig. 15 - Typical coaxial
C.T.E. /Cu transducer

COPPER TARGET

Fig. 17 - Experimental records on Fig. 16
configuration. From upper to lower trace:

- A transducer--distance - 2mm
. .. .- B transducer--distance - 5mm

ZI • - C transducer -distance - 10mm
2 SHOCKDRIVER TO -- D transducer -distance - 15mm
(CPPER - 3 .. ) 1 For all traces, horizontal 0.5 gs/div., ver-

I Stical 100 mV/div. Pressures: 400 and 800

(24 st. ALLISINL - 4 ,.j kilobars.
COAXIAL TR,!1S01JCERS

Fig. 16 - Double shock-driver
configuration CONCLUSION

These preliminary results concerning the
bi-metal junctions submitted to shock waves

moves more quickly than the first, has partially seem promising. The remaining work to be
overtaken it. At 15 mm it has totally overtaken carried out from the points of view of theory,
the first shock and one only distinguishes a experiment, and technology is considerable. But
single shock. (All distances are given in aside from the possibility, already very interest-
Lagrange coordinates.) The transducers are ing in itself, of perfecting a sensor of shock
insulated with the aid of a ceramic of high den- pressure, this phenomenon seems able to be
sity. The oscillograms obtained are shown in useful for more fundamental research on the
Fig. 17. One will note that the amplitude of the physics of shocked solids. It should permit, for
second rise front is much weaker than the am- cross-checking of theoretical studies and ex-
plitude of the first, even though they should be perimental results, acquisition of valuable in-
approximately equal. This can be attributed to formation about the alteration of Fermi surfaces
a partial deterioration of the insulating prop- and Brillouin zones in metallic crystals sub-
erties of the ceramic due to the first shock. jected to strong shock waves.
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Besides, one may hope, by improving junc- 6. R. G. McQueen and S. P. Marsh, J. Appl.
tions technology, to get some knowledge of the Phys. - 31 - 1253 (1960).
intimate structure of the shock-front itself
from detailed studies on the rise front of the 7. Ziman, Electrons and Phonons. Oxford -

electrical waveforms. 1963.
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PHERMEX APPLICATIONS TO STUDIES OF

DETONATION WAVES AND SHOCK WAVES

Douglas Venable and T. J. Boyd, Jr.
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California

Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

A 20-MeV, high intensity, high current, flash radiographic. ma-
chine, PHERMEX, has been built to complement other hydrodynamics
facilities of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. In many experi-
mental situations, observations of hydrodynamic phenomena may be
obtained by means of techniques unique to flash radiography. This de-
vice is used primarily to implement studies in areas related to detona-
tion and shock waves, jet formation and the interaction of jets with
matter, spalling and cratering. In certain simple geometries, shock
wave and rarefaction wave velocities, particle velocities, and time var-
iation of both edge positions and mass density distributions can be ob-
tained. This facility and the choice of its design parameters are dis-
cussed. Radiographs illustrating typical experiments are included.
Results of several experiments, germane to this symposium are pre-
sented; these include measurements of the Hugoniot pressure at zero
particle velocity, and the particle velocity and sound speed behind a
detonation wave in solid explosives.

INTRODUCTION sense scattered radiation, which increases with
object thickness, can serve to establish a prac-

For many years flash radiography has pro- tical upper limit of object thickness which can
vided and continues to provide an elegant tech- be radiographed usefully. Results of both theo-
nique for observing high-speed hydrodynamic retical and experimental studies at Los Alamos
phenomena [1-18] associated with shock and [19] clearly demonstrated that precision deter-
detonation waves. Although many other meth- mination of mass distributions in very thick
ods are used to acquire information relative to sections, even greater than ten mean-free-paths
these same phenomena, flash radiography is thick, is not only physically feasible with ade-
one of very few schemes that offers direct ob- quate flux but also practical with a variety of
servations. Until recently only modest flash object configurations provided careful control
radiographic facilities existed. Commercially is exercised over alignment, penumbra effects,
available equipment, as well as the state of the geometric symmetry, scattered radiation, de-
art, still impose rather severe constraints upon tector latitude [20], calibration techniques, and
both techniques and apparatus. When utilizing the host of other problems which are ever
conventional flash radiographic equipment, the present. This study also demonstrated the
choice of object size may be dictated not by feasibility of constructing an electron acceler-
what is optimum hydrodynamically, but rather ator capable of performing tasks of interest to
overwhelmingly by the penetration capability of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. Indeed,
available radiation flux consistent with blast such a device was considered practical as early
protection. Often this choice is not consistent as 1952 utilizing techniques and commercially
with acquiring the most precise information, available apparatus which existed then. How-

ever, this project formally began with the initi-
Precision radiography requires accurate ation of detailed design and construction in 1957

resolution of edges and discontinuities as well at which time both techniques and equipment
as accurate resolution of mass density distri- had matured vastly, resulting in a far superior
butions. Precision is degraded by many things flash radiographic facility than could have been
but especially by scattered radiation. In this constructed in 1952.

639
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PHERMEX is capable of performing preci- electrons are useful in that one-fourth to one-
sion flash radiography in objects about four third have momenta components which, upon
mean-free-paths thick when using conventional striking a tungsten target, can produce radia-
film techniques and about ten mean-free-paths tion within a useful spectral range and spatial
when using electronic detectors. distribution.

Although there has been significant ad- Finally the electron beam is focused upon
vancement in the production of intense sources a 3-mm diameter aperture in a thick beryllium
of x-rays, almost insignificant progress has collimator. After emerging from this collima-
been achieved in the techniques of precise data tor, the beam passes through a 0.5-mm thick
acquisition in this field. The great increase of beryllium window and falls on a 1-mm thick
useful radiation flux has only made the applica- tungsten target. Target currents greater than
tion of photographic processes, i.e., film black- 20 A at about 20 MeV now provide fluxes of
ening techniques, somewhat less unpalatable. about 10 roentgen per 0.2-Alsec pulse or 5

roentgen per 0.1-jisec pulse measured on-axis
at 1 meter from the target. Because of the na-

PHERMEX CHARACTERISTICS ture of this accelerator, a 0.2-psec pulse of
gamma rays consists of 10 sub-bursts, each

In flash radiographic studies of explosives about 6-nsec long. The average dose rate dur-
and explosive-driven systems there are two ing a pulse is 50 r/Asec. Considering a brems-
significantly important aspects. One of these strahlung production efficiency in the tungsten
is the precise location of edges as well as hy- target of say 42 percent, gamma radiation is
drodynamic discontinuities; the other is the produced at an average rate of about 170 MW
statistically significant measurement of areal for 0.2 gsec whereas the on-axis intensity at
distributions of mass density. Areal density is 1 meter is several megawatts per square
defined here as the integral of the mass density centimeter.
taken over the rectilinear path followed by the
primary radiation traversing the object. It is PHERMEX is illustrated by the line draw-
this function which radiography is so well suited ing in Fig. 1. Here the course of the electron
to determine. These two aspects are not mutu- beam can be traced from the thermionic cathode
ally exclusive; both demand high radiation in- in the electron gun to the radiation generating
tensity, considerable total flux and a small but target. The physical layout of the PHERMEX
finite size radiation source. Therefore the complex was dictated primarily by its rein-
choice of optimum x-ray machine characteris- forced concrete housing which provides neces-
tics needed for a given class of problems re- sary protection from blast and shrapnel. Indeed,
quires consideration of radiation production this is one reason why the ejected electrons are
efficiency, absorption statistics, detector effi- piped about 10 meters to the target located out-
ciency and latitude, total flux, as well as radia- side of the blast-proof bunker.
tion intensity, and the spatial distribution of the
useful portion of the radiation field. A detailed The present capability of PHERMEX has
study of these parameters was made with re- been expressed in terms of its beam energy,
spect to experiments of general interest to this radiation flux output, pulse length, and spot
laboratory [21]. It was demonstrated that for size. It should be mentioned in passing that a
many experiments an acceptable radiation flux program aimed at virtually doubling the radia-
was equivalent to that generated by 5 to 10 gC tion intensity and increasing the beam energy
of 20-MeV electrons providing they were deliv- to about 25 MeV is nearing completion. This
ered to a 3-mm diameter tungsten target for should greatly enhance the radiographic capa-
0.2 to 0.1 gsec or less. bility of the machine.

When this project formally started, the
most attractive device for this service was the ARRANGEMENTS AND PROCEDURES
standing wave linear accelerator [22-24]. This FOR EXPLOSIVE EXPERIMENTS
same situation is still true today. The PHER-
MEX accelerator system consists of three cyl- Figure 2 represents schematically a radio-
indrical copper-lined cavities operating-at 50 graphic geometry used for many of the explosive
Mc/sec in the TM 0 10 mode. Physically each experiments reviewed below. Target protection
cavity is about 4.6 meters in diameter and about is also shown in this illustration. Data are re-
2.6 meters long. Each contributes about 7 MeV corded on photographic film which must be pro-
to the injected electrons. Although the present tected from blast damage. The photograph in
ejected current is about 70 A, averaged over Fig. 3 is an illustration of the type of blast-
0.1- or 0.2-lisec pulses, only a fraction of these proof cassette that is used most often. The
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ELECTRON GUN TRANSMISSION LINE (typ.) COLLIMATING LENS

INETR ESANODE LOOP (typ.) STEERING MAGNET

FOCUSING LENS

TARGET

Fig. 1 -Schematic diagram of PHERMEX

FILM PROTECTIVE CONE workers have found this method satisfactory for
PLANE WAVE GENERATOR their specific applications. However, scattered

PR V NE N. Eradiation which reaches the film from such anPROTECTIVE NOSE NE

10"1 R A RPH \array effects a significant loss of radiographic
TARGET SPECIM resolution. As a result of this attendant degra-

S_ dation of information the conical aluminum
cassettes, developed at Los Alamos, are pre-

~ EAM FILM ferred.
PLANE_,,

L D -Because of the extreme latitude of the
30

4
171 70cm transmitted radiation intensity that is encoun-

Fig. 2 - Experimental tered in some experiments, several film-screen
geometry combinations may be used in one cassette. For

example, with the typical geometry shown in

Fig. 2, useful film blackening has been realized
for x-ray flux transmission ranging from 10-3
to almost unity. Typical film-screen combina-
tions could include three films: one Kodak KK
film intensified with two 1-mm thick lead
screens, one Kodak KK film intensified by one
1-mm thick lead screen, and one Kodak AA film
intensified with two 1-mm thick lead screens.
In those experiments having adequate flux,
wherein transmission is bound within a small
range of latitude, one type KK film with lead
screens is often adequate. Where greater sen-
sitivity is required, type F films, intensified by
tungstate screens, are used.

Although high-speed electronic detectors,
about 103 times more sensitive than the fastest

Fig. 3 - Blast proof cassettes. Typical film-screen combination, have been developed
damage is shown for special radiographic experiments, these in-

volve only standard electronic techniques, hence
they will not be discussed. In general, mass

hollow aluminum cone is capable of protecting distribution measurements are obtained from
a 35.5-cm diameter film from the ravages of film by means of existing well known photomet-
about 20 kg of high explosive located with the ric techniques supported by appropriate film
film plane as close as 70 cm from the charge calibration. In spite of the fact that recent ra-
center. Experience has demonstrated that film diation detection schemes, such as thermolumi-
can be protected even less expensively by using nescent devices, have extended detector latitude
thick plates of duraluminum; indeed other by several orders of magnitude, the best known
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method of measuring radiation flux for flash
radiographic applications is still conventional
industrial photometry.

TYPICAL EXPERIMENTS

Among the experiments that are reported
below there are several that pertain to meas-
urements of the Chapman-Jouguet particle ve-
locity and sound speed and one that is concerned
with an examination of the polytropic equation
of state for reaction products of condensed ex-
plosives. Other experiments are discussed to
indicate the scope of parameters that can be
investigated by flash radiographic techniques.

By embedding a series of foils at precisely
known initial positions in an explosive to be
studied and allowing the detonation wave to
sweep by these foils, a flash radiograph, appro-
priately timed, permits a study of foil displace-
ment as a function of time. This displacement
can in turn be related to the particle velocity
behind the front by the theory being examined. Fig. 4 - Dynamic radiograph of foils
The quality of fit of these data thus provides the embedded in high explosive
means of testing the applicability of the theoret-
ical model. One model is in rather good agree-
ment with experiment. Such a model assumes
plane wave motion, that mass and momentum 1.0
are conserved, and that the Chapman-Jouguet
condition is satisfied. A polytropic equation of F
state, P = Kp7 , is assumed to describe the adi-
abatic relation at any point behind the front [25].
The K and y are taken to be constant throughout U 0.5

the region of interest. Analysis of this model 0, •

leads to a linear relationship between the in-
stantaneous position of each foil as normalized
to the position of the detonation front and the
particle velocity at the foil position as normal-
ized to the Chapman-Jouguet particle velocity. I I.

Figure 4 illustrates such an experiment. L

A 10-cm cube of Composition B was initiated Fig. 5 - Foil experi-
by a plane wave generator. Eight foils of 2.5 x ment data
10" 3 cm thick tantalum were embedded in the
HE. Another was placed on the surface and the
assembly was then capped with two 0.635-cm
thick slabs of Lucite, with the tenth foil sand- These data can also be used to determine
wiched between them to serve as a position that value of the C-J particle velocity which
fiducial. When the detonation wave had pro- satisfies the assumed model. A weighted aver-
ceeded to a point roughly midway between the age of the velocity data gives a value for the
eighth and ninth foils, the radiograph was taken. C-J particle velocity of 0.208 cm/gsec. No
The resultant data are shown in Fig. 5. Circles error is assignable until an error analysis of
represent experimental points - one for each of the overall experiment has been performed.
the eight foils acted upon by the detonation. The
solid line is derived from the polytropic equation The foregoing discussion of the hydro-
of state [25]. The dashed line is of interest in- dynamic model of a detonation wave leads nat-
asmuch as it originates from use of the Becker- urally into the second experiment in which the
Kistiakowsky-Wilson equation of state in a one- sound speed behind a plane detonation wave was
dimensional hydrodynamic calculation [26]. determined. When a detonation wave strikes a
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free-surface of explosive, a rarefaction wave A third experiment was performed to de-
is born and immediately proceeds into the ex- termine the zero-particle-velocity Hugoniot
plosive reaction products. With a sufficiently pressure [27]. This involved observing the
high degree of reproducibility of explosive sys- speed of the reflected shock waves u2 which
terns, the progress of such a rarefaction wave arise from the normal collision of two identical
can be followed by means of radiographs of plane detonation waves of speed D. The ratio
successive shots. A radiograph of such a rare- of the pressure behind the shock wave, P2, to
faction wave is seen in Fig. 6. This was formed the C-J pressure, Pl, is given by the equations
when a plane detonation wave in Composition B of conservation of mass and momentum
impinged normally upon a planar free-surface.
Here the free-surface expanded into a vacuum P2 = D + U2 (1)
to eliminate the complications of shock waves • TI2• : D u•

in air.
If D and u1 are already known then a measure
of U2 provides the missing piece of information.SEquation (1) can be further modified if one in-

vokes the Chapman-Jouguet hypothesis and as-
sumes a constant gamma polytropic equation of
state for the detonation reaction products. Thus

Ti2• •'t

Using the value of "z• = 2.767 •_ 0.035 given by
Deal [28] for Composition B and the measured

•,= .:. values of U2 and D of 0.575 cm/•zsec and 0.795• cm/psec respectively, the ratio is•.; "• 2.345. The error in the ratioPressureu2/I) is about 1%.

•, i.:• The data from which u2 was determined are
::-•,• shown in Fig. 7 in a space-time plot, and a typ-S: .-.!(L•i•' ical radiograph of reflected shock waves in

•.. _: . " : :- ::•:.(•,•- Composition B may be seen in Fig. 8.
• :•f .... - .": •:•iiiz

• 2:

,==-.:2.2_ . J :,2,.

Fig. 6 ~ Radiograph of rarefaction wave I o

g_The slope of the space-time history of this•

wave, taken at the instant the detonation wave
struck the free-surface, provides a measure of
the rarefaction wave velocity, u•. With an in- 2
dependent measure of the Chapman-Jouguet TIM• -- •sec
particle velocity, u,, the sound speed is simply
c, = u, + ur, when accounting for the relative Fig. 7 - X-T plot of
direction of the rarefaction wave and the parti- reflected shock wave
cle flow.

This work is still in progress and, as yet,
there is insufficient evidence to establish the A bit more information might be inferred
ultimate precision with which the Chapman- from these same values of U.o and D. If one
Jouguet sound speed can be determined by this uses the equations of conservation of mass,
technique. So far, preliminary data, without an momentum, and energy, assumes a constant
error estimate, show a sound speed value of gamma polytropic equation of state for the
about 0.578 cm/psec in Composition B. gases, and invokes the Chapman-Jouguet
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Equation (3) obviously implies a double
gamma Hugoniot equation. However, if a single
polytropic equation were to be used with Y1 ý ^X2 = _,
then the experimentally measured ratio of U/D
implies y 2 = 2.514 ± 0.045 for the gases behind
reflected shock. On the other hand, if ., 1 = 2.769
as reported in Ref. [28] then -/2 =.2.692 from
Eq. (4). Furthermore, the pressure ratio as
given by Eq. (2) remains unchanged since the
gamma in that equation is always /,.

This experiment may appear to question
the validity of the constant gamma polytropic
equation of state for the reaction products of
solid explosives. However, inconsistency of
data, small aplanarities of the detonation waves
and even deviation from the Chapman-Jouguet
hypothesis [29] could provide comparable re-
sults. Much more extensive work is needed to
uniquely clarify some of these issues.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the development
of a Munroe jet which is formed in a flat-
bottomed rectangular cross section groove in
Composition B. The first of these radiographs
indicates an early state in the growth process.
The second shows the equilibrium form of the
jet. Over a rather wide range of parameters
the transient shape of this jet scales with the
ratio of detonation wave excursion from the
groove bottom to the width of the groove.

Fig. 8 - Reflected shock waves arising
from two colliding detonation waves

hypothesis, then the velocity ratio, U,/D, can be
described by a function of gamma only. Indeed,
if -y and ý2 represent respectively the gas
ahead of and the gas behind the reflected shock,
the pressure ratio across the reflected shock
can be expressed as

where

A = 2 )2 1+ 2 1

2y1  -' 1

- = i '2 1 1 (4 )
D Y+1 Fig. 9 - Formation of a Munroe jet
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Fig. 10 - Equilibrium shape of a Munroe jet

The radiograph of Fig. 11 is that of an
explosive-driven thin aluminum plate colliding Fig. 11 - Oblique collision of a flying plate
obliquely with a thicker plate of the same ma- with a stationary plate
terial. This radiograph shows the collision
process, the shock wave generated in the thicker
aluminum, a reflected shock wave in the high
explosive gas products, and rarefaction waves in space and time. The solid lines were com-
in both the aluminum and the HE gases. The puted by means of codes developed at the Los
store of information in these kinds of experi- Alamos Scientific Laboratory [26]. The radio-
ments is obvious, graph of Fig. 13 represents this type of experi-

ment. A series of experiments like these, using
Several 25-mm thick aluminum plates were suitable target materials can provide directly

driven by 10-cm cubes of Composition B. The Hugoniot and isentrope data on the reaction
trajectories of the back surface, the transmitted products in a way that is independent of meas-
shock, the reflected shock, and the front surface urements of free-surface velocities of plates.
were determined radiographically from a se-
quence of shots. The unadjusted raw data, Figure 14 is typical of spalling experi-
plotted in Fig. 12, illustrate these trajectories ments. In this case a 25-mm thick plate of
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Fig. 12 - Trajectories of various discontinuities in
explosive driven plate experiments
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Fig. 15 Colliding aluminum jets

Fig. 13 - Radiograph of explosive driven
aluminum plate showing shock wave in metal
and shock wave in detonation products DISCUSSION

PHERMEX can be employed in multiple
experiment flash radiography to obtain time
histories of various hydrodynamic phenomena.
It is possible to locate edges as in normal skiag-
raphy, to measure the velocity of shock waves,
rarefaction waves, contact surfaces, and to
measure particle velocity behind shocks, deto-
nations, and rarefactions. Mass density distri-
butions can be obtained. A time sequence of

Fig. 14 - Spalling in nickel plate such distributions provides a means of deter-
mining velocity gradients, hence viscosity as
well as the time variation of mass density gra-
dients. Accurate measurements of these hydro-

nickel was driven by Composition B. Dynamic dynamic variables provide Hugoniot and isen-
tensile strengths of a number of metals have trope information for extreme states of matter.
been determined for a variety of pressure gra-
dients and stress rates. Since this work is still
incomplete no results will be reported here. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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